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Harris Grain Company
(THE HOME OF FULL WEIGHT)

Wholesale Grain

AND MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE CRACKED CORN

STEER HEAD MOLASSES FEED

GRASSHOPPER ALFALFA FEED

SUPREME DAIRY FEED

IDEAL OAT AND CORN FEED

SEA GULL HEN FEED

INC.

Ill North Commerce Street MOBILE, ALABAMA
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Smith's Bakery
"WHERE QUALITY AND PURITY COUNT"

Bread, Cakes

Rolls and Pies

Home and Bell Telephones Dauphin and Hallett Streets

MOBILE, ALA.

MOBILE DRUG COMPANY
Wholesale

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS

Nos. 5 and 7 S. Water St. Mobile, Ala.

DAVE S. BAUER
THE DRUGGIST

Dauphin and Conception Streets

Make this Store your Headquarters
You are Welcome

PHOSPHO
Relieves Headache and Indigestion

AT ALL DRUG STORES
Manufactured by Mobile Drug Co.

MOBILE, ALA.

DR. J. C. SULLIVAN
DENTIST

Van Antwerp Bldg. Bell Phone 630

All Work Guaranteed MOBILE, ALA.

Cunningham Hardware Co.
GENERAL HARDWARE

Base Burners, Steel Ranges, Air-Tight Heaters

Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 South Commerce Street

MOBILE, ALA.
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T. YEEND (Peg) POTTER JNO. W. (Dutch) VAN HEUVEL

Proper Clothing, Hats

and Furnishings

FOR

Spring Hill Boys

POTTER-VAN HEUVEL COMPANY, Inc.

224 DAUPHIN

S. D. Copeland &Son
SANITARY PLUMBING AND

HEATING

Agents for the

CHAMPION MARQUART STEEL
RANGE and RUUD WATER HEATERS

No. 78 St. Michael Street

Both Phones 274

OUT-OF-TOWN WORK A SPECIALTY

N. L. OBERKIRCH, Mgr.

62 S. Royal St. MOBILE, ALA.

Academy of the Visitation
MOBILE, ALABAMA

The Academy of the Visitation, a boarding school for young ladies,
is situated on Spring Hill Avenue, midway between Mobile and
Spring Hill. The location is one of the most desirable for health
and educational pursuits.

The Course of Studies Embraces All the Branches Taught in the

Best Schools

The Academy was founded in 1833 and has always been favored
with liberal patronage.
For particulars send to the above address.
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New Battle House
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Spring Hill

G. Mertz & Company
WHOLESALE

PRODUCE AND GRAIN

Bell Phone 87 Home Phone 27

Cable Address: MERTZ

MORILE, ALA.

J. R. Courtney
Manufacturers' Agents

Butter and Butterine

S. Water Street MOBILE, ALA.

Sporting Goods Qf every kind

HEADQUARTERS FOR BASEBALL, TENNIS, BASKET
AND FOOTBALL SUPPLIES

Barney-Cavanagh Hardware Co.

We Keep You Cool in Summer

We Keep You Warm in Winter

ICE *FUEL CO/ S^fcAi
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L. H. Meyer & Sons
" THE HOUSE OF KUPPENHEIMER "

NOBBY CLOTHES FOB THE YOUNG MAN

COLLEGE HATS AND FUBNISHINGS

Ed. J. Higgins Co.
" THE QUALITY CANDY HOUSE "

PURE WHOLESOME PRODUCTS—" THE QUALITY KIND

New and Large Quarters After October 1st at

No. 62 Dauphin Street, Mobile, Ala.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR
THE QUALITY BRAND

FRENCH OPERA
COFFEE

AMERICAN COFFEE COMPANY
of New Orleans, Ltd.

Pollock Dry Goods Co.
INCORPORATED

JOBBEBS AND DISTBIBUTORS

6, 8, 10 and 12 S. Water St.

MOBILE, ALA.

EMILE HERPIN
"LITTLE JEWELER"

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
and JEWELBY

REPAIRING MOBILE, ALA.

Famous for Its Sea Food
Known Far and Near

KLOSKY'S HOTEL AND CAFE
Chas. Schimpf, Manager

Formerly of Schimpf's Cafe
When You come to Mobile come see us
106-112 Conti St. MOBILE, ALA.

WEAB

113 Dauphin Street

STOLL
Hats and Furnishings
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Bell Phone 77 Home Phone 359

Courtright & Whiting Supply Co., Inc.

Mill and
Marine Supplies

12 St. Francis Street

MOBILE, ALA.

C.J.Gayfer&Co
MOBILE'S BEST WOMEN'S

READY-TO-WEAB
SHOP

Corner Dauphin and Conception

E. CARRE COMPANY
MAKERS OF

'THE BEST" NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

INCLUDING

THE BEST DRINK
UNDER THE
SHINING SUN jgBfe

IN BOTTLES
AND

AT FOUNTAINS 5c

Sherman Stationery Co.
Incorporated White Swan Laundry

LEADING STATIONERS
225 Spring Hill Avenue

Sole Agents for

STANDARD ART METAL FILES
MOBILE, ALA.

Stationery, Printing and Blank

Book Manufacturers
LIFE-SAVERS

21 Water Street
of LINEN

The Troy Steam Laundry
BEST
BY
TEST

56 St. Emanuel Street TRY US
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The Bank of Mobile
National Banking Association

Designated Depositary of the

United States

Capital $100,00.00
Surplus (Earned) $100,000.00
Total Assets oyer $1,700,000.00

Deposits by mail given the best atten-

tion. Your business will be appreciated.

INTEREST PAID ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT4%
MICHAEL J. McDERMOTT, President

THOMAS J. O'CONNOR. Cashier

4%
ALFRED STAPLES, Vice-President

ROBERT W. BYRNE, Assistant Cashier

EVERYTHING IN INSURANCE
Also Money, Real Estate, Rents

NORVILLE BROS.

65 St. Francis Street MOBILE

Florida Fish Company
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

SEA FOOD
72 Church Street MOBILE, ALA.

WINDSOR HOTEL AND CAFE
A Home Like Place in the Business

Center of the City

A Good Place to Eat—A Good Place to
Sleep

A. E. REYNOLDS, Prop. Mobile, Ala.

MOBILE ICE CREAM COMPANY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ICE CREAM

Both Phones Conception and St. Louis

/S2* MODERN DYER.
Cl_EAIMER*?RENOVATOB.

308 O.op^.n St

The House With a

Reputation
BOTH PHONES

WE SELL THE BEST GRADES OF

Wood and Coal Cheap
STRICTLY FOR CASH

No extra charge for hauling to Spring Hill or Toulminville. Call us and inquire
before buying elsewhere

PURE CRYSTAL ICE A SPECIALTY

CRICHTON ICE AND FUEL COMPANY
CRICHTON, ALA.

THE SPRINGHILLIAN IS ILLUSTRATED BY
THE ALABAMA ENGRAVING CO., of Birmingham

"Printwell Plate Makers"
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Spring Hill College
Mobile, Alabama

CPRING HILL COLLEGE is built on rising ground, five miles distant^ from Mobile, and elevated one hundred and fifty feet above the sea-
level. It enjoys a constantly refreshing breeze, which renders its situa-
tion both agreeable and healthy. The surrounding woods afford the most
pleasant summer walks. A never failing spring at the foot of the hill,

and within the College grounds, furnishes an abundant supply of water
to the beautiful lake where the students may safely enjoy the beneficial
exercise of swimming. Long experience has proved that, owing to its

position, the College is entirely exempt from those diseases which pre-
vail at certain seasons in the South.

The College was incorporated in 1836 by the Legislature of Alabama,
with all the rights and privileges of a University, and empowered in 1840
by Pope Gregory XVI. to grant degrees in Philosophy and Theology.

The directors of the institution are members of the Society of Jesus,
which from its origin has devoted itself to the education of youth. They
will endeavor to show themselves deserving of the confidence reposed
in them by evincing on all occasions a parental solicitude for the health
and comfort of those entrusted to their charge, by sparing no pains to
promote their advancement and by keeping a careful and active watch
over their conduct. The exercise of their authority will be mild without
being remiss, in enforcing the strict discipline and good order so essen-
tial for the proper culture of both mind and heart. By this two-fold
education, which is based on Religion and Morality, they will exert all

their energies not only to adorn the minds of their pupils with useful
knowledge, but to instill into their hearts solid virtue and a practical
love of the duties which they will have to discharge in after life.

The public worship of the institution is that of the Catholic Religion;
however, pupils of other denominations are received, provided that, for
the sake of uniformity, they are willing to conform to the exterior exer-
cises of worship.

The plan of studies is established on a large scale, and is calcu-
lated to suit not only the wants but the progress of society. It consists
of three principal courses under the name of PREPARATORY, ENGLISH
and CLASSICAL.

French, German, Spanish, Italian, form separate courses, are optional
and are taught without extra charge.

Extensive grounds, spacious buildings, commodious class-rooms, li-

brary, reading rooms, billiard and recreation rooms, and the largest and
best equipped college gymnasium in the South, every facility for the
self-improvement and physical well-being of the student.

For Catalogue, etc., apply to REV. E. CUMMINGS, President.
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Ufa Auntzo lofcrtgu?z
THE AUTHOR OF "CHRISTIAN PERFECTION"

A. C. M.

(NOTE.—This poem was composed, in the main, on the banks of the Hillsbor-
ough River, Florida, whither the author frequently resorted, Rodriguez in hand, to
pass an hour alone. He was then teacher in the Sacred Heart College, Tampa, Fla.)

Down by the riverside,

Down by the silv'ry tide,

Down where the waters glide

On to the open sea,

On to eternity,

I go amusing me,
Calmly perusing thee,

Rodriguez !

High, on a limb I climb,

Having to pass the time,

Rodriguez in hand.

Beautiful virginal stream,

Thy crooning and lullaby seem
To have quieted into a dream

The lilies on land !

But, ah, 'mid the golden chime
And the melody mild of thy gliding,

'Mid the pouring and purl o' the rhyme,
Gomes the grander and nobler tiding,

More sublime,

Rodriguez !

With him my spirit'll go
Far past the river's flow,

Up where the wearied, worn
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Saints unshod,

Ungreaved, unshorn,

In self-denial,

In truce with trial,

Higher and higher above

Have trod,

Up where celestial rills

Roll on eternal hills,

Up to thy pure love

—

God !

How are the rough ways plain,

With Rodriguez !

How the world smiles in vain,

With Rodriguez !

Cat'racts are calmed to a stream,

Earth to her dust and a dream !

With relish for the real I rise

Like the eaglet in enterprise,

Plumed with faith and a plan

Of life,

And a might more than mountains,

To wing me, poor bedouin man,
Through strife

To eternal Fountains !

Energy, courage, thought,

Heaven-wrought,
I bring from thee;

Sermons of sinew and nerve

That never swerve

Ring from thee;

Fruits that savor of God,

As from their native sod,

Spring from thee,

Rodriguez !

Dinned with the deeds that are done
In the dusk of the down-town den,

Tired of the fuss and the fun,

Of the fits and follies of men,
Well may I sigh and pray

Only to find some way,
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Under a shady dome
To hide me with my tome,

And my heart-break in some nook,

And my tears with the running brook,

Grieving I e'er forsook

Rodriguez !

Hark to the signal call !

Life is not reading all;

Action ! The chapters say,

Work is your beads to-day,

Action, action, action,

Tho' the action be crucifixion.

Back to the plague, to the plumb or the plough,

Back with my sleeves to the slime or the slough,

Back to my urchins once more to teach,

In patience and peace,

And so by patience once more to preach

Rodriguez !

All through the strenuous strife,

'Tis he that lightens my life;

For I sit, my wild woes numbering,
And groan in my dreams unslumbering;
Yet can I never despair,

Never be wrinkled by care,

Remembering
Rodriguez !

Ah, when I'm dying, friend,

As I approach the end,

See that no flatterer stand

With vain speech bland.

Help me to swim the tide !

As to the Gulf I glide,

On to the open sea,

On to eternity,

Be with me, side by side !

Read me one chapter grand !

Then, in the sight of land,

Hold in my dying hand
Rodriguez !
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A.B. 76, A.M. 78, LL. D. '05

Your Lordship, Reverend Fathers, Gentlemen of the Graduating Class,

Ladies and Gentlemen : We are here to take part in the annual commence-

ment of Spring Hill College, founded in 1830 by Bishop Portier, of Mobile.

To me, as an old alumnus, has been accorded the privilege of addressing

the graduates of 1915 and this brilliant audience. Little as I deserve the

honor conferred upon me, I have accepted the invitation, because I am
always ready to raise my voice, however weak, in behalf of Christian

education, and because the opportunity is afforded me of offering a trib-

ute to my masters, the most eminent educators of youth, the best friends

of this great country, in the future as in the past— the illustrious Order

of Loyola.

Youngest and greatest of nations, the American Republic is the pride

of the civilized world. Struggling for freedom not much more than a

hundred years ago, this people has not only achieved independence but

erected a form of government which has challenged the admiration of

mankind.
And the government then established, which many of the most ardent

supporters of the Constitution continued for a long time to regard as an
experiment, has been perpetuated. Preserving all its vitality, and its

original splendor, the Constitution of the United States has adapted itself

to altered circumstances and varying conditions. It has ceased to be an
experiment. To-day it is admitted to be the highest expression of human
policy and political wisdom—the only pattern unto nations abandoning

the old monarchical forms.

How have these glorious triumphs been achieved?

The secret of this wonderful strength and ever-increasing greatness

is in the character of the people.

The American people is profoundly imbued with the spirit of liberty.

Now that spirit is the mainstay of government; "because," as Fox has

beautifully said, "it gives a power of which nothing else in government
is capable; because it incorporates every man with the State and arouses

everything that belongs to the soul as well as the body of man; because

it makes every individual feel that he is fighting for himself and not for

another; that it is his own cause, his own safety, his own concern, his own
dignity on the face of the earth, and his own interest in that identical soil

which he has to maintain."

That spirit has created and preserves this government of the people.

If there is one land which should be called the "land of freedom," surely
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it is ours. Indeed, the providential mission of the great republic seems

to be the advancement of the cause of popular liberty. By its magnificent,

principles and lofty example it is destined, in the not distant future, to

regenerate the entire political world.

The American people is also a profoundly religious people.

By the Constitution it is provided, it is true, that Congress shall make
no law respecting an establishment of religion. But the sole object of

this provision was to guarantee absolute freedom of conscience. "An
attempt," says Mr. Story, "to level all religions and to make it a matter

of State policy to hold all in utter indifference, would have created uni

versal disapprobation, if not universal indignation."

It was deemed wiser that no particular religion should be fostered

by the government; but neither the people nor the government ceased

to proclaim their belief in God, from Whom all blessings descend upon
nations as well as individuals. The framers of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence appealed to the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude

of their intentions.

In our legislative halls, and on every public and official occasion, we
invoke His name and implore His divine protection. And every year, under

the proclamation of the President himself, on a day which the nation ob-

serves as a legal holiday, we assemble in our churches or other places of

worship to render thanks unto the Almighty.

Such is the American separation of Church and State. In this coun-

try separation does not mean, as it has meant, alas! in other countries,

hatred of religion, persecution of the Church and spoliation of the religious.

In America the Church and the State are separate, indeed, and inde-

pendent and supreme within their respective spheres; yet, intimately asso-

ciated, linked together by the strongest ties of respect and affection. What
has been the result? Behold the expansion of religion, and in particular

the growth of the Catholic Church, in these United States. Behold the

ever-increasing power and prestige of the nation.

The spirit of liberty and the spirit of religion !—such are the elements

of the greatness of our republic. Indeed, was not this land specially dedi-

cated to God and liberty? When Columbus discovered the new world,

before unfurling the flag of Aragon and Castile, he planted upon these

shores the standard of the Cross. The Cross is the symbol of liberty.

By the Cross, the spiritual redemption of mankind was accomplished.
To Christianity we owe civilization, and every moral and social progress.

From Christianity we have borrowed the immortal truths upon which
our government is founded. Eighteen hundred years before Jefferson

and Adams, Christ and His disciples proclaimed "that all men are created

equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
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rights; that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness."

But it will be to the eternal glory of our forefathers that they asserted

those immortal truths, and reared upon them the magnificent fabric of

our government.

Co-eval with the infancy of this great Nation is the establishment of

the Order of Loyola in America. The name of the Jesuits is inseparably

linked with the history of the colonies and of the republic.

In nearly every State now forming part of the Union they were the

first missionaries, explorers or settlers.

Marquette won imperishable fame as the discoverer of the Mississippi.

De Smet civilized and Christianized the Indians.

Jogues and LeMoyne, Broebeuf, Lalemant and many other martyrs

shed their blood in the cause of God and America.

In our own times the Jesuits have given abundant proof of their

heroism.

In Maryland, the colonists were entirely under the care of the Jesuits-

White, Altham, Morgan, Copley, Casey and others. It was at the special

request of Lord Baltimore that such men were placed in charge of the

colony. Some of them sat in the Colonial Assembly.

And Bancroft says that Maryland was truly the house of religious

freedom.

John Carroll, the first Archbishop of Baltimore, was a student of the

Jesuits, and afterwards entered the society. His cousin, Charles Carroll,

one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, was also a Jesuit

student. Their diplomatic mission to Canada with Franklin and Chase

is part of the history of our Church and our country.

It is a remarkable fact that the provision in our Constitution with

regard to absolute freedom of conscience

It is to be traced almost directly to the Bill of Rights passed in 1683

by the New York Assembly, and the Maryland Bill of Religious Rights

and Freedom adopted under Lord Baltimore.

Now, a Jesuit, Father Henry Harrison, was the spiritual adviser of

the Catholic Governor of New York, Governor Dongan; and a Jesuit,

Father Andrew White, was one of the counsellors of Lord Baltimore.

The Jesuits, therefore, in this country, as in every other clime, were
the apostles of religion and the leaders of civilization; they were also (as

their labors and sufferings attest) the ardent lovers of the infant colonies

and the young republic; and, in a measure, they were the inspirers of our
constitutional liberties.

But what of the future? How will this republic be preserved? What
must we do to assure its continued greatness?

Concluding his admirable work on the Constitution of the United
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States, Mr. Story says: "Let the American youth never forget that they

possess a noble inheritance, bought by the toils and sufferings and blood

of their ancestors; and capable, if wisely improved and faithfully guarded,

of transmitting to their latest posterity all the substantial blessings of

life, the peaceful enjoyment of liberty, property, religion and independence.
* * * * Republics are created by the virtue, public spirit and intelligence

of the citizens." Thus was the American Republic created. Only thus can

it be preserved.

But how are the virtuous, public-spirited and intelligent citizens

formed? By education, received at the hands of the best masters.

There is no cause more important to society. The only safeguard of

this government, of any government, is the thorough education of the

people.

But what sort of education do I mean? And who are the best masters?

It is not sufficient to impart knowledge to the youth of this country;

it is absolutely necessary to also give them religious instruction. Knowl-
edge and Morality, Learning and Virtue! This is the education I mean,
and for which I shall always be proud to speak— Christian Education.

Ladies and gentlemen, when religion shall be banished from the

schools, national virtue will soon perish and the republic will be lost.

Oh! do not content yourselves with cultivating the mind, but culti-

vate also the heart, of the children.

Send them not to teachers who will blunt their conscience. Place

them under the care of those who will tell them that there is a Supreme
Being to Whom they must account for their acts. Send them to those

who will teach them that they have an immortal destiny.

An eminent Protestant statesman and historian, Guizot, says: "In

order to make popular education truly good and socially useful it must
be fundamentally religious. * * * It is necessary that a national education

should be given and received in the midst of a religious atmosphere, and
that religious observances and religion should penetrate into its parts."

In his admirable manner, Victor Hugo expresses the same sentiment.

"Far from wishing to proscribe religious teaching," says the great poet,

"I consider it to be more necessary at the present day than it has ever

been. * * * *

"The bane of our time is to make this life all. In giving to man this

earthly life as his sole end and aim, all its miseries are aggravated by the

negation at its close, which to the already oppressive burden of the unfor-

tunate adds the insupportable weight of future nothingness, and instead

of suffering, which is the law of God, causes despair. Hence spring vast

and deep social convulsions. I would, with unspeakable eagerness, desire

to ameliorate the material condition of those who suffer; but the first and
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most necessary amelioration is to give them hope. Mingled with infinite

hope, how much smaller do finite miseries become !
* * Death is a restitu-

tion. * * * God is found at last ! Let us remember this, and teach it to all.

"That which lightens suffering, sanctifies toil; that which makes a man
good, wise, courageous, is the perpetual vision of a better world shining

through the darkness."

Napoleon compared society without religion to a ship without a com-
pass.

Disraeli said: "I am not disposed to believe that there is any existing

government that can long prevail, founded on the neglect to supply or

regulate religious instruction."

Gladstone emphatically declares: "Every system which places relig-

ious education in the background is pernicious."

Daniel Webster says: "The ground taken is that religion is not nec-

essary to morality, that benevolence may be insured by habit, and that

all the virtues may fiourish, and be safely left to the chance of flourishing,

without touching the waters of the living spring of religious responsibility.

With him who thinks thus, what can be the value of Christian revelation?

So the Christian world has not thought; for by the Christian world,

throughout its broadest extent, it has been, and is, held as a fundamental

truth that religion is the only solid base of morals, and that moral instruc-

tion not resting on this basis is only a building upon sand." Christian

Education, therefore, is essential to the preservation of the American
Republic.

But who are the best masters? Evidently those teachers who con-

duct colleges in which religion is not excluded from the education of youth;

those teachers who are consecrated to the service of God, and who apply

their pure souls, as well as their rich minds, to the instruction of their

pupils.

Among such teachers none stand higher than the Jesuits. Great as

is their fame as orators and writers, it is as educators that they are pre-

eminent.

All over the world they are regarded as the very best of all educators.

The limits of this address will not permit me to dwell upon the Jesuits'

system of education. Suffice it to say that it has received the approbation

of the greatest minds, and of many who were unfriendly to them or hostile

to the Catholic religion.

To-day there is in nearly every one of the larger cities of the United

States a college of the Jesuit Fathers. And in every part of this great coun-

try there are honorable, useful, distinguished and most prominent Ameri-

can citizens who were Jesuit students.

Gentlemen of the graduating class, I congratulate you upon having
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received such an education. It is an estimable blessing, a priceless gift,

which you will appreciate more and more as you advance in years and

fight the battle of life. In every circumstance, remember your teachers,

be worthy of them, emulate them if you can, champion their cause, which

will always be your own cause and that of your country; for their only

concern, their only aim, their only ambition, is to work for the greater

glory of God, "Ad majorem Dei gloriam."

May you always look back upon your Alma Mater as I do, with deep-

est gratitude! My admiration for the Society of Jesus has only increased

with time. The Jesuits were my only teachers in New Orleans and at

Spring Hill. I am distinctly a Jesuit pupil, and I am certainly proud of it.

Since my graduation, thirty-nine years ago, there have been many
changes indeed, for this college has progressed wonderfully in every way.

The faces, too, have changed. My professors have, nearly all of them,

passed away. But I find a Jesuit Father here who was my classmate in

New Orleans when we were children; I mean the professor of the gradu-

ating class, that eminent teacher and superb orator, my dear friend,

Emmanuel de la Moriniere.

Ladies and gentlemen, pardon me for having spoken of myself and
for betraying so much emotion.

Again I adjure you, if you love your offspring, if you love your coun-

try, send your children to teachers who believe that moral culture and
discipline is not less essential than intellectual training. Give them a solid

and truly Christian education. Sacrifice your pleasures, sacrifice your
comforts, but do not sacrifice the education of your children. Send them
to these teachers.

And you to whom God has given worldly riches, employ your wealth

in advancing this sacred cause. Endow colleges. Endow these colleges.

There are no higher seats of learning, no greater schools of virtue and
patriotism.

Let us love our country; there is none greater.

And let us, on every occasion, acknowledge our debt of gratitude

our illustrious masters, the Jesuits, the best, the truest friends of the Amer-
ican Republic.
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Nftttfata
CORNELIUS O'LEARY, A.B. '19

The last mad hours of the carnival season had drawn to a close and
the forehead of the morn was smeared with ashes for the coming day.

Harold McCraire, the gray Lent heavy on his spirit, left the Athenaeum
with his friend, John Roth, and started down Camp street. How tawdry
and cheap the costumes, so glorious before, looked in the somber morn.
To add to the dreariness, fitful gusts of rain swept along the street, while

large dark clouds overhead gave token of a coming rainstorm.

As the two young men walked along, the dampness began to take

effect on McCraire's light Pierrot costume. "John, I will go to the office

and get my raincoat," he said, and with a hearty adieu the two parted.

As McCraire made his way through the crowd of belated revellers,

a sense of unrest took possession of him, the cloak of forced gaiety fell

from his shoulder and a nausea of the frivolities with which he had
crowded the last garish weeks filled his soul; a nameless fear slackened

his footsteps, and at every step he took, a voice seemed whispering in his

ear: "Don't go!" He shook this foolish fancy from himself, as but a

natural reaction after the night's jollity, and with an effort continued on
his way.

As he entered the building, he thought he saw a dim light in the rear

of the office, but when he looked again there was nothing. "My imagi-

nation is deceiving me," he thought, "the lights of the opera are still in

my eyes." Then he picked his way through the dark toward his part of

the office; but as he opened the door, there was an unmistakable click

—

"Who's there?" he said quickly. Only the darkness and silence, blacker,

stiller, answered him. Yet through it all he could detect the sound of muf-
fled breathing. Alarmed, he reached over and pressed the electric button.

As the room was flooded with light, a figure standing at the side of the

door swung a heavy iron paper-weight on Harold's unprotected head.

With a slight groan he dropped to the floor unconscious. The door opened

and closed softly and a muffled figure hurried out into the bitter dawn.

As Jose McCarthy, the janitor, came to the store a few hours later,

he found the door open and hurrying in to the office, was appalled at

the sight of the white figure lying still and silent on the floor, near the

open safe, a thin stream of blood trickling down the forehead, crimson-

ing the light silk of the Pierrot blouse. "They have killed the young
book-keeper," he cried, and, thoroughly frightened, 'phoned immediately

to a doctor and the police headquarters, asking that a detective be sent.
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The doctor and the detective arrived at the same instant. A hurried

examination showed that, though alive, the young man had received a

fearful injury to his skull. "I doubt that he will ever regain his mind."

As the doctor said these last words, Mr. Bork, the proprietor of the Jef-

ferson Dry Goods Company, entered. White and shaking, he showed by
his every action how much the terrible news had shocked him. In fact,

he seemed physically unmanned, and his haggard face showed how un-

nerved he was.

The detective, after a hasty examination, called Bork to his side.

"The office was entered last night by some one who knew the combination,"

he said, "for the safe is open, yet no violence has been done to it. There

is no sign of a struggle. Perhaps the book-keeper came here for some
reason and was attacked by some burglar. It is beyond me. But, never-

theless," he continued, "the criminal undoubtedly left this penknife in

his hurried exit; this is at least one clue." "No," said Bork hastily, "that

is no clue; he could not have left that knife for it is the one I lost here

yesterday." At these words the detective gave him the knife and left,

promising to return in a few days.

About five days later, Mr. Bork was in conference with the detective.

Suddenly the door flew open and the new book-keeper rushed in, with

these words on his lips: "Mr. Bork, there is
—

" But seeing the detective,

stopped. "Excuse me, sir; I did not know you were busy," said he. "I

am not too busy to hear you," said Mr. Bork. "Very well, sir. There is

an erasure here which removes three thousand dollars, and in the final

accounting the ledger balances. I have tried over and over again to find

a mistake, but there is none." Before Mr. Bork could answer, the de-

tective's voice broke in: "Undoubtedly," said he "the young man made
the change and on coming back to get the money was attacked by some
other nameless Apache whom he discovered." Then he continued: "Do
you want the young man prosecuted?" "Let the matter drop," said Mr.
Bork. "The young man was the best book-keeper I have ever had and
his arrest would kill his mother."

When this kindness of Mr. Bork was known at the office, the em-
ployees all wondered at the change that had come over him, because for

months every one had thought that he was going to discharge the young
man, so harsh had he been to him. But the old janitor, Jose, smiled and
said: "Don't you fellows know that Mrs. McCraire was Mr. Bork's old

sweetheart? The old fellow still loves her, so he could not punish her
son." That explained it all, but nevertheless they wondered that Harold
McCaire had done such a thing, for he was apparently straight as a die.

In a few weeks Harold's strength improved somewhat, but not enough
to allow the operation upon his head. His mind remained weak and wan-
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dering. By a strange phenomenon he imagined himself a jingling Pierrot,

and thus his mother was doomed to watch him play through life the part

he had assumed so lightly for a few hrief hours of revel. Time and again

she tried to fan the flickering spark of his intellect and gain some knowl-

edge of his unhappy accident, but nursery rhymes and nonsense verse were
her only response.

Thus she had given up all hope of a solution of the mystery and strove,

by every means in her power, to build up his physical condition, that this

terrible incubus might be dispelled from his intellect.

One thing she was resolved upon. No stain should rest upon the

name of McCraire. In spite of all Mr. Bork's precautions, rumor, fatal

tongued beast, had stung her with a whispered word that her son was
an embezzler. Quietly but resolutely she had gathered all her means,

selling even the roof above her head, to realize the necessary amount to

cover the sum charged against her loved son. Yea, she was resolved to

work as a clerk, if necessary, in Mr. Bork's store till every penny would
be paid.

Quietly as she had accomplished her end, Mr. Bork had heard of it,

and he came to remonstrate. At first he tried to dissuade her, but seeing

how useless all argument was, agreed at last to take the money. "What
do you intend to do?" he asked. "Oh," she answered, "I will become a

clerk or housekeeper for some wealthy man." Quickly came his answer:

"I have a large house that stands badly in need of a woman's care. You
know it would be yours for the accepting. At least let me offer you its

management." Although this was distasteful to her, Mrs. McCraire,

pressed by her poverty, agreed to his proposal. And so a few days later

we see Harold and his mother installed in Mr. Bork's house.

It was well for Mr. Bork that he had done this, for as the months rolled

by he became more irascible; his health, too, began to fail, necessitating

frequent trips away from the city, so that he was hardly able to control

the reins of his business and had no time for household cares.

A few years passed and the demented Harold and his mother were

as happy as circumstances permitted in the home of his former employer.

But deep down in her heart Mrs. McCraire longed for her son, the Harold

of old. "Anything is better," she thought, "than this life in death—let

the surgeon's art rekindle the light of his intellect. I shall not believe him
guilty until I hear it from his own lips." Thus the poor woman was
sorely harrassed in spite of Mr. Bork's unfailing kindness. Prudently he

deterred her from having the operation. "It will be his death in his weak
condition," said he. So she, in deference to his advice, would put it off

for a while.

But on one of his periodical absences, she was forced to carry her pro-
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ject into execution. There had been a sudden change for the worse in the

young man's condition, and Dr. DeBuys declared an immediate operation

imperative.

"Dr. DeBuys will operate at ten o'clock," was the news wired to Mr.

Bork. At once he hurried home to be with the mother in her hour of

trial. It was evident from his intense excitement that he feared the worst.

"One would think," said Miss Bell, the nurse, to Sister Georgiana,

"that it was his own son being operated upon. He's pacing up and down
the sun parlor like a caged animal, raving like a man demented." "Well,"

answered the kind-hearted sister, "his suspense will soon be over, for the

operation is drawing to a close."

At last the operation was finished, successfully finished, according

to the surgeons, and Harold, still under the effects of ether, had been borne

to where his mother waited. A few moments would bring her boy back

to her, his intellect clear, his honor untarnished; he would prove his in-

nocence. Thus cogitating, Mrs. McCraire began to pray, but before she

could finish a prayer, a figure, wild and haggard, rushed into the room.

Mr. Bork, his face white as a sheet, stood before her and in a voice

utterly unnerved, said: "Mrs. McCraire, a few hours will solve a mystery

for you, but I shall not wait for nature's denouement. It was not your

son who stole the money; it was I myself. Hard pressed for ready money,
I had abstracted it and hoped that his bond company would make good.

I had just completed my work, when he found me in his office that fatal

night, and, beside myself, I turned and struck to kill. Since then," he
cried, "I cannot see, I cannot hear; his blood has blotted out my world.

I asked you to come live with me to keep watch on him—to prevent an
operation at all costs, but soon his very figure haunted me. I could not

look into your eyes, I became nervous, excited, afraid every moment of

the day. As I could not stand to watch you two, I took to travelling to

keep me from you. But all this was in vain; justice has conquered. It was
not your son, it was I—I. Ask him now and see."

The mother, in an ecstasy of relief, turned to the bed, but the still,

silent figure made never a sign. She leaned over and touched him, called

softly his name, but he heard her not. He—was—dead.
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Sty? Sister

By DR. ARTHUR de PRENDERVILLE, LL. B. '15

(Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, etc., London, England)

In the hush of the night,

When the world's asleep,

And the stars in the heavens gleam—
There are ever eyes

That sadly weep,

And dreamers that ever dream.

Tears, bitter tears,

From anguish wrung—
And dreams of the fevered brain,

And a woman's toil

Unseen unsung,

Soothing the cry of pain.

Gently she moves
With noiseless tread,

As a vision from above—
Angel of mercy
Garlended,

With golden flowers of love.

Silence around,

And one dim light

For the sentinel on guard,

Watching throughout

The lonely night,

Her sorrow-laden ward.

Name her, or let her

Nameless be—
The laurel wreath is thine,

Dear sister! friend

Of misery,

Half human, half divine!
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&iantmall ifarkaon
JULIAN B. McPHILLIPS, B.S. '15

Reverend Father President, Honorable Faculty, Fellow-Students, La-

dies and Gentlemen :

In the course of history men of military genius have climbed high

upon the ladder of fame, and there, by masterly strokes and heroic deeds,

have indelibly written their names on the page of history. Caesar and Bo-

naparte climbed many of the rungs of this ladder, but this does not privi-

lege a future Plutarch to attempt the iniquity of a parallel; neither does

it permit one to place Alexander and Cromwell in the category of him
of whom we speak today—for this evening we dwell upon the name of

one who possessed all the virtues of these great men and yet lacked their

faults; one who was ever brave, loyal and pious; one who was the very

embodiment of all that represents genius, power, goodness and ability;

one who was the grand invincible champion of a great principle, the knight

without fear and without reproach; the Bayard of the South— THOMAS
JONATHAN JACKSON.

Dear friends, it is with a feeling of temerity and incompetency that

I rise this evening to pay homage to him whose name is written in golden

letters on the page of Southern chivalry. It is said that the poorest of

peasants may pronounce the name of the greatest monarch. And it is in

this spirit that I endeavor to lay before you the garland of laurels I have

gathered in honor of Stonewall Jackson.

The fair State of Virginia has the cherished honor of being the birth-

place of Jackson, and the humble inhabitants of Clarksburg have the

greater honor of being his fellow-citizens. Here in this quiet village the

beauties of nature are found in lavished abundance. Here lordly moun-
tains, smiling fields and clear stream combine to please the eye and de-

light the heart. Here, if you are ever so fortunate as to become acquainted

with the loyal-hearted inhabitants, you will learn to know their traditions

and their loves, you will learn that there is a hero's name at the men-
tion of which their faces brighten and their reminiscences are coerced

into words. The idol of their hearts is their beloved citizen, Stonewall

Jackson.

It cannot be said that Jackson was a brilliant student at West Point.

The future hero entered upon his studies as a shy, bashful youth, just old

enough to feel his own deficiencies in education and social position. In the

four years at the military academy he was a plodding, persevering student,

systematically mastering the difficulties of yesterday before he undertook
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those of today; and slowly but surely working his way to a respectable,

if not a leading, position amongst his fellow-students. He graduated sev-

enteenth in a class of brilliant men and it is said that if the course had
been ten years instead of four, Old Jack would have finished at the head

of his class.

At the commencement of the campaign in Mexico, Jackson proceeded

to that country as one of the officers of Magruder's battery. Here he
tasted of the hardships of war; here he won his first laurels. His bravery

was commended in more than one dispatch from the seat of war. "The
brave Lieutenant Jackson," "The gallant Lieutenant Jackson," are ex-

pressions showing the esteem in which he was held by his superior offi-

cers. And history bears me out when I say that during the Mexican war
no officer rose so rapidly to distinction as the young Virginian. In the

brief space of seven months this unknown youth had attracted the atten-

tion of his superior officers, and was promoted from the rank of second

lieutenant to that of major as reward for his services. On one occasion,

when his men feared to advance on account of the heavy fire to which
they were exposed, Jackson stepped forward amid a shower of missiles

and exclaimed: "You see, my men, there is no danger; follow me." And
to Jackson there was no danger; he feared naught on earth or below—he
feared neither man nor devil— he feared only the one great thing he

loved— the omnipotent God.

The climate of the country, however, told powerfully on his health,

and following the dictates of that high sense of honor which marked his

character, he retired from the army of the United States, having served

therein nearly six years. Jackson, however, was not the man to allow

his talents or time to be frittered away in idleness. After his retirement

from the army he took up his abode in his native State and there became
professor in the Virginia Military Institute.

In all probability, none of the acquaintances of Jackson were more
surprised at his brilliant display of genius in later days than were those

who knew his blank life at the institute. Here every Sunday you would
find him a stiff and uninteresting figure kneeling in the pew of a Presbyte-

rian church. But true genius awaits occasion co-extensive with its power
and aspiration. If the Civil War had never been fought, how very applica-

ble might these oft-quoted lines of Grey's Elegy be to Jackson:

"Full many a gem, of purest ray serene,
The dark, unfathomed caves of ocean bear;
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

Stonewall Jackson, like his celebrated companion in arms, General
Lee, was theoretically a Unionist to the very date of Virginia's secession,
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struggling long in deciding between his duty to his country and his devotion

to his State; but, when news was received at Lexington that President

Lincoln had called for seventy-five thousand troops to coerce the sover-

eign States of the South which had seceded, and had called on Virginia

for her quota of these troops, Jackson made a speech to a mass meeting

in which he said: "I have longed to preserve the Union and would have

been willing to sacrifice much to that end; but now that the North has

chosen to inaugurate war against us, I am in favor of meeting her by
drawing the sword and throwing away the scabbard."

Such, in words, ladies and gentlemen, was the passion that swayed
his heroic soul. Thus did he have ensconced in his heart that moral sen-

sibility, that vivid conscientiousness which would never permit him to

swerve a hair's breadth from what he pictured to himself as the path of

duty. Thus did he have combined in himself those characteristics which
make gentlemen and heroes, Christians and soldiers.

At Camp Lee, near Richmond, Jackson began his work of transform-

ing the high-spirited rabble that rushed to the front at the first call of the

bugle into the respectable army of the Shenandoah, which he turned over

to General J. E. Johnston; this marked him as a real soldier.

Jackson was next placed in command of the first brigade, as it is bet-

ter known, the "Stonewall Brigade." This company Jackson drilled and
drilled and re-drilled. The scorching rays of the sun were fierce, the

days were sultry, but the drill call sounded just the same. Thus did he

form his raw material into a phalanx that withstood the charge of vet-

eran soldiers, and whose courage never flickered for an instant even while

moving across shot-swept fields to take a position in front of the belch-

ing cannons.

It was on the first field at Manassas that Jackson won his new name
and fame. General Lee's soldiers were fleeing from the field in disorder

and he was vainly endeavoring to rally them. Suddenly fresh troops ap-

peared in sight. It was Jackson. Dashing to the side of Jackson, General

Lee addressed him in these words: "General, they are driving us back."

Jackson's huge jaws tightened and his eyes sparkled as he said: "Sir, we
will give them the bayonet." Ah ! well do we remember how the bayonets

of Jackson's men checked the Federal lines. General Lee, having re-organ-

ized his forces, was again leading them against the foe, when rising in his

stirrups he pointed to Jackson, exclaiming: "There is Jackson standing

like a stone wall." Thus did the gallant Lee christen Jackson and his

brigade. And a few moments later his life blood was trickling on the

gory field of Manassas; thus did he give perpetuity to the name of Stone-

wall Jackson.

It was in the early spring of 1862 that Jackson, having been major-
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general, was put in command of the valley district. Several months after

this appointment Jackson began the famous "Valley Campaign" which
has been studied in the military schools of Europe as an example of rapid

marching, able strategy and brilliant fighting. In thirty-two days Jack-

son and his foot-cavalry marched nearly four hundred miles, skirmished

almost daily, fighting five battles, defeating three armies, capturing twenty

pieces of artillery, four thousand prisoners, and all this with a loss of less

than one thousand men killed, wounded and missing, out of an army of fif-

teen thousand; while the North, mark you, had only a disorganized remi-

niscence of a once perfect force of sixty thousand men.
Jackson bore a most conspicuous part in Seven Days around Rich-

mond, the second Manassas, the first Maryland and Frederickburg. At
Harper's Ferry he captured eleven thousand prisoners, seventy-three

pieces of artillery and large quantities of provisions and stores of all de-

scriptions. Immediately after this brilliant victory he hastened to An-
tietam in time to defeat McClellan in his attack on the greatly inferior

forces of the Confederates. But let us not discourse too long upon his

material acquisitions.

It is remarkable with Jackson that he never forgot his God. He de-

voted special attention to supplying his regiment with chaplains; had
preaching and prayer meeting at his headquarters and did everything

in his power to promote the moral and religious influence of his command.
Stonewall Jackson's military career closed with the great victory at

Chancellorsville. General Hooker, having crossed the Rappahannock
with a hundred and forty thousand men, was met by Robert Lee with his

fifty thousand brave Southerners. Lee, taking the aggressive, sent Jackson

on a flank movement to Hooker's flank and rear, which resulted in the

defeat and utter confusion of that army. Jackson then went on one of those

bold reconnaissances which he was accustomed to make. * * * * It

is night; the calm stars shine gently and the soft moonlight silvers the

roadway and woods where a few hours ago the roar of cannons and the

groans of the wounded filled the air. Jackson returning along the turnpike

finds himself far in advance of his lines. Suddenly a volley is fired by the

Southern infantry in the rear. Hastening to the left, he is met by another

volley. His own men had mistaken him for the enemy, for they had been
advised to keep on the lookout for Federal cavalry. Jackson's left arm
was shattered and his right hand received a severe wound. The report

of this catastrophe and disaster came like a cloud to eclipse the glory of

that day of victory and to turn triumph into the sadness of death.

Jackson's injury was keenly felt by General Robert Lee, who, upon
hearing the sad news, immediately expressed his sorrow and loss in the

following note penned to Jackson: "Could I have dictated events, I should
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have chosen for the good of the country to have been disabled in your

stead."

Dear friends, it is a sad sight, but a glorious one. Look in with me
for a few moments at the death-bed of General Stonewall Jackson. He is

calm, peaceful, trustful in his last hours. He talks cheerfully of his ap-

proaching end—says that it "would be infinite gain to be translated with

Jesus," and expresses his cherished wish of dying on Sunday—then his

mind wanders to the battlefield. "Tell A. P. Hill to prepare for action,

pass the infantry rapidly to the front. Tell General Hawes—" and then

with a sweet smile he says: "Let us cross over the river and rest under

the shade of the trees." Thus did he yield his soul to his Maker, proving

to the world that he was not only loyal to his country but loyal to his God.

Jackson has given immortality to his name. There is NO one, soldier

or tradesman, general or king, who has had universal approval and praise

the equal of Jackson. There is not one who deserved it, yet received it with

as much modesty as would our beloved Stonewall Jackson. General Lee,

Commander-in-Chief of the Southern army, has given unparalleled praise

in his famous sentence, "Had Stonewall Jackson been with me at Gettys-

burg, the South would never have been defeated." However, the great-

est praise ever bestowed upon Jackson was given by a servant of God—
his reverence, a priest. It was at the unveiling of the Jackson monument
at New Orleans that this disciple of Christ said: "Thou knowest, Lord,

that when Thou didst decide that the Confederacy should not succeed,

THOU HADST FIRST TO REMOVE THAT SERVANT— STONEWALL
JACKSON.

And now that this dust has lain beneath the marble slab for so many
years, is he forgotten? No ! The ages answer as they rise from the gulfs

of time where lie the wrecks of kingdoms and estates, holding up in their

hands as their only trophies the names of those who have wrought for man
in the love and fear of God and love unfearing for their fellow-men— no

!

For wherever a true respect for sterling qualities still exists in the heart

of man the name of Stonewall Jackson will ever hold an exalted position.

For however men may differ in their opinions about the cause for

which he fought, they will unanimously agree that a braver, truer sword
was never drawn than that of Jackson — that a braver, more chivalrous

gentleman never donned a uniform, and that no other ever brought such
untainted glory to his country's flag— on mountain, in valley and on
plain where floats the pennant of peace or war men acclaim with universal

cry the hero whose memory shall never die— whose glory has been im-
mortalized by sculptured shaft and graven image. The universal opinion
is that in all the wealth of the English language there is but one word
which describes the predominating trait of Jackson's character— and
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that word is LOYALTY. Indeed his life was gentle and the elements so

mixed in him that nature might stand up and say to all the world— THIS
WAS A MAN !

Airttattr*

Beside the sand-domed pyramid of Nile

I marked the laboring line of swarthy slaves

The ages waste from Egypt's regal graves

Remove—in strength majestic stood the pile.

Thronged Memory's hall a stately pomp the while.

To mitered kings, who rule the desert waves,

Bend timid serfs, like awe-struck, shivering leaves,

When sweeps Autumnal wind the forest aisle.

How changed the times: with eagle flight men speed

The air; the winged word old Ocean's might
Contemns; the world's aflame with freedom's glow.

Yet blood is all too cheap to master's greed.

And martial dust still grimes the helm of Right.

Is life refined or vice but hidden now?
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SalCatttt^rarftral?
ANDREW SMITH, A.B '18

In this century of progress and system, some extremists who believe

that the first and foremost element in education is speed, have set on foot

a movement to abolish from our schools the study of Latin. In an effort

to show that this branch is unpractical and a useless waste of time, these

self-styled reformers have filled hundreds of pages in our magazines and
newspapers with lengthy articles, abounding in elegant language and dar-

ing assertions but woefully lacking in convincing proofs and concrete ex-

amples. The writer's purpose in this paper is to prove that Latin is prac-

tical, not, however, by presenting anything like a complete and original

thesis, but by merely submitting for the reader's examination and impartial

consideration an account of some tests made by persons interested in edu-

cational questions. It has been said that actions speak louder than words;

hence it is to be hoped that the reader in passing judgment will regard the

argumentative value of the examples given and not the language used

by the one who chronicles them.

As far as we can discover, the first attempt at a real and impartial

comparison of Latin and non-Latin scholars was made in Germany, about

the year 1860. At this time, a number of men, anxious to prove that the ex-

clusive study of modern languages was superior to that of Latin, per-

suaded the German Government to establish two systems of schools, called

Gymnasia and Real Schools. The former, as the name implies, were
classical schools, in which the minds of the students were to be exercised

and developed by the aid of such studies as Latin, Greek and Mathematics.

On the contrary, the Real Schools were to pay no attention to the devel-

opment of the mind for the mere sake of development, but were to teach

only such branches as were deemed to be useful or rather immediately

useful to the student. The curriculum of these schools embraced such

studies as History, Geography, Mathematics, Modern Languages, and the

Sciences. A Gymnasium School was supposed to equip its students in

such a way that upon graduating they could enter a university with minds
fitted to take up any branch, as Law, Medicine, or Science. On the other

hand, the graduate of the Real School was supposed to be quite well ad-

vanced in Modern Languages and Sciences, and thus to have gained time

on his university classmate from the Gymnasium.
After this system had been given a ten-year trial, the Ministry of

Education, at the request of the faculty of the University of Berlin, took

steps to ascertain whether the Gymnasia or the Real Schools were accom-
plishing more. For this purpose, reports were required from all the va-
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rious professors and a summary of these reports published in the New York
Evening Post. The following is an excerpt:

"The professors of mathematics who teach the more elementary

branches testify that they have discovered no important difference be-

tween the two classes of students. But both of the professors who give

instruction in the mathematics of more advanced grades certify that the

students who have received their preliminary training in the classical

schools, although less advanced at the beginning, show a clearer insight

into the subtleties of the more abstruse mathematical relations, and before

they have gone very far, leave the non-classical students quite in the rear.

The testimony of the professor of Astronomy is of the same import. Both in

the Observatory and in the Bureau of Weights and Measures he has noted

a marked distinction between the two classes of students. His words are:

'The students prepared at the Real Schools show at first a greater knowl-

edge than those prepared at a Gymnasium, but their further development

is slower, more superficial, and less independent, while they show still

greater inferiority in point of ability in carrying on the more difficult pro-

cesses of independent research.' The professors of Chemistry say that

the students from the Real Schools cannot in their branch of study be

placed upon the same plane as the students from the Gymnasia. Pro-

fessor Hoffman observes that the matriculants from the non-classical

schools often show at the beginning of their chemical studies in the Uni-

versity a more rapid progress in acquiring a knowledge of the elementary

principles of the sciences as well as greater dexterity in the early processes

of chemical manipulation, but that before long, the relations are reversed

and the non-classical are left behind. Professor Rammelsberg gives simi-

lar testimony in regard to the students in the School of Technicology.

He remarks that almost invariably there is with the students from the

Real Schools a certain indifference begotten of an early familiarity with

the subject, that is fatal to the most rapid and successful progress. Pro-

fessor Tobler testifies that in his Seminary for the more thorough study

of the French language and literature, he has not been able to detect any
considerable difference between the two classes of students. The professor

of English, on the contrary, says that the attainments of the non-classical

students are greatly inferior and, what is of still greater importance, they

almost invariably show a want of keenness of apprehension and inde-

pendence of judgment that prevents them from taking anything but a

prescribed method. Herr Mullenhoff, one of the professors of the German
language and literature, uses these expressive words: 'According to my
experience, it is hopelessly impossible for a student prepared in a Real

School to acquire what may be called a satisfactory development. No one

ever acquires it through the study of the modern languages, no one without
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the solid foundation of a training in a Gymnasium.' It is in view of such

representations as these that the faculty finds itself unanimous in its

belief that the admission of students from the Real Schools has been inju-

rious to the interests of higher learning. Until the prevailing tendency is

corrected, the inevitable result in the opinion of the faculty will be that

the supreme excellence of scholarship, which for half a century has made
the German Universities famous all over the world, will be a thing of

the past.'

"

This is one instance of the classical students proving their superior-

ity over their non-classical rivals, and this superiority is true, not only

in the case of Germany, but for every country. In our own Catholic Col-

leges, where both Classical and Scientific courses are maintained, it is a

well known fact that in Philosophy, Mathematics and Sciences, branches

in which the two classes of students are supposed to be equally advanced,

the medals are almost invariably awarded to those students whose per-

ceptions have been sharpened and whose reasoning powers have been

methodized by the study of Latin.

As a climax to these examples, we might quote Dean West's recently

compiled report of the standing of all Princeton students, a table which
shows conclusively the superiority of the Latin trained students in all

branches of study, but it would be useless. The bigoted minds of the ear-

nest opponents of Latin are not to be influenced by such arguments; for

all, they have one set answer: "Granted, but the classical students are

better to start with, for only those with the best minds study the classics

anyway, and we would naturally expect them to outrank all others." To
answer this objection is no easy matter, as it requires the elimination of

all question of natural ability, and hence, a comparison of Latin and non-

Latin pupils, previously proven to be equal in talent. The only recorded

instance of a successful attempt of this kind, is a test made at the Dor-

chester High School, a little over a year ago.

At this time, Mr. James Thomas, headmaster of the school, decided

to test the efficiency of a plan which he had conceived and begun to execute

several years before, a plan which, like all daring innovations, had been,

on its announcement, the signal for a storm of criticism from many others

interested in educational questions. Undismayed by this adverse recep-

tion, Mr. Thomas lost no time in giving his plan a trial, and in September,

1911, the Dorchester High School announced that in order to improve the

English and increase the vocabulary of the commercial student, it had been
deemed necessary to include some language in the curriculum of this

course, and that although any language was allowed, the faculty recom-
mended the study of Latin. It was this plan which Mr. Thomas decided

to test, and for this purpose he wrote to several well-known educators
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to ask their opinion of his project. The general opinion of the men con-

sulted was best summarized in a letter from Professor Holmes of Harvard
University, and from this letter we quote the following: "If it can be
shown definitely and in detail in the recorded achievements of your pu-

pils that their study of Latin has done more for them than some substi-

tute has done for pupils of equal ability, then the whole discussion of

Latin will be finished once and for all."

Encouraged by this letter and with his purpose fixed firmly in his

mind, Mr. Thomas began his test. The first step was to choose two sets

of pupils of equal ability, one set in the second year of Latin and the other

in the second year of some modern language. Care was taken to choose

pupils who, before taking up the study of any language, had made the

same examination marks in English for two years. When this was im-

possible, the advantage was given to the modern language course and pu-

pils chosen whose marks were from 0.5 to 1.5% higher than their Latin

rivals. In all, forty-two pupils were chosen, twenty-one from each set, and
these sets, judging from the examination report, were of equal ability. The
pupils selected, the measurements were next decided upon. In conjunc-

tion with the other teachers, Mr. Thomas chose these five measurements:

(1) Spelling; (2) Use of Words in Sentences; (3) Definitions and Parts

of Speech; (4) Meaning of Words and Spelling; and (5) Excellence in

Vocabulary.

The heads of the English Department selected the words in the first

four tests and the subject in the fifth. The subject chosen for this test was
"What I Like to Do Best." All the papers were marked by teachers in

the English Department and the results given to one of the chief instruct-

ors, Mr. Albert S. Perkins, who has arranged them in tabulated form
and embodied them in a paper recently read at a meeting of the New Eng-
land Classical Association. From this paper we now quote:

"When the results of the first test were made known, it was thought

that the great difference between the two groups might be lessened if

pupils were chosen whose examination marks proved them to be equal, not

only in English, but in every branch of study that was common to both.

As the fourth test, besides being one of the most important, also showed
a great difference between the two groups, it was decided to repeat this

test under the new conditions. The result made further experiments along

this line unnecessary. The six tests resulted as follows:
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MEASUREMENT AVERAGES
Latin Non-Latin

Per cent. Per cent.

1. Spelling 82.5 72.6

2. Use of words in sentences 57.5 40.6

3. Definitions and parts of speech ... 69.5 33.5

4. Meaning of words and spelling 57.0 27.5

5. Excellence in vocabulary 36.0 6.8

6. Meaning of words and spelling 65.3 12.3

Totals 367.8 193.1

Average of whole 61.3 32.18

Difference 29.12 per cent.

"Some remarks explaining the above table may not be out of place.

In No. 1, the spelling measurement, the words were not unusually diffi-

cult, but such as ordinary pupils of sixteen should know something about,

whether they had studied Latin or not—as Valedictory, Competition, Oc-

currence, Benevolence, Legible.

"In No. 2, the pupils composed sentences containing derivatives, some
of which in this measurement also ought not to be unfamiliar to non-

Latin pupils in their second year of English, as Impediment, Advocate,

Reference, Anticipate, Subside.

"Since practically every second year pupil could write as least passably

on such a subject as "What I Like to Do Best," it was decided to make
the basis of comparison in No. 5, not the average of the two groups, but the

percentage of rating above the passing mark. Moreover, in this vocabulary

test, emphasis was laid, not merely upon words of Latin origin, but upon
any words out of the ordinary, from whatever source. The wide difference

in the results, from the viewpoint of excellence in vocabulary—36% and
6.8%—shows clearly what I have always believed and maintained, namely,

that work in commercial Latin necessarily gives the pupils the dictionary

habit, the results of which extend far beyond the Latin derivatives ac-

quired by the study of Latin.

"In these six tests, the blundering and groping in the dark on the part

of the non-Latin pupils would be ludicrous but for the tragedy of it all.

For example, one pupil said of concussion: "An attack; leaves some people

with a disease of the brain." A second gave this meaning for resonant:

"To be firmly fixed in a certain resolution." Again, potent was explained

as "something which hangs overhead; hence a warning." By another,

militant was defined as "a woman who destroys everything within her
reach; a suffragette." Still another defined intervention as "an invention
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of something invented before;" while finally a youngster capped the cli-

max by explaining pendant a "Harvard-Yale game."

From this account, we see that the Dorchester High School Test re-

sulted in an overwhelming victory for the Latin students; a victory which
established these arguments as indisputable facts: (1) That the study of

Latin materially aids the student in the mastery of the English tongue;

and (2) That no other language can accomplish this purpose to so great

an extent. Moreover this test eliminated all question of natural talents

and thus proved that the superiority of the Latin student is due directly

to the study of Latin.

So much for the Dorchester Test. It is an unanswerable argument
which has silenced the objection of "natural ability." In the words of

Professor Holmes of Harvard, it is a new entrenchment for the Latin fac-

tion. Like all things, however, it has its limits. It only goes so far and
no further. True, it accomplished its purpose, but its purpose was lim-

ited; it proved conclusively the superiority of Latin trained students in one

branch of study, English. A method of proving that this superiority holds

for every branch of study and a method which, at the same time, elimi-

nates all question of inherent talent, was recently conceived and carried out

at the East Rochester High School by one of the teachers, Mr. E. A. Par-

tridge.

On reading an account of the Dorchester Test, this man at once appre-

ciated its strong points and realized its defects. Being by nature both

intelligent and energetic, he was not content to realize the defect, but at

once began to give serious thought to the discovery of a remedy for it.

Obviously, his task was to show that Latin trained pupils were superior

in all studies to other pupils of proven equal ability. That the records of

the school examinations would prove the superiority of the Latin scholars

he was confident, but his difficulty was to prove that the Latin and non-

Latin students compared were of equal ability. As he found it impossible

to use the same method as was used at Dorchester, this question puzzled

him for a long time, until finally, he hit upon the solution. "If," reasoned

Mr. Partridge, "I can show in the recorded achievements of the pupils,

that there is a distinct relation between the standings of pupils in their

various subjects and the number of years Latin has been studied, that the

longer the classical studies are pursued the higher is the standing, that

there is a direct relation between these two factors, that no substitute for

Latin is able to show the relation to such a marked degree, then the question

of natural abihty is eliminated in another way. We can then admit that

the Latin scholars have the greater natural ability and direct our attack

along a different line. Granting that their initial ability is greater, we have

merely to show that their advance in other subjects bears a direct relation
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to the number of years Latin is studied, a relation not shown in the case

of students who have substituted for Latin some other language."

With the question of talent settled in this manner and the work before

him clearly outlined in his mind, Mr. Partridge set to work to compile

statistics, based on the standings of the school's pupils in the Regents' Uni-

form Examinations in Third Year High, for a term of five years. As
these examinations are given twice a year, this period covered ten exami-

nations, the entire number of papers included being seven hundred and
eighty-three. As a preliminary step to tabulating the results of these ex-

aminations, a list was made of the names of all seven hundred and eighty-

three students and the school records consulted and copied, in order to

classify the papers, according to the number of years of Latin, Greek,

German, or French the pupil had seen. With these data as a basis, Mr. Par-

tridge compiled several tables showing the relative standing of students

with one year of Latin, two years of Latin, and so on. These tables he

has enlarged and explained in a paper on High School Latin, and from
this table we now quote:

NUMBER OF YEARS STUDIED
AVERAGE OF PAPERS LATIN GERMAN12 3 12 3

Below 60 per cent 36 26 3 51 37 12

60 to 69 per cent 52 26 21 34 33 34

70 to 79 per cent - 8 36 32 15 23 36

80 to 89 per cent 4 10 26 7 18

90 to 100 per cent 2 18

The failures in the Latin group, it will be noted, drop from 36 per

cent, of the one-year class to only 3 per cent, of the three-year, while the

successes in the 70 to 79 grade rise from 8 per cent, to 32 per cent., and
in the 80 to 89 grade from 4 per cent, to 26 per cent. Also of the three-

year papers, 18 per cent, were above 90 per cent, and 44 per cent. (26 per

cent, plus 18 per cent.) were above 80 per cent. By comparison with the

other column, it will be found that the Latin students have by far the bet-

ter record.

A significat fact is brought to light by an examination of the 60 to 69

column. On the Latin side, it will be seen that the failures, i. e., the 60 to

69 class, drop from 52 per cent, of the one-year students to 21 per cent,

of the three-year class, whereas the Modern Language column shows
practically no change, a circumstance which proves that the distinctly

poorer modern language pupils are not affected by their modern language

study either one way or the other. In short, this table accomplishes ex-

actly what Mr. Partridge set out to do, viz., to prove that the superiority
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of the Latin trained pupils is directly in proportion to the number of years

he has studied Latin and that therefore this superiority is due not solely

to initial natural ability, but to the training received in Latin.

Tn sum up the examples presented, each settles some mooted ques-

tion in regard to the study of Latin. In the first place, the comparison of

the Gymnasia and Real Schools in Germany and Princeton's tabulated

records prove that the Latin pupils make superior University students

in Europe as well as in America. Then the Dorchester High School Test

shows that the Latin pupils are better English scholars than Modern Lan-

guage pupils of proven equal ability; and, finally, Mr. Partridge's tabulated

records of the East Rochester High School's examinations establish the

fact that the pupil's advance is in direct proportion to the number of years

he has studied Latin.

You who minimize the value of Latin as a factor in education, you
who hold that the teaching of this language is an ancient fallacy whose
uselessness is recognized by every impartial thinker, not ruled by the law
of precedent, you who, though openly parading your arguments, are yet

not so hopelessly prejudiced as to turn a deaf ear to the other side of the

case, hear our plea and weigh well its worth. You demanded from us

concrete examples. We have given them in abundance. You required

statistics, the cold figures that do not he. Obediently, we have produced

them. Now not triumphantly, though with a sense of hard-earned victory,

we ask, "Are you satisfied?" "Thumbs up?" Thanks.
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MGR. DIONYSIUS SAVAGE, D.D. '03

Deep down in the heart of every man is a sentiment of honor and
reverence for the great ones of this world, for it is generally by dint of
splendid valor and deeds whose lustre shines in fulsome glory that they
have carved for themselves a name far-reaching in its celebrity. These
great ones are the Nobility of the Earth, the favored ones, whose titles

are admired by some and by others envied. But far more glorious is that

great throng of noble men whose patents are recorded not on the page
that perishes under the tooth of time, but are scored indelibly on the
everlasting scrolls of heaven.

This nobility is the hierarchy of the Church. A Nobility created to

honor true worth appraised by standards far nobler and by a criterion

far juster than those that mete out rewards in a temporal field. This
Nobility is God's Nobility. These great ones are the great ones of Christ's

Court, for they have distinguished themselves on the battlefields of life,

in the cause of the Most High.

It is worth, worth alone, and worth in that nobler plane of spiritual
ideals that constitutes the only claims to the dignities of our Holy Church.
When, therefore, from the great Vatican Palace comes the papal procla-
mation that one of the Church's children has been selected for such an
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honor, we should join our gladsome voices to the paeans of praise, thanks-

giving and felicitation that ring out in jubilation at such a triumph; for the

favored one, well deserving his meed of praise, is truly the "Vir fidelis."

Among the dignities which the Holy Father reserves as fitting rewards
for his meritorious clergy, is the "domestic prelacy." This office raises the

incumbent to the Pope's own household and makes him, as it were, a

member of His Holiness's own family and confers upon him the title of

"Monsignor," a title which, in the eyes of the faithful, far outshines in

splendor the more coveted appellations of duke or king.

It has lately been Mgr. Savage's singular good fortune to be honored
by the Pope with a "domestic prelacy." This recognition of merit from
the Vicar of Christ is one which could not have come to a more deserving

personage; for a more faithful priest, a more devoted pastor, a more
zealous soldier in the great army of Christ, the city of Montgomery has

never seen.

For over forty long years, has he been seen on his daily rounds of

mercy, comforting the dying, soothing their agonies and brightening

their last hours with rays of celestial and undying hope; cheering the dis-

consolate, uplifting the penitent sinner and confirming the upright in

his toilsome and arduous way up to the summit of perfection.

Though great in spiritual paths, Mgr. Savage is not less so in civic

importance. He is well known and esteemed, and is beloved of every true

heart that beats in the ctiy of his adoption.

Well therefore did this Nobleman of Christ deserve his crowning

at the hands of the Master he has so loyally served; and while his faithful

flock rejoices with him in his joy, the city of Montgomery feels justly

proud of him, and shares in the great jubilation which wells in the hearts

of his cherished ones.

To Mgr. Savage on his recent elevation, The Springhillian extends

its sincerest congratulations. It is with sorrow that we have heard of Mgr.

Savage's failing health, but our wishes and our prayers are that many
years more of days fulsome in heavenly spoils will be granted to our
esteemed friend, that he may reap from his fields of merit already so well

harvested, a still richer ingathering than that which he has already gar-

nered in Christ's own treasure-house. Ad multos annos!

" OF WHAT VALUE IS A DIPLOMA AS A BUSINESS ASSET ?
"

We hear this question every day. It is upon the lips of thousands of

earnest, well-meaning Americans, especially business men. "What's the

use of going to college and receiving a diploma?" they ask. "It won't get

a man anything ! College graduates are all failures. They are not making
money, moving big enterprises, or 'doing things' in general. It is the
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self-made man who accomplishes these things." They enumerate thou-

sands of such men for our benefit and then contrast them with the nu-

merous tramps, 'hoboes,' convicts, who at an earlier period of their lives

have received degrees, and laugh scornfully.

But is this true? Yes, it is a fact that a large number of college and

university graduates have turned out to be utter and complete failures;

also that the world contains many super-successful self-made men. But

let us examine into the cause of the degeneration of graduates. Is it be-

cause they have received an education or is the solution to be found in

something extrinsic to this? It is quite evident that education is not the

«ause, for education, strictly speaking, never brought about any man's

ruination.

Education is intrinsically beneficial; properly profited by, trains the

moral and intellectual faculties; moulds the brain into shape, and broadens

the mind. Education pays. It trains the brain to work quickly and the

brain that works while others are getting ready to think governs the

world. College doesn't make a loafer. It gives him a chance to develop.

If he had'nt gone to college, he would have loafed at the corner grocery

or soda fountain.

Education prepares and equips those who receive it for the battle

of life. Men have not failed because of education, but rather it may be

said, in spite of it. Education tends to make man more perfect and, cer-

tainly, it is absurd to say that the attainment of a certain degree of per-

fection renders him less perfect. The fellow who has'nt had an education

may be just as good at bottom but he is apt to be narrow and provincial.

The cause of the failure lies in the individuals themselves. They either

did not make the proper use of their training or adverse circumstances

being against them, and lacking perseverance, they were carried under

by the swirl of events. For this must be remembered, that education,

although extremely advantageous, cannot of itself produce results. It must
be coupled with honest endeavor and hard labor. "Nihil sine labore," is

the old saying, and it is a true one. That keen portrayer of character,

Shakespeare, says:

Men at some times are masters of their fate;

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,

But in ourselves that we are underlings."

These self-made men who started at the bottom of the ladder and
who have attained wealth and fame by the sweat of their brows have
proven themselves masters of their fate. By sheer persistent effort over-

coming great obstacles, they have raised themselves to the pinnacle of

success and have reared huge businesses as monuments of their industry.

We must admit that education, on the contrary, has produced some
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De Quincys, Coleridges, and Thompsons, so absorbed in intellectual pur-

suits that they were unable to look out for their physical wants and at

times almost starved to death. But who would give the "Ancient Mariner"

or "The Ode to the Setting Sun" for all Carnegie's steel works and free

libraries?

The reason why college men have suffered by comparison with busi-

ness men is twofold: First, because of the deficient methods of some
colleges. They have introduced the easy, choice system by which the boy
is always to be led, never driven. He does not learn what will power is,

and when tested by the knocks of the world, he is found wanting, because

he does not know how to buckle himself down to work and perseverance

in the face of difficulties. Secondly, because boys even in the best insti-

tutions fail to realize what education means and try to skim through.

Some go to college merely for the sake of athletics, either on the field or

the sidelines; others because their parents or guardians have decreed that

they do so. Their sole purpose in life is to have a good time, to enjoy

themselves and to do as little work as possible. They fling their studies

to the winds and give them no thought until examination time arrives.

Then by dint of actual fraud or by cramming at the last moment, they

manage to scrape by and secure their diplomas. They have won a degree

on a showing that in an office would cost them their position. But they have

not reaped the benefit from their college life which they should have.

They have not a diploma; they have a lie, unwitting on the part of the col-

lege, but a lie none the less surely. These are, however, only a small per

cent, of the great number of graduates yearly turned out on the business

market.

President Wilson, the man to whom is entrusted the care of the great-

est of all nations, is not only a college graduate but a college president.

Would he be where he is to-day, administering for the welfare of 100,-

000,000 people and burdened with the great responsibility of steering the

ship of State through such sore straits, if it were not for his education?

He has undergone a test that few men are ever called upon to undergo and
was found prepared. He has by his prudence and unyielding "waiting"

prevented a direful calamity.

The great men of this country, with a few exceptions, are college men.
Several former college presidents are now at the head of large corporations.

The president of the largest railroad in the country is a former college

president. In fact, some colleges are deploring that the inroads made
by business firms upon their faculties have depleted them severely. Col-

lege professors are becoming more valuable to the business world.

Men are in demand. Business wants no slipshod, haphazzard meth-

ods, and always has a place for a trained man. Therefore, since a diploma
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is testimony that its possessor has received a superior mental training,

its value as a business asset is evident.

Edward B. Crowell, '16

Editor-in-Chief.

HOMESICKNESS.
Every year at the beginning of school one sees another manifestation

of that old disease, "homesickness." Being of a rather curious disposition,

I determined to make a few observations on its nature to promote a cure.

The first thing to do, therefore, was to collect a few statistics. Going

around the yard with an innocent air, I tackled one or two of the bluest.

"Had rather a quiet time this summer, didn't you? Well, it's always best

to be at home with the old folks." Rather indignant was the response.

"Don't lose any money on that proposition. I was at a Summer Camp."
This was rather disheartening, but on I went, ever in search of truth.

My next query elicited the fact that a young gentleman had "been at the

Fair." "Rather homesick weren't you?" "Say, quit your jollying; I was
having too good a time to be homesick."

Thus it went on. Fully 90% of the boys had been away from home
most of the summer "having a good time." We were forced to digest

the rather hard fact that it was not being away from home, but not having

"a good time" that caused the cerulean looks.

I wonder how many parents have "awaysickness." Surely they

love us as much as we love them, yet it is seldom we get a letter complain-

ing: "I just can't stand it any longer. You must come home at once."

To be sure, we would be uncharitable enough to conclude, with present

facts before us, that many a mother heaves a sigh of relief when Johnnie

boards the train for boarding school.

Now, before we conclude, let us admit that there are some really

homesick boys; but this is a rather rare variety of bird. Some are longing

for the corner soda fountain, some for freedom from study, but few, very

few are longing for the folks at home.

We print in this issue the Baccalaureate Address of the Honorable
Chas. J. Theard, A.B. '76, A.M. '78, LL. D. '05, delivered on commence-
ment day. The reputation of this well-known jurist had led the public

to expect a masterly address, but for once realization surpassed the most
sanguine expectations. This eminent Southerner is a type of the true

orator, and it was a pleasure merely to watch him. The cultured tones

of his voice, the delicate refinement of his gestures are a treat in this age

of rough and ready "stump speaking." His Alma Mater is glad to lay at

his feet her noblest laurels and place him before her students as a truly

noble model to imitate.
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OUR COACHES.

As we thumb the pages of our Alma Mater's athletic history, our eyes

fall upon the names of many a boy, some still boys but the greater num-
ber, having long since set the sails of their barks, are now far out upon
life's vast ocean. Perusing the names of the boys who have figured so

highly in the athletics of one of the Southland's most noble institutions,

we naturally pause when we come to the names of their leaders, the foot

ball coaches who have trained these boys in this manly sport, and our

hearts swell with pride when we see what men we have been so fortunate

to have had at the head of the teams men that have so nobly upheld the

honor of the Purple and White. As gentlemen and instructors, we are proud

to be able to say, without the least flattery, they are peerless.

In 1906 there came to the College as coach of the Varsity, a man not

only new to Spring Hill, but also a stranger to this part of the country

—

Mr. Emory G. Maxon, a gentleman in every sense of the word. Mr. Maxon
is originally from Iowa. He attended Cornell, where he won his laurels

as full back on the Varsity of that famous institution. Shortly after his

arrival in this section, he gratuitously took upon himself the burden of

forming a Varsity for Spring Hill, and from 1906 to 1912 his untiring

energy was displayed on the field which now bears his name. Without
remuneration save an abundant gratitude from the Faculty and students,

Mr. Maxon worked, but if he had been paid in the heaviest coin of the

exchequer, he could not have done more for the team. Early and late

did this self-sacrificing gentleman labor for Spring Hill, not only in foot

ball, but in all branches of athletics, teaching the boys to play a clean,

gentlemanly game. It is owing to this early foundation in "clean athletics"

that we can stand before the world and claim that no tarnish rests upon
the reputation of Spring Hill's athletics; it is owing to this early founda-

tion in "never say the game is over that we are fast approaching a standard

of work that will make us a fair rival of universities. In 1912 Mr. Maxon
was taken from us by his business cares, and his loss was felt by the whole
college. Although now no longer with us, he continues our steadfast

and loyal friend, ever ready with his services, a true and loyal helper of

the Purple and White.

When the foot ball season of 1913 opened, a new man was in our
former leader's place, new as coach of the Purple and White, but by no
means a stranger to the college. This gentleman, whom we are proud
of having had among the generals of our warriors, was Mr. Jere Austill.

Mr. Austill is a native of Mobile county and a resident of Spring Hill, a

most perfect gentleman, and as an athlete those of his caliber are rarely

seen. He made a name for himself and won honors when only a boy,
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on the Barton Academy team, playing fullback for several years. Having

finished his studies at the Academy, he went to the University of Alabama,

where he became a law student, finishing with honors both in class and
on the athletic field. While at Alabama he filled the same position that he

had so wonderfully filled while at Barton. We had the pleasure of hav-

ing Mr. Austill with us for two seasons, and the teams under his general-

ship were indeed banner ones; but again business interfered. Mr. Austin's

law practice in Mobile had grown to such an extent that the was forced to

leave us. While we were glad of his success, we were sorry to lose our

friend and coach.

The season of 1914 was coming. And who was to be our coach?

This was a question no one could answer. And indeed it was a question

which none of the student body answered until their return from vaca-

tion, when they found Dr. Claude Marselline Ressijac in uniform and
out with the boys. Dame Fortune had not forgotten Spring Hill, nor had
she withdrawn her watchful eye; for again she had placed in command
of our warriors another of Mobile's sons, and indeed a man capable, aye,

even more than capable of turning out the wonderful combination with

which he so nobly defended our colors. Dr. Ressijac is a native of Mo-
bile, having been born and reared there. He attended the Auburn Poly-

technic Institute, where he received his degree of D. V. S., and it was while

a student at Auburn that he won his laurels as an athlete, having an honor
bestowed upon him which is sought by ever lover of the moleskins and
jersey. Dr. Ressijac was chosen all-Southern fullback by the Southern

Press.

During the season of 1914 Spring Hill was doubly blessed, and a

blessing indeed it was, for this season brought into our midst a man who
has not only put new life into our foot ball men, but has acted as a stimu-

lus upon the whole student body. This gentleman, to whom we owe so

much, is John O. Rush, M. D., of Mobile. Dr. Rush came into our
midst a total stranger, but this soon faded and melted into a love such as

only a son can have for a father. In Dr. Rush we have an invaluable

friend, a gentleman without an equal, and as a professional man he stands

as a leader.

Both Drs. Rush and Ressijac are ardent supporters of the Orange and
Black of Auburn, and it is their undying love for their Alma Mater that

has helped us, for they have instilled into our team that "never say die"

spirit which is Auburn's only motto and which was burned deep into

them when they were fighting battles for the Orange and Black. Dr. Rush
came to us through pure love for his friend Coach Ressijac; for, knowing
that Spring Hill had only new men to offer as material for a team, he felt

that our Coach, although wholly capable, needed some assistance, and as
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one man they toiled together and worked out the magnificent combina-

tion that will always live in the minds of the students of 1914.

The close of the season of '14 again brought sad news, for again busi-

ness called our coach, and although it brought sorrow into our midst,

we had to part with another of the men who had done so much for us.

Dr. Ressijac gave up his position as coach, but great was our consolation

when we were acquainted with the fact that Dr. Rush had consented to

remain with us. Spring Hill has had many noble coaches, but never has

her team been guided by a superior to our Dr. Rush.

The season of '15 has opened, and the team is in fine shape, with Dr.

Rush and Mr. F. U. Harris at its head. Mr. Harris is another of Auburn's

stars, having received his degree from that institution last year, where

he won his laurels both on the gridiron and base ball diamond. He is a

gentleman of the highest type and an athlete in every sense of the word,

having been considered the best line-plunger for his weight that Auburn
ever produced.

Spring Hill welcomes Coach Harris, and The Springhillian extends to

both our Coaches and our Team its sincerest well wishes for a most suc-

cessful season.

Such have been and such are the coaches of Spring Hill. Men that

have taught our boys that victory well won is a noble aim, but that vic-

tory at the price of honor is despicable. True to their words, our pennant

has no stain on its bright field of White and its Purple is unfaded. Gen-

tlemen, Spring Hill is conscious of the favors you have conferred upon
her and will cherish your memory for many a long day.

• : .
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Faculty.

Rev. E. Cummings, S. J., President; Rev. J. C. Kearns, S. J., Vice-Pres-

ident, Prefect of Studies and Discipline; Rev. E. I. Fazakerly, S. J., Assist-

ant Prefect of Studies, Professor of Philosophy, Latin and Greek in Junior;

Rev. J. Navin, S. J., Secretary; Rev. W. J. Wilkinson, S. J., Treasurer;

Rev. P. A. Ryan, S. J., Chaplain to Students, Pastor, English in Junior;

Rev. E. C. de la Moriniere, S. J., Mental and Moral Philosophy in Senior,

French; Rev. C. Ruhlman, S. J., Physics and Chemistry; Rev. D. Cronin,

S. J., Higher Mathematics, Prefect of Senior Study Hall; Mr. R. T. Rryant,

S. J., Prefect of Junior Study Hall; Rev. K. Nowlan, S. J., Professor of

Sophomore Class; Rev. A. Doherty, S. J., Professor of Freshman Class;

Mr. A. de Monsabert, S. J., Professor of First Academic Class; Mr. W. F.

Ruggeri, S. J., Professor of Second Academic Class; Mr. E. J. O'Connor,

S. J., Professor of Third Academic Class; Mr. A. J. Morton, S. J., Professor

of English in Intermediate, Biology, Prefect of Senior Division; Mr. L.

Mulry, S. J., Prefect of Junior Division; Mr. C. B. Chisholm, S. J., Professor

of First English; Mr. J. Greely, S. J., Professor of Second English; Mr.

F. Francis, S. J., Professor of Third English; Rev. F. Wagemans, S. J., Pro-

fessor of First Preparatory; Mr. B. McAuley, S. J., Special Latin, Greek

and French; Professor A. J. Staub, Doc. Mus.; Prof. A. J. Suffich, Mus. B.;

Professor P. C. Boudousquie, Drawing; Dr. W. Mastin, Attending Phy-

Faculty Changes.

Rev. A. C. McLaughlin, S. J., has gone to Augusta, Ga. Mr. J. Murphy,
S. J., has been changed to New Orleans. Mr. F. Carbajal, S. J., and Mr.
D. Bryan, S. J., are pursuing their theological studies in Montreal, Canada.
Mr. J. M. Walsh, S. J., and Mr. T. J. McGrath, S. J., are pursuing their

theological studies in Spain.
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SENIOR (A.B.)

The first day of the scholastic year found every one of the Senior

Class on hand and ready for duty with the exception of Carter Lynch,

who has decided to take a course of law at the Chattanooga University.

Every one misses him and we extend our most hearty wishes for his

future success.

The class is well represented both in the literary and athletic lines.

Francis Morere, Albin Provosty and Leslie Cassidy will undoubtedly make
the foot ball team. Morere is captain of this branch of athletics and we
wish him success in his leadership. He has so far shown himself master

of the situation, and we expect him to prove himself a good general when
the dust of battle flies. Eddie Crowell and Ernest Herbert represent The
Springhillian, the former being the Editor-in-Chief and the latter the

Sporting Editor. Eddie Crowell has decided not to indulge in athletics;

he has had enough of this during the Galveston storm. He claims that

he swam for three hours in the business portion of the city, but evidently,

judging from this remark, he must have been swimming in a circle. Les-

lie Cassidy, who hails from the Georgia metropolis, has decided to capture

laurels both in athletics and in his classes.

The race for leadership will be tight and the remainder of the student

body may look forward to a hot finish. With the aid of our Professor,

Father de la Moriniere (nuff said) , all the members expect to pull through

with honors. Most of the class have anticipated reaching our present

dizzy height for many a long year, and now that the dream has come true,

all hope that the finish will also be in accordance with this dream.
L. P. Hickey, A.B. '16.

JUNIOR

The Juniors are back at the old stand with complete membership.

Every member of last year's Sophomore Class returned, with the excep-

tion of Rupert Touart, but he was replaced by Alvin Christovich, who
skipped from Freshman to Junior. Although we find it very hard to buckle

down to our books after the pleasant vacation time, still we are resigned

to our fate and determined to do the best that is in our power. The offi-

cers have not yet been elected, but they will be in the near future. The
Junior Class is well represented on the foot ball squad. We have on the

Varsity, Reams, Christovich and Mackin, while our representatives on
the Scrubs are O'Leary and Shelby. Kearns and Christovich are friendly

rivals for the fullback position, and it will be a long time before this po-

sition on the team is settled. Mackin is holding down one of the end
positions and is improving every day. He is practically assured of his
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position on the team. One of the monthly tests is already a thing of the

past, a long-since forgotten nightmare. All seem to have pulled through

in good shape, and it is to be hoped that we will all continue to do so until

the final exams, proclaim that we are worthy of the title of Seniors. To
some of the class members who have attended Spring Hill for the last

twenty-five years, more or less, it seems hardly real that next session will

see them graduate. Still it is true that in two more years we will have

reached the end of our labors in Spring Hill. The Junior Class will have

the honor of giving the first monthly exhibition, and the public may be

assured that they will be given a real treat when it comes off.

J. P. Chenevert, A.B. '17.

SOPHOMORE.

On Friday, September 10th, the "Sophs" elected their officers for

the coming term, '15-T6. The results were as follows: A. Smith, Presi-

dent; R. Druhan, Vice-President, and Charles Ollinger, Treasurer.

Just a handfull we are, for over half of those who finished last year's

scholastic term are not present. We must allow for the absence of H.

Johnson and J. Whelan at Macon, Ga., for it seems that Sophomore is

doomed to lose two of its members to Macon. Jas. Keoughan, S. Zieman
and C. Bougere have departed to other fields, and Christovich has entered

Junior. Good luck to you, "Christie." Crouch, a new member from
Columbia, S. C, is representing the class in two fields of endeavor, the

Band and the Gridiron. We hope he does not meet with any accident

in the Band, for he had several teeth loosened for a while the first week
he appeared on the barred field. We are glad to see that he is back on the

squad and showing up well; his tackling bids fair to win him honors. R
is of no use for us to speak of our two foot ball stars, the O'Dowds, Ed.

and Luke; the formers' fame has been heralded by a more famous pen,

and the latter is too modest to disclose his virtues.

A. Smith, "the Ail-Star," has the honor of representing the staff of

The Springhillian. We hope to see some sparkling thoughts from his pen
in the course of the year. R. Druhan, '18.

FRESHMAN.

Vacation has come and gone and is now a thing of the past. We all

regret that it has flown past so quickly, yet our hearts welcome the com-
ing year with an indescribable joy, as it decreases the number of rungs
in the ladder of complete education.

One summer has brought about quite a few changes, as only six

of last year's class enter into our Freshman Class. The six who were
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fortunate enough to be raised through perseverance in study are Dennis

Curren, Fred Hewes, Joseph Kopecky, James Courtney, Cornelius O'Leary,

Charles Pigott.

Four of last year's number have not returned. We are expecting,

however, one of the quartette to put in his appearance later. Lionel

Bienvenu, our former President, has forsaken us; nevertheless we rejoice

that he still retains the high dignity of President, having been elected by
his classmates of the Intermediate Class of '15, which speaks highly for

his popularity. Albert Spengler has joined him in the B. S. Course.

By the way, we must not forget to mention the great amount of work
done by Ignatius Peon during the past summer. He has joined this year's

class of Freshies, making up First English, Latin and Greek by his strenu-

ous summer labor.

Not many days had elapsed after returning to the College before the

election of officers was held. Dennis Curren was unanimously elected

President, while Fred Hewes received the office of Vice-President, and
James Courtney was appointed Secretary.

Last of all but not least, two Freshies have shown up exceptionally

well in practice games on the gridiron. These two are Curren and Rice.

To say the least, we all expect to see these two land a berth on the Varsity.

This Matthew Rice, who claims Augusta, Ga., as his home, and John
Guiteras, from Key West, are both well fit for Freshman, and we look

for them to be among the leaders of the class.

Here's wishing the whole Freshman Class of '15 the best of luck and
every success. J. Courtney, '19.

SENIOR (B.S.)

Our class is again united, this time for the last stretch of our college

career.

Three of last year's members are absent and they will be sorely missed,

not only by our class, but by the College as a whole. They are Frank
Wood, Moore Gremillion and Florian Schweers. All three were good

students and foot ball players of the first rank.

Due to the absence of the above named gentlemen, our class is repre-

sented on the foot ball eleven by only one man, Angelo Boudousquie.

Sitterly and L. Boudousquie, however, are members of the Squad and are

showing up well.

The class now numbers ten and we are all working hard to make
our last year a grand success.

Election of officers was held soon after the opening day and the fol-

lowing were elected: Leo Jagoe, President; Clarence Day, Vice-Presi-

dent; Hiram O'Reilly, Secretary and Treasurer.
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A meeting of the class was called several days ago to select Class

Colors and vote on Class stationery. Light blue and gold were the colors

chosen and the purchasing of class stationery was unanimously agreed on.

Hiram O'Reilly, our esteemed classmate from Yazoo City, Miss., has

been appointed head linesman for the foot ball team.

Stanford Skinner is with us again this year, and to look at him now
no one would think he was the lady's man of last year. He is real digni-

fied now in his graduating year.

George Ruhlman, the only Little Yard boy to be in a graduating class

in a number of years, gives great promise of carrying off the class excel-

lence honors.

We are all delighted to hear that our President, Leo Jagoe, has been

appointed a member of The Springhillian staff.

C. F. Day, B. S. '16.

INTERMEDIATE.

On September 9, 1915, one of the largest ships of the Spring Hlil navy

yards, namely, the "Intermediate," with a crew of twenty-four, steamed

out upon the waters of Education. The journey, up to the time of writing,

proves to be a great success, and with such men as Rev. Father Rittmeyer,

Father Cronin, Father Ruhlman and Mr. Morton at the wheel, the ship

cannot strike the rocks.

When the ship was three days out, the officers were elected. They
are as follows: Lionel Bienvenu, President; George Ratterman, Vice-

President; Christopher J. Sullivan, Secretary and Treasurer.

A few days later the enemy were discovered to have surrounded the

flagship; the deck was immediately cleared for action and in a short time

the guns were trained upon the enemy's ships. A day or so later the bat-

tle took place. At the first onslaught the submarine "Christian Doctrine"

was sunk; then "History" also found a watery grave; so also in turn each

hostile ship was finally conquered, and the victory belonged to the "Inter-

mediate." Such is the story of the good ship "Intermediate" during the

month of September. Let us now take up the more interesting topic,

namely, athletics. We are not destitute of all claims to athletic honors,

as there are seven men in the class who are on the foot ball squad and they

are undoubtedly the mainstay of the Varsity. If there are any doubts
as to the truth of this statement, it would be better for those that maintain
these doubts to consult George Ratterman about a game with the Inter-

mediates.

As to the "stars" in the class, we can only boast of one; it is no other
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than Mr. Raymond Hanse, who holds the enviable and exalted position of

water-boy on the Varsity.

Taking it all in all, I think that the B. S. Class of '17 is superior to

them all in every respect. James F. Casey, '17.

SENIOR DIVISION NOTES.

On September 8th the student body arrived from their various home
towns, and judging from their radiant countenances, it is evident that every

one of them must have enjoyed the vacation days to the fullest extent.

Quite a number of new faces are to be seen among the boys, the most con-

spicuous of them being Mason's. The reason for this is his six feet, two
inch frame, and his two hundred and thirty pounds of muscle and bone.

With the exception of Hanley, he is the largest man in school; this he
shows in more ways than one; for instance, in the Refectory. It is ru-

mored that a new wing will be added to Quinlan Hall for his especial

benefit.

In the store we gaze upon the faces of Crowell and Herbert; Eddie

is taking Capt. Morere's place during foot ball season. A. Boudousquie

and Herbert are custodians of Study Hall. Ratterman is in charge of

"The Strong Man's Heaven" in the form of the Gym. He has for his as-

sistant "Laus." Mackin. It is said that if they could keep Farley, Bonna-
bell and a few other "would-be strong men" out for a few minutes, they

would start up a regular chin factory, but this seems an impossibility, for

they hang around like Grant hung around Richmond. Here's hoping that

your perseverance wins out in the long run, boys.

Leslie Cassidy is President of the Library and has for his V. P. Mayer.

The Librarians are: Crowell, Price and L. Boudousquie. These boys try

their best to make things agreeable for the studious, and so for they have

been successful to an astonishing degree; let us compliment you, boys.

The pool room is manned by Fromherz, President; Brown, Vice-Presi-

dent, and Courtney, Censor. Ching, Murray, Day and Peon are the most
popular boys in the yard at 4 p. m., and this is no mystery since they have
charge of the "dishing out" of the "breads and molasses." So far they

have shown no impartiality, but nevertheless every one keeps their eyes

on Ching, as it is thought he saves a few "breads" for some one.

Stewart has the bell, and is just as prompt as his Ingersoll will allow,

both on ringing us to class and downstairs every morning.

O'Reilly, although he has not passed any civil service exams., is nev-

ertheless our mail carrier, and it is a certainty that he shows no partiality

to any one. This is easily proven by the fact that he has never made a

mistake in giving out Tom Keane's pink and blue letters from Jacksonville,

or Reilly's green ones from Okolona.
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All of the captains and managers are known now, except the manager
of the base ball team, left vacant by Gremillion. They are: Base ball

—

Captain, Mackin; foot ball—Captain, Morere; Manager, E. O'Dowd; bas-

ket ball—Captain, Ratterman; manager, Casey; track—Captain, Kearns;

Manager, Jagoe; tennis—Captain, Jagoe; Manager, Hickey.

For cheer leaders we have Sullivan and Casey. These boys have

plenty of "pep" and there's no reason why they should not instill some
of it into the rooters' club. Be with them, boys, and the club will be a

howling success.

Catesby ap R. Jones has changed from a loafer on the boulevard

to a star on the gridiron; he must have played some summer foot ball

while at Plattsburg. "Jiggs" is sorry he gave up now; he intends to visit

Plattsburg next summer.
Christopher Joseph Sullivan is still as solemn as ever; it is aston-

ishing with what ease he directs the impromptu orchestras on holiday

afternoons, and what sincerity he shows when he reminds Shelby that

the rest of the table has not lost their appetites. We are glad to see this,

for we fear that "Shrimp" will some day forget to stop eating . What he
lacks in size he makes up for in appetite; he is the smallest boy in the yard.

Our friend Curran is still with us. In sixteen more years he will depart

from the Alma Mater with A.B. written on his sheepskin, for the city of

New Orleans to attend Tulane.

The many attractions of the Study Hall and Dormitory have proven
too much for Fromherz and he has left his room in Quinlan Hall for the

expressed purpose of visiting them. He expects to stay a month or so

with us. Most probably his old chums will meet his at the top of the steps

with the College Band.

Reilly has demonstrated to the public that there is more than one
young "Haberdasher" in Okolona; this he did by bringing his younger
brother to Spring Hill, but needless to say they are nothing alike.

We are glad to say that we are not behind in styles either, for we have
again in our midst Baas, who has just returned from Chicago, where he
purchased his winter wearing apparel from Sears, Roebuck Co., and his

suits and shirts are enough to cause a pang of jealousy in each and every
one of us, and the taste he displayed in selecting them is worthy of an
Apollo. No doubt mail orders will receive an increase.

All the classes of the Senior Division except Junior have at last pub-
lished the names of their officers. Needless to say they all seem to have
decided upon the right boys for the right places. The officers are: Senior

—

President, Cassidy; Vice-President, Morere; Secretary and Treasurer, Pro-
vosty. Sophomore—President, Smith; Vice-President, Druhan; Secretary
and Treasurer, Ollinger. Freshman—President, Curran; Vice-President,
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Hewes; Secretary and Treasurer, J. Courtney. Superior—President, Jagoe;

Vice-President, C. Day; Secretary and Treasurer, H. O'Reilly. Interme-

diate—President, Bienvenu; Vice-President, Ratterman; Secretary and
Treasurer, Sullivan. First English—President, Ching; Vice-President,

McCarthy; Secretary and Treasurer, Rivas.

Leo J. Jagoe, B.S. '16.

JUNIOR DIVISION NOTES.

"Time and tide wait for no man." So says the ancient proverb, but

we modern philosophers of the Spring Hill College Junior Division say

not so. Our own recent experiences compel us to differ from the worthy

author of the old saying and justify us in copyrighting this new one:

"Time waiteth not, neither doth it tarry; but vacation exceedeth the speed

limit." Nor is this empty, childish prattle; any doubting Thomases who
think in this wise have but to apply to any member of that grave and in-

fallible body, the Senior Division, to have our statement instantly corrobo-

rated; for though differing on most points, Seniors and Juniors both agree

on this, that July and August passed more swiftly than any other months,

February not excluded. Looking back on our vacation now, it verily

seems that there was something akin to magic in its swift passing. Sixty-

two leaves torn quickly from the calendar, and presto! we were back in

Spring Hill's Little Yard once more, with nothing left of our holidays

except the pleasant remembrance.

We of the Junior Division, however, are not of the species that exist

on memories. Had we for the first few days been inclined to mope around,

sighing loverlike for the days that had gone, we would have found it im-

possible; there were so many things to do. First of all, there was the

lake, so cool and refreshing that no one could afford to miss an opportu-

nity of enjoying it. Then there was the base ball diamond, all level and
grassy, beckoning us to test its worth; there were the tennis court, the

gymnasium, the library, and so many other attractions, all holding out

such strong temptations to the average American boy, that almost before

we knew it, we were thoroughly at home, a process which in the case of

certain new boys, was accomplished even against their wills.

A pastime, however, which, during those first few days, afforded the

old boys more pleasure than any other, was the examining and nicknam-

ing of the new specimens. We had, and, in fact, still have about forty of

these prodigies, representative of all types. There are thick ones and

thin ones; short ones and long ones; huskies and sissies; a few wise and
many otherwise. Not the least well-known of these are "California," an
almost invisible ball of noise, whose frequent and continued outbursts
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prevent him from being ignored; Foxy Grandpa, whose warlike instincts

caused him to fight the same boy twice in one day; Skinnibones, who re-

sembles Kelly in his rotund figure but does not boast of the famous "Kelly"

health; the new Snipe, who made a reputation for himself by diving into

the lake before the whistle blew; and lastly, the irrepressible "Texas

League" Harry, an indescribable combination of spectacles, foolish ex-

pression and ever-wagging tongue.

It must not be thought, however, that the only curiosities we can boast

of are new boys. Most of the old guard are back also, most of them the

same as when they left in June, others having changed the "shorts" for

"longs," which, to tell the truth, are not very long in some cases. You
can't blame the fellows, though. If they let their pants extend down to

the shoe tops, the socks would be hidden and the many colored stripes

would waste their music on the desert air. You may think we are exag-

gerating when we say that Grandmother's patch quilt is not in it com-
pared to some of the creations boasted by the sports; but when you take a

look at some of the hosiery worn by Brutus, et al., you will change your

mind.

The various offices in the Yard were filled early in the year, and by this

time the new officers are becoming familiar with their new duties. Landry
and Dillon are proprietors of Study Hall, and hence have the privilege

and honor of guiding the ranks. Messrs. Druhan and Smith, after test-

ing the quality of the peanuts, candy, pop, etc., dispense them to the pa-

trons of the Campus Store. In the Library, Feore and Kopecky, as

President and Vice-President, see that plenty of work is allotted to the

Librarians, who are J. Courtney, Le Sassier, Festorazzi, Mulcahy, Potter

and Power. Messrs. Strauss and Bannon keep the Gymnasium in good
order, and we may add that Messrs. Street and Day perform the same good
offices for the Billiard Room. Milam is Postman for the Division, while

Day and Ollinger, assisted by R. Willard and DeLeon, supply the "bread

and zip" at 4:00 p. m. Roe and Courtney are Electricians, while Kirn

and Allen are Infirmary Inspectors.

The societies of the Yard have reorganized and elected officers . The
Sodality of the Holy Angels selected these: Druhan, Prefect; Smith and
0' Leary, First and Second Assistants; Courtney, Secretary; Dillon and
Kopecky, Sacristans. In the St. John Berchman's Sanctuary Society, the

following were chosen: Druhan, President; Courtney, Vice-President;

and O'Leary, Secretary. The YenniLiterary Circle re-elected the officers

of last year, who are: President, Smith; Secretary, Courtney; Censor,

Druhan. The Band has not as yet elected its officers; the members are

too busy getting into trim for their next appearance in public.

In the line of sports, foot ball now holds the upper hand. There are
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all sizes and classes of teams, from Capt. Milam's Varsity down to Quar-

terback Pinkey's "Small Potatoes." The whole yard seemed from the

very first day to have caught some of the enthusiasm shown by the Sen-

iors, so that on September 14, when Dr. Rush gave the boys a heart-

warming, hair-raising talk in the gym, this enthusiasm seemed to be

doubled and a great number of the fellows promised to come out for

practice the following day. The next afternoon, true to their word, all of

the big boys and over half of the smaller ones were out on the campus
in foot ball togs, ready and willing to do anything and everything that

the Coaches, Dr. Rush and "Fats" Morere, requested or rather commanded.
Since that first day, the practice and weeding out has progressed so rapidly

that now the squad has been cut down to twenty-five, composing a Var-

sity and Scrubs. Judging from the showing made up to date, the Varsity

in its first game will line up something like this: Potter, O'Leary, center;

Hughes and Tumminello, guards; Festorazzi and Bannon, Feore, tackles;

C. Willard and Ollinger, ends; Druhan, quarterback; R. Willard and Dil-

lon, halves; Milam, captain, fullback; Subs., Gianelloni, Lange and Clarke.

So far no schedule has been arranged, but a game with Pascagoula High
School is now under consideration.

When the Varsity squad was cut down, the discarded candidates

formed themselves into two leagues, June Rugs and Fleas. The captains

of the June Bugs teams are Baudier and Murray, who both see that their

men have just as much signal practice and scrimmage as the Varsity.

The teams, however, that put up the scrappiest games are not the Var-

sity-Scrubs or the June Bugs. They are the Fleas, composed of the Stone-

walls, captained by Keoughan, and the Small Potatoes, under the leader-

ship of "Pinkey." When these two teams get together, you can make a

safe bet there's going to be something doing. A faint idea of one of these

contests may be gained from the following spasm perpetrated by a quon-
dam referee, having for his accomplice the renowned author of "And He
Let Down the Bars."

When Pinkey calls the signals,

And Trilby holds down end,

When 'Spatrick gets the tackles,

And checks the battle's trend,

When Bentley dumps his teammates
Because he cannot see.

And forty-'leven different tongues

Are all rechristening me.

Ah! Then I feel like Sherman did

When he gave war a name;
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Then I resolve that nevermore
Will I accept the blame,

That forty-Teven different tongues

On poor referee expend,

When Pinkey calls the signals

And Trilby holds down end.

Once more let us entreat the reader not to blame us for the above

agony; it owes its origin to the fertile genius of other culprits who are

too bashful or too discreet to divulge their names.

Hand ball and tennis, though not in the running compared with foot

ball, have a little following composed of those who are not permitted or

do not care to play the rougher game. It is not probable that any real at-

tention will be paid to these sports until the laying aside of the moleskins
Andrew Smith, A.B. 18.
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Go Get'Eh"
Boys Si

We'ReWith
You!

With the opening of the 1915 foot ball season, Spring Hill witnessed,

for the first time, her foot ball squad round into shape with the proper

spirit and "pep." Although the signal that called the boys to training

was sounded some time before the opening of the scholastic year, prac-

tically the whole of last year's team returned, with the exception of those

who carried away with them last June their diplomas. All were more
than anxious to don their moleskins and jerseys and begin the fight that

was to determine whether or not they were to be members of the Purple

and White squad of '"15."

Manager Eddie O'Dowd was one of the first to put in his appearance,

arriving on September 1st, with quite a promising lot of boys, among
them Horkan, a member of the Georgetown squad of '14. Shortly after

Manager O'Dowd's arrival, Captain Morere of New Orleans came, bring-

ing with him quite a number of aspirants from his section, the majority of

whom were letter men of the 1914 squad.

The boys are all working nicely and give promise of bringing back
from the various gridirons on which they are going to fight laurels that

will surpass those won by the wonderful team of '14.

The Spring Hill line is at present one of the heaviest and best trained

lines that has ever performed on th<> college campus. Several new men
are appearing in our fine this year who from the present outlook would
be a credit to any university's line. Leslie Cassidy, one of Spring Hill's

lightest line men, will most probably play center on the Varsity. Al-

though weighing only one hundred and forty-five pounds, he is one of
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the most aggressive and fearless players the college ever had. Captain

Morere, who made his name on the team of last year, will play left guard,

while Hanley and Mason, two new- men, are fighting for that position on
the right side of the line. The tackles are being hotly contested for by
Fromherz, Curren, Provosty and Bienvenu; the former three were mem-
bers of last year's squad. Mackin, Ching and Hastings will in all proba-

bility be used as ends.

In the back field, which is this year exceptionally fast, will be found
Eddie O'Dowd of quarter-back fame, who last year so often dazzled the

spectator with his bursts of speed and was one of the instruments of

Marion's defeat in Thanksgiving game. The position of full back is at

present being held by Christovich and Ratterman, both new men at this

position, while the halves are being played by Boudousquie, Spengler,

Gibbons, Kearns, L. O'Dowd, Clements and Rice, all of whom bid fair to

become stars on this year's team.

On September 8th, the opening of the scholastic year, there were
forty-nine men for the team; among them we found: Morere, captain;

E. O'Dowd, manager; Fromherz, A. Boudousquie, Bienvenu, Curren, Hor-

kan, Provosty, Cassidy, Kearns, Jagoe, Ratterman, Clements, Rice, L.

O'Dowd, L. Boudousquie, Sitterle, Schweers, Shelby, Sullivan, Jones, Ma-
son, Hickey, Ching, Mackin, Hastings, Spengler, Crouch, O'Leary, Murray,

Christovich, Hanley, Hofer, Peon, Rivas, White, Overby, Bonnebal, Day,

Cotter, Pigott, Ulacia, Guiteras, Hewes, Welder, McCarthy, Bluntzer,

Timothy, Casey, Rault.

The student body was greatly surprised at finding upon their return

that Coach Ressijac of last year was not to be with them, owing to busi-

ness cares. But all were delighted to know that Coach Rush, who did so

much towards developing Spring Hill's team of last season into so pow-
erful a machine, was again with the boys, and still greater was their joy

when they heard that Mr. F. U. Harris, better known as "Red" Harris of

Auburn fame, was to work with Coach Rush. Although we hated to part

with Coach Ressijac, we feel confident that in Coach Harris we have a

man perfectly capable of filling the bill. He has proven himself a stellar

figure on the gridiron, and thus far his generalship has been far above the

ordinary.

Coach Rush is invaluable, a man who knows the ins and outs of the

game from beginning to end, a man who is loved and respected by the

boys under him as well as by the whole student body. With two such

men as Coaches Rush and Harris, Spring Hill should put out a team for

the season of 1915 that will surpass any team that has ever represented

the Purple and White.
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R. Edwin Ball, B.S. '04, though doing well with the London and Lan-

cashire Insurance Company in Alexandria, La., has his heart set on higher

things and intends to take up civil engineering at Cornell University.

is II 11

David J. Austin, B.S. '04, was with us for a few hours early in Sep-

tember. Our old boys are always welcome, and you especially.

n n n

Every day brings new honor and fame to our famous alumnus, Miller

Reese Hutchison, E.E, Ph. D. First came the news of a "board of inven-

tion" to be called into being to assist the navy. At the head of this was to

be, as the magazine phrased it: " 'Hutch', who, in scientific and naval

circles, in the patent office, the technical magazine, the government re-

ports and even to the Queen of England, who once gave him a medal,

is Miller Reese Hutchison, the young right arm of Edison."

Next came a more authentic declaration that he had been elected

assistant to Thomas Edison on the Board of Naval Advisors. This board

is to establish a research laboratory to cost $5,000,000.

The fact that this appointment was made by the Secretary of the

Navy, as was that of Mr. Edison, makes it very signficant. All the mem-
bers of this board are men of national reputation, and it shows that Amer-
ica has classed Miller Reese Hutchison with her famous sons. Spring Hill

rejoices, as ever she does, at the forward march of this her stalwart son,

and is sure that Uncle Sam will never repent his choice.

IS n is

A truly delightful letter from Denis S. Moran, B.S '11, informs one of

the Faculty that he has at last hung out his shingle and started to paddle

his own canoe. In this letter he speaks of a visit to his Alma Mater. Come
on, Denis; she will welcome you with open arms. Come see for yourself

how she has matured. Ill
John S. Bauer, A.B. '11, has received an appointment with the West-
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inghouse Electric Company. If talent and application spell success, John

will soon be heard from higher up on the ladder.

B B I

Paul Turregano, A.B. '10, promised to pay us a visit in June and we
were prepared to give his bride and himself a royal welcome, but no Paul

appeared on the scene. Now comes a letter filled with explanations. We
will accept none, Paul; you must come on. Your visit is but postponed.

11 H H

We are favored enough to publish in another section of this issue a

poem of our distinguished alumnus, Dr. Arthur de Prenderville, LL. B. '15.

As we go to press another volume of his poems has come to our sanctum.

The title, "Lyrics of the Street," is promising, and we hope to give it

a more ample acknowledgement in another issue.

11 11 1!

We feel sure that Lester Bordelon, '08, will not object to us giving

publicity to a letter of his to one of the business managers:

"I enclose a check to cover my subscription to The Springhillian."

I thank you very kindly for having sent it to me; I am so deeply inter-

ested in Spring Hill's future welfare that I enjoy reading what is going on
throughout the year. I have a fine boy that will soon register as a stu-

dent there."

Would that all our alumni were of this stamp. With hearts that

love Spring Hill all over the South, she is bound to go ahead. Lester, we
thank you for your good wishes and return in kind for you and this "pros-

pective student." How old is he?ill
Rev. Father Rector has dropped a note into our box telling of the suc-

cess of Dr. James R. Garber, A.B. '09, of Birmingham, Ala. His practice

is now celebrating its first birthday and is in a thriving condition. This

is but the beginning of what he shall attain to some day.

HSU
C. Charest Thibaut, ex-A.B. '07, paid us a visit on the second of Octo-

ber, with his wife and two children. He is engaged in the insurance busi-

ness in Albany, N. Y.
H 11 11

We are glad to be the chronicler of the tidings of the approaching
nuptials of J. Lawrence Lavretta, A.B. '10. In November he will lead to

the altar Miss Scudamore of Natchez, Miss. We congratulate the young
lady on her choice and wish them every blessing.

While we are on the Class of '10, let us mention a very pleasant visit

we had on Sunday, October 10th, from Philip Beal. We are sure that

justice will have fair play while Philip continues to practice in Pensacola.
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WHAT THE CLASS OF '15 ARE DOING.

Edward Blankenstein is assisting his father in the wholesale grocery

business at Natchez, Miss.

Raymond Bork, Pembroke Brawner, grads of last year, and Carter

Lynch, ex-'16, are studying law at the University of Chattanooga. They
were all three members of The Springhillian staff for the last two years,

and as they are exceptionally bright boys', we feel assured that they will

succeed in their chosen profession. Carter Lynch would have been a

member of the A.B. Class this year had he returned, and his classmates

regret exceedingly that he is not with them on the last lap of their colle-

giate career, and wish him all manner of success.

James Cassidy, captain of last year's Varsity, and the associate

editor of The Springhillian, is taking a course in Stenography at the Geor-

gia-Alabama Business College, Macon, Ga.

T. Emmett Meyer, Archibald Grefer and Roy Mevers are at Tulane

University. "Doc" and "Archie" have tackled Medicine, while Roy has

decided to become a Mechanical Engineer.

Henri de Bonneval, better known as "Frenchy," or "The Count," is

at Boston Tech studying engineering. "Frenchy" has not decided whether

he shall specialize in electrical or mechanical engineering, but as these two
courses are the same during the first year, he is not handicapped by his in-

decision. He has a year in which he may investigate and find out which
best suits his tastes and ability.

Richard Murray, quarterback on last year's Varsity, and one of the

business managers of The Springhillian, has decided to settle down and
take it easy. "Dick" is in the real estate business, working for Morrill

& Lyons.

Julian B. McPhillips is attending the University of Alabama School

of Law. "Jutes" was the other business manager of The Springhillian

and also a member of the foot ball team. He tried out for the Alabama
Varsity and would most probably have made it had he not sustained inju-

ries which put him out of the race.

John Van Heuvel, another of Spring Hill's foot ball stars, is in the

clothing business. "Dutch" and "Peg" Potter have opened the "Blue

Store" in Mobile and have been doing very well.

Charles Pearce has a position in the engineer's office of the Mobile &
Ohio Railroad.

We have not yet heard from Braud and Breard, so we are unable

to say at present what they are doing, but hope to give an account of their

brilliant success in the near future.

Richard Ducote, A.B. '14, is at the Alabama Polytechnic Institute pur-
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suing a course in Scientific Farming. "Moon" has made the Auburn team

and has played the fullback position with great success. He was in the

opening game against Marion for only eight minutes but in that short time

he scored two touchdowns. He is out of the game at present and probably

will be out of it for quite a while on account of an injured leg. The
Springhillian extends to him hearty wishes for a speedy recovery and con-

tinued success in his stardom. If necessary, we invite him to the Infirmary.

News from Chattanooga is to the effect that Christopher Timothy,

editor-in-chief of The Springhillian two years ago, and manager and quar-

terback of the Varsity of '13, is in his graduating year at the University of

Chattanooga Law School and is also making good as a court reporter.

Joseph O'Grady, ex-'15, also of Chattanooga, is aspiring to the pro-

fession of civil engineer and is with the county surveyors.

Francis Gillespie, is buried deep in books of law at Georgia University.

Frank, we hope you make good use of your college magazine.

Joseph Haverty is with the "Count" in Boston, hard at work on me-
chanical engineering. He has made Sophomore and is fast changing his

Georgia dialect for the Boston "A."



A New Book by Father Lasance. The Only Up-to-Date Missal

Adapted for the use of the Laity from the Roman Missal, According to the Latest

Decrees, with Introduction, Notes, and a Book of Prayer

By REV. F. X. LASANCE
Author of "My Prayer-Book"

It has nearly 1,300 pages, but is not bulky, as it is printed on India paper.

2003 Cloth, red edges $1.50 2012 Imitation Leather, gold edges....$1.75

3015G American seal, gold edges $2.25

Advantages of Father Lasance's Missal over all other Missals: The liturgical ar-
rangement is strictly correct and up-to-date, according to the latest Roman decrees,
something that cannot be said of other Missals,

fl This edition contains directions,
easily understood, on how to use the Missal, and gives also the ceremonies to be ob-
served by the laity at mass. If A Book of Prayer has been added to the Missal. It

consists of devout acts, hymns, litanies, and other forms of public prayer, together
with devotions for Holy Communion and for visits to the Blessed Sacrament, and
other prayers for private devotion, fl The correct text, the smooth, idiomatic transla-
tion, the many valuable special features, the clear type, the fine India paper, so thin
but opaque, and the flexible binding, place this Missal far in advance of any other.

BENZIGER BROTHERS
343 MAIN STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO

FOR GOOD HARDWARE

ROOFING AND TOOLS

McGowin-Lyons

Hardware and Supply Co.

S. W. Water and St. Louis Streets

Vigil Lights
Manufactured Exclusively by

THE WILL & BAUMER
COMPANY

THE CANDLE MANUFACTURERS
SYRACUSE. N. Y.

The genuine Vigil Light has a red

wick. All others are cheap imita-

tions. If interested, write us for

more information.

F. G. Touart A. G. Quina

TOUART & QUINA
Successors to Louis Touart
COTTON FACTORS AND
COMMISSION MERCHANTS

MOBILE ALABAMA

N. L. Vickers
REAL ESTATE

FIRE INSURANCE
RENTALS
75 St. Michael Street

Albright & Wood
THE ACCOMMODATING

DRUGGISTS

Sty you saw it in "The Springhillian"



Zadek Jewelry Co.
College Emblems, Stationery, Engraved Cards, Invitations,

etc., Embossing and Stamping

Kodaks, Films, Developing and Finishing

207 Dauphin Street, 6 South Conception Street MOBILE, ALA.

Dreaper & Burns
THE LARGEST AND LEADING CLOTHIERS AND GENTS'

FURNISHERS IN MOBILE

FOR MEN, YOUNG MEN AND BOYS

55-57 Dauphin Street

Solicit your patronage

Bell Phone 2794 Home Phone 630

Giannarus & Dragonas
DEALERS IN

NUTS, FRUITS AND CANDIES
CIGARS AND TOBACCO

200 St. Francis Street

MOBILE, ALA.

Home 102 :— : Telephones :— :Bell 860

C. D. Kenny Company
Wholesale and Betail

TEAS, COFFEES, SUGARS
21 Dauphin Street MOBILE, ALA.

FOR THE BEST IN PRINTING, BOOK
and Catalogue Work, Lithograph-
ing, Engraving, Embossing and
Stationery, write

ROBERTS & SON
"THE BIG ALABAMA HOUSE"

Birmingham, Ala.

J. M. Walsh, Pres. Harry T. Hartwell, Vice-Pres., Sec. & Treas. Arthur Kimball, Mgr.

MOBILE TOWING AND WRECKING COMPANY
Towing, Wrecking and Contracting

Office, Foot of Dauphin Street

Bell Phone 565 MOBILE, ALA. Home Phone 865

: TUGS :

Echo Nimrod Mary Wittich Resolute Native Claude GertrudeMary Wittich

Zoe Ethel

Resolute

Dawn
Native

Isabel
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Insurance
JOHN W. SCHEIBLE

& COMPANY

Bell Phone 3071 Home Phone 363

72 St. Michael Street MOBILE, ALA.

The Merchants Bank
OF MOBILE, ALA.

Capital $150,000.00
Earned Surplus 165,000.00

We invite small as well as large ac-
counts, and extend to depositors a uni-
formly courteous and efficient service
regardless of the volume of business
which they transact.

We pay four per cent interest, com-
pounded semi-annually, on savings ac-
counts.

Genuine Jiaiuaiian /"(and made

'DBBBB
The sweetest toned and most charming stringed

instrument ever invented is the Hawaiian Ukulele,

originated and manufactured by M. Nunos & Sons of

Honolulu.

It is easy to learn to play the Ukulele. No pre-

vious knowledge of music is necessary. Our self-

nstruction book tells how. Play solos within a week.
The ideal instrument for voice accompaniment. Splen-

didly adapted for quartette work. Indispensable to a

stringed orchestra.

FREE: History of Hawaiian Music and complete

catalogue of genuine M. Nunos & Sons Hawaiian
Hand-Made Ukuleles. Write us today and mention
this paper.

Priced, $10, 12.50 and $15. Instruction book in-

cluded free.

Shipped prepaid to any part of the United States.

We carry a complete line of Hawaiian music for

the piano, ukulele, steel guitar, etc. Send for cata-

logue; mailed free on request.

SOLE U-S- AGENTS

Southern Smfoknia Music d
332-34- SOUTH-BROADWAY- LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

With Exceptionally Complete Equipment and Thorough Understanding of the Art

of Catalogue and Book Publishing, we have for years stood at the head of

the craft in this line of work in this section.

COMMERCIAL PRINTING COMPANY
Fifty-Seven Saint Michael Bell Telephone 391

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian"



Gold and Silver Novelties

FOR GIFT PURPOSES

Julius Goldstein

JEWELER ROYAL STREET

W. T. Goubil
DEALER IN

Fancy Groceries, Fruits and Delicatessen

ROILED HAM A SPECIALTY

Rell Phone 2204

Home Phone 1059 362 and 364 Dauphin Street

JAS. T. DUGGAN J. L. TAYLOR

Duggan & Taylor

Real Estate, Insurance Agents

and Money Brokers

58 N. Royal St. MOBILE, ALA.

KODAKS AND SUPPLIES

Van Antwerps

Van Antwerp Building

MOBILE, ALA.

Quality
and

Satisfaction

combined makes clear

THE REASON WHY
SPALDING'S

are outfitters to champions, whose im-
plements must be invariably right.

The Spalding Trade-Mark represents
years of leadership in the manufacture
of athletic equipment.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
140 Carondelet St. New Orleans, La.

EVERYTHING THAT'S GOOD IN

Athletic Wear

AT

Arthur Johnson & Co.
872 Broad St. NEWARK, N. J.

(Formerly New York City)

A Quality Line at a Fair Price

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian"



Fitting Eyes with glasses that fit

the eyes is our Exclusive business

McDonald Optical Company
MOBILE, ALA.

155 Dauphin Street Bell Phone 163

FOR GOOD SHOES GO TO

Simon Shoe Company
CORNER DAUPHIN AND CONCEPTION STREETS

PETER SMITH Dealer in Fresh Vegetables
STEAMBOATS AND SHIPS SUPPLIED

Stall No. 10, Southern Market Bell Phone 797 Home Phone 1646

Jas. McPhillips Grocery Co.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

IN

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

Roche & Burke Undertaking Co.

CARRIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
LIVERY IN CONNECTION

N. E. Cor. St. Joseph and State Sts.

Both Phones 54

HANAW BROTHERS
Importers and Jobbers of

Crockery, China, Glassware

Enamelware, Lamps, Bar
Goods, etc.

No. 6 N. Water Street MOBILE, ALA.

F. KUPPERSMITH

Dealer in and Shipper of

Oysters and Produce

S. Conti St., Mobile, Ala.

MALCOLM PARTIN

Manufacturer of Brooms
Dealer in Stationery and Toilet

Paper

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian"



SPRING HILL PENNANTS
HAVE THEM FOR THE GAME

COLLEGE STORE

BELL 56 HOME 88

Mobile Transfer
R. C. SCHWARZ, Prop.

108 North Royal Street

F. Walter & Company
WHOLESALE DEALERS

FRUIT, PRODUCE POULTRY

21 S. Commerce St. 21 S. Front St.

Baggeage Checked to Destination

and Transferred to All Parts City

Cab Service Day and Night

DR. I. JONAS
DENTISE

Suite 305 Van Antwerp Bldg.

MOBILE, ALA.

SB,rastoe//'s
DAUPHIN AND CLAIBORNE STREETS MOBILE, ALA.

D. H. Dure H. W. Dure G. B. Dure

D. H. & G. B. DURE
WALL PAPERING, PAINTING
DECORATING, GLAZING

74 Dauphin St. Bell 3621 Home 1416

MOBILE, ALA.

Boyle Studio

MOBILE'S LEADING
PHOTOGRAPHERS

KODAK FINISHING

RACKET STORE
518 Dauphin Street MOBILE, ALA.

T. J. BADGETT, Manager

Religious Articles, Church Goods,
Toys, Notions :: Picture Framing.

Jas. K. Glennon & Co.

MONEY, REAL ESTATE AND

INSURANCE

MOBILE ALABAMA

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



Columbia Ice Cream & Creamery Company, incorporated

MOBILE, ALA.

"~fe3
?53 The "Crescent" Kind

Insure with a Home Company Jno. J. Damrich
Chas. H. Brown, Pres. Stewart Brooks, Vice-Pres.

John Gaillard, Sec. R. Gaillard, Ass't Sec.

Agent

Stacy Adams Co.'s Men's Shoes

STONEWALL INSURANCE CO.
Tennis Shoes and Boy Scouts

56 St. Michael St., Mobile, Ala.

Capital, $150,000.00

Net Assets for Protection of Policy-

holders, $305,000.00

Mobile Coal Company
DEALERS IN HIGH GRADE DOMESTIC COAL

We also handle highest grades of bunker coal, averaging 14,000 to 15,000 B. T. U.
to the pound, low in ash and strictly high grade goods.

Our facilities for handling your bunker and cargo business are unsurpassed in
Southern waters.

We also handle high grade building material, such as Portland Cement, Lime,
Wall Plaster, Sewer Pipe, Brick, etc. Let us quote you on your requirements.

MOBILE COAL COMPANY
P. O. Box 154

MOBILE, ALABAMA
Office, 160 St. Francis Street

James McDonnell Company

Wholesale Grocers

Nos, 9, 11 and 13 N. Commerce Street

MOBILE, ALA.

WAREHOUSES :

14, 54 and 56 South Commerce Street

BEROUJON & SANDS
Funeral Directors and Embalmers

Finest Ambulance in the city

12 and 14 S. Conception Street

STAUB'S UP-TO-DATE SHOP
Post Cards, Pennants and Souve-
nirs. Complete Line High Grade
Stationery and Art Material, Pic-

tures, Picture Frames.
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ED. HARRIS, President EDWARD J. DONAHUE, Vice-Pres. & Treas.

GEO. G. MORTON, Secretary

Harris Grain Company
(THE HOME OF FULL WEIGHT)

Wholesale Grain

AND MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE CRACKED CORN

STEER HEAD MOLASSES FEED

GRASSHOPPER ALFALFA FEED

SUPREME DAIRY FEED

IDEAL OAT AND CORN FEED

SEA GULL HEN FEED

INC.

Ill North Commerce Street MOBILE, ALABAMA
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Smith's Bakery
"WHERE QUALITY AND PURITY COUNT"

Bread, Cakes

Rolls and Pies

Home and Bell Telephones Dauphin and Hallett Streets

MOBILE, ALA.

MOBILE DRUG COMPANY
Wholesale

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS

Nos. 5 and 7 S. Water St. Mobile, Ala.

DAVE S. BAUER
THE DRUGGIST

Dauphin and Conception Streets

Make this Store your Headquarters
You are Welcome

PHOSPHO
Relieves Headache and Indigestion

AT ALL DRUG STORES
Manufactured by Mobile Drug Co.

MOBILE, ALA.

DR. J. C. SULLIVAN
DENTIST

Van Antwerp Bldg. Bell Phone 630

All Work Guaranteed MOBILE, ALA.

Cunningham Hardware Co
GENERAL HARDWARE

Base Burners, Steel Ranges, Air-Tight Heaters

Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 South Commerce Street

MOBILE, ALA.
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T. YEEND (Peg) POTTER JNO. W. (Dutch) VAN HEUVEL

5Hj? Sto £>tnv?

Proper Clothing, Hats

and Furnishings

FOR

Spring Hill Boys

POTTER-VAN HEUVEL COMPANY, Inc.

224 DAUPHIN

S. D. Copeland &Son
SANITARY PLUMBING AND

HEATING

Agents for the

CHAMPION MARQUART STEEL
RANGE and RUUD WATER HEATERS

No. 78 St. Michael Street

Both Phones 274

OUT-OF-TOWN WORK A SPECIALTY

N. L. OBERKIRCH, Mgr.

62 S. Royal St. MOBILE, ALA.

Academy of the Visitation
MOBILE, ALABAMA

The Academy of the Visitation, a boarding school for young ladies,
is situated on Spring Hill Avenue, midway between Mobile and
Spring Hill. The location is one of the most desirable for health
and educational pursuits.

The Course of Studies Embraces All the Branches Taught in the

Best Schools

The Academy was founded in 1833 and has always been favored
with liberal patronage.
For particulars send to the above address.
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New Battle House
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Spring Hill

G. Mertz & Company
WHOLESALE

PRODUCE AND GRAIN

Bell Phone 87 Home Phone 27

Cable Address: MERTZ

MORILE, ALA.

J. R. Courtney
Manufacturers' Agents

Butter and Butterine

S. Water Street MOBILE, ALA.

Sporting Goods Of every kind

HEADQUARTERS FOR BASEBALL, TENNIS, BASKET
AND FOOTBALL SUPPLIES

Barney-Cavanagh Hardware Co,

We Keep You Cool in Summer

We Keep You Warm in Winter
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L. ' H. Meyer & Sons
" THE HOUSE OF KUPPENHEIMER "

:

NOBBY CLOTHES FOB THE YOUNG MAN

COLLEGE HATS AND FUBNISHINGS

Ed. J. Higgins Co.
"THE, QUALITY CANDY HOUSE"

PURE WHOLESOME PRODUCTS—" THE QUALITY KIND

New and Large Quarters After October 1st at

No. 62 Dauphin Street, Mobile, Ala.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR
THE QUALITY BRAND

FRENCH OPERA
COFFEE

AMERICAN COFFEE COMPANY
of New Orleans, Ltd.

Pollock Dry Goods Co,
INCORPORATED'

JOBBEBS AND DISTBIBUTOBS

6, 8, 10 and 12 S. Water St.

MOBILE, ALA.

EMILE HERPIN
"LITTLE JEWELER"

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
andJEWELBY

REPAIRING MOBILE, ALA.

Famous for Its Sea Food
Known Far and Near

KLOSKY'S HOTEL AND CAFE
Chas. Schimpf, Manager

'.'
,

• .Formerly d>f Schimpfs Cafle

When You tome to Mobile come see us
106-112 Conti St. MOBILE, ALA.

WEAB

113 Dauphin Street

STOLL
Hats and Furnishings
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Bell Phone 77 Home Phone 359

Courtright & Whi'ing Supplj Co., Inc

Mill and
Marine Supplies

12 St. Francis Street

MOBILE, ALA.

C.J.Gayfer&Co
MOBILE'S BEST WOMEN'S

BEADY-TO-WEAB
SHOP

Corner Dauphin and Conception

E. CARRE COMPANY
MAKERS OF

"THE BEST" NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

INCLUDING

THE BEST DRINK
UNDER THE
SHINING SUN

IN BOTTLES
AND

AT FOUNTAINS 5c

Sherman Stationery Co.
Incorporated

LEADING STATIONERS

Sole Agents for

STANDARD ART METAL FILES

Stationery, Printing and Blank

Book Manufacturers

21 Water Street

White Swan Laundry

225 Spring Hill Avenue

MOBILE, ALA.

LIFE-SAVERS
of LINEN

The Troy Steam Laundry
BEST
BY
TEST

56 St. Emanuel Street TRY US
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The Bank of Mobile
National Banking Association

Designated Depositary of the

United States

Capital $100,00.00

Surplus (Earned) $100,000.00
Total Assets over $1,700,000.00

Deposits by mail given the best atten-

tion. Your business will be appreciated.

4% INTEREST PAID ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 4%
MICHAEL J. McDERMOTT, President ALFRED STAPLES, Vice-President

THOMAS J. O'CONNOR. Cashier ROBERT W. BYRNE, Assistant Cashier

EVERYTHING IN INSURANCE
Also Money, Real Estate, Rents

NORVILLE EROS.

65 St. Francis Street MOBILE

Florida Fish Company
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

SEA FOOD
72 Church Street MOBILE, ALA.

WINDSOR HOTEL AND CAFE
A Home Like Place in the Business

Center of the City

A Good Place to Eat—A Good Place to

Sleep

A. E. REYNOLDS, Prop. Mobile, Ala.

MORILE ICE CREAM COMPANY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ICE CREAM

Both Phones Conception and St. Louis

7>.#^
MODERN DYER.

The House With a

Reputation
CLE

^o8

E
D

F

!:!rs
NOVATOB

' BOTH PHONES
WE SELL THE REST GRADES OF

Wood and Coal Cheap
STRICTLY FOR CASH

No extra charge for hauling to Spring Hill or Toulminville. Call us and inquire
before buying elsewhere

PURE CRYSTAL ICE A SPECIALTY

CRICHTON ICE AND FUEL COMPANY
CRICHTON, ALA.

THE SPRINGHILLIAN IS ILLUSTRATED RY
THE ALAEAMA ENGRAVING CO., of Rirmingham

"Printwell Plate Makers"
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Spring Hill College
Mobile, Alabama

SPRING HILL COLLEGE is built on rising ground, five miles distant
from Mobile, and elevated one hundred and fifty feet above the sea-

level. It enjoys a constantly refreshing breeze, which renders its situa-

tion, bpth agreeable and healthy. The surrounding woods afford the most
pleasant summer walks. A never failing spring at the foot of the hill,

and within the College grounds, furnishes an abundant supply of water
to the beautiful lake where the students may safely enjoy the beneficial
exercise of swimming. Long experience has proved that, owing to its

position, the College is entirely exempt from those diseases which pre-
vail at certain seasons in the South.

The College was incorporated in 1836 by the Legislature of Alabama,
with all the rights and privileges of a University, and empowered in 1840
by Pope Gregory XVI. to grant degrees in Philosophy and Theology.

The directors of the institution are members of the Society of Jesus,
which from its origin has devoted itself to the education of youth. They
will endeavor to show themselves deserving of the confidence reposed
in them by evincing on all occasions a parental solicitude for the health
and comfort of those entrusted to their charge, by sparing no pains to

promote their advancement and by keeping a careful and active watch
over their conduct. The exercise of their authority will be mild without
being remiss, in enforcing the strict discipline and good order so essen-
tial for. the proper culture of both mind and heart. By this two-fold
education, which isf based on Religion and Morality, they will exert ull

their energies not only to adorn the minds of their pupils with useful-

knowledge, but to instill into their hearts solid virtue and a practical
love of the duties which they will have to discharge in after life.

The public worship of the institution is that of the Catholic Religion;
however, pupils of other denominations are received, provided that, for
the sake of uniformity, they are willing to conform to the exterior exer-
cises of worship.

The plan of studies is established on a large scale, and is calcu-
lated to suit not only the wants but the progress of society. It consists
of three principal courses under the name of PREPARATORY, ENGLISH
and CLASSICAL.

French, German, Spanish, Italian, form separate courses, are optional
and are taught without extra charge.

Extensive grounds, spacious buildings, commodious class-rooms, li-

brary, reading rooms, billiard and recreation rooms, and the largest and
best equipped college gymnasium in the South, every facility for the
self-improvement and physical well-being of the student.

For Catalogue, etc., apply to REV. E. CUMMINGS, President.
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LEAK snow clouds are flying,

And wild's the wide signing

Of ravenous wind.

Oh, what's the snow's flying

And what the wind's sighing,

If Jesus we find?

Beyond the snow's flinging,

Is untrammeled springing

Of ravenous wind.

Oh, what's the snow's flinging

And what the wind's springing,

If Jesus we find?

Cold are the snow's fingers,

Ruthless the wierd singers

Of ravenous wind.

Oh, what are the snow's fingers

And what the wierd singers,

If Jesus we find?

On the cave the snow's sifting,

Round the cave goes the drifting,

Of ravenous wind.

Oh, naught's the snow's flinging,

And naught the wind's springing;

Bleak be the snow's flying,

Wild the wind's sighing,

If Jesus we find.
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5ty?IR?3n»
J. P. CHENEVERT, A. B. '17

(See frontispiece, to accompany which this story was written).

ELL, I tell you, Jack, as for my part, I'm downright glad to

claim him as a friend. When a good-for-nothing young sport

like myself can chum it with a Mr. Mortimer Blake, the proud
possessor of some oodles of money, I call it luck of the A-l

variety. He may be a yellow cur for all I care, but he can

count on Fred Somers as a pal just as long as his dough holds

out."

"Now, Fred," remonstrated his companion, "you're not

such a sycophant as all that. You don't mean to tell me that money is the

sole thing that attracts you in Blake."

"You've hit the nail on the head, old top ! That's just the state of af-

fairs. If Uncle 'Somebody' Carroway hadn't died bequeathing all his

sheckles to his beloved nephew, Mortimer, the said beloved nephew would
be as ignorant of my good qualities as is the Czar of Russia. And don't

give me any of those scandalized-angel glances. You're in the same boat

as I am but not man enough to confess it. If the high-minded, saintly

Jack Frawley loves neither Mortimer Blake nor the clink of his silver,

why did he come on the cruise?

"I came," replied Jack, apparently unruffled by the veiled insinuation

in his companion's question, "because I thought I would enjoy the novel

experience of a yachting excursion. And now I can truthfully say that

I never was more mistaken in my life. I am heartily disgusted with the

ocean, the yacht and our host."

"I can't blame you for your uncomplimentary opinion of the crew
of the 'Flying Swan.' The same sentiments are mine, more or less, but I

disagree with you when you say that the voyage has not been all that one
could wish. On the sea, we have been unusually successful navigators for

beginners. Wherever we landed we have been received most royally.

Have you forgotten the balls, barbecues and picnics at Biloxi and Pasca-

goula, the boat rides and the bathing enjoyed at Pensacola and Long
Beach? I tell you, man, the trip has been great and we'll have one grand
laugh on Tom Baldwin and the other tender-feet who would not come
because they smelled trouble."

"You may have enjoyed it all, Fred, but I couldn't. The intense feeling

of aversion that I early conceived for Blake dampened my spirits for the

whole trip. And as to boasting of the good weather we have had and our
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successful navigation, I would not be too hasty. We have not reached

Mobile yet and a storm has been threatening all day. Those black clouds

to the south mean something and I wouldn't be surprised if we should

have a squall before night."

"There you go, old pessimist. You are always harping on the evils

to come. Can't you buckle up like a real sport and look on the bright

side of things? I believe you would cry on the way to your wedding, or

make such a big row over nothing that your about-to-be-bride would flop

you down like a pancake."

"All right," meekly responded Jack, not in the least angered by his

friend's sarcasm. "You may rail at me as much as you wish, but you will

not change me in the least iota. It looks very much as if a storm was
heading this way, and I would not be in the least surprised if it should

strike us before dark." With this he dscended to the cabin, leaving Fred
alone with his thoughts.

Jack Frawley and Fred Somers formed part of a party of five

who had accepted Mortimer Blake's invitation for a cruise on the Gulf

in his private yacht. This Mortimer Blake had lately come into posses-

sion of a large fortune by reason of his uncle's death, and, consequently,

like every newly-made heir, was making heroic efforts to run through

it. This ocean cruise on his palatial private yacht was only one among
his variety of costly pleasure outings.

Besides Jack and Fred, there were also on the yacht three girls, Mar-
garet and Mildred Hamilton and Dorothy Edwards, thus, the owner of

the yacht included, making a compact little party of six. They were now
on the last lap of their ocean journey, having visited New Orleans, Bay
St. Louis, Pass Christian, Gulfport, Biloxi, Pascagoula and several other

coast towns. Only about forty miles of rippling waves separated them
from Fort Morgan, at the entrance to Mobile Bay, and, as the weather
had been unusually fair thus far, it was hoped that they would reach
Mobile next morning.

There was something radically wrong with young Mortimer which
caused him to be disliked by the rest of the party. The three girls thought
he was "perfectly horrid," whilst Jack and Fred despised him. Although
Fred affected to have a great liking for him, it was only a mere sham
to deceive Blake into "loosening his sheckles," as he termed it. The
cause of this dislike was a certain self-sufficient, egotistic manner which
the young millionaire affected when addressing others, and a tendency
to show a little "yellow streak" when in the face of danger, and, although
the cruise had been a successful one as far as having a good time was con-
cerned, yet all were glad that they would soon part with Blake. But this

parting was to be deferred, and some nerve-racking happenings were
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to be recorded before it occurred.

As Jack entered the cabin after his talk on deck with Fred, he was
confronted by the three girls, who had seen the storm gathering and were

anxious to know if it would reach them. "Oh, Mr. Frawley," exclaimed

Mildred, a dimpled brunette with dark curly hair, which fell in waves

on both her cheeks, a perfect picture of feminine loveliness. "I am so afraid

that the storm will come this way. I do hope nobody will be hurt."

"I fear it is headed for this direction," replied Jack, casting an ap-

proving glance at the plump little figure before him. "But I do not believe

it will be anything serious; only a little blow which will soon pass over."

Do you think we will reach the Fort before it breaks?" inquired

petite Miss Margaret. "I heard Mr. Blake say that we would be safe once

we reached the Fort."

"Oh, I am so scared," interrupted Dorothy. "Look, it is getting dark,

and at four o'clock in the afternoon, too. I know that something dread-

ful will happen. Just look at those big flashes of lightning."

"Be quiet, Miss Edwards; we are perfectly safe down here," remon-
strated Jack, assuming an air of calmness and assurance which he by no
means felt. "In an hour or two, at the most, the storm will be over. I

believe the ship is strong enough to withstand the storm. Moreover,

you know, Fred Somers is at the wheel, and with such an experienced

hand as his guiding us you need have no fear."

"I know that, but still I feel sure that something awful will take

place." This from Mildred, who, on a lounge in a corner of the cabin,

looked at Jack out of eyes half closed with fear. During the cruise which
was now on the verge of so disastrous an end, Jack and Mildred Hamilton
had developed an extreme fondness for each other. In fact, unknown
to everybody else on board the craft, Jack had declared his love for the

dimpled young lady, and she, in turn, had confessed that she reciprocated

his feelings. So now it was with loving tenderness that Jack tried to

reassure her. "There is absolutely no danger, Mildred. This craft has

been in worse storms than this and has always come through without a

scratch, and, if worse to comes to worse, you have Morty and Fred and I

to look out for you. Would you not feel proud to be saved by us?"
"Why, really, Mr. Frawley, you quite encourage us and, at the same

time, make us feel quite ashamed of ourselves for losing our trust in you."
"Don't blame yourself on that score

—
" started Jack, but was cut

short by Fred's voice from the deck: " I say, Jack, come up here and
lend a hand with the sail. The wind is blowing something fierce, and
if we don't take it down, it will be torn to shreds."

"All right,' answered Jack. "I'll be there in a minute." And to the

girls: "Now keep perfectly quiet and don't let your nerves get the better
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of you. You will have to stay below deck till the storm blows over, but

that won't be long. You can place implicit confidence in the yacht."

What a sight greeted his eyes as he mounted the deck! Dark clouds,

pierced at frequent intervals by vivid flashes of living fire, rolled their

inky billows across the sky and lowered above the yacht, bursting down
upon it with the full force of their watery fury, while the thunder crashed

and pealed with the noise of a battery of Krupps. Wave after wave,

mountain high, rocked the frail craft with their ponderous blows. The
sea eddied and foamed in its mad gurgling around the little vessel. Now on
the summit of a mountainous wave, now in the abyssmal depths of the

trough of the sea, rode the gallant yacht. Shuddering after each buffet-

ing of wind and wave, it quickly shook itself together and plowed deep

into the next wave. The wind howled and shrieked through the rigging

with the force of a thousand demons, and the sturdy yacht with difficulty

kept its tack.

"Why, Mildred," he exclaimed, "you should not be on deck. You
will get blown off. The danger is too great. It is better for you girls to

stay below until the storm blows over." But they were firmly resolved

not to do so. "We are so afraid," replied Dorothy, "that we cannot stay

down there. Every moment we expect the yacht to go to pieces; and
besides it is so dark that we cannot do anything. Please let us stay."

"All right; you can stay if you wish, but you will be completely

drenched, and you might fall overboard any minute."
" You are so kind, Mr. Frawley," rejoined Mildred. We will hold

on tight and we shall not fall overboard."

At this juncture Morty's voice broke in: "Well, Mr. Frawley, I wish
you would stop your useless parleying and help me and Fred with this

sail. It's the deuce to manage, and while we are tusseling with it, there

you are standing doing nothing. Hurry up and grab this rope; I'm about
to fall overboard."

Swallowing his indignation at being so ordered about by a person
whom he so utterly despised, he hastened across the deck and took hold
of the rope. Suddenly, a fierce gust of wind swung the sail around. It

struck Jack squarely in the chest and, before he realized it, he was flung

overboard into the angry waves. Down, down he went till the water
rushed through his ears with the rumbling of thunder, till it seemed that

he would reach the bottom of that vast, watery sepulchre. Then up again,

up, till his head emerged over the blue waves and he hungrily gulped in

the refreshing air. But where was the yacht! Oh, yes, there it was, to

the left, but too far away to reach through this stormy sea. But why
didn't Morty or Fred come to his aid; why didn't they turn the yacht about
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and search for him? It was useless to shout as the distance between him
and the yacht was too great to make himself heard, so he resolutely pad-

dled away. He would swim as long as he could, and then—he shuddered

to think of what would happen. His hands struck something hard and, with

joy, he realized that it was a life-belt thrown by some friendly fisherman

whose boat he could see some distance to his right.

On the yacht things were in a state of turmoil. The three girls, es-

pecially Mildred, were on the verge of hysterics at seeing Jack go over-

board. As for Fred and Morty, they were too busy with the sail for the

present to have any feelings at all. At length, after a fierce tussle, the

refractory sail was lowered and stored away.

"Oh! Mr. Blake," excitedly exclaimed Mildred, "Jack has fallen over-

board. Turn about and hunt for him."

"I cannot, Miss Hamilton, on account of the heavy seas. We would
most likely be swamped; besides Jack is a good swimmer and can take

care of himself."

"But can't you do something to save him? At least throw him a

life-preserver. You and Fred are big and strong enough to save him."

Fred, upon hearing his name mentioned, paled perceptibly. His cour-

age failed him completely and his knees shook as with the ague. "I am
very sorry, but I don't think I could do him any good. I don't know how
to swim very much, and—

"

"Why, Fred," interrupted Dorothy, "you are the best swimmer on
the yacht. Don't you remember the swimming race at the Pass, when
you beat both Jack and Mr. Blake? I didn't think you were that much
of a coward."

"But let me explain—" began Fred.

"There is absolutely no explanation to be made," retorted Mildred.

"You and Mr. Blake have both plainly displayed the white feather, and
I don't see how you dare to offer an explanation. If Jack drowns, you
will have nobody but yourselves to blame."

"Oh, look! Mildred," broke in her sister, Margaret. "Look at the little

boat over there, and it is going towards Mr. Frawley."

And true it was. A small fishing smack which had been caught in

the storm emerged from behind a sheet of rain and bore straight down
on Jack. He was immediately seen and, after several unsuccessful at-

tempts, a life-belt had been thrown near enough for him to grab. This

he fastened around his waist and with the help of several pairs of brawny
arms, he was soon on board the smack. In a few minutes he had recov-

ered sufficient strength to explain his plight to those on the smack, and
in another few minutes, he was once more on board the yacht and the

rescuers departed bearing a happy crew, for their reward had not been

a small one.
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Morty and Fred did not have the courage to face him, and descended

to the cabin; but the girls, and chief of them, Mildred, with many a smile,

congratulated him on his narrow escape from a watery grave.

"But where are Morty and Fred?" he interrupted in the midst of

their jubilations.

"Oh, they are in the cabin," replied Margaret. "I saw them go down
as you came on board."

His talk with them was brief and stormy. The girls had told him
how Morty and Fred had been too afraid to make any effort towards sav-

ing him and he, in no uncertain terms, expressed his disdain for persons

who thus plainly showed their true colors.

Meanwhile, the squall had abated, and the sea was the picture of gen-

tle lovliness. Where before had boiled and raged mountains of water

now rippled and gurgled the lapping waves, and the sky which before

had been overcast by inky-black clouds but was now lit up by the rays

of a bright, red sun, that cast its dancing shadows on the tranquil sea. Soon
their wet garments had been exchanged for dry ones; the cruise was re-

sumed and, just as the sun was slowly sinking in the west that evening,

the battle-scarred little yacht docked at the L. & N. wharf in Mobile.

Two days later Morty and Fred each received a typewritten missive,

brief but stern. Although inscribed on highly perfumed "papier de luxe,"

only one word was there. It said, "Select." Above was a yellow silk

rosette holding in its centre a tiny white feather. Its effect on the recipient

was uniformly startling.

And, as a fitting climax to their experiences, Jack and Mildred three

weeks later were united "at the home of the bride." Honeymoon? They
decided that they had experienced enough and that they would prefer to

stay at home.
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ANDREW C. SMITH, A. B. '18

( An essay read at the Sophomore Class Exhibition, Dec. 1, 1915).

Y eloquent classmates who have preceded me have discoursed

at some length on the merits and works of two great archi-

tects of language, Demosthenes, the model of Greek orators,

and Shakespeare, the beacon-light of English poetry. Vivid

description, keen analysis, and well-chosen quotations have

fixed in your minds living images of the silver-tongued Athe-

nian and the incomparable Bard of Avon. With the images

still fresh in your memory, one seeking to dispel them, to

break in, as it were, upon some sweet dream, would be guilty, I must
admit, of gross sacrilege. He would mar the very fitness of things, and
hence, to use the words of Hamlet, would deserve "to be whipped for o'er-

doing termagent." And yet I have risen to speak, confident that my sub-

ject will justify my words. Surely I am not deceived? Surely you will

agree that he of whom I speak, although not effacing one feature of the

images of Demosthenes and Shakespeare, still deserves to be placed

between them as the representative of Latin literature; for I am to unveil

to you and pay homage to Horace, the charmer of youth, the counsellor

of manhood, the delight and refreshment of old age.

To consider Horace in his every mood were a pleasant task, but on
the other hand, almost an impossible one. For our poet has written over

a hundred odes and some thirty satires; to say nothing of epistles, number-
ing about fifty, and other works both varied and numerous. When we
assert that very few of these poems are dedicated to th same person, and
that still fewer, if any, pursue closely similar lines of thought, it will

readily be admitted that the study of Horace in his every phase is a task

requiring the patience of a saint, the knowledge of a second Horace and
the leisure time of a Mathuselah. Needless to say, then, we will not under-

take the task. We will not attempt the impossible, but will confine our-

selves to one phase of the poet's character, one association of his life

which we learn from his odes, viz.: his friendship for Maecenas.

Maecenas, the chief adviser and intimate associate of Augustus, was
a man of great general accomplishments. His love for the fine arts, espe-

cially his taste for literature, led him to form around himself a social

circle composed entirely of men of letters. As membership in this select

circle conferred a special distinction on the fortunate writer, to say noth-

ing of the incalculable benefit to be derived from acquaintance and con-
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versation with the most learned men of the times, admission was a

privilege much esteemed by the literati of Rome. At the recommendation

of his two friends, Vergil and Varius, Horace, shortly after the publication

of his first literary efforts, consisting mostly of lampoons and pastorals,

was introduced into this select body. Referring to this event in one of

his satires, the poet says

:

"You bade me 'mong your friends assume a place,

And proud I felt that thus I won your grace,

Not by an ancestry long known to fame,

But by my life and heart, devoid of blame."

Once acquainted, Horace and Maecenas rapidly strengthened their friend-

ship. A few months after his introduction we find Horace accompanying

the statesman on an official visit to Brundusium, a journey which Horace

has pleasantly narrated in one of his satires. From that time on, their

mutual admiration and love waxed stronger daily and before long, Hor-

ace was the boon companion of Maecenas, chosen in preference to the

other members of the great man's club.

It must not be thought, however, that the poet reached this degree

of intimacy by sacrificing any of his own liberty and personal convic-

tions and by paying slavish homage to his patron. On the contrary, he

early resolved to keep himself free from those shackles which most men
are so eager to forge for themselves by setting their hearts on wealth and
social distinction. With perfect sincerity, he told Maecenas that he coveted

neither, and for this stand he gives his reasons in one of his satires, thus:

"For then a larger income must be made,
Men's favors courted and their whims obeyed;

Nor could I then indulge a lively mood,
Away from town, in country solitude;

For the false retinue of pseudo-friends,

That all my movements servilely attends;

More slaves must then be fed, more horses, too,

And chariots bought. Now have I nought to do,

If I would even to Tarentum ride,

But mount my bob-tailed mule, my baggage tied

Across his flanks, which flapping as we go,

With my ungainly ankles to and fro,

Work his unhappy sides a world of weary woe."

It was this, his disinterestedness, his independence of spirit, his out-
spoken indifference to the favors of a great man, that especially endeared
Horace to Maecenas. Surrounded as he was on all sides by servility and
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selfish baseness, the distinguished man must have felt himelf irresistibly

drawn to a nature so respectful yet perfectly manly and independent as

the poet's. Because he realized and approved of Horace's independence

and reasonable pride, he did nothing to encroach upon it, and not until

their friendship had been ripened by four years of acquaintance did he he

seek to confer any gift upon the poet. This gift Horace was only too glad

to accept, because of all gifts it was the one best suited to his nature

—

a small secluded farm whither he might retire to enjoy quiet leisure

when jaded by the noises and dissipations of Rome. Even so, we are con-

vinced that Horace, pleased as he was with the gift, would have declined

it, had he not realized that the giver bestowed it not as a patron grant-

ing a concession but as a friend presenting a token of esteem and love.

His appreciation of the gift and of the giver's motive was second only

to the expression of his gratitude. If such a thing were possible, his love

and respect for his friend was greatly augmented by the gift, and from
that time he dedicated one out of almost every ten of his odes to his ben-

efactor and friend.

Each of these odes literally teems with the genuine affection that

swelled, as it were, in words from the poet's heart. One especially, how-
ever, so addressed to the great councillor when he was suffering from a

severe and prolonged attack of insomnia, is so rich in expressions of

sincere sympathy and even now so fresh in its pathos that we will take

the liberty of translating it as a fitting conclusion to our effort:

"Why wilt thou kill me with thy boding fears?

Why, O Maecenas, why?
Before thee lies a train of happy years:

Yes, nor the gods nor I

Could brook that thou shouldst first be laid in dust

Who art my stay, my glory and my trust!

"Ah, if untimely fate should snatch thee hence,

Thee of my soul a part,

Why should I finger on, with deadened sense,

And ever aching heart,

A worthless fragment of a fallen shrine?

No, no, one day shall see thy death and mine.

"Think not that I have sworn a bootless oath;

Yes, we shall go, shall go
Hand linked in hand, whene'er thou leadest both
The last sad road below!
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We neither the Chimaera's fiery breath,

Nor Gyges even, could Gyges rise from death,

"With all his hundred hands from thee shall sever;

For in such sort it hath

To interweave our path.

Pleased the dread Fates and Justice potent ever.

Beneath whatever aspect thou wast born,

Libra or Scorpion fierce or Capricorn,

"The blustering tyrant of the western deep,

This well I know, my friend,

Our stars in wondrous wise one orbit keep,

And in one radiance blend,

From thee were Saturn's baleful rays afar

Averted by great Jove's refulgent star,

"And his hand stayed Fate's downward swooping wing.

When thrice with glad acclaim

The teeming theatre was heard to ring

And thine the honored name:
So had the falling timber laid me low,

But Pan in mercy warded off the blow,

"Pan who keeps watch o'er easy souls like mine.
Remember thou to rear

In gratitude to Jove a votive shrine,

And slaughter many a steer,

Whilst I as fits, a humble tribute pay,

And a meek lamb upon his altar lay.
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C. O'LEARY, A.B. '19

EMURE Jean's vein, like April day,

Or dance of leaves at Autumn play,

Is ever changing endlessly;

Or robbing like a restless bee

Each flower that blows in fecund May.

She is so blushing sweet, dear fay,

Before her glass she spends each day.

To whisper, then, is't wrong for me?
"Demure Jean's vain."

My heart, to see the red rose play

Upon her cheek would ransom pay
Of precious drops. Yet ruthlessly

She flaunts, as suits, or flatters me;
She knows, she knows I joy to be
Demure Jean's vane.
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E. STRAUSS, '20

(Read at the Yenni Literary Circle)

ARL was never noted for his courage. Time and again his

mother had tried to cure him of his timidity. Her ancestors

were all of a gallant, warrior race and the poor mother could

not but look upon this her youngest son as the ugly duckling

of her flock. Heinie was such a sturdy boy, and Joseph so

brave.

When a youngster Karl was dreadfully afraid of the dark

and would take any punishment in preference to an errand

to an unlighted room. Once he had come in screaming from the meadow,
white as a sheet and had rushed to his mother's side in an agony of fear.

He had seen a ghost. His brothers laughed at his fear and proved the

ghost to be a rock shining in the moonlight.

At college he was scarcely better. Of a sturdy, athletic build, he shun-

ned the rougher games and lost his nerve when called on to try some
risky trick in the gym. Yet he had managed to hide his timidity, for his

companions feared the long arms and husky fists of his elder brothers.

During vacation he avoided the water, where his brothers fairly lived.

Yachting was their passion, but the sea had no call siren enough to attract

Karl. "Go," they often jeered at him, "and build yourself a cell in some
hidden nook and read your eyes away."

Then came the great war. Dry-eyed, heart-broken but proud, the

Frau watched her good man and her first born depart. The Kaiser

marched into Belgium. Liege tottered; Liege fell. Twenty-five thousand
perished in one assault. Then one day came the word that the father and
first-born were no more. They had been left—driftwood in the crimson
wash of the battlefield, "somewhere in France."

The threatening wave was stayed, split in two, and rolled back with
Joffre fast behind it. The second son must go. Joseph kissed his mother,
strapped his knapsack on his back and battled nobly for the Fatherland.
One day a wounded sergeant brought the news that Joseph had been
frozen in the rush on Warsaw. Karl must go.

Ah! with what shrinking heart did not he contemplate his fate. Na-
ture had not made him a warrior—his was a poet's soul that hated the sight

of blood. He must go. Then let it be in the hospital corps, where he
could heal not tear the wonderful work of God.
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But the mother would not hear of this faltering. He must step into

his brother's place, fill the gap left by his father's death. The 27th must

have its Goethe.

So he had gone. How his soul had revolted at the sight of that night-

mare, the battlefield; tens of thousands unburied bodies littering the ground

and bursting in the noonday sun. There he was in a wretched hovel, half

buried in a hillside, like a rat in its burrow.

Then had come his great trial and victory over self. He had been

called to General Munster's tent and told that he had been selected to carry

dispatches to the other wing of the army. "We have chosen you, my
man, because of the heroic example given by your father and brothers.

Be worthy of them. The mission will take you into land familiar to you

from birth." And though his heart trembled like a leaf in the Autumn
wind, he had remembered his blood and thanked the general.

In the garb of a civilian, with war messages upon him, he was cap-

tured; his shrift was short, and like a winter wind had come the news
that he must die at daybreak, in the very field where he had romped as a

boy, with his home before his eyes. Then had his courage failed him,

and he cried for pardon. Loudly had his jailors, the scum of the Paris

underworld, laughed at his weakness.

The mother heard of his fall and she that had listened broken-hearted

but proud at the news of her husband's death; she that had counted each

new loss a jewel in her crown, blushed for shame and hid from the gaze

of her neighbors.

In the night she hastened to the French General's tent and begged

for one last word with her son. It was granted. A soldier led her to the

house that served as a prison and left her with her last child. There he lay,

face downward on his cot, in despair.

"Oh, my child !" she cried, "be not a reproach to mine old age. Stand

up! Remember your father. Will you let these Frenchmen laugh at a

son of the Kaiser?" Not a word did he hear apparently, lost in the gloom
of his death sentence. "Do you not know," she continued, "that you
are to be a joke for the amusement of the camp followers. You will be

led to the field for a spectacle to our enemies. The drums will beat, the line

will fire and France will laugh at the shivering son of the Kaiser. They
think, my son, to make you quail at the sound of a blank cartridge. Drag
not my gray hairs in the dust."

"What is that you say, mother? Is this a joke? Where did you get

such news?" And a radiant smile crossed the young man's face.

"It is the town talk, Karl. They are laughing at me; telling me my
last son is wiping the sword from off our family escutcheon. Everybody
knows it is a trick of those rascally French to throw dishonor and shame
on the army of the Fatherland."
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New life seemed infused into the young man's veins, new courage

gleamed in his eye and showed itself in his stand. His mother smiled

with him and left thim, sure that he would bear himself manfully on the

morrow morn.
She left, but what a change as she crossed the threshold! A soul

agony was visible in her face. She walked a few feet down the path, turned

and rushed a few steps back, then stopped, clenched her hands till the

nails bit the flesh, and as two large tears rolled down her cheek, marched
back to her home like one of the Kaiser's Grenadiers.

The next morning dawned clear and cold. A "fresh morning," in

the country idiom. A morning such as the first in Eden must have been.

But oh, how different from Eden was the scene on the village common.
The twelve loaded guns leveled and ready to fire. The young man jaunty

and debonair, waiting his end with an easy indifference. Oh, how well

had worked the mother's words of the night before. Karl had marched to

his trial as to a picnic, a smile on his face and an easy word on his lips. "He
is a true Goethe," the neighbors said. The soldiers had marvelled at his

newly-acquired courage. Scarcely sixteen, with his youthful beauty in

its morning, it seemed a sacrilege to kill him. Many thought of a son or

a brother like him at home.
"Fire!" came the inexorable word, and he fell bleeding at twelve

wounds, a look of pained surprise on his face.

And his mother—she was at home, her mother's heart bleeding and
her frightened soul trembling at the terrible deceit she had practiced.

"Oh, God! he had to die; son of mine could not disgrace the Father-

land; I could not save his life. Forgive my sin."
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TMvh Ktfe nf spring Iftil

A. BOUDOUSQUIE, '16

HE different species of birds that inhabit the shady groves,

shrubs and fields that surround the College are more numerous
than we imagine. We often wonder what kind of bird is pro-

ducing a sweet melody, yet our curiosity does not lead us to

investigate; we are satisfied at hearing its song.

Nearly every person, by familiarity with the less timid

birds, such as the mocking bird, thrasher, thrush, cardinal

and wren, can distinguish these birds and know their song,

but their knowledge of birds does not go farther than this. If we were

to investigate further, we would find a pleasant surprise in the variety

and beauty of the birds that give charm and fife to our surrounding

woods and fields.

The leading songster is of course the mocking bird. It makes its

permanent home here and lords in its own way over the other birds.

Surely this bird needs no description. It has imbibed the faculty of the

magpie in mimicry, with an indescribable sweetness of music all its own.
The song is a rambling one; the notes of the jay, cardinal, wren and oriole

seem to be mingled together with a few notes of his own origination. The
mocking bird sings more than any of our other birds. Through the spring

and autumn months we can hear its song any time during the day and
often during the whole night, its skyey music rising and falling in the

soft darkness like a silvern waterfall.

Our non-migrating song birds are the cat bird, brown thrasher, Wil-

son's thrush, wren, towhee and lark. Our less musical non-migrating

birds are the blue jay, the different species of woodpecker, namely, the

flicker, downey, red head, the sap sucker, the chickadee, the pheobe, the

nuthatch, the titmouse, the butcher bird or shrike, the kingfisher, the dove,

partridge and the blackbirds.

Some of our summer visitors are the rain crow or yellow billed

cuckoo, the Baltimore and orchard orioles, the scarlet and summer tan-

agers, the king bird or bee martin, the goldfinch, the yellow poll, the hum-
ming bird, the swallows, chimney sweeps, the bull bats, the whip-poor-

wills and a few others too transient to mention.

Some of our winter visitors are the robin, blue bird, kildee, myrtle

and the black and white warblers, knight, tree sparrow, cedar waxwing,
not numerous game birds from the North.

To describe each of the species just mentioned is not my intention.
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I intend to give as just a description as possible of a few of them, the most
beautiful and interesting.

Next to the mocking bird, our most popular songbirds are: The car-

dinal, the brown thrasher, the Wilson thrush and the wren. Of the wren
we have two species, the house wren and the marsh wren.

The male cardinal in the vividness of color and beauty of song is

rivaled only by the summer and scarlet tanagers, the orioles and yellow

poll. It is an inquisitive bird, though rather shy in nature. It sings dur-

ing the nesting season. He is one of the first to be aware of the presence

of the morning, as we hear his merry note—a very distinct "chip," with

a pause before it is again repeated—before the voices of the other birds.

If we examine the male closely we observe that he is a very genteel bird

and is very chivalric towards his more soberly attired mate. She has a

snuff-colored coating, becoming lighter on the undersides. This bird's

favorite haunt is the garden, orchard and scrub woods.

The summer tanagers are sometimes called the "smooth-headed" red

birds. They are much smaller than the cardinal red bird and lack his

crest. Because of their timidness, they are not well known by many.

In the quiet evenings the sweet notes of their song come floating through

a vista of trees from some high perch and fills the air with a melody hard

to surpass. One listens in rapture to this modest little musician.

The scarlet tanager is not as uniform in color as the summer tanager.

The wing and top side of the tail are black. The remainder of the body
is scarlet. It is not quite as musical as the summer tanager. The females

of these two, the summer and scarlet tanagers, are of a yellow olive green.

The first news of ripening fruit in the orchard is told by the orioles.

The Baltimore oriole has the same marking as the orchard oriole. The
head, wings and upper side of tail are black, the difference in the color-

ing of the rest of the body showing the distinction of species. In the

Baltimore oriole the color is a rich orange, while in the orchard oriole

it is a dark chestnut. The beauty of the suspended nests of these birds

is their most interesting feature. The nest is unually hung from some
long and slender branch that sways freely in the wind and is made of

fibrous grasses well woven together, with fine soft grass as a lining.

The wood pewee and phoebe are two very interesting species. The
pewee prefers the seclusion of some shady grove where it will not be dis-

turbed by man. One is made aware of its presence by the sudden snap-

ping of its beak as it darts after some insect. It will resume its perch

and patiently await the arrival of another flying insect. It seems uncon-
cerned and droopy as it quietly sits upon the branch, but its quick eye

detects every movement of life around it. The remarkable way which this

bird and the phoebe dart about in the air is worthy of notice. The phoebe
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is commonly called the chippy. It seems not to care for the company of

another bird, as we always find it perched upon some dead branch or

post with no interest in a companion. It is a lonely, morose little bird

which finds joy in being alone. During the nesting season it is found in

company with its mate, but at no other time. The dejected look, the

drooping tail, which slowly vibrates, and the sober color of its feathers,

do not harmonize with the cheerful chipping note that it utters or the

sudden outbursts of chipping that is its unsuccessful effort at singing.

The phoebe is very similar to the pewee in markings and color, with this

exception, that the phoebe has a slight crest. The phoebe is known to

boys who are familiar with the sling-shot or "nigger shooter" as the shot-

dodger, because of its well known ability to dodge any form of missile

hurled at it from this much-loved weapon of boyhood.

The cat bird and thrasher seem closely allied to the mocking bird;

in fact, the cat bird could be called the black mocking bird and no mis-

take would be made. This bird has the same proportions of body as the

mocking bird, but because of its retiring nature is not as well known.
Upon entering a swamp, where there is plenty of undergrowth, nearly

the first bird that we see is the cat bird. The single note that it utters

when alarmed or curious is said to resemble the mew of a cat, and from
this reason the name cat bird comes, but a more similar sound to this

bird's note is the noise made by two limbs of a tree rubbing together.

The color of this bird is a light slate, darkening on the crown, wings and
top side of tail. There is a distinct patch of chestnut under the tail of the

male bird.

The brown thrasher, though more slovenly in appearance and less

graceful in flight, can be justly classed with any of our songbirds. We
find this bird everywhere, in field, orchard, swamp and by streams. Its

rustling in the leaves, sometimes in company with the towhee, often gives

us a scare while walking through wooded places. No bird loves to play

more than this bird; it also shows a great deal of paternal affection for

its offspring, even after the young birds have grown to be as large as its

parents. When the blue jay has found a snake or owl to torment the

thrasher, it makes directly towards the scene and adds its voice to the

disturbance.

The Wilson's thrush has markings very similar to the thrasher, yet it

is much smaller and the proportions of body are different. This bird is

very quiet and morose until it bursts into song, and though the melody
is repeated over and over again, it holds a charm for the listener. This
bird's song can be heard during summer evenings and it sings until the sun
sets. The song is not rambling like that of the mocking bird, thrasher and
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cat bird. The notes have the resemblance of chimes being lightly struck

together. It is graceful in flight.

The house wren, little Jenny Wren, as it is called by many, is our

smallest musician. Even the housewife is acquainted with this cheerful

songster because, in its search for spiders, it often ventures into the house.

During the nesting season it often finds a safe nesting place in some niche

of the house and here it builds it nest for each succeeding year until some

mishap befalls it.

The marsh wren is much larger, with longer legs, bill and tail, than

the house wren. It is often seen near houses in search for spiders, but it

is not as persistent in its search as is the house wren, which visits every

pile of debris, lumber and wood. In marking and color, there is a slight

difference; the house wren is darker brown and finer barred than the

marsh wren. These birds are given more to chirping than to singing. We
can hear their chirping and song through the spring months and occa-

sionally during the early autumn.

The butcher bird or shrike is undoubtedly the most interesting bird

that we have. He is often mistaken by those who are not close students

of nature for a mocking bird. At first glance one would think them very

similar in appearance, but there is a great difference. The butcher bird's

head is unusually large, the neck is bulky, the beak is thick and strong,

much like that of a sparrow, with black bristles, three in number, protrud-

ing on each side at the base of the beak. The peculiarity about this bird

is the dark dun-colored hood-like marking which starts from the beak

and goes around the eyes, on the top side of the neck and extends to the

wings and back. The under side is of a yellowish white. The flight is

also different from that of the mocking bird. Its wings are much shorter;

in fact, too short for the bulky body. In spite of this handicap, the butch-

er bird seldom misses its prey, be it grasshopper, beetle or a small size

bird. Unlike any other bird of its size, it is very carnivorous in its diet.

It will kill a smaller bird than itself and fly off to a tree where it will find

some sharp twig on which it sticks its prey and then leisurely pluck and
devour its victim. This is its greatest fault, but when we compare it to

the faults of the blue jay, we feel that the blue jay deserves more denun-
ciation, for it seeks out the nests of smaller birds and eats both eggs and
fledglings. The butcher bird destroys more grasshoppers than any other

bird.

The humming bird is our smallest feathered neighbor. It reminds one
of a fairy as it darts from flower to flower and then suddenly away. The
wings move so rapidly that they can hardly be seen; every movement is

quick and alert as it hovers in front of a flower and extracts the nectar

and minute insects.
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The red-headed woodpecker is one of the few birds that prepares

itself against the ravages of winter. This bird builds its home for three

purposes and is in this manner quite different from our other birds who
build their nests only to rear their young. The red-headed woodpecker

selects a decaying limb or trunk of a tree and begins his labors. When
tired of his monotonous hammering and drilling, he calls his mate, who
takes his place. He flies off with notes of assurance to his mate in search

of food, and returns to await the time when he must again resume his

work. Alternately at the work through the entire day, these little work-
ers of wood must welcome the sunset with relief. Usually in two days

they have completed their home, and the eggs are laid. The male is a

constant companion and helpmate, taking turns with the female in the

hatching of the eggs and in providing food for the fledglings. When the

young are strong enough to provide for themselves, the parent birds retain

possession of the old home and turn it into both a storehouse and a place of

shelter. During the late summer and autumn months, they are busy col-

lecting corn, beetles, insects, larvae and worms, which they carefully store

away in a separate compartment of their home. They are secure for the

winter if a flying squirrel does not decide to rob them of it it. Once in

possession, he refuses to be driven from it and the thirds are forced to

abandon the place they have so laboriously built and fly further south with

the coming of the frosts of winter.

What is more interesting than the study of bird life? It affords

beauty, tragedy and mystery. Each secret found out is an ample reward
to those who love to watch these winged inhabitants of wood and field,

as it draws them closer to Nature. Kind mother, she gives to her lovers

pleasures that are pure and sweet and to the students of bird life her re-

wards are many.
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REYAM E. MAYER, R.S. '16

T was on a dark, gloomy December evening that Robert Gillen,

after four months of hard work at a State University, landed in

his home town to spend the Christmas holidays. On his ride

from the station to his home, free from care, from books and
all restraint, he felt as happy as a lark. The dry, crisp wintry

air, as it brushed his rosy cheeks, heightened their healthy

hue to a jolly red; he could see familiar figures heavily clad,

' evidently business bent, bustling about the crowded streets.

So anxious was he to see his dear ones and once again to enjoy the cheer-

ing comforts of "Home, Sweet Home," that the car seemed to him to be

but lazily creeping forward. Suddenly a corner was turned and there

before him stood his dear old home. It was not long before the front

door opened, and on the porch stood two loved ones, with arms out-

stretched and joy beaming in their eyes, as they perceived their only son

coming to them so tall and broad and so full of life.

Handsome, agile and athletic, the pride of his college team, he was
a noble figure and well did he deserve the smile of joy that greeted his

home-coming. With one bound he cleared the steps; one long embrace
from each loving parent, and the trio vanished into the house.

The servants were all in an uproar, commands were flying right and
left from Robert's happy parents, who were striving with might and
main to please, so much so in fact that Robert had to intervene and tell

his mother that the joy of seeing their happiness at his home-coming was
feast enough for him. They retired to the library where, in front of the

huge fireplace, they were soon deep in conversation, from which they

were roused by the silvery chimes of a familiar gong as it broke in upon
the atmosphere. Robert got up with a smile. What pleasure to be at

home; to sit at the table in the cozy dining room and partake of the dain-

ties of the home table, after college fare.

In the dining room a well appointed supper awaited them; and with
jolly laughter and cheerful conversation they spent a pleasant time dur-
ing this first supper at the old home.

After supper they returned to the comfortable fireplace. The "old
man" had a cigar pinched between his teeth, while Robert puffed vigor
ously at a cigarette. It was a scene worthy of an artist's brush or a poet's

pen.

The conversation rambled on many subjects until it drifted to ath-
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letics. This was Robert's forte, and long did he dilate on this pet sub-

ject; many the anecdotes he narrated and his face beamed as he told of

the last great victory that brought fame and glory to their Varsity.

Judge Gillen deftly turned the conversation to channels more impor-

tant, and when he had prepared the way, asked Robert about his studies.

"Son, can you enlighten me as to some of the important subjects you

have mastered in your classes?"

"Well, father, I have been taught many things, which I fail to re-

member. They have vanished from my mind at the thought of Christ-

mas' joys, just as the clouds often fade from the azure sky at the blowing

of some light and gentle wind. Still I can give you some idea of them.

Analytic Geometry, for instance, the poetry of Mathematics, was one of

our branches. It was hard but interesting. We studied the straight line,

triangles and circles with reference to two axes. The equation of the

parabola, Properties of the Ellipse, higher plane curves and so forth. I

would venture an explanation of these matters, but a volume would be

the issue, so I guess you'll agree with me that we let this matter drop."

"I liked Chemistry, especially the laboratory work. Ry the way,

that reminds me. That thirty-five dollars extra on the bill is glassware

that I broke in my experiments."

"My! but you were awkward," interrupted the father.

"Yes, and many a time an explosion surprised me; once, one getting

me so rattled that I sat on an X-ray. That's why the bill is rather large."

"Next let me tell you something about Philosophy. It
—

" Here Rob-

ert was interrupted at seeing his father clench his fists and look into the

fire, as if in its lambent flame he saw lurking a ghast and grim enemy
ready to spring at him. As Mr. Gillen's tense expression somewhat re-

laxed, Robert continued: "It consisted of simple apprehensions, rea-

soning, means of attaining certitude. The evolution of man was one of

our main studies. It is hard to conceive it and somewhat disgusting to

believe it, but just think, our forefathers were once upon a time chatter-

ing apes and the
—

"

"Enough of this tommyrot!" roared Mr. Gillen. "I'll admit it is

hard, nay more, impossible to conceive such an absurdity. My ancestors

never were apes. O fool that I was, to send my son to a place where such
follies are entertained and even taught." Then he paced up and down the

room, his hands behind his back, deeply absorbed with the disconcerting

thought.

Robert, recovering from the shock of his father's explosion of dis-

pleasure, timidly broke in: "Well, dad, I can prove it. Just look how some
men resemble the monkey. It is striking, you must admit. The only

reason why man has not such an abundance of hair on him as his ancestor
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is due to the fact that clothes will prevent the growth."

"I am not aware of the fact that man ever wore or does ever wear

clothes on his face," sarcastically hissed his father.

Stuttering, Robert found a way out. "That comes from washing his

face, dad."

"Is that so?" said Mr. Gillen. "Why, I suppose he forgot to wash the

rest of his head; and I am sure people never wore head coverings in olden

days. Proceed, my son; your arguments are very substantial."

Robert found relief in one of Darwin's famous theories and said:

"The theory of natural selection explains it. This theory is that animals

have a tendency to increase their numbers in geometrical progression,

hence arises a severe struggle for existence. In this contest, nature causes

the weakest individuals and species to perish and the best constructed to

multiply. As a consequence, organic life must ever be ascending in the

scale of perfection, and the lower species have thus been evolved into

higher species."

"Yes," retorted the father, "that's why Mathuselah lived nine hundred

years, and today we die at fifty."

"Look here, my boy." And then Mr. Gillen sank into a chair by his

son. "I do not pretend to be a philosopher, as it is now thirty years since

I have argued on this matter, and my knowledge of it is vanishing every

day with the silvering of my head. Rut the gulf between the brute and
man is absolutely impassable by the frail craft of evolution, and no rea-

soning of man can bridge these two far distant shores. Many bright

philosophers have ventured to sail this wild, wide sea, but were wrecked.

They have tried to develop a man from an ape, but have never succeeded

and never will; nor will they ever produce an animal from a plant. This,

my boy, was a mere and clever figment of Darwin's intellect. The brute

animal is entirely material, and matter in all of its modifications remains
matter. The vital principle of man, which distinguishes it from the brute,

is spiritual, as it can conceive universal ideas. Rut this process of evolu-

tion would make a spiritual being out of a material one, which is a philo-

sophical contradiction. This would give you an effect greater than its

cause. Again I say this theory is a clever argument, handed down by our
friend Darwin, to posterity to immortalize his fame, but I sincerely be-

lieve that he knew that his well-trimmed theory had a missing link, and
that missing link, as far as we are interested, lies between the man and
the monkey. Show me that link, son, and I'll profess your theory. If I

could give you a hundred million years of life and one day more, I would
five to see you die still endeavoring to find that link.

"Rut enough now, son, as it is now late and all good people should
now be in peaceful slumberland." Arising, Mr. Gillen walked away and
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at the door he paused and said: "Good night to you both, my dears, and
say, by the way, Robert, if tonight you should dream that you are going

next session to a Catholic university, where they still teach that man has

an immortal soul, take it from a reliable prophet that your dream is as

sure to come true as the sun shall rise in the east tomorrow. "Bonne
Nuit."
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Sluing %mn to ilj? Krgttt

A DE PRENDERVILLE, LL. B. '15

(Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, London, England)

OTHER! the way is dark:

Thy hand to guide

—

Light! for mine eyes are dim

—

With thee beside,

Fearless and undismayed,

I shall adventure forth

—

Only Thy hand to guide!

Bid me come to Thee
Out of the gloom around,

Into the Radiant Day,

With fetters bound

—

Fetters of linked gold,

Thy willing captive led

—

Out of the gloom around!

Queen of the Beauteous Heart,

The Sinless Soul!

Mother! and Queen of Heaven!
While ages roll

—

Hearken! a child of Earth
Pleads to Thee lovingly,

Queen of the Sinless Soul!

Harken ! nor bid me go

Back to the night

—

Weary and tired and worn
Yearning for light!

Voiceless I stand and wait,

Clinging to Thy dear hand

—

All through the trackless night
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J. E. HERBERT, A.B. '16

NE cold afternoon, during that time of December when the

moon comes up real early and looks like a Spring Hill "Grad"

just after his banquet, old "Nigger" Murray got up an extra-

ordinary amount of energy, and taking his dreadnaughts from
their elevated position on the kitchen stove, loaded his ancient

corn cob, sat up erect and said: "I'll do it, I'll do it.' And when
"Nigger" gets up energy and says that he is going to do a thing

he generally does it; but this happens very, very seldom. So,

reaching for his old smoker-pole, which he always kept within easy reach

(his reason for the fact, we are at present unable to give; however, "Nig-

ger" is still a single man) , patted his trusty, put a few shells in his pocket,

and, in loud voice, which sounded as if it had been built for a foghorn for

use on the Newfoundland coast, he informed his friend and neighbor, "Si"

Hickey, of his intentions and invited him to join him.

This invitation extended and accepted, "Nigger" strode off to his dog
yard. Now, "Nigger" had always been a lover of "dogs," and kept some
very fine specimens. He had all kinds of dogs, from curs to hounds, but

of all he was partial to the hounds. "Bobby," "Doc," and "Dick," as he
called them, were his favorites, and of these three he slightly favored

"Dick," for this pet was somewhat of, as "Nigger" tells us, a high-toned

animal, since he had been to the hospital. Old "Nigger" informed the

kennel that he was going for a little hunt that night, but intended to start

for the swamp about four o'clock, so as to be deep in the woods by night.

All the pups seemed delighted and gave proof of their delight by cheering

in their houndish way. But, alas! Old "Nigger" informed them that all

couldn't go, for he had lately caught four of them sucking eggs. There
was great sorrowing among the pups, and the guilty ones, with drooping
tails and ears, slowly dragged themselves back into their boxes. The
three favorites were, however, turned out and given a large pan of bread
and zip before the start was to be made.

While "Nigger" was sitting on his cabin steps watching his three joys

lay low the goodly crust, "Si" Hickey rounded the corner of the cabin, lan-

tern in hand, ax on shoulder, and fully prepared for a great time.

At last the canine trio finished their repast and the two old gentlemen
sauntered off down the big road.

They were stepping along at a lively pace, when they were accosted by
a certain "Ching," who, by his verbal conglomeration, led the two hunters
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to believe that he had just made his landing on Uncle Sam's shores. How-
ever, after a Chinese hash had been cooked down to an American stew,

Old "Si" finally figured out that the Chinaman wanted to know if he was

on the right road to Mobile. He was made to understand that he was, and

in apparently high spirits continued his journey towards the city. Our
two friends hit up their pace again, and after a good laugh swore that they

were willing to be anything on earth but a Chinaman.
Another mile had been put between them and their cabins when sud-

denly there rushed past a splendid Blizen-Ford limousine. The car, after

passing them, suddenly stopped, as such cars will do, but not, however, this

time from engine indigestion or any other such terrible malady. The
occupant, "Lord" Albin Provosty, in passing, had recognized his two old

college chums and had conferred an honor upon them by stopping and
speaking to them. Upon finding out what they were up to, he immediately

in his good-hearted way, insisted that he be allowed to carry them over part

of their journey, saying: "Jump in old tops; increase your speed." So, with

dogs, gun, lantern, ax and all the other paraphernalia necessary for such

an expedition piled high upon the velvety cushions of his lordship's

motor, they whizzed away over the perfect roads.

Time flew quickly by, and before the two countrymen knew it they

were in front of Bill Logan's store. The car stopped and the hunters

alighted, and, after having assured their noble friend that their ride was
enjoyed beyond expression, and that there was real class to his buggy,

although it did get along without horses. With open mouths they stood

and watched the "Carr" whiz away.

The store clock struck five as the pair stood there gazing at the fast

disappearing auto, and "Si," remembering that he had forgotten his

favorite weed, went into the far-famed establishment to purchase some.
As he opened the door he threw up his hands and shouted. He had for-

gotten that it was Saturday, and there were all the old boys sitting around
the stove, and, to his great astonishment, their circle had been enlarged by
he addition of three new members. Hiram O'Reilly had only a few days
since arrived in their community, having been sent by the government to

help rid the place of boll weevils (by the way, he is using the Yazoo City

method)

.

The second of these newcomers was Dennis Curren, who, upset by
the disturbance across the pond, chose America, bought a small farm in

"Si's" vicinity, and with his little son, "Baby" George (who was amusing
himself by trying to train a pair of flees like those he had seen at the Fair)

,

settled down to a peaceful and quiet farm life.

The third new face upon which "Si's" eye was cast was that of Walter
Stewart, who was by far the most noticeable to the three. "Si" had only
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been in the store a few minutes when he knew all about tliis Stewart fellow.

"The Ancient Mariner" was no "Luke" warm politician, and had succeeded

in forcing "Son" Shelby, who had comfortably perched himself upon

a "Rusty" tomato can, his feet dangling in the air, into a hot argument. As

the temperature of the argument began to rise, "Si" called "Nigger," who
was shivering on the outside. "Nigger" rushed in, and, not thinking,

perched himself upon one of Bill's counters, feet and all. This got old Bill

a bit riled up, for, if there is anything Bill Logan does care for, it is the

counters in his store. So, with no respect whatever for his old age, poor

"Nigger" was roughly precipitated from his lofty throne by the rough hand
of the proprietor.

The argument had by this time reached about two hundred degrees F.

and Stewart was on the verge of boiling over again, when a sudden thought

struck him. His old cow, "Cicero," as he called her (reasons unknown) , had
not been driven from the pasture, as his little son, Sidney Mason, had stuck

a nail in his foot and was unable to perform his daily task. So, quickly

jumping up from his seat and casting at his adversary a few dozen well

chosen expletives, rushed off towards the land over which he alone was
ruler.

It was now six o'clock and "Si" and "Nigger" had not yet reached the

swamp. "Si" thought that to turn the hunt into a general affair would
be great fun, so he invited the whole crowd to join them, and, to his great

surprise, all accepted. Even a dark-complexioned Bishop, who chanced to

be hanging around, volunteered to go along and help with the dogs,

although it was the eve of his money day. The crowd had armed them-
selves with the necessary implements for such a hunt and old Bill had
just turned the key in the store door lock when a terrific noise was heard
from within. Upon entering they found that "Nigger's" dog, "Bobby,"

had been locked in, and in a tussel with a big "Ratt" had overturned a stack

of zinc water buckets. "Bobby," however, came out victorious, and after

having carried his prize up to his master, and receiving his accustomed
stroke on the head, with wagging tail he scampered off to join the rest.

The crowd that started out from the Logan establishment that evening
resembled a mob on an expedition of violence rather than a hunting party.

There were tall, short, round and square ones, and all in the highest spirits.

As they passed old "Hank" Hanse's farm, a fair damsel, wearing a ging-

ham apron and sunbonnet, not knowing the cause of this outburst of the

populace, arose from her Jersey's side, left her pail of "vaccae sucus," and
fled for safety into the house.

The remainder of the journey into the swamp was without incident,

and with the crowd stepping at a Barney Oldfield pace the edge of the

swamp was soon reached and the dogs set loose. As the prides of "Nig-
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ger's" heart bounded away into the timber, he assured his friends that the

night was bound to be a successful one. He told the crowd that the dogs

had struck a "Cooney" neighborhood and without doubt would have one

treed in a short time.

Deeper and deeper they penerated into the thicket, when finally the

dogs were heard baying some two hundred yards ahead. A grand rush was

made, led by "Si," who swore that, by the noise the pack was making, they

had treed something. But, alas ! Upon reaching the spot and investigating,

they found that "Doc" had only run a small "Weasel" up a hollow stump.

But he was not spared. Into the sack he went, after being twisted out on

the end of a forked stick. On they went, their lanterns looking like so

many eyes shining through the dense entanglement. "Nigger" heard the

dogs baying again, and again his hopes rushed high, and again he was ready

to swear that they had run the right brand up the stump. So, headed by

this ardent lover of the woods, they dashed off to the scene of the canine

disturbance. This time, to their great delight, the goddess of luck had
smiled upon them. The rays of their lanterns were thrown up into a

gigantic "Pine Tree," and on the very top limb, clinging tenaciously, they

spied, not a coon, but the two shining eyes of "Possum." He was up there,

and for the time being safe, for the tree, an aged sentinel of the brake, was
rather large for such an energetic crowd to fell. Suggestions having been

offered and all rejected, it was finally decided that "Fats" Morere, the

neighborhood "cut up," should ascend by the grapevine route and dislodge

"Possum" from his perch. " 'Stan' for'd, brave man!" they cried. "Fats"

accepted the nomination, and assisted by his friend and running-mate, Chas.

Pigott, started on his heavenward journey. Higher and higher he made
Pig-go, but with every move upward he grew more nervous at the thought

of what awaited him at that dizzy height. He could catch a "Sparrow,"

but to touch a "Possum" was beyond him. By the time he had come within

ten feet of "Possum" he was shaking as if "Palsy" had him. His nervousness

got the better of him when he gazed into the glaring eyeballs of the fierce-

looking creature. Releasing his hold, he fell sprawling into the midst of

his bewildered companions.

Their first attempt had failed. What was to be done next ? The axes,

as first suggested, were put into action, but "Keane" as they were, results

failed to come as quickly as desired, and the implements of torture were
thrown aside. As a last resort, "Nigger's" old blunderbuss was wheeled
up and prepared for action, and indeed all who witnessed this preparation
were ready to lay their hands on the book and cry out, "Dat Possum's time
hab come." But lo! the poor critter was not destined to bid the world
adieu by the shot which "Nigger's" old trusty was to have belched forth,

for on the spur of the moment "Husky" Eddie Crowell and little Willie
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Jagoe rushed forward and offered to ascend to the lofty seat of brother

Possum. But which one should go up ? There they were, two more than

willing souls, and both desirous of the honor. However, after a slight

fistic argumentation from which little Willie emerged with a dislocated

face, a broken nose and a fractured jawbone, Eddie began his ascent and

progressed rapidly while little Willie sat by the fire blubbering out what he

was going to make Chris Riley do to that husky sucker.

At last, after battbng with an entanglement of grapevine, Eddie reached

the long-sought animal, and giving the branch a good shake, down tumbled

the coveted lump destined to make gravy for "dem ar taters and 'Rice.'

"

So into the sack went old Mister Possum, to keep the little "Weasel"

company.
The "Little Moon" was now high in the heavens, and upon looking at

his "Big Ben," Jiggs Thompson informed the crowd that it was near Sun-

day morning. This bit of information got the "Bishop," who was tending

the dogs, a bit stirred up, and leaving the pack he started on a run for;

his home.
But the rest couldn't afford to stop with only one "Possum" and a

"Weasel," so on they went. Deeper into the swamp they penetrated, but

luck seemed to be against them, for it seemed that the dogs would never

strike a trail. After about an hour of tramping "Si" came to the con-

clusion that there was no more game in that part of the country, but "Nig-

ger" contended that there was, and in a few minutes had something to back
his assertion with, for loud and furious baying broke upon the evening

(I should say morning) stillness, baying never before heard in those parts.

"Nigger" heard "Bobby's" deep "Baaso" profundo above all the others, but

his baying had turned into a howl of pain. Upon hearing this peculiar no;se

from the supposed-to-be best of the pack, they didn't know what to make
of it, and stopped still, gazing at each other in amazement, and there they

stood until "Beany" Sullivan bravely led the band on with his words of

encouragement. "Come on, boys; I ain't Skared." So, led by this brave

hero, they steadily, but with every precaution, crept on to where the dogs
were. "Beany," at the head, was the first to see what the trouble was.

He put his head out from behind a tree just in time to see a massive
"Lunch Hook" catch "Doc" amidship and lay him howling on the ground.
It was a bear. This paralyzed the crowd, and not one could move. Old
Bruin was knocking dogs right and left. One pup received an uppercut as

he charged the enemy; a gush of blood came from the wound and he fell

to the ground dead. This sad incident and the sight of life's fluid got the

better of "Fats," and in a dead faint he crumpled into a heap upon the

ground. For a time it looked as if he was destined to remain there unaided,

for the bear was still fighting furiously and no one dared to show himself.
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The combat at last reached its height. Two of the dogs succeeded in get-

ting a hold on the bear's neck and there they hung. The beast having lost

much blood from the wounds inflicted by "Nigger's" prizes, began to

weaken. "Beany," the brave, perceived this; resolved to "Dy-as" bravely as

he could, though shaking like "Clabber;" rushed for "Nigger's" light

artillery and stealthily crept up behind a tree. Cocked and primed

for action, the old faithful went to "Beany's" shoulder, a terrible roar was
heard which seemed to shake the whole forest, and when the smoke had
cleared away the crowd beheld "Beany," their deliverer, standing with his

foot upon the fallen beast. "Beany" killed the bear.

It is needless to say what joy ran through the hearts of those men and
boys who participated in the hunt that cold December night as they tied

old brother bear's feet together and ran the carrying pole through them.

They had all the game they wanted now, and the homeward journey was
commenced.

It was a "Sleepy" looking congregation that wended its way to the

neighborhood church that Sunday morning, and few were the men who did

not drift off into regions of "Saw mills" during the sermon. But all this

was overlooked when after service the story of the night's adventure was
told and numerous were the congratulations showered upon our friend

"Beany" when he emerged from the edifice.

Should you ever have an opportunity to motor through Penukle Hollow,

don't fail to stop at Bill Logan's store and see the bear's skin and have the

story told to you by one of the participants in the hunt. And, above all

things, if time permits, don't fail to visit the cabins of "Si" and "Nigger"

and hear about that one wonderful night from them, for up to the present

day they are unable to convince themselves that

—

"BEANY KILLED THE BEAR."
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ALVIN CHRISTOVICH, A.B. '18.

ROM out the grey and misty dawn
From o'er the hoar-capped hills,

All Nature from its silent lawn
And busy, bickering rills,

With one accord sends forth a sigh

A sigh of blest content,

To greet the feast of Him, from high

For man's redemption sent.

The joy that flows from Nature's doors

Unmuffled by the mist,

Loud echoes from the Aztec shores

To lone Charybdis.

Do mortals heed this joyous strain?

With Nature praise bestow

On Him who suffered cold and pain,

So many years ago?

Across the seas, Mars lifts a scourge

In cruel crimson hand;

And brothers sing their father's dirge,

And mothers till the land.

The cannon's crash, the bullet's scream,

Drown out the dying gasp

Of friend and foe, who dying seem
To understand at last.

From bloody Marne to sinking Greece,

Christ's call to peace resounds.

Yet louder come the groans and shrieks

And joy, fierce cursing drowns.

Till from that seething earthly hell

The flaunting jeerings ring

Defiance to the Babe who'll tell

The sins of hind and king.

Christ's call rings clear; they heed it not;

With blood their eyes are blind.

A stalking carrion draws the lot

Swift vengeance shall be Thine.

Their sun shall set in bloody sea,

Shall hide its head in shame.
Implacable Eternity

Shall venge Thine outraged Name.
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CORNELIUS O'LEARY, A.R., '19.

HE "Gold Rug" holds a perennial attraction for me. Again and
again I go back to it, always to find something noteworthy or

new. Now it is the manner and handling of the plot, now the

phrase building of the master, now the weird word curtain that

all but obscures the shifting characters. I read Miss Rhinehart

and Anna Katherine Green with pleasure, but the mordant wit

of the former and the dramatic suspense of the latter yield the

palm to the first voyager in the realm of analysis, Edgar A. Poe.

I had just finished one of my periodical readings, and with the mystery

brooding on my spirit, wandered out into the evening air. The day was
cool, for it was the twenty-third of December, but I heeded this not. The
winds and leaves seemed whispering, softly whispering, of treasure. Surely

that is the tulip where the grisly skull was fastened. The birds seemed to

tell it in their merry warble and the wind sighed corroboration; but I, a

mortal in the likeness of God, could not understand. Thus I pondered

gloomily on the mysterious tale; gloomily, because I could not understand

the gossip of Nature, because I could not know its treasures.

Absorbed in these thoughts, I must have wandered; for, without

knowing it, I had arrived at the docks. The distant rumble of an appro*! ch-

ing storm brought me to my senses. I could not reach home in time to

escape the storm, so I looked around for some shelter. A few large empty
boxes were scattered around, the only protection on the docks. I looked

again at the approaching storm; a few sultry raindrops fell, so I ran to the

nearest box, crawled under it, and sitting up in my improvised shelter, I

heard the rain begin to patter on the docks. A few seconds later the storm
was in full blast. The noise of the wind and rain must have dulled my
senses, for I fell asleep and lived again the tales of Poe.

How long I slept thus, I know not; but a noise close at hand woke me
from my dream. The storm was over, but all was dark; it took me some
little time to realize where I was, then an unreasoning fear took possession

of me. The darkness and silence seemed like a vast cloak enveloping me.
I reached out my hand and touched the side of the box. Ah ! I remem-

bered now, I had gone to sleep when the storm was at its height. Rut what
noise was that? The same that had awakened me; someone was talking in

muffled tones outside the box. In a flash I thought, "Here is my chance.

Here is a mystery." So, pressing my ear against the side of the box, I

listened. "The chest—Merely's Island—worth a great deal—must not be
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seen—to-morrow night at ten"—were the snatches of the conversation I

heard.

A great joy filled my soul. "Surely! This is treasure, and now indeed

my chance has come. I do not have to study any cipher. The time,

message, and place are told me in plain English. I will be rich, rich beyond

expectation. I will follow them and by my knowledge of the secret, force

them to share the treasure. Let my friends laugh at my liking for Poe; a

few hours of search and I will sneer at them and show my riches as the

result of my reading." While I pondered thus, the men departed and I

crawled from under my temporary lodging, to get a glimpse of them, but

they had gone.

With a heart full of glee I continued on my way home. These men
would undoubtedly meet on the Island and I would be there. I would
follow them and then my dream would come true. I would leave on the

morrow, some hours before the hour set, and when they came I would be

there. Alone, I would track them and the glory would be mine, alone, and
I alone would astound my family on my return.

When I reached home, it was almost daybreak, and of course the

family was anxious at my disappearance. I was besieged with questions.

So I told of my refuge in the box, but left out, of course, the conversation

I had heard. Then, as dawn was beginning to break, I ascended to my
room for a little rest. All the morning I tossed upon my bed, weary, but

unable to sleep. Visions of treasure and plenty filled my imagination; ex-

citement gave me no rest; and when finally the noon hour came I arose,

and, heartily glad that the time was close at hand, I went to my meal. I

was extremely hungry, but so nervous I could eat nothing, and at last, after

a few bold attempts to do so, I sighed, got up, and with the eyes of all upon
me in amazement, for such was not my wont, left the room. I then went to

the beach to see if my catboat, one I had used all summer, was in good
sailing order. To my anger, it had come uncovered and was half full of

water from the rainstorm of the night before, necessitating an hour or so

of bailing. At last this work was done, and I began to gather a few things

for a night on the Island, for I was firmly resolved that I would at least

spend one night on the Island. But the necessary articles were hard to

get, especially as all the household was suspicious of me, but finally at four-

thirty, with the forward locker full of the things I had brought, I shoved
off from land.

To add to my anger, the wind, which had been strong all day, died

down to a meandering breeze, and the catboat was barely able to move
along. I tried sculling, but to my discomfiture the oar slipped off the high

back seat and fell overboard. I made a wild grab for it and almost upset

the boat. As it was, I shipped some gallons of water, lost my temper and
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hat, and drenched my overcoat. "Well! What if I did get pneumonia; at

least I would have enough money to pay the best doctor in town." I was

too near my quest to give up now because of a mere physical discomfort.

Thus I consoled myself and continued on my journey towards the almost

invisible smudge on the ocean ahead.

The sun had long since set and as I drew nearer to the Island I was
filled with the foreboding that by some chance or other I would not find

the men. But, to my surprise, for it seemed seven hours instead of four,

when I landed it was only eight o'clock. Not knowing the size of the

Island, I determined to hide the catboat and wait on the shore where I was.

"Two hours," I thought, "will soon be over, and then they will be here."

Now, too late, I wished I had brought some assistance with me; for the

dead, solemn silence of the December night wearied me almost to madness.

I arose, and to pass away the time began a little walk. But my walk must
have been a little longer than I intended; for, when I turned, preparatory

to retracing my steps, the muffled explosions of a gasoline motor reached

my ears. Immediately I ran in the direction of the sound—and came sud-

denly on an open road fronting a small harbor. Thence I perceived a light

out on the dark expanse of water. Nearer it came, and the "put-put" of

the exhaust grew louder. I stepped into the bushes along the side of the

road and waited. For what? I know not; but I knew the men were
coming for the treasure, so I resolved to wait until they should pass me
and then follow them.

By this time the explosions of the motor had ceased, and in the deathly

silence, broken by slight sounds from the boat, I could tell they had an-

chored and were bringing some heavy object to the shore. When suddenly

out on the air, I could not tell whence it came, the hoarse cry of an owl
sounded. It must have been a signal, for I heard one of the men say:

"There it is, answer it," and again the wierd song sounded. A few seconds

later a small boat grated on the beach. The two men landed and began
walking up the shore, carrying a large but seemingly light box between
them. "They will put the treasure in that box," I thought, and cautiously

I followed them. Suddenly one of them stopped and asked: "Are you sure

we were not seen or heard?" "Certainly," came the answer, "they are

bound to be asleep by this time."

When I heard these words I was astounded. Was this a robbery?
Had I come upon a band of thieves? From the signal it was evident that

there was some accomplice on the Island. Was some servant in collusion

with these men? If they were the thieves, where was the box going, and
what did it contain? These were some of the queries that came to my ex-

cited brain, as I stealthily followed the path. The distance the men
traveled, though short, had many curves, and I had plenty of time to
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ponder on these strange developments. Too late I remembered hearing

of a wealthy but erratic man who had built a handsome home on one of

these islands. At last I made up my mind that, if it was a robbery, I would

warn the inhabitants, and if I had stumbled on a den of thieves, I would

soon disclose their hiding place to the police and become famous as a

Sherlock Holmes.

Suddenly I heard the men's steps grow fainter, and, fearful of losing

my quarry, I hurried forward—and before I could realize what was hap-

pening my feet slipped out from under me, something struck me on the

head, and I lost consciousness.

When I came to it was as dark as pitch. I looked at my watch; it had
stopped. Suddenly I remembered my quest and turned and began climbing

the cliff down which I had fallen. After a few narrow escapes I at last

reached the summit. I looked around; a light was gleaming upon me
from a window. I, in ignorance of the turn in the road, had walked
straight ahead, and fallen down the cliff. Then I hurried forward and
entered what appeared to be a backyard with a gate and a fence enclosing

it. I thought of my recent companions, and, jumping the fence, peered

around me. A large Southern mansion was before me, surrounded on
all sides by beautiful lawns stretching away to the edge of the cliff, at the

foot of which I could hear the water lapping. This was the only sound
that broke the still, chilly silence of the night. I approached nearer the

house. A light gleamed in one window and I could see dark figures walk
across the lighted window. I took off my shoes, that I might not make a

noise as I stole up the stairs.

Suddenly a woman's figure was framed in the square of light. What

!

A woman alone with these ruffians here on a suspicious errand ! Perhaps

they knew she would be alone. Perhaps her husband is absent in the city

purchasing Christmas gifts. Hesitating no longer, I screwed up my
courage to the sticking point and made a dash for the window. My shoe-

less feet made never a sound as I came up the porch and over to the

window.
What did I see? Was I raving mad? Was this, then, the end of my

hope? There they were, the box lay open before them; three husky men
stood around it. A motherly woman, assisted by my quondam midnight
defaulters, was taking ornaments and toys from the box and beginning to

fasten them to a Christmas tree which stood in the corner. "Yes," I heard
her say, "all day the children have been at the wharf, but, tired out at last,

they are sound asleep in the nursery. How surprised they will be in

the morning to see how many presents Santa Claus has brought them."
In the distant city I could hear the bells chiming: Christmas had come.
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Spring f^iUAlumnuaJ0(EnU?g?j^trk"
(Extract from The Mobile Register, Sunday, December the Fifteenth.)

OU may imagine our surprise when we read the following letter

and poem in the Sunday Mobile Register. That an Alumnus of

Spring Hill should be ignorant of The Springhillian is appalling.

To be sure, what he says is true; the Review did go out of ex-

istence long ago, but only to be superseded by a new and better

magazine—The Springhillian.

Immediately we called up The Register and demanded the

villain's name. The editor politely but firmly refused us.

"Professional secret," etc. We then requested permission to publish this

letter and poem, so very pleasing to Spring Hill Students and Alumni.

With the courtesy the Register invariably accords Spring Hill, the editor

readily consented.

We sincerely hope, however, that he will forward a copy of the

present Springhillian to this Nameless Loyal Alumnus of Spring Hill. We
will gladly furnish the magazine.

"One of the 'old boys' of Spring Hill College is homesick for his dear

mother, and he has written the following lament and sent it to the Register

from New Orleans

:

" 'Dear Mr. Editor:
" T have often heard of people being "homesick," and have even had

the unpleasant experience myself while I was at Spring Hill College many
years ago; but I have never heard of the word "college-sick." The word
may not be in any of the approved dictionaries, but the feeling "college-

sick" exists, even though its definition cannot be found in the lexicon,

and may be defined, or rather described, as that longing to suddenly find

yourself again on the old college grounds, surrounded by your old chums,
teachers and prefects, going over the days gone by and recounting pleasant

recollections (these are the only kind that flood the mind) of things that

transpired in the "good old used-to-be"—that longing to become a boy once
again, play the old tricks, pay the old penalties, visit the old haunts and in

a word to live your college life again.
" 'I have been filled with just such thoughts for the past good while

and the other afternoon while business hours had closed, I picked up an
old Saturday Evening Post and read a poem by Rerton Rraley, called "The
Exile," in which a Westerner gives vent to the pent-up feelings of "wanting
to go West again." As no one was in my office but myself, I seized a pen
and let my feelings for dear old Spring Hill flow out in the subjoined lines,
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which I wish you would publish in the local section of your Sunday paper.
" 'I would send them to the "Spring Hill Review," but its publication

must have been discontinued, for I have not seen a copy of it for some five

or six years.
" 'The verses (I do not dare dignify them by the name of poetry) are

far from perfect, but it has been many years since I studied the rules of

English versification in "Coppen's Rhetoric." Still, they contain my senti-

ments of true love for Spring Hill, and if the boys now there have their

love for the old college (the best ever) increased even the slightest bit, then

my efforts shall have been fully rewarded.
" 'With many thanks in advance, I am, yours sincerely,

" 'AN OLD SPRING HILL ALUMNUS.'

" THE SPRINGHILLIAN EXILE.
(With apologies to Rerton Rraley.)

"I want to go, go back to the Hill, again,

Where my affections and heart remain still, again,

Where I can carelessly wander at will, again,

Lord, but I long for it, long for it all;

Long for a sight of the college and dome, again,

Just as I used to when there for my home, again,

Long for a sight of the woods where I'd roam again,

Woods that are piny and healthy and tall.

"I want to go, go back to the Hill, again,

Where I can revel in mocking-bird's trill, again,

Waken to list to the sad whippoorwill, again,

Calling his mate in the stillness of night.

Let me but listen to timid brown thrush again,

Chirping while building her nest in the brush, again.

Zephyrs waft softly her note—there's a hush again,

All then is stillness—she's taken her flight.

"I want to go, want to go back to the Hill, again,

Rack to where nature is wedded to skill, again,

Rack to where the frosts of the winters ne'er kill, again,

Rack where it is cheerful and sunny and free.

Oh! How I pine for a scent of the rose, again,

Pine for magnolias as white as the snows again,

Pine for the perfume where jessamine grows again!

Pleasures are these that are lacking to me.
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"I want to go, want to go back to the Hill, again,

See the old team in their togs on the grill, again,

See them get low when the whistle blows shrill, again,

Battling and fighting on Maxon's new field.

My! But I'm crazy to join in a yell, again,

Blow a tin horn or to rattle a cowbell, again,

Shoulder the warriors when 'er they excel, again,

Winning the victory, our standard to shield.

"I want to go, want to go back to the Hill, again,

Get a good swat with the bat at the pill, again,

Slide down to second the baseman to spill, again,

Round it to third and then beat it for home.
Oh, for a grip on the horse's white hide, again,

Would I could yell, as of yore, "Let us ride" again,

Oh, for a chance at the "umpey" to chide, again,

Calling him "mutton-head," "ivory-dome."

"I want to go, want to go back to the Hill, again,

Even in Greek or in Latin to drill, again,

Even in study hall, there to keep still, again,

Any old thing at all once I am there.

Yes, and I'd scribble a thousand Greek lines, again,

Just for the pleasure of cutting some shines, again,

Dig in my pockets and shell out the fines again,

Given by censors in library care.

"I want to go, want to go back to the Hill, again,

Back to where every one has the good will, again,

Manners and students without any frill, again,

Every one open and simple and true.

Oh, for a clasp of the hand from the boys, again,

Prefects and teachers. Oh, that would bring joys, again,

Then I'd meet friends who are free from alloys, again,

Lord, but I wish for it, lonely and blue.

"I want to go, want to go back to the Hill, again,

Distance prevents me. I'll handle the quill, again,

One little lesson in hearts to instill, again,

One little lesson of loyalty true.

" 'Love the Old College with might and with main, again,
" 'Eighty-five years she has been without stain, again,
" 'Stood the stern test of the wind and the rain, again,

" 'Ever for Spring Hill as she is for you.'
"
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The country of Chastelleraud abounds with Arcadian Nightingales."

Rabelais: Pantagruel, v. 7.

T. HAILS, A.B. '19

ONDON'S society season had opened with an extended series of

entertainments that promised to bring the Capital City to the

top of the world's gayety and repay it for the dullness of the

previous season. Madam Powell and Lady Roques headed the

list with a number of social events. There was to be a grand

opening ball to introduce the debutantes, Ladies Jean and
Sarah Savigny. Lord Charles Denis was to entertain in honor

of his beautiful daughter, Juliette. So we might go on end-

7 '

lessly. It is, therefore, no exaggeration to say that London was socially

mad; each one trying to outdo his neighbor in the splendor and unusual-

ness of the amusement provided.

But, to cap the climax, to pile Pelion on Ossa, came the announcement
that Prince Segismund of India, a Rothschild in his own right, would
spend the winter in the vicinity of Piccadilly and bring with him a retinue

of servants, animals and jewels to startle even blase London.
The papers were full of him and the noble Lords and Ladies had to

take the second page. One paper vied with another in seeing which could

bring out the most startling facts about this Eastern potentate. First, it

was definitely announced that he had bought Sliah Castle. Everyone knew
the history of this mysterious old residence and the eccentricities of its

former owner, Baron Sliah, and it was not without some feeling of wonder
that they regarded the new acquisition. For years it had been shut up
and apparently abandoned. Would the new tenant bring joy to the castle

or would it render him as crabbed and austere as its former owner?
Then came a special edition of "The Country Gentleman," telling of

all the changes that had been made in the old mansion. That he was grati-

fying some hobby was evident, as the grounds were laid out in a most
erratic fashion; the moat cleansed and rendered again an uncrossable

barrier when the drawbridge was up.

"The Express," not to be outdone, brought out the news that all these

changes were due to an exceedingly able "man of affairs," who would
engineer all the Prince's entertainments and furnish London a morsel that

would startle the palates of even the most jaded. No one, however, had
seen this marvelous seneschal.

"The Times" in an illustrated supplement gave facts and fancies of

Prince Segismund. After a lively description of his physiognomy, it went
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on to show what a startling resemblance there was between him and a

celebrated burglar, "Lord Jim." This latter gentleman—such he really

was, for he came of a noble family and had gone through Eton and

Oxford—had been quite a well-known character the year before, but in

an effort to escape some officers on his trail had thrown himself into the

channel, and had been heard of no more. Scotland Yard boasted that he

had gone forever. The pictures were printed side by side and the re-

semblance was really striking. The only noticeable difference was the

darker complexion of the Indian.

Thus it happened that London eagerly awaited the opening of the

castle and a glimpse of its new trappings. After a few weeks came the

announcement that the thirteenth of January was set for the first of the

many balls that were to lift the gloom from Sliah's memory. One hun-

dred and thirty were invited, and the fashionable world held its breath

till the names of the more fortunate became public property.

The thirteenth was a dark, brisk evening, with here and there a lone

star peeping from behind a huge bank of clouds. The castle was ablaze

with light and the castle yard, where bowmen had been wont to assemble,

was crowded with most costly limousines. Here were England's celebri-

ties, gathered for another quaff from life's overflowing cup. Here were
men and women, who occupied the highest niche in the world, and those

for whom this invitation had been social salvation. Here were youth,

beauty, age and wealth mingled like jewels in a casket. Maidens, whose
sparkling eyes outshone the gems on hair and snowy neck, flitted like a

hundred fairy butterflies through the rooms; matrons, gowned in Paris'

latest mode and overburdened with costly diamonds, their faces glowing

with a color, long since not their own, stood watching the glittering scene.

The owner of the castle, strange to say, had not made his appearance.

Suddenly a hush fell upon the assemblage. The dismal note of a

tolling bell was heard. At the second note the absent Segismund walked
into the room, a smile upon his face, and led the way to the banquet hall.

Here the eccentricities of the man of affairs were revealed to the full.

His craving for the bizarre, weird and grotesque had been given full fling.

The room, or rather the hall, for in former days it had been a chapel,

formed a huge cross. The ceiling and walls were shrouded in dark black
velvet, caught up in long loops by ornamental death's heads and falling in

heavy folds to a carpet of the same material and dismal hue. A large

coffin-shaped, ebony table was set in the center of the room. To complete
the funereal atmosphere, huge candelabra, such as usually surround a

catafalque, gave the only light that illumined the sombre luxuriousness of

that feast. The fitful bursts of fight threw grotesque shadows on this

lugubrious Gothic temple.
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A wierd monotonous dirge, broken by the musical but dolorous tolling

of a bell, was being chanted by a choir as the guests entered. After the

first thrill was over—for even blase London thrilled—a laugh broke the

stillness, as they tried to shake off their timidity and show that nothing

could daunt their buoyant spirit; but the note was too shrill and showed
that it needed but little more to turn it into hysterics.

They were served at this "Feast of Sepulchers" by attendants masked
with grisly skulls and clad in sabled flowing robes. But the feast was
superb. It was the contrast that had been desired. While sight and sound

were oppressed by harrowing surrounding and requiem dirges in minor
chords, the palate was to be treated in a lavish Epicurean manner. There

were fowls and viands on that table that had never graced an English board

before; Oriental fruits and sweets that would take a connoisseur to name;
while decanters of wine that had never seen the light of day for hun-

dreds of years lay sparkling in the candlelight.

But the feast was in vain. It had overreached itself. The distress of

sight and sound had dulled the appetite of even the most hardened.

The waiters paused behind each chair like mutes at a funeral.

Suddenly the Prince arose at the far end of the table, as if to relieve

the embarrassment of his guests. Tall and broad-shouldered, he looked

an athletic Englishman in all but the dark olive of his complexion, the

heavy black of his hair, the Oriental magnificence of his jeweled costume.

Truly it was well for him that he came with such high standing and so

well favored at the court, for he was an Indian duplicate of the once

famous "Lord Jim."

"My friends, I give you a toast: 'The Arcadian Nightingale. To those

that have, an easy parting; to those that have not, an easy getting.' Drink,

and I shall tell you a story."

As he held his glass in air a trembling ray of light was caught by its

facets and shone like a dim and ghastly diamond. The glasses rose in air;

sparkled a moment, then were replaced on the ebony table.

"Many years ago a wit called donkeys the 'Arcadian Nightingales'; for

their bray is quite as remarkable as the nightingale's song. Unfortunately,

many are so lacking in musical perception that they cannot distinguish

the harsh bray of an ass from the musical melody of the nightingale, and
follow in eager transport the 'Song of the Arcadian Nightingale.' "

His words had scarce died out, when a sickly pallor crept over the

countenances of all—a ghastly sight. The women's rouged cheeks were
in sharp contrast to the dead white of their necks and shoulders. All was
hushed, silent and still; the banquet hall had become a tomb. But the

erstwhile statuesque waiters were not dead. With a rapid, cat-like tread

they stepped from guest to guest and quickly relieved them of their spark-

ling jewels.
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As the daylight dawned the servants of Prince Segismund came upon
the sad remains of that gorgeous assembly of the previous evening. They
raised such an unearthly wailing that the garden servants rushed in and
in a short time a host of doctors and officers from Scotland Yard were
on the scene. The guests were soon restored to consciousness. A few of

a high-strung and nervous temperament were delirious for several hours;

others escaped with a brain-splitting headache.

Prince Segismund was found in his own room, a stiffened corpse. His

faithful body-servant, crimsoned with his master's blood, lay where he
had fallen in defence of his liege lord's life.

Upon Segismund's shirt front a note was pinned:

"To the 'Arcadian Nightingales,'

Scotland Yard, London, England:

"You have sung your 'sweet song' too soon. I have designed

the banquet hall as a 'chapelle ardente' for the Prince's obsequies.

"The Prince's 'Man-of-Affairs,'

"To you,

"Lord Jim."

(?==:5^)(g:=^==5)
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E. G. MAXON.

Note.—The Editor wishes to thank these gentlemen for their kindness

in composing these memoirs that will strike a sweet chord in so many
Spring Hill hearts.

NE morning in early September, nine years ago, my employer,

Mr. M. J. McDermott, President of the Bank of Mobile, came to

my desk and requested me to accompany him to his private

office. This invitation had been extended on numerous
other occasions, and complying, I walked into his "sanctum"
busily engaged in an endeavor to recall the error committed and
frame an alibi to fit. My surprise may be imagined when I ob-

served a gentleman, whom I then believed to be a priest, seated

and apparently awaiting my arrival. The thought immediately struck me
that Mr. McDermott, despairing of previous efforts, had decided I needed

spiritual guidance. Introduction over, however, emharrassment was
added to surprise when this gentleman requested me to take charge of the

Spring Hill College football squad. My knowledge of Mr. McDermott's

deep interest in the College and my desire to please him in at least some
small measure, caused me to accept, very reluctantly, however.

Could I have known then of the many delightful hours in store for me
with the members of the different squads and of the now proudly cherished

friendships to be formed with members of the faculty (men whom I

believe have few equals and no superiors on God's earth), my acceptance

would have been eager rather than reluctant.

On my first visit I found a moderate number of aspirants, a large

athletic field, parts of which, by the way, were thickly covered with a

species of very sharp briar, a regulation football, and in fact everything

necessary for a start except a knowledge of the game to be played. We
spent the greater portion of that first year getting acquainted with the ball

itself, falling on it, passing it, and kicking and catching it, and in acquiring

a few first principles of play. We closed with a few games against local

teams.

Returning the next year we learned that the faculty had arranged to

lengthen our practice periods, and with quite a number of the previous

year's men as a nucleus, we buckled down early to the real work of scrim-

mage and formations.We played three major games; Alabama Medics,

Marion and Fort Morgan, tieing the Medics, losing to Marion, and defeating

Fort Morgan.

At the beginning of our third year we moved to the new field, having,
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meanwhile, cleared the briars from the old yard for the baseball team.

We extended our schedule a little more, playing four major games; Mis-

sissippi Normal, Southern Mississippi College, Marion and Fort Morgan,

and finished the season with but one loss, that to Marion.

These two defeats by Marion were very sore spots to us and we re-

turned again determined to wipe the slate, and to this end we laid our plans

to be at the top of our game for this tussle. Our schedule remained un-

changed except for the substitution of Southern University for Southern

Mississippi. This proved to be our banner year, for we not only defeated

our old rival, Marion, and won the balance of our games, but kept our goal

line unmarked by an opponent's cleats.

Spring Hill College has been gradually extending her schedule, until

this year she attained her highest rank, and has completed her greatest

season. Considering the short time that foot ball has been seriously con-

sidered at S. H. C. and the early handicaps to be overcome, she has made
remarkable record, finishing every season with the great majority of her

games in the won column. And for this record there are reasons—the

situation of the College, really a world unto itself; separated from all out-

side influences that detract and so often demoralize, it tends to keep the

student mind clean, making good physical condition easy to acquire. When
the S. H. C. students later analyze their college life they will be thankful

to their faculty for a still greater boon, viz. : the keeping ever before them
the fact that the paramount benefit in the game of football is not the

winning of games—here also they furnished the inspiration and excitement

so beloved of youth—but rather in the development of character, self re-

liance, accurate judgment and instant action, subservience of self to the

cause of unity, and self control under the most gruelling conditions of ex-

citement and physical contact.

Allow me to express a hope that Spring Hill College will continue her

football advancement and not be content until she has placed the Purple

and White at the very top of the Southern football world.
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"I REMEMBER."
JOHN O. RUSH, M.D.

REMEMBER one hot, sultry afternoon in September, 1914.

After having attended a large clinic at the city dispensary. I got

on a car at Broad street, bound for my office to fill some ap-

pointments. My mind was absorbed in the work I had been

doing at the dispensary, the stories of affliction I had just heard

were still fresh in my mind, the tales of misery and woe related

by the forty odd cases that attended the clinic that day. I was
tired and was wondering how much misery and suffering there

must be in the world and how I should love to be able to ame-
liorate it. When I sat down I did not notice who my companion was,

when all at once I felt a slap on the back and a cheerful "Hello" and turned

to find my dear friend, Mr. McGrath, who was then prefect of the big yard

at Spring Hill.

We passed a few cheerful remarks. Then he informed me of the sad

predicament he was in—the football season was on hand and no coach in

sight. I promised to get him one, and within an hour had arranged with

Dr. Ressijac, the once famous Auburn fullback, to accept the place. All

was satisfactory with Mr. McGrath, and so far as I was concerned the inci-

dent was closed.

I heard nothing more from Mr. McGrath; Dr. Ressijac was even

quieter. Not one word did I hear, but as I was very busy with my hospital

work I thought nothing of it. The fact is, I had forgotten about Spring

Hill.

One afternoon, about two weeks later, my phone rang, and it was Dr.

Ressijac, who, after a few brief remarks, stated that he was ready to quit

the coach's job. He told me there was not spirit out at the College and
he could not make a football team without "Scrubs," and rather than turn

out a poor team, he would prefer to quit at once, so they could get some one
else. I have seen men with the "blues," but Dr. Ressijac had simon-pure
indigoes.

I shall never forget the sight that greeted my eyes that first afternoon

I went out with him. There were fourteen men out in uniform—the eleven

for his varsity and three scrubs, viz: Ed. O'Dowd, Curren and Provosty.

The varsity was at signal practice when we arrived and the aforesaid

three scrubs were sitting close together on the cinder track, looking for all

the world like three sick kittens.

It didn't take a second to realize the correctness of Ressijac's state-

ment, for truly if there were any college spirit there, it must be in the

bottom of the Lake. I said: "Why, this crowd of boys is full of spirits;
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they must be full of it, for they are not letting any of it out."

Ressijac and I at once began to work up the spirit, or I should say

rather, work "out" the spirit. We held mass meetings, made speeches,

pleaded with the student body, tears in our eyes as big as large lemons,

begging for scrubs, scrubs, scrubs, more scrubs. In a few days almost the

whole College was out scrubbing. More material than we could possibly

use was at hand.

Then began the "winter of my (wife's) discontent." For I had broken

out again with the old-time football fever. As my temperature increased

I almost lost my home, for my wife got terribly peeved because of my
neglect of other work for football.

It's a Godsend to have a wife like mine, with plenty of common sense to

keep me half-way balanced.

I remember every incident connected with those two months' work,

everything about every player and every game—when Fromherz got his

ribs broken in the Howard game; Ducote knocked out in the Jefferson

game; O'Dowd and Murray in some other game; how Puder got his knee

hurt, Grefer his ankle, "Smoky" Wood his side, Gibbons his hand frac-

tured, Spengler that old knee.

I remember the day Joe O'Grady came as a scrub and tore down the

Varsity line like paper and nailed every play behind the line; how that day
the Varsity drove twelve consecutive bucks at O'Grady's tackle, yet he

smeared all of them up; how everyone was wild with enthusiasm.

We had a good season; won four games, lost two, one to Howard, one

to Jefferson. But the great battle was ahead—Marion ! Can I ever forget

how the feeling was about that Marion game. Oh, how those boys would
love to beat Marion ! Seven years had passed since Marion had been de-

feated and the majority of the boys seemed to think it was impossible to

beat Marion. Our task, therefore, lay before us; we must beat Marion, and
all our efforts were now centered on that end.

Just here occurs a space of time during which I was unable to attend

the daily practices at the Hill. My baby boy was stricken ill; his life de-

spaired of. Of all my memories of Spring Hill, its Faculty and student

body, here is the sweetest, the one which has made the very name of Spring
Hill an ever-blooming flower in my life. Special services were held and
the life of my little boy begged for at God's altar, every one offering a

prayer to the Almighty to restore my son's health, to spare me that little

life to make my old age cheerful and bright. I must not delay on this

longer—my feelings are too strong.

The great Marion game finally came and I shall ever remember how
"Nigger" Murray tore down the field for sixty-five yards when he received

the ball and in two minutes "Moon" Ducote had bucked it over for a touch
down.
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At the end of the first half, Marion held the game thirteen to six, but

Spring Hill went into that second half to do or die, made two touchdowns,

kicked both goals, and we had done what nobody had done in six years

—

beat Marion. Spring Hill was happy.

The season nineteen fifteen opened early. Twenty-eight loyal Spring

Hill men reported for practice on September 1st and that same day "Red"
Harris arrived. "Moon" Ducote and "Bill" Louisell were on hand and
immediate training was begun. It looked awfully cloudy for the coming
season. In a few days "Moon" would leave to join the Auburn squad.

Then came the news that Agin, "Smoky" Wood, Gremillion, Grefer and
Puder would not come back. Of course, of the graduates, "Dutch" Van
Heuvel, "Jutes" McPhillips, Jim Cassidy, Gunby Gibbons and "Nigger"

Murray would not be with us. This left us a nucleus of four of last year's

Varsity around which to build a team, viz.: Ed. O'Dowd, Morere, From-
herz, Ratterman, with four of last year's scrubs, Curren, Provosty, Spengler

and Mackin. Boudousquie had not returned and wrote me he could not.

This added still more gloom to the clouds which already hung over our out-

look. Ducote and "Red" Harris were despatched to Battle's with instruc-

tions not to return without Angelo. They went, they saw, they brought

him back.

Now began a man's task, yea, men's task, i. e., to build a Varsity, a

winning Varsity, from a bunch of men so green that the cows ran after

them. We were pretty well satisfied with the line prospects from end to

end, but the back field, oh ! that back field was a nightmare. We'd try first

one and then another, and so the constant sifting went on until finally we
located "Frommy" at full, Spengler at leading half and Boudousquie at

other half, with that great little package of brains, speed and grit—Edward
O'Dowd at quarter. Kearns, Rice and Hickey completed the back

quartette.

The title of this paper is the most fitting I can think of, for I do re-

member. I can never forget the Blue Star game—a rotten exhibition of

football; the Wetumpka Aggies, just a shade better; the Tulane game in

New Orleans, the result of which—not the score, but everyone's playing

except O'Dowd's—gave me nervous indigestion, the botts, the pip, the blind

staggers, all combined. It took me a month to get that incubus from my
brain. Then came the Gulf Coast Military Academy, which at times was
beautiful. The blocking, tackling, carrying the ball, all was good and such
an improvement on the Tulane game that it looked almost like a football

contest. Next came the Mississippi Normal game, a still greater improve-
ment, showing at times flashes of real football. Then the Southern Uni-

versity game was good in spots, fair in others, and worse than bad in others.

However, I complained not, for when I stopped and reminded myself that
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John 0. Rush was head coach, I wondered that they did half so well.

Remember? Do I remember? Well, I should most positively say:

"Yes, my son; yes." It was the Sunday before Thanksgiving Day, a beau-

tiful day. We were very happy and confident of victory over Howard, and
we were sure of the Class "B" championship of the South. The boys were
all in fine shape, everyone keyed up to the top, everyone going fine, driving,

blocking hard, tackling low. We felt jubilant.

The first two hours of the aforesaid Sunday afternoon were spent in

signal practice for Varsity and Scrubs. All at once there was a consulta-

tion in midfield between a red-headed man and a little, short, sawed-off,

hammered-down, big-nosed, squint-eyed man—these were the two bone-

head coaches, Rush and Harris—and in that terrible Napoleonic basso

profundo voice the said Doctor Rush commanded : "Line up ! Scrubs take

ball on Varsity's five-yard line. Let's see what defence Varsity has."

You have heard of old man "Smart Alex," haven't you? Well, that's

"I Remember." Well, how could I forget? Things were lovely for a few
minutes, when down went Spengler as though hit by a Bertha Krupp, and
in less time than it takes to write it Frommy gets his left hand broken, and
looking around I see Christovich lying in agony with an injured hip. Speak-

ing figuratively, three dead ones.

Did you ever get real faint and sick at the thought of things? No!
Well, don't ever coach a football team. Here we were, with a champion-
ship game just ahead of us; our only dependable, experienced fullback, the

one we relied upon to tear holes in the opponent's line, at a time when a

driving, plunging, tearing, fullback meant yards, meant touchdowns, meant
victory, with his hand broken; our halfback, the one that led the inter-

ference through the line or around the ends, knocked into a cocked hat by
that old leg of his; a tackle who tore down the interference on end runs and
nearly always got the runner, too, who on off tackle plays smeared them
into smithereens before they ever reached their line, so badly injured as

to be useless.

Championship game three days off and three of the Varsity's best

men out of play ! A Varsity end must go to fullback, subtackle play leading

half and a big green sub play tackle; an old Varsity end, who hasn't shown
much all year and lost his berth, goes back to his old position at end.

All the way home that afternoon I wanted to hold my head out of

the car window for fresh air. I needed no emetic; fact is, crushed ice was
almost necessary to help allay that awful distressive feeling in my gastric

region. For the seven miles home "Red" never spoke except to ask for a

match. I spoke not, because I couldn't, and had any other than "Red" Harris
spoken to me, I'd have made a landing on the facial portion of his anatomy
that he would have remembered. We descended from the car and went
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home still as silent as the tomb of Caesar. That night, the next day and
the next night and every second until that Thanksgiving game was over,

I couldn't sleep, I couldn't eat, my entire time was consumed with ap-

prehensions, with fear, hope, misery—I don't know just what all.

Thanksgiving Day—do I remember? Well, if there was a single living

soul at that game on November the twenty-fifth who can ever forget it,

it's more than I can believe or imagine.

When that ball was on OUR FOUR-INCH LINE and second down
was called, I lived five years. But there it stayed. What a glorious end
to such awful, tense moments

!

Even after I am old and decrepit, and hobble around with a stick in

hand like another Rip Van Winkle, I shall ever remember it and, ever and
anon, repeat:

"Turn back, turn back,

OTime, in thy flight!

And give me again that game
Just for its fight, just for its fight."
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5% SnjjB flag
C. O'LEARY, A.B. '19

HE boys play; when class lets out

Echo answers the wild shout.

Now punting foot ball strenuously,

Or wrestling, running merrily,

Like Springtime lambkins frisk about.

But when the teacher, in the bout

For knowledge, calls some little lout,

His angry eye is pained to see

The boys play.

On Tuesday noon the noisy rout

To bandroom hies. Then who can doubt,

Though Sousa's Band may glorious be,

More shrill, more loud, more raucously,

The boys play.
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LESLIE CASSIDY, '16

T is redundant as well as somewhat trite to say that Thanksgiving

Day in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and fifteen will

long remain green in the memory of the Spring Hill boys, who
witnessed the event that lifted the Turkey Day from the rut of

of the commonplace and put on a pinnacle too high to be ob-

scured by the clouds of oblivion that play such havoc with our

poor memories. However hackneyed the phrase may be, how-
——

' ever superfluous the sentiment it expresses, these defects do

not detract at all from the truth it conveys. It was not only that we won a

great game which placed us at the leadership of our class and about which

we can, during the approaching holidays, talk the ear off any poor "simp"

who is so benighted as to attend any other college than that which is situ-

ated on rising ground, five miles distant from Mobile; but also that every-

thing else that in any way related to the contest reached a similar degree

of excellence. There was the greatest kind of teamwork all around; the

'Varsity, the students, the alumni, all pulling in the same direction. It

needs no puny pen of mine to tell you what the 'Varsity did; turn back-

ward a few pages and read the facts. The local alumni who showed their

loyalty and warm affection for their Alma Mater have as their recompense

that warm feeling in their breasts which comes only from a labor of love,

and which can be fitly substituted by no material pleasure.

And now, let us pass from the actors of this drama of this wonderful

day to the action itself. Of course, you have been through it all, and be-

sides have listened to others singly, doubly and in unison pour forth their

individual and collective opinions about everything from the surpassing

beauty of the sponsors and maids to how many more touchdowns we
would have made had we played sixty minute quarters. After which, to

vary the monotony, you turned around and told the poor "boobs" how and
why they were all wrong, and told it your way, from Angelo to Frommy.
Well, anyway, here comes some more of it, and though perhaps it con-

tains nothing new to you, a repetition may be more pleasing than a perusal

of an "Essay on the Origin of the Asclepiadean Verse." Taking the events

in their chronical order, we come first to the morning parade.

That parade—I think this may be said without cavil—was the most
unique foot ball demonstration ever held in the South. For though
we hear often enough of high officials attendant at foot ball games,
seldom or never has it been reported that a city honored any private
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institution in the way Mobile did Spring Hill. In its athletic demonstra-

tion the highest city officials, the Mayor and Commissioners formed a con-

spicuous part in a conspicuous event. It was a strong way of proving the

interest the Alumni aroused in Mobile. Not only that, but what was more
important, the contest was placed on the front pages of the papers as a

leading article for a whole week before the date.

An excerpt from one of them may serve to show in what light Mobile

regarded the coming battle. "Never before has Mobile been so enthu-

siastic over foot ball as over the championship game which will take place

today at Monroe Park at 3 o'clock. Mobilians are rushing to the colors

of their home college and will help in every way they can to bring victory

and the Southern title to the Purple and White. The town is swamped
with Spring Hill pennants and pictures of the Hill squad, and the Spring

Hill-Howard game is the subject of every conversation. The social col-

umns are filled with the pictures of the beautiful sponsors and maids who
will lend encouragement to their respective teams. The town awaits their

morning parade. The largest crowd that ever witnessed a foot ball game
in Mobile will be present when the Class "B" title of the South is decided

on the Monroe Park field." It was truly a triumph almost as great as

that of the gridiron. Spring Hill had at last stirred up the interest of

Mobilians in herself which she had been fighting for years to obtain. Mobile

has called Spring Hill her own. The opportunity of arousing a perma-
nent enthusiasm about Spring Hill was up to the 'Varsity, and they had
only to win the game to clinch it.

More than the Championship of Class "B" depended on the outcome
of that contest; for on it rested also the fact whether athletics at Spring

Hill should be made a paying proposition, which means greater prestige

by playing larger colleges; or whether they should fall back to where
they had been before, and so destroy the effect of our victories over
Marion in foot ball and Auburn in base ball. But the latter was not
to be; after the goal, for which she had labored so long, was in sight, Spring
Hill was not to be denied.

It needs the stately strains of a latter day Homer to aptly describe

the fray of Thanksgiving afternoon, but as there is no fit representative

of the blind bard in these barbarous days, except perhaps Ella Wheeler
Wilcox, who (as she is philanthropically engaged in writing uplift poems
at so much per lift) , will have to be subbed by one of the Landsturm.

If any person of that "largest crowd that ever witnessed a foot ball

contest in Mobile" complains that he did not get the full worth of the

price of his admission, he deserves to be hung, drawn and otherwise muti-
lated. Every trick of the offense and defense that goes to make a perfect

machine, Spring Hill showed they had developed in the highest degree.
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Their persistent gains in line plunging demonstrated that they were not

lacking in attack, while their holding of Howard on their four-inch line

was the supreme test of defensive work. If the 'Varsity had been master

players on the chords of human emotions, they could not have managed
better to make the spectators run the gamut from despair to delirious

joy than they did during the period from Howard's getting the ball on our

ten-yard line until they were gently but firmly persuaded to give it up
almost—but not quite—ten yards farther on. In every way the staging of

that affray was excellent; it was the greatest throng in Spring Hill's his-

tory which saw her play her greatest game; win her greatest glory.

But the finish of the scene at Monroe Park was not the end of the

day—no, not altogether. When the Spring Hill boys arrived at the city,

they entered it as conquerors, who were a law only unto themselves, for

such had been the order from those higher up in the municipal government.

"When the Spring Hill boys appear, you may go back to headquarters,"

the Mayor had laughingly said. And it was a good thing for the students

that it was so, for no doubt there were a few traffic rules broken that

night. The reception the boys were given by those who were on the streets

at the time, which includes nearly everyone in Mobile, was one accorded

only to welcome visitors. They caused a commotion compared to which
"Mobile's Merry Mardi Gras" resembled a portion of northern France at

the present moment. If the citizens were not aware by the time the parade

was over who won the game, the name of their fair borough should be

changed to Necropolis, for the deceased were the only ones who were not

cognizant by seven o'clock that the 'Varsity had again that afternoon been

unable to rid itself of the habit, by no means monotonous, of defeating

every team they played (with, of course, the usual exception that proves the

rule). The Purple and White still rose triumphant over the barred

field, in which pleasant position it seems destined to remain for some time

to come.

And now, patient peruser of these lines, I have come to the end of

my tale, and I leave you with the hope that you are not quite as tired upon
reaching its conclusion as we were when we boarded the cars for the

college at the termination of that perfect day. The conductors were
amazed, no one pressed the buttons, the prefects rejoiced, everyone went
to sleep immediately he retired, the Presidential mind was at ease, for

no one had been injured, and the city rang with praises of the boys' gen-

tlemanly conduct.

Sic semper nobiscum.
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CHRISTMAS.

Again the shadow passeth o'er the dial plate of time. Again the earth

is barren and forlorn; the trees outstretch their bare limbs to the wintry

blast and nature seems despoiled of every charm. All appears dreary and
desolate, but in the midst of all loneliness there is a singular beauty. The
forests are carpeted with a soft carpet of leaves and the warm rays of the

morning sun shining brightly upon the crystalline mantle spread o'er the

grass is reflected with dazzling brilliancy, and the holly tree laden with its

burden of blushing berries lends color to the scene. The air is crisp and
sharp, and the nimble squirrel, having filled his larder with an abundance
of acorns and nuts, seldom ventures from his cozy nook in the hollow tree.

These signs herald the approaching Yuletide, and as the Spring Hill boys
notice and welcome them their hearts are fdled with joy, for soon Christ-

mas will be here and they will be departing for their homes to spend the

holidays.

Christmas ! how sweetly falls that word upon the ear; and what magic
effect it has upon the feelings, driving away grouches and "blues" instantly.

Sweet slumbering memories start from darkness, upon its utterance, like

flames from ashes and fantastically flit before our eyes like pictures upon
a screen, we are transported back to the days of our childhood, the
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Christmases of former years, when with a child's simple faith we hung up

our stockings, and in eager anticipation of the eventful morrow, jumped
between the heavy quilts to dream sweet dreams of Santa Claus. We
could see him in our slumbers stealthily making his way down the chimney

with his bulging sack of toys, while with breathless anxiety we watched

to see what he would leave. We could hear the jingling of the sleigh bells

and see the fleet reindeer stamping upon the cold earth, their quivering

nostrils smoking, and tossing their antlered heads impatiently while their

master delayed inside. It was a puzzle to us how he made his rounds in

one night.

And on Christmas morn, how elated we were upon awaking bright

and early, to find our stockings laden with nuts and candies! And how
anxious to get downstairs to see the Christmas tree, towering towards

the ceiling and embellished with decorations of glittering tinsel and
bright crimson bells and sputtering flames of vari-colored candles

that graced its boughs! We see the happy exchange of presents, fond

tokens of loyal friendship. And the houses bedecked with their glossy

branches of holly and white-berried mistletoe, seem permeated by an at-

mosphere of happiness and love. We recall the merry Christmas gath-

erings, the gay festivities of the Yuletide, at which mirth and good feeling

reign supreme. Merry peals of laughter ring in our ears, and voices of

days gone by are distinctly heard, while we behold faces beaming with

happiness and wreathed with smiles. And we can see and almost taste the

Christmas dinner with its nicely-browned turkey and the roast pig with

an apple in his mouth.
What pleasant memories, and how delightful to recall! But is

Christmas merely a memory, something of the past which has gone, never

to return. No. Memories of days gone by, no matter how charming
they may have been, would have no such wonderful effect on a large

number of boys, causing them to go about their tasks with a merrier air

and a livelier manner, unless the future held in store for them a repetition

of these joys. And does Christmas consist merely in the eating of a turkey

dinner and great feasting? If this were so, Christmas would mean no
more to us than any other feast, a class banquet, for instance. Christmas
is more than this; it is a time of regenerated feeling, and the prevalent

spirit of this season is what creates such a delightful impression upon our
minds; it is the spirit of thanksgiving, of rejoicing, of good will. The
services of the Church during this period are inspiring and beautiful; they

dwell upon the origin of our faith and the scenes of sacrifice and love that

surround it. The tone of friendliness and general good feeling that pre-

vails is so contagious that every one is affected by it. It seems to throw
open every door and to unlock every heart to arouse friendly sympathies
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and generous hospitality. Every one wears a smile of conviviality, has a

word of good cheer for his neighbor, and everything seems encircled by

a halo of joy and good fellowship. This is noticeable even on the crowded

thoroughfares of the city, among the gay, bustling shoppers; they walk with

a lighter air and a springier step and appear happier and more care free

than at any other season of the year. Homes are verdant with twigs of

holly and mistletoe and the ruddy fire in the grate diffuses and dissipates

a genial warmth of feeling which puts trouble and care aside.

Indeed, it is not to be wondered at that the college boys, anticipating

the charms and joys of such a season, are full of jubilation and high spirits.

Besides, Christmas to them means also a short but pleasant relaxation

from the thraldom of study, and, most of all, home, reunion with loving

parents and kind friends.

The Springhillian wishes all a very merry Christmas, one that will

exceed all the Christmases of other years, and a very happy and joyous

New Year.

EDWARD B. CROWELL, '19, Editor-in-Chief.

ALUMNI REDIVIVI.

It is with great pleasure and pride that we say that the Alumni of old

Spring Hill has at last awakened to its own after many years of com-
parative inaction, in which they stored up a tremendous quantity of

potential energy. But we said they have awakened, and this great store-

house of potential energy has turned into kinetic, as demonstrated in one
great flash of college spirit and loyalty on Thanksgiving Day. The Alumni
at last realized what a great football team represented their Alma Mater,

and so they decided that it should be given the support and praise which
it deserved. By their prodigious efforts they roused old Mobile to such a

state of expectation and excitement that nothing could be heard but yells

for old Spring Hill that she might be victorious in her great struggle with

Howard College for the Class "B" championship on Thanksgiving Day.
Every one was present in that parade on Thanksgiving morning; the

Alumni, headed by their brass band, led the parade, followed by the Spring
Hill and Howard sponsors in automobiles, and they in turn were followed

by the Spring Hill student body with their brass band, and, amid a gaudy
display, they traveled over Mobile to show their loyalty and devotion to

the old school, exhorting all those physically able, and otherwise, not to

fail to see the great game on turkey day.

As a result of their untiring efforts the greatest crowd that ever wit-

nessed a football game in Mobile was present at Monroe Park on Thanks-
giving afternoon, and thus the dwindling coffers of the Spring Hill Athletic
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Association were replenished. And we think that we are not mistaken

when we say that the tireless energy of the Alumni, who came to see the

game from all parts of the country, even as far off as distant Arizona, and

their loyal support of the game itself, were essential factors in bringing

the Class "B" Championship to old Spring Hill. The Alumni deserves no
end of praise, and the Spring Hill faculty, the football team, the student

body and its supporters extend to the Alumni most hearty congratulations

for their co-operation and fellowship.

It is now our great hope and consolation that, in any branch of ath-

letics, or any other of Spring Hill's undertakings, whether in victory or

defeat, she will always have behind her a faithful and loyal Alumni. They
have shown what they can do; let it be "continued in our next."

ALBIN PROVOSTY, A.B. '16
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THE CUPOLA CROSS.

At springing of the Morn and when the last

Faint breaths of Day in Orient cloud banks die;

When Noon is at its brink; when ebon sky

Transpiercing shaft peals out the storm is past;

In Spring and when the Autumn moon is fast

In glory, thy Golgothan shadows lie,

O Cross! on rose aglow with sunset dye,

And modest violet at praise aghast.

Yet bees to fill thy shaft, for luscious ore

Are questing till grey evening veils draw near

The sun from off thy top rapt mockers greet,

And morning melody entranced pour.

The burden of their heady song is clear:

"The ever-present cross at heart is sweet."

SENIOR NOTES.

The social events of the class of '16 were few and far between, the

only one of any note was its annual banquet. It underwent this terrible

experience with its usual fortitude and came out whole and unscarred.

Every one did his bravest, some perhaps excelling others, which does not

cast discredit on anyone when the varying sizes of the members are con-

sidered. However, I can say for the whole that none were cowards. The
manner in which the food disappeared was marvelous. It seemed as if

every one was an artist in this line. Our friend Francis played a great

part in causing the "eats," in a manner of speaking, to evaporate. "Leepy"
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Cassidy, our noble President, calmly and sedately transferred an abund-

ance of food from his plate to his mouth. "Husky" Eddie acted as he

ordinarily does, and let me whisper in your ear: "He did it well." The
guests of honor were Fathers De la Moriniere and Ruhlmann, who proved

themselves to be as good during-dinner as after-dinner talkers. Every one

celebrated the banquet by wearing the new rings which had arrived that

morning. When we returned, the faces of my classmates were drawn
with grief and sorrow, for it was o'er. I felt the hot tears roll down my
cheeks, but I overcame the sadness that well-nigh smothered me and I

dried my tears. And now the gloom has scattered and once again the

golden smile of "Leepy" breaks forth as once again he closes his eyes.

Albin once more sings and twitters in the forests and dells of Spring Hill.

The frowning aspect of old man "Phil" is daily growing less terrible.

All are rolling up their sleeves for the battle which is supposed to come in

February. The race for supremacy is growing bitter between Cassidy

and Crowell. Here's hoping both of them luck. The class is eagerly

awaiting the Christmas holidays to recuperate from their strenuous en-

deavors to solve the mysteries of Chemistry and Philosophy.

The class wishes the faculty and students a merry Christmas and a

most happy New Year.

L. P. HICKEY, A.B. '16

B. S. CLASS NOTES.

The first distraction the members of our Class allowed themselves was
the attendance of the Gulf Coast Fair several weeks ago. We all enjoyed

the sights very much and were glad we had permitted ourselves this relaxa-

tion from our arduous labors.

Stanford, as usual, was very much pleased with the side shows, where
he fell in love with a monkey. "Unus quisque secundum genus." Is this

a proof of Darwinism? Hiram, the agricultural member of our class,

took a great deal of interest in the cattle department.

George came back with a big balloon and some popcorn. The fat lady

said he was "real cute."

We are all studying hard now and putting forth our best efforts to

make good marks, to take home Christmas.

We held our banquet on December 4th at the Battle House, and it was
thoroughly enjoyed by all of us. We were very anxious to hear Stanford

speak, but as he had smoked a part of a cigarette, we let him off of the

other ordeal. All the members of our class were present, ten in all, and
two of our Professors, Fathers Rittmeyer and Nowlan. Jokes were plentiful

during the repast, and while we were not eating, which was very seldom,

we were laughing.
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We had the whole day in town and it was enjoyed by all. Some at-

tended the musical comedy, "High Jinks," in the afternoon, while others

enjoyed themselves in other pleasant company.
We congratulate three of our members on their choice of beauty.

They answer to the names of Mabel, Irene and Kathlyn.

Our esteemed classmate, "Greek Mayer," is becoming quite a short-

story writer, and we predict a bright future for him in this line. His story

in another part of The Springhillian is worth while reading.

Football season is over now, and we are all proud of the record of our

three fellow class-members, Angelo Boudousquie, Louis Boudousquie and
Arthur Sitterle. The former starred in almost every game played this year,

and the latter two, though not getting in any big games, were tried and
capable men of the squad, men who "scrubbed" valiantly to the end. A
few more like these and Spring Hill will rise from Class "B."

Those of our class who are taking laboratory work in Chemistry are

progressing rapidly, especially Jagoe, Farley and L. Boudousquie, who
give great promise of becoming great chemists.

Our class rings will arrive before we go home, and we all intend to

sport them during the Christmas holidays. How many will bring them
back? It is rumored that a certain member of the class has ordered his

ring a size too small for himself. Needless to say, we are all very suspi-

cious. We all hope to get invitations.

It is the earnest wish of every member of our class that all will enjoy

their Christmas holidays and return ready to begin a most successful New
Year.

C. DAY, '16.

SENIOR DIVISION NOTES.

Football has come and gone, and the whole school is elated over the

splendid showing made by the Purple and White warriors of 1915, and
they have a good cause to rejoice, for who would not be proud of a team
that can rightly call themselves the champions of the South in Class "B"
football? Through all the practices, scrimmages and games the boys were
there with the "pep" on the side lines, and then after the games their ser-

pentine ranks took Mobile by storm, these parades were the first real

football parades that Mobile has ever witnessed, and, needless to say, the

whole city is still talking of their harmless methods of celebration.

The yard offices of the Senior Division have undergone a few changes
since the last Springhillian. The only one worthy of mention is the officers

of the poolroom. President Fromberz has ceased to carry his key, and
the V. P. (?) sent in his resignation, "Foxy" Day is fulfilling the duties of
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both officers, in spite of his size—or lack of size. Captain Morere is in

the store now dishing out "Blue Bells" to himself and the aristocratic rich

who disdain to use the "Zip" furnished by Ching. Buddy Hofer is on hand
every afternoon.

The front approach to the College is being improved in many ways.

First, a brick arch is to span from one side of the entrance to the other.

This will terminate in two rest rooms. These have been very badly needed

in the past, for, on rainy days, the visitors, while awaiting the cars, are

exposed to the rain without any protection whatsoever. In future one

may see the College from the car line. As it is now, the buildings are

completely hidden from view on account of the hills in the lane. These

are to be graded until the whole lane is level, and the road is to be widened

to accommodate spacious flower-beds on each side. The whole road from
the entrance to the school is to be repaved. Work has been going on now
for about a week and every one expects to see it completed by February.

Bonfires are "en vogue" now, and are well attended, practically the

whole Student body is around them every recess with the exception of

"Son" Shelby and a couple more who prefer their books to the company of

the "Hoi Polloi." No! I do not refer to Ratterman, "Dad" Hastings

"Laus" Mackin, and that gang; they are the first ones there and the last to

leave on every occasion, too late on some.

Will some kind reader please make known the rendezvous of

O'Reilly, Sitterle, Herbert and Logan, when they are not in class, study

hall, or the yard? This is a question that perplexes Eddie Crowell. The
poor boy seems so worried that we take it upon ourselves to follow their

secret movements. Information will be appreciated if handed in to the

Editor-in-Chief of The Springhillian.

The Portier Literary Society has passed us the censored news that

they have elected officers, the lucky (or unlucky) ones are: Leslie Cassidy,

President; Albin Provosty, Secretary, and William Logan, Censor. The
society started the year with five members, but under the management of

the above named officers has reached eighteen members.
Two exhibitions have been held by the boys of Junior and Sophomore

classes since the last edition of The Springhillian. Needless to say, they

were very interesting, as well as educational. The Juniors entertained us

with a warmly-contested debate, entitled: "Resolved, That Women Should

Be Allowed to Vote." Messrs. E. Holbrook, P. O'Leary and J. Chenevert

upheld the affirmative, and were opposed by Messrs. W. Stewart, A. Chris-

tovich and A. Shelby.

The arguments of both sides were good, but the judges awarded their

decision to the upholders of the negative side.

On December 1st the Sophs held their yearly exhibition. The class
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poem, by Andrew Smith, was very witty and entertaining; Charles Ollingcr

carried us back to Athens during the time of Demosthenes, describing very

vividly the degradation of that city during this great orator's time; then

Dewey Landry described Demosthenes the Orator and the effects produced

upon the Athenians by his orations. Ross Druhan recited Duncan's

"Murder," and then the day was finished by Andrew Smith's essay, "Horace

and Maecenas," printed elsewhere in this number. Of course, there was
music by the College Orchestra and both bands.

The most interesting thing of the last exhibition—at least to the

Student body—was the announcement made by Fr. President that we
would "break camp" on the twenty-first of December, the boys were so

happy that they didn't hear him say to return on January 6th.

The Thanksgiving dinner was postponed until November 31st, on

account of the early departure for the football game. Needless to say, the

boys enjoyed it more than they would have if it had been served on its

regular date. Right Rev. Rishop Allen sent joy into their hearts by
granting them a half holiday after this feast, in order that they might
properly digest their food. His genial smile added a note of pleasure to

the feast as he visited us during dinner and said a few words of encour-

agement.

Extract from the Mobile Register of December 14th:

COLLEGE INSPIRES OFFICIAL OF S. P.

" 'Spring Hill College is not only one of the best institutions of the

South but has the most ideal location I ever saw,' said Mr. L. P. Mathews,
traveling passenger agent of the Southern Pacific Company, headquarters

fn New Orleans. Mr. Mathews was a visitor to Mobile Monday and spent

the morning inspecting the grounds of the famous educational institute.

"Arriving at the college grounds, Mr. Mathews was taken in charge by
Father Wilkinson. He was shown the buildings, as well as considerable

of the grounds surrounding the college. 'One feels as if he were on a high

mountain of the West. The landscape showing the city of Mobile and its

beautiful harbor is most inspiring.'

" 'The new addition to the college is very useful as well as ornamental.'

continued Mr. Mathews, and he said that the conveniences to be found
would be a credit to any hotel. He referred to the private arrangements
and other facilities.

"Mr. Mathews is a frequent visitor to Mobile, but it was his first trip to

Spring Hill."

In concluding, I will say that to the Faculty, Student Rody, Alumni
and Readers, The Springhillian extends its very best wishes for a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
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"Richard III" was the subject of the interesting and brilliant lecture

given by the Rev. Emmanuel de la Moriniere, for the benefit of the Athletic

Association of Spring Hill. This lecture was given last year in the college

auditorium, but was repeated at the request of a number who were unable

to attend, owing to the limited facilities of our auditorium. Music was
furnished by the College Orchestra, under the able direction of Prof. Staub.

The lecture was intensely interesting and instructive and was listened to

with rapt attention by the large audience.

On December 12th the Rev. A. Biever entertained the members of the

faculty and student body with an illustrated lecture. The Reverend Father

chose for his theme, "World Wonders." Owing to curtailment of time

the wide field of his subject could be given only in outline. With Mr.

Claudel at the stereopticon, we beheld with delightful interest his beauti-

fully-colored slides, illustrating the wonders of the world, the wonders of

architecture, and the wonders of colored photography. We thank Father

Biever for his instructive entertainment, which came to break the mo-
notony of these dreadful days of "waiting for Santa Claus."

LEO J. JAGOE, '16

JUNIOR DIVISION NOTES.

At present, trapping is the predominant sport among the boys. When
the whistle blows, after bread and "zip," ninety or more fun-making boys

betake themselves to the. woods, where they set their traps for this furry

creature. For the first two weeks all went smoothly and orderly, inasmuch
as no one came late after setting his traps. In the mornings squirrel

after squirrel was caught, and then began its trouble.

After ten days or so, when squirrels seemed to have become scarce,

some thirty boys seemed to realize the monotony of trapping and decided

to break it. Animated by the spirit of the present European war, they

thought it would be great fun to have clay battles in the Ravine, and,

accordingly, each afternoon they would run there and elect Captains and
choose sides. One afternoon, the losers, outnumbered by their opponents,

decided to get more soldiers, and consequently issued a call for Volunteers,

early in the day. This call was widespread, in fact so widespread that it

reached the prefect's ears. Upon his perceiving the fact, he was deter-

mined to be on hand as a spectator (an uninterested spectator, of course)

.

Finally the time for the battle was at hand, and, as I remember, it was
one Saturday afternoon. All was in readiness, the plans made, and the

captains elected. At the toss of the coin, Captain Clark chose to defend

the fort from the attack of Captain Potter's Ravishers.
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As soon as enough ammunition had been stored up, Captain Potter

ordered the charge. Ten brave men at once, in obedience to the Captain's

orders, attacked the fort. It was a long and interesting battle, lasting ten

minutes, and no one side gained on the other; but "Zep" Strauss, one of

the Ravishers' air raiders, at a critical moment, dropped several bombs on

the fort, which killed five. Animated thus by their fellow raider and

General, the Ravishers made one fierce charge on the Rabarians. After a

few more minutes, Capt. Potter's brave followers came within striking

distance of the fort.

Suddenly, one of the spies was seen hastening his flight towards the

woods. For a moment all were terrified, and casting their eyes around the

neighboring woods, they espied the Prefect, book in hand, taking down
their names. "Rase soldier, deserting your post without a word of warn-

ing." Immediately, the cause of the spy's flight was made manifest.

"Safety First" had always been his motto, and, forgetting coat and hat,

he took to the tall timber.

At this moment, the "Zep" tried another time to fly, but this time it

was unsuccessful, as his feet were firmly anchored in the ground. "Up
Home" attempted to escape, but his sweater was too loud. The yard has

since held such an attraction for these ardent warriors that one cannot

persuade them to leave its precincts.

The Hand Rail Leagues, in former years, had always held its attrac-

tion. Not so this year, as only ten or fifteen games were played when the

season met with a sudden and disastrous close from the hands of the major

attraction, Football.

The Yenni Literary Society, under the Presidency of Andrew C. Smith,

has had a very successful year, and is at present, looking over a play which

they will give in the near future. A number of new faces are around the

board that promise to show up well in the season's entertainment. The
meetings so far have been very entertaining.

When we return from the Christmas holidays, we expect to see a new
and sparkling Gym. As rumor has it, the lockers are to be removed to the

basement, and new apparatus installed. Kelley and Cline expect to derive

husky muscles from the new machines.

On December 8th there was no high Mass in honor of Our Lady, owing
to the indisposition of some of the singers. The Altar Roys regretted that

much, nevertheless enjoyed the lunch and walk, which was not omitted.

Solemn Renediction was given in the evening, and all assembled before the

altar of Our Lady which had been erected in front of the entrance. The
younger set enjoyed the fireworks very much and congratulated Messrs.

Jagoe and Crowell on their pyrotechnic ability.

"Phitz" says he would have won, but that he is not in favor of

"Woman's Suff (e) rage." JAMES COURTNEY, A.R. '19
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FOOTBALL 1

THE 1915 SEASON
GAMES

J. E. HERBERT, '15

Spring Hill vs. Blue Stars, on Maxon Field, Sept. 26 37-0

Spring Hill vs. Wetumpka Agr. College, on Maxon Field, Oct. 9 78-0

Spring Hill vs. Tulane University, in New Orleans, Oct. 16 13-35

Spring Hill vs. Gulf Coast Military Acad., on Maxon Field, Oct. 30. . .26-0

Spring Hill vs. Mississippi Normal College, in Mobile, Nov. 6 33-6

Spring Hill vs. Southern University, in Mobile, Nov. 13 19-6

Spring Hill vs. Howard College, in Mobile, Thanksgiving Day 6-0

Score.

Thanksgiving Day rang down the curtain on the football season of

1915 for Spring Hill, and a more successful season could be desired by
no one. ' &^$g

The Hill College was represented by a team this past season, the like

of which has never been seen in this part of the country. And to whom
do we owe the debt of gratitude, for placing us in our now lofty position?

We are proud to answer: "Coaches Rush and Harris."

These two men have striven night and day to put forth a winning
machine, and their efforts, as a glimpse of the season shows, have not been
spent in vain.

With a handfull of raw material and only six of last year's squad to

work with, they bravely faced the task, and though it was difficult, they

whipped into shape the mightiest that has ever defended the Purple and
White of Spring Hill.
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Spring Hill has been twice blessed in the fact that fortune has favored

her two successive seasons by giving to her football scientists as leaders.

As coaches the two men who piloted the 1915 football team of Spring Hill

stand peerless. They not only built an impregnable fortress before the

Colors of old Spring Hill, but raised the enthusiasm of the student body to

a height never before reached. This spirit, which for many years has

remained dormant, was especially made manifest after the Mississippi

Normal, Southern and Howard games, when Mobile assumed the ap-

pearance of a real college town. The Mobile Alumni, upon the occasion

of the Thanksgiving game, rallied to the support of their Alma Mater by
coming out in one of the largest displays of college spirit that the Gulf City

has ever seen.

With the close of the 1915 season the Spring Hill football squad will

lose a number of its best players. Among these are: Captain Morere,

Boudousquie, Provosty and Cassidy. But, with the opening of next sea-

son, it is our sincerest wish that Captain E. O'Dowd will have men in these

vacancies who will make names for themselves that will stand for as much
as those of their predecessors.

Last year's men all received their letter sweaters again this year.

They are: Morere (capt.), Boudousquie, Ratterman, Fromherz, Curren,

E. O'Dowd. The new men to receive them are: Horkan, Bienvenu, Mason,
Spengler, Mackin, Ching, Hastings L. O'Dowd, Gibbons, Provosty, Cassidy,

Rice, Christovich and Kearns.

The Springhillian extends its congratulations to ex-Captain Morere,

of the memorable squad of 1915, and its sincerest well wishes to Captain

O'Dowd for the coming season.

GLIMPSE OF THE SEASON
Spring Hill's first game can hardly be considered as a regular

scheduled game, although the score was decidedly in favor of the Colle-

gians, for the Blue Stars, an aggregation of college and university veterans,

were in no condition whatever, and it was a mere walkover. Score 37-0.

We thank these loyal friends for this self sacrifice in drilling our men into

shape.

The first scheduled game was against Wetumpka Agricultural College,

and proved indeed quite disastrous to the Wetumpka boys. Score
"only" 78-0.

October 22nd saw the Spring Hill squad in the Crescent City, and
there, after a game fight, went down in defeat before the Tulane University

team. Score 35-13. Next on the list came the Gulf Coast Military Academy
team. Ptomaine poison is to blame for the 26-0 defeat, we read in the
"Port Light." We offer our sympathy and wish them better success next
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time. But every defeat and its tale of woe attached to it. Mississippi

Normal came next, only to go down in defeat. The Normal boys played

hard, but Spring Hill wanted the game. Consequently, the 33 to 6 score

tells the tale. Southern University, by no means strange to Spring Hill,

came to Mobile November 13th, and on the Monroe Park field, like her

predecessors, went down in defeat, 19-6. They fought bravely, but! 19-6.

Thanksgiving Day brought Howard College, the only team that Spring

Hill really feared. It was not Howard's football playing that caused this

fear, but her luck, for the memorable game of the season of "14" was
snatched from the Hillians merely by a wish of the Goddess. The Purple

and White standard bearers have evened things now and evened them by
real football! The memorable game of November 25th, 1915, will live long

in the hearts of all who witnessed it, and Howard will admit that luck

played no part in their defeat but superior training and generalship only,

accounts for the 6-0 defeat. No team in the College, from the husky
Varsity to the "June Bugs," has been defeated by a team in its class. Next
year we hope to hang the scalp of Tulane on our totem pole.

OCTOBER 9—SPRING HILL, 78; WETUMPKA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,

Just what October 9th brought us, we are at a loss to say. Most certainly it

deserves a name. But!—was it a slaughter, a victory worth while, or a shame? We
leave you to judge from the score. All we can say, in our modesty, is that the

Wetumpka boys came to Spring Hill, for a football game, and got it, but in their

getting, got the wrong end, and instead of carrying Spring Hill's scalp back with
them, they boarded the home-bound train with signs of a 78-0 defeat showing all

over them.
Yes, Wetumpka lost, not because they did not have a good team, but because

they were just naturally out of their class. They fought hard from the beginning,

but, doing their utmost, were unable to score against superior Spring Hill. The
Hill boys had Wetumpka at their mercy from the very beginning, their first touch-
down coming in the first three minutes of play, and throughout the whole game
never once was the Purple and White goal threatened. Spring Hill's touchdowns
were made by E. O'Dowd, Ching, Spengler, Fromerz and Kearns. Six goals were
kicked by Boudousquie and Ratterman.

Game in Detail

Wetumpka won the toss and received Spring Hill's kick on the thirty-yard line,

but a fumble gave the ball to Spring Hill. Kearns bucked twice, gaining 6 and 30
yards. Boudousquie followed with five more. Spring Hill carried for downs,
but fumbled to Wetumpka. Causey gained three around end. On the next play
Wall fumbled to Spring Hill. Spengler went around end for twelve. Spring Hill

was penalized for off side and Spengler repeated his trip around end for fifteen

more. E. O'Dowd then took the ball and skirted end for the first touchdown of

the game. Score: S. H. C, 6; W. A. C, 0.

Spring Hill again kicked to Wetumpka's twenty-yard line. Speigner bucked
for four yards, but on the second play was held. Spring Hill then drew another
penalty of five yards for the same offense as before. Wetumpka attempted a for-
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ward pass, but it was intercepted by Ching, who ran thirty yards for Spring Hill's

second touchdown. Goal was kicked. Score: S. H. C, 13; W. A. C, 0.

Wetumpka received the ball on her twenty-yard line, but was unable to gain,

and kicked to E. O'Dowd. Spring Hill here drew her third penalty. Kearns was
held on the first play, but on the second ran fifty yards for a touchdown. Goal was
not kicked. Score: S. H. C, 19; W. A. C, 0.

Wetumpka received on her ten-yard line, but gained only one yard on three

plays, punted; the kick was blocked and recovered by Ratterman. Spring Hill

drew two successive penalties and Horkan was replaced by Provosty. L. O'Dowd
and Kearns were held, but Boudousquie made downs by rounding end for ten. L.

O'Dowd here replaced Boudousquie. Kearns was held and the quarter ended.

Score: S. H. C, 19; W. A. C, 0.

Second quarter—E. O'Dowd kicked to Wetumpka, but still unable to gain, they

returned the kick. E. O'Dowd received the ball and started down the field, but

Spring Hill was holding and the ball was brought back and an additional fifteen

added. But what was the use? On the first play Spengler on an end run added
another touchdown. Goal was kicked. Score: S. H. C., 25; W. A. C, 0.

The ball this time only went to Wetumpka's twenty-five-yard line. Edwards
gained one- Sewell was held. A forward pass failed and Speigner kicked to E.

O'Dowd. Kearns bucked for eight and E. O'Dowd added another touchdown.
Goal was kicked. Score: S. H. C., 33; W. A. C, 0.

On the next kickoff, Wetumpka's third-yard line was the spot upon which the

ball landed. Grier went around end for five, but being unable to gain more, a

punt was resorted to. Kearns and L. O'Dowd gained eight on bucks and Kearns
then bucked across the goal line. Score: S. H. C., 39; W. A. C, 0. No goal was
kicked.

The ball on this kickoff went to Wetumpka's twenty-yard line. Three back-

field men made attempts to go through the Spring Hill line, but all failed, and
Speigner kicked off to E. O'Dowd. Kearns on two bucks gained five, but on the

third fumbled to Wetumpka. Wetumpka, during this period, drew its first penalty,

this being for offsides. Causey opened the attack by taking five. Grier and Sewell
where held. Speigner kicked to E. O'Dowd. Kearns ran in the next six plays for

sixty-eight yards and another touchdown. Goal was not kicked. Score: S. H. C,
45; W. A. C., 0. The half ended just as Spring Hill had kicked to Wetumpka's
twenty-five yard line.

Third quarter—The third quarter opened with a slight change. Wetumpka
kicked to Spring Hill on the twenty-five yard line, and in three plays Spring Hill

had added another touchdown to her already-swollen list, Kearns again carrying
the ball over. Goal was kicked. Score: S. H. C., 52; W. A. C, 0.

Again to get the ball in play Spring Hill had to kick to the Wetumpka boys, but
only five yards were they able to gain ere they were forced to lose the ball. Spring
Hill drew a five-yard penalty before they started to march for another score. Ten
plays were run and Kearns again crossed the line. Score: S. H. C, 59; W. A. C., 0.

Goal was kicked.

Wetumpka received this time on their twenty-five-yard line. Sewell was held,

but Speigner on two bucks made up for this by gaining eighteen. On the next three
plays Sewell and Edwards were held, but on the following play Edwards got away
and gained the required distance. Spring Hill received the ball after the next play
on a fumble, but lost it immediately by the same hard luck. Unable to gain the
Wetumpka boys kicked to Gibbons, who had replaced E. O'Dowd at quarter.
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Spengler on the first play went for three yards and was followed by Gibbons,

who gained four more. Christovich here replaced Kearns at full back. On the

first two plays he gained twenty-two yards. Gibbons followed with fifteen around

left end. Christovich ran in the next four plays, gaining thirty-three yards. The
whistle blew, ending the quarter with the ball on Wetumpka's ten-yard line. Score:

S. H. C., 59; W. A. C., 0.

Fourth quarter—Fromherz opened the fourth quarter at full. Spring Hill with
the ball on the ten-yard line drew two penalties, amounting to twenty-five yards,

but on two plays Fromherz added another six to the Hillian's score. No goal was
kicked. Score: S. H. C., 65; W. A. C., 0.

Wetumpka this time received on their fifteen-yard line, but in four attempts

were able to gain only four yards, so the usual method was resorted to. Fromherz
on an end run gained twenty; L. O'Dowd added three, and Fromherz took six more.
Fromherz was held twice. On the following play he succeeded in gaining nine.

L. O'Dowd was held, and the ball went to Wetumpka. They immediately gave it

back on a punt. Fromherz went twenty, Spengler went nine, and on the next

play Fromherz coupled another six to the score. Goal was not kicked. Score:

S. H. C, 72; W. A. C, 0.

Wetumpka received on their twenty-yard line. Edwards on three runs gained

five. Sewell annexed five more. Edwards and Sewell took three. Wall was held

and Wetumpka kicked to Spengler, who made a beautiful run of forty-five yards.

Fromherz gained twenty-five and six on two bucks, the second counting another

touchdown. Goal was not kicked. Score: S. H. C., 78; W. A. C., 0.

Wetumpka received just as the whistle blew ending the game.

Score—Spring Hill, 78; Wetumpka Agricultural College, 0.

Summary
Lineup—Spring Hill College—Ratterman, Cassidy, c; Mason, Fromherg, 1. g.;

Bienvenu, Rivas and Hanley, r. g.; Provosty, Horkan, r. t.; Morere (captain);

Curren, 1. 1.; Hastings, r. e.; Mackin, Ching, 1. e.; E. O'Dowd, Gibbons, q. b.; Spengler,

r. h.; Boudousquie, L. O'Dowd, Rice, 1. h.; Kearns, Christovich, Fromherz, f. b.

Wetumpka Agricultural College—Woodall, c; Oswely, 1. g.; Struck, r. g.; Haynes,
r. t.; Hohenberg, 1. t.; Grier, r. e.; Causey, 1. e.; Edwards, q. b.; Wall, r. h.; Sewell,

1. h.; Speigner (captain), f. b.

Referee Maxon. Umpire—Maden. Timekeepers—Rush and McRae- Head-
Lineman—Ushrey. Time of quarters—15 minutes.

OCTOBER 16—SPRING HILL, 13; TULANE UNIVERSITY, 35

Defeated, but no means outplayed, the Spring Hill team went down in defeat

before the heavy Tulane University eleven by a score of 35 to 13.

The Hill boys went to the Crescent City brimful of football spirit and deter-

mination. They started the battle well, giving the University boys more than they

had bargained for, but a play was pulled, which never yet has been thoroughly
understood as legal by the Hill squad, since the same play had been made in the

Tech-Georgia game with results altogether different.

In the Spring Hill game, on a kickoff, Woodward drove the ball back of the

Hillians' goal. The ball was not touched by the Mobile boys, they expecting it to

go back to the center of the field and be kicked off again, but Rosenthal, Tulane's

swift end went down and covering the ball claimed a touchdown.
But we won't try to make excuses. We were beaten, and beaten by a University

team, so we have nothing to feel bad over.
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In the first quarter, Tulane and Spring Hill each made a score. Tulane scored

first. Blanchard and Johnson started the fireworks for the Olive and Blue war-

riors, after Rosenthal had intercepted a forward pass and given Tulane possession

of the oval for the first time. Faust helped bring the ball down the field with a

broken field run of twenty yards, following which Blanchard ran around Tulane's

left end for forty yards and the first touchdown of the game. Woodward kicked

goal.

Again the Hill took the ball and endeavored to skirt Tulane's ends without suc-

cess. Off tackle plays were then resorted to, and the Hill boys marched steadily

down the field toward Tulane's goal. E. O'Dowd threatened the Olive and Blue

goal when he got away on a thirty-yard run. Kearns followed with a broken
field run for fifteen yards. The ball was steadily advanced by Spengler and
Kearns, and Fromherz finally plunged through guard for Spring Hill's first score.

Goal was missed.

Tulane's second touchdown came in the second quarter, after a series of bucks

had placed the ball on Spring Hill's seven-yard line. Maihles then went through

tackle for the score. Woodward kicked goal. During this stage of the game
the new wrinkle by Rosenthal was pulled off and the University's score was in-

creased by seven, when Woodward sent the ball over the cross-bar.

Spring Hill's second score came during the second period. When the fleet-

footed O'Dowd went forty yards through a broken field for a touchdown. Ratter-

man kicked a goal.

The Hill boys seemed to have lost their spirit after Rosenthal's play and the

Tulanians gained almost at will. Near the end of the first half Maihles went ten

yards on a line plunge for another touchdown. The half ended with the score

28 to 13.

Spring Hill kicked to Tulane at the opening of the third period, and after the

ball had been brought within striking distance of their goal succeeded in stopping

the onrush of the Olive and Blue. The Hillians took the ball on downs, but being

unable to gain punted. The punt fell short, and on Tulane's first play Faust broke
through crossing the line for another touchdown, making the score 35 to 13.

The Hill boys tightened up after this and the big leaguers were unable to

score again. The game ended with the score 35 to 13.

Summary.

Lineup—Spring Hill College—Ratterman, Cassidy, c; Horkan, r. g.; Morere,
(captain), 1. g.; Bienvenu, r. t.; Provosty, Curren, 1. t.; Hastings, r. e.: Ching, 1. e.;

E. O'Dowd, c; Boudousquie, L. O'Dowd, Kearns, r. h.; Spengler, Gibbons, 1. h.;

Ratterman, Fromherz, f. b.

Tulane University—Simpson, c; Polk, r. h.; Ficke, 1. g.; Woodward, r. t.; Caze-
neuve, r. t.; Smith, r. e.; Rosenthal, 1. e.; Faust, Killeen, q.; Johnson, George, r. h.;

Blanchard, 1 h.; Mailhes, (captain), f. b.

Referee—Graves. Umpire—Gormley. Headlineman—Walmsley. Time of quar-
ters—15 minutes each.

OCTOBER 30—SPRING HILL, 26; GULF COAST MILITARY ACADEMY,

On October 30th the Gulf Coast Military Acamedy football team made its second
appearance upon Maxon Field. The first appearance made by the Coast boys was
during the season of "13" and resulted in their defeat by a score of 6 to 0. Although
it was during a supposed-to-be hoodoo year that this loss came to them, it did not
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prove near as fatal as the game of the "15" season, which wound up with the sol-

diers 26 points behind. They played a good, clean game.

The Military Academy was represented by a lot of good material, but lack

of training cost them the game. They had weight and speed, but where training

is lacking weight and speed count for very little. The Hill boys had no trouble

whatever with the visitors, as the score shows. Two touchdowns in the first quar-

ter, one in the third, and one in the fourth, with two goals by Ratterman, account

for the 26 points made by Spring Hill. The touchdowns were made by Boudous-

quie, Kearns and E. O'Dowd, O'Dowd accounting for two of them. For the Military

boys Viguere, Robbins and Weatherbee were easily the mainstays.

Game in Detail

Spring Hill won the toss and chose to receive. E. O'Dowd accepted the chance

and advanced the fall fifteen yards. Fromherz at fullback started the driving for

Spring Hill and in two bucks carried the ball eight yards. Boudousquie made
downs by going through center for three. Fromherz again on two plunges tore

through the line for six and Boudousquie added thirty-five on an end run. Eleven

more were added by Fromherz, but Boudousquie this time was held. Fromherz on

two more line plays succeeded in annexing nine more, but on his third attempt

was held and the ball went to G. C. M. A. The ball was within easy striking dis-

tance of the visitors' goal and they kicked out to E. O'Dowd. This punt brought

about the first score of the game. O'Dowd carried to G. C. M. A.'s six-yard line and
Boudousquie carried it across. O'Dowd kicked out, but the ball was not caught.

Score: S. H. C., 6; G. C. M. A., 0.

Spring Hill put the ball in play by kicking to Gulf Coast's twenty-five-yard line.

It was advanced ten yards. On the first play Spring Hill drew a penalty for off-

sides. Viguere led off for the Coast team, with a three-yard gain through the

center of the line. Robbins followed with four more and Weatherbee made the

downs. Weatherbee figured in the two succeeding plays, adding five. Robbins
then attempted to carry the ball, but was thrown for a five-yard loss. Weatherbee
went around end for eight, but failed to gain the required distance Viguere kicked

to Spengler. On the first play Boudousquie rounded end for nine and then went
through the line for four. After Boudousquie's performance, E. O'Dowd took the

ball down the field seventy yards on one of the most spectacular runs ever made
on the Hill gridiron. Four times was he tackled, but never could he be stopped

and never did he stop until he had firmly planted the oval behind the Orange and
Black goal. Goal was kicked, leaving the score: S. H. C, 13; G. C. M. A., 0.

Spring Hill again kicked to the Gulf Coast boys. The ball was received on the

ten-yard line and advanced fifteen yards. Two plays failed to gain and the whistle

blew, ending the quarter. Score: S. H. C, 13; G. C. M. A., 0.

Second quarter—L. O'Dowd took Boudousquie's place in the Spring Hill back
field. Viguere opened the attack with a pretty run around end for fifteen yards.

Davis gained one, Robbins was thrown for a loss, and Spring Hill drew her second
penalty for off-sides. Weatherbee gained four, but Robbins failing to deliver the

goods Viguere was forced to kick. E. O'Dowd received the punt, carrying fifteen

yards. Fromherz on a buck and end run gained thirteen. L. O'Dowd followed with
nine, and Fromherz on the next two plays annexed eight more, but the ball was
fumbled to Gulf Coast. Robbins was held on the first play. Two forward passes
failed, and Viguere kicked E. O'Dowd. Fromherz, E. and L. O'Dowd on four bucks
and three end runs gained fifty-eight yards and the half ended. Score: S. H. C, 13;

G. C. M. A., 0.
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Third quarter—The third quarter was opened by Spring Hill booting the

ball to the Gulf Coast ten-yard line. It was stopped after being carried eight yards.

Spring Hill here drew her third penalty. Viguere bucked twice for nine yards, but

failed to gain ground on his third trial. A forward pass was attempted, but was
intercepted by Spengler. Kearns replaced Fromherz at fullback, and immediately

started to drive. Nine successive bucks were made by him, which resulted in Spring

Hill's third touchdown. No goal was kicked. Score: S. H. C, 19; G. C. M. A., 0.

Again Spring Hill kicked to the Gulf Coast ten-yard line. Weatherbee on a

line play gained two, a forward pass failed, Plummer on an end run gained nothing

and Viguere was forced to kick. E. O'Dowd on the first play gained forty around
right end. Kearns and L. O'Dowd on four bucks added seventeen more. E.

O'Dowd went around end for eleven more. L. O'Dowd went through the line for

five, but then fumbled to G. M. C. A. Robbins and Viguere on an end run and a

buck gained eight, as the quarter ended. Score: S. H. C, 19; G. C. M. A., 0.

Fourth quarter—Davis rounded end for three yards. A well-directed pass

netted thirty, which was followed by Plummer's run of fifteen. Viguere failed to

gain through the line. Two forward passes failed, and in an effort to score a field

goal was tried but failed most miserably, and the ball went to the Hill boys.

Kearns on the first play was held. On the second E. O'Dowd took the ball and
through a broken field went eighty yards for the fourth touchdown of the game.

Ratterman kicked goal. Score: S. H. C, 26; G. C. M. A., 0.

During this period Spring Hill made several changes. Ching and Crouch took

the ends and Hickey took fullback.

Spring Hill kicked to the Gold and Black thirty-yard line. Davis bucked two
yards. Two passes were tried but failed and Viguere kicked.

Hickey bucked one for Spring Hill. O'Dowd went around end for twenty. The
ball was then fumbled to the Coast boys. Viguere on the first play fumbled, but

recovered with no gain. Robbins went around end for eight. The Gulf Coast boys
here drew their only penalty during the whole game, this being fifteen yards for

hurdling. Viguere kicked out. Kearns bucked for three and the game ended.

Score—Spring Hill College, 26; Gulf Coast Military Academy, 0.

Summary.

Lineup—Spring Hill College—Ratterman, c; Morere (captain), r. g.; Horkan,
1. g.; Christovich, r. t.; Bienvenu, Mason, 1. 1.; Hastings, Crouch, r. e.; Mackin, Ching,

1. e.; E. O'Dowd, q. b.; Boudousquie, L. O'Dowd, r. h.; Spengler, 1. h.; Fromherz,
Kearns, Hickey, f. b.

Gulf Coast Military Academy—Miles, c; Batson, r. g.; "Wiles, 1. g.; Newton, r. t.;

Gunn, 1. t.; Leonard, Farrier, r. e.; Plummer, 1. e.; Davis, q. b.; Viguere, r. h.;

Weatherbee, 1. h.; Robbins, f. b.; subs, Rogers, Barr, Brewster, Campbell.
Umpire—Van Heuvel. Referee—Harris. Head lineman—Ussery. Timekeep-

ers—Rush, McCants. Time of quarters—11 minutes.

NOVEMBER 6—SPRING HILL, 33; MISSISSIPPI NORMAL, 6.

Editors' Note: We wish to express the great kindness shown us by the officials

of this team. Twice, with invariable courtesy, did they change the date of their

game. We hope at some future date to show our appreciation.

On November 6th the heavy Mississippi Normal team made its second appear-
ance in Mobile against Spring Hill. Our visitors slightly outweighed us, but lacked
speed, which is so necessary in the game of to-day. Only twice in the whole game
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was Spring Hill's goal in danger, one of these, however, resulting in Normal's only

score, when Thompson, who starred throughout the game for Normal, received a

pass and carried it over. The touchdown honors of the College were divided be-

tween E. O'Dowd, Fromherz, Spengler, Rice and Mackin.

First quarter—Captain Welborne won the toss and chose to receive defending

the west goal. Spring Hill kicked to Normal's ten-yard line and the ball was
advanced ten yards by fullback McLeod. The first play, a forward pass to left

end, failed. Had Rowan been on his feet instead of up in the air at this moment
the Normalites would in all probability have gotten the jump on us. However,
the hefty end fumbled and right half Guy was given an opportunity to show his

ability. On an end run he annexed only one yard, but was followed by two bucks,

in which McLeod and Farlow made downs. Three more bucks in succession

failed to produce results and Normal kicked to Spengler, who advanced the ball

twelve yards. Roudousquie added twelve more when he circled left end. Rou-
dousquie's run was followed with two line plunges by Fromherz, which put us ten

yards nearer the enemy's line. On the next play the spectators witnessed a burst

of real speed and unparalleled broken field running, when Quarterback E. O'Dowd
rounded Normal's left wing for fifteen more, placing the ball within easy

striking distance. Three bucks by Roudousquie and one by Fromherz gave Spring

Hill her first touchdown. Ratterman kicked goal, making the score: Spring Hill, 7;

Normal, 0.

Spring Hill again kicked to Normal's thirty-yard line; forward passing was
resorted to by the Mississippians. Three of these having failed to gain the required

distance, the ball was kicked to E. O'Dowd. Spring Hill gained steadily by straight

football and had placed the ball on Normal's eight-yard line when the whistle

blew ending the quarter.

Second quarter—Spengler, who had replaced Fromherz at fullback, opened the

second with three bucks, the first two for beautiful gains, the third for a touch-

down. Goal was not kicked. Score: Spring Hill, 13; Normal, 0.

The ball was again put into play by Spring Hill kicking to Normal's twenty-five-

yard line. On a brilliant run the ball was advanced fifteen yards, but on the first

play Welbourne fumbled to Christovich. During this period both sides drew heavy
penalties; Normal for using hands and Spring Hill for being offside. The Missis-

sippians tried three end runs, but these having failed they kicked to E. O'Dowd. Spring

Hill marched steadily down the field with bucks by Spengler and Roudousquie.

Rice replaced Spengler at full and in four consecutive bucks succeeded in adding
another six. Ratterman kicked goal, making the score: Spring Hill, 20; Normal, 0.

Normal again received. Forward passing was resorted to, netting for the

visitors thirty-five yards. For the first time they had come within striking dis-

tance of the Purple and White goal. They had carried the ball to the twenty-five

yard line when the whistle blew, ending the quarter.

Third Quarter—Normal opened the third quarter by booting the ball to Spring
Hill's twenty-yard line. Quarterback E. O'Dowd received the kickoff, carrying for

ten yards. Roudousquie started the real fireworks when he tucked the pigskin

under his arm and tore around left end for thirty-five yards. O'Dowd added two
more. L. O'Dowd was here substituted for Roudousquie. Fromherz then began
a series of line plunges in which he drilled holes in Normal's line, totaling thirty

yards. E. O'Dowd put the finishing touches to Fromherz's display of line plunging

by whizzing around left end for another touchdown. No goal was kicked and the

score stood: Spring Hill, 26; Normal, 0.
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Normal received a short kick and the ball was downed, no ground having been

gained. The first play, a forward pass, was intercepted by Fromherz. Spring

Hill then began to march and not until they had reached their opponents' ten-

yard line did they stop, aiid then only for a moment, for in the next play, a beauti-

fully manipulated pass to Mackin, another six was added to Spring Hill's score.

Ratterman added another one when he kicked goal. Score: Spring Hill, 33; Nor-

mal, 0.

The third quarter closed after the Mississippians had received and advanced

the ball twenty yards.

Fourth Quarter—The fourth quarter opened with the ball in Normal's pos-

session on Spring Hill's forty-five-yard line. Aerial foot ball was again resorted

to by the defenders of the Gold and Black, and after four attempts, was the means
of their only score, when, on a line shift, Thompson, who had starred through-

out the game at tackle, being left on end, went out and received the pass which
saved them from a shutout. Score: Spring Hill, 33; Normal, 6.

Normal kicked to Fromherz, who carried ten yards, and who on an end run
and two bucks, succeeded in annexing twenty more. Quarterback E. O'Dowd
claimed twenty more after he had rounded right end. Fromherz, on another run,

gained eight but on the next run fumbled to Normal. The Mississippi boys, being

unable to gain through the Purple and White line again, resorted to forward pass-

ing, but this having gained nothing for them, they were forced to kick. Spring

Hill, on a series of bucks, gained twenty-four yards. A pass was attempted but

was intercepted and carried thirty yards. During this period of the game came
the one and only play that marred the beauty of the whole game, when Quarterback

E. O'Dowd was injured so seriously that he had to be taken from the field. Gib-

bons was substituted at quarter. Normal made downs just as the whistle sounded
ending the game.

Summary.

Lineup—Spring Hill—Ratterman, c; Mason, 1. g.; Morere (captain), 1. g.; Bien-

venu, r. t.; Christovich, 1. t.; Hastings, r. e.; Mackin, 1. e.; E. O'Dowd, Gibbons, q. b.;

Boudousquie, r. h.; Spengler, L. O'Dowd, 1. h.; Fromherz, Spengler, Rice, f. b.

Normal—Summers, c; Touchstone, r. g.; Mayfield, 1. g.; Edwards, r. t.; Thomp-
son, 1. t.; Coleman, r. e.; Rowan, 1. e.; Ferlow, q. b.; Guy, r. h.; Welborne (captain),

1. h.; McLeod, f. b.

Referee—Maxon, Cornell. Umpire—Van Heuvel. Head linesmen—Ussery,

Howard. Time of quartres—13 minutes.

NOVEMBER 13—SPRING HILL, 19; SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY, 6.

With the last blast of the referee's whistle, November 13th, saw the Purple and
White squad march from the Monroe Park gridiron with another scalp added to

their collection. The Southern University squad of Greensboro, Ala., had journeyed
to Mobile with a fixed determination that Spring Hill's scalp should hang in their

hall of football relics, but the tables turned, and when the curtain was drawn
Southern was just two touchdowns and one goal behind Spring Hill.

Southern came to the Gulf City in the pink of condition, and to our boys were
a source of great worry, as they had made fine showings against numerous college

and university teams, yielding to the heavy Howard aggregation by only one touch-

down. The Spring Hill boys, realizing the magnitude of the task which lay before
them, determined to put their shoulders to it from the very first whistle, and this
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they did, although outweighed by several pounds to the man. Superior training

loomed up on the Spring Hill side, and to this, coupled with the speed of the team,

Southern had to yield.

The touchdown honors of this game all went to Rice, a first year man, who
bucked the ball across the University boys goal line three times. Fromherz of

Spring Hill made a name for himself by his work at fullback that will never fade

from the annals of football at Spring Hill. Although he made none of the three

touchdowns, his line plunging led to the Hill boys' victory. For Southern, the lone

score was made by Chapman, who captured a bumfuzzled forward pass and fell

across Spring Hill's line.

Game in Detail

Southern chose the east goal, kicking to Spring Hill. Gibbons received and
advanced the ball ten yards. Fromherz started the game by making four straight

bucks, in which he gained twenty-one yards. Spengler followed, tearing off another

twenty around right end. The following buck failed and the ball was fumbled to

Southern. Turnipseed made the first attempt against Spring Hill's line, but failed.

The second resulted in the same. Quarles, Capps and Turnipseed succeded in car-

rying the ball for downs, but failed to gain another ten, and the ball went to

Spring Hill.

Fromherz on nine bucks annexed twenty-eight yards. Boudousquie followed

with one of the longest runs of the game when, with perfect interference, he tucked

the oval under his arm and hiked around left end for twenty-five. Fromherz plunged
for fifteen, and Gibbons added four more. Rice replaced Fromherz at full and
bucked for five. End of first quarter. Score: S. H. C., 0; S. U., 0.

Second quarter—In the second quarter, Rice opened up strong by carrying the

ball in two bucks for a touchdown. No goal was kicked. Score: S. H. C., 6; S. U., 0.

Livingston for Southern blocked Spring Hill's kick, which went low, and the

ball went in play on the forty-yard line. Two bucks by Quarles and Capps, but

Paulk carried over when he received a pass, going for twenty-five yards. Three
bucks netted eleven, and a forward pass which had been once blocked by a Spring

Hill man was recovered by Chapman and carried over. The attempt at goal failed,

leaving the score a tie. Score: S. H. C, 6; S. U., 6.

The ball on the next kickoff went to Morere, who advanced it five yards. After

two bucks the ball was fumbled to Southern. A forward pass failed and Gibbons
received the kick. Rice on five bucks placed the ball twenty-one yards nearer

Southern's goal. The half came. Score standing 6 to 6.

Third quarter—The third quarter was opened by Southern kicking to Spring

Hill's five-yard line. Boudousquie received and on a broken field run advanced the

ball fifteen yards. Two bucks gained five, but a fumble again gave the ball to

Southern. The University boys tried straight football, but this failing to bring them
gains, they resorted to aerial warfare, and made their downs when Halfback Quarles
received a beautifully worked pass. Captain Turnipseed smashed the line for three,

but the ball went back to Spring Hill on a fumble. Spring Hill had the ball on the

five-yard line and Boudousquie kicked out. At this period of the game the only

large penalty was drawn, Southern being penalized fifteen yards for holding. Jack-

son took Capps' place at left half. Two passes failed and Spengler received the

punt. Fromherz bucked for two yards and- again the ball was fumbled. Three
bucks and a pass failed for Southern and Spring Hill took the ball. Cannonball
Fromherz smashed through for eleven and a thirty-five yard pass to Hastings cast
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a gloom over Southern. Fromherz came back with seven more of his line plunges

for forty-six yards. This left the ball on Southern's twenty-yard line.

Fourth quarter—Rice replaced Fromherz at full in the fourth quarter and

started the ball rolling by going through the visitors' line in three bucks for a touch-

down. Ratterman kicked goal. Score: S. H. C, 13; S. U., 6.

Spring Hill kicked to Turnipseed on their ten-yard line. Two passes were

tried, but Hastings put a hoodoo on the second. Rice by two bucks and an end

run of fiften yards again claimed another touchdown for Spring Hill. Goal was not

kicked. Score: S. H. C, 19; S. U., 6.

Newsome received Spring Hill's kick on the twenty-five yard line, but was only

able to advance five yards. Two bucks failed and Rice broke up a pass. Spengler

received Southern's kick. L. O'Dowd replaced Rice and Spengler shifted to full,

Spengler on the first run gained fifteen. He added eighteen more on three bucks.

Spring Hill was then held. Rucks and passes failed for Southern and they again

kicked. Here the whistle blew, ending the game.

Summary.

Lineup—Spring Hill College—Ratterman, c; Horkan, r. g.; Morere (captain),

1. g.; Mason, r. t.; Bienvenu, Christovich, 1. t.; Hastings, r e.; Mackin, 1. e.; Gibbons,

q.; Boudousquie, r. h.; L. O'Dowd, Spengler, 1. h.; Fromherz, Rice, f. b.

Southern University—Livingston, c; Chapman, r. g.; Morgan, 1. g.; Crawford,

r. t.; Newsome, 1. 1.; Paulk, 1. e.; Carmichael, r. e.; Jones, q.; Quarles, r. h.; Jackson,

Capps, 1. h.; Turnipseed (captain), f. b.

Referees—Maxon, Cornell. Umpire—Wilson. Headlineman—Cleveland, Auburn.
Timekeepers—Ussery, Howard; Austill, Alabama. Time of quarters—15 and 12

minutes.

NOVEMBER 25—SPRING HILL, 6; HOWARD COLLEGE,

It was to be a rather blue Thanksgiving for Spring Hill, according to the outside

world. Those who had seen the Howard boys said that the Purple and White
upholders had no chance whatever. And, indeed, this took a bit of starch out of

the student body, for Fromherz and Spengler were both out with injuries and an
entire new backfield, with the exception of Quarterback E. O'Dowd, had to be
rounded into shape. Hastings, who, up to the day of the accident, had played an
end, was shifted to fullback, Ching taking his place, while Curren, a line man, took
Spengler's leading half, and with this arrangement the greatest game Mobile has
ever seen started off. But old Spring Hill had gotten the training that counts, and
although the change in the team had to be made, we got just exactly what we were
after. We well imagined how high the spirits of the Birmingham boys were when
they found out that Fromherz and Spengler were out of the game, but they have
since found out that Spring Hill is not represented by a one-horse shay and we feel

perfectly at ease in believing that Howard will grant that on Thanksgiving Day the
Purple and White flag was defended by a real football team, as will all those who
were fortunate enough to witness the contest.

Howard came to Mobile well represented. Their team would be a credit to

any college. They fought bravely and well, but Spring Hill just had the better
training and the better team, so Howard had to give in. Spring Hill's training in

real defensive football burst forth most brilliantly during the last quarter, when,
after a kick had been blocked on the ten-yard line and Fullback Price had gained
eight, they decided to stop him and not another inch could he go. Twice he
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smashed into Spring Hill's line like a battering ram, but gain he could not. Had the

ball been carried across it would have meant defeat by one point, for the visitors

were held directly in front of the goal and a kick could not possibly have missed.

To give Howard their due, they put up a fine fight, and although they did lose

they should feel a bit consoled from the fact that they were beaten by a real football

team. For the Howard boys, Price, Blackwelder, Hughes, Ford, Caton and Camp-
bell, deserve special praise. They fought well, and from the very beginning to the

end fought like tigers for their colors, but Spring Hill just naturally had to win.

Spring Hill played the game that they had been so well trained in and played

it to the fine point. Eddie O'Dowd had recovered sufficiently from the injuries

received in the Mississippi Normal game and was back at his post, and to this brave
Hillian goes the honor of making Spring Hill's only touchdown, the only score of

the game.
Hastings, although playing his first game at fullback, carried the ball like a

veteran, and it was through his efforts that the ball was worked within striking

distance of Howard's goal. Boudousquie, the old reliable halfback, was right in the

fight all the time, and whenever a gain was needed he was there to make it. Curren
made his debut in this memorable game as a backfield man and played the leading

half exceedingly well. Spring Hill's line played as never before. When Ratterman
is at center, all fear of the attack going over that particular spot vanishes, for if there

is a fighter on the Spring Hill team it is "Big" George. As guards, Captain Morere
and Horkan filled the bill to a perfection, and it suffices to say, "Better couldn't be
found."

At tackle were Bienvenu and Mason, and as for plays going over them there

was nothing doing. Although both first year men, their places couldn't have been
better filled by veterans. Mackin and Ching were our ends, and ends they are, for

when plays started in their direction they failed in their purpose. To get past these

two streaks is an impossibility.

How the Game Ran.

Captain Morere won the toss and selected to defend the east goal. At 3:06

o'clock Howard kicked off to Spring Hill's twenty-five yard line. O'Dowd ran the

ball back three yards. Hastings, in three bucks, carried the ball for eleven yards,

and Spring Hill then drew the first penalty of the game for being offside. Bou-

dousquie kicked, Howard fumbled, and Ching fell on the ball. Hastings on an end
run failed to gain. O'Dowd was thrown for a five-yard loss on an end run. A for-

ward pass was intercepted by Howard.
On Howard's first play Fullback Price bucked five yards. In two successive

bucks he added six more. Righthalf Hughes on a line plunge added five more.
Spring Hill then drew another five-yard penalty for offside. Captain Blackwelder,

on an end run, gained two yards, and Price added seven, but the ball went to the

Hillians on the next play. Spring Hill, on the first play, drew a third penalty of

five yards for offside. O'Dowd was thrown for a loss. Hastings rounded right

end for eight, but, failing to gain the required distance, Spring Hill was forced to

kick. Price plunged for three and was followed by two passes. The first failed;

the second, to left end, netted fifteen yards. Price, on three bucks, gained six yards.

A pass was attempted, but failed, and the ball went to Spring Hill. Hastings, on the

first play, ripped a hole in Howard's line for eleven yards. A second plunge gained

two. Boudousquie carried the ball around left end for eight, and O'Dowd gained

two. The first quarter ended with neither team having scored.

Second quarter—The second quarter opened with the ball in Spring Hill's
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possession on the thirty-seven yard line. Ching kicked and Blackwelder was held.

Price and Blackwelder then gained ten yards, but following two plays by this

combination resulted in a loss of six yards. A forward pass failed and Black-

welder kicked to Hastings. Boudousquie and Hastings gained eleven yards. Hast-

ings and Curren, in three plays, added ten yards more. Spring Hill drew a five-

yard penalty and O'Dowd tore off fifteen yards around left end, the longest run

of the game. Hastings ran three straight line plays for fifteen yards. The Bou-

dousquie-Hastings combination again went into action and added another fifteen

yards. Two passes were attempted, but both were intercepted. Blackwelder

kicked to E. O'Dowd. Three line plays and a well-directed pass to Ching ended

the half with the ball on Howard's fifteen-yard line.

Third quarter—Spring Hill opened the third quarter by kicking to Howard.
Campbell received the ball on the thirty-yard line and advanced five yards. Three
end runs by Blackwelder and Campbell gained four yards. Howard kicked to

O'Dowd. Spring Hill drew a penalty of five yards, but Hastings made up for this

by going through center for twelve. Hastings and Boudousquie annexed seven and
Hastings made first down. Boudousquie gained eight around end and Hastings

on a two-yard buck made downs. O'Dowd added seven. Howard drew its first

penalty in this quarter for offside. The ball was now in easy striking distance

and Spring Hill on four line plunges carried the oval through for the only touch-

down of the game when E. O'Dowd plunged through center and placed the ball

behind the Crimson and Blue. Score 6:0.

Spring Hill kicked to Howard's thirty-yard line. Campbell accepted the ball,

but was downed in his tracks. Blackwelder gained two round end and Ratterman
intercepted a pass, giving Spring Hill the ball. The third quarter ended with the

ball on Howard's thirty-two yard line in their possession. Score: Spring Hill, 6;

Howard, 0.

Moment of Danger!
Fourth quarter—Rice replaced Hastings at fullback and Howard started to drive.

Blackwelder gained three yards. Spring Hill tightened up and Blackwelder kicked.

Rice bucked for five. O'Dowd was thrown for a loss of eight yards and Bou-
dousquie dropped back to kick. But the kick was blocked and the ball went into

play in Howard's possession on Spring Hill's ten-yard line. Price, on two bucks,

gained eight yards with only two to go. Things looked rocky for the Hillians at

this time, but the Purple and White line fought like tigers and held the Howard
warriors for the other two downs on the four-inch line. Rice bucked twice for

seven yards. Howard drew a penalty of five, giving Spring Hill first down. Rice

carried again four successive times for sixteen yards. Spring Hill fumbled but re-

covered, taking first down. Boudousquie and Rice added six, and the ball was
fumbled to Howard. Price was held. He then tried again and gained three.

Blackwelder was again held. A forward pass failed. Blackwelder on two bucks
gained one yard and the game ended.

Summary
Lineup—Spring Hill—Ratterman, c; Horkan, r. g.; Morere (captain), 1. g.; Bien-

venu, r. t.; Mason, 1. t.; Ching, r. e.; Mackin, 1. e.; E. O'Dowd (manager), q.; Curren,
r. h.; Boudousquie, 1. e.; Hastings and Rice, f. b.

Howard—Strickland, c; Ford, r. g.; Gibson, 1. g.; Canton, r. t.; Roche, Williams,
Adams, 1. t.; Weaver, r. e.; Dawson, 1. e.; Campbell, q.; Hughes, r. h.; Blackwelder
(captain), 1. h.; Price, f. b.

Referee—Louiselle, Auburn. Umpire—Gillon, Sewanee. Field judge—Wilson.
Head linesman—Ressijac, Auburn. Time of quarters—15 minutes.
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'SCRUB-BARTON BATTLE"—18-0

Although the opportunity of going up against an outside team presented itself

only once to the mighty Scrubs, upon this one occasion they did things up
brown. The fast Barton Academy team, one Thursday afternoon, wended its way
Hillward, and on Maxon Field made battle with the Hill Scrubs. That battle raged

furiously through four ten-minute quarters, both lines at times swaying, twisting

and bending and at times breaking; at least the Gold and Blue line did three times.

This accounts for the eighteen points scored by the Purple and White.

The Scrub-Barton game was especially interesting, from the Spring Hill stu-

dents' viewpoint, for it gave them the opportunity of seeing in action against strang-

ers much of the material which is to make the 1916 Varsity. The show made by
the new men was most encouraging, some showing up so well that they were
transferred to the Varsity squad. Barton showed a fine bunch of material, but

as the other teams which have visited the College, they lacked that most necessary

thing, "Training." Rice, Crouch, Hickey and Gibbons showed up exceptionally

well in the backfield, while McCarthy, Rivas, O'Leary, Sullivan, Clements and
Shelby showed real "stuff" in the line. The Barton team as a whole worked well,

but were a bit handicapped by the absence of two of their regular men, which ne-

cessitated the placing of Lindsay in full, Gaillard going to quarter.

Barton won the toss, and the ball on the kick-off sailed to their ten-yard line.

It was stopped after an advance of fifteen yards. A buck by Gupp and an end run

by Shackleford brought Barton five yards. Gupp tried again but failed. Lindsay

was held and the ball went over. Crouch and Hickey took eight on a line play and
an end run, and then Hickey began to march. Carried the ball through seven

plays for Spring Hill's first touchdown. Sullivan failed at goal, leaving the score

<5 to 0.

Barton again received. This time the ball landed on the fifteen-yard line and
was carried fifteen. Lindsay bucked for five on the first play. Spring Hill then

drew a penalty. Lindsay on the two following plays was held and Barton kicked

to Gibbons. Hickey went through the line twice for twelve yards, and around end
three times for twenty-five. Crouch on two bucks went twenty-two. Rice bucked
six, Gibbons, three, Crouch eight, and the quarter ended. Score: Spring Hill, 6;

Barton, 0.

The second period opened with the ball in Spring Hill's possession in the shad-

ow Barton's goal. One play was sufficient to add another six. Gibbons failed to

kick goal, leaving the score 12 to 0.

At this stage of the game, Barton kicked to Spring Hill. The ball went to the

ten-yard line and Gibbons advanced it ten yards. Crouch went around end for

twenty-five. Hickey bucked four times for eighteen. Crouch gained two on an
end run, but, falling short upon measure, the ball went to Barton. Barton's first

play, a forward to Carmichael, netted twenty-five yards for the Bartonians. Gupp,
Lindsay and Shackelford gained nine yards and the ball was punted behind the

goal, and the ball was given to Spring Hill on the twenty-yard line. Crouch took
three. Hickey was thrown for four; Gibbons tried around end, but failed to gain

the necessary distance, and Boudousquie kicked. Gupp was held, a forward pass
failed, Shackleford failed to gain and kicked to Gibbons. Crouch bucked for four,

and the whistle ended the half.

The Gold and Blue boys opened the second half by kicking to Spring Hill's

twenty-yard line. O'Leary carried the ball ten yards. Crouch on an end run and a

buck gained three and two. Rice by the same two routes only gained two and one
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and the ball went to Barton. The Bartonians were unable to gain, and after three

plays kicked to Gibbons. Gibbons opened up by going around left end for three.

Crouch at full made five bucks through the line for thirty yards before Barton could

stop him. However, two forward passes failed and Barton took the ball. On the

first play a forward pass failed; Gupp gained eight around end; Lindsay followed

with three; a forward pass gained twenty more. Their gaining was stopped here,

and after three unsuccessful plays the punt went to Gibbons. The ball was fum-
bled on the first by Spring Hill and Barton recovered. Being in rather close quar-

ters, the Barton Warriors resorted again to a punt. Shelby, who had gone in at end
for Spring Hill, raced down and fell on the ball. Rice took full, and on four bucks
scored another touchdown. No goal was kicked. Score, 18-0.

Fourth quarter—Spring Hill kicked to Barton's thirty-yard line, and advanced
ten yards. On the first play a forward pass failed. Two bucks by the full-back

gained four, and Spring Hill got the ball on a fumble. Hickey, who had taken full,

bucked nine times for forty yards, but after this brilliant gain, fumbled the ball,

and Barton recovered it. The Bartonians resorted to forward passes without re-

sults. The ball went to Spring Hill, and after two plays the whistle ended the game.
Score, 18-0.

Summary

Lineup—Spring Hill—Jones, c; Boudousquie, 1. g.; McCarthy, r. g.; Rivas, 1. t.;

O'Leary, r. t.; Clements, 1. e.; Sullivan, Shelby, Cotter, r. e.; Gibbons, q. b.; Rice, r. h.;

Crouch, 1. h.; Hickey, f. b.

Barton—Cochran, c; Schwartz, 1. g.; Seville, r. g.; Rose, 1. t.; Ellis, r. t.; Cam-
amck, 1. e.; Wilson, r. e.; Gaillard, q. b.; Shackleford, 1. h.; Gupp, r. h.; Lindsay, f. b.

Referee—Harris, Auburn. Umpire—Cleveland. Timekeepers—Holt, Ratter-

man, Spring Hill. Head linesman—Van Heuvel, Spring Hill.

J. E. HERBERT, A.B. '16

SPRING HILL COLLEGE JUNIORS, 13; WRIGHT'S SECONDS,

Note.—We wish to express our appreciation of the kindness of courtesy shown
in arranging and fulfilling games by Mr. Edward Overton, coach of Wright's. We
hope to see more of him.

On Thursday, November 11th, the Juniors played their first outside game, with
Wright's second team, and came out with the long end of a 13-0 score. From the

beginning to the end, the game afforded many thrills for the eager spectators on
the side lines. Though outweighed by the aggregation representing Wright's, the

Juniors surpassed them in fleetness, which was accountable for both touchdowns.
Milam, Ollinger, Druhan, Dillon and C. Willard, however, may be picked out as the

stars of the Hill team; while Kellar and Little played stellar ball for the High
School team.

The Game in Detail

At the toss of the coin Captain Milam chose to receive. Druhan received the

kickoff on the fifteen-yard line and advanced it ten yards. Milam on two successive

bucks gained eight and Willard downs. Milam again gained nine and was followed

by Druhan with two. Five runs by Milam and Druhan gained ten and Milam
carried the ball for a touchdown. Ollinger kicked goal. Score, 7-0.

U. M. S. received Spring Hill's kick on the twenty-yard line and carried it ten.

On the first two plays both Haas and Little were held. The ball was then fumbled
to Bannon, Here Spring Hill was penalized five yards. Only three yards were
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gained on two plays, and Milam punted. Haas went six yards on an end run.

Cowan was thrown, Roberts was held and the ball went to Spring Hill. The ball

then went to the Juniors on downs. Milam made first down, but it was to no avail,

as on the next play Ollinger fumbled to Wright's. Here the quarter ended. Score, 7-0.

At the beginning of this quarter, both teams tightened and played sensational

ball. Wright's, being held, was forced to kick. The ball was advanced five yards.

Ollinger made six, Milam took five and Druhan two. On an end run, Milam tore

off twelve. Here, again, the Juniors were penalized for offsides, and Tumminelle
was shifted to full. On the first play, he picked an opening for four. However, on

account of a fumble, the ball went to Wrights; held for downs, they were compelled

to deliver the ball back to the Juniors. On four bucks, Tumminelle gained thirteen.

The first forward pass of the game was here tried, but failed by a hair's-breadth.

Ollinger made first down. Tumminelle took one and Willard four. With the

addition of a five-yard penalty, first down was made. The half ended here, with
the score still 7-0.

U. M. S. kicked to the Juniors, who advanced the ball ten yards. On two bucks

and two end runs, Milam and Ollinger made thirty-three yards. Wright's then

substituted Acree for Turner. Milam made opening for eleven. Here another sub-

stitution was made by their coach, Mr.. Overton, this being Keller for Burnette.

Wright's took the ball on downs, but were, however, held. A forward pass was
attempted, but was intercepted by Dillon, who made a sensational catch. Spring

Hill was held for downs. Little took eight on a buck, thus ending the third quar-

ter. Score, 7-0.

With the ball in Wright's possession, both returned to the game with a

firm intention of scoring. Little made first down on three bucks. The next four

bucks failed to produce the desired results, and consequently it was Spring Hill's

ball. On a series of bucks and end runs, the Junior team made a march toward
Wright's goal, where Milam placed the pig-skin after bucking five. Ollinger failed

to kick the goal. Score, 13-0.

After this stage of the game was reached, the ball began to rock back and forth

to each team in turn. The Juniors kicked to U. M. S. Wrights here took the ad-

vantage of a loosening in the line and began a march for a touchdown. Bucks by
the fullback and halfback gained thirty, but here lack of brains caused them a

touchdown. A forward pass was tried and intercepted by Ollinger. Milam and
Ollinger gained fifteen, but were then held. Milam punted. The ball was brought
twenty yards, when the whistle blew, ending the game. Score: S. H. C. Juniors, 13;

Wright's Seconds, 0.

Summary
Lineups—Spring Hill College—Potter, c; Tuminelle, r. g.; Hughes, 1. g.; Bannon,

Feore, 1. t.; Dillon, r. e.; C. Willard, 1. c; Druhan, q.; R. Willard, r. h.; Ollinger, 1. h.;

Milam (captain), f. b.

Wright's—Turner, Acree, c; Keller, Burnette, r. g.; Davis, 1. g.; M. Lyons, r. t.;

B. Lyons, 1. t.; Spotswood, r. e.; Stoddard, 1. e.; Roberts, q.; Cowan, r. h.; Haas, 1. h.;

Little, f. b.

Referee—Shelby. Umpire—Ching. Head linesman—McCarthy.
JAMES COURTNEY, A. B. *19

SPRING HILL JUNIORS, 0; BARTON,

Maxon Field was the scene of a stubbornly-fought contest November 18, when
the Junior Varsity of Spring Hill and the second team of Barton Academy battled
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to a scoreless tie. The Bartonians outweighed the college boys, but neither the

Academy's weight nor the Hillians' speed could bring about a touchdown. Several

times the goals of both teams were in danger. Plunges were made on the five and
ten-yard lines, but in every case the lines held like walls of stone. Captain Milam,

Ollinger and Druhan played stellar ball in the college back-field, while Dillon and
Willard were the star ends of the game. For Barton, Trousdale, Prichard, Kelley

and Gaillard carried the honors.

Captain Milam won the toss and chose to receive. Druhan accepted the ball

and went for ten yards. Milam and Ollinger then started their driving. Druhan
rounded end for fifteen yards and was followed by Milam with twelve more. Two
bucks and two end runs were attempted, but failed to produce the desired results,

and the ball went to Barton. On the first play, Trousdale was held. Quarter

Gaillard picked a hole and took three, a forward pass over the left side of the line

counted for fifteen. Gaillard on the next end run annexed eight more, but the

Hill line tightened, and Barton was forced to kick. Druhan received the punt just

as the whistle sounded, ending the first quarter. Score: S. H. C. Juniors, 0; B. A.

Second, 0.

In- the beginning of the second quarter Milam gained nine, but on the next play

fumbled to Barton. Kelly on four bucks, gained thirteen; but Barton was unable

to gain more and was forced to kick. Druhan received the punt and advanced it

eight yards. On the next three downs the ball went to Barton. Here, Trousdale,

Prichard and Kelly began a beautiful march and had gained twenty-two yards when
the whistle blew, ending the half. Score: S. H. C, 0; Barton, 0.

At the beginning of the second half, Spring Hill kicked to Matzenger on the

thirty-five yard line. Kelly and Trousdale went through the line for five. Barton

here drew her first penalty, for using hands. Once more Kelly and Trousdale

smashed through for nine, but another penalty having been drawn for offsides

Barton was forced to kick. Milam rounded end for two yards, ending the third

quarter. Score: S. H. C, 0; Barton, 0.

Here Spring Hill tore off twenty on end runs. Two forward passes and a buck
failed, and Spring Hill kicked. Barton's back-field handled the ball well at this

stage of the game, and trotted down the field on end runs and bucks which
amounted to thirty-three yards, before they were stopped. The Juniors took the

ball on downs, but lost it on the first play when a forward pass was intercepted.

The Academy boys were held twice on plunges, and a forward pass was tried, but

intercepted by Dillon, who made one of the longest runs of the game. Milam gained
fifteen around end after two passes had failed. The game ended with neither team
having scored.

Summary.

Lineup—Spring Hill Juniors—Potter, c; Tumminelle, f. g.; Hughes, 1. g.; Fes-
torazzi, r. t.; Bannon, 1. t.; Dillon, r. e.; Willard, 1. e.; Druhan, q. b.; R. Willard, r. h.;

Ollinger, 1. h.; Milam (captain), f. b.

Barton Second—Grace, c; Dorgan, r. g.; Matzenger, 1. g.; Scott, 1. t.; Moulton,
r. t.; Green, r. e.; Braswell, 1. e.; Gaillard, q. b.; Trousdale, r. h.; Prichard, 1. h.;

Kelly (captain), f. b.

Umpire—Ching, Spring Hill. Referee—Shelby, Spring Hill; Head linesman-
McCarthy, Harvard. Time of quarters, 10-12.
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JUNE BUGS, 24; WRIGHT'S THIRD,

On December 9th a post-season game between the June Bugs and Wright's Third

team took place on Maxon Field. From the sounding of the whistle to the very

last minute of play, the interest was kept to its highest pitch.

The June Bugs' first touchdown came in the first five minutes of play, when
Bighthalf Allen recovered a fumble and skirted end for twenty yards and a touch-

down. Thus at the end of the first quarter, the score stood 6-0.

During the second quarter Fullback DeLeon, on the first two successive bucks,

carried the pigskin across Wright's goal line for the second touchdown on the game.

No goal was kicked. Score: June Bugs, 12; Wright's Third, 0.

At the beginning of the third quarter, the June Bugs kicked to Wright's twenty-

yard line. Quarterback Hayes gained three and Lefthalf Kirkpatrick eight. Being

held, Wrights kicked and after a series of bucks and end runs by DeLeon and
Murray, which netted twenty-three yards, again Allen played the role of life saver

and bucked his second touchdown of the game. Consequently, when the quarter

ended the score was: June Bugs, 18; Wright's Third, 0.

When the fourth and last quarter opened, the June Bugs, with the determina-

tion not to miss a quarter without scoring, went into the game to score one touch-

down, if not more. Hardly three minutes had elapsed when Capt. DeLeon, by his

line plunging, knocked a hole through Wright's line, thereby scoring his second
touchdown. Thus ending the scoring.

As to picking out the stars, the team was a constellation; all played a brilliant

game. However, we may be safe to divide the honors of the day between DeLeon,
Allen and Guiteras—DeLeon for his line plunging, Allen for his end runs, and Gui-

teras for his punting. For Wright's, McPhillips was their mainstay. However, his

experience and weight told nothing against the June Bugs' line.

Summary
Lineup—Spring Hill June Bugs—Druhan, c; Roe, r. g.; Boudier, 1. g.; Gianelloni,

r. t.; Mcintosh, 1. t.; Soniat, r. e.; McKenna, 1. e.; Murray, q. b.; Allen, r. h.; Guiteras,

1. h.; DeLeon (captain), f. b.

Wright's Third—Powell, c; Inge, r. g.; Gaillard, 1. g.; Galseon, r. t.; Costello, 1. 1.;

Gurgett, Hubbard, r. e.; Smith, 1. e.; Hayes, q. b.; Noble, r. h.; Kirkpatrick, 1. h.; Mc-
Phillips (captain), f. b.

Referee—Harris, Auburn. Umpire—Sullivan, Spring Hill. Head linesman

—

Potter, Spring Hill.
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HERE AND THERE

Wants Extracted from the Want-Rooks of the A.R. and R.S. Classes of 1916

WANTED:
A Grown-up way of acting for "Baby" George Ruhlman.

A Remedy to keep "Fats" Morere awake in Chemistry Class.

An Anecdote for thinness, by "Husky" Eddie Crowell.

A Darling? Arthur Sitterle.

An Underslung hobby-horse for "Crabby" Day.

An Automatic stopping device, for "Lord" Albin Provosty's giggles.

A Time to stop growing, by L. Boudousquie.

An Instrument without a sound, "No flutes or whistles," by J. E. H.

A New wild and woolly love story for "Si" Hickey.

A Gingham apron and sun-bonnet, for Stanfordess Skinner.

A Class in Calesthenics, by A. Boudousquie, alias, "Red."

A Little love, a little kiss, Jagoe.

An Air-brake for Bill Logan.

A Small farm near Yazoo City, by H. T. O'Reilly.

A Smaller amount of time for sleep, more study, Mayer.

An Eye opener for "Leepy" Cassidy.

A Story entitled, "I Like It Better Every Day," Farley.

OVER THE 'PHONE.

Is this Spring Hill College?

Yes, Mam.
Well, Fayther, cud you tell me who wun that game to-day?

The June Bugs won.

Well, now, you don't be tellin' me. So, the little bys rally won.
I'm glad to say they did, mam.
Sure; what was the skure?

Twenty-four to nothing.

All that! Well, bless their little hearts. Did my little by play?

He had the whole field to himself.

Well, it's a happy woman I am to-night. God bless him ! Good-night,

Fayther.

Magister (not wishing to be harsh)
—"Your peripheral nerves shall be

chastised."

Robertus (postea)
—"My 'pretty nerves' were chastised."

Latest news from the front announces that Lionel Bienvenu, one of our
'Varsity stars, again has high aspirations.
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Professor to Ben Thompson, better known as "Jiggs": "Compare the

adjective 'ill.'" Jiggs—"111', Dying, Dead."

Percy O'Leary says although he is an upholder of Woman Suffrage,

he is glad that he wears clothes with pockets.

"Son" Shelby seems determined to make Demosthenes envy him.

My, how that Son does study Greek!

Professor in Chemistry Class to Provosty: "What is formed when
sodium and water come together?" A sudden inspiration having shot

through Eddie Crowell's noble head, a loud whisper broke the deathlike

stillness, to this effect : "Tell him Soda Water."

Our friend, "Jelly" Casey, has decided that of all professions, Scientific

Farming offers the most open field.

The student body of Spring Hill is anxious to know the age of "Doc"
Meyer "the Fo'th." Every one has been given a guess and thus far the

lowest has been sixty years. Come on, "Doc," be square and reveal the

secret.

Can any one acquaint the Senior Division with the cause of Johnny
Hastings' case of droop during the latter part of October and the first part

of November? The only thing that we noticed as being rather strange

was his desertion, during this time, of the sporting sheet of the Register,

for the Society columns. Watch your step, Johnny

!

Several nights ago, shortly after the stroke of twelve, a clammy voice

was heard echoing through the dormitory. "Of course I can do it. See

how strong I am." And, behold, it was our friend Jones, standing in the

middle of his bed holding his pillow at arm's length.

Catsby, for the love of Mike, finish your Gym work before you go to

bed ! You forget that the bell still rings at 6 a. m.

(The Only Authentic Copy Extant.)

December 11, 1915.

Dear Sir—I read in the paper this morning of the departure of Mr.

M s, and as I lost my job last week, I would like to have your as-

sistance.

As you know, I have a wife and three children, and I must support

them.

I was getting along all right while I was under the employment of the

Mobile Police Force, but I think you read of my accident.

A negro shot me in the arm and blood poison set in and I lost my
arm, but I think I could sweep the class rooms.

I hope you will consider this. B. B. THOJIJJSON.
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Our friend Baas says tnat getting down to real work is beyond him,

and that, after all, there is no use in it, for when you come down to the

fine point, and all it amounts to is having a lot of stuff pumped into you by a

professor and then having it pumped out by a board of examiners.

Emmet Holbrook was asked to write the autobiography of a banana.

But "Nope," said the tall boy. "When it comes to bananas, that's where

I slip up."

Tom Horkan, the good-natured Irishman that he is, was in earnest

conversation with Noley Schweers. Noley thought he would have a little

fun with Tom, so he said: "Tom, did you know that the devil is dead?"

"Sure, and I didn't," said Tom. "How's that, me lad?" "Don't know,"
replied Noley, "but it is so." "Poor old chap," sighed Tom, and going deep

into his pocket drew out a shining quarter and handed it to Noley. "Why,
what is that for, Tom?" asked the astonished German. "Faith and be-

gorrah, boy, in the auld counthry it's always the custom to help the

orphans."

Why is Eddie Crowell like a million-dollar watch? Because he has

a thin case and a million-dollar movement.
L. L. B. Hofer, alias "Buddy," informs us that whatever comes out

in the newspapers as an "assorted" press report is without a doubt true.

Is it the hardness of the water at Spring Hill that at times keeps soap

from lathering readily? (Question asked in Chemistry class.) "Naw,"
was Bill Logan's reply, "it's the faces, not the water."

Writing about other people is a dangerous thing, as some people's

feelings are more tender than others, and slight taps make large indenta-

tions. However, we feel perfectly safe, as we have engaged "Reilly Bros."

to handle all hard feelings.

SONNET ON THE NOSE.
'Tis very odd that poets should suppose

There is no poetry about a nose;

When plain as is the nose upon your face

A noseless face would lack poetic grace.

Noses have sympathy; a lover knows
Noses are always "touched" when lips are kissed.

And who would care to kiss, when nose was missed?
Why, what would be the fragrance of the rose,

And how could we poor mortals ever tell,

A vile or wholesome odor when it flows

Around us, if we owned no sense of smell?

I know a nose, a nose no other knows,
'Neath starry eyes, o'er ruby lips it grows,
True beauty in its form and music in its blows.
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There was a young fellow from Tampa
Who never could keep on his damper.

One day he got hot and cracked "Jigs on the knot-

That terrible fellow from Tampa.

Reyam Mayer, who has written his own epitaph, has requested that

it be deeply engraved on the stone which marks his last resting place. It

readeth thus:

"The blunder-bore lies 'neath another stone;

These bones belonged to one who really boned."

Indeed, it fitteth the personage.

Emmett Baas, our mirror of fashion, has carried style a notch higher,

inasmuch as he has even gotten his books in. He lately had his SPEL-
LER' appendix removed.

Stanford Skinner tells us that he is on the verge of giving up Chem-
istry; says that he would much prefer to take the field and lecture on
"Hygienic Marriages."

The burning question in the Senior Division is, "Who will be the

most popular boy in school next year, McMillan, Reilly or Hanse ?"

The captain of the 1916 track team ought to feel greatly encouraged

since the Ulacia-Price bout of December 9th. Both showed good speed

and fine sprinting qualities. As for the outcome of the four rounds, the

judges came to the conclusion that Price was the stronger.

Light Drama.—'"Why, Oh! Why?'
Time—Midnight.

Place—A small room in a well known college.

Settings—A lone piano, muchly out of tune and a stool.

Enter, a lonely looking person attired in a gingham apron and sun-

bonnet, under whose arm is a collection of the latest popular music from
Kresses. Lonely one seats self at piano, plays the introduction to "I Love
the Ladies." Door suddenly flies open, boys rush in, practice ceases. Cur-
tain.

The unanswered question: Why was this midnight practice going on?
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The Springhillian wishes to express its deepest sympathy to Mr. A. J.

Morton, S. J., at the death of his well beloved sister, Mrs. Sheehan of Boston,

Mass. Loss of a dear one at this season of gladness and joy must be

doubly keen.

'89. The Springhillian extends its condolences to one of the College's

most loyal and distinguished alumni, John J. D'Aquin, A.B. '89,

A.M. '91, on the death of his beloved wife, nee Marcelle Dessomes. The
D'Aquin home was the true picture of love and culture, of which Madam
D'Aquin was the inspiration and reward. To her bereaved husband and
relatives we send our deepest sympathy. The world is better for this

noble woman of deep feeling and high ideals.

'92. Professor Boudousquie, A.M., '92, D.F.A. '03, our celebrated teacher

of drawing and painting, took first prize at the Mobile Fair with his

water color, "The Rescue." We congratulate him even though we know
that this is only a small portion of what this true genius can accomplish.

A copy of this painting is our frontispiece for this month. Spring Hill

feels it an honor to have this true Southern gentleman ever with her. His
sons are true to their great model.

'99. As we go to press we have received the reprints of two articles by
our well known alumnus, Albert E. Fossier, A.B. '99, A.M. '01,

M.'D. (Tulane). Both are from critical medical journals and will add to

the already country-wide name of Doctor Fossier.

'05. Our renowned and distinguished College Physician, Dr. Mastin, who
was taken ill some time back, went to the hospital department

of John Hopkins University, Baltimore, where he was successfully treated,

and we are glad to report that he is well and has again taken up his prac-
tice. We hope that his health will continue to be good. On the 25th of
nexth April we expect to celebrate his Jubilee as physician of Spring Hill

and thereby get a holiday.
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A.B. '07. It is always a source of pleasure to be appreciated, and so a letter

of Nestor K. Ovalle, A.B. '07, warmed the cockles of our heart when
he said that he intended sending his brother to his old Alma Mater, as he

knew that he would learn there. Nestor himself, we understand, is doing

well as an Electrical Engineer in New York.

Ex. '07. After many moons Frank Antony Orsi, Ex. '07, has answered our

information form and let us know of his doings. We are very glad

to see he is doing so well and that he is is "almost president of the First

Nation Bank." We hope that the good people of Canton hold the same
high opinion of him that we do, and that they will show this by electing

him to the position of City Clerk.

'09. Paul Vincent Byrne, B.S. '09, was united in the holy bonds of mat-
rimony to Miss Ella Marie Daly on Saturday, November the twen-

ty-seventh, by the Bight Beverend Bishop Muldoon. It is beyond our

masculine ability to describe the gowns of the bridesmaids and matrons
of honor, but we understand that the affair was quite recherche. We con-

gratulate the charming lady on her choice and wish her and her husband
every happiness and success.

Mr. Ferris, who was with us last year, is now way up in Gonzaga
University, Spokane, Washington. He has just undergone an operation,

but is again now in good health. All the boys join The Springhillian in

sending their best wishes that he may continue to do well.*******
A.B. '10. Lee Plauche is at Tulane. He is studying Law and is one of the

stars of his class.

A.B. '10. We received a letter from Paul Turregano which is very giddy,

speaking only of his new acquisition to the family in the form of

a boy. We extend our congratulations. But don't forget that promised
visit of yours, Paul. *******
A.B. '10. Lawrence Lavretta of Mobile was married to Miss Scudamore

of Natchez, Miss. We congratulate the young couple and wish
them every blessing.

A.B. '12. Francis Meyer is going to Tulane and has reached the exalted

heights of Senior Medic. Thibodeaux shall be well provided with
physicians, as "Doc" has a brother who is a Freshie Medic, and here we
boast of a still younger "Doc," who also vows that he will be a physician.
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B.S. '12. We were glad to have two loyal supporters like Raymon Harri-

gan and Clifford Adoue with us on Thanksgiving. Raymond is in

the lumber business with his father at Fulton, Ala. "Zan" has now been

married over a year, and is the father of a fine boy.*******
'12. Captain Rowbotham, LL.D. '12, Eighth Welsh Regiment, H.M.S.,

has been transferred from Flanders to the Dardanelles. We sin-

cerely hope that Our Lady will continue her protection and bring him
safely out of this terrible war.

Ex-A.B. '12. Harry Prevost has gotten to be quite a business man. He
has a position with the Financial and Realty Company in New

Orleans. *******
Ex-?12." It is with deep regret that we are forced to offer our condolences

to John Becker of Ex-'12. Surely it is hard to lose one so dear. To
have sought and won a treasure and then lose it is hard. The Springhillian

sends its condolences to John in his heavy sorrow.

B. S. '13. Dan Dowe of Montgomery, Ala., displayed his devotion and
loyalty to old Spring Hill by coming down on Thanksgiving to root

for us and to see the team, of which he was once a member, trounce

Howard.

A.B. '13. Willie Barker and Bob Tarleton are now Junior Medics at Tu-
lane University, and as we have heard, they are doing very well.

B.S. '13. John Logan of Fayette, Miss., has gotten into politics and has

been elected Attorney of Jefferson County. He will go into office

on January 1st. We congratulate John, especially since he is the youngest

county attorney in the United States, being exactly 21 years old when
elected.

B.S. '14. Nicholas Long is in the cooperage business with his father in

New Orleans. Nick was foremost among those who gave us the glad

hand while there to play Tulane.*******
A.B. '14. Goronwy 0. Broun, A.B. '14, is flying high this year, though

in his second year at the University of St. Louis. He is assistant to

the students in Chemistry and Biology. In fact, he is a Demonstrator in

Vertebrate Biology. After the Thanksgiving game he wrote: "Since I

saw how gloriously old Spring Hill came out on Thanksgiving Day, I have
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just been waiting for a chance to write. I certainly am glad to hear the

news of the victory over Howard. I followed the team closely through the

season through newspaper records. Give my congratulations to them and

to their coach, Dr. Rush."

B.S. '14. Edward Ball is now taking the business course at Tulane, after

having tried Cornell, which he didn't like.

A.B. '14. George Dubuisson is now at Loyola University in New Orleans,

studying Dentistry. We wish you luck, "Duby," in your new
undertaking.

A.B. '14. Joseph Cassidy is in his second year of Civil Engineering at

Catholic University, Washington, D.C. We are not at all surprised

to hear of Joe's success at school, for while here, in addition to being cap-

tain of both of our foot ball and base ball teams, he was also a star member
of his class.

A.B. '14. LeDoux Provosty is again at Tulane this year, and has changed
from Engineering to the Law Department.

B.S. '15. We are sorry to note that Julian B. McPhillips, better known
as "Jutes," contracted typhoid fever during an epidemic at the

University of Alabama. He was brought to Mobile, and it is said that in

addition to his typhoid fever he has pneumonia; however, we entertain

the highest hopes for his recovery, and countless prayers and many masses

are being offered up to obtain this end. Spring Hill is praying for you,

"Jutes."

B.S. '15. Charles Pearce was a big factor in the parade on Thanksgiving
morning. Good for you, Charles. We are always glad to have you

with us.

'15. We are in receipt of another volume of poems by Dr. A. de Prender-

ville, LL. B., called "Lyrics of the Street." They include tributes

to such habitues of the street as "The Flower Seller," "The Cabman,"
"The Paper Boy" and "The Sandwich Man." They show that the writer

is a keen observer of city life in all its phases and has been tempted to put

into verse much of what he has met on the thoroughfares of London.
Some of the subjects are essentially Londonese, and are never met with
in American cities. To one conversant with the life of England the poems
are extremely interesting. The favorite I fancy would be the "Blind Man's
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Friend," which so pathetically describes the fidelity of his dog, a common
dog but possessed of a heart of gold.

A.B. '15. James Cassidy, captain of last year's foot ball team, now holds

a position with the Central of Georgia Railroad. Jim wrote us a

letter and we think it so good that we decided to publish it. It runs as

follows:

Dear Fellows: To the coaches, Dr. Rush and Harris, Captain Morere

and the team, I extend my heartiest congratulations for the fight that you

put up in the Thanksgiving game. To have held Howard on the five-yard

line and still again on the goal line or just a half a foot away is a worthy

achievement. It must have been a sight well worth seeing and had cir-

cumstances been different, I would have been on the spot to see you wipe

out last year's defeat and at the same time win the Class "B" championship.

Spring Hill has been gradually creeping into prominence in Southern

athletic circles, and on the success of the 1915 season depended a great

deal. In the Howard game you accomplished what you determined to

do at the beginning of the year, to make Spring Hill a Championship team.

Boys, you have a wonderful team and the Spring Hill spirit that can

never be fully realized until you depart from the old place forever. It is

the fraternal spirit that makes you grasp the hand of one of your old friends

when you chance upon one, and wish for the old days once more. All of

which seems impossible to you fellows there now, but some day you will

realize the truth of it. Anyway, I don't think you could find a better bunch
of fellows collected together in one place if you traveled the world over,

and when success comes to you it pleases me just as much as if I were
there, too. I feel just as good over your victory as if I had a million

dollars.

Keep up your work in other branches of athletics. Go into anything

like you went into this foot ball season, with a like determination, and
you can't lose. With best wishes and kindest regards to each and every-

one of you, I am your old friend, Jim.

Ex-A.B. '16. Carter Lynch came all the way from Arizona to see Spring
Hill beat Howard on Thanksgiving Day. That's the stuff, "Cheese,"

and don't forget what you said while here about coming back after Christ-

mas. We are expecting you.

Ex-B.S. '16. Frank Wood, one of our star members of last year's Varsity,

is engaged in the ranching business at Uvalda, Texas. "Smoky"
promised that he would pay us a visit this year. Don't fail, "Smoky." We
had hoped to have you with us when we captured Howard's Angora.
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Ex-B.S. '17. George Agin is a classmate of "Duby's" up at Loyola. The
foot ball team is much indebted to you, George, and they wish to

thank you for the royal way in which you treated them both before and
after the Tulane game, and are confident that it won't be many years be-

fore you are one of Galveston's foremost dentists.*******
Ex-A.B. '18. We were glad to see James Keoughan and Steve Zieman

in the Alumni parade on Thanksgiving morning. It is a pleasure

for us to know that although they are not in our midst any longer, still

they are with us in spirit. Walter Puder must feel proud when he reads

all the nice things said about him in other parts of this issue, but he would
be prouder still if he were in our midst and we would, too. Come on,

Walter! At least pay us a visit!

j .. i
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The Redwood, from Santa Clara, is representative of the "Golden

State." In view of its excellence we place it first in the list of our exchanges.

It speaks for itself and needs no harsher criticism than to say that it is the

best of our exchanges. "A Mistaken Vacation" and "His Mother's Sacrifice"

are especially meritorious and well above the ordinary run of college pro-

ductions of short stories. "Are the Dark Ages Justly So-Called ?" while

rather exhaustive, would be interesting food for a mind in quest of histori-

cal facts not found in every history. It is a fine vindication of "The Middle

Ages" and could be profitably used in refutation of the charges trumped
up by twentieth century bigots. The poetry is rather fair. The editorials,

University and Athletic Notes are well handled.

In the November issue of The Pred the exchange editor invited criti-

cism and indeed there was a wide field for critics in that number. The cover

design was too pretentious for the contents; the literary department needed

a few more stories, the verse more originality and the matter rearranging.

A few lines of "An Alabama Village" should have been blue-penciled. But
the Christmas number shows that others had the lead on us in offering

helpful criticism. "His Story" makes one wish it were a little longer.

Keep up that appeal of yours, Mr. Editor, until you get a few more stories.

Coax a few essays. "Nunkie" is the funniest thing in the Nut Chest. We
like our modest little Pred and expect great things in the future.

The foundation number of The Botolphian is the most elaborate pro-

duction on our table. From cover to cover it is first-class and the best

High School Magazine we have yet seen. If all future editions conform
to the same high standard, Boston College High School will be able to

boast of the best High School Magazine in the country. "Etienne" is a

story with a high moral and well written—a story of the self-sacrifice of

a village lad to preserve a secret entrusted to him under seal of confes-
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sion. "The Dummy That Came to Life" is the best story of the issue.

The diction shows an excellency of choice and propriety and interest is

sustained to the closing lines. "The Aisne and the Marne— Caesar and

Von Kluck"—is a just comparison of the methods of these two great gen-

erals. A retrospect reviews well the history of the progress of Boston

College and High School.

The Port Light has made its first appearance in our mail bag. It

has a neat, attractive and appropriate cover design. Within its pages

are found a few good laughs. Perhaps the editorial "Thanksgiving" might

have brought out more of the true meaning of the feast. We think the

editor must have been distracted when he printed the parody of the psalm

on page 13. Why not let us have a few more stories? Tullis handles his

"Athletics" very well. The Light shows a spirit of good fellowship and
true sportsmanship throughout.

The outstanding feature of The Canisius Monthly is its clear, fresh

musical poetry. "The Beautiful Valley of Song" seems to echo Fr. Abram
Ryan's "Valley of Silence." The stories do not form a harmonious back-

ground for such excellent poetry. The essays offer a fund of useful facts

on different subjects which are adequately treated. And the editorials

are well calculated to acquaint young minds with the vital issues of the

hour.

The Trinity College Record has reached our sanctum for the first

time. We are glad to make your acquaintance. We shall ever be glad to

peruse such an ably edited journal. The poem, "A Prayer," has a new-
ness of thought and such a musical swing not usually found among the bor-

rowed trappings of some of our contemporaries. The essay, "Is Horace

Original?" deserves the highest commendation. It possesses a marked
individuality and a logical array of arguments that cannot fail to con-

vince even those who do not "try to see it in the light of the flickering

hope of a lover of Horace." The editorials bespeak the true spirit of

Christmas. The "Spectator" shows an excellence of union among the

students. The stories have a refreshing and elevating tone and the poetry

clearly indicates that the contributors to the December number are beloved

of the muse. The Record has given us some new thoughts for Christmas
and we look forward with joyful expectation to its next visit.

The November issue of The Fordham Monthly seemed short of stories.

"The Turning Point" and "The Bend in the Road" are exceptionally well

written and intensely interesting. Perhaps it is on account of these two
stories that we long for more. "The Character of Hamlet" is a very in-

structive essay. The December number is replete with good things. The
editorial, "The Monthly," is characteristic of the clear and forceful style

of its author. But we think a more timely topic than "The Hats of Yester-
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year" might have easily been found for the editorial columns. However,

this is readily forgotten when one reads the excellent poems, "In Memory
of My Mother" and "The Bedtime Sprite." The stories and essays are

written in an ornate and finished style that does credit to "undergraduates"

and speaks well for the literary training offered at Fordham. With
deepest interest we read of the endeavors of the Dramatic Association to

come to newness of life, and it is our wish that succeeding Christmases

may be the anniversary of its new birth.
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HENRY P. HIRSHFIELD, A.B. '75; A.M. '78

November 14th marked the day which called from his earthly home
our fellow alumnus, Henry P. Hirshfield, after more than a year of illness.

Not many of the present generation of Spring Hill boys knew Dr. Hirsh-

field. It was the happy privilege of the writer to have been one of his

closest friends; in fact, the doctor habitually referred to him as "my boy."

Dr. Hirshfield was born in Claiborne, Ala., in 1854, and at a very early

age moved to Mobile. Shortly after his arrival in that city he entered

Spring Hill College, entering the Classical Course, and graduated with

honors in 1876, later taking his A.M. with the Hon. Chas. Theard of New
Orleans. Then he began the study that was to be his life work—medicine

—

and completed his course at the University of Pennsylvania in 1878. After

receiving his degree he began the practice of medicine in Mobile. He was
elected on several occasions as Coroner of Mobile county and held that

position at the time of his death.

To those who knew him his watchword, "My duty is to the poor and
unfortunate," is expressive of his character. His acts of charity and good
deeds to the needy and distressed were manifold and an everlasting monu-
ment to this good, kind man will be the care he lavished on the poor and
unfortunate. Of him can truthfully be said: "Duty well done is the bat-

tle half won," for surely he performed his duty on earth with as zealous and
righteous an aim as e'er duty was performed.

May it be the lot of all Spring Hill boys to follow the example of this

noble man—an example taught him at Spring Hill College, and one which
he certainly carried out throughout his entire life of laborious duty nobly

done.

For his many public services he was elected an honorary member of

Shaarai Shomayim Temple.

Surely a great reward must await the many acts of kindness and
charity of a hero such as our dear friend and alumnus has shown himself.

For his sorrowing widow and daughter we have the utmost sympathy
and wish to express thus publicly our condolences.

SIDNEY SIMON, B.S. '08.

REV. THOMAS CASSIDY, A.B. '93

"Like a thief in the night," our Lord tells us, will the grim Reaper's

coming snatch us from this transient home of ours. His vivid words to

the throng gathered around Him, as He told them "to watch and pray, for
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they knew not" the hour of his visitation, left no doubt as to the unexpected

suddenness which would attend our passing from this world to the next.

True to the words of Christ, "like a thief in the night," came the Angel

of Death, to claim as his victim one of Mobile's best beloved priests, Father

Thomas P. Cassidy.

A few months ago, as his vacation time drew near, with visions of

pleasant sport and well deserved rest and recreation, smiling and joyfully

bidding farewell to his many friends, he boarded a train for his native

Eastern city. Little did he or any one think that this smiling and cheerful

"au revoir" was to be the long eternal "adieu" and that this gay throng

that met to see him off was no more to see him till that great meeting day

in Paradise.

Father Cassidy took ill of pneumonia shortly after his arrival at

Providence, R. I., and the news of his illness preceded by but little that of

his death, and many were shocked by the sad report of his demise even

before hearing of his sudden illness.

It is when death is sudden and unexpected that we feel more bitterly

its unallayable pangs. When we see a loved one linger long in a pro-

longed combat with the unrelenting foe, then the parting though hard,

is a balm for the forlorn days to come. But when one is snatched from
our midst with the unexpectedness of a bolt from the blue, and leaves us

still groping after the realization of our loss and bereavement, leaves us

with the last lingering recollection of his sweet smile in our mind and an
impossibility to conceive him as lying cold and still in death, oh! then,

death is sad and bitter and cruel. Then there is "no balm in Gilead" that

has power to soothe the burning rends in the poor bruised heart; no
quenching of the bitter flow of tears and no assuaging the dullness of

sorrow that crushes the bereaved.

To many of Father Cassidy's friends, such was the bitterness of the

sorrow which assailed them for his death, was the unexpected blighting

thunderbolt that shattered the recollection of their last pleasant parting.

They grieve and with them we grieve; we grieve in sincere sympathy, for

Father Cassidy was one of us.

Father Cassidy was born in Pawtucket, R. I., September 11, 1872.

For two years he attended the Pawtucket High School and spent two years

at La Salle Academy, Providence, R. I. From there he came to Spring
Hill College, where he graduated in June, 1891. This same year he began
his theological studies in St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore. In 1895 bad
health forced him to seek a more congenial climate, and in December he
returned to Spring Hill, where he continued his theological studies. He
was ordained Sub-Deacon and Deacon in the Cathedral of Mobile on the
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7th and 8th of June, 1897, and was raised to the priesthood in St. Mary's

Chapel, Emmitsburg, Md., on June 13, 1897.

Father Cassidy then began his laborious career in the vineyard of

Christ, in our Southland. His first post was relieving his uncle in Whistler

during the yellow fever epidemic. True to his calling, he was seen night

and day at the bedside of the sick, encouraging and consoling them and
allaying their woes by all means possible. Faithfully did he discharge

his pastoral duties until he himself was stricken down by the dread

disease.

On recovering, he was sent to Warrington, Fla., thence he was ap-

pointed pastor of St. John Baptist, Tuscaloosa, on the 1st of September,

1901. In 1905 on the 8th of October he was sent to help Father Fullerton

in Pensacola during the prevalence of yellow fever. In July, 1907, he went
to Colorado for his health and remained there several months. On the 17th

of May, 1910, he resigned the pastorate of Tuscaloosa and was appointed

pastor of the Church of the Visitation at Huntsville. Ill health again fol-

lowed him up and forced him to resign and after a few months he came
as assistant to the Cathedral, where he remained until his death.

Father Cassidy's life as a priest can be summed up in one word,

"fidelity." He was the faithful follower of a Master, who, tired and weary,

overcome by watching and carying for his flock, would not hesitate to leave

the ninety-nine sheep of his fold to hunt for the poor stray lambkin; for

eagerly did Father Cassidy watch over his flock and zealously did he labor

to bring back the erring to the fold of the Master. He was the faithful

imitator of the One who, on the great day of His betrayal, taught to this

ungrateful world, the most astounding lesson of prayer, when through the

throes of an agony never yet endured by mortal man, He thrice prayed the

self-same prayer, "Father, not My will, but Thine, be done;" for prayer and
resignation were the weapons wherewith Father Cassidy fought the daily

battles of his life. He was a faithful lover of the Friend, who said: "Suffer

little children to come unto Me," and lovingly did they gather around
Father Cassidy, who taught them the way to heaven and made them true

lovers of their friend Jesus, the lover of men; and in fine, he was the faith-

ful disciple of the Lord, who instituted the great sacrifice of the New Law,
when He said, "Do this in commemoration of Me;" for the Altar was
Father Cassidy's treasure; there centered his love, his zeal, his life. The
Altar was the cornerstone of all his aspirations, it was his mainstay and his

reward.

There he brought his sorrows to be allayed, his joys to be shared, his

ambitions to be realized, his prayers to be heard. The Altar was his All.

In him, the "Sermon on the Mount' was truly exemplified. His meek-
ness, his charity, his zeal, all bore the testimony of his having heard the
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Lord in that wondrous sermon and of his having faithfully copied the ex-

amples pointed out hy Jesus.

Father Cassidy, known throughout Mobile and loved by all as a true

priest for the virtues of his noble calling so truly shining in him, was also

a man true and loyal. His loyalty was always vividly displayed whenever

the welfare of our country was under discussion, for then, he would speak

in glowing terms of the great nation whose citizen he gloried to be. He
was also loyal to those institutions whose fostering care had made him the

man he was. Among these, not a small place in his great heart did Spring

Hill hold.

Many a day, when the numerous duties of his pastoral cares allowed

him the leisure, he could be seen in the dear old halls of his boyhood and
manhood days, eagerly following the sport of the boys under their pro-

tecting roof. Many a time, even, has he joined in their sport and played a

game of baseball with the youngsters, putting aside for a while the serious

cares of his noble vocation.

Father Cassidy was a loyal Alumnus of Spring Hill and deeply does

every Spring Hillian grieve his loss. He loved us and his life was part of

our life, therefore we mourn for him, and since as true Christians, our
grief is lessened by the thought of the noble reward for the generous life

of sacrifice which he led, we offer the tribute of our prayers that God may
hasten the day when our father and friend will receive the crowning of his

labors from the hands of Him who said: "Trade till I come."

The Springhillian extends its deepest sympathy to his grieving relatives

and friends.

IN MEMORIAM.

Whereas, God in His Infinite wisdom has seen fit to deprive our class-

mate, Byron Bishop, of his much beloved mother; and
Whereas, we realize how keen must be the pain at the loss of the

dearest member of the family; be it

Resolved, That we, the Members of the Second Academic Class of

Spring Hill College, do hereby tender our deepest sympathy and consola-

tion to our esteemed classmate and his bereaved family; and be it likewise

Resolved, That these our resolutions manifesting our sorrow and sym-
pathy be published in The Springhillian and a copy of the same be sent the

afflicted family.

Signed: W. J. Ruggeri, S. J., F. Welder, C. Street, T. Diaz, C. Oliver,

L. Dorn, H. Brunet, G. Williams, W. Russell, J. Roe, E. Murray, J. Meade,
J. Power, C. Willard, T. Bentley, O. Bienvenu, J. Fabacher, J. Clark, V.

Baudier.
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A New Book by Father Lasance. The Only Up-to-Date Missal

3?l«l|«w Passat
Adapted for the use of the Laity from the Roman Missal, According to the Latest

Decrees, with Introduction, Notes, and a Book of Prayer

By REV. F. X. LASANCE
Author of "My Prayer-Book"

It has nearly 1,300 pages, but is not bulky, as it is printed on India paper.

2003 Cloth, red edges _ $1.50 2012 Imitation Leather, gold edges....$1.75

3015G American seal, gold edges $2.25

Advantages of Father Lasance's Missal over all other Missals: The liturgical ar-
rangement is strictly correct and up-to-date, according to the latest Roman decrees,
something that cannot be said of other Missals,

fi This edition contains directions,
easily understood, on how to use the Missal, and gives also the ceremonies to be ob-
served by the laity at mass,

fl A Book of Prayer has been added to the Missal. It

consists of devout acts, hymns, litanies, and other forms of public prayer, together
with devotions for Holy Communion and for visits to the Blessed Sacrament, and
other prayers for private devotion, fl The correct text, the smooth, idiomatic transla-
tion, the many valuable special features, the clear type, the fine India paper, so thin
but opaque, and the flexible binding, place this Missal far in advance of any other.

BENZIGER BROTHERS
343 MAIN STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO

FOR GOOD HARDWARE

ROOFING AND TOOLS

McGowin-Lyons

Hardware and Supply Co.

S. W. Water and St. Louis Streets

Vigil Lights
Manufactured Exclusively by

THE WILL & BAUMER
COMPANY

THE CANDLE MANUFACTURERS
SYRACUSE. N. Y.

The genuine Vigil Light has a red

wick. All others are cheap imita-

tions. If interested, write us for

more information.

F. G. Touart A. G. Quint

TOUART & QUTNA
Successors to Louis Touart
COTTON FACTORS AND
COMMISSION MERCHANTS

MOBILE ALABAMA

N. L. Vickers
REAL ESTATE

FIRE INSURANCE
RENTALS
75 St. Michael Street

Albright & Wood
THE ACCOMMODATING
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Zadek Jewelry Co.
College Emblems, Stationery, Engraved Cards, Invitations,

etc., Embossing and Stamping

Kodaks, Films, Developing and Finishing

207 Dauphin Street, 6 South Conception Street MOBILE, ALA.

Dreaper & Burns
THE LARGEST AND LEADING CLOTHIERS AND GENTS'

FURNISHERS IN MOBILE

FOR MEN, YOUNG MEN AND BOYS

55-57 Dauphin Street

Solicit your patronage

Bell Phone 2794 Home Phone 630

Giannarus & Dragonas
DEALERS IN

NUTS, FRUITS AND CANDIES
CIGARS AND TOBACCO

200 St. Francis Street

MOBILE, ALA.

Home 102 :— : Telephones :— :Bell 860

C. D. Kenny Company
Wholesale and Retail

TEAS, COFFEES, SUGARS
210 Dauphin Street MOBILE, ALA.

FOR THE BEST IN PRINTING, BOOK
and Catalogue Work, Lithograph-
ing, Engraving, Embossing and
Stationery, write

ROBERTS & SON
"THE BIG ALABAMA HOUSE"

Birmingham, Ala.

J. M. Walsh, Pres. Harry T. Hartwell, Vice-Pres., Sec. & Treas. Arthur Kimball, Mgr.

MOBILE TOWING AND WRECKING COMPANY
Towing, Wrecking and Contracting

Office, Foot of Dauphin Street

Bell Phone 565 MOBILE, ALA. Home Phone 865
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Insurance
JOHN W. SCHEIBLE

& COMPANY

Bell Phone 3071 Home Phone 363

72 St. Michael Street MOBILE, ALA.

The Merchants Bank
OF MOBILE, ALA.

Capital $150,000.00
Earned Surplus 165,000.00

We invite small as well as large ac-
counts, and extend to depositors a uni-
formly courteous and efficient service
regardless of the volume of business
which they transact.

We pay four per cent interest, com-
pounded semi-annually, on savings ac-
counts.

fascinating Hawa-
iian instrument with

the aid of our self-

instruction book
within a few weeks.

The different Ha-
waiian theatrical

troupes, and the

many beautiful pho-

nograph records}
made by them,

wherein the Hawaiian Steel Guitar is always prominent, has made a

tremendous demand for these instruments. We carry the Hawaiian
Steel Guitars used exclusilely by the Hawaiians, and can furnish them

'

the following prices:

$10, $15, $20, $25, etc., etc.

Also exclusive representatives for the entire United States for the

Genuine M. Nunes & Son Hand-Made Hawaiian Ukuleles, $10, $12.50, $15

Send for free illustrated catalogue of both the above instruments. Mention this magazine.

We are also headquarters for all kinds of Hawaiian music for piano, steel

guitar and Ukulele.

Southern California Music Company
FRANK J. HART, President

332-34 South Broadway, Los Angeles

With Exceptionally Complete Equipment and Thorough Understanding of the Art
of Catalogue and Book Publishing, we have for years stood at the head of

the craft in this line of work in this section.

COMMERCIAL PRINTING COMPANY
Fifty-Seven Saint Michael Bell Telephone 391

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian"



Gold and Silver Novelties

FOR GIFT PURPOSES

Julius Goldstein

JEWELER ROYAL STREET

W. T.Goubil
DEALER IN

Fancy Groceries, Fruits and Delicatessen

ROILED HAM A SPECIALTY

Bell Phone 2204

Home Phone 1059 362 and 364 Dauphin Street

JAS. T. DUGGAN J. L. TAYLOR

Duggan & Taylor

Real Estate, Insurance Agents

and Money Rrokers

58 N. Royal St. MOBILE, ALA.

Quality
and

Satisfaction

combined makes clear

THE REASON WHY
SPALDING'S

are outfitters to champions, whose im-
plements must be invariably right.
The Spalding Trade-Mark represents
years of leadership in the manufacture
of athletic equipment.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
140 Carondelet St. New Orleans, La.

KODAKS AND SUPPLIES

Van Antwerps

Van Antwerp Building

MOBILE, ALA.

Football, Basketball, Gymnasium
Hockey Jerseys, Sweaters

Class Caps

Catalogue No. 18 describing all

Fall and Winter Goods mailed

on request

Arthur Johnson & Co.
Student Athletic Supplies

872 Rroad St. NEWARK, N. J.

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



155 Dauphin Street

Fitting Eyes with glasses that fit

the eyes is our Exclusive business

McDonald Optical Company
MOBILE, ALA.

Bell Phone 183

FOR GOOD SHOES GO TO

Simon Shoe Company
CORNER DAUPHIN AND CONCEPTION STREETS

PETER SMITH ^E Fresh Vegetables
STEAMBOATS AND SHIPS SUPPLIED

Stall No. 10, Southern Market Bell Phone 797 Home Phone 1646

Jas. McPhillips Grocery Co

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

IN

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERffiS

Roche & Burke Undertaking Co.

CABRIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
LIVERY IN CONNECTION

N. E. Cor. St. Joseph and State Sts.

Both Phones 54

HANAW BROTHERS
Importers and Jobbers of

Crockery, China, Glassware

Enamelware, Lamps, Bar
Goods, etc.

No. 6 N. Water Street MOBILE, ALA.

F. KUPPERSMITH

Dealer in and Shipper of

Oysters and Produce

S. Conti St., Mobile, Ala.

MALCOLM PARTIN

Manufacturer of Brooms
Dealer in Stationery and Toilet

Paper

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian"



John P. Nelson James G. Adler

Nelson & Adler

Real Estate

Insurance
Loans

59 North Royal St.

Bell Phone 3213 MOBILE, ALA.

SMOKE

Burke's Havana
THE QUALITY

yc. CIGAR

C. Burke Cigar and
Tobacco Co.

BELL 56 HOME 88

Mobile Transfer
R. C. SCHWARZ, Prop.

108 North Royal Street

Baggeage Checked to Destination

and Transferred to All Parts City

Cab Service Day and Night

F. Walter & Company
WHOLESALE DEALERS

FRUIT, PRODUCE POULTRY

21 S. Commerce St. 21 S. Front St.

DR. I. JONAS
DENTISE

Suite 305 Van Antwerp Bldg.

MOBILE, ALA.

Kjjrastvell

s

DAUPHIN AND CLAIBORNE STREETS MOBILE, ALA.

D. H. Dure H. W. Dure G. B. Dure

D. H. & G. B. DURE
WALL PAPERING, PAINTING
DECORATING, GLAZING

74 Dauphin St. Bell 3621 Home 1416

MOBILE, ALA.

RACKET STORE
518 Dauphin Street MOBILE, ALA.

T. J. BADGETT, Manager

Religious Articles, Church Goods,
Toys, Notions :: Picture Framing.

Boyle Studio

MOBILE'S LEADING
PHOTOGRAPHERS

KODAK FINISHING

41

Jas. K. Glennon & Co.

MONEY, REAL ESTATE AND

INSURANCE

MOBILE ALABAMA

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



Columbia Ice Cream & Creamery Company, incorporated

MOBILE, ALA.

Phone Bell 2630
Home 1753

The "Crescent" Kind

Insure with a Home Company

Chas. H. Brown, Pres. Stewart Brooks, Vice-Pres.

John Gaillard, Sec. R. Gaillard, Ass't Sec.

STONEWALL INSUBANCE CO.

56 St. Michael St., Mobile, Ala.

Capital, $150,000.00

Net Assets for Protection of Policy-

holders, $305,000.00

Jno. J. Damrich
Agent

Stacy Adams Co.'s Men's Shoes

Tennis Shoes and Boy Scouts

N. A. Bertolotti

Fruits, Groceries
General Merchandise

Always courteous attention Bell Phone 1 490-

J

Mobile Coal Company
DEALEBS IN HIGH GBADE DOMESTIC COAL

We also handle highest grades of bunker coal, averaging 14,000 to 15,000 B. T. U.
to the pound, low in ash and strictly high grade goods.

Our facilities for handling your bunker and cargo business are unsurpassed in
Southern waters.

We also handle high grade building material, such as Portland Cement, Lime,
Wall Plaster, Sewer Pipe, Brick, etc. Let us quote you on your requirements.

MOBILE COAL COMPANY
P. O. Box 154

MOBILE, ALABAMA
Office, 160 St. Francis Street

James McDonnell Company
Wholesale Grocers

Nos, 9, 11 and 13 N. Commerce Street

MOBILE, ALA.

WABEHOUSES :

14, 54 and 56 South Commerce Street

BEROUJON & SANDS
Funeral Directors and Embalmers

Finest Ambulance in the city

12 and 14 S. Conception Street

STAUB'S UP-TO-DATE SHOP
Post Cards, Pennants and Souve-

nirs. Complete Line High Grade
Stationery and Art Material, Pic-

tures, Picture Frames.

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



ED. HARRIS, President EDWARD J. DONAHUE, Vice-Pres. & Treas.

GEO. G. MORTON, Secretary

Harris Grain Company
(THE HOME OF FULL WEIGHT)

Wholesale Grain

AND MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE CRACKED CORN

STEER HEAD MOLASSES FEED

GRASSHOPPER ALFALFA FEED

SUPREME DAIRY FEED

IDEAL OAT AND CORN FEED

SEA GULL HEN FEED

INC.

Ill North Commerce Street MOBILE, ALABAMA

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



Smith's Bakery
"WHERE QUALITY AND PURITY COUNT"

Bread, Cakes

Rolls and Pies

Home and Bell Telephones Dauphin and Hallett Streets

MOBILE, ALA.

MOBILE DRUG COMPANY
Wholesale

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS

Nos. 5 and 7 S. Water St. Mobile, Ala.

DAVE S. BAUER
THE DRUGGIST

Dauphin and Conception Streets

Make this Store your Headquarters
You are Welcome

PHOSPHO
Relieves Headache and Indigestion

AT ALL DRUG STORES
Manufactured by Mobile Drug Co.

MOBILES, ALA.

DR. J. C. SULLIVAN
DENTIST

Van Antwerp Bldg. Bell Phone 630

All Work Guaranteed MOBILE, ALA.

Cunningham Hardware Co
GENERAL HARDWARE

Base Burners, Steel Ranges, Air-Tight Heaters

Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 South Commerce Street

MOBILE, ALA.

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian"



T. YEEND (Peg) POTTER JNO. W. (Dutch) VAN HEUVEL

Proper Clothing, Hats

and Furnishings

FOR

Spring Hill Boys

POTTER-VAN HEUVEL COMPANY, Inc.

224 DAUPHIN

S. D. Copeland & Son

SANITARY PLUMBING AND
HEATING

Agents for the

CHAMPION MARQUART STEEL
RANGE and RUUD WATER HEATERS

No. 78 St. Michael Street

Both Phones 274

OUT-OF-TOWN WORK A SPECIALTY

62 S. Royal St. MOBILE, ALA.

Academy of the Visitation
MOBILE, ALABAMA

The Academy of the Visitation, a boarding school for young ladies,
is situated on Spring Hill Avenue, midway between Mobile and
Spring Hill. The location is one of the most desirable for health
and educational pursuits.

The Course of Studies Embraces All the Branches Taught in the

Best Schools

The Academy was founded in 1833 and has always been favored
with liberal patronage.
For particulars send to the above address.

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



New Battle House
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Spring Hill

G. Mertz & Company
WHOLESALE

PRODUCE AND GRAIN

Bell Phone 87 Home Phone 27

Cable Address: MERTZ

MOBILE, ALA.

J. R. Courtney
Manufacturers' Agents

Butter and Butterine

S. Water Street MOBILE, ALA.

Sporting Goods °f evefy kind

HEADQUARTERS FOR BASEBALL, TENNIS, BASKET

AND FOOTBALL SUPPLIES

Barney-Cavanagh Hardware Co,

We Keep You Cool in Summer

We Keep You Warm in Winter

fytihadef*
ICE fcFUEL CO. S» 29%U

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



L. H. Meyer & Sons
" THE HOUSE OF KUPPENHEIMER "

NOBBY CLOTHES FOB THE YOUNG MAN

COLLEGE HATS AND FUBNISHINGS

Ed. J. Higgins Co.
" THE QUALITY CANDY HOUSE "

PURE WHOLESOME PRODUCTS—" THE QUALITY KIND"

New and Large Quarters After October 1st at

No. 62 Dauphin Street, Mobile, Ala.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR
THE QUALITY BRAND

FRENCH OPERA
COFFEE

AMERICAN COFFEE COMPANY
of New Orleans, Ltd.

Pollock Dry Goods Co.
INCORPORATED

JOBBEBS AND DISTBIBUTORS

6, 8, 10 and 12 S. Water St.

MOBILE, ALA.

EMILE HERPIN
"LITTLE JEWELER"

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
and JEWELRY

REPAIRING MOBILE, ALA.

Famous for Its Sea Food
Known Far and Near

KLOSKY'S HOTEL AND CAFE
Chas. Schimpf, Manager

Formerly of Schimpf's Cafe
When You come to Mobile come see us
106-112 Conti St. MOBILE, ALA.

WEAR

113 Dauphin Street

STOLL
Hats and Furnishings
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Bell Phone 77 Home Phone 359

Courtright & Whiting Supply Co., Inc.

Mill and
Marine Supplies

12 St. Francis Street

MOBILE, ALA.

C.J.Gayfer&Co
MOBILE'S BEST WOMEN'S

READY-TO-WEAB
SHOP

Corner Dauphin and Conception

E. CARRE COMPANY
MAKERS OF

"THE BEST" NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

INCLUDING

THE BEST DBINK
UNDEB THE
SHINING SUN

IN BOTTLES
AND

AT FOUNTAINS 5c

Sherman Stationery Co.
Incorporated White Swan Laundry

LEADING STATIONERS
225 Spring Hill Avenue

Sole Agents for

STANDARD ART METAL FILES
MOBILE, ALA.

Stationery, Printing and Blank

Book Manufacturers
LIFE-SAVERS

21 Water Street
of LINEN

The Troy Steam Laundry
BEST
BY
TEST

56 St. Emanuel Street TRY US

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



The Bank of Mobile
National Banking Association

Designated Depositary of the

United States

Capital $100,00.00
Surplus (Earned) $100,000.00
Total Assets over $1,700,000.00

Deposits by mail given the best atten-

tion. Your business will be appreciated.

4% INTEREST PAID ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT 4%
MICHAEL J. McDERMOTT, President ALFRED STAPLES, Vice-President

THOMAS J. O'CONNOR. Cashier ROBERT W. BYRNE, Assistant Cashier

EVERYTHING IN INSURANCE
Also Money, Real Estate, Rents

NORVILLE BROS.

65 St. Francis Street MOBILE

Florida Fish Company
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

SEA FOOD
72 Church Street MOBILE, ALA.

WINDSOR HOTEL AND CAFE
A Home Like Place in the Business

Center of the City

A Good Place to Eat—A Good Place to
Sleep

A. E. REYNOLDS, Prop. Mobile, Ala.

MOBILE ICE CREAM COMPANY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ICE CREAM

Both Phones Conception and St. Louis

2jy MODERN DYER.^ CLEANER^RENOVATOR.
308 Daup.mnSt

The House With a

Reputation
BOTH PHONES

WE SELL THE BEST GRADES OF

Wood and Coal Cheap
STRICTLY FOR CASH

No extra charge for hauling to Spring Hill or Toulminville. Call us and inquire
before buying elsewhere

PURE CRYSTAL ICE A SPECIALTY

CRICHTON ICE AND FUEL COMPANY
CRICHTON, ALA.

THE SPRINGHILLIAN IS ILLUSTRATED BY
THE ALABAMA ENGRAVING CO., of Birmingham

"Printwell Plate Makers"
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Spring Hill College
Mobile, Alabama

CPRING HILL COLLEGE is built on rising ground, five miles distant^ from Mobile, and elevated one hundred and fifty feet above the sea-
level. It enjoys a constantly refreshing breeze, which renders its situa-
tion both agreeable and healthy. The surrounding woods afford the most
pleasant summer walks. A never failing spring at the foot of the hill,

and within the College grounds, furnishes an abundant supply of water
to the beautiful lake where the students may safely enjoy the beneficial
exercise of swimming. Long experience has proved that, owing to its

position, the College is entirely exempt from those diseases which pre-
vail at certain seasons in the South.

The College was incorporated in 1836 by the Legislature of Alabama,
with all the rights and privileges of a University, and empowered in 1840
by Pope Gregory XVI. to grant degrees in Philosophy and Theology.

The directors of the institution are members of the Society of Jesus,
which from its origin has devoted itself to the education of youth. They
will endeavor to show themselves deserving of the confidence reposed
in them by evincing on all occasions a parental solicitude for the health
and comfort of those entrusted to their charge, by sparing no pains to

promote their advancement and by keeping a careful and active watch
over their conduct. The exercise of their authority will be mild without
being remiss, in enforcing the strict discipline and good order so essen-
tial for the proper culture of both mind and heart. By this two-fold
education, which is based on Religion and Morality, they will exert all

their energies not only to adorn the minds of their pupils with useful
knowledge, but to instill into their hearts solid virtue and a practical
love of the duties which they will have to discharge in after life.

The public worship of the institution is that of the Catholic Religion;
however, pupils of other denominations are received, provided that, for
the sake of uniformity, they are willing to conform to the exterior exer-
cises of worship.

The plan of studies is established on a large scale, and is calcu-
lated to suit not only the wants but the progress of societv. It consists
of three principal courses under the name of PREPARATORY, ENGLISH
and CLASSICAL.

French, German, Spanish, Italian, form separate courses, are optional
and are taught without extra charge.

Extensive grounds, spacious buildings, commodious class-rooms, li-

brary, reading rooms, billiard and recreation rooms, and the largest and
best equipped college gymnasium in the South, every facility for the
self-improvement and physical well-being of the student.

For Catalogue, etc., apply to REV. E. CUMMINGS, President.
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AN painter give the glow, or sculptor carve

The light of stars above?

No more can power of pen poetic paint

Thy starlit work of love!

For where's the orb above so luminous
As love for all mankind?

Or, star consoles like the physician's care,

The star to sooth the mind.

To thee was given to know the human frame,

To value human life,

In labor for the growth and bloom of man
To fear no strain or strife!

To see the pale face blush, the weak limbs strong,

Was world and wealth to thee

Then for the life and strength thou gavest us,

Long life and health to thee!

Thy star was nigh in fire and in the storm:

So be the thanks we give,

'Twixt thee and us, a rainbow covenant,

While Spring Hill heart-strings live!

The names of other men are writ on stone

Or brass or on the tomb.

But thine is written on the living flower

The health thou madest to bloom.

Thy name is written in the strength of men,
The nation's joy and tears,

But most of all, on Spring Hill hearts and minds,

Through all the coming years.
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IKE that plant, whose blossoming has given it its name, the

flower of the silver, golden and diamond jubilee blooms but

once in a life time. It is an uncommon flower and its very

rarity makes it all the more precious. Its rich and delicate

exhalation, it is the good fortune of but few to enjoy. They
are the "ter quaterque beati", for this is a wondrous flower

and those who stand by and witness their gladness, rejoice

with them but envy not.

This bloom of joy, this blossom of glory is not one that wastes its

fragrance over bleak and barren soil. It is not the wild flowering of

unheeded and gadding vine or shrub. But to any one skilled in the cul-

ture of this marvel, to one who with anxious eye and jealous care has

watched its ever beauteous development, it is clear that it buds forth,

but as the reward of unrelenting care and is the prize of him alone,

whose sacrifice and labor have been at times heroic.

This analogy may be far-fetched but an honest reader will readily

grant, that men do not celebrate the triumph of the dastard; that the

hearts of gratitude, do not rise in benison unto the selfish; that the mon-
ument of perennial praise, rises not over the ashes of unaccomplished

deeds and the apotheosis is not for him, whom Orcus holds in forfeit of

sluggardness and blunted ambition and shattered ideals. To stand

crowned in the arena, where the maddened populace in enthusiasm ap-

plauds the rehearsal of five and twenty songs of the drama of some great

life is in itself a testimony that the burden of each song is a claim unto

meritorious crowning.

The one for whom, has today blossomed the precious flower of

jubilee is the renowned Dr. William Mastin of Mobile. His is not a

heart that seeks great publicity and we feel sure that were we to rehearse

exhaustively the moments and hours of his full meritorious life, it would

be painful to him whom we would not offend.

Despite however this great reluctance to be brought into the lime-

light, we have to do violence somewhat to his wishes, for when a man
has achieved fame it is some times hard to speak unless we praise.

Mobile justly claims Dr. Mastin as her own for there he was born

and lived until he had decided to cast his lot with the disciples of Escu-

lapius. He then went to the University of Pennsylvania where he took

his degree.
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After graduation Dr. Mastin served for three years as the resident

surgeon to the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania and the Wills

Eye Hospital. But he was not such a man as is content with the ordi-

nary fund of Medical Science; it was his set purpose to delve deep down
into the great hidden lores of the healing art, his one aim was to be a

master in his chosen career. To this end, full well he knew that noth-

ing contributed more, than the broadening of his experience by stren-

uous studies in European hospitals. He therefore set forth to accomplish

his purpose and when he had gleaned by careful application a goodly

accruence to his already ample sheaf of experience he returned to his

Native City.

A true and deep insight into human character is a great asset in

the Medical Profession for it makes for the better, keener and truer

diagnosis. How thoroughly this was patent to Dr. Mastin is to be had
from the fact that with his clear intellect he set about to sound and
appraise human character in all its manifold manifestations.

He traveled extensively and there unfolded before him were vast

rich fields for his research in this captivating study. No better way,

no richer opportunity is there for the thorough study of character than

traveling. One is thus thrown into contact with every element, every

facet of this wondrous glittering jewel we call man is shown to us, as

our own character strikes against the myriads of others with which it

comes into contact, great sparks of enlightenment are struck forth which
spring into a huge conflagration of broadened understanding. Our own
minds are enlarged, our ideas are vaster, our judgements are not squared

by iron bound rules for we have realized that the human character is as

varied as are the wiles of "Proteus". It was at this unexcelled school

that Dr. Mastin laid the foundation of his fame as a Medical Doctor for

there, he learnt human nature in its broader lines.

One of Dr. Mastin's most important travels was made in company
of the late renowned Dr. Senn of Chicago, whose fame has been heard

reechoing throughout the land. This journey was a voyage around the

world, by way of Siberia, a most unusual route in those days. What
marvels of Nature and Art did not the travelers encounter? What won-
drous things did they not see or hear? Suffice it to say that this voyage

has left its indelible imprint upon our friend Dr. Mastin.

A man thus equipped cannot but have made that greater undying
voice of his deeds heard sounding its truth in surgical and medical marts.

One has but to take up the Annals of Surgery of which he was long asso-

ciate editor, and many other medical and surgical journals and numer-
ous articles bearing his "griffe" attest the solid worth of his "dicta".

Worth cannot be hidden; where there is a light its glimmering will
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always find reflection and so it was with Dr. Mastin, numerous National

Associations were honored to have him as member and among these he
was a fellow of the American Surgical Association and the Southern Sur-

gical and Gynecological Association and he is a Founder member of

the American College of Surgeons. Spring Hill College claims the honor
of numbering him among its LL. D's. Such a man therefore is he,

whose "Silver Jubilee" we celebrate. A true gentleman of the old school.

There is about him, an air of refinement, an imprint of nobility, an
atmosphere of erudition which impels one to have confidence, to sit

and listen.

Yet like many of his famed confreres of old, Dr. Mastin is a brusque

man. That atmosphere of high endowments, which seems to pervade

his every motion, and that somewhat abrupt, though extremely cour-

teous address of the man, though impelling to confidence, seem at times

to chill those who approach him. It is only the appearance, however,

that is aloof and cold, for as with the traditional "plain, blunt man",
when the ice is broken, the warm flow of his brilliant conversation, and
the many manifestations of his sympathetic kindness, wins him hosts

of friends and admirers.

In the community of Mobile, by all classes, rich and poor, by the

social devotee, as well as the poor drudge, living from hand to mouth,

by high officials of the City, as well as its noble citizens, by his confreres,

as well as the members of other careers, and lastly, by his own patients,

there is no more highly appreciated, universally respected and more
truly beloved person than Dr. Mastin.

But why should Spring Hill celebrate and sing Dr. Mastin? Why
these paeans of praise, these flourishes of jubilant trumphets, these

clouds of incense?

For an answer, you have but to scan the broad characters of self-

sacrifice and devoted fidelity to Spring Hill College, wherewith is written

in the heart of every one in the College, the noble life of Dr. Mastin.

Gratitude is a fundamental trait in every man. The greater the debt

the greater the consequent sense of obligation. Hearts then of over-

brimming gratitude prompt, the College on the Hill to sing the glories

of the one whose faithfulness for 25 years has been the lullaby that

sang to rest the cares of its weary Presidents when sickness grim and
ghast hovered over its Halls.

With Doctor Mastin the helmsman, guiding the precious ship of its

health Spring Hill College has weathered many a storm, and oft times,

though the tempest was the fiercest and the winds about to dash the

craft on the sorrowing rocks of death, this Scylla and Charybdis was
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avoided, all thanks to Providence and the skillful, faithful and sincere

pilot, Dr. Mastin.

The sands of time in the whirling changes in the desert of Oblivion

may efface the edifice that crowns the Hill, but the hearts of its inmates

will never forget their friend. When woes and misfortunes assail us,

he stands by us; when the eating flames of the memorable and dreadful

conflagration of 1908 destroyed the College, his generosity was a cheerful

beam of brilliant hope on the darkened horizon that gloomily stretched

before its faculty.

Always during these 25 long years, in the brightness of sunshine

and of dull rumbling of storm, in the rippling flow of joy and the deep

crash of sorrow's waves; in the lured flare of misfortune and serene

azure of pleasure he was our friend, prompt and faithful, at times at

the cost of personal discomfort and even of intense personal suffering.

Therefore, each and every heart that beats in the old College on the

Hill, each heart of loving mother, who not only in our Southland, but

from all the Nation, and even from distant countries has confided her

precious one to our care, each heart of fond father whose hopes are

built high on the child he has sent to our Halls, with every throb pours

forth a song of joyous acclaim. We hail him our benefactor, and on
this, the occasion of his "Silver Jubilee" we offer him the tribute of a

mounment more lasting than tablets of brass, the undying gratitude of

unforgetful hearts.

Ad Multos Annos!
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(TO DOCTOR MASTIN)

The flowers on the Hill full of praises sing,

In the wakening air of Spring

The notes of song,

Are soft and strong,

And the strain has a joyous ring.

The mockers sweet voice, in a rippling gleam,

With ethereal love ateem,

In noontide sun

Ere singing on,

Weaves a rapturous fuge of the theme.

For here for a space hath toiled amain
A gardner of heart and brain;

When death's dread shade

Caused hope to fade,

Our strength in his help hath lain.

The seeds came from East, and yet farther still,

To the garden on the Hill,

His hand indeed,

In day of need

Hath tended with well tried skill.

In day, in the night, lest the blight destroy,

The most precious earthly joy,

From mothers heart,

Great leagues apart,

He hath watched o'er the bloom of her boy.

And he, on this day, of thy feast, brings thee,

His heart that thou mayest see

Each hour of pain

Has noble gain,

And is paid to thee bounteously.
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Approtatuma af lortor Haaltn

(Called forth by the Celebration at Spring Hill of his Twenty-fifth

Year as College Physician.)

RIGHT REVEREND EDWARD P. ALLEN, D. D.,

Bishop of Mobile.

"It gives me no little pleasure to learn that Spring Hill College con-

templates celebrating, in a short time, the twenty-five years of faithful,

loyal service given by Dr. Mastin to Alma Mater. It is very right and
proper that this should be done. I hope that all the students of the past,

as well as the present, will unite to make this a grand affair and in every

way worthy of the distinguished Doctor who has been so closely identi-

fied with the Institution for a quarter of a century".

RIGHT REVEREND J. W. SHAW, D. D.,

Bishop of San Antonio.

"It gives me great pleasure to join, even though it be only in spirit,

with the Reverend Faculty and the Alumni of Spring Hill College in their

celebration of the Silver Jubilee of their beloved Medical Adviser, Dr.

Wm. Mastin. I am happy to say that the good Doctor has been one of

my kindest and warmest friends for the last twenty-five years. While
I have always admired him for his eminent gifts in his noble profession

which inspired confidence and endeared him to all who called on him
in the hour of suffering, still I consider that Mobile will remember him
longest as one of her illustrious sons, who has honored her by the glory

he has brought her by his noble, charitable and self-sacrificing ministry

in behalf of suffering humanity. May this good man be spared for

many years to Mobile, and may the passing years bind yet more sweetly

the ties that have made his name a household word in the annals of

Spring Hill College".

REV. M. J. MOYNIHAN, S. J.

Provincial of the Southern Province. (President of S. H. C. 1896-99.)

"We have always felt that the health of the Spring Hill boys was
safe, as long as Doctor Mastin, a most capable physician and surgeon,

had it in charge".
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REV. JAMES LONERGAN, S. J.,

President of Spring Hill from 1887-96.

"It was I that got Dr. Mastin to act as College Physician. He was
highly recommended to me at the time as one of the best doctors in

Mobile, and the years have but confirmed this statement. The Mobile

people asserted then that he would not accept the position as he had too

much practice, but putting all minor considerations aside, he undertook

the commission and well has Spring Hill a grateful heart for his twenty-

five years of loyal service".

REV. WM. TYRRELL, S. J.,

President from 1899-1907.

"When Dr. Mastin came first to Spring Hill College, Father Loner-

gan was President and Rev. Fr. Provincial, Vice-Pres. Both spoke in

high terms of his service. During my time at Spring Hill all my dealings

with Dr. Mastin were of the most friendly nature and I always looked

upon him as a most competent physician and sincere friend of old Spring

Hill".

REV. F. X. TWELLMEYER,

(President from 1907 to 1913)

"It gives me great pleasure to know that Spring Hill will celebrate

the Silver Jubilee of Dr. Mastin's incumbency as College Physician.

"Twenty-five years of devoted and faithful professional service, such

as the Doctor has given, is worthy of grateful and festive recognition and

all the honor that can be conferred upon him.

"Honor to whom honor is due", is most fittingly applicable to Doctor

Mastin, who through all these years has been "semper fidelis" in the dis-

charge of his duty.

"Unswerving fidelity to duty, both with God and man, is the test

of true worth and the best and undisputed title to honor. Let this Jubilee

celebration then, be the occasion for besowing on the Doctor honor con-

dign and unbounded. But Doctor Mastin has not been only professionally

devoted to Spring Hill College, he is moreover and always has been

amongst her best and truest friends. He has not permitted professional-

ism which is often wont to be quite forbidding in its unbending formalism,

to throw a pall over genuine friendship.
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"And this is why Spring Hill loves him so dearly; this too is why,

after a quarter of a century's intimate acquaintance and experience, her

verdict regarding him is: Dr. William M. Mastin, the expert and de-

voted physician, the refined and cultured gentleman and best of all, the

warm-hearted and loyal friend.

"The best wishes of my heart go out to him on this occasion. Kind-

ly extend these to him in my name—I consider it no rash presumption

to count myself among his friends.

"May length of days be his. The name and memory of Doctor

Mastin should never die at Spring Hill. To perpetuate both and the

noble work he has done as physician and friend of our great institution,

I have long cherished the hope of some day seeing a fitting memorial
building erected in his honor and bearing the name of Doctor William

M. Mastin.

VIVAT, FLOREAT, CRESCAT".

HON. C. LAWRENCE LAVRETTA, A. B. '75.

President of Spring Hill Alumni Association.

"Dr William M. Mastin has rounded out twenty-five years of continu-

ous attendance at Spring Hill College in the capacity of Physician and
Medical Advisor to the faculty and students of that institution. He like-

wise has been my Physician for the last twenty-seven years and through

all these years more and more have I been impressed with his sterling

character of heart and mind. Obliging, polished, cultured, sincere and
honest, he has devoted to his chosen profession the best that is in him, and
has applied to it his every energy, for with him ambitions have dictated

that he not only keep abreast with the times, but as well take a part in

the pioneer work in his chosen field of operation. A fitting reward for

a life of study and ministrations to the ills and sufferings of his fellow-

men has been richly deserved, and no doubt will be suitably extended

by each of you at the proper time. I feel satisfied that the high senti-

ments of esteem and regard which personally I have for him strike a

responsive chord in the hearts of each of you and that you cordially

join me heartily in the wish I have for him that his life will be such

that we can say of him truly that:

'His a lofty name
A beacon light, a land mark on the cliffs of fame'."
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MATTHIAS MAHORNER, A. M. '05., LL. D. '12.

"It was while a student at Spring Hill College in the year 1891, that

I first had the pleasure of becoming acquainted with Dr. William M.
Mastin. The old College Infirmary still stands just as it did in those

days, and I can well remember the very room in which I was confined

by illness when Doctor paid me a professional visit which was the occa-

sion of our introduction. That was the beginning of a long and intimate

relationship, to me—the happiest and most valuable of my many asso-

ciations. Throughout these many years since that first meeting, Dr.

Mastin has been my physician; has attended every member of my family

in times of illness, and comforted me in hours of sorrow and affliction,

and rejoiced with me in moments of gladness.

My confidence in him as a physician and surgeon, my high regard

for him as a man of culture and refinement, my admiration for him as

a true and staunch friend, has grown greater with the lapse of every

year of the quarter of a century that marks our acquaintance, and it is

therefore a pleasure as well as an honor, to be able to pay him a slight

tribute upon the celebration of his twenty-fifth anniversary as College

Physician.

It would be presumption on my part to refer to him in his profes-

sional capacity—his record in that respect speaks eloquently for itself

and is well known to all. It is rather from the human interest aspect

that I would think of him. Always dignified, often formal, sometimes

irritable, or misconstrued, he may be considered by those who do not

know him, cold and indifferent, but let me say that a bigger, truer, warmer
heart, never beat within any breast than the one that swells with human
kindness in the body of Dr. William M. Mastin. Devoted to his chosen

profession, we are wont to think of him as careworn and weary, as he

rushes from patient to patient in an attempt to alleviate pain and restore

to health some stricken body. But those, who like myself, have had

the pleasure of knowing him in his office and home after the day's

grind, have never known a more genial and more cheerful companion
or more entertaining host. A man of the highest educational attain-

ments, finished by extensive travels, observant of the finer sides of life,

he is always interesting.

We, of Spring Hill College, are proud to honor Dr. Mastin, not only

as College Physician, but as one who has attained well deserved national

eminence in his admirable profession".
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JUDGE OLIVER J. SEMMES,

(City Court)

"Dr. William Mastin comes of distinguished ancestors long resident

of Alabama, is a graduate of the University of Philadelphia and on sev-

eral visits to Europe attended the lectures in Berlin, Paris, Vienna, London
and Edinburgh; being thus fully equipped, he engaged in the practice

of Medicine in all its branches in the city of Mobile. As a young man,
ambitious to succeed on his own merits, rather than in any way to rely

upon and be assisted by the reputation of his well-known and distin-

guished father, he started on his professional career alone and by tedious,

untiring study, indomitable will, dignified yet courteous manner to all

classes soon secured a very large practice and a foremost position among
the medical men of Alabama. As the years rolled on, these traits of

character not only remained but grew in intensity so that before reach-

ing the meridian of his life he had attained a medical pre-eminence that

well might be envied by the most eminent of the professions. Soon he

was selected as the chief surgeon of the Mobile City Hospital, which

position he held for many years, and also as physician of Spring Hill

College, the twenty-fifth anniversity of which selection is now being cele-

brated by an appreciative and loving faculty and corps of students who
feel unbounded gratitude for his considerate tender care while exerting,

in their behalf, his medical skill.

Dr. Mastin has written many articles for medical journals, princi-

pally upon surgical subjects, which have been widely read and most
favorably commented upon. Thus his name and reputation have become
known beyond the limits of Alabama. His reputation and standing as

a medical man are too well and too favorably known for me to attempt

to depict his many triumphs in desperate cases of diseases, cases requiring

profound surgical knowledge and utmost skill—these are written upon
the memories of hundreds who have been saved from what appeared

certain death. His numerous clientage not only rely upon him with

unbounded unquestioning confidence but respect, honor and even love

him as a tender sympathetic friend.

Outside of his professional life he is a bright exemplar of true South-

ern manhood; studious and somewhat retiring in disposition; dignified

but never overbearing or patronizing in demeanor; gentle and courteous

toward his fellow-men; ready to change his opinion when convinced he

is in the wrong; but maintaining with unyielding tenacity his maturely
formed convictions without, however discourtesy or rancor. Someone
has said: 'Show me a nation's graveyards and I will tell you what the
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people are'. I paraphrase: 'Show me a man's home and I will tell you
what the man is'. Knowing Dr. Mastin's home life and finding him a

fond husband and a loving father to a devoted wife and daughter, his

home proclaims him a Christian gentleman. Add to this his pre-emi-

nence as a physician and his unflagging devotion to his patients and he

stands forth a noble man".

JUDGE HARRY T. TOULMIN,

(United States District Court)

"I have known Dr. Mastin for more than twenty-five years, and I

have a very high regard for him personally and professionally. I am
his friend and from my knowledge of him I know that his services as

physician for the faculty of a College and for the students have been
rendered with superior learning and skill in his profession, and with

careful attention and efficiency".

JUDGE SAFFOLD RERNEY,

(Law and Equity Court of Mobile)

"I have known Dr. Mastin ever since he graduated in his profession,

and he has been my family physician for twenty years. You know how
close is this relationship, and what opportunity it gives to judge character.

"He justly stands in the front rank as a physician and surgeon, and
his large practice in both lines attest the contidence people have in him.

I, personally, have all confidence in him, and have found him eminently

satisfactory both as a physician and surgeon. As a man, he is the soul

of honor; as a citizen, there is none above him, and as a friend, I have

no better".

LAZ. SCHWARZ,

(Commissioner of Mobile)

"I take pleasure, as one of Dr. Mastin's personal friends, in whose
family he has rendered professional service for more than a quarter of

a century; in saying that I regard him as one of the most efficient, capable

and successful men of his profession. My experience with Dr. Mastin

has been that he is ever ready and willing to relieve distress by the exer-

cise of his superior knowledge of medicine and surgery".
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HON. HANNIS TAYLOR, LL. D.

(Late Ambassador to the Court of Spain)

"I am very happy to hear that there is to be a celebration in honor
of the twenty-fifth year of Doctor Mastin's connection with Spring Hill.

"He is worthy of all honor as a brilliant leader of his profession;

as a tender, loyal and unselfish friend; as a patriotic citizen; as a worthy
supporter of an honored name. I knew and loved his father before him.

My friendship with Doctor Mastin began years ago when he was resident

surgeon of the University of Pennsylvania, and is therefore hereditary.

I trust it will live on with our children".

R. V. TAYLOR,

(President of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad)

"It has been my privilege to know Dr. Mastin well since he first

began to practice medicine in Mobile. As everyone knows, his father

was a most distinguished surgeon and physician, and Dr. William Mastin

was born to the profession he has so greatly adorned. My brother, Han-
nis Taylor, and the elder Dr. Mastin, were very close friends, and I

remember hearing him upon one occasion ask Dr. Mastin what the young
scientist, just home from college, did with himself, as he seldom saw
him in the social circles of Mobile. The old Doctor replied, 'Do not dis-

turb him, he burns the mid-night oil and is now laying the foundation

of what I hope and believe will be a great and useful career'. The hope
of the father has been more than fulfilled by the record of the son.

"Dr. William Mastin has always occupied a foremost position in

Mobile, as a surgeon, a doctor, and as a progressive citizen, with the

good of the community very much at heart. While it has been in an
unobtrusive way, he has always shown great interest in every movement
for the public good.

"He has had many honors conferred upon him, probably the most
signal of which was when the celebrated Dr. Nicholas Senn, of Chicago,

invited him to be one of a party of distinguished surgeons who made a

tour of the world seeking scientific information related to their profes-

sion. I shall never forget his return to Mobile and the gathering of

friends at his home, who came to listen to the delightful stories which
he told of his trip across Europe and Asia.

"Many years ago my eyesight was seriously threatened by immi-
nent danger. I placed myself in the hands of Dr. Mastin, and by an
unerring diagnosis the trouble was located. This was immediately fol-
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lowed by an operation, as bold as it was brilliantly successful, and the

priceless faculty of sight was saved to me. For this reason, if for no
other, and there are many others, it gives me great pleasure to add my
contribution to the laurel wreath you are now about to place upon his

brow".

FREDERICK I. THOMPSON,
(President of the Mobile Register)

"Although not personally acquainted with Dr. Mastin's association

with Spring Hill College during the past twenty-five years, my own ex-

perience here, going back only some six or seven years, I have not failed

to receive impression of the doctor's personality and excellent reputation

as physician and as counsellor and friend of the sick; and I have no
doubt association with such a man is full of pleasant and grateful

memories; most deserving to be celebrated in the manner proposed by
you. I believe all of Mobile appreciate the spirit that moves in this

celebration, and will heartily participate with you in extending best

wishes for the happiness of the doctor".

PHILIP COSMINSKY,
(Associate Editor of the Mobile Item)

"Dr. William M. Mastin, physician and surgeon, is perhaps as well

known beyond the confines of Mobile and Alabama, as any other man
in his profession. As physician and surgeon he established a reputation

of which he and his family and friends might well be proud. As a pro-

fessional man he is of the highest rank; as a Christian gentlemen and

citizen his worth is inestimable. No man in Mobile enjoys more the love

and respect of the community than the subject of this sketch.

"It is always a pleasure to speak praise for those deserving praise,

and certainly none is more deserving than he. It is but fitting and

right that the faculty and maticulates of Spring Hill College, that grand

old institution of learning, should pay tribute to Dr. William M. Mastin,

who, for twenty-five years has given of his time and ability in minister-

ing to the charges of that grand school of learning. Too much honor

cannot be given him".

WM. T. HENDERSON, M. D.

"The Consultant."

"Every doctor in the practice of medicine or surgery must neces-

sarily come in contact with cases, the very nature of which are obscure

in origin. The changes wrought in the body by the diseased processes,

and the treatment of which fail to give relief.
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"It is on occasions of this kind when the wise physician will listen

to the promptings of the patient, to the appeals of his friends, or what

is more important to the dictates of his own conscience, that some one

as well as himself should bear the terrible responsibility of caring for a

life, the loss of which might bring untold misery upon many.
"It is often wise for the practitioner to allow the family of the

patient to suggest the Consultant and happy is he when the name of one

whom all know to be proficient is called in the case.

"Every doctor expects to learn something from the consultant, and
it is embarrassing to have a name suggested whose aptitude or equipment
is not equal to the occasion, but it is quite comforting to the doctors in

this community to feel that a great percentage of the people will of their

own volition request that Dr. Wm. M. Mastin be called when a consult-

ing physician is required. And of all the people I am quite certain not

one will object when his name is suggested by the doctor in the case.

"There comes a time in the life of a doctor when he himself needs

medical advice, and it is on occasions of this kind that Dr. Wm. M.
Mastin's name sounds good to the doctors, because of all those who are

able to judge of the ability of a doctor, it is a doctor. And when one

is upon the edge of that great precipice across the divide from which
man returneth not, there is no one except perhaps the kindly hand of

his spiritual leader, which can give him more assurance than the strong

support of a wise consulting physician, and when you of Spring Hill are

taking medicine or undergoing surgical operations you may feel quite

certain that the doctors' doctor is treating you".

V. P. GAINES, M. D.

"I have been closely associated with Dr. William M. Mastin for

nearly thirty years, and it affords me pleasure to say, that I have always

found him to be a talented and ethical physician and surgeon, whose
ability as a surgeon is fully recognized beyond the limits of his own State.

"I congratulate your college in having had such a competent and
skillful physician to look after the health of her students for the past

twenty-five years; and I trust that he may be spared many more years

to continue to render valuable services to the community, and to your
grand institution—Spring Hill College".

JOHN O. RUSH, M. D.

"A beautiful expression of love and appreciation is the anniversary
of Dr. William Mastin's twenty-fifth year of professional service at

Spring Hill College.
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"There are few men living or dead who have so nobly represented

the medical profession as Dr. Mastin. His wonderful skill as a surgeon,

his thorough deep knowledge of Medicine, and his wonderful personality

form a combination making, to my mind, one of the most rounded men

in Medicine. Dr. Mastin is not one who makes friends with every one,

yet those for whom he has a friendly relation, love him with a sincere

devotion and regard him as a wonderful man. My association with Dr

Mastin has always been the most pleasant and since my student days 1

have always had a profound respect for him as a man and as a great

physician. My relations with him have been the most cordial and 1

never leave him without feeling that I have benefitted by my association

with such a truly great man. His diversified store of knowledge is always

open to his friends, and we younger men feel that no matter when we

want and need his assistance in solving some perplexing medical problem

Dr. Mastin will gladly give it and it is always appreciated. I cannot but

feel that such a legacy would be worth more than all the gold of Dives.

"Spring Hill College is to be congratulated for it was a lucky day

for her when Dr. Mastin accepted the position of surgeon to the college;

and during these twenty-five years of service he has given not alone his

medical skill but his undying love and devotion to this great institution

May he live many years that the dear old College may have the benefit

of his invaluable service".

W. R. JACKSON, M. D.

"Always, I have had the highest esteem and respect for Dr. Mastin, as

a man, a physician, and a gentleman of the highest type.

"He is a surgeon of the old and the new school—blending the very

best of both to the help and benefit of his grateful patients.

"His work as a surgeon is a true record of his sterling worth—having

held a successful role in this community for many years.
^

"I would consider it a crowning success of any young man s lite

were he able to emulate perfectly the examples of the Master Surgeon.

J. H. WEBB.

"For many years Dr. W. M. Mastin has been my physician and

friend, and affection and calm conviction become yoke fellows indeed,

when I seek to voice my estimate of his excellent qualities. As a

friend, he is steadfast and true; as a physician and surgeon, his skill,

application and talent have kept him in the front rank. Spring Hill

College has been signally favored by his quarter of a century of service,

and I pray that the years yet may be many".
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M. J. McDERMOTT,

(President of the Bank of Mobile)

"It has been the writer's pleasure and privilege to have known Dr.

Wm. M. Mastin for the past fifteen years or more. He has always during

that time been recognized as one of the leading physicians and surgeons

not only in Mobile but in the entire Southern States".

t
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CORNELIUS O'LEARY, A. B. ,'19.

Y Mother's Love; full oft she sighed

When fault on fault her sufferance tried.

With pain and fever sore distressed

She took me to her yearning breast,

And showed her heart, how great, how wide.

A beacon star, amid the tide

Of Life; to better self a guide

Ne'er failing. Love alone could guess

My mother's love.

Bold heroes loudly boast of ride

To Fame; the loving tricks a bride

That won are oft in mart confessed.

I've hidden deep the fond caress;

'Neath love's full flowing ocean tide

My mother's love.
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g>arrtftr?
EDWARD B. CROWELL, A. B. '16.

ON'T you young gentlemen be kind enough to help a poor old

man to get a bite to eat and a bed to sleep in?" The tattered

and decrepit looking beggar appealingly held out a thin, shak-

ing hand to the three young college students, and his feeble

voice sounded with tremulous eagerness.

The boys, evidently surprised at this interruption to their

earnest conversation, turned to see who the intruder was.

The sight that met their eyes was a pitiable one indeed. The
old man's worn and wasted form, clothed in scant garments of an ex-

tremely frayed and threadbare appearance, shook perceptibly; the bleak

east wind chilled the very marrow of his bones. He supported himself

with a stout wooden stick, and pleadingly turned his wan and wrinkled

countenance to the boys.

Frank Walton, a short stout boy with a round full face, a double

chin, and a good natured laugh, sympathetically dug into his trousers

pocket and extracted a coin.

"Here you are old man; you need this more than I do".

James Halvard followed suit and Adolph Montaigne, not wishing to

appear penurious or niggardly in the presence of his companions, took

a quarter from his vest pocket, and in an offhand manner, tossed it to

the beggar. The old man, with trembling hand, accepted the money and

thanked the boys fervently. With a curious, pathetic, longing expres-

sion on his face he gazed after them until hidden to view beyond the

massive portals that graced the entrance to the campus.

"From appearances I should judge he hasn't had a decent meal for

a month", remarked James.

"Yes, he is a miserable looking wretch", Frank replied. "It is pit-

iable how some of these fellows are forced to live from hand to mouth.

He has had a hard time of it, I imagine".

"You fellows make me tired with your chicken hearted remarks",

sneered Adolph. "Beggers deserve no pity! If I had any say about it

all these tatterdemalions would be in jail where they belong. The idea

of loafers troubling honest men for money to use for drink. Jail is

their only proper place!"

"I disagree with you there Adolph", chimed in Frank. "I don't ap-

prove of begging and loafing, but don't you think that when an honest

man really tries hard to get work and cannot succeed, he is justified in

asking for food and lodging rather than starving to death?"
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"Honest beggar! ha! ha! who ever saw one? Anyhow they

ought to manage their affairs better and should not be allowed to go

around bothering people with their tales of woe. But let's change the

subject. Who is going to cut class with me this afternoon and go to the

matinee?"

"I would, but I have cut so many classes lately, I have to be careful.

Why not go tonight instead?"

"Too risky; besides I want you fellows to come to my room tonight

and we'll have a little blowout".

"Sure thing!" exclaimed Frank, slapping him on the back. "Now
you're talking! Life is too short to bother about such trifles as class.

I'll get John Wilson's notes and learn more about the lecture than if I

were present".

The three youths, with linked arms, trooped merrily into the main
building of the college.

It was eight p. m., Frank Walton, Benny Watson, James Halvard and
Adolph Montaigne were congregated around a table in the latter's hand-

somely decorated room. The windows were draped with beautiful silk

tapestry that contrasted well with the vari-colored pennants of all sizes

and shapes that adorned the walls. Numerous pictures of pretty girls and
base ball players hung from the moulding. One of these, because of its

graphic picturesqueness, compelled more than a passing glance. It was a

mountain scene and might indeed be called a masterpiece. One could al-

most hear the babbling of the brook as it trickled murmuringly over the

rock and see the majestic pines swaying to and fro as the gentle zephyr

played among their boughs.

"That's a pretty picture you have there, Adolph", said Ben, rising

to admire it

"Isn't it though! I call it a beaut! Where did you get it?"

"At Desmond's. I saw it in the window yesterday as I passed, and
it struck my fancy so that I had to go in and buy it. It only cost me
$20. Cheap, wasn't it".

"Well, it is as pretty a picture as I have seen in many a day", was
Frank's opinion. "I don't doubt that it is worth every bit of the money.
But I cannot see why you are everlastingly spending your money for

such things as pictures when your room is so full of them that you
hardly can hang another on the wall".

"Oh well, why worry about the money, there's plenty more where
that came from. What will we play?" Ben suggested Five Hundred,

but James and Frank called for poker. "All right, poker it is", said

Adolph, "Penny-ante".
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"Yes", acquiesced James in his peculiar crackling voice, and began
to shuffle the cards.

Adolph locked the door so as not to be disturbed, then opening a

clothes closet, brought forth several large paper sacks and boxes.

"We'll have a little feast before we play".

"What in the dickens have you got in all those bags", James wanted
to know.

"Some hardtack", was the response. "Why you are as inquisitive

as an old hen. What do you fellows say if we don't give Jimmie any-

thing to eat?"

"Not on your tintype. Nothing doing Jimmie", laughed Frank.

"Oh don't mind me boys. I'm saving my appetite for my box from
home. I expect it tomorrow", said Jimmie with a placid, triumphant

smile on his face, whistling a rolicking air.

"I think that in view of the gentleman's previous conduct he should

be forgiven this time, boys", was Ben's verdict.

This brought a good natured laugh from all and they went to

work on the edibles; sandwiches, pickles, cake, fruit and candy, which
Adolph had so kindly furnished.

Adolph was an extravagant boy, and had a rather peculiar disposi-

tion.

With regard to his principles of conduct and general ideas,

Adolph showed his peculiar differentiating traits so noticeably, that they

contrasted him with his fellow students and caused him to be generally

disliked by them. He had very few friends, because he considered him-

self superior to the majority of the students, and did not care to asso-

ciate with them. He had a very select coterie of choice companions;

a certain clique in which he was the "ne plus ultra", the "great mogul";

at least so he thought. They nursed his every whim and fancy, clapped

him on the back and called him a good fellow, listened to his attempts

at wit and laughed loudly at them. Why? Because they had an iron

in the fire; an axe to grind; he had a bountiful supply of money and
was an easy mark. They sponged on him and had a good time at his

expense. This little repast was one of the outcomes of a substantial

check which he had received from an agent in Chicago that morning.

"How is it that you always get your money from an agent", Frank
inquired. "Isn't your father living?"

Adolph took a bite out of a sandwich and munched a little before

replying. "Yes, he is living, but I haven't seen him since I was five years

old". He puckered up his lips and thoughtfully considered the sand-

wich in his hand.

"You haven't?" echoed the three boys in astonishment.
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"No", said Adolph, taking out a silver cigarette case with a mon-
ogram on it. "You see it was like this". He lit a cigarette and inhaled

deeply. "Mother died when I was five years old, and at the same time

Father failed in business and found himself with only a few dollars

left, hardly enough to support us for a month". He puffed a little on
his cigarette before continuing.

"Father was a proud man—could not bear the ignominy of starting

again at the bottom in his own home town, after having succeeded so well

before, so left at once to begin all over again elsewhere. I was left in

charge of my aunt, an old maid, my only living relative. At first he

had a hard time of it; could get nothing but odd jobs, and consequently

had very little money to send to us. Later he wrote that he had pro-

cured a position as traveling salesman, and for two years we were in

hopes of soon joining him, but he always said in his letters that he

was not yet able to send for us". Adolph flicked the ashes from his

cigarette, while his interested listeners waited for him to proceed.

"His letters became farther and farther apart, until finally we re-

ceived one saying that he was going West to try his fortune in the

lumber business. We haven't heard from him since".

"That's funny", said James Halvard, "Do you think that he is still

living?"

"Oh yes. We have been receiving money from an agent in Chicago

ever since; at first not much, but the amount has gradually increased,

until now the checks are fairly large. We wrote to the agent and he

says that father is in the forests of Oregon. I got a good size check

this morning, so I think father must be doing well now, and I expect

him to send for me soon".

"And take you into business with him, perhaps", said Ben.

"He had better!" was the response which drew a laugh from the

boys, in which Adolph joined.

"Let's finish up these sandwiches and have a game of cards".

A firm step was heard in the hall outside and rapidly drew near.

"Hush! who's that?" whispered Ben excitedly.

"Take this stuff and get under the bed quick", said Adolph, slightly

alarmed. The boys grabbed the bags of eatables, and Frank and James
hid themselves in the clothes closet, while Ben unceremoniously crawled

under the bed.

"Tap-tap-tap", an impatient knock resounded at the door.

Adolph hurriedly brushed the crumbs off the table and spread open
several school books. Then with an assumed look of composure opened
the door.
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A medium sized man, about thirty-five years of age, with specta-

cles on nose and a rather florid countenance, confronted him. It was
Dean Beldon. Adolph bravely strove to appear uuconcerned, but the

beating of his palpitating heart against his ribs testified to the contrary.

What could the Dean want with him?

"Why, good evening, Mr. Beldon", was his greeting. "Can I do
something for you?"

Mr. Beldon ignored the salutation and with his usual austere man-
ner, said "Get your hat and come along with me, Adolph".

Adolph picked up his hat and coat from the bed and turning off

the light, closed the door behind him.

"What is it, Mr. Beldon?" he falteringly queried, meanwhile raking

his brains to find out what he had done in the way of infringement of

rules.

"You are wanted at the James Stilson Hospital at once", was the

concise reply. "Go catch a car as quick as you can".

"Me—they want me?" Adolph was sorely puzzled.

"Yes, Dr. Williams phoned out here and asked that you be allowed

to go to the hospital immediately. It seems that a sick man in his

delirium has called for you. Hurry up as it might be something

urgent."

Adolph needed no second exhortation, but at once started making
record time down the hall.

The three boys in his room were completely forgotten in his ex-

citement, for he felt certain that he was at last about to find his long

lost father. The day he had dreamed of so often had now arrived. All

sorts of fancies and ideas filled bis animated brain. What was the mat-

ter with his father? Had he met with an accident? Or, was his

health undermined by the rigors of the Northern climate? How came he

to be in a hospital in Smithville when he supposed him to be in the

forests of Oregon? That it was his father he had no doubt. But why
had he treated his sister and son in such a manner, instead of writing

and sending for them when able? True he had been faithful in support-

ing them. Well better late than never. Now he would show the boys

a thing or two. But supposing his father should really be sick and die?

Oh well, he had plenty of money to leave if he did. His father had never

bothered about him except to send money, so why should he worry about

his father now?
Entering the hospital, he breathlessly explained to a calm and quiet

looking sister that Doctor Williams had sent for him.

"Yes, go right up these steps, to the third floor, and turn in the

first door to the right", she directed him in soft, low tones.
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He did as he was bid, and on opening the door was rather surprised

to find himself in the free ward. There must be some mistake, he

thought; his father certainly could not be here. Convinced that he had
been misinformed he began to retrace his steps.

"Wait a moment, please", a nurse called to him in a whisper,

Adolph stopped and turned. "Are you Mr. Adolph Montaigne?"

"Yes", he replied rather perplexed.

"Come with me then", she said. He followed her into the room,

and passed the long row of white beds, containing mutilated and wasted

forms; some tossing with fever, others with bandaged limbs and heads.

The smell of medicine was repugnant to the boy and nauseated him.

He fain would have turned back.

The last bed of the row held a man evidently in the throes of death.

A nurse at his side pressed a cold water bag to his head, and Doctor Wil-

liams was counting the beats of his pulse. A strange feeling came over

Adolph as he approached the bed. He felt, as if by instinct, that a

critical point of his life had been reached, and he feared to go forward

lest his theories and ideals be shattered.

The sick man opened his eyes and gazed touchingly at Adolph as

he came near. He raised his head from his pillow, but was so weak that

with a groan he let it fall back again. Adolph instantly recognized

him as the beggar to whom he had given a quarter that morning. He
was disappointed and incensed; he had expected his father. What bus-

iness had a beggar sending for him on such a cold night? His wrath

was aroused.

The man turned his head slightly to the side, "Doctor", he said, "I

would like to say a few words", he spoke with difficulty, "in private to

this boy". Dr. Williams released his wrist and beckoning to the nurse

to follow, walked out of hearing distance. "Poor chap", he said, "he

hasn't much longer to live".

"My boy! my son!" the old man falteringly held forth a thin white

hand. Adolph's face paled, a lump rose in his throat, he clenched his

fist and pressing his eyelids tightly closed, drew in a short breath. The
floor seemed to sink beneath his feet.

The beggar continued, "I swore that—you should never know—

"

his breath came in short, quick gasps, "but I—could not die—without
—seeing you—again. I have starved—and begged—and borne ignominy
—contempt of men—that you—might live in comfort. You are old

enough now—to take care of yourself—God bless
—

", he ended with a

gurgling sound and lay quiet.

"Father!" cried Adolph, sinking upon the bed and burying his face

in his arms.
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HE saw him nailed to cruel rood,

Her soul oppressed with fear.

He bent His head, she understood

He bade her then draw near.

Draw near, draw near.

Her eyes are dim with unshed tear.

He spake one word, she understood

Rabonni still is near.

At early morn she sought the wood,

To balm her treasure there.

"You've stolen my Lord". The gardner stood,

And bade her then draw near.

Draw near, draw near

Though eyes are dim with unshed tear.

He spoke one word, she understood

Rabonni still is near.
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AGQUES ROSSEAU sat beside the large open fireplace of his

favorite Parisian club, idly gazing at the dancing flames that

were eating the large logs stretched across the massive and-

irons; a half consumed cigarette burned slowly in his fingers

and upon a nearby table were quite a few bottles which had
very recently contained that beverage which has sapped the

strength of young France. As the flames threw their darting

beams of light towards him, one could see black puffs recently

formed under his steel gray eyes, and large wrinkles had begun to trace

their way across his intellectual forehead. Indeed this life of secret

dissipation was charging heavy toll. In the last three months his step

had lost the elastic spring of the well trained athlete, his stride was
shorter and slower; his shoulders had begun to droop. Of all this

was he conscious; no one knew his condition better than he, but lately

he had ceased to take any interest in his appearance.

Down deep in his heart, was glowing the flame of patriotism, and
an accusing voice, the voice of his Country, kept tormenting his very

soul. That same spirit which linked all France as brothers against their

ancient foe was now asking, even demanding that he obey the example

of his comrades and join them at the front. It was not cowardice that

held him idly at home, for he had proven to the world that his bravery

was that of a man; he was hailed by the people as the greatest detective

of his country, by the higher military officials as the shrewdest and
most competent secret service man of all times; he was also known to

the aviation corps as the most successful and daring of amateur avia-

tors that France, the mother of bird-men, had produced.

All of these talents and accomplishments combined in one man cer-

tainly made him valuable to any nation, and it was for this reason that

he had been requested to stay behind and let his comrades do his share

of upholding the honor and name of his native land. But he had been

told, "If in the future you are needed, we will not hesitate to call upon
you". He was weary and impatient of delay. Every drop of his blood,

as it traced its way all over his body seemed to call for something ex-

citing, something to set it into real action, but so far that something
had not materialized and he had resorted to his old friend, the enemy,
absinth, to produce the artificial excitement his blood demanded.
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The Germans were pouring great hordes of trained, eager soldiers

into Belgium, the one obstacle that separated them from their prize-

Paris. Belgium had declared war and was followed by her close ally,

England; and now together with the French, these two were trying to

turn their common enemy back into Germany. Before these Teutons
stood Liege and Antwerp, the Allies' only hope, behind them, devasta-

tion and ruins, widows, orphans and the dead.

If Liege could only hold long enough to allow the Allies to prepare,

it would have done its duty, and after that—it was left to the infantry

and artillery of the Allies. Bosseau was well acquainted with these

facts, and had fathomed the French plans long ago, but what effect

would England's entering have upon Germany? Would they still try

to ride rough-shod over all obstacles to reach Paris? Or would they in

some way try to deal their ancient enemy some blow that they could

gloat over in time to come? These were the perplexing questions that

haunted Bosseau's mind, and only time could answer them.

Wearily he arose and rang for his coat and hat, descended the mar-
ble steps and called a cab, a thing very uncommon for him, as his

apartments were only a few blocks distant. Usually he enjoyed the

walk, but today—ah no, he felt too tired, rest was what he needed—no
it could not be rest, for during the last three months he had made not

an unnecessary move—it was action, then, and plenty of it; yes that

was what he wanted, and he was in the habit of getting what he wanted.

That evening as he sat smoking his "good-night" cigar, in his den,

dreaming of the future call to arms, the voice of a multitude seemed
singing just down the street—and yet throwing open the window he

saw no one in sight. Did his ears deceive him then? Ah no! Clearly

and distinctly he heard the words of La Marseillaise come floating through

the evening air:

"Francais! pour nous, ah! quel outrage!"

"Quels transports il doit exciter!"

"Yes", he said, "what feelings it does excite, but I am not my own
master, I am already in the service of the government and it has ordered

me to remain here—and here I shall, it is my duty". But try as he

might, there came that accompanying feeling of "Aux armes citoyens,

formez vos bataillons", and only the future itself could tell what it held

for him.

Next morning a messenger from the Council was sent to summon
Bosseau, but in vain did he push the bell, ah! sacre bleur!, and wait, in

vain did he try the telephone thinking that every one—in fact the only

one in the house—asleep and deaf to all the ringing of the bell

—

but

maybe the telephone would awaken him—all in vain.
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A city-wide search was made for him. They failed to find him
at his many places of pleasure—all the clubs, cafes and in fact every

place he had been known to visit responded that they knew not of his

whereabouts. His apartment was found to be just as he was in the

habit of keeping it; all of his clothes were in their proper places and

every thing as neat and orderly as ever.

First it was thought that he had left for a few days, but, as time

passed, this belief was abandoned, maybe he had been "put aside" by some
of Germany's secret service men, for his fame was over the world, and

he was a man to be feared in time of war more even than in time of peace.

But he had been at his club late upon the evening of his disappear-

ance, and it was known that he arrived safely at his apartments, for

the cab driver testified to that. He reached his rooms unmolested or

there would have been an outcry. Besides a messenger boy had left a

telegram in Monsieur Rosseau's own hands at eleven o'clock that night.

He was then attired in a smoking jacket in place of his coat. Surely

there would have been some signs of a struggle had foul play been prac-

ticed upon him. Rewards were offered, but to no avail. Now at the

precise time when his country needed him, at the crisis for which she

had saved him, he did not respond.

Time passed, Liege had been hammered into a pulp by the "Busy
Berthas" and Antwerp had held out as long as possible, and now noth-

ing very much stood before those victorious Teutons but the ill prepared

army of the Allies and their goal—Paris.

Both armies came within range of one another, and immediately

from the trenches started the most gigantic battle the world has ever

seen. Trenches extended in a straight line for forty miles; at last

the war was to produce some definite effect.

Would those grim, victorious Teutons crush the Allies as they had
done every impediment to their progress heretofore? Or would the

gallantry of the Belgians, the persistancy of the French, and the num-
bers of the English rise up and stamp out those base intruders, who had
shown what victory meant to them by their treatment of conquered

Belgium?

At last it had come to a battle of wits, of strategy. The heavy
artillery of the Germans that had hammered Liege, had no walls upon
which to hurl its tons of steel, and were practically useless against the

human moles of the advancing army.

Late one night the generals of the French, English and Belgians

sat around their tables memorizing their plans and war maps, trying

to fathom the rumor of the new move of the Germans. Spies reported
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that the enemy was in readiness for a sudden advance, but further than

that they knew nothing. A man was now needed who could penetrate

those outposts, creep into the German lines and get the desired infor-

mation, and once more elude those wary outposts and bring it safely

to the Allies' lines. All minds thought of Rosseau and every tongue

whispered his name. But where was he to be found?

That night, a French patrol was confronted by a very thin man in

the dress of a German officer. He was challenged, and to their surprise,

asked in excellent French to be conducted to some Commissioned
officer. The soldiers readily assented to this and he was conducted

through the trenches to the shelter of Captain Periot. The Captain,

unaccustomed to have as visitors German officers, was somewhat amazed
by his appearance.

"You are surprised", the stranger began "to see me here, because

I wear the uniform of your enemy, but Sir I am of your Country, I

heard that dear France called for Jacques Rosseau, and I am here".

The Captain stood amazed, he could not believe his eyes. "No!"

he said, "you are an imposter, sent by those devils for some evil

purpose. I knew Rosseau, This is not the Jacques I knew. I went to

school with him, and I have never set my eyes on you before—you are

quite clever but you did not expect to be confronted by a personal friend

of the man you are trying to impersonate". "Very well Francois, for

since you mentioned it I did go to school with you, do you remember
one day—long ago, when you visited me, that we joined a few of my
comrades in a little boating excursion, that our canoe was overturned,

and you were nearly drowned?" "Mille tonneres! very clever," answered

the Captain, but I also remember that there were a couple of boys visit-

ing my friend Jacques Rosseau—not you—from Berlin, they also were

on that excursion, and of course knew the details of that accident. Now
that you have brought it back to my memory I will say that I have seen

you before and quite naturally you know those details". The stranger

laughed, easily in his beard, "My friend, you are not very observant. You
must remember that both of those Germans had blue eyes—while mine
are gray, and besides—do you remember that a couple of years after-

wards, while playing with swords you accidently cut your dear friend

Jacques across the forearm?" "Yes" the Captain now thoroughly ex-

cited, "I remember it well" "Well then examine that scar and see if

you have ever seen it before." The Captain looked at the extended

wrist and sank back bewildered—"Jacques", was the only word that

escaped his lips.

The Germans were ready to deal their final blow. Hard pressed on

one side by the Allies, and on the other by the Russians, the only thing
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left them to do was to strike a decisive blow, here, and then rush their

troops to defend their own country against the envading Russians.

Every thing was ready, they were to swerve around, flank the Allies,

march quickly to Calais, capture it, cover the English Channel with their

big guns, sweep out the mines and then bring an immense fleet to con-

quer the whole of England. Every thing depended on the quickness of

the German advance. But when they turned they found that the Allies

had cut them off from Calais; knew every move before hand; held every

plan in the hollow of their hand. Of course a fierce and gigantic battle

followed, and although the Germans realized that they had been out-

witted, they still fought on. They had endeavored to do too much; the

hand of a master had designed every movement of the Allies—and
those designs were executed perfectly. The only thing left for the Teu-

tons was to save their own country from devastation at the hands of

those avenging, unrelenting, blood-thirsty, determined Cossacks. They
withdrew.

One night, some weeks later, a few officers gathered in the ward of

one of the French hospitals, they surrounded a cot upon which a very

pale and worn man was lying; one sleeve only of his pajamas was filled,

the other was neatly pinned across his chest—empty forever.

"Well Jacques", one of the oldest men, a general by his uniform,

began. "The doctor has at last said that you are able to tell your story

for which we have waited so impatiently. We would like very much
to know where you went, when you deserted your apartment, when
all Paris sought you, and what happened later".

"It is a long story", began the sick man, "but if you have the patience

to listen, I will gladly promise to tell you every thing. Please do not

judge me conceited or egotistical because I speak only of myself, you
asked for my story, and you shall have it".

"Directly after I left my apartments, for after all I did leave them,

I took my new areoplane—which you did not miss because no one knew
of its existence, as I had bought it 'piece meal' and assembled it myself

—

and flew directly towards Rotterdam. When I came within a few miles

of the city, I cut out over the North Sea and, dressed as a fisherman with

the clothes of a German soldier underneath, I headed my aeroplane

straight into the waves. For nearly ten hours I clung to an old mast,

evidently one of a U Boat's victims, and as the current brought me in

towards the shore I was picked up by some Dutch fishermen. I explained

that I was the only survivor of a fishing smack, torpedoed by the Germans
and of course at once received the sympathy of my hearers. I told them
that my home was only a few miles up the Rhine and a little later bor-

rowed a boat, only a small skiff, but capable of serving my purpose.
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In this I set out, up the Rhine for my fictitious home. For nine days

I kept rowing, working twelve hours at night, against the current of the

Rhine, and resting twelve, during the day. When near Cologne, for

that's how far I went during those nine days, I discarded my fisher-

man's garb and sank it with my boat and then proceeded, a weary
and tattered soldier to Cologne. There I told how I had been injured

at Liege, left to die, but through the kindness of some retreating Relgian

fugitives, was nursed back to life and carried into Holland with them.

Then rather than be held by the Holland authorities, I managed to cross

the border back into Germany, at once started for Cologne, my native

city. As you are aware, I speak German perfectly, having spent quite

a few years there in the service of my Country, hence my story was
not doubted".

"Soon I joined a new regiment, and was at once sent to Antwerp,

and participated in the siege and capture of that city, I was awarded
my stripes for bravery and in a very few days promoted, for they saw
in me, pardon my egotism, the material of a commander. It soon came
about that I was consulted in the making of plans, and it was there that

I learned that if they did not succeed in capturing Paris they were to try

a secondary move on Calais, and through that port, invade England.

Then I was certain that I knew enough so in our very next skirmish,

I fell. A soldier bent over me; I told him I was fatally injured; for

them to go on. As soon as they left, I arose and came to the French

line. My regiment must have thought either that the hospital corps had
picked me up—or that I had been buried. Any way they tried what I

knew that they were going to try, but by that time I had warned you.

Now Gentlemen you know the rest".

The speaker's eyes closed and he lay perfectly still, worn out by

the excitement of his narration. All those present who had listened

wondered at the audacity and daring of the wounded man—who was
yet so young, for he was only twenty-eight. Suddenly those steel gray

eyes opened once more, "And gentlemen. I have now a confession to

make, not that I have done any wrong or committed any fault, I sim-

ply omitted one part of my story". The color returned to his face

and those piercing eyes roamed around the large room. "When I was
rescued near Rotterdam, I was taken care of by one Heine Kraus, an

ignorant fisherman; those ten hours in the water were more than I had
anticipated, beside I was handicapped by the extra amount of clothing.

So my plans nearly failed. I was still conscious when rescued, and I

distinctly remember being taken into Kraus' home. After I had been

given some hot broth I went to sleep. As I awoke I was aware of the

presence of some one near me. It took me quite a while to figure out
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how I came there, and why I was so hungry; but soon I remembered
all, and looked around expecting to see Kraus. Instead I saw a young
girl—for twenty-two is not old. One could see that she did not belong

there, for every one of her movements told that she was not of the

fisherman's class—but a true aristocrat. Later I learned that she came
of a very ancient and honored family, but had been left an orphan

when a mere baby, and was nursed and reared by this fisherman's wife

who had been by her night and day. Since the marriage of her good

bonne it was her custom to visit her every year and I had been fortu-

nate enough to come during her annual visit. She fed and watched

over me so carefully that I was soon able to sit up. It was then that

I found that she knew all about me and my mission. It seemed that

I had been rather talkative during the first sleep of mine, on account

of my condition, I suppose; but she assured me that no one else knew
and promised to keep my secret. French to the heart's last drop, she

had remained to guard the secret of France. It was through her that

I obtained my boat. During my service in the German army and before

I was wounded here I heard nothing of her. During those melancholy

weary hours I fully realized that absence does but make the heart grow
fonder, and that I had fallen desperately in—but oh, what is the use?

There she is now, yes, that nurse coming this way with the bottle in her

hand. Time for my medicine I suppose. And now, Messieurs, I have

the pleasure to present to you—my wife. She has saved my life twice,

and is going to try to make something of it in the future". The Chap-

lain, nodding his head, smiled.

®h? iEttgltfilj

R. BLUNTZER, A. B. '20.

Full brave the boasting English

Far from the smoke of battle;

In talk their feats establish

Full brave the boasting English.

For Krupp's they have no relish,

Their bones in battles rattle;

Full brave the boasting English

Far from the smoke of battle.
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To the average workaday mind of the twentieth century the word,
"spiritism" has little or no meaning. Yet one cannot lay hands on a

current magazine of the day without its opening at a reference to this

or some other phase of the occult sciences. Especially during the ex-

citement and anxiety of the present world's war, do these articles engender

a forlorn hope, inducing many to seek, through the medium of some
clairvoyant, in the seance room, knowledge of the fate of loved ones at

the front. Our notice was first attracted by a dissertation in a recent

number of the "Technical World" entitled: "What is There in the

Occult?" by Mr. Bailey Millard. So vague was his conclusion, however,

that we felt that his discussion hardly furnished sufficient material for

a serious argument in way of dissention. Treating of the occult, Mr.

Millard says: "Much of it is fraud and chicanery; I will add that some
of it is not. That smaller portion consists of phenomina not explicable

as yet by 'hard-headed common sense', and so it behooves the discreet

man to reserve judgement. That is all we can say now—wait an see".

But when a man of the fame of Maurice Maeterlink; a man of intel-

lectual attainments, (among them some little knowledge of metaphysics)

,

launches forth into the realms of psychometry and from the depths of his

"little", not only encourages, but even advises and urges an unsuspecting

public to dabble in this unknown and dangerous science, it is high time

some answer appeared whether the intentions of Mr. Maeterlink are

sincere or not we do not say—but we feel it our sacred duty to

make a vigorous protest against his conclusions. In the March number
of a popular magazine, speaking of, "Supernatural Communication in

War Time", Mr. Maeterlick writes: "I venture to declare, without, for a

moment, losing sight of the respect due to grief, that we possess here,

in these indisputable cases where no normal mode of communication is

possible, a strange but real and serious source of information and com-

fort". This single statement not only completely summarizes the

spiritistic conception of that phase of the subject, with which we are most

concerned in this discussion, i. e. the question of clairvoyance, but it leaves

us at the door of the more comprehensive topic of communion between

spirits and persons on this earth. Consequently my argument will be

devoted to those two aspects of spiritualism—first, the subconscious theory

as advanced by the prophets and deciples of the occult in way of explana-

tion of intuition, clairvoyance or clairaudience, and vision of the future;
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secondly, as I have already mentioned intercommunication between spirits

and mundane bodies.

In the beginning, we admit that there are manifold theories advanced

by laymen and prophets in the realms of the occult as explanations of

spiritistic phenomena. So vague and absurd are they all however that

space permits us to discuss—I cannot say the most logical for there is no

logic to it—only the most plausible, the most generally accepted of the

natural explanations, which is the subliminal mind theory or the sub-

conscious theory.

This hypothesis regards the brain as at a comparatively early stage of

its evolution. Owing to the limited perception of this organ much of the

soul's life fails to find expression in our normal conscious life. The sys-

tem divides the operations of the soul into the "Supraliminal" or the

every day actions of ordinary life, and the "Subliminal" or underground
life of the soul. There is "A constant stream of consciousness flowing on
within us at a level beneath the threshold of our ordinary walking life".

The range of this "Underground" consciousness is far greater than that

made manifest in our daily life. This faculty has no need of the physical

senses. It can give and derive information from other subliminal con-

sciousnesses even though they be at a great distance and associated with

supraliminal consciousnesses absolutely unwilling to give the desired intel-

ligence. This faculty is ever storing up all that its possessor sees, hears,

or reads, to reveal it in memory or the flashes of genius. It is further

conceived as being in touch with a realm of physical forces from which
it draws supplies of energy, infuses them into the organism and raises

its mental powers and operations to an abnormally higher level than that

of the body. "Thus", the conclusion runs, "What seems in spiritism to

be the working of an external intellect is only the appearance above ground
of the stream of consciousness which all unknown to us is ever flowing

underground".

This is the subliminal mind theory. "The most curious faculty of

our subconsciousnesses", says Mr. Millard, "is 'Psychometry', which is

defined by Dr. Maxwell as: 'The faculty possessed by certain persons of

placing themselves in relation, either spontaneously or, for the most part,

through the intermediary of some object, with unknown and often very

distant things and people'. Thus the reader is acquainted with the

theory which some scientists offer as a clear explanation of spiritistic

phenomena".

Here is where I assume the burden of my proof and most emphati-

cally deny that this or any natural theory can explain the phenomena
that take place in the seance room. We are well aware of the fact that

many of the phenomena are responsible to charlatanry and slight of
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hand. We also admit that granting the validity of the theory it might
cover a great deal of the information given by mediums in a trance. But
the last straw breaks the camels back when these so called scientists heap

onto this already tottering theory the physical and objective phenomena
which occur while the medium and his audience are in complete control

of their faculties. What lunatic is so deranged as to hold that the

subliminal consciousness can lift objects of enormous weight, and even

carry the participant up to the ceiling? Is it also claimed that the sub-

consciousness is so extremely musical that it can perform upon locked

instruments? So numerous are the phenomena to which spiritists wish

one to apply this theory that I could write a volume containing nothing

but examples of this sort, most of which are so absurd as to excite mirth

in the mind of a sane person. But to cap the climax let me mention that

when objects are brought from a distance through locked and bolted

doors, and when a rose, fresh with the morning dew, is passed through

a solid oak table without the slightest injury to flower or stem, they

still mock at you in derision when you refuse to accept this threadbare

explanation, and hide behind that Bancho of an explanation, adding the

mystic sesame: "The unknown forces of nature".

Let me here ask if any sensible reader will for a moment accept the

whims of a sect of fanatics as plausable proof of the spiritistic version

of this issue Whatever their inclination I merely ask that they reserve

judgment till they carefully weigh the fact that they are drawing conclu-

sions from phenomena that contradict the laws of nature. For in the

seance room heavy objects rise without any visible agent; musical instru-

ments play without a visible musician; facts happening at an enormous
distance are related with accuracy and judgment. If this, then, is accepted

as legitimate proof these laws are laws no more, and the Divine Law-
giver has made a farce out of nature.

Let me here give a few of the things that occur commonly in the

seance room, which this theory must explain, if it is to cover adequately

the field outlined by the spiritualists.

(1) Information must be given which could not possibly be in the

sub or supraliminal mind of the medium.

(2) Languages unfamiliar to all present must be written and spoken;

(3) Facts at great distances disclosed, which upon investigation are

found to be correct to the minutest details;

(4) Stores of knowledge must be obtained from numerous persons

at great distances apart, often most unwilling to impart it, and this knowl-

edge co-ordinated into a unified whole in a second of time;

(5) Travel must be made to the limits of the globe, converse held

in divers tongues assimilating matter of a lifetime, during a moment of
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time, while the medium and all concerned are in control of their faculties;

(6) Our sphere of activity must transcend limits of time and space.

But enough, the normal reader sees the futility of the theory. But
the saddest phase of this question is the results on characters who frequent

the seance room and attempt to delve into the secrets of nature. The
first effect is a nervous breakdown. Then the patient sinks into a deep

melancholy; after which, the almost universal result is complete lunacy.

Would a natural science produce so unnatural a result almost inevitably?

This brings us to the threshold of spiritual intercommunication with per-

sons no longer in this life. Of the two phases of the question, discussed

in this article, it is far the more serious.

For communication with the dead, the mediums always act in a trance,

during which state, their body is supposed to be in posession of the spirit

of him, whom they call from the land of the dead. But they do not stop

here. The last step in the spiritistic world is materialization; that is the

production by the aid of these spirits, or apparations, which may be seen

and even touched, though always at a hazard to the medium, who, as I

said before, operates in a trance. Bear in mind, though, that the wit-

nesses are in their normal senses.

The facts in the case are these: The mediums do actually commu-
nicate with spirits, which, are not as they declare, spirits of some departed

friend or relative, but Satan himself, or some of his ministers, which has

been proven time and again even from the confessions of the spirits

themselves.

Now to disprove the spiritistic conception on this point. The balance

would seem to be against us, when we admit, that the apparitions claim

to be the spirits of the dead. On the other hand some spirits have changed
their names and personalities five or six times. Why should a departed

love one act thus? Moreover they have never duly identified themselves.

It is with reluctance that they give any name at all. Why should a dear

relative who has passed across the river of life fear to disclose his name
to those dear in this life? Suggest, that an error has been made and invite

a correction from the wraith and immediately it pretends that the medium
misunderstood or that it was merely fooling. Yes I say, again, the spirits

often contradict themselves and are most ignorant of events in their own
(supposed) past lives. It is an undenied fact that one retains all the

knowledge acquired in this life for the next. Yet "Cicero" even misquotes
himself. Does this befit the dignity of the world's greatest orator? A
spirit claims to be a "Doctor Phinuit, "who lived at Maseilles. Investiga-

tion showed no record of his residence there. Still more curious this phy-
sician has forgotton his native tongue. Dr. Myer and Mr. Stainton Moses
prepared documents known only to themselves, the contents of which they
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would disclose after death. Spirits appeared giving their names. Yet

these same spirits were utterly ignorant of the papers prepared for this

set purpose. Men who lived pure and innocent lives, appear after death

as foul as the pits of hell, and revel in blasphemy of God. Why is this?

Now, will clear thinking, God-fearing men, accept this incoherent

theory of spiritism? An indignant people opens its mouth to make reply,

but so universal is the answer that we are deafened by the roar and can

discern its negative harmony only when the echo rumbles back on the

evening breezes, No ! Men rightly believe that the appearance of the dead

on this earth is of rare occurence, and without any initiative on our part.

On the contrary the spiritist would have us believe that the appearances:

"Take place according to known laws, come in consequences and by reason

of human initiative". It is generally conceded, too, that when those de-

parted make their reappearance upon earth, it is, usually, to warn us of

some great danger, to admonish us of some evil, or to beg for our prayers.

Here again the spiritistic view of the question presents another striking

contrast. For they must admit that the motives and results accomplished

by the spirits conjured up by mediums are not always the best. The re-

verse is even true. These apparitions are lying, cheating, blaspheming

spirits. The medley of contradictions involved in their numerous con-

flicting doctrines of God is alone sufficient proof of the absurdity of their

claims and of their manifest evil character. These spirits tell their be-

lievers that: "God is a person; that He is omnipotent; that He is governed

by nature's laws; that everything is God; that there is no God; that we
are God". On other topics they are equally as far from truth. For in-

stance, they say that murder and adultery are right, that marriage does

not exist, that nothing we can know or do is able to injure the soul or

retard its progress. These few retrogressions of spiritism should be suf-

ficient to convince any unbiased mind that these apparitions are but devils.

Our last card in refutation of the truthfulness of these "medium-
istic" wraiths is the actual confession of the spirits, in which they admit

their latent deceit and false identity. This proven, the whole theory

is blown to particles of such infinitesimal magnitude that the strongest

microscope could not discern an atom of truth remaining. Mr. Chevalier's

child appeared to him and gave many proofs of his supposed identity.

The father at last asked "Are you my child?", but received no answer.

Then again, "Are you from God?" Still no answer. Next he called out;

"In the name of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost I command
you to answer; 'Are you from God'." A negative answer was reluctantly

given. "Do you believe that Christ died to save us from sin?" The an-

swer was, "No!" "Tell me", he said again, "In the name of the Father,

and the Son, and the Holy Ghost are you my child?" The apparition
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answered, "No", and then spelled the word, d-e-v-i-1.

Mr. Friswill says "After a long seance I put my hand on the table

and asked, 'Are you the spirit that imposed on Ananias, sorcerer?' The
answer came, 'Yes'. I said: 'In the name of God depart', and he went

away ."

It is well for the reader to know that these spirits always deny the

existence of hell and Incarnation of our Lord. Consequently moral and
mental ruin are the inevitable results on those who practice spiritism.

Here is the testimony of several eminent physicians: Dr. Hatch writes,

"I have heard much of the improvement in individuals in consequence

of spiritism. With such I have no acquaintance. But I have known
many whose integrity of character and uprightness of purpose rendered

them worthy examples to all around, who on becoming mediums and
giving up their individuality, also gave up every sense of honor and de-

cency. Indeed it is common knowledge that certain phenoma take

place, that suggestions are made and that physical events occur, which
cannot in detail, under any circumstances, be given to the public yet,

present such revolting characteristics as to leave no doubt as to the point

of degredation to which they are leading. With but little inquiry I have

been able to count up over seventy mediums, most of whom have wholly

abandoned their conjugal relations, etc." Another says, "Spiritism in

a very large class of minds, tends to beget a kind of moral and religious

Atheism". Dr. L. S. Forbes Wilslow says, "Ten thousand unfortunate

people are at the present time confined in lunatic asylums on account of

having tampered with spiritism. Not a week passes that we do not hear

that some of these unfortunate mediums destroy themselves by suicide".

Still another writes, "that all mediums he has known, has gone wrong".

Surely then, in the face of such overwhelming testimony, no one

will be foolhardy enough to dabble in the mystery of Spiritism, even, at

the advice, of so eminent a poet as Mr. Maurice Maeterlink. The Cath-

olic Church has received into her fold numbers who saw the great danger

involved in the practice, the best known of whom to the modern readers,

are perhaps, Raupert and Benson. Mr. Maeterlink must have been "in

a trance" and his "subconsciousness" have forgotton to suggest the

"little physchology", he once knew, when he urged his readers to use

"this strange but real and serious source of information and comfort".
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"Til laratoT
JAMES COURTNEY, A. B., '19.

"Where can it be,

This land of El Dorado".

L DORADO—There is magic in the word. It breathes of mys-
tery and adventure; Spanish dons and golden dreams; Ponce
de Leon and his poet's quest; Florida and California.

California—what a wealth of beauty in this country of

perennial summer; beauty almost too startling. On all sides,

jewel-like poinsettias against a back-ground of tropical palms.

Every breeze is laden with the perfume of a thousand roses,

every wood the beloved home of fairy songsters.

El Dorado—gold has followed it's golden lure, and today, Pomona
and Pasadena are the homes of millionaires. Millionaire babies, with

golden expectations, trot down avenues of golden apricot groves, by
the side of imported French bonnes.

Surely the poet's dream has come true and this modern California

is a true El Dorado. I thought so on my return from the exposition

when I stopped at my friend Mr. O. Lee Ray's winter home. An old

monastery had been changed into a modern residence. It was a dream
—a poem of Keat's materialized in brick and mortar. It's rich green

box hedges, it's parterre terraces, it's marble rimmed motionless pool,

the home of the darting gold fish, were places of absolute beauty.

The rooms were encircled by a court of turquoise blue, and the

collonade of pink marble that marched around, was stolen from the

altar of a Spanish Church. Roses clambered every where, filling the

air with silken perfume. Every moment one expected to hear the

clink of beads or the patter of sandals, and looking up to see a Fran-

ciscan Friar, breviary in hand, pacing around his cloister, secure from
the turbulance of a noisy world.

A peace was there, the peace of yesterday. You could see it lin-

gering upon the old mission walls, upon the green bronze bells that

have hung in the red-tiled towers for centuries, upon the lillies that

grow in every nook, upon the lizards that bask on the marble seats in

perfect freedom from fear. It is the garden of an ancient priesthood,

where walked and dreamed golden dreams, the men of an elder day.

But mine host had not been satisfied with restoring the outer

beauty of this monastery, but had kept, as far as possible, the former
"atmosphere" of the place. The walls were still a dull stucco, and the
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woodwork covered with a thin varnish. The furniture all of the

severest simplicity. The Friars' cells, even to the iron lachet fasten-

ings of the austere ascetic doors remained intact. What a grim satire

this, on its present carefree worldly owner's life.

As I sat in my room, lit by the flame of a single candle, (the elec-

tric light had been deemed a desecration), I thought of the former

occupant of this "cell".

What manner of man had he been? A second Antony or Francis

moving about in a perpetual ecstasy, every thought a poem of love.

I could see him; his slender ascetic figure; his brown habit, circled by
its white cord, hanging in heavy folds from his gaunt shoulders; his

thin Fra Angelico face; his shaven head with its wreath of auburn

hair. Now he knelt on his priedieu in this corner, now he moved to a

wall cupboard near yonder window, to reach some dearly loved volume.

But I had read too much history to believe this poetic picture of a monk.
More likely, sleek, wellfed, heavy jowled hypocrite he was; body

in cloister, mind in the world; another Brother Lawrence pictured in

Browning's "Soliloquy in a Spanish Cloister". Here he moved and
dozed, "watered his lillies", and read his "Scrofulous French novel on
gray paper with blunt type", life one long and easy siesta, with never

a care or worry. A parasite, fattening on the spoils of the credulous

faithful.

But my meditations were rudely interrupted. A slight shock shook

the building, and with a clatter, a brick fell from the wall. The tre-

mor was but momentary and soon subsided. I went to examine the

damage done, and found to my amazement, a wall cupboard such as

I had imagined. The remodeler had filled it in and time had closed the

crevices and made it look a part of the original wall; but now the shock

had dislodged a loose brick, and disclosed the monks' repository for

books. Peering in, I found an old dust covered manuscript. With
hasty fingers, I drew it forth and found in a crabbed courtly hand
written in early Spanish:

"EL DORADO"

"As my days are fast coming to a close, the Father Guardian has

bid me, as one of our earliest Friars and Secretary of our great Juni-

pero Serra, set down a brief digest of my life, to be delivered to the

General in Rome.
Second son of a decadent Spanish nobleman, life held for me, one

of two alternatives: a useless drone, a parasite, I must be dependent on
my brother's bounty; or, entering the Church, seek preferment there.

But the blood of the Cid, burned not in vain; adventure must be
mine. There was too much in the world which I had not seen. One
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escapade after another, brought down on my carefree head, the maledic-

tions of the family, so I decided to seek my fortunes in the land of

El Dorado.

The world was still ablaze with the accounts of the new world.

The successors of Cortez, Cabrillo and Sebastian Vizcaino, still charmed
the courts of Europe with their marvelous tales of adventures and dar-

ing exploits. Monterey was a word of mystery; the Jesuits had founded
a new Paradise in Mexico. I would see these wonderful scenes; I would
carry my sword to the new world, a valiant crusader, gaining new con-

quests for Christ, and, incidentally, find a bag of gold at the end of my
rainbow colored dreams. "El Dorado, if you exist, I shall find you".

A ship, was not hard to find, for every year, an eager band of ex-

plorers set out for the new world. My family, only too glad to rid

themselves of a source of worry that promised soon to cause them ser-

ious trouble, readily found the money required for my expedition.

So a bright May morning in the year of our Lord, 1763, found me
a radiant face voyager on the good ship "Isabella" bound for the Horn
and—El Dorado.

Our ship was a goodly one, but with motly crew. Blood of the

bluest, and the scum of Barcelona's rabble. Eager eyed gamblers, noble

warriors, monks going to join their brethern on the Missions, men whose
lives were forfeit to the crown, and men who went forth to give

their good blades to the services of Christ. But, as ever, evil passions

predominated.

With each day discontent grew, and as we approached our destina-

tion, the storm that lowered in our souls, was reflected on the horizon.

We steered into the midst of a violent storm. The crew, long at odds,

worked hard, but disunion and disorder at last proved our downfall.

The wind was blowing at a terrible speed, and our ship plunged and
reeled through the water, as a drunken man. Mountainous waves
tossed her to and fro, like a child playing at shuttle-cock, until finally

the lower deck was entirely swept by these immense billows of the sea.

Streaks of lightning flashed through the sky, and was reflected on the

disturbed waters. For a long time, our ship held her course gallantly,

but destruction was mapped out for her; the main sail was swept away;

the men, panic stricken, refused to venture up the swaying mast. We
rocked between the trough of two waves, and another monster came
hurtling along and crushed our little craft like an eggshell. It was a

sinking wreck.

When morning dawned, and the first rays of the sun were reflected

in the sky, it found me clinging to a mass of wreckage with one hand,
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while with the other, I strove to keep afloat, the hody of my unconscious

companion, a monk.
All night we had been together, the useful monk and I, the drone;

in his attempt to jump from the sinking vessel, he had slipped and

struck his head, so I had the double duty of saving myself and him.

How I managed to hold him through those hours I cannot tell. God
needed us and He it was who held my arm.

"What a reward for my infidelity, O merciful Jesus, whom I have

served so unfaithfully! How many times hast thou pardoned me only

to give me power to sin again. This O! Lord shall be the end of my
unfaithfulness. I shall take up my wasted youth and build a better

manhood". Such was my oath as I drifted benumbed and tired through

the tossing waters.

The last hour was spent in unspeakable agony. He had begun to

regain consciousness, and endeavored to release himself from my sav-

ing grip. Mercifully cruel I held him to the floating wreck. But nature

had her way—I lost consciousness and sank. When I came to my senses

I found myself lying on a sandy beach near my friend, the monk. How
long we lay there weary and fatigued, I know not, but we were found by

some Indians, revived and taken to the monastery of Saint Francis.

How shall I describe the tender cares lavished upon us by these devoted

men, who were the very personification of cheerfulness and happiness.

Ah! Fra Junipero Serra, how little you thought when you set your

bare sandaled feet on this wilderness, with your outstretched hands and
saintly piety, your martyr's courage, for making a new rich word for

God and your King; when you set you hands to the first mission; when
you had the timbers brought for miles from the mountain forest; stones

quarried from the mountain sides; when you taught the Indians to burn

the brick for your stately Churches, how little you thought that com-
merce was to hide under the shadow of the Cross and destroy your life's

work! Purple and rose, crimson and gold were your dreams, but alas!

grey and dull are the fruits of your labors.

How my heart burned at the condition of the poor Indian slaves,

The monks tried their utmost to save them from the Dons, but relig-

ion's voice was not heeded. A vulgar quest for gold had brought most
of these men to the new world, and the ever hungry gnaw of luxury

must be satiated.

The condition soon turned the trend of my thoughts in a new direc-

toin; the oath I had sworn when life seemed almost over, had a quick

fulfilment. The sweet, quiet gentleness of the monks, their poverty and
self sacrifice, called forth my better nature. The courtier's velvet gave
way to a monk's course serge; the scented hair is shaven; the daintily
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clad feet are bare; but the heart that throbbed with anxious thoughts

is quiet. My soul is at peace.

The scribe of our great Friar Junipero Serra, I have traveled up
and down the coast building and instructing. I raised my voice with the

pilgrims when the first Christian hymn heard on California's shore,

ascended to God at San Diego in 1769. The bells of San Diego called and
Monterey heard and sent the glad message on to San Francisco; her

sweet voice made vocal the woods and shore and soon the great chorus

was swelled by the swaying bells of Santa Clara, San Jose, Los Angeles

and Santa Barba. What a crown for our founder's head; each mission

a jewel outshining the world's brightest gems. But I am getting old

and garrulous.

Often, it is true, I forgot and reached for my sword to avenge some
insult too hard to bear, but the cool touch of my girdled Rosary brought

back my peace of soul again, and once more I was in my El Dorado.

Latterly, the rumor has reached us that we are to be driven from
our monasteries. Ah! such is life; no true peace for man till he reaches

his heavenly EI Dorado".

Here my manuscript ceased abruptly. I felt ashamed to have

peered into another man's soul; ashamed that I had pictured a Brother

Lawrence here in his cell; ashamed that I had harbored such thoughts

here in his old time home where he had planned God's work. I felt like

apologizing to him though he was dead for years, and, as I hoped, long

ago in his longed-for El Dorado. Gone were my thoughts of Browning

and his Brother Lawrence, and I was glad that life had held this noble

Brother truly worthy of a place on the pages of Chivalry beside Arthur

and Lancelot, for he,

"Gayly bedight

A gallant knight

In sunshine and in shadow.

Had journeyed long

Singing a song

In search of El Dorado".
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EMMET HOLBROOK, A. B., '17.

HE glowing orb in the eastern sky crept lazily upwards till

its radiant rings hung high above the distant horizon and the

dewy tops of the countless dwellings reflected its gleaming

torrent like myriad mirrors. Its searching rays slipped silently

and swiftly through the streets of the sleeping city of Mobile

and gathered and settled on a lone little cabin on the outskirts

of the town, as if it had traced its prey to its secret cave to

watch its next movement. The shattered blinds fought in vain

to strangle the struggling rays that slipped through its small openings

and fell on the face of the sleeping occupant who dozed away on a

dilapitated cot directly opposite the disfigured window. The thunder

like sound which varied inversely as a wild cat whistle and a Mississippi

saw mill, ceased immediately. The large black eyes of a curly-headed

chocolate-colored gentleman of thirty odd summers blinked bluntly in

the glaring sunlight that was quickly filling the one large room.

Though the endless slumbers of "Big Ben", who graced the so-called

mantle-piece, were not interrupted by the sudden dawn of day, by a well

trained instinct George Washington, (for such was the full, complete ap-

pendage which his African ancestors had attached to his humble person-

age), knew that: "T'was now well nigh six o'clock". George though

entirely ignorant of the first bearer of that distinguished name as well

as of the legend of his truthfulness was an upright, honest and, most
of all, a truthful and punctual gentleman of the darkened race. The
"Colored Folks" of his acquaintance held him up as a model and envied

him, for the trusts which he held for the "White Folks".

So realizing his call to duty, George rubbed his drowsy eye lids and
scattered the fragments of his shattered dream of the coming mass-meet-
ing. For on the following morning at the hour of nine the South-African-

Episcopal-Methodist-Zion-Church, situated in the midst of "Nigger

Heaven" and reached only after a transferred ride on the Davis Avenue
trolley car, would formally open its Twentieth Century Bevival.

Since our exemplar, George, was a faithful communicant of this

renowned Institution, as is to be expected, he anxiously looked forward
to the event. As this was a big affair in the "Colored Social Circles", so
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to speak, George had planned for weeks previous to escort his lady love

upon this great occasion.

It was with this thought foremost in his mind that half an hour
later our "Social Gangster" was well on his way to work but, 'tis not

strange to say, his route was somewhat different to his usual course.

He had lengthened his journey by several blocks for the fixed purpose

of "drappin' in" to see Miss Malinda Johnson to make the date for Sun-

day morn', "sholy sho".

He entered where some years back a gate once swung to a gentle

push, but which now reclined in graceful ease on the turf. But before

he could reach the spacious gallery with its elaborate columns of African

architecture, his presence was made known to the shy maid within, by
the fierce and terrible barking of her faithful protector, "Fi-Fi".

"Fi-Fi" was one of those "can't miss" dogs that knew how to make
a big fuss, and so when our dashing young gentleman made his appear-

ance, "Fi-Fi" sent forth from his barracks beneath Malinda's palace his

piercing vocal message of approaching danger. Danger? no, this time

he had greatly erred, for in his over-eagerness to guard his mistress he

failed to recognize the well-known personage of George Washington.

Immediately an oval inky-looking object, with spirals of capillary

substance shooting skyward with red tassels tied loosely on the tips, ap-

peared 'twixt door and sill.

"Yo' Fi-Fi! hush yo—racket". And two red lips of considerable lat-

itude and longitude, resembling a freshly sliced watermelon, opened for

a second, exposing a row of shiny ivories and then closed quickly, after

spending its efforts in the morning air. The barking ceased and off

came the tattered top piece of our hero. The long lashes of the object

of admiration blinked blithely when Malinda's sparkling eyes met those

of her approaching suitor. She stepped quickly to the edge of the spac-

ious veranda, so artistically constructed of smooth barrel staves, the

relics of the once famous Mobile Brewery, which existed before Prohi-

bition days, and greeted her rather early caller.

"Mo'nin'—Mistah Washin'ton. How'se yo' dis scrumbunctious

mornin'?"

Mo'nin' yo' self, Miss M'lindy", replied George, as his hamlike hand
enveloped the dainty parcel of black meat held forward, as a sack does

peanuts. "I'se feelin' tollably well. An' how'se yo' all?"

"Oh I'se feelin' quite so-so, thank yo', but my ma—well she aint

many dis mo'nin'."

George, as I have said before, possessed a large heart and a "coonish"

conscience, and naturally sympathized with his unfortunate sweetheart.
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"Yo' don't say!", quoth he and he looked as though he was greatly

affected by the news. "W'y I jes' seen 'er yistiddy and' she was lookin'

fine as ever".

"Yes sah, she was feelin' quite spryly on yistiddy eve, Mistah Washin'-

ton, but 'er ailments done come over'er w'ile she was asleep. Yo' see the

lady what she works fo\ Mistus Brooks, done gin her a fine bed what she

was't usin'—Yo' know its one of- these here Wil'nut beds what all rich

white fo'ks hab. Well, de ole man he bring it hum at grub time an' we
puts it up but 'twa'n't no kivers what 'ud reach from head to foot an' so

she di'n't hab none on'er feet the hul night long. Her rumatics is jes'

awful dis mo'nin'."

And so the conversation sped on, now and then interrupted by the

sudden exclamation of the wise virgin of "Aint it de gos-pel truf, Mistah

Wash'n'ton?"

The sun had climbed considerably in the blue heavens above and
George's conscience smote him hard for he was wasting time he should

be putting in on his job.. He decided that he'd better "pop the question"

and be off, so he spruced up and clearing his throat with vehemence,

said: "Miss Johnsin, I s'pose yo' am quite aware ob de fact dat de Sout'

African-Episcopal-Methodist-Zion Church, am to hold its Twentieth Cen-

tury Revival to-morrow mornin'. Well, I'se come by dis mo'nin' to

ax yo' to allow me to 'scort yo' to de meetin'."

The eyes of this "female of the species" danced about and the corners

of her Venus de Milo mouth made vain attempts to side-track her ever

alert ears and meet in insoluble union beneath the shade of the cork-

screw knot that Woolworth's invisible hairpins held in place on the

back of her head.

"Oh, Mistah Washin'ton" she exclaimed, "Dis am so sudden! Le's

see—to-morro' mo'nin' am Sunday mo'nin' 'aint it? Well, I 'spec I

can go den, an' Ise'll be mos' delightfuly glad to go wid yo', sah".

"Now, le' me kalkerlate", interrupted George, "bein' as it take a

ha'f hour to git dar, w'y I s'pose I'd better be showin' up 'round ha'f

past eight".

They agreed upon this hour, and, after several adieux had been

swapped, George again took to the road, swinging wildly the dinner pail

he toted to work with him. He "increased his speed" towards the busy
dock, for though he had no time-piece to judge by, he could easily tell

from the position of the sun that the hour for work was near at hand.

His pace was all but a run, and brought him none to soon to the Super-

intendent's office of the Walsh Stevedoring Company, for the big office

clock was pealing out the hour of seven when his battered dinner pail

struck its resting place on the dusty window-sill. A busy day was ahead
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of George and he met it unflinchingly. The banana boats, "Bermudas"
and "Britto" of the I. Peon S. S. Co. had docked from So. America with

a large cargo and that meant work for George. Our hero had worked
along the Mobile wharves since he was able to "tote the day's eatin' " of

his now deceased father and consequently knew the tricks of the harbor

trade, as only George could know. He was trustworthy and, therefore,

relied upon by his employer. He did not need to be told what to do,

but just got to work unloading with his usual "nigger" glee. His mind
was wandering over fields of pleasure—his thoughts stretched to the

morrow. His brain whirled with thoughts of what he must buy for the

occasion. He had figured that, to complete his "fit-out" for the big re-

vival he must have a brand new celluloid standing collar of enormous
height, a sporty black bow tie and a Pittsburgh stogie strong enough to

keep his chin and nose held skyward during the performance. All these

things he resolved in his cranium and had well figured out the cost of

his elaborate costume, when suddenly the scorching sting of a cigarette

"snipe" reminded him of his soleless and almost sideless foot apparel.

'Twas a woeful glance he cast thereon. His "nigger-toes" had sprouted

out from their leather covering, like flowers from a pot and he realized

at the same instant that not only were shoes necessary, but also a pair

of loud hosiery were to be added to his want list. He pictured to himself

the "dreadnoughts" that had caught his fancy as he passed Simon's Shoe
Store that morning on his way to work—but, the large placard with

Six Dollars printed thereon, burst his baloon of hope. He thought it

entirely out of his reach, but the vision of their shining tops danced
before his eyes.

The noon-day whistles had gathered the bands of wharf workers
together for lunch, but, strange to say, George "showed up missin" in

his "frat" meeting. He had quickly stowed away the contents of his

small pail within his ever-accommodating "solar-plexus" and was soon

winding his way through the different downtown streets to one second-

hand store conducted by one P. Olensky. With his hands clinching

tight the few small coins that comprised his meagre resources, thrust

deep in the spots where pockets ought to be, he scrutinized the varied

display of red and yellow and other such harmoniously colored garments
which were placed in the show-window. After a thorough investiga-

tion of all objects in view, together with price-tags, he made use of the

"dago's" "Come een" and passed to the dusty counters within. His enor-

mous eyes bulged and gloated over the dazzling assortment of bow ties

and the glossy "Neck-chockers" that Mr. Dago continued to place before

him. To select one of each from the lots was quite a task; one which
our modest but dashing young man would fain have shirked, if but an
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opportunity had presented itself. However, it was now too late to back

out, so he gritted his teeth and almost closing his eyes, thrust his hand

forward as gracefully as a country "ya-hoo" at a lawn-party grab-box,

and drew. The dainty collar which befell his lot, had the dimensions

of a pair of cuffs, (nay, gentle reader, not hand-cuffs) and points and

edges like a bayonet on one side of Uncle Sam's army rifles. His cravat

was of his own personal hue and possesed that butterfly effect which has

proven so popular and which so teasingly tickles ones chin causing a sea-

sation like the tantalizing trickle of hot coffe on its way to dye dull-

brown the immaculate frontage of your best white "biled" shirt. At

any rate, he was well pleased with his choice and counted out five sepa-

rate "orbs" five separate times, and exchanged them for the clean, neat

and delicate package, for which these fruit-stand and "neck-shop" keepers

are so well noted.

With parcel in hand he strolled for reasons unknown in the direction

of Dauphin and Conception streets. There was just some hypnotizing

powerful influence that led him to this point. A close observer could

easily perceive that the glitter of those six dollar Vogues that perched

conspicuously in the show-window performed the duty af a magnet of

extra charge. This African admirer was drawn to the store and held

spell-bound by the brilliant finish of the pair. His glances shifted alter-

nately from the shoes to the price-mark and then back again to the pol-

ished hide. His desire for the pair grew stronger than ever and he deter-

mined that if his rich uncle died in the near future and bequeathed him
the total sum of six "greenies", he'd spludge it all on the attractive foot-

garb whereon his longing eyes did fete. His air castles of himself,

strutting up Davis Ave. or Texas St. with the reflection of those gorgeous

shoes blinding the subjects of "coondom" were suddenly submarined by

the enunciation of his historical name by some familiar voice.

"Wall, I jes' declar', Mistah Washin'ton, whar on dis earth hab yo'

ben' a keepin' yo'sef ?"

"Good Lawd, ef it aint Miss Ev'lyn Rock! Whar'd yo' get sech big

cat-fish??" quoth George, as he looked over the string of green-topped

inhabitants of Mobile's surrounding water supply.

"I'se ben down to Pole Cat Bay an' ketched more'n I kin tote. Would
yo' lak to hab dis heah head for Sunday's soup ?" and Evie offered a large

catfish head, dangling at the end of a bloody cord.

The eagerness with which George accepted the token of love, cannot

be described. Though he told her "he was pow'fully 'bilged", that itchy

feeling around his "Coonish" heart was unexpressable as well as inscrut-

able. Here the girl he had "spurned" for the black American-Beauty,

or rather, Afro-American, had just given proof of her faithfulness by
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her gift—one which the Dixie darkies treasure. Truly, it was not his

fault that his Nature had endowed him with an Apollo-like form that

"fotched the girls".

After a short conversation and another glance at those shoes, he

made his way back to Pier No. 2 His purchases were hidden beside

the dinner-pail and work was resumed. His boat was heavily loaded and
when the twilight gathered along the busy shore, he listened alertly for

the six o'clock whistle. 'Twas not long after the sun had disappeared

in the Western background that "knock-off" time arrived. Though tired

out by the usual severity of the day's work, George fell in line for his

week's wages. He had almost forgotton that it was pay-day. The long

line dwindled quickly and soon his turn came. A crisp five-dollar bill,

a silver dollar and a fifty-cent piece, stuck in the palm of his outstretched

hand. He counted it carefully, three or four times, to make sure of no
mistake, and then turned towards home, playing for all he was worth on

the remnants of a mouth-harp which could always be found on his

person. Contentment was his. No man could have been happier than

our "Chocolate soldier" who fairly danced and jigged up Dauphin street.

His graceful toe-dances were halted; he applied the brakes and turned

sharply once more into Olensky's Second-hand store. The socks! what
a narrow escape! He had almost forgotton them. The piles on piles

of pairs heaped before him possessed such brilliancy of tint that they

dazzled his ocular orbs, like the searching headlight of the Chas. E.

Cessna on a moonlight hop. He recuperated and finally, after draw-

ing straws, pulled out from the mountain of hosiery a maroon pair.

With his new addition placed in company with the other articles under

his arm, and with the head of the saltwater "cat" hanging from the lar-

board side, he cleared port and directed his course towards the well-

known U. Cigar Store, to annex the Pittsburgh Stogie which was to play

an important part in the sporty-like make-up.

I suppose, gentle reader, that you are aware of the fact that these

species of the "weed" are three for a nickle. So, when our extravagant

Mr. Washington had made his purchase, after carefully tucking away
in a safe place, two of the number, skillfully slipped over the third, a

band removed at one time from a ten-center, and, spying Simon's shoe-

sign in the distance, hied in the direction of the aforementioned bootery.

He was very fortunate for he "blew in" just when one of the clerks was
not engaged. After some lengthy attempts at explaining what he wanted,

the clerk discovered his mission and, removing the shiny articles from
the display window, carefully enclosed them in box and paper and deliv-

ered them to his new customer. George took the bundle, thrust it under

his arm and proceeded homeward. His curiosity and delight at the sight
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of the shoes, overcame his dignity when he turned into a quiet avenue,

so box and paper were discarded and the shoes were exposed to the night.

He hastened home the very picture of contentment, his patent-leather

Vogues held tightly beneath his left arm, with the dripping fish head
suspended by a cord from the hand, the other purchases moving in unison

to the sway of his right arm as he passed back and forward across his

lips that harp from which he forced the tantalizing tune of "That Irre-

iistable Rag".

The little cabin welcomed him as never before. The delapidated

cot gave promise of peaceful rest and it was not long before a tired, burly,

dark-complected gentleman took advantage of his luxury and fell asleep

with the greatest ease.

The scene has changed like a miracle. The tide of events have

altered their course. An uncouth long-shoresman had been transformed

into the pastor of the South-African-Episcopal-Methodist-Zion Church,

and has prepared a revival. His faithful parishoners eager to make use

of every opportunity to imbibe his eloquent sermons have crowded the

seats for the meeting. They have watched for their pastor to ascend the

Pulpit. He had come forth, as they expected, and ascended to the plat-

form to open the revival. Although within a church, the walls re-echoed

the loud applause that greeted him. The noise died down. He began to

speak. The audience was awe struck by the splendor of his speech. He
was aware of their enchantment and was working to the climax of his

lecture. The words flowed from his lips with great rapidity and his

gestures increased. He was finishing a long, suspended sentence and was
spreading himself over the railings of the stand, when—Bang! the pulpit

toppled and Doctor Washington hit the floor. The sudden thud on the

shaky boards, and "Big Ben" who like Rip VanWinkle, had slept soundly

for years, came to life once more and filled the room with its wild alarm,

which resembled the incessant clanging of a Mobile fire engine. For
once at least the artistic but debilitated arrangement of cog-wheels and
springs upheld its guarantee. Its rattling voice sent shivers over the

lump of "Dark-meat" huddled on the floor and dissipated the clouds of

lurking Morpheus that hovered over the curly summit of one George
Washington. He jumped to his feet and made all haste possible to don
his mass-meeting paraphanalia.

His trousers which slept with him, but twixt mattress and spring

bore creases as sharp as a razor, but, however, they lacked the loops and
gaps which adorned the edge of his tonsorial apparatus. The swallow-

tail effect of his "full-dress" coat wafted to and fro on the gentle breezes,
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like the tail of a kite on a windy day, and the breast fit perfectly over the

snow-white "dickie" that displayed one of "Kress" diamonds, e'en better

than the show-window itself. The celluloid wall built beneath his chin

to imprison his struggling Adam's apple, stood a fitting background for

the "flapping" wings of the butterfly tie, that had already begun its tick-

ling tricks. The "stove-pipe" hat he had borrowed from a friendly hack-

man, enveloped his shiny dome like a jeweled crown surrounds the regal

forehead. The rose he had stolen the eve before, dropped its petals on
the coat-lapel as if to shame him for his theft.

The socks and shoes? No, gentle reader, we have not forgot. Far
be it from us to eliminate such important parts of a "Social-Gangster's"

make-up. Our postponement of this feature will be amply explained in

the next few lines.

The socks, as previously stated, were of brilliant red, that would
flag down any express train any where at any time. Their contrast with

the light colored trousers was unsurpassable. Their hue ran reckless

rivalry with the waving danger flags that float their warnings on the

evening zephyrs to show that gas-pipes are being entombed somewhere
in the neighborhood.

"Everything comes to him who waits". And so it did in this case.

For, after doing my utmost to excite your endless but just curiosity, I

am now going to attempt to reward your patience—no, not by ending,

but by returning to the Vogues. The shiny leather foot robes were

brushed 'till their glistening surface surpassed its splendor of the pre-

vious day. The right shoe slipped on easily and fit snugly and closely

around the wild "Nigger-toes". So far so good, but, the left stopped

half-way, as if it refused to cover the remaining pedal He coaxed it and
pulled with varied success 'till finally the smooth hide encased the ambul-

atory instrument. A groan of anguish escaped his lips and an expres-

sion of agony swept over his countenance. The shoe was by no means
too large and was clasping the small "lovers-of-liberty" in its tomblike

hold. The bunions (and other such vegetables) sent stinging shocks

through his nervous system and the result was the contraction of facial

muscles and a vocal explosion. The face that had worn such an expres-

sion of supreme contentment and happiness, now fairly writhed in agony.

Time was pressing, as well as the shoe, so he hurriedly jerked the pinch-

ing parcel from his aching foot and proceeded to remedy it. His cutlery

possessions were brought into use and the torturing culprit underwent

an operation. Two slits of good size were rent over the little toe and
practice was resumed. Another tug-o'-war took place, less vigorous than

number one, but still the excruciating torments were suffered by our
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brave hero. However they were somewhat diminished—enough to allow

him to walk, but the severity of the pain was still great. As was erst-

while said, George was of an exact, truthful make, and, consequently, was

willing to suffer a great deal in order to live up to his word. So, with

an additional whack at his boot, he dropped his barber-shop dart, within

his inward pocket and struck out to brave the worst. The additional

cut gave little or no relief and walking made the pain incessant. The
lighted stogy fell from his twitching lips and he made no further attempt

at trying to smoke and walk with those shoes on at the same time. He
made for the car line, for to navigate to his ladylove's abode in those

boats of misery would exhaust the patience of a Job. When seated in

the trolley, his feet began to swell, and the pain was doubled proportion-

ately to the expansion. Try as he would, to at least conceal his agony

in public, he could not hold back an occasional groan; *nor could he

disperse the angry clouds that covered his face. In trying to apply the

razor aboard the car, he passed his stopping point and thereby lengthened

his journey to his waiting maiden. He hobbled back to the correct cor-

ner but halted in his tracks at the scene laid before him.

By the time the ruddy sun had deserted the Eastern horizon, this

bright Sunday morn, Miss Malinda Johnson was well primped up for the

great revival. Her coal-black locks had been combed and twisted to per-

fection. Her light green dress with beautiful lavender shoulder-straps

and sash hung gracefully upon her "physic". Her beautiful yellow hos-

iery was rolled with striking effect over her dainty shoe tops, for Miss

Malinda, be it known, was a stylish "nigger". Here she was a quarter

of an hour before the time appointed for her escort to "drap round".

She did not wish to keep him waiting when he arrived, so the contents

of her powder box was snowed upon her chocolate cheeks and swan-like

neck. The large sombrero, so artistically decorated by the plaid necktie

band, sat becomingly upon her high tossed head to protect her delicate

cold-creamed complexion from the scorching rays.

Footsteps approached; the faithful "Fi Fi" resembled a dog of war.

(He must have been Russian for he immediately retreated). He had
come. The door was ope'd to a gentle rat-rat-rat, but instead of the

expected "Mistah Washin'ton, Lawrence Louis Bernarde Hamm, the es-

teemed Davis Ave. jitney chauffeur, was announced. Miss Malinda ap-

proached covered more with smiles than with the green garment and
welcomed her unexpected caller.

"Mo'nin' Mistus Jo'nsin, I'se rather informal like but I jes' thought

p'rhaps I could give yo' a lift with my car, if yo' was goin' to the revival".
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The feminine eyes danced two-steps and one-steps to this tune. Ride

to the revival in a gasoline smell-wagon! What more could a human
wish? George Washington may as well have never lived.

"Dat's mighty nice ob yo' Mistah Hamm. I'll be delighted to accom-
p'ny yo'. I was jes' a fixin' to leave".

So off they went in the jitney. And this was what poor George saw
when he turned into Chinquapin street from the car line. A deep sense

of injured feeling swept over him and his very heart ached. Here the

girl he had sacrificed and suffered so much for, before his very eyes. The
quick pinch of the Vogue awakened him to the fact that another and for-

mer pain was still his own. He resolved to carve again on the offending

leather and flopped on the curbing to do the deed. While the laceration

was progressing his compressed foot expanded so much that coaxing

and pulling were of no avail. And so he was forced to go with one sock

foot. He turned and made his way through the secluded streets with

one sock exposed and the cruel Vogue tucked under his (left) arm. The
expression on his face were evidence of the greatest grief and pain. The
happy look of Saturday had faded and transformed itself into one of

utter despair and discontent.

£?BB0tt£L

J. TUMMINELLO, A. B. '20.

The lessons are an easy task

If I but put my head on them.

And when the Master does not ask,

The lessons are an easy task.

But when he strives to lift the mask

Of sloth personified—ahem!

The lessons are no easy task.

So I must put my head on them.
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Nightfall <§wr ih? lag
(A Nocturn)

ANGELO BOUDOUSQUIE, B. S. '16.

OW familiar to me are the scenes that make dear to me the

place I call home. How vivid are the pictures memory forms
from my recollections of it. Ah, no hand can portray those

scenes with that god-like heauty that appeases my soul. No.

not even the pen; though it can form images in words that to

the imaginative mind seem splendid indeed..

Come with me to the hills; let the sun be just below the

horizon; look off to the westward. Does not the eye linger,

and the heart drink in the sight, that lies like a huge masterpiece

stretched out before it. It is a masterpiece, God's own masterpiece, a

work whose magnificence, no canvas can portray, nor words express.

Looking down the hill our vision glances over the dark forest below
and rests upon the pines silhouetted against a background of mingled
silver and gold. It is the bay and, as the gentle south-wind caresses our

cheek, we inhale its salty perfume in supreme content.

The quiet calm that has rested on the bay vanishes and white crested

waves are in its place. The water seems to rise up and meet the distant

dark line that we know is the western shore. Clouds hang overhead

and cast deep shadows on the water below.

Far out, yet its outline clearly visible, plies a steamer. Smoke curls

from its stack like a huge black snake writhing in agony, as it rises to

its death in the sky. The dull churning of its paddles-wheels seems the

death-rattle of the monster. It rises and falls and is reverberated over

the hills.

Night settles quietly. But darkness does not entirely envelope the

bay, for the beacon-lights sparkle like new-born stars and the crested

moon, with faint light, shines dimly from behind the clouds that drift

slowly toward the north.

The cry of the Whip-poor-will has long since begun to echo through

the wood but we did not notice it; the tragedy of Day's death held us

spellbound with its awful beauty. How clear, how lonely sounds his

call from out the somber clump of trees below. He is answered from
afar then close by. The lowing of a lonely cow, the bark of a frightened

dog, the tinkling of a sheep-bell breaks the silence; otherwise the world
is at rest. Peace and holy tranquility reign supreme. Night has fallen.
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DR. MASTIN'S JUBILEE.

This month will complete the twenty-fifth year that Doctor Mastin

has been the physician of Spring Hill College. A physician and surgeon

of merit, known in this country by his surgical skill, and to the Univer-

sities of Europe, by the papers and pamphlets he has written, he is a

man that his Alma Mater claims in honor.

Ever courteous, ever generous of his time, his talent and skill, he has

left no stone unturned to safeguard the health of the boys. The Jubilee

bells of Spring Hill will ring in his honor during the last week of April. On
the 27th the Boys and Faculty will present their compliments at the Hill;

on the 4th of May, the Alumni will honor him in town, with a banquet,

at the Battle House.

IS COMPULSORY MILITARY TRAINING FOR BOYS WORTH WHILE?

During these exciting days of the great war now waged in Europe,

countless speeches are being delivered, countless articles are being written

in this country anent the subject of Preparedness. Among them the ques-

tion of compulsory military training for school boys, as a means to this

end, looms large. Nearly any man when asked for his opinion con-

cerning this matter will say that he thinks it fine, not only for the future

welfare of the country, by training a large number of boys in military
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science, but for the individuals themselves. Military training builds up

boys physically, and improves their general health; sharpens the men-

tal faculties, and teaches order and discipline; instills into the heart

great patriotism and love of country. Thus far our friends, the aver-

age man.

This subject of military training for boys, however, may be viewed

from several different aspects, and it would be unwise for a man to

emphatically state that he approves of it without considering it from all

sides.

It is evident that compulsory military training for boys in all schools

of this country is out of the question. It is a mere dream. We are still

a democracy.

New Zealand and Australia, however, have it, and are finding out,

at their own expense, that it is a complete failure. The people of these

two countries are utterly dissatisfied with the project, which compels

boys of 14 and over, in Australia, and 16 and over, in New Zealand, to

undergo military training, and are loud in their protestations against it.

The effect has been very bad and the facts do not justify the claims

advanced for its presumed success. Although the advocates of compul-

sory military training say that it is not conscription, yet, in effect, it has

proven the same. The "Advocate of Peace" Feb. 1916, says: "The re-

sult of a combination of circumstances, seized by the militarists to their

own aggrandizement, without any direct reference to the will of the peo-

ple and backed at first by some well meaning educators, was that the

men of those countries put their defenseless boys under military discipline

to which the voters would not themselves pretend to submit". It goes

on to say: "An oath is demanded of the boys which, in New Zealand

is as follows:

"I _ do sincerely promise and swear that I will

be faithful and bear true allegiance to our Sovereign Lord, the King,

his heirs and successors, and that I will faithfully serve in the New
Zealand military forces according to my liability under the Defense Act

at present in force, and that I will observe and obey all orders of his

Majesty, his heirs and successors and of the generals and officers set

over me until I shall be lawfully discharged. So help me God".

This oath we are told was often enforced by threats of fine and im-

prisonment on boys who were drilling and on those whose parents

refused to have their boys bind themselves to so drastic a surrender of

their consciences into the keeping of the military authorities. We may
easily conceive of the attitude created in the minds of thousands of lads

at a most impressionable age towards governmental authority when many
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are thus compelled to take oaths and others are placed in a position of

disobedience to parental control.

Military officers were authorized to impose fines which any police-

man might collect. These fines were imposed freely and for the

slightest cause. If the boys or their parents were unable to pay, the boy
was imprisoned for a number of days, ranging from 30 to 60 days, on
rations of bread and water.

It does not tend to improve the national health as Dr. Howse, F. R.

C. S. V. C, affirms. Many of nervous temperament and physically unfit

to serve were compelled to drill and numerous cases of acute dilation

of the heart resulted. Another evil result is that it tends to lure the

boys from gainful pursuits toward illusive militarism. Germany is a

community in which militarism prevails, but even Germany does not

enforce compulsory military training for boys. This is out-Prussia-ing

Prussia.

But the most disastrous result has been the moral degeneration con-

sequent on the conglomerate mixing of the best boys of the country

with the worst characters of the street. The testimony to the moral per-

version wrought by these training camps is overwhelming. One
prominent minister of New Zealand says: "It represents paganism in

excelsis".

The immorality consequent on the enforced encampment of a large

body of men is too well known to need mention. The United States

Army chaplains affirm it; the pastoral letter of one of our prominent

Southern bishops has shown that it exists, to an alarming degree, in one

of our largest Southern military Universities; the experience of visitors

and investigators to summer encampments bears it out.

Shall we tear our boys from their homes, where they would be sub-

ject to parental control; shall we take them from college where they

would be guarded sedulously and send them to an enforced military

training camp, where these evils seem necessarily to exist, merely to

satisfy a few jingo statesmen who wish to prepare? We shall be pre-

paring our boys, yes, but for the army that undermines, not upbuilds the

country.

Give military advocates an inch and they demand the whole mile.

Let them insert the point and the whole stilletto will soon be between

your ribs. Compulsory military training for all will not improve the

health of our boys; compulsory military training will not improve the

morals of our boys. Shall we then admit this small edge of German
militarism?

However, military training in schools when not compulsory is strip-

ped of many of its foreboding aspects. Undoubtedly it can do much
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good to a boy if he is physically able to stand the drills. It can build

up his body, sharpen his mental faculties and teach him discipline, order

and manliness, and may thus, perhaps be a determing factor in the shap-

ing of his career. The introduction of optional courses in military

science in a large number of existing colleges might perhaps prove suc-

cessful. But any military training which is compulsory on all is opposed

to the spirit of the constitutions. E. C.

TRUE LOVE AND LOYALTY.

"If a man loves some feature of Pimlico (which seems un-

likely), he may find himself defending that feature against

Pimlico itself. But if he simply loves Pimlico itself, he may
lay it waste and turn it into the New Jerusalem".

G. K. Chesterton—"Orthodoxy."

Who, what, where—is Pimlico? Why worry? Pimlico, loved or

unloved, means little indeed to any of us. Quite otherwise, however,

is it with the truth forcefully expressed by G. K. Chesterton in these

sentences picked from his volume "Orthodoxy". The realization of that

truth may be a matter of life and death. It drives home the fact that

not all who love, love wisely; not all who are loyal advance the cause

they have espoused. It directs attention to two distinct utterly different

loves, two loyalties that are poles apart and by pointing out the inevit-

able consequences of both urges upon us the danger of one, the necessity

of the other. True it is one means movement, progress, life, vigor.

The other spells stagnation, decay, dishonor, ruin.

Two men can be devoted to their country, their city, their club,

their family and friends, their college. The love of one may draw down
destruction, while the other breathes into the beloved a new spirit, a

stronger life that is an earnest and an augury of the blessing of heaven.

Death lurks in the love of a feature. Life springs from devotion to the

thing itself.

If the item, the detail, the part hold our eye and grip our heart, if

our devotion be the love of a feature, what consequences may follow?

A man whose heart warms to his native land simply, solely because

there he finds the greatest freedom of the individual, by his very devo-

tion to that particular features of his country, may, though he thinks

it not, may heap up evils mountain-high upon the land he loves. In

the time of national peril whence will come that needful coordination

of the country's resources unless there be sacrifice of personal liberty,

some subordination of private initiative. This coordination not made,
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the national defence having collapsed, what is to ensure that under
stress of trial the nation shall live? What is to prevent the downfall

of that nation? Gould love and loyalty save it? Not the love of the

detail; not the loyalty devoted to a feature.

The man who loves his country itself is the man that teaches it to

ride the storm, the man who holds it on the path of honor. He is the

man who nerves the nation to the task of self-regeneration, to the unin-

viting toil of discarding the obsolete and replacing good by better, of

improving the present in the light of the past, of stretching always for-

ward towards the ever distant, ever beckoning ideal. Where in a nation

so guided, so guarded, is there room for halting; where is there place for

stagnation; where can decay and death find entrance? Through all the

channels of national activity pulses the spirit of vigorous defiant life!

De la Mennais loved the church in France and strove that she might

be free, but fixing eyes all too intently upon that entrammeled freedom

he longed for sought to enslave to his will the heaven-guided church

of God. Had it been in his power, by his love, by his zeal, by his devo-

tion, he would have brought crashing to the ground the whole struc-

ture of the church in France.

How different another man and another love! How well, how
wisely did Washington love! How well, how wisely did he devote him-

self to his native land! For love of his people he tore down the whole

fabric of Colonial government and led the way to an independent exis-

tence even through fire and blood. That the nation might endure and

the hard won fruits of the Revolution be secured to future generations,

he consigned to the tomb, the Articles of Confederation and reared a new
structure: the Constitution of the United States. The particular form
of government did not enslave his affections. That the country should

live, that his people should advance to something higher, that the nation

by the blessing of heaven should come to that glorious fullness of fife

won for it by the sweat and by the blood of those who gave it birth;

these were to him all important. He loved not an item, not a feature,

but the country itself.

Have you love for your college? What love is it? Are you loyal

to your college? What loyalty is it? In a college, if anywhere, there

is need of genuine love and loyalty. Depending, as it must, to such an

extent, upon the spirit of its Alumni, a college, if it is to live, must foster,

in the students of the past and in the students of the present, a love that

is true, wise, constructive.

Devotion that is tagged to a feature may save that feature but—to

the ruin of the institution itself. Snug complacency, satisfied with an

item, rests for long in sweet imaginings, in dreamy inertia, lulled to rest
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by the illusion that all is well. If your love be bound to a feature, while

that feature remains untouched, you imagine that all is as it should be;

that the place you love is advancing apace. You dream that it is great.

But oh, the disenchantment! Oh, the agony of awakening! Facts com-
pel a change. While in complacent slumber we dreamed, treacherous

time has undermined the foundations, the worm has pitted every sup-

porting pillar, the glory that was is now corruption, the rainbow palace

has faded, the dream-paradise fancy builded here beneath the moon is

seen as it is and proves to be nothing but a shack, a worm-eaten, tumble-

down semblance of a shanty. May good fates preserve from such

feature-bound love, such inert complacency, the enemy of advance, the

curse of institutional life.

If there is hope for college, club or family, it is to be placed in love

for the thing itself. This is alive, this is vigorous, wide-awake, progres-

sive. This is constructive. If this love be the seed, the harvest must
be of golden worth.

What about Spring Hill? Can you not give that which shall raise

it to the ideal which its worth deserves? It is worth while! It can

sweep away all that is dross, all that is less noble, it can in very truth,

time alone granted, "lay it waste and turn it into the New Jerusalem".

C. B. C.

AN OPEN AIR PLAY
Dramatics, after having lain dorment for several years, are now

come back to their own at Spring Hill. "The Private Secretary", pre-

sented by boys of the Senior Division and "The Bell in the Forest", the

Junior Academy operetta, were both excellent, and show that there is

a sufficiency of historic talent among the boys. This talent, under cap-

able hands, could be developed into superior excellence if sufficient

interest and ambition on the part of the actors were evinced. The zeal

which has been shown should not be allowed to die out, but should be

fostered until paramount results obtain. We hope that the Senior

Academy play and others to follow, will keep up the good work.
Why not have an open air play? We have all the requisites. The

scenery here cannot be surpassed; it is admirably suited to the purpose.

Northern visitors were astounded when they learned we had not exploited

the means nature had placed in our hands. Plays of this character are

being given in other colleges and are a great success. Besides, such a

play would tend to enliven the interest in dramatics—and the only feas-

ible way of doing something great in this line until our new auditorium
is constructed. It is at least worth considering. Think it over, boys!

E. C.
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DIARY.

Dec. 20th.—Visit of the Ladies McGill and the Misses Young. (See

Dramatics)

.

Dec. 20th.—Football Night. Addresses of Mr. Lavretta, Dr. Rush, etc.

Jan. 11th.
—"Moon" revisits College.

Jan 19th.—Lee's Birthday. Half day.

Jan. 25th.—Father Noll, Editor of the Sunday Visitor, pays visit to college.

Jan. 31st.—Mr. Farrell, Pres. of United Steel Corporation and Mr. Craw-
ford, of the Tennessee Iron & Steel Co., accompanied by Mr.

R. V. Taylor, Vice-President of Mobile & Ohio R. R., Mr. Bailey,

Pres. of Mobile Chamber of Commerce, Capt. J. M. Walsh,

Ex-Pres. of Chamber of Commerce and other prominent men
spend the afternoon at the College.

Jan. 31st. and Feb. 1st—Half-yearly Examinations.

Jan. 31st.—Philosophers go to hear Peter Collins lecture at the Lyric

Theatre on "What's Wrong with the World".

Feb. 1st.—Opperetta, "Bell in the Forest" by the Junior Academy.
(Dramatics)

.

Feb. 1st.—Mr. Sweet, Assistant Secretary of Commerce, and Mr. Rose in

charge of the Government's foreign commercial relations, and
Mr. Bailey, Pres. of Chamber of Commerce are entertained

at College.

Feb. 2nd.—Semi-annual Exhibition. Address by the President.
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Feb. 3rd.
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Feb. 10th.—The Equitable Moving Picture Company are allowed to use

the College grounds and gardens for the staging of their large

production, "The Struggle". The Company, featuring Mr.

Frank Sheridan, Miss Ethel Gray Terry and Mr. Arthur Ashley,

had travelled through Cuba and New Orleans looking for a

"Cloister" to suit their picture. A friend of the director,

John E. Ince, recommended him to try Spring Hill. Here

they found just the grounds and scenery they were looking

for. Pictures were taken, using the Cemetery, the Grotto and
the Garden as background.

It was quite an original sight to see "Trappist Monks"
roaming around the grounds. The boys had a fine time, for

the few days, as the director and his assistants were most
kind in explaining the working of the "Movies" to them.

Feb. 22nd.—George Washington's Birthday. Half day.

Feb. 24th.—Field Day.

March 1st.—Freshman Class Exhibition. Commencement announced
for June 16th.

March 2nd.—Whole college goes to "Birth of a Nation."

March 3rd.—Boys of Senior Division give the "Private Secretary" in town
for the benefit of the St. Joseph's Athletic Association's Pool.

March 6th.—Half day. Track team goes to town. Junior Track Team
wins high school championship. Graduates and Football team
accompany Track men.

March 6th.—Reverend Father Provincial and Socius arrive for visit at

the College.

March 7th.—Whole day holiday. Mardi Gras.

Governor Henderson visits College and gives the boys assem-
bled in the dining room, a talk on "Dependability".

Senior Division gives play, "Private Secretary".

March 14th.—Full holiday in honor of visit of Rev. Fr. Provincial.

March 17th.—St. Patrick's Day. Full holiday given by Governor. Much
enjoyed by the boys. Boys of Senior Division have parade
to Crichton in honor of patron saint of Ireland.

Father Ryan preaches panegyric of St. Patrick at St. Patrick's

Church in Mobile. Father De la Moriniere visits Savannah
at the special invitation of the President of the Hibernian So-

ciety of that city to respond to the toast, "Ireland".

March 20th.—St. Joseph's Day. First Thursday Order. Solemn High
Mass and Benediction.
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MENU.
Sliced Ham Pickles

Olives Tomatoes Sliced

Chicken Patties

Mashed Potatoes

French Peas

Tenderloin Sliced

Caper Sauce

Apple Fritters

Roast Turkey
Asparagus

Lemon Soda

Cranberry Sauce

Ice Cream Wine Cakes

Candy
Nuts
Coffee

Oranges

April 5th.—Physics Class gives Exhibition.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
Introduction _ A. T. Shelby

The Natural and Permanent Magnet M. R. Price

Magnetism of the Earth A. R Christovich

Electromagnets E. L. Holbrook
Relation of Magnetism and Electricity R. M. Cotter

Introduction of E. M. F W. F. Stewart

The Wizard's Spark „ L. R. Mackin

April 11th.—Miller Reese Hutchison pays a visit to Spring Hill, accom-

panied by his father and young son, Reese Jr. He addressed

the boys and gave a half holiday.

SPEECH OF REV. E. de la MORINIERE AT THE RANQUET OF THE
HIRERNIAN SOCIETY OF SAVANNAH, MARCH 17th, 1916.

Mr. President, Gentlemen of the Hibernian Society:

As my eye rests upon the word which I am bidden to take up as my theme
tonight, a drama is conjured up before me with more varied fascinating power
in it than Ossian ever dreamed of or Shakespeare ever penned.

In the prologue to that marvellous drama, we peer into the dim past, the

misty long ago.

The thin shades of pre-christian, pre-historic legends fleet fitfully before

us in shadowy confusion.

Stately kings sweep by in painted chariots.

Yellow-haired chieftains rush to battle, shaking their spears, and shouting

their war-songs. They sweep by and are lost to view.
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Others take their room in a shifting splendid pageant of monarchs, and
warriors, and coy maidens for whose sakes the warriors are ready to die, and
the monarchs to imperil their crowns. Among them all, move the majestic Bards
striking their golden harps and handing down the names of Kings and heroes

and maidens for ever.

Upon that forgotton yesterday of Legend, the curtain falls to rise again upon
a woodland scene matchless in weird and solemn grandeur.

In the depths of sacred groves, long robed Druids offer sacrifice to the

Sun-god amid the reverential hush of awe-struck worshippers, and the witching

strains of magic minstrelsy.

Presto, under the wand of History, the mists of Fable are lifted and we
gaze upon a land, which echoes with the voice of saints and scholars; a land

where there is music, sweet, sad, pathetic, soul-stirring, thrilling, incomparable;

a land rippling with humor, so buoyant and yet so tender; a land where there

is bravery that may have been shattered but has never been bent; which has
been unfortunate, but has never been craven; where there is womanly purity that

has never been surpassed or rivaled; where there is a love of kindred that no
distance can weaken, no time can chill; a land whose hospitality is as free as the

winds upon its mountains, as lavish as the rains in its valleys; a land which
when stripped of right, spoiled of liberty, stabbed to the heart by the oppressor's

hand, prayed beneath the blow, spurned compromise, and survived undaunted;

a land growing more loyal to the creed of its sires with every fresh wound
received, choosing for its sons and daughters starvation rather than denial; a

land whose heroes young and old if they could not always do, could always dare

and die.

If I were to ask you the name of that land, straight from your heart of

hearts whose every beat it quickens, whose every throb it fans into flame, that

name would leap to your eager lips, break out into the murmuring sound of your
voices, swell into a mighty chorus until the very walls of this building would
ring and ring with the soulful music of that one patriotic note, ERIN, IRELAND.

Yes, Ireland is that land of Poetry and Romance, Holiness and Learning,

Humor and Song, Fortitude and Valiance; and if men should forget it, the bird

and the brook would mingle their carols to whisper it to the waving grass of

the fields, to the gleaming stars of the skies.

But men will not, cannot forget thee, Ireland!

The pure, generous, loyal, self-spending, self-sacrificing, indomitable heart

of Ireland shall cease to win the admiration of the universe, only—and not till

then—only when the spirit of heroism shall have fled from the earth, and the

word chivalry shall have been blotted out from the Lexicon of human speech.

As the individual, so the national heart has its joys and sorrows, its triumphs
and reverses, its struggles and its peace. As the individual, so the national heart

has its bright hour, the hour of its expansion, when the sun of prosperity strikes

full upon it, wraps it round with golden light, and warms it into a glow which
sheds its beneficent influence far and wide. It has its dark hour, the woeful hour
of its oppression, when the clouds of distress fall heavily upon it, cover it as with
a pall, muffle its beats, and check the red flow of its life's blood. Ireland has
known these two hours, the latter especially, but nevertheless the former.

That hour, the hour of her golden age, dawned for Erin in the fifth century
when she rose from her knees with the blessing of the true faith in her soul, the

bloom of christian civilization upon her fair form, the dews of Baptism glistening

upon her brow.
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The bounds which I must set to my utterances, tonight, forbid more than
a rapid glance at those early pages of Irish history.

When the clouds of desolation and death hung over the rest of Europe, when
wars and rumors of war sounded from afar like the rumbling of distant thunder,

what was Ireland doing?
Standing crowned with glory, holding aloft the only torch which enlight-

ened the world.

Wondrous Vestal, she kept alive the sacred fires of Faith in the Shrine of

Religion

Wondrous teacher, she fanned into a blaze the flame of learning in the

sanctuary of Science.

Had I the time, I would bid you stand on the Ocean-leagued shore of holy,

happy Ireland, and follow in spirit the unconquerable armies of her children,

marching onward to give battle to heathenism, ferocity and ignorance. I would
bid you behold the stout-hearted Columbkill, as he leaves his own love Derry
of the Oaks, and urges his wicker-boat across the ocean river rolling by his new
home on the cliffs and crags of Caledonia. I would bid you follow the Irish

missionary army to Oxford and Lindisfarne. We would see them traverse with
the Cross in one hand, and the Irish flag in the other, that land of Gaul which
nearly two centuries before, the fiery Niall had swept beneath the banner of the

sun-burst from the Loire to the Alps.

We would camp with them at Paris, march with them along the Rhine,

climb with them the Alps to St. Gall, come down with them to Lombardy and rest

with them in the forests of Salzburg and Ratisbon.

Rut time is lacking for this pilgrimage. We can only recall the fact that

whilst carnage was deluging the face of Europe with blood, from the 5th to the

11th century; whilst France and Spain were at war defending their liberty; whilst

60,000,000 slaves were shouting themselves hoarse in the wild savage exultation

of their newborn freedom, Ireland was flinging open her schools, with unbounded
gratuitousness, to the youths of all lands who flocked to her shores to seek and
to find an education which no other country could impart. Europe is witness

to that. Let her gainsay it if she dares. Rut she will not. For a thousand relics

of those glorious days, scattered on her cities and hamlets would warm into life

and glow into words, to brand her with ungratefulness and mendacity.

Ah! that was for Ireland's heart the Hour of Joy and upon that fain would
I linger with the poet Moore, but thoughts crowd in upon me, and I must press

forward to give you a glimpse—only one—of the bleeding heart of Ireland in the

hour of her sorrow, her desolation, her crucifixion. Swift in its coming, that

hour was long in its stay, stretching from the 7th to the 20th century.

God forbid that I should mingle politics with this celebration. So, leaving

to the judgments of Heaven the policy of England, be it that of Tudor, Stuart

or Puritan, whether Richard, Henry, Elizabeth, James or Cromwell, I may surely

say without offense that if there be a nation among all those fashioned by the

creative hand of the Almighty with truer title to the crown of Christian martyrdom
than Ireland, I have yet to learn that nation's name.

Like Queen Constance in Shakespeare's tragedy, she flung herself upon the

ground and was heard saying:

"My grief is so great

That no supporter but the huge, firm earth

Can hold it up. Here I and sorrow sit,

Here is my throne: bid Kings come bow to it",
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But kings would not bow to Ireland. Nay; they forged chains for her hands,
chains for her feet, chains for her intellect, chains for her conscience.

Well might the poet cry out at the harrowing sight:

"Oh, weep for Ireland! Oh, weep for the hour
When the children of darkness and evil had power!
When the horsemen of Albion triumphantly trod

On the bosoms that bled for their rights and their God.

"Oh I weep for Ireland! Oh, weep for the slain,

Who for Faith and for Freedom lay slaughtered in vain!

Oh, weep for the living who must linger to bear!

The renegade's shame or the exile's despair!

"Oh look, one last look at our cots and our towers,

To our scented hawthorns, and the beds of our flowers,

To the Church where the bones of our fathers decayed,

Where we fondly had hoped that our own would be laid.

"Farewell and forever! The fool and the Knave
May rule in the halls of the strong and the brave.

Our hearths we abandon; our lands we resign,

But Father, we kneel to no Altar but Thine !"

This is but a shadowy outline of Ireland's misfortunes; yet had I the tongues

of all the orators of the world I could not tell you more, because I could not

tell you all.

But what I can tell you; what every American can tell you; what those emi-

grant depots which sentinel every port on the Atlantic sea-board of America can
tell you, more eloquently than human speech can, is that this country flung wide
open her giant arms, and welcomed to her embrace, and sheltered under the folds

of the stars and stripes the exiled sons and daughters of Erin, and gave them the

home which they could no longer hope to obtain on the sod where the sham-
rock grows.

What I can tell you, and would that millions heard it! is that every one of

these sufferers felt and was made to feel that his sufferings would have been
spared, if he had only bartered his faith for his freedom. And if you ask me
the secret of that heroism which has but one parallel in History; Poland; if you
ask me how such numbers could brave adversity with no support on earth but

the voice of an approving conscience, I'll tell you. Before their eyes a vision

floated. A man mitered and croziered stood before them, and weaponed their

souls for the fray. You know the name of that man, of that peerless benefactor

of a full-hearted race, of that model of self denial; of that exemplar of heroic

achievements; of that wonder-worker in the fields of natural and supernatural

ministrations; of that doughty champion of the cause of Ireland.

You know his name. Because in the years that span the fifth to the twen-
tieth century, the fame of that man has never been challenged, his memory never
forgotton, not only in the land he so well loved, not only through the broad extent

of our free Republic, but in every nook and corner of this globe, wherever there
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breathes a human being with a drop of Irish blood in his vains, or Irish sympathy
in his heart; for the voice of Almighty God Himself dares the hand of any man,
however potent, to sunder those two names which He has welded together for-

ever on earth and in Heaven: Ireland and St. Patrick.

But a gathering such as this; an organization such as yours, Gentlemen of

the Hibernian Society, evidences another fact: the imperishable love of her sons,

and the sons of her sons for old Ireland.

You might as well try to drain the Gulf of Mexico, stem the current of the

Mississippi, or pluck by the roots yon Rocky Mountains as to deny that.

When the Irishman enrolled himself under the banner of Columbia—Colum-
bia—the home and asylum of the human race, the stronghold of the persecuted,

the fatherland of the exiled; Columbia, America, where there is solace for the

brokenhearted, food for the hungry, labor for the unemployed, education

for the ignorant, wealth for the industrious, preferment for the worthy—he sat

himself to love the land of his adoption cordially, loyally, devotedly, passionately,

aye! unto death.

When the battle cry rang from the shores of Maine to the Golden Horn, from
the lakes to the Gulf, he was the first to answer the bugle call, the first to buckle

on his armor, the first to gird on his sword and shoulder his musket.

His Celtic bravery drove him to the forefront to defend the Stars and
Stripes in the hour of peril, with all the strength of his brawn, with all the ardor

of his native enthusiasm, with all the courage of his undaunted spirit, with all

the fearlessness of his inborn chivalry.

Fling open the annals of all our conflicts: an Irishman in every trench, an

Irishman on every battlement, an Irishman behind every gun.

Count the death roll, and see how the heart's blood of an Irishman mingled

with the heart's blood of America upon every field.

Yes in all the trials this country has gone through, from the first struggle

for national independence to the last war, it has always been thus - The native

and the naturalized fighting heart to heart, and shoulder to shoulder on its blood-

drenched battle grounds, amidst its dark and deadly tempest of iron and fire.

Many of the native youths of the richest bloom and promise have fallen in

the morning of their lives, in the blush of their coming noon, and the men that

would have been the authors, the artists, the orators, the legislators, the merchants,

the magistrates of the country have gone to their sleep in bloody shrouds.

Yet, thousands who died unnoted, died as bravely. And not in this country

alone did the loss of them fill lowly dwellings with affliction, but it brought

tears and wailing into many a thatched cottage in Ireland, from Dublin to Galway,

from the Giant's Causeway to Cape Clear.

The Irish both in command and in the ranks have won for themselves a

name for soldierly and patriotic achievements.graven deep, in characters ineffa-

cable in the chronicles of this Commonwealth. And in the normal period of

flourishing peace their toil has been invaluable to the Nation.

They have of all emigrants, contributed the most to that labor by which

the country has grown in prosperity and power. By their bone and their muscle,

their sinews and their thew have these huge highways been built which are the

wonder of the world.
Much of their blood, their life and their love are on this soil, so that they

may rightfully claim their share in the living substance of the American people.

Yet however deeply rooted his love for the land of his adoption; however

prominent the position he occupies in her state of national Senate, however great
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his fame in her national Assemblies, however preponderating his influence in her

commercial synods, the son of Ireland always feels his mother's heart beat against

his, and longs always ere he dies, to see the shores again with a longing which
that brilliant young poet and patriot, Thomas D'Arcy McGee has echoed and em-
bodied in his verse.

Paler and thinner the morning moon grew,
Colder and sterner the rising wind blew.

The pole star had set in a forest of cloud,

When a voice from below, we feebly heard cry

Let me see, let me see my own land ere I die.

Let me lean on your strength. I am feeble and old,

And one half of my heart is already stone cold

Forty years work a change. When I first crossed the sea

There few on the deck that could grapple with me.
But my youth and prime in Ohio went by
And I'm come back to see the old spot ere I die.

'Twas a feeble old man, and he stood on the deck

His arm around a kindly young mariner's neck
His ghastly gaze fixed on the tints in the East

As the starving might stare at the sound of a feast.

The morn quickly rose and revealed to the eye

The land he had prayed to behold and then die.

Green, green was the shore, tho' the year was near done
High and haughty the capes the white surf dashed upon.

A gray, ruined Convent was down by the strand,

And the sheep fed afar on the hills of the land.

God be with you, dear Ireland! he gasped with a sigh

I've lived to behold you. I am ready to die.

He sank by the hour, and his pulse 'gan to fail

As we swept by the headland of storied Kinsale.

Off Ardigna bay, it came slower and slower,

And his corpse was stone-cold when we sighted Tramore.
At Passaga we waked him, and now he doth lie

In the lap of the land he beheld but to die.

That a love such as this, should have prompted the men of Ireland so prod-

igal of their genius and so lavish of their blood in defense of liberty on whatever
soil, and under whatever flag, to crown their country once again with the diadem
of independent sovereignty, is not hard to imagine.

And here the spirits of heroes hover about me. The spirit of him who after

his immortal speech in the dock, climbed a gory scaffold to win a martyr's crown
and a patriot's grave: Robert Emmet.

The spirit of him at whose fiery appeal a hundred thousand swords flashed

from their scabbards and spoke with even mightier eloquence than his own:
Henry Gratton,
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The spirit of him who was true to Ireland when integrity was treason; loyal

to Ireland when to name her was to die: John Philpot Curran.

The spirit of him whose memory is sacred not only in the liberty of his

country, but in the liberty of men; whose name will cease to wake the echoes of

time and to thrill the souls of men, only when human bondage is no more: Dan-
iel O'Connell.

Inspired by such spirits, and the memories of the past, we may surely cherish

the hope that the day may soon dawn when He who had His dethsemany and
Calvary, but also His Thabor and Olivet, will lift to a proud place among the

nations the country which in all her struggles and trials proved ever true to Him.
When He who tasted the stings and defeat of death, but also the joys and

triumphs of the Resurrection, will wreath in glory the heart which suffered for

Him and with Him: the patient enduring, brave, noble, chivalrous, heroic Heart
of Ireland.

SENIOR DIVISION NOTES.

(Leo Jagoe, B. S. '16.)

On January 6th the boys reported back to school, and if one may be

allowed to judge by smiling faces, it was evident that they enjoyed their

vacation days to the fullest extent. But those following days! The yard

seemed to overflow with the tears of homesickness, it is even said that

"Laus" Mackin, alias "The Cow Boy Captain" even wore great furrows up
and down his chin, and when as old a veteran, as he is, longs for his

home town, what must be said of the "Rats?" To soothe these discon-

solate feelings and to check those unbidden tears, Beany Sullivan the

dancing Corporal and Tom Hails brought the novelty of "Boards" out

of the deep recesses (recreations) of their fertile brains and soon the

yard was full of boards and Beany and Tom were full of the proceeds

—

Oh Well! It's an evil wind that blows nobody good, and they testify

that those zephyrs were very refreshing. To them perhaps but to the

rest ? This filled them with confidence, the yard was soon to have

a moving picture machine and a Victrola, so far only the latter has ma-
terialized and now the boys do much dancing upon the rough cement

floors of the hand ball alleys. It's a pity some haberdasher doesn't offer

Johnnie Crouch a hat, cap or some kind of cranium crape; at first it was
thought he would have brain fever on account of the hot sun shining on
his unprotected bean, but this being an impossibility was instantaneously

discarded, and now we fear he is in peril of sun stroke, now don't judge

the boy too harshly about the brain fever—the reason he can't have

that is on account of the superfluous amount of hair he possesses, he just

declares that some day in April he is going to get a hair-cut and a cap

and fool these boys, we hope he means April 1916.

Arthur Sitterle has at last made known the fact that as soon as he

finishes S. H. C. he is going to the Victoria Technical Institute and take
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up Civil Engineering, just to think, we will all receive invitations to

attend his "Commencement" signed Arthur S. Sitterle, C. E- We wish

you every bit of luck, success and happiness Arthur old chap in your

new mode of life. Tom O'Reilly is going to some University in Yazoo

City and study "Civil Contracting", so that his John Hancock will read,

Hiram Thomas O'Reilly, C. C. Good luck to you also Tom.
It will be of great interest to all the Alumni and distant friends of

the College to know that the arch at the entrance to the grounds has

been finished. The drive-way has been leveled, and is now being bricked,

soon flowers will be planted on both sides and it will form a real classic

entrance.

Directly after the Varsity was chosen the leagues were organized.

There are three leagues this year, the Captains are: first league, Shelby

and Keane; second league, Ratterman and O'Reilly; third league, John-

ston and Cooney. Only a couple of games have been played so far, but

from now on, there will be a game every holiday.

"Hands" Fromherz has recently read an account of the Kaiser's min-

ute bath tub, some one who found a little tin box in Faby's room about

the size of a finger bowl, found that he had also acquired the habit.

Fromy just will mimic the Kaiser!

Even Crowell and Skinner have joined Prof. Sullivan's dancing class

and now every night they furnish recreation for the weary, and mirth

for the solemn.

Luke O'Dowd, "Pat" Rice and Jake Clements became so enthused

over the "Rirth of a Nation", which the whole school attended through

the kindness of Fr. Rector on the second of March, that they have started

some kind of a K. K. K. organization. Their laws, rules and regulations

are not open to the public's comments and criticisms yet; maybe we will

hear more from them later.

Even our unconquered little general Dr. Rush, accompanied us to

the show and enjoyed it as much as the rest of us. He and "Pat" Rice

made themselves very conspicious during critical moments of the picture.

Nearly all of the yard have joined Senator Christovich's Roster of

faithful Wilson supporters. During the President's visit to Pass Chris-

tian, he made an ardent admirer of "Big Alvin", and ever since Christy

has been advocating 'Preparedness at any cost', and has about convinced
all except Herbert that Wilson is their choice. Ernest says he has voted
for Bryan for more than three times and "he won't be satisfied until he
gets it". Perserverance will finally win out old boy.

Ernest Herbert and Eddy Crowell the Beaux Brummels of the grad-

uating classes still hold their own. Eddy is still as mysterious as ever,

and that million dollar movement hasn't gained a second yet, (by second
we mean an understudy) some of the boys try to pull off the Chaplin
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walk but none have the nerve to attempt to copy his method of locomotion.

Another item of interest is the play given by the Spring Hill boys

for the benefit of St. Joseph's Athletic Club at their Hall on the evening

of February 3rd. The proceeds went to the building of a swimming
pool. The play was a success and the boys must be complimented upon
their acting. They have given it again in the Spring Hill Auditorium and

it was a splendid success. But I don't wish to intrude on the Dramatic

Editor, so consult that section for further particulars.

Returning here on Jan. 6th, we were greeted by Chopin, ex B. S. '15.

He is back with us now and entered the Superior Class—glad to see you
back Hertzog.

—N. B. B. * * *—
We have been informed by Crouch that he isn't going to buy that

cranium crepe, he at present, so he says, possesses two hats, three caps

and his base ball cap—but they are still in the trunk. He says that he

hasn't had time to unpack them since September, and it is so near to

June that there is no use—we beg your most humble pardon John!

FIELD'S DAY EVE.

EDWARD STRAUSS, A. B. '20.

Tomorrow, boys, we'll race the field,

But now old Sol is lying low.

To gain the victor's golden shield,

Tomorrow, boys, we'll race the field.

To none in valor shall we yield,

But him who rivals rushing roe.

Tomorrow, boys, we'll race the field,

But now old Sol is lying low.

JUNIOR DIVISION NOTES

(Andrew Smith, A. B. '18).

Again the inexorable deity of time has turned his fatal hour-glass,

again the too dutiful calendar proclaims that the publication of another

Springhillian is at hand, and again I hear even at my sacred threshold,

the threatening step of the impatient editor. Instinctively I feel that my
doom is at hand unless I have some peace-offering with which to appease

the just wrath of the offended potentate. The time for delaying is past,

no excuse will serve me now; action and quick action is the only alterna-
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tive. So with a hopeless sigh, I seize my pen to perform this too long

neglected duty.

Christmas to Easter—a pretty long stretch to cover; especially since

Christmas seems now like some dream of Paradise, that gave us much
pleasure in the dreaming, hut vexes us now on waking. From Christ-

mas—is it? After Christmas? What did we do then anyhow? Of
course, funny one, we returned to college; of course we were a little

peeved at the hardship of our lot. That is all very true, but it's under-

stood, it goes without saying. What I want to know is what did we do.

How did we begin to occupy ourselves? How did we forget the good
times just across the border-line of the Present and the Past? What
was the Great Elixir that cured all forms of that imaginary and at the

same time morbid disease called home-sickness? The answer to all these

questions is the same one word. It is the name of a game. The game is

BASKET-BALL

The importance and success of the season enjoyed by this sport will

at first be denied most vigorously by the self-appointed judges of such

matters, and this is only natural. Intoxicated by the rapid changes from
one sport to another, blinded by the all-sufficient radiance of one golden

idol, we cannot on first thought see that any other, Basket-ball, to be

specific, is entitled to any share of the lime-light. Again the abrupt

ending of the leagues and the seemingly poor showing in the outside

games appear to substantiate the pessimistic view of the question, and
the one addicted to rash judgments will require nothing more: unhesi-

tatingly, he will leap to the conclusion that Basket-ball as a factor in the

1916 Athletic History of the Junior Division was a minus quantity. But
the deep thinker, the one who views the case from every possible angle

before passing judgment, will be less hasty. He will scratch his scalp

reminiscently, he will look upon the scores of the games, he will inter-

view the followers of the game, he will ask himself many questions.

Did Basket-ball fulfill any definite purpose? Did it serve us a necessary

outlet for the naturally athletically inclined surplus energies of the boys
at a time when no other sport was practiced? Did not the Leagues,
numerous enough to include even the smallest of the would-be shooting-

stars, endure for over a month? During this time were not the majority
of the games hard-fought and doubtful till the whistle? The obvious
answer to these quiries and others of a similar nature will undoubtedly
turn the balance in favor of the defendant. Even the most rabid base-

ball enthusiast if he possesses the least trace of fair-mindedness, will

stop his base-ball chatter long enough, to pay a tribute to another game,
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to take off his hat to the sport which though laboring under difficulties,

was by no means a failure.

Basket-ball's record we will then review; taking first the outside

games and then the League results.

The leagues, as may be gathered from our previous remarks, were
organized almost immediately on our return. Nor was the First Team
any slower in its preparations. Two days after the choosing of the

Leagues, Coach Ratterman issued a call for First Team Candidates, and
the response was immediate and hearty. On the first day over fifteen

players appeared for practice and all continued to do so until the first

squad had been chosen. On January 16th, the first game was played,

with St. Joseph's Juniors as opponents. The visitors were lighter than

had been expected, so Coach Ratterman showed his sportsmanship by
sending in the lightest five he could pick. Even these, however, were
quite sufficient to handle the visitors and a score of 28-3 gave us a game,
never doubtful but featured by the many field goals of Baudier. The
line-up of the Juniors was: Potter, C; Baudier and Courtney, Forwards;

Ollinger, Smith and R. Willard, Guards.

The second team that dared to meet us was of a vastly different

caliber. In fact, the Catholic Athletic Clubs Second Team, or rather the

Neely Bros.—for these two were so fast and such cracks at goal-shooting

that they were a whole team by themselves—made our young hopefuls

look like bush-leaguers of the greenest kind. The final score was 45-18,

a real and decisive defeat, due as before mentioned, to two men, one of

whom scored 18 points and the other 16. The line-up used on this fatal

January 23rd, was : Potter, Center; Baudier and Clarke, Forward;
Tumminello and Milam, Guards.

Next came the team from Wright's Millitary School and this well-

trained aggregation furnished on January 27th, the fastest and most

interesting game of the season. After the last defeat our Coach had
given the boys several hard work-outs and made a few important shifts

in the personelle of the team, so that a vastly improved five confronted

the cadets when the starting-whistle sounded. The visitors lost no time

in acquiring a respectable lead. Through the instrumentality of Turner,

their lanky center and one good play which they worked to perfection

again and again; they rung up twelve points before our stars had so

much as got the range of their basket. Baudier and Clarke, usually sure

and unfailing, were missing their shots consistently, and it looked very

much like a shutout for the first-half till Brother Leo, otherwise known
as John F. Clarke, from almost mid-field sent the ball spinning through

the iron hoop for our first score. Encouraged by this, the Juniors began

to put up a hard but eleventh-hour fight, and the whistle for half blew
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with the visitors gloating over a score of 18-6. In the next half, however,

our boys came back stronger than ever, and you can stake your deserts

there was none of the kid-glove playing that session. Both teams were
in earnest and fast, business-like none too convent-style play was the

result. Baudier had regained his old-time form and as a result, sixteen

points were his net earnings from field and foul goals. The guards stuck

to their men like flies to a bald man's head, and consequently, the oppos-

ing forwards scored only eight points. The time-keeper's whistle, how-
ever, declared that these eight were enough to decide the victory and
the anxious rooters for U. M. S. went home rejoicing over their 26-24

victory. The following was the score:

NAMES FIELD FOUL NAMES FIELD FOUL
S. II. C. U. M. S.

Clarke, R. F. 1 Turner, C. 4
V. Baudier, L. F. 6 4 Cowan, R. F. 4

Potter C. Haller, L. F. 3

Bannon, R. G. 2 Acree, L. G.

Milam, L. G. 1 Spottswood, R. G
Little, R. G.

20 4....24 Haas, R. G.

Battson, R. F.

1

1

26 ....26

Shortly after this game, the last played by the First Team , it was
announced that on February 3rd, the 63-in. players would be given a

chance to prove their prowess against a similar team from the military

school. The earnestness with which the candidates practiced for two
weeks promised great things, but the game itself proved that the cadets

had been just as busy. Though the contest was by no means one-sided,

"hard luck", the proverbial cause of many defeats, held us to 14 points,

while our rivals managed to accumulate 18. Rodrigue for our Midgets

and Kirkpatrick for the victors were the individual stars of the day.

The line-ups of both teams follows:

S. H. C. Midgets—Ching, Burguieres, Center; Rodrigue and Allen,

Forwards; Smith, C. Willard, Mcintosh and McKenna, Guards.

U. M. S. Soldierettes—McPhillips, Center; Kirkpatrick and Noble,

Forwards; Costello and Powell, Guards.

Next for the Leagues—Brief indeed was their lease of life, but still

they managed to furnish many exciting and interesting contests. Space
permits us to give only the names of the winning teams in the various

leagues:

1st League—Day, Capt., Milam, Clarke, Bannon, Baudier, Ollinger.
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2nd League—Landry, Capt, Lange, Feore, Oliver, C. Willard, Gian-

elloni.

3rd League—Coyle, Capt., Kopecky, Murray, Guiteras, Ching.

4th League—J. Druhan, Capt., O. McEvoy, Brito, Diaz, Kelley.

5th League—Kirn, Capt., Meade, Russell,White, Fitzpatrick, Elliott.

6th League—O'Shee, Capt., Bentley, Ailloud, Spencer, Lions, M. Brito.

BASEBALL
As previously stated, the prime cause of Basket-ball's early demise

was a severe attack of Base-ball Fever, suffered by the majority of our

community early in February. The weather was getting warmer, the

Basket-ball Leagues were practically decided, the Big Yard had begun
practice and so on ad infinitum; all of which considerations acting on
our prejudiced minds, brought about the first game of the year on Feb-

ruary 6th, when Lange found something to boast of when his team won
the pop from "Nigger"Dillon's side. From that time on the speedy

advent of the Leagues was an assured fact; gloves, bats, masks, etc., were

dug up from their winter resting places and base-balls began to fly in

a manner that betokened May instead of February. The business affairs

of the national sport progresed so rapidly that on February 16th the

Leagues were chosen and February 22nd announced as the date for the

opening of hostilities. As the Leagues have up to the present time,

played but a couple of games, we can in this issue give only the names
of the players.

FIRST LEAGUE.

Naps.—Dillon,Capt., Feore, Milam, Lange, Strauss, Street, Landry,

Clarke, Power, Galliand.

Cubs.—Day, Capt., Bannon, Druhan, Tumminello, Ollinger, Russell,

Courtney, Willard, Potter, Baudier.

SECOND LEAGUE.

Bear Cats.—Gianelloni, Capt., O- McEvoy, Dorn, Ching, Roe, Oliver,

Mcintosh, Allen, D. Burguieres, Le Sassiere.

Indians.—Smith, Capt., O'Leary, Kelley, Mulcahy, C. Willard, Hughes
DeLeon, Ruhlmann, Williams, Fabacher.

THIRD LEAGUE.

Invincibles.—Bryne, Capt., Vickers, Rodrigue, McKenna, Kopecky,

McCarthy, Elliott, Festorazzi, Bermudez, Kirn.

Speed Demons.—Murray, Capt., Guiteras, Brito, McDonald, Coyle,

Diaz, Christie, Mathis, Burguieres, Mead.
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FOURTH LEAGUE.

Trusties.—Soniat, Capt., White, M. Brito, Nelson, Roth, Fitzpatrick,

Potter, Bishop, Olsen.

Superbas.—Dugas, Capt., Neuhoff, Saenz, Druhan, Charlet, Lions,

O'Shee, Martin, McEvoy, R.

FIFTH LEAGUE.

Salmon.—Scully, Capt., Ailloud, Spencer, Roubichaux, Boudousquie,

Codfish—Glover, Capt., Pollet, Cobian, Dempsey, G. Reynaud.

FIELD DAY.

TRACK WORK.

During the last month, much attention and almost universal interest

were given to Track Events of all kinds. The first and hence the chief

cause of the popularity of this hitherto neglected form of athletics was
the Field Day held in the Junior Division on Feb. 24th. An all-day

program was arranged and events of sufficient number and variety to

afford all a chance of winning at least one of the handsome prizes. Of

the day itself we cannot say enough. The weather was ideal, the offic-

ials strict and impartial, the interest and friendly rivalry displayed by
all participating were of the highest order. With such conditions the

day could not possibly have been a failure; so we need not add that

the whole program was carried out without a hitch, making the event

one of the most successful of its kind in many years. We will content

ourselves with giving the names of the fortunate winners in the various

events.

100 Yard Dash-
Senior—First, Milam; second, Hughes.

Junior—First, McKenna; second, Rodrigue.

70 Yard Dash-
Senior—First Milam; second, Hughes.

Junior—First, Rodrigue, second, McKenna.

Running High Jump

—

Senior—First, Dora; second, Clarke.

Junior—First, Roe; second, Kelly and Mcintosh.

Running Broad Jump

—

Senior—First, Milam; second, Hughes.

Junior—First, McKenna; second, Mcintosh.
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Sack Race

—

Senior—First, Milam; second, Landry.

Junior—First, Dugas; second, 0. McEvoy.

Candle Race

—

Senior—First, R. Willard; second, Strauss.

Junior—First, F. Rrito; second, R. McEvoy.

Obstacle Race

—

Senior—First, Milam; second, Druhan.
Junior—First, McKenna; second, DeLeon.

Potato Race

—

Senior—First, Milam; second, Courtney.

Junior—First, Gianelloni,; second, McKenna.

Three-Legged Race

—

Senior—First, Clarke and Lange; second, C. Willard and
Courtney.

Junior—First, R. Druhan and Smith; second, J. Druhan
and O'Shee.

Tug-ofWar—
Senior—Milam's Side.

Junior—Gianelloni's Side.

Catching of Greased Pig

—

First—Mulcahy; second, Raudier.

After the Field Day, the next great carnival scheduled for the fol-

lowers of the cinder path was the two-mile race to be held in Mobile

at Mardi Gras. Although practice for this event had begun even before

the Field Day it was taken up with greater zest and earnestness after the

more impending event had been shelved. The candidates for the team
practiced faithfully and regularly, in some cases even sacrificing their

4:00 p. m. breads. The reward for the sacrifices and the inevitable re-

sults of their business-like methods become evident, however, on the

afternoon of March 7th, when Messrs. R. Willard, Rannon, Rermudez,
Hughes and C. Willard walked into our humble domicile, each bearing

on the lapel of his coat, one bronze medal, the incontestible evidence

that for the second time in two years our track team had "brought home
the bacon" or, to abandon the slang, had won high school honors at

Mobile's meet. Not content with one medal, Mr. R. Willard who out

of the fifty entrants, finished ninth in the race, received a duplicate for
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being the second Mobile representative to cross the finish-line. Besides

the medal winners, three other of the Little Yard's sprinters, Messrs.

Milam, Diaz and DeLeon finished the race and none of them last, although

"Tenintz" escaped this honor only by one place. The Junior Division

feels justly proud of its team which for the second time has proved

itself the superior of any team of its class in Mobile, and almost the

equal of the best the Senior Division could furnish.

SOCIETIES, ETC.

The Sodality of the Holy Angels has admitted several new candi-

dates, and if these pass successfully through the ordeal of probation, they

will be consecrated early in May. An interesting and more detailed ac-

count of the doings of this great factor for good in the Yard will be

found elsewhere in this issue. The St. John Berchmann's Altar Boy
Society is still continuing its high standard of good work, and although

unlucky on the base-ball diamond, the Director asserts that the mem-
bers of the society are by no means delinquent when it comes to faith-

ful and respectful service in the Sanctuary.

The Yenni Literary Circle is now back to the regular routine of

debates, essays, and declamations, which would seem very tame indeed,

after the excitement and pleasure of preparing and presenting a play

were it not for the lively interest and the real literary appreciation shown
by all the members of this organization. A full account of the half-ses-

sion play, "The Bell in the Forest" is elsewhere given under the heading

"Dramatics".

A new organization, lately formed in the Yard and the outgrowth

of the whole-hearted attention given to the national pastime is the Man-
aging Board of League Baseball. This board consisting of two members
from each League meets weekly to formulate laws for the betterment

of League game and the lessening of disputes. The Officers of the Board
are: Glynn Dillon, Pres.; W. Day, Vice-Pres.; E. Milam, Treas.; A.

Smith, Sec.

IMPROVEMENTS.

The renovation of the gymnasium, the removal of the lockers, the

addition of new "muscle-makers", and the installment of electric lights

have made the Gymnasium a very popular gathering-place for the after

supper recess. Although such athletes as C. Hercules Willard and the

pupils of this famous instructor, can be found "dipping" and "pumping"
at almost every free hour in the day, it is only after the evening meal
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that the more serious minded and the less athletically inclined can find

an opportunity for muscular development, and hence the after-supper

crowd in the Gym. and the scarcity of the Campus strollers. Recently

the already overworked gymnasium has been converted into a quasi

dancing hall, where the followers of the Terpsichorean art are enabled

by the bewitching strains of the Byrne-Ollinger Popular Contribution

Victrola to keep their pedal extremities in perfect practice for the sum-
mer months.

The Second League has begun the erection of a giant back-stop,

which when completed will rival the First League's for the excellence

of its construction. The question now asked, however, is, "Will it ever

be completed?" The young carpenters seem to have exhausted their

energies in laying the foundation, but it is to be hoped that they will

soon resume the good work they have begun so well.. The Third and
Fourth Leagues, though not attempting anything on so large a scale have

fully satisfied their needs with neat little structures of the same nature.

Before leaving the subject of improvements, we must not forget to

mention the marvellous change for the better noticeable in the atmos-

pheric conditions of a certain dormitory since the departure of one of

its best known inmates. Perhaps the room he has secured is suffering

in our stead, but for our part we are glad to lose the perpetual scent of

toilet-water and Eau-de Cologne.

BASEBALL GAMES (OUTSIDE)

In accordance with the policy adopted by the Board of League Direc-

tors only after long and serious consideration, the First Team is to play

very few outside games this year. One of the very few thus far, how-
ever, and in fact the only one we can recall was the farcical contest with

the Hill-Billies. These respected and historic rivals brought here on Sun-

day, March 12th, what they called a baseball team. It consisted of nine

sundry specimens ranging in size and general type from long-legged Kow-
Peckies to abbreviated Monkeritoes. The whole first league had reported

in uniform for the game, but the appearance of the enemy made it cer-

tain that such professionals as Day, Tumminello, etc., would be given

no chance to perform. Even the team that took the field proved in the

first inning that they were too strong, and volunteers from the Second and

Third Leagues were enlisted- This gave the visitors a little more chance,

so much, in fact that they got the last laugh when their hearty looking

shortstop got a clean homer and the game in the last inning. And Lange
pitched, too! He could make a magnificent pitcher, but no pitcher has

acquired fame without support, neque Lange.
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HERE AND THERE.

To have or not to have, that is the question. Whether it would be

better to have the Bougaloosa mills going full force in our dormitory

or McMillan's snoring?

We hear that one of the members of the Spanish class has decided

to have his exercises copyrighted so that no one else can copy them.

We advise him not to go to all that trouble, but to do like the others,

just stop making them.

We can't imagine why there is any objection to christening the larger

boats with champagne, for once the "Extra dry" has been used they take

to the water and never leave it.

Professor of History: "Keith, what do you know about Julius

Caesar? Keith (the ideal student) : "Julius Caesar was a man, he licked

an outlaw tribe and wrote a letter home in boxcar letters, "Veni, Vidi,

Vici".

Paramount, as defined by Chris Reilly: "A ferocious wild animal,

having four legs, sharp claws, a long tail, and glaring eyes; found ex-

tensively in the country surrounding Okalona (Mississippi)".

Professor in Mechanics: Absolutely speaking, in this world there

is no such thing as rest.

Skinner: Well, guess that's why I'm always tired.

Discussing the rare chemical elements, Provosty inquired as to the

etymology of the word Ar-gon. He was quickly answered by Jake

Clements, the studious: "Aw boy it means 'have went'."

We have heard of birds having whiskers, but who ever heard of a

'Pelican" having a moustache, and a red one at that?

Roses are red

Violets are blue

I can row a boat,

Canoe ?

Professor of Chemistry: "How is oxygen used to produce excessive

heat?" Witty Albin: "In a bellows".
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Ben Thompson says, "that he can't see to save his life why it is that

his arguments don't seem as reasonable to the authorities when it comes

to getting out of trouble, as they do to him".

Overby upon coming to the yard with his friend Jake Clements,

after his recent return: "Gee hasn't the band improved since last year,

they are playing real music now. Have they cut the ancient brand?"

Jake: "Naw man, that's not the band, that's our phonograph

playing".

Professor of Philosophy to class: "I shall soon arrive at suicide ,

and glaring upon the class, "and murder will follow shortly after".

The student seemingly addressed rejoined: "Very well Father, pro-

vided it is after your suicide".

A few things unanimously agreed upon by the whole student body:

(1) That "Fats" Morere must be heard in concert before June 16th,

after his ten years of piano lessons.

(2) That Walter Stewart, Son Shelby and Carr must keep off the

"bald-head" row when attending the popular amusement houses.

(3) That Johnnie Hastings must desist from the use of "Picnic

Twist", (Brown's Mule, etc).

(4) That Jonnie Crouch be forced to wear a cap when playing

base-ball. . '

(5) That little "Buddy" Hofer could save money by purchasing his

candy by the ton instead of in small quantities.

(6) That Stanfy Skinner still loves the ladies as does also Dan

Reilly.

(7) That "Son" Shelby has stopped growing.

(8) That none of us are anxious to help capture Villa as long as

there is any shooting going on.

(9) That there is absolutely no objection on our part with regards

to the closing of college on the 16th of June.

AFTER THOUGHTS—"AS WE GO TO PRESS".

As we go to press, we must note the recent organization of the

Hoboes' Convention or as the members prefer to style themselves, the

B O D's. This mysterious body boasts that it will not confine its activ-

ities to one sphere, but will proceed to cut a wide swath both in the field

of athletics and literature. A reporter who attended one of the B. O. D.
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sessions has given affidavit that all he could hear was confused and inces-

sant babble out of which he could distinguish: "Let me talk, will you?"
"I say read the names!" "Oh, shut up and sit down". "Mr. President,

how about the pins?" "Let's get up that team, now". "Everybody must
put in 15c". "Come on; fifteen rahs! for the B. 0- D." A member in

good standing had been kind enough, however, to inform us that the

officers are: Baudier, Pres.; Soniat, V- P. and Day, Sec.-Treas. The
official organ of the association was edited by Messrs Diaz, Mead and
Oliver. Mr. Diaz has resigned in favor of the versatile president Mr.

Baudier. Twice has the Federal Government seized an entire issue, but

in spite of such reverses its every-other-day edition still appears.

We must also beg leave to introduce our latest celebrity, sometimes
affectionately called, Foster; but known more widely as "Snap-shot Bill".

This enterprising young man, formerly identified with the Edison-

Giannelloni Electrical Invention Co., lately became painfully conscious

of his utter deficiency, in this line, as compared with the more brilliant

member of the firm. The result is that "Edison" now has the electrical

field entirely to himself, whereas his quondam partner scintillates as an
apprentice photographer.

Among the many habits that were placed on the shelf as a Lenten

mortification, or that might have been with happy effect, we note these:

Kern and Ching: "Our excruciating efforts to sing".

Razor Hog: "My toe-dancing and grunting "a la natural".

Neuhoff and Vickers: "Our interest in checkers".

Little George: "My, 'Mind out now'."

McDonald: "My excessive eating".

C. Willard and Murray: "Our daily Gym. exercise.

Kow Pecky: "My fondless for milk".

Specks: "My special Sunday smile".

Strauss: "My hourly trips to Mars".

Frenchy and Brother Leo: "Our heated baseball discussions".

O'Leary and Tummy: "Our distribution of free eats".

Martin: "My hospitality to decrepid lizards, snakes, etc."

Feore: "My substitution of dry cleaning for the Natatorium".

Guiteras: "My well known: 'My word! well I'll be darned'."

Elliott: "My star gazing".

Harry and Joe: "Our betting millions" (imaginary).

"Big Little George": "My graduate airs".

Pensacola: "My daily chew",
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duMttfea
SENIOR.

On September 21st, 1915, the members of last year's Sodality of the

Blessed Virgin Mary assembled in the Freshman Class room to select

Officers for the ensuing scholastic year. The meeting called to order by
Fr- Ryan, our new Director, we immediately set to our task. After

carefully weighing in the balance all the names submitted for consider-

ation, the choice for Prefect fell upon our esteemed classmate Eddie
Crowell. Next the ballot was consulted for Assistants, Leslie Cassidy

receiving the first distinction, while the selection fell upon Ernest Her-
bert for the second place. Then the Secretaryship was meted out to

William Logan and all assumed their gravest face to conscientiously fill

the legislative department with two wise heads. Consequently L. J.

Boudousquie and Arthur Sitterle are now seated in the Consulters' chairs.

Though the vote for Organist was scattered, Mr. A. L. Christovich was
easily retained from the many excellent organists which the division

affords.

The Officers installed, we begun our weekly meetings on Thursday
September 23rd. Since then our meeting day has been change to Wed-
nesday, because of Fr. Ryan's inability to be with us on Thursdays. As
Director, Fr. Ryan's talks are most instructive; calculated to instill that

spirit of virtue and practical love of the duty which all are supposed to

manifest in after life. We are sure that every member has been bene-

fitted materially by the sound ideas on many moral questions which have

been enunciated at these weekly heart-to-heart talks. Touching upon
different practices of the Catholic Church, in a most interesting manner,

Fr. Ryan has made known to us the origin of the Rosary and kindred

subjects. Several times we were told of the broad field of work open

to our members after they leave college. Fr. Director discussed and
emphasized the good to be derived from the consolidation of the various

Sodalities of the country, a work which Fr- Garashe has much at heart,

and is striving earnestly to bring about. At our last meeting, after in-

structions as to how to spend Lent, we were made familiar with the life

of St. Joseph the patron saint of this institution.

As time draws near for the reception of postulants, with little search

it is evident that we have in our midst boys who will fill with credit the

vacancies left by our departing class.

W. LOGAN, A. B. '16.
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JUNIOR

The Junior Sodality has, thus far, had a very successful year. It is

again under the Directorship of Rev. Fr. K. Nowlan, S. J. In the beginning

of the year, a special meeting was held for the purpose of electing Officers.

The election resulted in the installment of the following members: R. Dru-

han, Prefect; A. C. Smith, 1st Asst.; C W. O'Leary, 2nd Asst.; J. W. Court-

ney, Secy.; Glynn Dillon and Joseph Kopecky, Sacristans. From last year's

number, eight members, exclusive of the above named, remain, and these

members were present at the initial meeting of the Sodality. They are:

A. Festorazzi, M. Vickers, F. Kelly, T. Diaz, J. Tumminello, L. Gianelloni,

D. Landry and J. Power.
During the course of the year, however, other boys have been re-

ceived as candidates, with the approbation of Roard of Officers, and
have been allowed to be present at the weekly meetings. From this

number, we have: D. Rurguieres, C. Coyle, Joseph Druhan, W. J. Russell,

S. J. Gianelloni, H. Neuhoff and J. Roe. These boys will be re-

ceived as members into the Sodality on May 1st, 1916. Then they will

recite in the Student's Chapel, in the presence of the whole College, the

"Act of Consecration to the Rlessed Mother of God".

The regular meetings of the Sodality are held in the Sodality Chapel,

on every Saturday during the Student's Mass. The Holy Sacrifice is cele-

brated by the Director, in the presence of the members and candidates.

During this Mass, the regular Sodality Prayers and the Office of our Lady
is recited aloud. An instruction is given by the Director, at each meeting.

Thus far, the feasts which have occurred during the week, have furnished

our Director with sufficient matter for his very interesting instructions.

On Saturday, November 20th, 1915, Rev. Fr. J. D. Foulkes, President

of the Immaculate Conception College in New Orleans, visited the Sodal-

ity Chapel, and celebrated Mass for the Members. For his brief talk,

he chose "The Duties of a Sodalist". He pointed out how careful the

Sodality should be in choosing its members, and also the various paths

of usefulness open to a fervent Sodalist. His words were full of meaning
and fervor, and urged on the already eager members, in their endeavors.

As the canons for admission are very rigid in their demands for high

standards in class and in the yard, a neucleus of very strong influence

for good has been gathered under the fold of our lady's cloak. That her

protection and fostering care has had its results in the lives of the mem-
bers, and those with whom they come in contact, is evident to any one
that has lived in the Junior Division for the past few years. We may
thank her, that the President is able to bestow such great and well de-

served praise on the members of the Junior Division-

J. COURTNEY, A. R. '19
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On the morning of December 20th, 1915, the Spring Hill student-body

was most enjoyably entertained through the courtesy of Ladies Mary
and Sarah McGill, by Misses Cecilia and Frances Young, of Chicago.

These two talented artists, the former a harpist, the latter a violinist,

have both mastered their instruments and through their great love for

real music, the music of our forefathers; have delved deep into the ar-

chives which contain these treasures; have ferreted out the histories of

these gems and placed them all most clearly before us.

The entertainment given by the Misses Young was especially inter-

esting to the music lovers of Spring Hill, for from a vocal as well as an
instrumental standpoint, it was most unique, for although we are all

familiar with the violin, many of us had our first opportunity of seeing

and hearing a real Clairsech or Mediaeval harp, the music of which indeed
proved a delight to all. The singing of the old Folk songs as they were
really written, was a treat in itself, for it gave us a clear idea of the

great change that has taken place in music since those days.

When we think of the amount of labor spent by these ladies in com-
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piling such a history, we cannot but take the deepest interest in it. When
one goes back as far as the days of King Alfred in quest of music history,

there surely must lie in their heart a real true love for this great art.

The principle songs on the morning's program were, The Poison

Song; The Story of King Arthur and his harp at Ethandum. These we
are told are the oldest and most widely sung of any known Folk Songs.

Among the other numbers were, The Water O'Wearies Well, The Jacob-

ites Songs, taken from various private collections, A Gaelic Song ren-

dered in Gaelic, A Poison Song found at Jerusalem and various others.

Although we had the pleasure of being in the company of these artists

only an hour, during this short time we toured in music, Scotland, Ireland,

England, France, Spain and finally the United States.

At the conclusion of the program Lady McGill very kindly consented

to favor the boys with an original dialect reading. The enthusiastic ap-

plause showed how thoroughly the boys enjoyed Lady McGill's part of

the program. Our only regret was that the time passed too quickly, but

we sincerely hope that in the near future we will be given another such

treat.

FOOT-BALL NIGHT.

As it has always been a custom at Spring Hill to have a Foot-Ball

night at some time before the closing College for the Christmas holidays,

the night of December 20th, was chosen for this celebration.

It is on this night that the men who have played on the foot-ball

team are presented with their letters. A play of some kind is always

given by he boys, and short speeches are made by the Coaches. This

year the "Great Elixir" a farce, in two acts was presented.

The evening's entertainment was opened with the"Songs of Uncle

Sam" by the College orchestra. Ex-Captain Morere, then took the stage

and in a short but well-delivered speech thanked the two Coaches and the

members of his team for the way they had worked for him and extended

his most sincere well-wishes to Captain E. O'Dowd for the coming season.

When Ex-Captain Morere's speech was ended, Captain-elect, E.

O'Dowd, mounted the stage and in a clear but short little talk, thanked
his team-mates for the honor that had been conferred upon him, told

them as captain what he would expect of them during the season of

"16", expressed a most earnest wish in his own name and that of the

team, that they would have the same two peerless leaders as their com-
manders for the coming season. The stage was ready for the night's

amusement.
The curtain rose placing before the office of Dr. Waldimer Wiggins
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(the seventh son of the seventh son) a first-class quack, who through

a great discovery of his, claimed a cure for every ill, and where there

was no ills to be cured, it made them. The part of Dr. Wiggins was
ably played by Alvin Christovich. J. P. O'Leary and Lawrence Hickey
appeared as Gunnybag Greenback and Palsy Aspin, two of the doctors

best patients. Alphonso T. Shelby took the part of Major Fingers, a

very discontented bridegroom who at last, on account of his diminutive

size, resorted to the Great Elixir as a growth producer. Dennis Curren
played the role of Charles Freedley, a discontented heir, and won the

applause of all. The parts of Harry Quilldriver and Herbert Easel were

carried by William Logan and Albin Provosty. William 0. Patterson

acted as Bob, the Doctor's boy. Last of all but by no means least, came
"Dick" Ching, as Rastus, and throughout the whole show he kept the

audience convulsed with laughter.

With the closing of the play the Serenade Tityl was rendered by the

College Orchestra. Then came the awarding of the foot-ball sweaters.

Those receiving their letters and sweaters were Ex-Captain Morere,

Captain-elect E. O'Dowd, Ratterman Horkan, Bienvenue, Christovich,

Mason, Provosty, Curren, Mackin, Hastings, Ching, Rice, L. O'Dowd,
Spengler, Kearns, Fromherz, Boudousquie, Gibbons and Cassidy.

When each of the men had received his hard-fought for letter, Mr.

Lavretta took the stage and in a most beautiful and pleasing manner
presented, in the name of the Faculty and student-body, to Dr. Rush a

sealed envelope and to Mr. Harris a gold watch as tokens of love and
appreciation for all they had done to give Spring Hill the best foot-ball

team that ever played upon the Hill gridiron. Most interesting responses

were made by both Dr. Rush and Mr. Harris ere the evening's entertain-

ment closed and it was most unwillingly that the boys witnessed the

close of the evening.

"THE BELL IN THE FOREST".

On Thursday evening, February 2nd, The Yenni Literary Circle en-

tertained the College students as well as a large number of its Mobile

friends, with a credible and much appreciated presentation of "The Bell

in the Forest", an operetta in two acts. It is generally admitted that the

success of an operetta depends wholly on the quality of the singing and
with the voices put forth for our entertainment that night the play could

not but be a grand success. The "Opening Chorus" and "The Hunters

Song" alone reflected the greatest credit on the thorough training the

young vocalists had received, while among others, "The Town Officials"

and the "Tradesmen's Song", stood out prominently. The solo work
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was done by Emanuel McEvoy and Glynn Dillon. They handled their

pieces like masters and brought encore after encore from the delighted

audience.

Although every member of the cast played his part to perfection of

course there were bound to be some stars and in"The Bell in the Forest",

the honors went to Messrs Smith, Dillon, Landry and Strauss. They
handled their difficult parts well and at no time during the whole per-

formance did they allow interest to lag. As Prince Perrival, Ross Druhan
was ideal, and although his appearances were few, when he did appear

his words were forceful and his part was masterfully carried out. The
humorous part of the play was handled by Dewey Landry, as Bluster,

Chief Police Commissioner, and well did he handle it. This young man
has a natural talent for the comic, a fact which the audience was not

slow to discover, so that the appearance of the robust figure of Bluster,

was invariably the signal for laughter.

The villain of the play, a part which is never really appreciated

until after the fall of the curtain, was ably taken by Edward Strauss,

his deep voice and effective make-up together with his natural talent had
such an effect upon the audience as to make them detest him in his part

throughout the whole play, but with the fall of the curtain all were

forced to admit that his acting was first class.

In the parts of Town Crier and Franz Staub, Galliand and Glynn
Dillon proved themselves not only unusually gifted singers, but also first-

class actors. Messrs Vickers, Courtney, O'Leary and Diaz, as tailor,

butcher, cobbler and baker, would have passed muster in any Trade

Union; while the "Trademans Song" by these gentlemen was one of the

catchiest and most loudly applauded of all the musical numbers.

Last of all, but by far not the least, was Alexus Foster, the unjustly

persecuted son of old Foster, the Prince's game-keeper. This, the most
difficult part in the whole play, was acted most perfectly by Andrew Smith.

This young man has extraordinary talent in this line and should his

life's path lead to the rostrum, he is without a doubt destined to be a

leader in his profession.

MUSICAL PROGRAM.

"Hunting Scene" Bucolassi

College Orchestra.

Opening Chorus—"The Huntsmans Chorus , Entire Cast

"Tis So Ordained" Em. McEvoy
"Town Officials" Galliand Landry
"The Tradesmens Song" : O'Leary, Courtney, Vickers, Diaz

"Selections from Ermini" Jacobowski
College Orchestra.
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Second Act

—

"Praise Ye the Father" Invisible Chorus
"Back to the Scenes of My Childhood" Glynn Dillon

"The Hunters Call" Entire Cast

Piano Accompanist—Sidney B. Simon

"Under the Double Eagle" Wagner
College Orchestra.

Cast of Characters

—

Prince Percival, Prince Regent of the Province Ross Druhan
Count Ruprecht J. Guiteres

Count Leopold P. Mulcahy
Alexis Foster, the Game-keeper's Son _ A. Smith
Karl Krag E. Strauss

Bluster, Commissioner of Police D. Landry
Old Screech, the Town Crier G. Galliand

Franz Staub, a wanderer G. Dillon

Village Tradesmen—Stitchem, tailor, M. Vickers; Chopem, butcher, J. Courtney;
Waxem, cobbler, C. O'Leary; Kneadem, baker, Th. Diaz.

First Attendant „ C. Willard

Second Attendant R. Rodrigue

Villagers—J. Allen, P. Boudousquie, A. Burguieres, J. Keoughn, W. McCarthy, L. Mc-
H. Newhoff, W. Potter, A. Robicheaux, R. Walsh.

Villagers—J. Allen, P. Boudousquie, A. Burguieres, J. Keougn, W. McCarthy, L. Mc-
intosh, F. McKenna, M. White.

"THE PRIVATE SECRETARY"

As it has always been a custom in Spring Hill to have an entertain-

ment on Mardi Gras night, the boys of the Dramatic Club who presented

"The Private Secretary" in Mobile for the benefit of the St. Joseph Athletic

Club's swimming pool fund, very kindly consented to repeat it for the

entertainment of the student-body.

"The Private Secretary" is by no means a new play, but it is one

of the kind that always keeps up interest of the audience, and never fails

to produce many good laughs.

In the cast of characters we find Dennis Curren as Mr. Cattermole,

an exceedingly irascibly gentleman from India, whose nephew, as he

thought could not be made to sow his wild oats. Dennis played his part

to a perfection and kept himself and the audience in an uproar during

the whole time he was on the stage. Leslie Cassidy took the part of

Douglas Cattermole and well did he play the part considering that in

the prank in which he was involved he had to act as tutor to "Cy"
Hickey and Johnny Hastings the young nephews of Mr. Marsaland.

Dick Ching, our blackface artist was a star as usual, and to him cer-

tainly is due the credit for many a good laugh. As the real private sec-

retary, Joe Chenevert would be hard to beat. This was Joe's first ap-
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pearance as a member of the Dramatic Club but he certainly brought

down the house and "Do you know" we are inclined to believe that if Joe

continues at his present rate ere many moons he will be a second Edwin
Booth.

As Mr. Marsaland, William Logan, better known as "serious Bill",

would have been hard to beat. His quiet, easy manner makes him per-

fectly at home on the stage consequently fitting him exactly for this part.

The two young nephews of Mr. Marsaland were of the true "Katzenjam-

mer" kind and a better pair than Larry Hickey and Johnny Hastings

could never have been found.

The third of M. Marsaland's nephews, Harry, and the instigator of

the plot which after all proved to be a filled furrow in the wild-cat field

of young Douglas Cattermole, was played by Alvin Christovich, who
filled his role in his usual first-class way.

The evenings entertainment was opened with Jacobowski's Overture

from the Opera Ermini by the College Orchestra- The second number
on the musical program was a Cornet Solo "Loves Old Sweet Song" with

Orchestra accompaniment. The third number was the Hungarian
Dance V.

The whole entertainment was a pronounced success. The best the-

atrical performance, some have been heard to say, since the burning of

the College Hill Auditorium. It is too bad the weather and the fact that

it was given on Mardi Gras night prevented a large attendance. The
troupe should be persuaded to repeat the performance at some time in

the near future.
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BASE BALL.

Base-ball season at Spring Hill has always been known to open early,

but never before in all the history of the college has it gotten as early

a start as it did for the season of 1916.

The first call to practice came on January 30th, and was responded

to, by a regular army of boys, all bent on capturing one of the various

positions open to them, and as each one, who on that day donned a uni-

form, could not have a position, all his own, the fight made by these aspi-

rants for permanent berths, can well be imagined.

The greater part of last year's team, is again in uniform and have

captured again the old stands, which they served so well during the sea-

son of 1915. Among the old men, we find Captain Mackin doing the

receiving; his batting eye is just as keen as it was last year and he gives

the pitchers, he faces, no small amount of trouble. His work behind the

bat cannot be described, one must see him in action to set value upon
his steel. On the pitching staff we have again our three veterans Bien-

venue, Ching and Christovich; their work thus far has really been phe-

nominal. In the first game of the season, an eleven inning fight, Bien-

venue and Ching both pitched; the latter pitching seven innings with no
hits. In the second game the trio worked; this was Christovich's first

appearance this season, but he put forth the same speed and control that

won laurels for him last year; Bienvenue, it would seem, has come back

to his own; Ching, let this suffice, is the terror of all the visiting teams.

Arthur Sitterle is tending the first sack this year, and although this
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is his first year on the Varsity, he is covering his position, and wielding

the stick well, and gives promise of being one of* our mainstays this

year. Second base is in possession of Johnny Crouch, and although this

is Johnny's first year, too, he has already done himself up "brown"; he

starred on the Basket-ball team; is a fine Foot-ball man, and in Base-ball

is a hard hitter and hard to beat when it comes to fielding. If he could

only get a cap to fit him he would be perfect.

Very little can be said about short stop, not that the man in posses-

sion of that certain position does not fill the bill, nor because of his

diminutiveness, but simply because of the lack of words in the English

distionary that would do justice to his sterling qualities- Clarence Day,

better known as "Crabby", is in his old position at short again and is

playing his same steady, quiet game that won for him so much praise

last year. "Crabby", although the smallest member of the team in size,

is by no means the smallest when it comes to real base-ball; he is one of

the heaviest hitters on the team; as well as one of the surest; as for his

fielding none can touch him. Third base is in charge of "Bobo" Curren.

"Bobo" was a member of last year's team, filling the position of sub-

catcher; but this season, he has been shifted to third base, and is handling

himself well around the bag and is pelting the pill like a veteran.

In the outfield Manager Holbrook, Hastings and Brunet are on the

regular duty, while O'Dowd, Jagoe, Courtney and Spengler are being used

as utility men. Spring Hill's outfield this year is one of the fastest the

college has ever had, and as for batting, they are "some" sluggers.

Spring Hill, it is true, has this year the fastest and best team that

has ever represented the Hill College ,and to whom are we indebted for

this powerful machine. Certainly not to the boys alone. No, we owe
it to our Coach, mostly, and then to the boys. Spring Hill has been unus-

ually fortunate this season in securing the services of Mr. Charlie Schmidt,

as Coach for her team, for if any man is perfectly equipped for such a

position, it is certainly Mr. Schmidt. There is not an in nor an out in

base-ball, that he does not know. He has been from the Minors to the

Majors; has done star work in several World's Series, and has for the

past two years held the reins of managership of the Mobile Southern
League Club. As a true Catholic gentleman, he is the type of man the

college wishes to place in charge of her boys' athletics.

The Springhillian unites with the Faculty and Student-body in wish-

ing Mr. Schmidt, as much luck with the "Gulls" this season, as he has
had with the college boys.
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BASKET BALL.

"Why it it", is the question so often asked. "That Basket-Bali

doesn't take at Spring Hill?" Is it because the college hasn't the ma-
terial or is it simply because the boys just dont care for the game?

This indeed a most difficult question to answer for there is nothing

at all to prevent Spring Hill putting out one of the best teams in the

South. As for material, we have as good as can be found anywhere.

We have size, weight, strength and willingness on the part of our players,

more than this they cannot give, but our drawback is, that there seems

to be a current impression that Basket Ball wont take at Spring Hill,

and this impression has rooted itself deeply in the minds of the whole
student body. Of course if the student body does not intend to cooper-

ate, there is no possibility of putting out a team at all. Suppose the same
views should be taken in regard to Base Ball and Foot Ball, where would
our athletics be in a year or two. We can safely say that we would
have none at all. Spring Hill is well fitted to put out just as strong a

Basket Ball team as it does Base Ball and Foot Ball, provided the same
support is given. If the Purple and White is expected to float over any

Basket Ball court next season, now is by no means any too soon to begin

to wake up and get busy.

The College boys showed plainly enough this season that we can

put up a first-class team, for without a coach and with scarcely no training

at all, in four games played they claimed three victories- Now if this can

be done with no coaching, it stands to reason that with a good coach,

and the support of the student-body, Spring Hill can put out an invin-

cible team.

The College boys met their only defeat when they played the Y. M.

C. A. Juniors. This game was indeed a splendid example of what training

means to a team. Although the College boys had the advantage of

height, weight and endurance, they were far from being able to handle

their much lighter opponents whose team work was perfect.

Their victories came in two games played with the St. Joseph Ath-

letic Club, and one played with the No Names of Mobile. Of these, two
games were played on the home court and one on the Athletic Club's

court.

In the four games played the total number of points scored was 101

of these Spring Hill claimed 98. Now if we can do this without a

coach and no training, what can we do with a coach and "shu nuff"

College spirit.

Next year's team will be composed of the same men who upheld

the Purple and White this year. Among them we find Captain George

Ratterman, Mackin, Hastings, Ching, Crouch, Christovich, Bienvenue,
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Spengler, Kearns and Clements. With these men there is no reason why
the Purple and White of Spring Hill should not he placed where it belongs

in Basket-ball. Wc have made records in Base-ball and Foot-ball but

we have allowed Basket-ball to trail woefully behind. Lets get together

now fellows and for the coming season have Spring Hill represented by
one of the best teams in the South-

FEB. 20th, SPRING HILL, 2. ST. JOSEPH ATHLETIC CLUB, 1.

Spring Hill opened its Base-ball season February 20th, defeating the

St. Joseph Athletic Club in a hotly contested game by a score of 2—1.

For eleven innings the two teams battled with a 1—1 score but a

single by Ching, a sacrifice by Crouch and a failure on the part of short-

stop Brown to handle captain Mackins drive, gave Spring Hill the game.
The Athletic Clubs only run came in the third inning when Townsend

was scored by Conolly and Adams after getting a two-base hit.

Spring Hill's scores came in the first and eleventh. In the first in-

ning, Day, the first man at bat, drove the ball into deep center for three

bases and was scored on Currcns hit. Ching being accountable for tha

score in the eleventh.

For the visitors pitcher Conolly did the stellar work, while for the

College boys the whole team deserved great praise when it is taken into

consideration that this was their first appearance on the diamond this

season. Pitcher Ching however deserves especial mention, having pitched

the last seven innings of the game without a hit.

ST. JOSEPH ATH. SPRING HILL.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Adams, 2b 4 10 Day, ss 5 12 3 10
McLeod, If 4 Brunet, If 3 14
Brown, ss 5 6 12 Holbrook, lb 4 3

Ponds, lb 4 1 10 1 Curren, 3b 5 10 10
Smith, c 4 11 5 Ching, p 4 11110
Lacy, rf 4 10 Hastings, cf 10 1

Grandhal, 3b 2 2 3 1 Crouch, 2b 3 4 2

Townsend, cf 4 110 O'Dowd, rf 4 10
Connolly, p 3 5 Mackin, c 5 1 11 3

Sitterle, cf 2 2

34 1 2 31 15 3 Bienvenue, p 10
Courtney, lb 10 10

Three-base hits—Day. 38 2 7 29 8 1

Two-base hits—Townsend, Crouch.
Struck out—by Conolly, 13; by Bienvenue 2; by Ching, 9

Base on balls—Conolly, 4; off Bienvenue, 1; off Ching, 2.

Stolen bases—Day; Brunet, 2; Mackin; Ching, 2.

Sacrifice hits—Crouch; Sitterle.

Umpires—Herbert. Ratterman.
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FEBRUARY 27th, SPRING HILL, 11 A. D. DAVIS, 4

The second game of the season resulted in a runaway for the Col-

legians, their strength seemed to have doubled itself during the week of

practice which followed the first game, and the first inning proved a reg-

ular batting festival for the Hill boys. Murphy took the mound for the

visitors, but his benders were easily solved by the College batters and
before the first inning was over he had to be relieved, having allowed

four hits and six runs. Conolly went in the box for the visitors in the

first inning with one out, but before he succeeded in retiring the side two
more hits had been gotten and two more runs scored. After the first

inning Conolly pitched fine ball for the visitors, allowing in the following

seven innings only three hits and two runs-

For Spring Hill, Bienvenue opened the game, he was relieved in the

fourth by Christovich, who in the seventh turned over the mound to

Ching.

A. D. DAVIS. SPRING HILL.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

J. Smith, ss 3 112 2 Day, ss 4 2 3 3

Adams, 2b 4 110 O'Dowd, If 4 2 2 11
Steber, cf 4 10 Hastings, cf 2 2 110
Pond, 3b 4 13 4 Curren, 3b 4 1110
Williams, If 4 12 Holbrook, lb 3 113 3

A. Smith, c 2 4 2 Crouch, 2b 3 10 3

Lee, rf 4 110 Jagoe, rf 3 10 10
Chambers, lb 3 13 Mackin, c 4 1 1 13 1 1

Murphy, p Bienvenue, p 10 10
Conolly, p 2 10 3 1 Christovich, p 2 10

Ching, p 10 10
30 4 6 23 11 1

31 11 9 26 8 2

Three-base hits—J. Smith; Ponds.

Two-base hits—Williams; Lee; Mackin; Day; Ching; O'Dowd.

Stolen bases—Conolly; Day; O'Dowd.
Innings pitched—by Murphy, 1-3; by Conolly 72-3; by Bienvenue, 2; by Christ-

ovich, 4; by Ching, 3.

Base on balls—off Murphy, 4; off Conolly.l; off Bienvenue, 3; off Christovich.

1; off Ching, 0.

Hit by pitcher—Murphy; Day.

Sacrifice hit—O'Dowd.
Umpires—Herbert. Ratterman.

MARCH 5th, SPRING HILL, 2. NEELY SPECIALS, 0.

Unable to solve the benders of Ching and Christovich, the Neely

Specials on March 5th, went down in a 2— defeat. The Collegians at

no stage of the game were in danger, only one of the Specials
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reaching third, while only two succeeded in reaching second. Only one

hit was gotten by the Specials, this being a scratch in the first inning,

but the runnor was quickly retired by Mackin when he attempted to

steal second.

Christovich pitched the first six innings allowing only one hit, a

scratch. He was relieved by Ching who pitched hitless ball throughout

the remainder of the game. Mackins work behind the bat featured for

the College team, while Ponds performing at short for the visitors de-

serves great praise, having accepted ten chances.

Spring Hill's scores came in the first inning, when with one man
out, Brunet singled, took second on an error, Hastings walked and both

scored on Gun-ens' drive through second. This was the beginning and
the ending of the scoring, although the Hillians threatened in the fourth

and sixth innings.

NEELY SPECIALS. SPRING HILL.
AB. R. H.PO.A.

Ponds, ss 4

Adams, 2b 3

Williams, If 4

Wiseman, cf. p 3

Chambers, lb 2

Norton, c. rf 3

Christason, c. rf 2

Neely, 3b 3

Jones, p. cf 3

3 7

2 5

111
1

8

6

3

1

2

E.

1

Brunet, If.

AB. R. H.PO.A. E.

Day, ss.

1 1

Hastings, cf 1 1

Curren, 3b 4

2 Holbrook, lb. rf 4

1 Sitterle, lb. rf 4

Crouch, 2b 4

Mackin, c 2 13

Christovich, p 2

O'Dowd, If 10 1

27 1 27 18 4 Ching, p 10 10

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

30 2 6 27 13 1

Batteries—S. H. C.—Christovich, Ching, Mackin.
Neely Specials—Jones, Norton, Wiseman and Christason.

Double plays—Ponds to Adams to Chambers.
Innings pitched—by Jones, 5; by Wiseman, 3; by Christovich, 5; by Ching, 4.

Hits—off Jones, 2; off Wiseman, 2; off Christovich, 1; off Ching, 0.

Struck out—by Jones, 2; by Wiseman, 2; by Christovich, 8; by Ching, 6.

Hit by pitcher—Chambers; Adams.
Umpires—Herbert. Ratterman.

MARCH 12th, SPRING HILL, 5. BARNEY-CAVANAGH, 1.

On the evening of March 12th Spring Hill made it four straight vic-

tories by defeating the fast Barney-Cavanagh team of the Mobile City

League. Both teams played fine ball, but the inability of the City Leag-
uers to meet the benders of Christovich and Ching cost them the game.
Jones pitched a fine game for the visitors, but bad support at times
counted for runs. For the College boys Hastings did the starring by
making a grandstand catch of Nortons drive to right-center and throwing
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a man out from deep-center on an attempt to score from second base.

Since the opening of the 1916 base-ball season Ching has pitched

twenty innings and has allowed only one hit, that being a scratch, while

Christovich has been on the mound seventeen innings and has given

up three.

BARNEY-CAVANAGH. SPRING HILL.

AB. R. H.PO.A. E. AB. R. H.PO.A. E.

Finkbohner, ss 4

Norton, c 2

Green, 3b 3

Murphy, cf. 2b 4

Jordan, rf 3

Roberts, If 4

Gaines, lb 4

Touart, 2b. cf 1

Jones, p 3

113 Day,, ss 4

12 7 10 Brunet, If 4

2 10 Hastings, cf 3

10 Curren, 3b 3

Holbrook, rf 4

10 Crouch, 2b 4

8 Sitterle, lb 3

3 10 Mackin, c 2

14 Ching, p 2

Christovich, p. ...

29 1 2 24 8 3 Jagoe, c

1 1 3

1

1 1 1

2 2

1 2

6

12

10
10 5

31 5 6 2/

Batteries—S. H. C.—Ching, Mackin. Christovich, Jagoe.

Barney-Cavanagh—Jones, Norton.

Two-base hits—Norton.

Hit by pitcher—Norton, 2; Jones.

Base on balls—Jones, 1; Ching, 4; Christovich, 1.

Struck out—by Jones, 7; by Ching, 8; by Christovich, 7.

Hits—off Jones, 6; off Ching, 1; off Christovich, 1.

Umpires—Herbert. Ratterman.

2

1
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(Albin Provosty, A. B. 16.)

The Faculty and Students extend their deepest sympathy to Mr- Louis

Mulry, S. J., who was called to New York early in March, for the death

of his father. Mr. Thomas Mulry is too well known to need words from
our pen, and his truly apostolic life has been given too fully in the

Catholic Press of the country to be expanded here.

SPRING HILL COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

COLLEGE OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

New Orleans, La., Thursday Dec. 30th, 1915.

A special meeting was called this day for the purpose of organizing

the Spring Hill College Alumni Association of New Orleans and at said

meeting, the following were present:

Rev. Fr. E. Cummings, S. J.; Rev. Fr. C. J. Kearns, S. J.; Rev. Fr.

Chas. King, S. J.; Rev. Fr. A. Wagner, S. J.; Rev. F. X. Twellmeyer, S. J.;

Rev. J. O'Reilly, S. J.; Mr. Richard Needham, S. J.; Judge J. St. Paul; Hon.

Chas. J. Theard; Mr. Henry Sarpy; Mr. Sherman Pardue; Mr. Fred Solis;

Mr. Leon Soniat; Dr. Timothy Duggan; Mr. A. Maumus; Mr. Emile Rey-

nes; Mr. Rene Sere; Mr. Phillip Patout; Dr. A- Fossier; Mr. John Becker;

Mr. George Covert; Mr. Clarence Black; Mr. Ernest Burguieres; Dr.

Sidney Brand; Dr. J. McHountha.
Rev. Father E. Cummings, S. J., opened the meeting with an appro-

priate address, suggesting a plan of organization which was heartily

received and unanimously adopted.

It being in order to elect a Chairman and Secretary, Hon. Chas J.

Theard was proposed as Chairman and Mr. E- A. Burguieres was sug-

gested as Secretary, both nominations being duly seconded and they

were unanimously elected to serve until the annual meeting of the Alumni
Association.

It being next in order to elect an Organization Committee, the fol-

lowing gentlemen were nominated and duly seconded and unanimously
elected to serve on the Organization Committee:

Organization Committee—Judge J. St. Paul, Chairman; Mr. R.

L. Levert; Mr. S. Pardue.
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It was next in order to elect a Membership Committee, the following

gentlemen were nominated and the nomination was duly seconded and
unanimously carried:

Membership Committee—Dr. A. Fossier; Mr. Sidney Braud;
Mr. Cyril Bassich.

It was next in order to elect a Publicity Committee, the following

gentlemen were nominated, the nomination being duly seconded and
unanimously carried:

Publicity Committee—Mr. Edward Heinemann; Mr. Frank
Barker; Mr. Clarence Herbert,

It was next in order to elect an Entertainment Committee, the fol-

lowing gentlemen were nominated, their names being seconded and
unanimously carried:

Entertainment Committee—Mr. Henry Sarpy; Mr. Fred Solis;

Dr. Timothy Duggan.
The above Committees were elected to serve until the annual meet-

ing of the Spring Hill College Alumni Association.

The meeting was a very enthusiastic one and the old time Spring

Hill good spirit was the dominating feature of the evening. The number
of old boys present was small, due to the fact that only short notice

was given by personal visit from Rev. Father C. J. Kearns, S. J.

Before the meeting adjourned, those present left with the Secretary

a partial list of the names of the old Spring Hill boys of their Class, so

that they could be notified to join the Spring Hill College Alumni Asso-

ciation.

There being no other matters to dicuss, on motion duly seconded

and carried, the meeting adjourned.

Chas. Theard, Chairman. Ernest Burguieres, Secretary.

A. B. '66.—A Spring Hill man is easily recognized. During the

holidays, Rev. Fr. President met a cultured gentleman in Layafette, La.

He was so struck by the Academic atmosphere of his conversation that

he asked his College. He turned out to be Mr. H- C. Elder, Vice-Pres-

ident of the Equitable Life Assurance Society, A. B. '66. He must have

drunk deep of the Pierian Spring, because his conversation was still

redolent of the Classics.

Ex. A. B. 75.—Mr. Thomas Troy, Ex. A. B. 75, of Montgomery,
Ala., paid us a visit on his bridal tour. Such happy visitors are always

welcomed.

The friends and former pupils of Father Maureau, will learn with

pleasure that he has written and produced quite a successful play, entitled

"Prodigal". Judging from the accounts we have received, it must have

been much appreciated, by the select audience, which attended it.
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Ex. A. B. '90—A very much appreciated letter from Tampico, Mexico,

technic Institute of Troy, N. Y., came back to renew old associations

early in the year. He revelled in recollections of the days when he studied

Philosophy under good old Father Curioz. He repeated with gusto the

old Father's "Quid dicis ad majo-r-r-r-em". Truly the Father must
have planted well for the tree has grown strong and remains flourishing

yet.

Ex. A. B. '86—It is with great pain that we note the death of an old

Spring Hill boy, Walter Hernandez, who died at his home in Brooklyn,

on Thursday evening, February 10th, 1916. We wish to extend our
sympathies to the bereaved family-

Ex. A. B. '90.—A very much appreciated letter from Tampico, Mexico,

gives us the sad news of the loss by William F. Schultz of his wife. He,

also, has suffered from the lawless attacks of the maurauders that in-

fest his part of the country. We sympathize deeply with him on the loss

of his loved one, and hope that he will suffer no more from the revolu-

tionists. His letter evinces a lively interest in his Alma Mater and he

asks after several of his former Professors whom he has not seen for

years.

MAHORNER'S ELOQUENT TRIBUTE TO LADIES' MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION.

A. B. '94.—Matt Mahorner, Jr., A. B. '94, A. M. '95, LL. D. '12, on the

occasion of the observance of Memorial Day by the Ladies' Memorial
Association, the Veterans of the Gray and Blue, local military, cadet corps,

and several thousand citizens, took the privilege, in his excellent address,

of lauding the women who, at the same time, were observing the fiftieth

anniversity of their organization. His speech on that occasion follows:

"We are assembled on this beautiful spring afternoon of the year 1915 under
the auspices of one of the noblest organizations that was ever moved to laudable

purpose—an organization that celebrates its fiftieth anniversary in the usual

performance of its admirable duties.

Were it permitted to the South's noble sons, whose immortal memory we
are come to honor, to return for the moment from the mystic realms of eternity.

I am quite sure they would gather into one great mass the flowers which we
have brought as a mark of respect to the dead, and lay them at the feet of the

members of the Ladies' Memorial Association as a loving expression of appreci-

ation to the living, as a joyful tribute upon the golden anniversary of the oldest

patriotic organization in the South.

A half century is a long time measured by the life of man—an age compared
with the length of his memory. In that time the recollection of intimate social

acquaintances are practically obliterated, friends are forgotton—aye, even rela-

tives may become strangers, but through the faithful and untiring efforts of the

society of which I speak, these unmarked graves have been kept green throughout
those many long years. 'Memory o'er these tombs no trophies raise', but the

loyalty of gentle Southern women to gallant Southern men knows not 'the spoils

of time', needs not the chiseled marble or towering shaft to perpetuate its worth.
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But if time has lessened the love and respect which is felt for the Southern
soldier, its gentle touch has nevertheless, long since, smoothed over the differ-

ences that resulted in the four long years of strife, suffering, sadness and sorrow
which so gloomily and tragically marked the passing of those we are wont to honor.

We come not in funeral mood chanting 'dust to dust, and ashes to ashes', we
no longer mourn for our brave soldiers or their lost cause, our heads are no
longer bowed with grief, our eyes no longer dimmed with tears; we feel not the

pangs of regret or the bites of bitterness. On the contrary, we come in triumphant
march to the joyful strains of martial music, as messengers of peace and good will,

as bearers of the olive branch and wreaths of laurel. We honor our departed
heroes, not Only as the loyal sons of a militant South, but as martyrs who were
required to give their lives that a nation might live. They helped to bind into

eternal brotherhood every state and territory of the greatest Union the world
has ever known. Their blood was as necessary for the elimination of national

dissension as any of that with which it flowed upon the field of battle.

For what student is there of American history who is not bound to acknowl-
edge that a Civil war was as needful to this country as the great constitution under
which it exists. For generations before the guns of Fort Sumpter disturbed a

so-called national peace, political rumblings from different sections of the Union
had been, from time to time, shaking the very foundations upon which it stood.

And these disturbances came from the North and the East long before they were
echoed in the South. Most of the Eastern States claimed an inherent right of

secession years before the South dreamed of its accomplishment.

So no matter now what the cause of war, whether the mooted question of

state's rights, secession or slavery—it had to come in the natural course of the

organization, development and perpetuation of the greatest democracy on earth.

The compact so admirably planned and executed in the beginning needed the seal

of blood to give it that binding force that we so proudly recognize today. It was
a case where the Divine will could only be expressed by means of the sword,

where defeat meant victory as true and real as that which perched upon the

standards of the opposing forces.

So we speak of the South's part in the formation of this nation without shame
and regret or need of apology; there is no lost cause; we may well think of it as

a hallowed event in the history of our country; as a crucible through which she

had to pass in order to acquire the worth and strength of unity needed to place

her at the point to which she has risen in the upward trend of the greatest nations

of the world. The bloody sacrifice had to be offered for the North, the East

and the West as well as for the South, and we may well feel proud of the fact

that our own dear Southland was destined to be the alter upon which the last

solemn rites of a mighty nation's regeneration were performed.

Ex. '95, Ph. D. '14.—Our distinguished alumnus, Miller Reese Hutch-

inson, wrote some time ago, and his letter depicts well the ever increasing

efficiency that has won for him his great success. It reads as follows:

January 9th, 1916.

"Please send me (later—1:40 a. m. Jan. 10th) was
interrupted by a fire call from one of our plants for manufacturing car-

bolic acid, 4!/2 miles from here.
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I jumped into my fire clothes and boots, and into my emergency
auto, all ready for shooting out of my garage, and was at the fire in 6%
minutes as near as I can figure it. Certainly within 7 minutes, as I looked

at my watch fully a minute after I got there and it was only 8 minutes

from the time I left the garage.

The fire gutted one building but the loss will be small. I started

ihe gang cleaning up and will have the building and apparatus therein

working in 48 hours. My new 3,000,000 candle power search light which

I ordered over from the Labaratory, did good work.

Must close now, finish my work and go to bed, as I make a sub-

merged run at 10 a. m. today."

Truly life at the Edison factory must be strenuous. Life's fires must
be kept burning at their brighest to keep the human engine fit for such

gruelling tests of speed and endurance.

Ex. B. S. '98—Numa Jordy has moved to Mobile from New Orleans.

We hope to see more of our old school fellow. We are sure he will join

the body of our loyal Alumni and be present to cheer our teams on to

victory.

A. B. '00.—Jules Burguieres is in Jacksonville Fla., as Manager of

the Southern Industrial Land Co. He has undertaken, we understand,

the large job of reclaiming two whole Counties. We are glad to see his

name on one of the plates of the Founders of Quinlan Hall.

A. B. '00.—Henry L. Sarpy, A. B. '00, prominent lawyer and notary

of New Orleans, has been appointed a member of the Orleans school

board, to succeed the late Charles J. Colton. Our Alumnus has been a

member of the board of administrators of the Southwestern Industrial

Institute, since the beginning of the Hall administration, and was active

in the Good Government League fight of 1912.

B. S. '04.—The jovial happy countenance of John Hooper, B. S. '04,

is becoming quite a frequent and welcome sight at our football and
baseball games. A few more such loyal Alumni would make the boys
play with even more courage and daring. He is with the Gulf City

Hardwood Co., and we are glad his name is quite prominent in Quinlan
Hall.
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Ex. A. B. '09.—The Rev. Frank J. O'Rourke wrote us recently. Judg-

ing from his request for pamphlets, he is still as interested in his Alma
Mater as ever. We are glad to learn that he is in good health and that

everything is progressing favorably. How could it be otherwise? If

his parishoners are anything like his old friends here, they must love

their Sogath aroon.

A. B. '10.—John Toomey, A. B. 10, was married Wednesday, January

19th, 1916, to Miss Bessie Sullivan, of Mobile. We congratulate the young
couple and wish them the greatest of happiness.

A. B. '10.—Paul Terragano has been visited by the stork, who left

a charming young daughter in his family nest.

Ex. A. B. '10.—The long-legged bird seems to be unusually fond of

the class of '10 lately, for, just as we go to press, news has come that

he presented Francis Voorhies of this year, with a daughter.

Ex. A. B. '12.—We received a card from Humbert Diaz, who has just

present holds a responsible bookkeeping position in the First National

Bank at Canton, Miss., is a candidate for the office of City Clerk; we
wish to congratulate Frank on his rapid rise in the world, and wish him
every success in the coming election.

B. S. '11.—Berthier is studying to be a mining engineer in the Col-

orado School of Mines, where he expects to graduate next May. From
thence he will go to Mexico to work with his father who is interested

in several Mexican Mining affairs. We are sure that he will go down
to the bottom of things and then rise to the top.

Ex. A. B. '11.—M. Galliand on his way back from a vacation spent

in Ashville N. C, stopped in to visit his brother and his Alma Mater. He
is with J. Aaron & Co., wholesale coffee merchants of New Orleans and
has become quite a well known figure in that city.

Ex. A. B. '12—We received a card from Humbert Diaz, who has just

finished the law school of Georgetown University, announcing that he
has just hung out his shingle in Washington, D. C. Humbert showed
much talent for debate and oratory while in our midst, and we have
not the least doubt of his success.
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Ex. A. D. '12.—Thomas Grace of Plaquemine, La., who left Spring

Hill but a few years ago, evidently wants to recall some of his old ad-

ventures at Spring Hill as he wrote asking us to please forward cata-

logues for the years during which he was at Spring Hill. Tom is now
a law student at L. S. U. expecting to finish this year. He also has the

distinction of President of his class. Besides this, in his spare moments
Tom works as a clerk in the State Land Office.

LL. D. '12.—We are glad to learn that Captain Herbert Rowbotham
of the Eighth Welsh Regiment has returned safe and sound from Gali-

poli and is now in the Transport Office, Bulford Camp Salesburg, Eng.

Ex. B. S. '14.—We understand that Howard Kelly, Ex. B. S. '14, has

not forgotton his principle of literature but is vigorously putting them
into practice writing scenerios for the "Movies". Keep at it old man, and
some day we will see a second "Birth of a Nation", from your pen.

A. B. '15.—James Cassidy has been promoted to the position of assist-

ant ticket agent of the Central of Georgia R. R. in Macon, Ga. We are

delighted to see you start your rise. This only serves to confirm us in

the belief that you "have the goods on you".

B. S. '15.—Julian B. McPhillips is now completely recovered from his

terrible attack of typhoid fever. He paid us a visit some days ago and

we were glad to find him the good old Jutes.
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WHAT'S WHAT.

The Fordham Monthly still maintains its high standard. In his ar-
ticle "Hyphenated and —" the author severely raps the Anglophiles and
Anglo maniacs and Anglicized and subsidized American Jingo of the

dailies for their unjustifiable, unwarranted and unnecessary prejudice,

rancor, opposition and denunciation of the German-American citizenry.

With just, virile and straightforward arguments he lays before his readers

the principles which actuate these unamerican writers who are"invin-

cible in peace and invisible in war"; who endeavor to belittle the good
name and high standing of some of our loyal citizens by vilification and
slander. "The Ways of the Master" gives in interesting and attractive

form the arguments from Natural Theology for the existence of God.

"The Stained Paper" is the short story par excellence of this issue. The
plot is simple but developed in an interesting manner. The March num-
ber contains a splendid poem with a novel theme. "The Submarine".

"The Eyes of Death" is one of the best stories we have read.

The Xavier Athenaeum for February contains several prize writings.

The oratorical essay "A Minimum Wage in the United States" is handled

in a masterly fashion. The ease and fluency of the style greatly adds to

the telling-force of the arguments. The proof for the justice of a living

wage for the toiling masses of the under classes is convincing and con-

clusive. "A Valet's Mistake" is a story covering five pages. The word
'Monsieur' occurs fifty times in the course of the five pages. The words
Mademoiselle and Montpercy also tire and annoy with the frequent rep-

etition. The plot deserved to be treated in better style. "Miracles and

Divine Revelation" is replete with thought. The thesis is proven in an

interesting manner. The College Chronicle is interesting and in good

spirit.
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The Solanian presents a very realistic story entitled "For A Worthy
Cause". "The Decline of the United States" is a subject that would
call forth a deal of Pessimism from many a writer; not so however in the

article before us. The Moral decline of the country is instanced by the

divorce courts and the national press. There is a lack of proportion

in dealing with these divisions. The evils accruing from the press might
have been dwelt on at greater length. "His Initiation" is a neat little

story which has for its theme the 'rat' life of a student and tells how he

hazed the hazers. "The Great National Problem" treats of the greatest

need of America today. The author takes a stand with the majority and
advocates preparedness for defence. The Athletic notes of this issue

are very brief.

The Canisius Monthly is fortunate in the poetic talent at its com-
mand. We have learned to turn instinctively to the poems of Robert

Emmet Carrol. We hope some day to see a neat little volume of his

verses. But "A Newsy" might well be omitted from the collection

"Quandoque bonus dormitat Homerus". "An Idyll" is a splendid little

poem. It shows that Carroll is not without a rival. "Is a College

Training Worth While?" is a 'Big Brother talk' from an Alumnus. "The
Principle of Life" dwells at length on the Scholastic teachings on the

soul and its functions. It justly praises this system and handles the

objections of those who are absurd enough to teach soulless psychology.

The author explores and explains every phase of his subject and his

candor and simplicity disarm criticism. "O'Brien's Dilemma" is very

well worked out. Why not give us a few more short stories.

The Gonzaga has two stories of special merit—"The Right of Way"
and "A Bitter Bevenge". The plots are strong and the interest sustained

to the closing words. The struggles and wonderful accomplishments
of the founder of Gonzaga are beautifully summed up in the essay

entitled "Fifty Golden Autumns". The March number is characterized

by three well-written papers on "Some Aspects of Irish Literature". A
special feature is the book reviews which are well handled.

The Anselmian from New Hampshire is constituted almost entirely

of sober, historical and didactic essays, but written in a style that is

sure 'to have and to hold' the reader. "A Common Fault" is rather clever.

In our opinion the best article of the issue is "The Colonization of the

United States".
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The Petriculanian—This sesquipedalian has almost made our Rem-
ington tongue tied. It is a little thing with a big name. Cautiously it

has started out from Little Rock into the turbulent waters of College lit-

erature. It seems small on the horizon but we have learned that some
of those little specks peeping over the edge of the waves have made the

big fellows feel uncomfortable. As yet we have seen only the periscope.

We are on the lookout for the next number. We wish the Petriculanian

'Bon Voyage'.

The Redwood has indeed "received a new claim to distinction" in the

Sophomore number. We would put stress on the second half of the word
and call it a More number. It seems to have given us more than any pre-

vious edition. The poetry breathes true manly, Catholic spirit. "Mem-
ories" and "The Journey" are especially praiseworthy. "Long Shadows"
gives the reader a sudden jolt by changing the strain in the last line.

The stories are out of the ordinary. "He Laughs Best Who Laughs
Last", and "True Friendship" are two stories with good plots. They are

told in an engaging manner. We feel sure that this edition will serve

as a keepsake for the members of that class. There is no doubt that the

Reverend Teacher will treasure the volume for years to come as a

memento of days that must have been pleasant, and as a consoling re-

ward of the many sacrifices inseparable from the work of instruction.

The Boston College Stylus can boast of three good stories and the

same number of poems. "Larry" is a story of love and has a fine moral

lesson. It is rather long but interesting to the last. It is gratifying to

see that some of our college writers know how to fully develop a good

plot when they get one. The Stylus has become very sedate since the

appearance of the Betolphian. Their austerity has marred the pages and

left their readers without an illustration of any kind to relieve the eye

in scanning the pages of very readable matter.
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IN MEMORIAM.

Whereas, God in his infinite wisdom has seen fit to deprive our

class-mate, Patrick Mulcahy, of his dearly beloved mother, and

Whereas, we realize how keen must be the sorrow in such a loss,

be it

Resolved, that we, the members of the First Academic Glass of Spring

Hill College, do hereby tender our deepest sympathy and consolation to

our esteemed class-mate and his bereaved family; and be it likewise

Resolved, that considering this to be the best and noblest manner of

expressing these our sentiments, we do heartily unite in having the holy

Sacrifice of the Mass offered twice for the repose of the soul of our
class-mate's mother; and be it further

Resolved, that these our resolutions be published in the Springhillian

and a copy of the same be sent to the afflicted family.

Signed: Andre J. de Monsabert, S. J., G. Dillon, Pres., M. Vickers,

V. Pres., H. Festorazzi, Secy-Treas., C. Lange Read, J. Rishop, C. Rlank-

enstein, R. Rluntzer, P. Ryrne, W. Feore, L. Gianelloni, T. Holbrook,

L. de Leon, R. Mathis, P. Neely, S. Reynaud, E. Strauss, J. Tumminello.



A New Book by Father Lasance. The Only Up-to-Date Missal

3^iUw Passat
Adapted for the use of the Laity from the Roman Missal, According to the Latest

Decrees, with Introduction, Notes, and a Book of Prayer

By REV. F. X. LASANCE
Author of "My Prayer-Book"

It has nearly 1,300 pages, but is not bulky, as it is printed on India paper.

2003 Cloth, red edges $1.50 2012 Imitation Leather, gold edges....$1.75

3015G American seal, gold edges $2.25

Advantages of Father Lasance's Missal over all other Missals: The liturgical ar-
rangement is strictly correct and up-to-date, according to the latest Roman decrees,
something that cannot be said of other Missals, fl This edition contains directions,
easily understood, on how to use the Missal, and gives also the ceremonies to be ob-
served by the laity at mass, fl A Book of Prayer has been added to the Missal. It

consists of devout acts, hymns, litanies, and other forms of public prayer, together
with devotions for Holy Communion and for visits to the Blessed Sacrament, and
other prayers for private devotion. fl The correct text, the smooth, idiomatic transla-
tion, the many valuable special features, the clear type, the fine India paper, so thin
but opaque, and the flexible binding, place this Missal far in advance of any other.

BENZIGER BROTHERS
343 MAIN STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO

FOR GOOD HARDWARE

ROOFING AND TOOLS

McGowin-Lyons

Hardware and Supply Co.

S. W. Water and St. Louis Streets

Vigil Lights
Manufactured Exclusively by

THE WILL & BAUMER
COMPANY

THE CANDLE MANUFACTURERS
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

The genuine Vigil Light has a red

wick. All others are cheap imita-

tions. If interested, write us for

more information.

F. G. Touart A. G. Quina

TOUART & QUINA
Successors to Louis Touart
COTTON FACTORS AND
COMMISSION MERCHANTS

MOBILE ALABAMA

N. L. Vickers
REAL ESTATE

FIRE INSURANCE
RENTALS
75 St. Michael Street

Albright & Wood
THE ACCOMMODATING

DRUGGISTS

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian"



Zadek Jewelry Co.
College Emblems, Stationery, Engraved Cards, Invitations,

etc., Embossing and Stamping

Kodaks, Films, Developing and Finishing

207 Dauphin Street, 6 South Conception Street MOBILE, ALA.

Dreaper & Burns
THE LARGEST AND READING CLOTHIERS AND GENTS'

FURNISHERS IN MOBILE

FOR MEN, YOUNG MEN AND BOYS

55-57 Dauphin Street

Solicit your patronage

Bell Phone 2794 Home Phone 630

Giannarus & Dragonas
DEALERS IN

NUTS, FRUITS AND CANDIES
CIGARS AND TOBACCO

200 St. Francis Street

MOBILE, ALA.

Home 102 Telephones :— :Bell 860

C. D. Kenny Company
Wholesale and Retail

TEAS, COFFEES, SUGARS
210 Dauphin Street MOBILE, ALA.

FOR THE BEST IN PRINTING, BOOK
and Catalogue Work, Lithograph-
ing, Engraving, Embossing and
Stationery, write

ROBERTS & SON
"THE BIG ALABAMA HOUSE"

Birmingham, Ala.

J. M. Walsh, Pres. Harry T. Hartwell, Vice-Pres., Sec. & Treas. Arthur Kimball, Mgr.

MOBILE TOWING AND WRECKING COMPANY
Towing, Wrecking and Contracting

Office, Foot of Dauphin Street

Bell Phone 565 MOBILE, ALA. Home Phone 865

: TUGS :

Echo Nimrod Mary Wittich Resolute Native Claude GertrudeMary Wittich

Zoe Ethel

Resolute

Dawn
Native

Isabel
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Insurance
JOHN W. SCHEIBLE

& COMPANY

Bell Phone 3071 Home Phone 363

72 St. Michael Street MOBILE, ALA.

The Merchants Bank
OF MOBILE, ALA.

Capital $150,000.00
Earned Surplus 165,000.00

We invite small as well as large ac-
counts, and extend to depositors a uni-
formly courteous and efficient service
regardless of the volume of business
which they transact.

We pay four per cent interest, com-
pounded semi-annually, on savings ac-
counts.

YOU can learn (foJ^iVVi
to play this

wonderful
fascinating Hawa-
iian instrument with

the aid of our self-

instruction book
within a few weeks.

The different Ha-
waiian theatrical

troupes, and the

many beautiful pho-

nograph records
made by them,

wherein the Hawaiian Steel Guitar is always prominent, has made a

tremendous demand for these instruments. We carry the Hawaiian
Steel Guitars used exclusilely by the Hawaiians, and can furnish them at

the following prices:

$10, $15, $20, $25, etc., etc.

Also exclusive representatives for the entire United States for the

Genuine M. Nunes & Son Hand-Made Hawaiian Ukuleles, $10, $12.50, $15

Send for free illustrated catalogue of both the above instruments. Mention this magazine.

We are also headquarters for all kinds of Hawaiian music for piano, steel

guitar and Ukulele.

Southern California Music Company
FRANK J. HART, President

332-34 South Broadway, Los Angeles

With Exceptionally Complete Equipment and Thorough Understanding of the Art

of Catalogue and Book Publishing, we have for years stood at the head of

the craft in this line of work in this section.

COMMERCIAL PRINTING COMPANY
Fifty-Seven Saint Michael Bell Telephone 391

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



Gold and Silver Novelties

FOR GIFT PURPOSES

Julius Goldstein

JEWELER ROYAL STREET

W. T. Goubil
DEALER IN

Fancy Groceries, Fruits and Delicatessen

BOILED HAM A SPECIALTY

Bell Phone 2204

Home Phone 1059 362 and 364 Dauphin Street

JAS. T. DUGGAN J. L. TAYLOR

Duggan & Taylor

Real Estate, Insurance Agents

and Money Brokers

58 N. Royal St. MOBILE, ALA.

iiiiiiiiuiTrr Mllllllllin

palding
Jlthletiq
Goods

I * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n

AAfhv Mrtt °ne of the famous "big league"VV U.y ^Wl players' bats? Spalding's

Players Autograph
with the "burnt in" signature of such

4J| AA players as Larry Doyle, Zimmerman.<pi.VV Schulte, and others of their class
Catalogue sent on application.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
See College Store.

KODAKS AND SUPPLIES

Van Antwerps

Van Antwerp Building

MOBILE, ALA.

Football, Basketball, Gymnasium
Hockey Jerseys, Sweaters

Class Caps

Catalogue No. 1 8 describing all

Fall and Winter Goods mailed

on request

Arthur Johnson & Co.
Student Athletic Supplies

872 Broad St. NEWARK, N. J.
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Fitting Eyes with glasses that fit

the eyes is our Exclusive business

McDonald Optical Company
MOBILE, ALA.

155 Dauphin Street Bell Phone 163

FOR GOOD SHOES GO TO

Simon Shoe Company
CORNER DAUPHIN AND CONCEPTION STREETS

PETER SMITH Dealer in Fresh Vegetables
STEAMBOATS AND SHIPS SUPPLIED

Stall No. 10, Southern Market Bell Phone 797 Home Phone 1646

Jas. McPhillips Grocery Co.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

IN

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

Roche & Burke Undertaking Co.

CABBIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
LIVEBY IN CONNECTION

N. E. Cor. St. Joseph and State Sts.

Both Phones 54

HANAW BROTHERS
Importers and Jobbers of

Crockery, China, Glassware

Enamelware, Lamps, Bar
Goods, etc.

No. 6 N. Water Street MOBILE, ALA.

F. KUPPERSMITH

Dealer in and Shipper of

Oysters and Produce

S. Conti St., Mobile, Ala.

MALCOLM PARTIN

Manufacturer of Brooms
Dealer in Stationery and Toilet

Paper

Say you saw it in "The Springhillian'



John P. Nelson James G. Adler

Nelson & Adler

Real Estate

Insurance
Loans

59 North Royal St.

Bell Phone 3213 MOBILE, ALA.

SMOKE

Burke's Havana
THE QUALITY

$c. CIGAR

C. Burke Cigar and

Tobacco Co.

BELL 56 HOME 88

Mobile Transfer
R. C. SCHWARZ, Prop.

108 North Royal Street

Baggeage Checked to Destination

and Transferred to All Parts City

Cab Service Day and Night

F. Walter & Company
WHOLESALE DEALERS

FRUIT, PRODUCE POULTRY

21 S. Commerce St. 21 S. Front St.

DR. I. JONAS
DENTIST

Suite 305 Van Antwerp Bldg.

MOBILE, ALA.

xJjrasLvell s

DAUPHIN AND CLAIBORNE STREETS MOBILE, ALA.

D. H. Dure H. W. Dure G. B. Dure
D. H. & G. B. DURE

WALL PAPERING, PAINTING
DECORATING, GLAZING

74 Dauphin St. Bell 3621 Home 1416

MOBILE, ALA.

RACKET STORE
518 Dauphin Street MOBILE, ALA.

T. J. BADGETT, Manager

Religious Articles, Church Goods,

Toys, Notions :: Picture Framing.

Boyle Studio

MOBILE'S LEADING
PHOTOGRAPHERS

KODAK FINISHING

Jas. K. Glennon & Co.

MONEY, REAL ESTATE AND

INSURANCE

MOBILE ALABAMA
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Columbia Ice Cream & Creamery Company, incorporated

MOBILE, ALA.

Beii 2630 The "Crescent" KindPhone
Home 1753

Insure with a Home Company

Chas. H. Brown, Pres. Stewart Brooks, Vice-Pres.

John Gaillard, Sec. R. Gaillard, Ass't Sec.

STONEWALL INSURANCE CO.

56 St. Michael St., Mobile, Ala.

Capital, $150,000.00

Net Assets for Protection of Policy-

holders, $305,000.00

Jno. J. Damrich
Agent

Stacy Adams Co.'s Men's Shoes

Tennis Shoes and Boy Scouts

N. A. Bertolotti

Fruits, Groceries
General Merchandise

Always courteous attention Bell Phone 1490-

J

Mobile Coal Company
DEALERS IN HIGH GRADE DOMESTIC COAL

We also handle highest grades of bunker coal, averaging 14,000 to 15,000 B. T. U.
to the pound, low in ash and strictly high grade goods.

Our facilities for handling your bunker and cargo business are unsurpassed in

Southern waters.
We also handle high grade building material, such as Portland Cement, Lime,

Wall Plaster, Sewer Pipe, Brick, etc. Let us quote you on your requirements.

MOBILE COAL COMPANY
P. O. Box 154

MOBILE, ALABAMA
Office, 160 St. Francis Street

James McDonnell Company
Wholesale Grocers

Nos, 9, 11 and 13 N. Commerce Street

MOBILE, ALA.

WAREHOUSES :

14, 54 and 56 South Commerce Street

BEROUJON & SANDS
Funeral Directors and Embalmers

Finest Ambulance in the city

12 and 14 S. Conception Street

STAUB'S UP-TO-DATE SHOP
Post Cards, Pennants and Souve-
nirs. Complete Line High Grade
Stationery and Art Material, Pic-

tures, Picture Frames.
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ED. HARRIS, President EDWARD J. DONAHUE, Vice-Pres. & Treas.

GEO. G. MORTON, Secretary

INC.Harris Grain Company
(THE HOME OF FULL WEIGHT)

Wholesale Grain

AND MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE CRACKED CORN

STEER HEAD MOLASSES FEED

GRASSHOPPER ALFALFA FEED

SUPREME DAIRY FEED

IDEAL OAT AND CORN FEED

SEA GULL HEN FEED

111 North Commerce Street MOBILE, ALABAMA
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Smith's Bakery
•WHERE QUALITY AND PURITY COUNT*

Bread, Cakes

Rolls and Pies

Home and Bell Telephones Dauphin and Hallett Streets

MOBILE, ALA.

MOBILE DRUG COMPANY
Wholesale

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS

Nos. 5 and 7 S. Water St. Mobile, Ala.

DAVE S. BAUER
THE DRUGGIST

Dauphin and Conception Streets

Make this Store your Headquarters
You are Welcome

PHOSPHO
Relieves Headache and Indigestion

AT ALL DRUG STORES
Manufactured by Mobile Drug Co.

MOBILE, ALA.

DR. J. C. SULLIVAN
DENTIST

Van Antwerp Bldg. Bell Phone 630

All Work Guaranteed MOBILE, ALA.

Cunningham Hardware Co
GENERAL HARDWARE

Base Burners, Steel Ranges, Air-Tight Heaters

Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 South Commerce Street

MOBILE, ALA.
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T. YEEND (Peg) POTTER JNO. W. (Dutch) VAN HEUVEL

Proper Clothing, Hats

and Furnishings

FOR

Spring Hill Boys

POTTER-VAN HEUVEL COMPANY, Inc.

224 DAUPHIN

S. D. Copeland & Son

SANITARY PLUMBING AND
HEATING

Agents for the

CHAMPION MARQUART STEEL
RANGE and RUUD WATER HEATERS

No. 78 St. Michael Street

Both Phones 274

OUT-OF-TOWN WORK A SPECIALTY

N. L. OBERKIRCH, Mgr.

G2 S. Royal St. MOBILE, ALA.

Academy of the Visitation
MOBILE, ALABAMA

The Academy of the Visitation, a boarding school for young ladies,
is situated on Spring Hill Avenue, midway between Mobile and
Spring Hill. The location is one of the most desirable for health
and educational pursuits.

The Course of Studies Embraces All the Branches Taught in the

Best Schools

The Academy was founded in 1833 and has always been favored
with liberal patronage.
For particulars send to the above address.
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New Battle House
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Spring Hill

G. Mertz & Company
WHOLESALE

PRODUCE AND GRAIN

Bell Phone 87 Home Phone 27

Cable Address: MERTZ

MOBILE, ALA.

J. R. Courtney
Manufacturers' Agents

Butter and Butterine

S. Water Street MOBILE, ALA.

Sporting Goods of evefy kind

HEADQUARTERS FOR BASEBALL, TENNIS, BASKET

AND FOOTBALL SUPPLIES

Barney-Cavanagh Hardware Co,

We Keep You Cool in Summer

We Keep You Warm in Winter

\&fe
iPdtiacief*
ICF^FUEL CO ?9%kL
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L. H. Meyer & Sons
"THE HOUSE OF KUPPENHEIMER

"

NOBBY CLOTHES FOR THE YOUNG MAN

COLLEGE HATS AND FURNISHINGS

Ed. J. Higgins Co.
" THE QUALITY CANDY HOUSE "

PURE WHOLESOME PRODUCTS—" THE QUALITY KIND

New and Large Quarters After October 1st at

No. 62 Dauphin Street, Mobile, Ala.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR
THE QUALITY BRAND

FRENCH OPERA
COFFEE

AMERICAN COFFEE COMPANY
of New Orleans, Ltd.

Pollock Dry Goods Co,
INCORPORATED

JOBBERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

6, 8, 10 and 12 S. Water St.

MOBILE, ALA.

EMILE HERPIN
"LITTLE JEWELER"

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
and JEWELRY

REPAIRING MOBILE, ALA.

Famous for Its Sea Food
Known Far and Near

KLOSKY'S HOTEL AND CAFE
Chas. Schimpf, Manager

Formerly of Schimpf's Cafe
When You come to Mobile come see us
106-112 Conti St. MOBILE, ALA.

WEAR

113 Dauphin Street

STOLL
Hats and Furnishings
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Bell Phone 77 Home Phone 359

Courtright & Whiting Supply Co., Inc.

Mill and
Marine Supplies

12 St. Francis Street •

MOBILE, ALA.

C.J.Gayfer&Co
MOBILE'S BEST WOMEN'S

BEADY-TO-WEAB
SHOP

Corner Dauphin and Conception

E. CARRE COMPANY
MAKERS OF

"THE BEST" NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

INCLUDING

THE BEST DRINK
UNDER THE
SHINING SUN

IN BOTTLES
AND

AT FOUNTAINS 5c

Sherman Stationery Co.
Incorporated White Swan Laundry

LEADING STATIONERS
225 Spring Hill Avenue

Sole Agents for MOBILE, ALA.
STANDARD ART METAL FILES

Stationery, Printing and Blank

Book Manufacturers
LIFE-SAVERS

of LINEN
21 Water Street

The Troy Steam Laundry
BEST
BY
TEST

56 St. Emanuel Street TRY US
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The Bank of Mobile
National Banking Association

Designated Depositary of the

United States

Capital $100,00.00

Surplus (Earned) $100,000.00
Total Assets over ...$1,700,000.00

Deposits by mail given the best atten-

tion. Your business will be appreciated.

4% INTEREST PAID ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
MICHAEL J. McDERMOTT, President

THOMAS J. O'CONNOR. Cashier

ALFRED STAPLES, Vice-President

ROBERT W. BYRNE, Assistant Cashier

EVERYTHING IN INSURANCE
Also Money, Real Estate, Rents

NORVILLE EROS.

65 St. Francis Street MOBILE

Florida Fish Company
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

SEA FOOD
72 Church Street MOBILE, ALA.

WINDSOR HOTEL AND CAFE
A Home Like Place in the Business

Center of the City

A Good Place to Eat—A Good Place to
Sleep

A. E. REYNOLDS, Prop. Mobile, Ala.

MOBILE ICE CREAM COMPANY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

ICE CREAM

Both Phones Conception and St. Louis

MODERN DYER.
CLEAIMER^REIMOVATOB.

303 0.wn,»5»

The House With a

Reputation
BOTH PHONES

WE SELL THE BEST GRADES OF

Wood and Coal Cheap
STRICTLY FOR CASH

No extra charge for hauling to Spring Hill or Toulminville. Call us and inquire
before buying elsewhere

PURE CRYSTAL ICE A SPECIALTY

CRICHTON ICE AND FUEL COMPANY
CRICHTON, ALA.

THE SPRINGHILLIAN IS ILLUSTRATED BY
THE ALABAMA ENGRAVING CO., of Birmingham

"Printwell Plate Makers"
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Spring Hill College
Mobile, Alabama

CPRING HILL COLLEGE is built on rising ground, five miles distant^ from Mobile, and elevated one hundred and fifty feet above the sea-
level. It enjoys a constantly refreshing breeze, which renders its situa-
tion both agreeable and healthy. The surrounding woods afford the most
pleasant summer walks. A never failing spring at the foot of the hill,

and within the College grounds, furnishes an abundant supply of water
to the beautiful lake where the students may safely enjoy the beneficial
exercise of swimming. Long experience has proved that, owing to its

position, the College is entirely exempt from those diseases which pre-
vail at certain seasons in the South.

The College was incorporated in 1836 by the Legislature of Alabama,
with all the rights and privileges of a University, and empowered in 1840
by Pope Gregory XVI. to grant degrees in Philosophy and Theology.

The directors of the institution are members of the Society of Jesus,
which from its origin has devoted itself to the education of youth. They
will endeavor to show themselves deserving of the confidence reposed
in them by evincing on all occasions a parental solicitude for the health
and comfort of those entrusted to their charge, by sparing no pains to
promote their advancement and by keeping a careful and active watch
over their conduct. The exercise of their authority will be mild without
being remiss, in enforcing the strict discipline and good order so essen-
tial for the proper culture of both mind and heart. By this two-fold
education, which is based on Religion and Morality, they will exert all

their energies not only to adorn the minds of their pupils with useful
knowledge, but to instill into their hearts solid virtue and a practical
love of the duties which they will have to discharge in after life.

The public worship of the institution is that of the Catholic Religion;
however, pupils of other denominations are received, provided that, for
the sake of uniformity, they are willing to conform to the exterior exer-
cises of worship.

The plan of studies is established on a large scale, and is calcu-
lated to suit not only the wants but the progress of society. It consists
of three principal courses under the name of PREPARATORY, ENGLISH
and CLASSICAL.

French, German, Spanish, Italian, form separate courses, are optional
and are taught without extra charge.

Extensive grounds, spacious buildings, commodious class-rooms, li-

brary, reading rooms, billiard and recreation rooms, and the largest and
best equipped college gymnasium in the South, every facility for the
self-improvement and physical well-being of the student.

For Catalogue, etc., apply to REV. E. CUMMINGS, President.
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Whence comes this sound of singing everywhere; peace

And joy past staring fools to comprehend,

Thine Alma Mater Sibylline forsees

For thee, sealed with the golden seal of friend.

Great peace without alloy

Nor years, nor blight destroy,

This wish her lips with yearning sweetness send;

That coming years with God's good grace may tend

, To fame past fame,

In splendor of thy name

And deep and unperturbed joy.

'Tis great in springing June, when soft winds blow

And rippling waves are whispering to the air,

With one dear friend alone to sailing go;

But hearts are glad the trusted pilot's there

When wild winds bend each mast

And waves go hurtling past.

'Tis great to dress parade in crimson frippery fair,

When maidens smile and brazen trumpets blare;

But jeweled hilt

And gaily shining gilt

Are naught in war; 'tis hearts of gold at last.
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When bright suns glow and silken blossoms bloom,

When friends are fast and children smile,

When hearts beat high; no thought of early doom
Can chill our blood or stop its pulse awhile.

Ah, then, who cares a whit,

What hand that holds the bit,

Our steeds are at their prime. In joy let file

The rushing hours, and rose on roses pile.

But when death's hands,

Come stifling joy. He stands

Our choicest friend, for whom this day is lit.

From each fond mother-heart, from far, from near,

That hath entrusted treasure passing gold

To thee throughout the years, unto this year

Of Jubilee, now swelled an hundred fold

There wells a chant of praise

—

A prayer, that length of days

By thine. Each morn when priestly hearts are stoled,

For thee, entreaties rise, that bold

November's fight

Be turned to utter flight,

And all thy months be flowered, sunny Mays.

Now friend for long thou hast sweetened sharpest woe

In these great halls. Thy skill a glowing flame

That warmed the chilling heart, lest early close

Some bloom. Ah! thine the blame

If love seems overbright,

For this dull, greying night.

Let after dwellers love thy graven name,

And gauge the price thou paid'st for puissant fame;

We know, at end,

Pain will be paid, dear friend

Pain will be paid, when thou dost see the light.
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AM>r*aa of William HL iMafiittt, fUL 1., %%. B.

(On the Occasion of His Silver Jubilee Celebration)

Reverend Father President,

Reverend Gentlemen of the Faculty :

» MONG the varied phases of life with its pleasures and its rec-

fompenses there is nothing I conceive more welcome to the

human heart than the knowledge that we have the esteem and
commendation of our fellow-man, and this splendid demon-
stration here today to do me homage by commemorating the

twenty-fifth anniversary of my connection with Spring Hill

» College is a tribute that gladdens me more than language can

convey—and I thank you.

This honor is especially emphasized when it is remembered that a

jubilee celebration—a season of exceeding rejoicing and festivity—is of

ancient usage in the Roman Catholic Church, and in this Society is one
that for the most part is accorded only to those members who have

reached a given number of years in the service of the order and their

sacred calling—the silver, or golden, or diamond anniversary, as it may be.

I am fully sensible, therefore, that this occasion is an exceptional indul-

gence for a layman, and is so far beyond the general custom that the

honor becomes no ordinary one, and setting aside conventionalities has

come to me born of a spirit of generosity and innate kindness.

Two decades and the half of another is a long time when we come
to realize it and to number the months and days that make it up, and
this time-reckoning suggests, as a fitting theme in which to Indulge my
thoughts, a retrospective glance at some of the persons and events that

mark these vanished years and which have become merged into the

history of this institution. And yet the present is so intermingled with

the past that the past in a measure actually becomes the present, for,

without an exception of which I have knowledge, all of the prominent

men connected with the College during my incumbency are still enjoying

the blessings of vigorous life, and, indeed not a few of them are here

with us today. Rut although many and notable changes have taken place

at Spring Hill during the time under consideration I do not propose to

weary you with a record of events with which most of you are already

familiar, but shall content myself with cursory mention of such recollec-

tions, of individuals in particular, as seem essential to the proper eluci-

dation of my remarks.

Dividing this period of twenty-five years into equal intervals, a space

of five years would be apportioned to each of the five presidents who
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have occupied the executive chair, and which approximately corresponds

to their administrative terms, and a consideration of the administration

of each rector practically becomes, to a large extent, the history of the

institution during my time.

My acquaintance with Spring Hill began with the first of these pres-

idents, the Reverend James Lonergan, a worthy exemplification of the

honest, the earnest type of man, whose whole purpose was the welfare

of the student-body and the prosperity of the College, and well do I recall

when, in his direct, brusque manner, he requested me to assume pro-

fessional charge of its inmates. It was just at a dark period of general

financial distress, when the cry of "hard times" echoed throughout the

land. Corporation and individual alike felt the money stringency, and
Spring Hill came in for a proportionate share of the depression. And
more, the school itself could scarcely be said to be in a highly flourishing

and proficient state. The group of commodious buildings, of which the

College is now justly proud, did not then exist: the main structure, the

refectory, the infirmary, and the old frame chapel and auditorium rep-

resented the building units that constituted the College proper, and which
already attested to the effect of age and of use. The roll of matricu-

lants did not represent a large array of names. The teaching corps fully

maintained the traditional standard of the College, but the equipment
of the school had lagged behind the modern requirements, and, what
was particularly noticeable to the professional eye, were the primitive

medical methods in vogue. In a word, the need for stock-taking and
replenishment with uptodate wares was evident. Hence when Father

Lonergan began his administration many and no small difficulties were
encountered, and yet when he surrendered his office at the expiration of

his term, the school was well up on rising ground and every department

manifested the effect of his judicious policy.

And now after years of memorable service in this Society and at

a mellow age released from care, he enjoys the satisfaction of a life,

"Whose peaceful Day benevolence endears,

Whose Night congratulating conscience cheers."

Father Moynihan was the next to assume the duties of rector, and
he promptly took up the thread of work left off by his predecessor. The
effect of his influence upon the uplift of the school was pronounced—the

student attendance continued to grow, and an air of general prosperity

was everywhere apparent. He remained in office during the years form
1896 to 1899. Of dignified presence and urbane demeanor, Father Moy-
nihan at once impresses you as possessing those qualities that truly dis-

tinguish him, that is, a man of scholarly attainments together with broad
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abilities, a learned theologian, and with a general conception of things

that would make him prominent in any sphere of life. After leaving

Spring Hill he filled other responsible positions in the Society, and finally

was advanced to the highest rank in the district, that of Provincial, which

he still holds with credit to himself and to the betterment of the fraternal

communities over which he presides.

A perfect comprehension of youth, his mental attitude, his temper-

ament, his requirements, and the degree and character of discipline to

be enforced in his rearing is a gift that is allotted to but few individuals.

The simple lack of this faculty has caused the dismal failure of many
men otherwise excellently qualified as educators. This insight into

youthful character is possessed in an uncommon degree—even among
this great band of teachers—by the reverend gentleman who next became
president, I refer to Father William J. Tyrrell. A more fortunate selec-

tion could scarce have been made, for, besides his capacity for handling

the young, the other qualities with which he is endowed definitely as-

sured his successful direction of affairs at Spring Hill. His cordial

manner and pleasing personality attract you and call forth a most kindly

response, and these affable qualities are enhanced by a fund of anecdote

and a spontaneous wit which make for the friendship of both young and
old. Thus he was on a footing of good-fellowship with his boys, but the

disciplinarian with it all, anl I venture to say there is not a single student

who has been associated with him who does not account him his per-

sonal friend. Moreover, his executive ability was shown to be of no
mean order. Under his guidancce the College attained a high state of

efficiency: the student attendance reached the high mark of almost

double in number; and many notable improvements succeeded one upon
the other; the laboratories were remodeled and refitted; the dormitor-

ies were reconstructed; the antiquated cisterns and pump-wells were

displaced by a modern system of sanitary water works; telephone, elec-

tric lights, and a heating system were installed; Yenni Hall and the

natatdrium were built; extensive land purchases were made; the grounds

were enlarged and embellished with statuary and ornamental plants; and
not the least, a paved avenue and culvert bridge took the place of the

country lane and the old timbered structure that spanned the ravine. To
carry out these extensive plans large expenditures were necessary, and
Father Tyrrell did not hesitate to make the disbursements with an un-

stinted hand. He appreciated that often money spent means money
made, and he felt that in making the outlay he was laying up both im-
mediate and future assets for the College. The project nearest his heart,

however, and which, quite naturally, forcibly appealed to me, was the

erection of a suitable modern infirmary. But here the question of dol-
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lars again arose, and notwithstanding his active efforts the funds could

not be obtained. Such a building is still one of the most positive needs

of this school, and just here I beg to enter an urgent and earnest plea

that the Alumni Association take up the question and arrange some or-

ganized endeavor by which the requisite funds may be secured. Let me
indulge the hope, therefore, that this effort will soon take effective shape,

and this much needed building will be constructed at some near-by day,

and which shall bear high on its architrave the title of "Tyrrell Memor-
ial". Such a designation would be a just recognition of his services to

this College.

After leaving Spring Hill, Father Tyrrell returned to his old parish

at Tampa, where he has recently completed one of the most splendid

Christian temples in all the South—a noble monument in marble and
fine stone to his industry and zeal.

I speak of Father Twellmeyer with a feeling of more than ordinary

regard. No one better knows and appreciates his sterling value and
estimable character than I do. When he followed as rector he came
equipped with a practical efficiency together with a broad executive ex-

perience which he had acquired, as co-worker with Father Tyrrell, in

the capacity of vice-president. In fact he brought to the office qualifi-

cations which might best be described by saying, in the language of

Hudibras, that he was

"Deep sighted in intelligences,

Ideas, atoms, influences,"

and he abundantly used them in the government of his office. In the

early days of his administration he was confronted by a disastrous fire,

the second conflagration in the history of the College, which destroyed

the east half of the central building together with the chapel and audi-

torium. But with the energy and resourcefulness characteristic of the

man the debris was quickly swept away and a new structure literally

arose from its ashes. Father Twellmeyer's building work did not end
here. He is to be accredited with the lofty colonnades which enclose the

quadrangle, together with the handsome chapel whose elegant Gothic

lines give it both dignity and grace. Another notable, and not to be for-

gotten, work of his administration was the construction of the broad

athletic grounds—Maxon Field—where many a battle of the ball, hard
fought and won, has given name and fame to the teams of Spring Hill.

The administration of Father Edward Cummings, our honored
president of today, has practically just begun, for it is scarcely more
than two years since he was appointed to Spring Hill. But in this short

beginning he has commenced important works and improvements, some
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just completed, which speak much for his activities in the future, and
which give promise to make his administration a distinctive one, rank-

ing him with his two predecessors as among the building presidents of

Spring Hill College. He had served already in several official capaci-

ties, and he came bearing the insignia of fitness. He found the College

on a firm basis of prosperity which he has maintained and strengthened.

Moreover, he is a speaker of much repute; a classic scholar; and, yet

again, his many splendid traits of character are at once recognized and
appreciated. Among these is one attribute which shines forth conspic-

uously—his benevolent and sympathetic nature. This is especially evi-

denced in his solicitude and sympathy for his students, and which I, as

physician, have had ample opportunity of observing and judging. The
little nameless, unremembered acts of kindness and of love is the best

portion of a good man's life! And after all what is kindness but wis-

dom?—that application of knowledge to the best, the true aims of life.

The presidents were not alone those who have prominently figured

in the affairs of the College during my time, and I would be recreant

were I not to speak of others in this connection. And almost unbidden

the thought of Father Power, former provincial, is upon my lips. It is

scarcely necessary to do more than mention his name, for who does not

know him and what encomiums could be added to those which have

been many times spoken and written in eulogy of him? He is known
among scholars for his powerful intellect and vast erudition, and some
idea of his mental grasp can be had when I say that, I have seen him
on a bed of suffering engaged in reading Hebrew, Assyrian or Arabian

authors as a light mental pabulum and recreation. Eminent in the an-

nals of this Society and of the Church he has upheld the best traditions

of both. His forceful rhetoric and convincing argument has swayed his

hearers at his crowded missions throughout the compass of his labors.

May he long remain with us and continue in the exercise of those great

talents with which he /is endowed.

The next whom I would mention is the courtly Father Butler, whose
every lineament and feature bespeak the distinguished Irish ancestry

from which he springs; and even now at a very advanced age his erect

carriage and firm step show the military temper of his family, and makes
you wonder which vocation in life he would have the better filled—that

of priest or soldier. Father Butler has occupied many responsible po-

sitions in the order, and of which he is one of the oldest members. All

the jubilee honors of the Society and the Church have been awarded
him, and only recently he celebrated here at Spring Hill the golden an-

niversary of his ordination into the priesthood.
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Then there is the cultured de la Moriniere—a man of most versatile

accomplishments ! What shall I say of him? He is a son of our South-

land, yet he belongs to the nation. A finished scholar; interpreter of

Avon's Bard than whom none excel and few can equal; distinguished

orator, alike noted in the pulpit and on the rostrum, he always charms
his audience with a winning grace and the sweetness of a Tully's tongue.

As a teacher of belles-lettres hundreds of students over two continents

bear the impress of his instruction and witness to his learning. Spring

Hill is honored by his presence.

There are still others of whom I would gladly speak, but time forbids.

These then are some of the men I have known and been associated

with here this quarter of a century. They are representative of their

order and would shed luster on any institution of learning. And just

here it is meet that I should acknowledge the satisfaction I have enjoyed

from my connection with this society—a society which, on account of

the profound learning of its members, has been designated the Corps
d'Elite of the Roman Catholic Church. During all these years of both
official and social affiliation not an inharmonious word has been uttered

to mar the relationship. Not a shadow has fallen across the bonds of

friendship. I have worked with its members under many and varying

conditions and I have found them true to the teachings of their illus-

trious founder and exemplar—the cultivation of all that makes for the

advancement and enlightenment of youth, besides being fully imbued
with the understanding that "fraternity is the reciprocal affection, the

sentiment which inlines man to do unto others as he would that others

should do unto him".

Now, one thought as to the future of this school. Will it continue

along the present even tenor of its way, prosperous though that may
be, or will it broaden its sphere of work and strive for a higher plane,

that is, will it rise to the dignity of a university? The fact is not as

widely known as it may be that when Spring Hill College was incorpor-

ated in 1836, the State of Alabama granted it all the rights and privil-

eges of a university; and, furthermore, that four years later Pope Greg-

ory the Sixteenth, in answer to the petition of the Right Reverend Mich-
ael Portier, then Bishop of Mobile, "erected the said College into a Uni-

versity, granting the same each and every right, honor, privilege, obli-

gation and whatever else is proper to Universities—notwithstanding any
thing whatsoever to the contrary". Therefore, the College already pos-

sesses the licensed authority of a university, both state and papal, except

in the one essential of name, and this, as I apprehend it, comes entirely

within the jurisdiction of Rome. Why then should not the needful per-
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mission for the title be sought and obtained, and make the school de

facto a university? When on a visit to Rome a few years ago I had the

opportunity of mentioning this subjecct to Father Meyer, the then English

Assistant of the Society, and he stated that he knew of no reason why
this authoriziation should not be given, and assured me he would take

the matter under early advisement. But I am not informed if any
action to this end was ever taken. The situation of Spring Hill College

with the adjacent states to draw from, together with the nearness of

Mexico, the two Latin Americas, and the West India Islands—which
countries already contribute a large contingent of students—should pro-

vide ample patronage for a greater school. Added to this the attractive

location of the College, the salubriousness of the climate—which I may
emphasize by stating that during the period of my service and with an
aggregate of between five and six thousand matriculants only three

deaths have occurred among the student-body—offer adequate reasons,

I consider, for making Spring Hill a more definite educational centre.

With these facts in evidence upon whom does the iniatory step depend
to secure for the School that to which it is justly entitled? This, I take

it, rests largely with the Society of this Province, together with the

needful co-operation of the Bishop of Mobile, and in no small measure
with efficient action on the part of the Alumni Society. I shall look

forward with interested anticipation as to the fruit this suggestion may
bring forth.

Reverend Gentlemen of Spring Hill College I again thank you for

the genuine good will and friendship towards me that today's celebra-

tion betokens. And I cherish the hope that the coming years will only

strengthen and cement these amicable ties, and, at the same time, that

you and I will see the speedy realization of our brightest hopes for the

growth and expansion of this School.
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(To Dr. William Mastin)

ANDREW SMITH, A. B. '18.

The Persian annals rich in fancied lore

Record that from the closing gates of Death,

The young Sheik Ahmed called full many a score

With apple placed beneath their ebbing breath.

Silent and void the bleak Beyond remained

The while the wondrous fruit its task discharged,

And who before Disease and Plague enchained

Now haply freed, the Persian realms enlarged.

Came then a time when like all fruits of earth,

The apple, withering, lost its mystic power;

And vengeful Death supplied extended dearth,

While Ahmed's fame departed in an hour.

But our Ahmed, wiser than the Persian Sheik,

Has built his trust upon no fading spell;

For him the smiles of Fame no joy bespeak,

Content he is to please the Master well.

No healing apple gives him mystic power,

But in its stead he has what wins far more,

Time's hoard of knowledge, left, a priceless dower,

To one well fit to use its treasured store.

On him has Nature with unstinting hand

Lavished the gifts that make the surgeon great:

A tempered spirit mingling firm with bland,

A presence charming, not affecting state.
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Deep piercing eyes that scan the fevered cheek,

Noting each subtle change, each symptom slight;

Bright laughing eyes that cheering joy bespeak,

And thus the lovers, Hope and Health unite.

Strong skillful hands that guide the surgeon's blade,

Nor swerve until they choke the root of pains;

Soft soothing hands, whose touch bids dark Fear fade.

Whose iron clasp the suff'rers strength maintains.

Well ordered mind that freely spend its all,

That Man, the image low, may live to hear

The saving voice, the higher greater call

To love the One whom Death has made us fear.

But greater far than eyes, than hands, than mind,

Our Ahmed's charm is rightly in his heart.

Here in his secret garden fair, we find

The choicest blooms that speak the Gardner's art.

Love tells the story of the lengthened space,

That we have known our saving friend, Ahmed;

Love shall his name in golden letters trace.

When Fame the fools who court her smile has fled.
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ftrnptmat of iffl. iMaljorttrr 3fr., A. S. '34, A. il.,'35,

CK. 1./12, tn % SoaHrffiogaltjj to Alma
iHafrr", spring i|tU (EoUhj* Alnmttt

Sanqurt, iWag 4, 131fi.

—-—j NOTHER May finds us gathered about the festive board of an
M Alumni banquet to exchange fraternal greetings and pledge

Ffk anew our loyalty and devotion to Alma Mater.

r\ |Y The present occasion is of especial interest because of

I
the pleasure we have in entertaining as our guest of honor,

one who has for many years filled a position of great import-

V I ance in the service of the dear old college, one whom we
" older members of the Alumni have for a quarter of a century

intimately associated with the Institution, and as members of the organ-

ization which celebrates this evening, we are proud to be able to add
our little mite to the collection of honors that have so recently been be-

stowed upon our worthy guest. He has gloriously rounded out his

twenty-fifth anniversary as custodian of the health of the faculty and
students of Old Spring Hill. The Infirmary records covering that long

period, show how ably he has discharged the trust. He is in fact, one
of us, not only because of the bonds of affection that so inseparably bind

us to him, but by virtue of being the honorary recipient of the highest

degree in the gift of the College. May the blessings of good health

which he has so often helped to bestow on others, yield for Dr. William
M. Mastin a rich harvest for many, many years to come.

When notified only a few days ago that I would be asked to respond

this evening to the toast "Loyalty to Alma Mater", the committee apol-

ogized for the short notice, but intimated that the breadth of the subjecct

would somewhat compensate for the limited time given me to prepare

for the occasion. I found it just the contrary, for, what is there to be
said to a body of dutiful sons, on the loyalty which they owe to their

Mother? Your very presence this evening, attests your devotion to Alma
Mater, and I recognize in all of you, that refinement and training that

necessarily belies the slightest suggestion that you are not true to the

great principles that were bred in you at College. Chiefest of these, is

gratitude, and whoever spent a term at Spring Hill College, who is not,

at least in his thoughtful moments, grateful for the opportunity that was
afforded him to receive the greatest amount of education possible in the
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time which he devoted to its acquirement there; grateful for tender care

and solicitude that was so generously bestowed upon him by the good

Fathers and Scholastics; grateful for the chance that was given him to

form acquaintances and friendships that he will ever consider as a part of

his richest heritage; grateful for the many happy, glorious days of boy-

hood spent midst nature's most charming spots while youth budded into

manhood.

Gold, indeed, is the heart of a college man that does not quicken

with a thrill of affection and respond with a feeling of warmth at the

very mention of the name of his Alma Mater. Even time, cannot dull

the memory once sharpened by college experiences, for the older we
grow, the more fully do we appreciate the truth of the once derided

saying that "School days are the happiest days of life". Dull care had

not then left its furrowed impress upon our brows; the weight of re-

sponsibility rested lightly upon our youthful shoulders, while hope eter-

nal swelled rhythmically within our breasts to the joyful music of our

hearts.

I would hate to think that there is a Spring Hill College Alumnus
whose soul is so devoid of sentiment as not to be awakened to a deep

sense of love and loyalty by the memory of days spent within the sacred

precincts of that renowned Institution.

To me, she is the personification of a real Mother whose maternal

blessings have hovered about me at every turn in life. The confidence

which she is ever so ready to place in her children, has encouraged me
to attempt the attainment of the high ideals which she has set for them.

There is no place where I find just such peaceful contentment as amidst

her beautiful scenes. The classic walls of her buildings seem to echo

for me sweet memories of a happy past; her flowers are to me just a

little brighter and more fragrant that those of any other spot; her ma-
jestic trees ever bow to me a generous welcome, while her beautiful

paths lead me irresistibly into familiar haunts that are rich with golden

reminiscences of the years that have gone, never to be forgotten. She

is always the same true, solicitous mother to whom her children never

grow old and tho' herself the elder of her sister colleges of the South,

she is young in ambition, modern in equipment and a leader in the edu-

cational march of conquest through this Southern land.

I cannot believe that there is any college that keeps such a strong

hold upon the affections of its Alumni as does Spring Hill. The faculty

may change, as it does from time to time, but its new faces seem but to

reflect the welcoming smiles of the old, and tho' we may sadly miss from
her ranks an absent friend, we feel none the less drawn to the one who
has taken his place.
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I have heard graduates of other colleges say that after a period of

years they dreaded to visit their Alma Mater; that the changes wrought

by the lapse of time, made them feel like strangers in a strange land.

Not so with Spring Hill College; once her son, always her welcome son

who is made to feel at home in her presence.

Loyalty to Alma Mater! May I not truthfully say that he who was
once so fortunate as to drink at her font, and feels not the spirit of loy-

alty and gratitude towards her who so generously ministered to his men-
tal and moral worth, is incapable of loyalty to that natural Mother who
nourished him in infancy. But the loyalty of the heart which recog-

nizes not the duty of expression, is of no satisfaction to the one who
professes it and of little value to the one to whom it is feebly tendered.

Therefore we should always grasp opportunities of this sort, to at least

pay an occasional tribute to the worth of our Alma Mater, and for our

own sakes thereby proudly proclaim to the world our honorable lineage.

Let us of the Alumni Association, sing her praises in louder tone

with the hope that our united voices will eventually reach the dull ears

of those of her sons, if any there be, who have not been awakened to the

proper sense of loyalty to the dear Old College. Let us zealously keep

alive the fraternal spirit that binds us closer to each other and unites

us as true sons of Spring Hill College.
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Stye Wxtt af Alma Mtxttt.

C. O'LEARY, A. B. '19.

Y son, the hours are rushing fast,

Thy cap and gown are waiting thee;

Your college days with me flow past

Like Spring streams hurrying to the sea.

We're parting now, but not with tears

—

For tears your manhood would despise

—

Remember though, through all the years

Your path I'll watch with anxious eyes.

The tide is at its rising now,

The luring sea is calling you;

'Tis yours to praise or blame bestow

On me to whom your training's due.

Sail, on fear not the sea's wild call,

Search farthest strands; Life's guerdon gain!

But I, through rise of tide, through fall,

On shore with watching eyes remain.

When come fierce wintry storms, that chill

And crush the heart, that stamp the mind

With agony too cruel to kill,

But strip breast bare to every wind;

Then turn, come back, that I may tend

With my wide love, your wounds' sad smart;

Remember, son, no pity can transcend

Thy tender Alma Mater's heart.
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Soaat: "Alma fMafrr tip Btonitar"

O such a toast, sir, it seems most fitting that one of those

should respond who has consecrated his fife upon the altar

of Christian education. Yet after all, upon an occasion like

this, at a gathering of the Alumni Association, it may not be
amiss to call upon one of those who was privileged to stand

at the fountain of knowledge, that he may pay to the loving

mother the tribute she so richly deserves.

Our Alma Mater, the educator. What a wonderful theme!
To speak of her engaged in the greatest and noblest work in the world,

the building up of man and forming and fashioning him to integrity and
justice, imbuing his immortal mind with the rules of science and the

principles of life and disclosing to the gaze of his soul the wonderful
goal of eternity—one needs must command the illimitable vocabulary

of Avon's bard or the matchless eloquence of Demosthenes.
She is not young, this mystical being we call our Alma Mater—not

a creature of the present confined to the hallowed precincts of Spring

Hill College. Born ages ago in the tortured breast of a wounded soldier

as he lay helpless upon the ramparts of Pampeluna, she has grown and
spread until her confines are the very limits of the world itself. Into

the jungles of India, out upon the desert wastes, to the outposts of the

world in the land of ice and snow, her missionaries have struggled, sow-

ing the seed of wisdom and planting the word of God. Foremost in the

field of science, in the vanguard of discovery and exploration, they have
covered the globe with the enlightening influences of civilization. Lis-

ten to the past 300 years and you will hear them as "they roll into the

deep distances of departed time" chanting her praises and bearing splen-

did testimony, all accusations and charges to the contrary notwithstand-

ing, that her sole and definite purpose was to accomplish all things good
"Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam".

Nor is she old—this mighty champion of Christian education.

Though in her schools today the Ratio Studiorum of 1599 still obtains,

it stands unchallenged by changing time, still vigorously proclaiming

that never-aging basic principle of all learning that the fear of God is

the beginning of wisdom.
She is all-seeing and wise, this wonderful preceptress of youth.

Having in mind the needs of life, she inculcates principles, polishes

tastes, subdues the passions, trains the mind, educates the whole man,
giving him resources and occupations which will endure to the frontier
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of death; and realizing the ultimate end of man she bestows the badge

of morality, which if preserved, will serve as a passport to the realms

beyond.

Well may we be proud of our Alma Mater, old yet young, standing

serene and magnificent untouched by the storms of time, unchanged

by the passage of years, still working out the destiny of man, laying

the sure foundations of State, ever striving onward and upward "for

the greater glory of God".

G. 0. '18.

call the boys of yesterday

Who wore with pride the Purple and White;

Whose fame then held the highest sway
In baseball realms, with glory's light

Their faces flamed; precedence's right

To them none dared deny; a class

Of giants lived those days. But, say

They've withered like the grass.

call the boys who'd ne'er a care;

Whom ne'er could teachers' frown dismay;

Who caught the squirrel in tricky snare,

And tamed the larger ones of grey,

Or joined in mimic wares of clay.

But now their erst known names we pass

Unheeding by: they've gone their way,

They've withered like the grass.

O call the boys of talent rare;

With voices clear to carol a lay

Or wake sweet songs, with fingers fair;

O Percy and Algy, where are they?

And Reggy, who just loved to play

Sweet games of tag? Alas, alas!

Where they are now, can no one say?

They've withered like the grass.

The burden of my pensive lay,

Is sad and strait. 'Tis Nature's glass,

And shows one form for ever and aye:

They've withered like the grass.
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CORNELIUS O'LEARY, A. B. '19.

Y country was against the wall. Only a few months had been
sufficient for the Germans to completely deluge her territory

with destruction. "I have four million bayonets behind me",
the Emperor said: "I must travel". And that mighty wave
of steel and fire had swept across the border, leaving death and
destruction in its wake. Louvain's library was no more,
flames had raged within Notre Dame, Rheims' magnificent

cathredral was a mighty mass of ruins. The land starving

and helpless lay writhing beneath the scourge of the ruthless invaders.

Going to my regiment at the first call to the colors, I had left my
quiet classroom, where, since my graduation from the University, I had
been teaching poetry. We were rushed to the border at once to form
part of the human wall, that attempted so futilely to stem the tide of

German invasion. Like the sands of the desert sweeping over a splendid

harvest field, ripe for the sickle, these mighty Huns had advanced, leav-

ing naught but shrivelled stubble in the print of their horses' hoofs.

How pitifully few of us remained to tell the tale of that sad week.

I had not enacted the role of a blase or critical spectator, but had stood

myself in the midst of living death and emerged with my soul scorched

and a thirst for revenge that must be satiated.

Wounded and fever stricken, I lay long in the Hospital of the Amer-
ican Red Cross.

"It was a famous battle,

Fought 'twixt life and death;

Life came out the Victor

Triumphant over Death:

Already it was written

How one Death killed the other,

So making mock of Death".

Yes ! My desire to kill some of these hateful violaters of my country's

neutrality, had driven Death away, when he was already knocking at the

door of my life.

As soon as convalescence allowed me I reported for active duty once

more. My regiment had been literally shot to pieces, so the few of us

who remained were drafted into other regiments.

Belgium called her last reserves to the front. The mighty Teuton

Beast of War, had slowly eaten our men. When my broken leg had
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mended, I was given a company of these unorganized patriots to whip
into shape. Youthful and unprepared they looked, these boys of eighteen

and nineteen, cheerfully answering the cry of their exhausted country.

Yet not one among them had any fears for the coming campaign. At

least so it appeared from the merry jest and banter which prevailed

among them on the tiresome journey. They were boys, their hearts

unsophisticated by any harsh experience of life, glowing with love for

country, and it was this unconquerable devotion to a cause, so charac-

teristic of Belgians that finally overthrew the German power.

Most of the boys of my company were new to me. But Pierre Larone,

who led the van in jollity and humor, had been in my class and was very

dear to me, both on account of the enthusiastic response he had given

to my teaching and the intimate personal confidences he had shared with

me. Born of the peasant stock of which Belgium is so justly proud, he

gave promise of maturing into a worthy candidate for honors. "Send
me Belgians" said St. Francis Xavier. "They are the most adaptable

Fortissimi sunt Belgae", were Caesar's words: both were right and Pierre

was a typical Belgian.

The war had entered his blood and sent his spirits skyward like a

too deep draught of wine; he seemed impatient for the fray to begin and
boylike, sighed for greater worlds to conquer. There was something
almost hysterical in his gaiety.

We laughed and joked day by day, heedless of the grim destination

toward which we headed our horses; but slowly, day by day, in time with

our fun, the beating of our horses' hoofs was dragging us into the ghastly

theatre, where the war drama was being enacted—the first line trench.

Scores were daily being crushed beneath the Juggernaut, and more were
needed to fill their places and rejuvenate the thinned ranks.

One day one of the men asked Pierre what he thought of soldiering.

"Let's not talk about that", the boy said. "If ever I think seriously

about the fighting and the shells and other dangers of this war, I will

desert or write a Wilson-note to the Kaiser telling him to desist".

This was a queer answer for a humorist like Pierre to give and set

us all to thinking; but he was a boy and a temperamental one at that. I

remember that scene vividly, for it is painted on my mind like the let-

tering on cold marble and will never be obscured—the light of the fire

the men gathered around, and the indistinct outlines of the food-wagons.

A quarter-moon sent its ghastly radience over the camp, lighting the face

of the boy as he stood there with his half humorous, half frightened

smile: it was a picture the pen cannot impart, and only the eye that has

seen can realize.
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It brought to my mind another day and another scene. One day in

class, Pierre had broken his pencil and as I was standing by his desk nt

the time, I handed him my knife. Hurriedly he hacked at the wood
with the sharp blade. It slipped and cut deeply into his finger. The
blood gushed forth and I hastily tore my handkerchief and made a rough
bandage. He was as white as a sheet when I had done and was barely

able to stand.

"The sight of blood", he exclaimed, "has always sickened me. I

cannot overcome my physical repugnance to it. Even my mother could

not understand my squeamishness".

He was the youngest boy in the corps and dearly loved his mother,

who had so shielded him from taint and harm. He used to tell me all

about her, what she did, how she had petted him, and the small, well-

remembered punishments. He worried himself into blues wondering
what she was doing, and who was taking care of her; for he was an only

son, and she was a widow. Often at night as I went my rounds, I heard
him praying for his mother.

Soon we arrived in the war zone. As it was unsafe for the food
train to go any further, we had to continue our way along the fog-cov-

ered road without the air of cheerfulness its company gave. The beat

of the horses' hoofs, the steady tramp of the infantry coming out of the

white pall behind us, made the ghostly morning more phantom-like, than

the sound of creeping feet through the halls of deserted mansions.

As we drew nearer the firing line the early fog thinned somewhat
and the destruction wrought by the war became more and more evident.

Here, a lone peasant's home, once bright and happy in its poverty, was
now a charred and blasted remnant of its former self; its once fruitful

fields were disordered and unkempt; its trees splintered by shells; its

outhouses blackened and falling into decay; its peaceful arbor where the

cheerful family had drunk the toast to their newly christened children,

was a ruin; its owners had fled, leaving, as a memento of their once

happy life, a few marble slabs.

There, a deserted village, riddled by shot and shell, loomed up. By
the roadside a few hurried graves warned other unfortunates to flee while

yet there was time, and gave mute thanksgiving to the kindhearted sol-

diers of Belgium, who had performed the last rites of Christian burial.

This was our hardest task, the burial of the peaceful poor amidst their

loved and devastated fields.

We were placed at the rear, as a reserve for critical moment. It

seemed our chance would never come. Two long months we remained
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inactive but not idle; rain or shine, heat or cold, the bugle sounded just

the same and out we would go into the misty daylight. We were not

allowed to go "stale" as it is called. Gen. Lange knew we needed some-

thing to pass away the hours of our enforced idleness, so he kept us at

work in many ways; now, by bayonet practice on dummies, now by
marches or improvements in the trenches.

It was in this last named occupation that the tempers of both officers

and men were tried. In spite of the hard physical labor imposed for the

same end, this inactive waiting began to tell upon the nerves of all. I

don't know what we would have done without Pierre. He formed a

kind of trench Glee Club and his cheerful, musical tenor could be heard

leading the singing of the latest popular songs. His good natured chaff

and clever witticisms were ever on tap, and passed around the regiment.

He was a god-send, this cheerful boy, and kept the company from utter

despondency.

From time to time we heard tales of horror from the lips of exper-

ienced soldiers. Now it was the summary execution of some traitor,

now a harrowing experience under fire, now news of the death of a

friend. All these things tended to make us realize how thin was the

thread which held our souls to our bodies. Still Pierre's jokes and chat-

ter flowed on; as we sat around the camp fire, no sally could catch his

ready tongue unprepared, and more often than not the assaulter was
"hoist with his own petar". But when defeated in a trial of wit he did

not grow angry, but laughed good-naturedly with the rest.

About two months after our arrival near the front, news came that

an extra heavy assault was expected all along the line, so we were rushed

to the first line trenches. It seemed a long journey through the dark

tunnel, no man spoke, for "silence" had been commanded, and the only

noise was the clank-clank of accouterments. The advance was long

known in our records as the "Underground March to Death". When
the order for rest was given, I threw myself on the ground and fell into

a troubled sleep; but even in my sleep I could hear the steady tramp of

the ghostly reinforcements coming through the tunnel.

Two hours later though it seemed but a few seconds, I was awakened
by a tremendous explosion. I opened my eyes to see a white pall of smoke
rise from the field behind us.

The attack had begun. Occasionally a shell came screaming like

a dart from Hell and tore a hole in the roadside near us.

This particular bit of trench had been held in turn by both armies.

Littered through it were hundreds of unused cartridges, rifles, knap-
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sacks, bayonets and clothing of every description. The dead had been

taken away just before our arrival.

On May 1st, supported by great columns of asphyxiating gas the

Germans had driven our men from the trenches. With splendid cour-

age our leaders had rallied the men and subduing the natural tendency

to panic (which is inevitable on such occasions), once more drove the

enemy back. Fierce hand to hand fighting had taken place but we still

remained in possession. A second and more severe "gas" attack was
expected today, as weather conditions were more favorable.

We flattened ourselves against our sandbags, and carefully adjust-

ing our field glasses and turning them upon the valley below us, whence
came the sound of explosions, calmly watched a village melt into nothing

in the morning sun-light. It was only about a thousand yards distant.

There was a loud explosion. The church was no more; after a few sec-

onds, another explosion, and what looked like the village school sagged

suddenly in the center; a succession of explosions, and the building was
prone, a jagged pile of broken stone.

Artillery is entirely impersonal; the engineers do not see their mark
but fire by arithmetic. You hear a shrill whistling sound, a whole is torn

in the field quite near you, and you calculate just how long it will be

before the gunner gets your range. Rifles are different, they are per-

sonal; every bullet sems intended just for you, directed by personal spite.

For an hour the artillery raged. It was the terrible "rideau de fer",

or iron curtain, with which we devastate before advancing. When the

smoke died away we heard a savage yell, then a rapid crackling of rifles.

At the same time thick murky-looking clouds floated over from the op-

posing line. My head began to whirl; my sight dimmed; I heard some
one shout, "resp

—
". I knew the terrible poisoning gas was around us

and quickly covered my face. This was a sign that the expected attack

had begun. A cry from a soldier warned us that a German aeroplane

was directly over us; a French aeroplane appeared and it quickly made
off. Then suddenly through the dense gas clouds a monkey-like figure

appeared: another, and another; they seemed growing from the ground.

"Fire", came the order and into that mass of men we poured a hail of

bullets. Still on they came and above the detonations of the cannon rang
out the crack and crackle of the machine guns. The German line went
down before our appalling fire. The attack was stayed.

But the Kaiser's order was: "Push them back at any cost", and on
they came, a second time to brave the storm of lead. A greater roar

of menace rang out from our guns and backward again the attackers
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were borne. The whole field before us was a shamble; men were
dying; men were shrieking in an agony of thirst. I fired and fired until

my pistols were hot in my hands and my muscles aching from the strain.

Then came a lull in the battle and we waited breathlessly for our

counter charge. Soon word was passed amid the roar of the cannon,

but every man heard it and answered with a yell. I cleared the em-
bankment at a single leap and my company was with me. We were in

the head of the attack.

Before I had gone ten feet I was overtaken by Pierre and another

long legged soldier. As the two passed ahead with the unknown trooper

in the lead, I glanced at Pierre's face and my soul shivered at the blood-

lust blazing in the boy's eyes. How cruel is war that rouses the basest

of man's passions and makes him a whirling, maddened beast.

Then a queer thing happened; a shell from the German guns came
ricochetting toward us. It struck a few yards ahead of us, burst, and a

piece flying in our direction struck the foremost trooper full in the fore-

head, and spattered his blood in the face of Piere who followed close

behind him. The boy gave one fearful shriek and dropping his gun
bolted madly back to the trenches. I kept on but could make no pro-

gress in the slushy field. I looked around me. Men were rushing back
toward the trenches like frightened pheasants before the sound of the

beaters. I heard the recall. Our attack had failed, Pierre's example
had spread a panic along our lines. It's strange how one man can turn

a horde of determined men into a frightened herd of sheep. Half mad-
dened with the desire for revenge upon which I had so long brooded, I

would have kept on but was restrained by one of our men, just

after I had captured the colors from the battallion that had op-

posed us. They carried me back to the trenches, still madly babbling

of revenge. I remember nothing of that wild charge, yet it gained me
the cross of the Legion of Honor.

When calm thought had come again, I began to worry about Pierre.

I had been too long in the army to think that his fault would go unpun-
ished. I had seen other failures, other executions. So with gloomy fore-

thoughts I went to the batallion leader, General Lange. For a full two
hours I pleaded with him; telling of the boy's people, his tender youth
and his mother's widowhood. But t'was all of no avail; in the face of

stern duty that martial officer did not flinch, though his heart urged a

contrary course. Pierre was wanting in a soldier's duty, and the pen-

alty was needed as a warning to the other men.
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They shot him two days later; yet he met it calmly. He the cow-
ard, the one afraid at the sight of blood, died without flinching, his last

words: "Don't let mother know".

Two weeks later we learned that we were to journey to Paris to

recruit our sorely depleted ranks. On our arrival we were stationed at

the St. Charles barracks. It was in the center and the main recruiting

office and information bereau of the city. But my work was to recruit

my company and so I missed the pleasure of seeing the Metropolis.

Those were busy days for me, for, besides the new enlistments, I

had to answer letters of all kinds; break the news of men's deaths to

relatives, and perform a thousand other such wearying offices.

I had been at it for two hours, and my eyes were weary with the

steady application and my fingers cramped with the continuous writing,

when I felt a slight pull at the sleeve of my tunic, and looking around
I beheld Pierre's mother. How she had escaped the guard, I know not,

but there she was at my elbow, a thin, neatly dressed little Frenchwo-
man. The look in her fine gray eyes made me forget her dress and pay
attention only to the eagerness of her soul that shone in them.

She counted me an old friend, for she knew how dear Pierre had
been to me. She began to tell me of the trouble she had had in her

journey; how she had sold the few remaining household articles, saved

in her flight from Belgium, to defray her trip to the Capital.

I listened sympathetically, afraid to interrupt her flow of reminis-

censes, for I feared every moment she would ask me news of Pierre's

death, and I knew not how to tell her of her son's disgrace. There was
something poignantly pathetic in her homely story; perhaps, it was her

eagerness, and her quaint patois. The love light in her eyes reminded

me of my own dear, dead mother, and held a lump in my throat that

I could not swallow. She had been robbed of her money; held up by
officials; abused by lackeys; and all the time searching for her son; for

she heard through some vague rumor that he had been wounded in

an attack.

"They told me, Monsieur Andre, that my Pierre lies somewhere
wounded, and I have come to you for I knew you would help me".

I could feel my face paling and my heart hesitating as her search-

ing look went over me. She read the truth in my face. Broken sobs

came from her lips as she huddled in the chair. What a tiny morsel
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she seemed in the large "Van Dyke" chair, a relic of some princely man-
sion. I strove in vain to comfort her.

After a while her tears ceased, and with lines of anguish on her face,

set indomitably stern, she said:

"Oh! Monsieur Andre, tell me he was brave, tell me he died for

France, that I have borne my country a hero. His father was brave as

any man, and I—I, too, love France".

How could I tell this mother, of her son's disgrace, how could I

break her heart? I could not.

"He died facing fire, at a critical moment", I said and breathed with

relief when I saw that my pitiful quibble had been of avail.

In an open drawer before me, lay my medal, my Cross of the Legion

of Honor, gained in the battle of the Labyrinth, when single-handed in

the fury of my madness I had charged the trenches alone, and returned,

unharmed with the enemy's colors. Could I make the sacrifice? Was
my love for Pierre strong enough?

I turned to her and pressed it in her hand: "A brave boy truly, but

braver still is the mother that he loved".

She bowed and courtesied and left me with the joy of the knowl-

edge that her son was brave. Had he not faced the rifles, and given up
his life unflinchingly? Had I not said so? Had she not a Cross of the

Legion of Honor to prove it?
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HON. LAWRENCE LAVRETTA, A. R. 75.

HE tercentenary of Shakespeare (1616-1916) has swung open the

flood gates, and the English speaking world is being deluged
more than ever before with the immense volume of litera-

ture, biographies, lectures, essays, treatises, dissertations, etc.

on Shakespeare; his life, his domestic surroundings, his com-
panions, the influence of the limes in which he lived on his

writings, his creations, the universality of his knowledge,
the characteristics of his genius, his virtues, excellencies,

and faults.

To enter this field is very dangerous for one who like myself, has

not been a student, but rather an admirer of Shakespeare, to the extent

of being present at many performances of his plays, and hearing and
reading lectures on his characters, works, essays, treatises, etc. I found
the field too large for my exploration and realized at an early stage I

would be inevitably lost if I entered its intrincate labyrinths. Yet I have

a slight knowledge of the main entrances and roads of the field, and
even have had occasional glimpses of some of the branch roads, but these

are too uncertain and dangerous for me to attempt to travel them.

As the thoughts of others, gathered from lectures and essays on
Shakespeare, are to a large extent used by me; and without attempt to

amplify—no claim is submitted for originality in the following remarks
on Shakespeare's genius. To others belong the thoughts—to me the

office of recorder—and I fear the transcript will, at best, be imperfect.

To discourse, or write of Shakespeare in a general way, necessitates

consideration of him as a poet and a dramatist, together with his faults.

In the realm of poetry it is conceded by most men that the four great-

est poets in English history are Chaucer, Spencer, Milton and Shakes-

peare. I doubt if others can be placed in real competition with them.

Chaucer and Spencer are not widely read in our present day, mainly attri-

butal to their obsolete and antiquated English. Milton and Shakespeare
are household names. Is it not strange that the celebrated Dr. Johnson
excludes Chaucer, Spencer and Shakespeare from his works, "The Lives

of the Poets", and only includes Milton as one, very reluctantly?

It can hardly be questioned that Chaucer excels as a poet of real

life; Spencer of romance; Milton of morality, and Shakespeare of nature

in the largest sense and use of the term. The power of feigning things

according to nature was common to them all, and is known as imagina-
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tion, which itself is subservient to some force;—this faculty of imagina-

tion in Shakespeare was subservient to the force of passion, combined

with nearly every variety of possible circumstances. The characteristic

of one poet may be intensity, that of another remoteness, of still another

elevation. The characteristics of Shakespeare were everything. A dram-

atist and well known critic has said that "Shakespeare was distinguished

from the other dramatic writers of his day only by his wit; that they

had all his other qualities but that;—that one writer had as much sense,

another as much fancy, another as much knowledge of character, an-

other the same depth of passion, and another as great a power of lan-

guage". Neither is the statement true, nor the inference from it well

founded, and this critic's estimate serves but to show the great distinction

of Shakespeare's genius in its virtually including the genius of all the

great men of his time, and not his differing from them in any one par-

ticular.

Shakespeare's mind possessed the power of communication with all

other minds. It contained a universal thought and feeling without any
one peculiar bias or exclusive excellence more than another. He was not

an egotist. All the people that ever lived in all the ages, past and present,

he had in his reflecting mind. He was no respecter of persons. He
threw the light on the evil, the wise, the monarch, as on the good, the

foolish, and the beggar. Every corner of the earth, the rulers and sub-

jects, the kingdoms and states, men and women, even the secrets of the

grave are to him an open book.

To him the world was a map, and the generations of men he sur-

veyed, as well as the individuals as they passed, and they were subjected

to his observation with their concerns, passions, follies, vices, virtues,

actions and motives,—those they knew and those they did not know,
or even acknowledge to themselves.

Childhood, despair, passions, airy beings, harmless fairies, the

world of spirits, were toys of his fancy, and his delineations of one are

as true as of the other. His imagination is of the modelling kind, as is

his conception of character or passion, and moving rapidly dexterously

and deviously it unites extremes the most opposite. The immensity of

the range he takes, yields him materials of greatest variety and aptitude,

from which he brings together images, the most alike though placed at

the greatest distances from each other. Thoughts strangers to, and
kept apart from each other, are brought into intimate union; and their

force and felicity being equal, dazzle by their novelty and make pris-

oner the fancy.
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His power over words is magical; and they come as it were volun-

tarily, and seem to know their proper places; and have all the truth and
vividness which arises from an actual impression of the objects.

His epitaphs and single phrases sparkle from an overpowering im-
agination. His language translates thoughts into visible images, and
abounds in sudden transitions. His fixed metaphors come from this

source.

A peculiarity in reading Shakespeare is that one will read a well

known passage entire, and take the meaning and effect, never once paus-

ing to scan and spell out the particular words or phrases no more than

the syllables of which they are composed. In the memorizing of any
other author, one occasionally, in case of failure to remember some one

word, will stumble on a word as good. Not so in memorizing Shakes-

peare, for any other word but Shakespeare's that we supply is sure to

be wrong, and yet with it all—the poetry in his sonnets, poems, dramas,

and tragedies—Dr. Johnson has excluded Shakespeare from his "Lives

of the Poets", and further thinks Shakespeare's Comedies better than his

Tragedies. When forced to assign a reason, he asserts he is more at

home with Shakespeare in his Comedies than in his Tragedies. It is

easy to conceive that comedies are written in a more easy and careless

vein and strain than tragedies. This is merely another way of saying

that comedy, which is light, is not tragedy, which is heavy and serious.

Evidently, Dr. Johnson must have labored so much in properly reading

and understanding Shakespeare that he could not conceive but that the

labor entailed on Shakespeare to write his Tragedies must have been

much greater. Shakespeare's genius was as able for comedy as tragedy.

That his Tragedies are better than his Comedies, is due to the fact that

tragedy in itself is more appealing than comedy.

Some lecturer has said: "Shakespeare might be said to combine

the power of Aeschylus and Aristophanes, of Dante and Rabelais in his

own mind. If he had only been half of what he was, he would perhaps

have appeared greater". There is no doubt the universality of his genius

is a disadvantage to his single works. His great resources at times keep-

ing him from applying them to the most effectual purposes. Quite a

number of people, for instance, think that Moliere was at least as great,

if not a greater comic genius than Shakespeare, yet assuredly Racine does

not rival Shakespeare as a tragic genius:—that Rabelais and Cervantes,

the one in the realm of ludicrous description, the other in the invention

and perfect keeping of comic character, excelled Shakespeare, is the

opinion of many. If so they would have been greater men if they had

been equal to the English bard in his great power over the stronger

passions. ,
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Shakespeare had some faults, but they are by no means many or

great. For instance, in chronology and geography he is in error four

or five times, but not a blunderer against poetry.

A writer in summing up some shortcomings of his genius says:

"He wrote for the great vulgar and the small in his time, not for pos-

terity". "If Queen Elizabeth and the Maids of Honor laughed heartily

at his worst jokes, and the cat-calls in the gallery were silent at his

best passages, he went home satisfied and slept well the next night. He
did not trouble himself about Voltaire's criticisms; he was willing to take

advantage of the ignorance of the age in many things, and if his plays

pleased others, not to quarrel with himself. His very versatility of pro-

duction would make him set less value on his own excellences, and to

distinguish nicely between what he did well or ill".

"As to the unities he was right in setting them at defiance, but was
fonder of puns than became so great a man. His barbarisms too, were
those of his age, his genius was his own".

Many find fault with his female characters on the ground that they

are inspired, and yet they are among the finest, if not the finest in the

world. He is blamed for an indifference to personal reputation, but un-

questionably, he was free from the bigotry of his age; and his prejudices,

if he had any, of a political nature, surely were not very strong. A
great deal of late has been said and written as to the want of religious

enthusiasm in him; some going so far as to assert their conclusions are

justified by a failure to discover in his writings but little of it. That
there is little written by Shakespeare which would denote a religious

enthusiasm, I am willing to concede; but unquestionably, such religious

enthusiasm as is found in him, is of the higher order. It has been re-

vealed in one instance at least, in the prayer of Richmond in the tent

scene in the last act of Richard the Third. This one instance should be

sufficient to silence any charge of laxity in religious enthusiasm.

This lack of religious zeal in Shakespeare was not noticed by me
when reading his works, yet even if I had noticed it, a contrary impres-

sion will remain indellibly stamped on my mind by the forcible manner
in which the eminent lecturer, Rev. Father De La Moriniere compelled
the attention of his audience to this phase of Shakespeare's character in

his lecture on Richard the Third. The memory of the lecture by the

Reverend Father will remain with me for many a day. It was delivered

at the Lyric Theatre sometime in the month of Nevember 1915. The
introductory was brief and after a general outline of the plot with its

intricacies, he presented to the audience one by one the subordinate char-
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acters of the play, whom with a well chosen word he dismissed, leaving

on the stage with him only the central figure, the great criminal, the

great villian of Shakespeare's conception and creation, Richard the Third.

The lecturer pointing to his character showed his overpowering and
lofty ambition, impetuous and commanding; exhibited his haughtiness,

violence, and subtlety; catalogued his bold and traitorous acts together

with his over-confidence in his strength and cunning; and keeping pace,

step by step, with him from his birth through the years of his life, he
called attention to his great talents and crimes: revealed in him, not only

a royal usurper, hypocrite and tyrant, but the great murderer of the house
of Plantaganet as well. He left no doubt in the minds of the audience

as to the restless and sanguinary character of Richard, who was not

striving to be great—for he was great by birth—but to be greater than

he was. He developed him as one who was conscious of his indomitable

will, of his massive intellect and daring courage. Richard's elevated

station was shown in all its degrees, in such a manner and so forcibly

that the lines of Shakespeare himself, at once were brought to mind:

"I was born so high:

Our aerie buildeth in the cedar tops,

And dallies with the wind and scorns the sun".

How Richard, to gratify his ambition, went from villainy to villainy,

from crime to crime, and how each villainy, each crime, brought him
ever nearer to his fixed goal was magnificently depicted. The killing

of Henry the Sixth, the encompassment of the death of Clarence, and or-

dering the murder of the Princess in the Tower of London,—the design-

ing and hypocritical wooing of Anne the sacriligious assumption of piety

when offered the crown, his treachery of Buckingham, all these and

more villainies of this monster were so impressed on the mind, that one

almost saw the beating heart and working brain of the arch-criminal, and

with wonder saw his conscience in that lethargic sleep, which only ceased

when aroused but a few hours preceding his death at the Battle of Bos-

worth Field. With a sense of relief the audience followed Rev. Father

De La Moriniere to the Tower, and having heard the dream of Clarence,

accompanied him to the tents of Richard and Richmond. Such a scene

and such an orator were required to relieve the pent-up feelings of horror

and disgust of the character of Richard that had been created in the minds
of all present, and gratification was manifested in seeing Conscience at

last aroused, prick to the quick the morbid, morose, vengeful, and mur-
derous soul of Richard, and for a moment cause it such deep remorse

that relief is sought in speech:
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"I am a villain: Yet I lie, I am not

Fool, of thyself speak well—Fool do not flatter.

My conscience hath a thousand several tongues,

And every tongue brings in a several tale,

And every tale condemns me for a villain.

Perjury, perjury, in the high'st degree;

Murder, stern murder, in the dir'st degree

All several sins, all us'd in each degree,

Throng to the bar, crying all—Guilty! Guilty!

I shall despair—There is no creature loves me;
And, if I die, no soul will pity me.

The Rev. Father at this point drew a word picture vividly contrasting

the troubled, conscience burdened and restless slumber of Richard with

the quiet, calm and peaceful, thoughts and acts of Richmond—So strik-

ing convincing, and powerful was the contrast drawn, so eloquent the

words, voice, manner and delivery of the Speaker that his hearers bowed
their heads mentally, and listened reverently to the recital of Richmonds
prayer:

Oh Thou! whose captain I account myself,

Look on my force with a gracious eye;

Put in their hands thy bruising irons of wrath

That they may crush down with a heavy fall

The usurping helmets of our adversaries!

Make us thy ministers of chastisement,

That we may praise thee in thy victory!

To thee I do command my watchful soul,

Ere I let fall the windows of mine eyes;

Sleeping and waking, O, defend me still!"

At the conclusion, the Rev Father ejaculated "God bless Shakes-

peare for this, if not for anything else".

Is Shakespeare wanting in religious enthusiasm? I think not.

It is greatly desired that Rev Father De La Moriniere preserve the

manuscripts of his many lectures on Shakespeare and his characters, and
present them in book form for the benefit and pleasure of the students

and lovers of Shakespeare—it will not only form a distinct aid to a full

conception of Shakespeare and his creations, but will add one name to

the list of literary celebrities who belong to our own beautiful Southland.
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Caught in X\\t Art
EDWARD STRAUSS, A. B. '20.

KNOW I'm right and words will never change me", said

Mr. Willis and he believed what he said. He was one of that

variety of beings, now happily almost extinct—a blind bigot.

To be sure a few of these unfortunate beings, so acidly ridi-

culed by Newman, still survive and latterly we are led to be-

lieve have emigrated to Georgia; but in the rest of the civil-

ized world, it would take the patience and perseverance of a

Teddy Roosevelt to discover one.

However Mr. Willis was one. He subscribed to, and, what is more,
read the Menace and the Jeffersonian; believed that Tom Watson could

tell the truth; that the Menace was misrepresented, and any number of

equally incredible things.

That monks and nuns were obscene, he was certain. He had read

any number of histories that proved it. Why you could open any page
of Ranke and see it for yourself; then, does not the Encyclopedia Brit-

tanica say that the Jesuits are rascals? Then there is the Inquisition, the

Gunpowder Plot, the K. of C. Fourth Degree Oath, the Jesuit's Secret

Laws and any number of things.

Besides had he not a cousin of his wife's aunt, who had been a nun
and left? You should hear what happened to her; they shaved her head

and made her go bare-footed and get up at mid-night and never allowed

her to talk or wear civilized clothes. Yes the poor girl did wish to stay;

but that only proves the hold this superstition gets on people.

But I was a good friend of Mr. Willis and often had tried to con-

vince him of his error and bring him to see some of the truths and beau-

ties of the Catholic Church; but he was obdurate. I debated the matter

frequently with him; gave him strong arguments; offered him books to

read; but the seed of hatred of the Catholic Church had been planted

so deep and had grown so strong that I could not uproot them, no, I

could not even lop a branch from the sturdy tree of bigotry.

I was almost discouraged and knew not where to turn, for I had

the deepest esteem of his many good qualities. I had almost given up
in despair when a new plan entered my head. I would take him to

Spring Hill College; introduce him to a few of the fathers let him see

how absurd his opinion of these good men was. Cautiously, I intro-

duced my proposal to him. I assured him that he would meet a cordial

reception and change any number of his opinions.
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"There is'nt any use of your trying to get me to meet those Jesuits.

I know what clever fellows they arc. I have read too much about them,

to be taken in by their tricks at my time of life. Why they would have

everything fixed up ahead of time. Of course I would see nothing but

what would be most edifying".

But I had planted a germ-thought that was not destined to perish

unfruitful. The idea of visiting Spring Hill did not vanish from the

mind of Mr. Willis as soon as it did, from mine. One day he decided

to catch the "monks napping" and pay them a visit unasked. He boarded

the car and journeyed out to the Hill; nor did he stop at the Lane, but

alighted at Maxon Field, resolved to enter at the back, for thus he hoped
to come on them unexpectedly.

He circled the track and arrived at the Shrine of Our Lady. Ah!
Just as he had expected; there was a "monk" in white cassock, a rosary

hanging from his belt, sandals on his feet, bowing fantastically before a

statute of the Virgin.

"What more proof can I want", thought the old man. "Here in

this twentieth century is a man acting as stupidly as did the peasants

of Ireland hundreds of years ago. What greater proof could one want
of the backwardness of Rome?"

Hardly had he ceased his cogitations when the "monk" took a cigar-

ette from his cassock and walked over to a bench where one of his con-

freres lay stretched prone humming one of the latest love songs.

This was enough for my good friend. "Oh yes the)r are awfully

good", he said to himself, "When they know eyes are upon them".

Carefully he backed into the underbrush and circled to the deer

park and soon came in sight of the cemetery. Here he was rewarded
with another startling sight, a young handsome "monk" was clinging

dramatically to a large marble cross that stood in the middle of the

graves, deliberately posing and asking now and then, one of his brothers

which way seemed most effective. Doubtless, he would practice this

stagery on some of the credulous faithful during some pilgrimage.

But the worst was yet to come, he journeyed on till he came to a

circle of oak trees in the center of which was a rustic bench in the

midst of blooming Azalias. What did his eyes behold! There sat a
"monk" shaven crown and all and next him with her arms around his

neck sat a beautiful girl and as he watched, their faces came closer and
closer till their lips met in a fervent kiss.

They saw him; but instead of dashing apart as he had expected them
to do they only gave him a cursory look and continued their love making.
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"I suppose they will say, as an excuse, that she is his sister whom
he has not seen in many years and all that kind of bosh".

Now he was fully satisfied that he had ever been in the right and
had arguments enough to convince even the most stupid Catholic of the

hypocrisy of the priests. But he was not satisfied at this; his earnest

Christian soul urged him to go and tell the Rector of the College what
he thought of him and his community. He would inform them that it

was his intention to blazon his discovery through the newspapers of the

country that the parents might see to what a place they had confided

their tender children and withdraw them from such contaminating

influences.

He strolled on, the hot fire of his zeal burning in his mind. Past

the chapel he hurried, past the fountain with its ring of roses, across the

path and up to the office he stopped.

There he found a peaceful, harmless looking man seated in a re-

volving chair before a roll-top desk.

Even in his anger and excitement he noticed that his head was not

shaven but covered with a luxuriant crop of raven hair. Nor did he

wear the picturesque habit of the garden "monks", nor boast the theat-

rical looking pair of beads that they had worn, but was clad in a simple

black habit that hung from the neck to the shoe tops without an orna-

ment or decoration but was simplified at the waist with a cincture of

black cloth.

The priest's tired looking eyes met the visitor's angry ones with a

question and in a quiet Southern accent he asked what he could do.

"My name is Willis" burst forth my angry friend, "and I wish to

tell you plainly what I think of some of the things I have seen in your

garden today".

The priest began to look a little anxious for he feared that the boys

had been out and caused trouble in the neighborhood.

"Please explain yourself", he said mildly, "and I shall be only too

glad to make what reparation I can, for any inconvenience you may
have been caused".

"I speak not of such trifling things as inconveniences to my person

but of things that concern the world at large and reflect discredit on the

Catholic Church and its ministers. I have this day seen "monks" dis-

porting themselves in a manner highly unbecoming men who call them-

selves ministers of the gospel. Clad in all the outward display of aus-

terity and asceticism, I have seen them lying around in most disgraceful
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postures, cigarettes between their lips; I have seen them sleeping on

benches in the Park like fat lazy lizards basking in the sun; I have seen

them shamelessly adoring the statue of the Virgin; I have actually seen

a love scene—a young handsome "monk" with his sweetheart in his

arms".

At this Mr. Willis's feelings overcame him and utterly spent he

threw himself into a large rocking chair that stood at his elbow.

During his Demosthenic Philippic the priest's face had gradually

changed from a look of puzzled anxiety to a calm smile of understand-

ing and amusement.

"Yes" he said, "those are the actors of the Equitable Moving Pic-

ture Corporation. They have been here a few days, with the permission

of the faculty, staging their film, "The Struggle", that is to feature Mr.

Frank Sheridan, Miss Ethel Gray Terry, and Mr. Arthur Ashley. The
film will be released I understand some time in May. Be sure to see it".

Mm
T. L. HOLBROOK, A. B.» '20

Happy are the days in June
When the mocking birds are singing,

In a sweet melodious rune.

Happy are the days in June

When the dove's harmonious croon

Echoes Silv'ry Hymen's pealing;

Happy then, the days in June,

When the mocking birds are singing.
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EDWARD A. STRAUSS, A. B., '20.

H, now for the skies, for the woodland shade,

For the tent and the whispering sea;

Oh, now for a walk in the leaf-strewn glade,

My great Mother is calling me.

Away from the murk of the classroom grind,

To the dear summer haunts once more;

To leave all the tasks of the school behind

And fly swift to the silvern shore.

The woods are still bright with the glad springtime,

And all sweet with the salt sea air;

Oh, list to the birds soft jubilant rhyme!

Oh, yes soon will my soul be there.

Ah, then for the dip of the paddle stroke,

And the pull of the wind-filled sail:

For these is my heart like a colt unbroke,

And my lips with desire grow pale.

And now when the mocker's clear song, at dawn

From the glen comes a-swelling sweet-shrill,

Light up then my eyes, erst depressed and drawn,

And my brain with mad joy's athrill.

Oh, now for the skies, for the woodland shade,

For the tent and the whispering sea;

Oh, now for a walk in the leaf-strewn glade,

My great Mother is calling me.
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2fy? Slatmbl? Ion.
ANDREW SMITH, A. B., '18.

T has been said that to the American people no music is quite

so soothing as the clink of the almighty dollar, no literature so

compellingly interesting as the reports from the stock ex-

change, no golden rule so implicity followed as "Do the others

before they do you". Perhaps ignorance of real existing con-

ditions or jealousy at our commercial success has prompted
our less thrifty rivals to fabricate this slander; or perhaps, after

all, there is just a grain of truth in the statement, a solid found-

ation upon which some would-be rhetorician has built an edifice of exag-

geration and lies. But regardless of either alternative this much is cer-

tain, at least: the charge is not wholly true. To prove our assertion let

us go back a month or so and note what is happening. The Old World,

the nations of Europe that have ever lauded their culture and their taste

for art are now engrossed in the barbaric occupation of the primitive

man—War. The awful abyss of destruction that threatens to engulf all

precludes the thought of anything less than vital necessities. To the

New World, to the American people, branded as "cold-blooded, non-liter-

ary money-grabbers", is left the task of commemorating the greatest

event that the World of Letters has known—The Tercentenary of Shakes-

peare. Manfully we shoulder the responsibility, willingly we throw off

our commercialism, only a cloak, after all, and proudly we display to

the world our latent love and knowledge of the best in literature—the

armor of our civilization, molded and bequeathed to us by the one whose
memory, we are called upon to honor, the matchless Bard of Avon. But
to describe the Tercentenary Celebration or to explain its purpose would
be to waste words. Every reader knows how well America discharged

her task, anyone who has glanced at a newspaper or a periodical during

the month of April recalls the countless articles, the mammoth pageants,

productions, etc., that fittingly honored the fountain-head of our language

and vindicated the literary standards of our nation.

We will not, then, enter a field that has been so well harrowed, we
will betake ourselves to comparatively virgin soil and recommend to your
consideration another of the really great names on the roster of World
Writers; viz:, Miguel de Cervantes who has done for Spanish all that

Shakespeare has for English and whose death by a strange coincidence

came on the same day, April 23rd, 1616.

Right here we have another sweeping refutation of America's so-

called exclusive commercial character in the fact that Cervantes, though
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a Spaniard, was well remembered by America on the day of his tercen-

tenary. Realizing that though Cervantes wrote in Spanish, still the im-

press he has made upon the literature of all nations entitles him to the

admiration and homage of a grateful world, the American press devoted

column after column to biography and appreciation. The Hispanic So-

ciety of New York began a grand exhibition of Cervantist literature and
presented one of the few plays that have come down to us from the

poet-dramatist. Commercialized America remembered that we English-

speaking people—a fact too often forgotton—have as great a claim on

Cervantes as the people of Spain; for this author, like the prophet had
no honor among his own people and it was only in England that his Don
Quixote first met with any real approval and success. The Spanish peo-

ple were slow to recognize the merits of that book which was to immor-
talize their literature and their tongue. The work was criticized merci-

lessly, almost utterly ignored, and, if printed at all, only in the cheapest

and sorriest looking editions, so that among Spaniards the name "Don
Quixote" was used as contemptuously and bestowed as much odium upon
a book as the terms, "Dead Eye Dick" and "blood-and-thunder" in our

present day. The unfortunate author was forced to live in penury and
rags, always hoping to find a patron for his works, always uncertain of

the source of his next meal; sometimes a soldier, sometimes a beggar, not

infrequently a jailbird. Such was the treatment Spain bestowed upon
her brightest fight in letters and such the treatment that shortened the

literary career of one who, laboring under difficulties others would have

pronounced insurmountable, accomplished what no other author ever

attempted, viz:, revolutionized by one satire the literary taste of his

country.

What Cervantes accomplished by this satire and how and why he

wrote it will be the subject of these pages; for, since it is quite beyond
the limits of a college magazine, to say nothing of the writer's fitness,

to attempt an exhaustive treatise or an original criticism of any author,

we must confine ourselves in our consideration of Cervantes to this one

of his works, his masterpiece, Don Quixote.

Don Quixote! Who has not heard those magic words? Who does

not smile at the very mention of a name that paints in his mind a ludi-

crous picture of the valorous Knight of La Mancha, mounted on his

sturdy steed, Rosinante? Truly the widespread circulation of that book
is wonderful. It has been reckoned that next to the Rible no other work
has been translated into so many languages as Don Quixote. Someone
who has not read the book may ask, "What is the secret of this amazing
success? There are many defects in the work, I am told; the incidents

are loosely strung together, there are many inconsistencies, repetitions,
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and so on". Why then was it and is it yet so popular? The answer
is not hard to find. The theme is new and really humorous; the inci-

dents related are interesting and, moreover, natural; the characters por-

trayed are truly lovable; the moral taught is an important truth too often

forgotten. These qualities explain its success; these compensate for

the minor defects of construction and style; these make it one of the im-

mortal books that will be read and loved as long as men retain the least

semblance of civilization.

Let us consider these qualities in the order named and test their ap-

plication to Don Quixote. First, what is the theme of Don Quixote? Is

it new? is it humorous? To tell the theme of Don Quixote seems as use-

less as to name the date of Christmas, but for the sake of some reader

who may not as yet have tasted its sweets, we may say that Don Quixote

relates the adventures of a kindly well-meaning old squire, who, having

become mentally unbalanced from the perusal of books of chivalry and
romance, goes forth as a knight-errant that he may follow what he

deems a natural calling to rescue maidens, exterminate giants and right

all the wrongs under which the world is laboring. That such a theme
is humorous goes without saying, nor is it likely that anyone may quib-

ble over the other quality we have claimed for it, originality. "But other

books, relating the brave deeds of knights had already appeared". Nay,

too many of them had glutted and even unseated the minds of such in-

satiable readers as the hero of Don Quixote. Cervantes, though, was
the first to attempt a burlesque on such stories; his fertile genius first

conceived the brilliant idea of relating the would-be knightly adventures

of one of the unfortunate victims of romance-reading in such a ludicrous

manner as to discourage forever the publication of such romantic rot

as Pallmaryn, Amadis of Gaul, etc. This was the seed from which blos-

somed Don Quixote, this the purpose the author had in mind. How
fully his desire was realized can be gathered from history which shows
that before 1605 the extravagant romances satirized had a circulation

that would rival some of the best-sellers of our day; while after that date,

which marked the publication of Don Quixote, no new books of chivalry

appeared and even the old ones fell into disuse.

This, then, was the purpose and the result of Don Quixote and this

the reason for the cold treatment the author received at the hands of the

Spaniards. It is not in human nature to be reminded of a weakness or

a fault without feeling some resentment towards the unwelcome monitor;

and the Spanish, being human, could not, though conscious of their folly,

feel any strong affection towards Cervantes who had, if we may say it

thus, "shown them up". It must not be understood, however, that Don
Quixote is a vicious lampoon written out of any spite or consciousness
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of superiority. On the contrary, it is a humorous satire in which the

author ridicules himself as well as others, for in his youth he had wasted

many hours in reading the romances in question and had even attempted

one himself in the shape of his romantico-pastoral, "Galatea". Thus he

writes not as a supreme paragon who can afford to scoff at the troubles

of others, but as an experienced pilot who, having himself been wrecked
on a hidden reef, wishes to warn other mariners lest they experience a

like fate.

Another popular fallacy regarding the consequences of the theme,

Cervantes chose is that first expressed by Lord Byron in his verse, be-

ginning "Cervantes laughed Spain's chivalry away". Never did the nat-

urally impulsive and over hasty Byron pronounce a judgment founded
less on truth. Anyone who has read history with any care at all knows
that in 1605 chivalry was dead; it had served its purpose: the Moors were
well nigh exterminated. In its stead had risen a too widespread infatu-

ation for second hand chivalry, exaggerated, extravagant, impossible ro-

mances. This is the chivalry, if such it may be called, that Cervantes

laughed away; and if asked to pass judgment on his work, we must say,

to use a homely phrase, it was "a good riddance to bad rubbish".

So much for the theme. We come now to the incidents, the variety

and freshness of which are responsible for half of the reader's pleasure.

One of the first questions that follows an appreciative study of Cervantes

is, "Where on earth did he acquire that seemingly limitless stock of

anecdotes and stories about which he has woven his masterpiece?" To
answer this we have but to sketch the life of Miguel de Cervantes before

he entered upon his literary career. Enlisting in the Spanish Volunteers

in 1570, he fought under John of Austria in the great battle of Lepanto
in which the Holy League completely destroyed the Turkish power.

While returning to Spain, his vessel was attacked by Barbary pirates and
he was brought in chains to Algiers, where for five years he served a mer-
ciless renegrade Greek and learned the manners, customs and traditions

of the Algerians. Ransomed at length by the hard-earned »gold of his

mother and the influence of some grateful Algerians upon whom the

patience, cheerfulness and kindness of the young captive had not been
wholly lost, Cervantes returned to Spain where he expected to receive

some reward for valiant service at Lepanto. The court, however, re-

ceived him coldly and in order to find some means of sustenance, he was
forced to enlist once more, this time in a band of adventurers, stationed

in Portugal. A few years of this life were quite sufficient for Cervantes

and at the age of thirty-seven he entered upon the literary work for which
his chequered existence seemed to have, at least in some degree, fitted

him. He made the mistake, at first of attempting pastoral poetry and
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even the romances that he afterward satirized, but it was only in Don
Quixote that he reached anything like his lull power because it was only

in Don Quixote that he utilized to the full that rich fund of experience and

knowledge his misfortunes and adventures had earned him. That the

incidents are natural, that the accidents which befall Don Quixote are

only such as befell almost every traveler of the time can be proven by
comparison with the books of contemporaneous authors.

The third strong point we have claimed for Don Quixote is the per-

fect delineation of characters, both natural and lovable. Certainly no
one will deny that the two main characters of the story, Don Quixote and
Sancho Panza are such; as one critic has said, they are strik-

ingly individual yet truly universal. Don Quixote seems to the reader

upon first acquaintance a perfect mad-man, a thin, gaunt, poorly deluded

specimen of worn-out aristocracy, a living example of the pernicious ef-

fects of indiscriminate romance-reading. But as the story unfolds itself,

we gradually begin to back water; the more we know of the man the

more we love him. For Don Quixote is not wholly mad; on the con-

trary, his madness, like the beauty, perhaps of his Dulcinea, is only skin-

deep; it is confined to one subject, his knightly mission. Outside of this,

we find Cervantes's hero a man of great virtue and sharp wit; generous,

courteous and above all, brave: a gentleman in the widest sense that

would-be definers have ever given the word. Every speech bears wit-

ness to his culture and virtue and almost involuntarily we pity the man
whose misfortunes and delusions all flow from his goodness of heart,

his desire to relieve the sufferings of his fellow-man.

Sancho Panza, the other great character Cervantes has depicted, fur-

nishes a perfect contrast to his master, Don Quixote. The one embodies
all that is noble, generous and cultured; the other all that is ordinary,

coarse and plebeian. Don Quixote undergoes the perils and hardships

of the road to right wrong, to better the world; Sancho becomes his

esquire and shares his misfortunes to earn, primarily his "beans and
liquor", secondarily, the Insula which Don Quixote has promised him
as reward. The readiness with which the peasant accepts all the wild

theories of his master and the loyalty with which he follows him into

every danger exhibit the powerful influence a strong nature can exert

over a weaker one, and lead to a better understanding of the knight's

real strength and character. Another feature conspicuous in Sancho
Panza and attesting the author's intimate knowledge of peasant life, is

the abundant store of homely proverbs, which seem never to fail him,
no matter what strange accident requires his comment and philosophy,

and which indicate, according to some, an intention on the author's part

to ridicule the use of proverbs as well as the reading of romances. On
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the whole, the character is drawn with the care and truthfulness that

only Cervantes could boast. When the circumstances are overpowering,

Sancho, true to his type, exhibits the baseness of a coward, the excesses

of a glutton, the manners of a boor; but underneath, in the long run, he

is a simple peasant, a faithful servant, and a devout Christian. He has

his faults but they seem great only because they serve as foils to set off

his master's virtues. Santayana has pointed out two incidents that dis-

tinguish the motives actuating the servant and the master and give us

a keen insight into the characters of both. "Don Quixote", the critic

says, "after mending his helmet, tries its strength with a blow that

smashes it to pieces. He mends it a second time, but now without trial

declares it to be a strong and perfect helmet. Sancho, when he is sent

to bear a letter to Dulcinea, neglects to deliver it and invents an account

of his interview with the imaginary lady for the satisfaction of his mas-

ter. But, before long, by dint of repeating the story he comes to believe

his own lies. Thus, self-deception in the knight is the ridiculous effect

of courage and in the squire the not less ridiculous effect of sloth".

We come, now to the last of the causes of Don Quixote's success, the

moral it teaches. Santayana, the same learned author we have quoted

so freely above, remarks that "Cervantes would have told us that the

moral of the book was this: the force of idealism is wasted when it does

not recognize the reality of things". From the dear teacher, Experience,

the Spaniard had learned the lesson which he hands down to others.

He had known the courage and ideals of youth, but they had been

crushed in the pitiless mill of Jealousy and Court Intrigue. His was a

literary ability that in our age would bring a man wealth and fame;

yet his had earned him only disgrace and penury. What mattered it

that his name should go down in the history of literature, when his life

was one continuous struggle with the grim wolf, Starvation? What that

his books should in the dim future grace the grandest libraries of the

world, when a damp, fetid cell was oftentimes the only resting place he

was permitted? Truly Cervantes was eminently fitted to speak of wasted

idealism, and it is this pathos of the author's life that, read between

the lines, makes Don Quixote, if not the "joyfullest book" as Car-

lyle in his didactic way claims, at least one of the saddest.
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ANGELO BOUDOUSQUIE, B. S., '16.

HE study of reptilian life is a source of inexhaustible interest

and is filled with many surprises and motives for wonder. In

these "cold-blooded" creatures we find variety connecting links,

beauty of coloration, strange habits and modes of existencce.

When a person while tramping in the woods is suddenly

alarmed by the word "snake", he involuntarily fears and his

first thought is to kill or get away from the reptile. This in-

herent terror is somewhat overcome by familiarity with rep-

tiles, yet the unexpected touch of a snake's cold, writhing body causes

even the most familiar to draw away with a feeling of physical revulsion.

We are prone to wonder at this universal fear, when we consider

the fact that the vast majority of snakes are not poisonous. There are

only three species, the Rattle Snake, Moccasin, and the Coral, whose
bite might prove fatal. Of the Rattle Snake there are a number of sub-

families, the most common of which is the Ground Rattle Snake, a degen-

erate both because of its diminutive size and less poisonous nature. Of
the Moccasin two sub-species exist, namely: the Copper Head and the

Cotton Mouthed or Water Moccasin and both are indigenous to this part

of the country. To make a list of the non-poisonous snakes and by
comparison with the poisonous show how small the percentage is would
prove too lengthy a task and, I am afraid, to the average reader unin-

teresting.

The question will be asked, "what good are snakes anyway?" It is

an evident fact that they must have some purpose in creation and their

friends bring forward many proofs of their usefulness; but so far, their

real definite object in the scheme of life has not been clearly determined.

Snakes as a rule do not eat anything dead, they prefer to stalk their

prey and devour it alive. The poisonous varieties benumb their victim

with the venom which nature has provided for this purpose and slowly

swallow them. In general they possess a wonderful power of dilating

and are able, by dislocating their double set of jaws, to swallow objects,

that are a great deal wider than their own diameter. They never tear

their victim or eat it piecemeal.

We find in the Coral or Harlequin Snake, beauty of colora-

tion, combined with hidden treachery. The long body with its

flat head is marked with a variety of startlingly beautiful colors. It is

of a bluish-black, banded by a ring of brilliant scarlet; a band of bright
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yellow extends in a diagonal around the head and jaws. On its short

tail there are three bands of the like hue which grow narrower towards
its extremity. This creature shows little disposition to fight and people

ignorant of its nature sometimes handle it without forcing it to bite. It

appears very docile and good-natured and seldom strikes, but when it

does, gives no warning and its movements are swift and sure. The dead-

liness of its poison is only second to that of the Rattle Snake.

The Cotton Mouthed or Water Moccasin, a snake more frequently

met in swamps and along sluggish streams is a deadly reptile that dis-

plays a fighting disposition from the very first, yet, when kept a captive

for a while becomes very good natured and will not attempt to bite when
handled. The indistinct dark splotches, and the dirty brown color that

distinguish it are admirably adapted for making the snake inconspicuous

in its natural haunts. Its arrow shaped head, held high up from the

ground, is constantly on the alert for danger. Between the eye and nos-

tril of this snake is a hole or "pit" which classes it with the "Pit Vipers".

The Brown Water Snake inhabits the haunts of the Water Mocca-
sin and attains the length of five feet. It is in fact the longest of our
water snakes. Its stout body is ugly, its head vicious-looking, yet the

animal is not dangerous.

A snake of harmless character frequently met upon water ways and
in damp places is the Ribbon Snake. This familiar, gentle reptile has a

very slim body and small head, offers but slight resistance when cap-

tured and can be handled without fear of a bite even after a few mom-
ents of captivity. The long keen head with its large eyes denote a docile

disposition. There are three stripes or "Ribbons" on it; one runs down
the middle of the back, the other two down its sides. Of a dark brown
color it can hardly be seen in the grasses and weeds by the streams it

loves. As is the case with most of our snakes, this little creature has no
means of protecting itself save its rapid power of locomotion.

The Black Snake or Racer is a more striking type of serpent. Found
most anywhere in the fields, brush, forest and swamp it is a snake famil-

iar to every one. It is always ready to fly for its life, yet when cornered

it strikes out viciously and puts up a lively battle. As it is of a nervous

disposition it takes some time before it can be handled without showing

a tendency to fight. When sufficiently aroused its long tail oscillates

beating a lively tatoo among the leaves; the head draws back and it strikes

at an object at a distance over half its length away. With lightning-like

quickness it draws its head back again and is ready to aim another blow
for hearth and home. When pursued it travels through the grass very

rapidly, but placed on a smooth surface where the plate-like scales of its

underside can find slight grasp, its motion is greatly retarded. This mode
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of locomotion, by the way, is used by all snakes except in climbing, when
a twisting motion of the body is substituted. The Black Snake can climb

a scrub-tree very rapidly and makes use of this endowment to rob bird's

nests of their eggs and fledglings. This undesirable trait, however, is

offset by the service it renders the farmer by destroying insects and mice.

The slenderness of body and white throat and lips, two marks that

can be readily noted, serve to distinguish this reptile from the Indigo or

Gopher Snake. The Indigo, moreover, is thicker in girth and less swift

in its movements. Its habits and diet are similar to the Black Racer

and it lives chiefly in piney stretches; because of its taking up quarters

with the "Gopher", or Land Turtle, it is commonly called the "Gopher"

Snake.

Black Snakes are commonly believed to be constrictors, but the true

constrictors are the Columber or Rat Snake Family. There is a close simi-

larity in the marking of the several species (Corn Snakes, Chicken Snakes,

and Fox Snakes) , common to this part of the country . These species are a

valuable asset to the farmer as they destroy the small rodents that take

up their abode in the fields of growing grain. They even carry their

search for rats and mice into barns and out-houses and can be made the

tamest of pets. The Chicken Snake does occasionally eat a small chicken

or swallow a few eggs, but, when we consider the vast amount of good

it does by the destruction of the pests we have just mentioned, which
themselves constantly destroy both eggs and chickens, we should con-

sider this snake more a friend than an enemy.

The Corn Snake is the most beautifully marked of these reptiles and
is very docile. It is often found in houses intent upon its search for

rats and mice. There is no crevice large enough to shelter rodents

through which it cannot glide. It is therefore, more valuable than a good
cat or ferret. Where it takes up its stay, rodents leave and are not apt

to return, for the fear of this lurking enemy that has no equal, makes a

deep impression and is not easily obliterated. Because it is a snake and,

"Snakes are Snakes"—things to be feared and killed whenever there is

an opportunity—it receives very little protection from those who should

value it most highly.

The peculiarities of the Hog Nose Snake or Spreading Adder make
this little creature one of the most interesting snakes we have in our
vicinity. It has a short, shovel-like projection on its nose which bears

a similarity to a hog's snout, hence its name. With this it burrows
quickly into sandy ground which is its most frequent habitation. On ac-

count of its thick clumsy body it cannot move rapidly and its only man-
ner of escape is by putting up a 'bluff' or playing 'possum'. When first

met it assumes a formidable attitude. The whole body flattens out, ea-
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pecially the head and neck, and it hisses loudly. It seldom attempts to

strike, for by striking it can do no harm since its teeth are small and
there are no poison fangs. When it sees this trick does not work it again

tries to escape, but tap it lightly with a stick and this clever little actor

will stage a tragic death scene worthy of a Shakespearean Tercentenary.

It turns on its back and writhes as in agony; the mouth opens to an
obtuse angle and its forked tongue hangs out; then gradually it lies

motionless, to all appearances, dead. Turn it on its stomach and it in-

sists on lying on its back, apparently thinking this the only way to play

'dead'. Placed on a fence it hangs limply as long as anyone is near,

and can be handled yet gives no other sign of life than the insistence of

lying on its back. When the object of its fear is out of sight this model
clown cautiously raises its head, looks about, and again resuming his

natural position, scuttles away.

There are two species of this cunning mime to be found in this local-

ity, the Black Hog Nose Snake and the Common. The former has a dull

black or smutty color with a yellowish white under-side gradually turn-

ig to a slate color towards the extremity. The latter is of a dirty yellow-

ish hue covered with large irregular blotches of black and rusty-yellow.

Both species feed mostly on toads and frogs. On account of the flexi-

bility of their jaws and their wonderful dilating power they can swallow

a toad twice as large as the girth of their body.

The Scarlet Snake, a reptile seldom seen because it is a burrower,

is one of the most handsome of our Southern Snakes. Beneath decay-

ing logs and in underground passages this scarlet-saddled beauty hides

its charms in its humble quest for insect life. It is a small species, the

average length being scarcely over twelve inches, with small pointed

head and proportionately small body.

The King Snake—the cannibal among reptiles—is immune to the

poison of any snake. There are a number of species of this snake and
many wonderful stories are told in regard to it, but few are true. It

will kill snakes of its own size but is not apt to attack any larger than

itself. Being secretive in its habits, and a burrowing snake, it is not

often seen.

Without sufficient reason most people think that all reptiles are pois-

onous. Yet by studying these creatures we understand that few are dan-

gerous and those which are not, should not be feared or destroyed be-

cause of silly sentiment, but valued, for they have a high economic value.

Poisonous snakes can be distinguished by two very evident marks. The
scales on the under side of the tail (like the scales or "Scutes" on the

stomach of all snakes) are not divided but run entirely across the under

surface. To this there is one exception—the Coral or Harlequin Snake
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—on which the scales, like those of the non-poisonous snakes, are divided

into rows of two. The most important mark is the presence of poison

fangs, which work on the same principle as the hypodermic needle.

These fangs are controlled by muscles so that when the mouth opens to

bite they are drawn into the ordinary position of teeth. But when the

mouth closes they lie along the roof of the bucal cavity, their tip pointing

inward. To the fangs are attached the poisonous glands which lie back
of the eye and which are always covered with membraneous flesh. The
fangs are shed regularly, the auxiliary fangs coming into immediate use

as soon as the old ones are dropped. No poisonous snake will kill an-

other snake of the same species by the injection of its venom.
There is always something new and interesting to be found in the

study of nature. When we consider the limitless number of beings, their

beauty, their differences, that one creature must die that another may
live and that man is placed above them all, our minds rise in praise

and gratitude to the Divine Author of this wonderful primer He has

placed in the hands of His children, that they may con there, lessons of

His power and majesty.
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WILLIAM H. CHOPIN, B. S., '17.

LARGE red limousine moved slowly down Fifth Avenue, in

the midst of crowded traffic, and swung into a side street.

As it drew close to the curb, three men stepped out and strol-

led into the lobby of the Ashland Hotel. They were dressed

in the latest fashion and seemed to be in a very jolly, con-

genial mood. As they entered the hotel, one of them, Pierre

Fontaine, a short built, stocky fellow said to his companions:
"Well, fellows, where shall we go tonight? Since we're

out for a good time, let's begin now".
Pierre's two friends were German: Karl Ditmark and Frederick Zim-

mer. During their university life at Harvard, they had been the best

of comrades. After graduation, three years ago, their friendship had
never ceased to grow and they had become more like brothers than

friends.

Pierre had always had whatever he desired; for his father, President

of the American Steel Trust, was indeed a wealthy man and wished to

see his son raised to the highest circle of social success. His friend,

Karl Ditmark, was an exceedingly handsome slim built athlete, who pos-

sessed one of the happiest dispositions a man could desire. Frederick

Zimmer, Pierre's other friend, was large, heavy set, deep chested and
topped his companions by quite a few inches. His nature was the per-

fect duplicate of Karl's if we are to judge from the outward jollity of

his expressive face. He and Ditmark lived in a small town of Massa-

chusetts and were spending two months with Pierre in New York. Every
night since their arrival they had been enjoying the attractions of the city.

Usually the place for the night's amusement had been decided before

leaving Pierre's home, but tonight the three seemed restless and unde-

cided where to go. Karl alone had plans for the night and these he com-
municated to his companions by the significant remark: "You two will

have to moan my absence tonight, for I have just decided that I will

spend the evening in a place where three would be a decided crowd".

Of course the others knew what he meant, for Karl had become
very much infatuated with Pierre's beautiful sister, Madeleine. When
Pierre had driven down with Madeleine to the New York Central Station

to meet his friends, Karl was given the pleasure of walking from the

train to the station with Madeleine, while Pierre entertained Zimmer with

his plans for making their visit a memorable one. Karl had met her
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often while at Harvard and he had thought her "quite pretty", but she

had seemed then but a child, and it was only during this short walk

that he first realized her wonderful loveliness and grace. She was a ty-

pical blond and gifted by nature with that beauty which so many strive

unsuccessfully to accomplish by art. Truly, she had developed in these

last few years into a wonderful woman. She had stepped so lightly by
his side, conversed so fluently and with so sweet a smile of friendliness,

that for a while Karl almost forgot that he was in New York and was
on the verge of taking her in his arms and explaining to her that he

had always loved her.

He had seen many girls and counted among the fair sex many
friends, but none seemed to measure up in womanly grace to Madeleine.

The more he knew her the more he perceived her truly deep and splendid

character. From this first meeting, there grew a strong friendship,

which was transformed into the deep, soul-stirring longing, the internal

passion we call supreme love. So tonight at the Ashland Hotel, Karl

had decided to leave Pierre and Frederick to themselves and returning

to Pierre's home, spend one of the few evenings left him in the enjoy-

ment of what to him the apex of pleasure—the company of Madeleine.

Of course, Madeleine was delighted to see him and when he entered, cried

out: "Karl, I knew you would come. I wanted you tonight, Karl boy, for

I am so lonesome".

Indeed Madeleine had reason to be lonesome. Her mother had died

when she was a tiny girl and her father was usually so busy in his office,

that he never returned home until late at night. She had always stayed

at home with an old Dutch lady who had been with the family since

the mother's death and had taken care of Madeleine as though she were
her own child. Of course her brother, Pierre, took her out quite often,

but like most brothers he preferred the company of other girls.

As Madeleine was quite beautiful, very wealthy and a graceful dan-

cer she had quite a number of admirers, but there was none, thus far,

in whom she had placed great trust and confidence or to whom she had
turned for consolation when she felt lonesome or sad. Indeed there had
been no one to share her sorrows, to sympathize with and advise her,

until Karl had come. With her womanly instinct, she looked to Karl

for these things; she took his advice and his consolation, his praise and
love; for she felt she had found in him a man—a true friend.

They found a seat on a sofa by an open window through which a

May breeze wafted the fragrance of the roses that seemed with the ad-

vent of night to have redoubled their power of refreshing and pleasing.

Here in this lovers' heaven they spent together an hour of perfect bliss
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and happiness, during which Karl poured forth soft words of his love

for her and his wish to make her happy as his wife.

The following morning the whole world was startled and aroused

by the heavy red print of the Extras. "Germany declares war against

France! One hundred thousand Germans are marching against the

French army assembled on the border. A call to arms has been issued

over the United States by both France and Germany and all French and
German reservists, between twenty and thirty years of age are required

to answer their country's war-summons!"
This sudden conflict put an unexpected end to the vacation plans of

Karl and Frederick and both hastened home the following morning to

join the recruiting company that was preparing to leave for Germany.
Before leaving, however, Karl found time to speak to Madeleine and bid

her a touching farewell. With mutual promises to keep up their cor-

respondence as best they could, they separated, Karl striving to keep

back the tears that threatened, Madeleine with Karl's last words ringing

in her ears, "I hope to add glory to my name for your sake, Mad,
for your sake. I ask only that you come to me if I am wounded.
Will you promise this, dear?" Of course she would, even though five

seas separated them, she would come, she would nurse him. As a seal

to her promise she had given him the kiss that meant the world to him;
the sweet memory that was to strengthen him for all the trials ahead.

And then he had left her to fight for his country.

On their way home, both Karl and Frederick noticed the upstir and
excitement caused by the declaration of war. Old men talked of the

possibility of another Napoleon risen in the Kaiser, and young men were
silent and sad at the thought of leaving loved ones; while women with

wet eyes, sat singing babies to sleep as the train swiftly bore them away
from the great metropolis.

Back at Pierre's home, things were indeed sad, especially in contrast

to the joy of the day before. Pierre was busy preparing to leave that

night for his recruiting station at Savannah, Ga. Madeleine seemed to be

the one most affected by this sudden change of affairs, for stamped on
her mind were vivid pictures of what her brother and friends would have
to endure from the hardships of war. She prayed to God in His mercy
to deliver them through it all and bring back her brother and Karl to her.

Life at home seemed so impossible without Pierre that Madeleine and
her father accompanied him to Paris, there to remain while the war
endured.

No one can truly prophesy the outcome of war. There had existed
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no bad feelings between Pierre and his friends, though he well knew that

they were soon to meet not as friend to friend, but as foe to foe. Of
course Karl and Frederick were also aware of this fact, but they regarded

it only as a part of war; and the three had concurred that should they

return, their friendship would remain unbroken.

Thus they had parted like brothers to join their respective armies.

Karl and Frederick were placed in the same company on their arrival

at the German Camp and for one whole year they were in active service;

living in the trenches sometimes knee deep in water, often in ice and
snow; but these hardships Karl bore cheerfully, for he had told Made-
leine he would go forth to win fame and all the qualities of his true man-
hood shone forth in this awful and gruelling test. In January of the fol-

lowing year, he was placed with his friend Frederick, on the Patrol Guard
of the Camp, and it came as a relief to his tired and worn body.

Pierre had joined the French Army at Paris and was in active ser-

vice on the firing line. After a few months his company was given a

rest, but the men were forced to remain in camp near their guns in case

of a sudden emergency. One day, a year after he had joined the army,
the commander-in-chief, General Joffre, called forth Pierre's company
and addressed the men very solemnly: "Soldiers", he said, "I am going

to ask one of you to voluntarily step forth and carry out for me an
order which involves life and death. I have to know certain plans of

the Germans concerning their attack on Calais, and whoever will go for

this information will necessarily have to go as a spy. If you are suc-

cessful, you will have done your country an inestimable service; if you
are caught, it will mean court martial and certain death".

Pierre hardly waited for the general to finish, but stepping forward,

said: "General, I volunteer to attempt your mission".

Cheer after cheer from the admiring soldiers greeted Pierre as he

passed along to the general's tent. That evening he was given explicit

directions as to his work. "Go", said Joffre, in concluding, "arrive at

their camp by night and if possible enter from the right side, as, from
information at hand, I understand that this is their weakest Patrol Guard.

You know what else to do and, good luck attend you!"

That night Pierre went from his own camp on his dangerous mis-

sion. He had a long way to travel from the French to the German camp,
but after a tedious journey on foot, mostly under cover of darkness,

he saw at last, in the distance, the out-post-lights of the German Camp.

The night was dark, the sky covered with heavy clouds. In addi-

tion to these advantages, the camp was surrounded by large trees which
seemed to render his discovery improbable. Steadily he crept forward

with ears strained to catch the least sound that would mean failure and
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death. Very soon he could plainly perceive the figure of the German
sentinel, silhouetted against the bright camp fires as he slowly paced his

beat. With his army revolver in his right hand, Pierre crept as close

as possible and lay flat on his stomach on the damp ground. When the

sentinel began his backward pace, Pierre leaped forward to one side, then

crawled as fast as possible to the shelter of a large oak tree opposite his

side of the opening.

But Providence had decreed that his mission should not be com-
pleted. Karl, who was on guard duty, as Pierre was within fifteen feet

of the oak and safety, through some unexplainable natural instinct,

turned and discovered him.

Like the sudden volley from an ambush the words, "Who goes

there?" rang out upon the cold night air. Pierre knew mat his only

hope lay in reaching the oak tree, so rising up, he made a dash for it.

Karl fired at the fleeting figure and missed, but running up towards the

tree he fired again. Pierre pitched forward on his face, mortally

wounded, but rolling over with his remaining strength, he fired his re-

volver at his assailant, sending a bullet crashing into his shoulder. Karl

staggered and fell to the ground, but though suffering intense pain, he

managed to drag himself towards the man he had shot. Pierre was still

conscious when he reached him and there upon their own battle field,

with the moon shedding a soft pale light, the two friends recognized

each other.

Words themselves are unable to express the regret and the heart-

rending anguish of these two friends, when they realized that they, who
had been life-long comrades would be the cause of each other's death.

Pierre, gasping away his life-blood, forgave Karl for what he had done.

"Dear Friend", he said, with his last breath, "I ask you to carry a

message to my sister. Tell her how her brother died, but tell her that

she must forgive the one who shot me, for he killed me in performance

of his duty as a soldier; for duty comes first". Then, as his mind wan-
dered, he added, "Sister, forgive him as I have done. Good-bye, Karl."

Then struggling back to consciousness, "May God help you and Mad—

"

—he never finished uttering that name but slowly passed again into uncon-

sciousness, and a few days later died.

News that he had been mortally wounded was immediately dis-

patched to his father and sister in Paris. "Your son has been shot by

Karl Ditmark of the Patrol, while attempting to pass into our camp".
Pierre's aged father received the message and after reading its contents,

collapsed in his chair from the shock caused by the awful injury to his son.

Madeleine came into the room and seeing her father in a faint, rushed

to his side. Glancing at the telegram he clutched in his hand, she read
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the tragic news, and it seemed unbearable. She sobbed forth: "My
brother, my Karl. Oh! God, how can you let such cruel things come
to me". For a time she seemed to give way completely to her sorrow,

but slowly she dried the tears in her eyes and regained control of her-

self. But another struggle raged in her soul. Should she still love Karl,

who had shot her brother; the brother who could never be replaced; the

brother who even seemed to be a part of herself, he who was essential

to her happiness. "No !" she said, "I will not see Karl, I cannot see him,

the slayer of my brother". Would Pierre have forgiven the murderer
of his sister had Fate so thrown the dice? "No". She knew he would
not, but rather in his desire for revenge, he would have been ready to

sacrifice his own life. These thoughts passed through Madeleine's mind,

half dazed over the terrible injury to her brother. But she must go to

Pierre, who perhaps, at this time lay dying in a field hospital with no
one he knew or loved by his bedside. She determined to go to him and
nurse him back to health once more, but she would not see Karl; though

he lay dying.

Leaving her sick father in care of a nurse, she hurriedly packed what
she needed in a suitcase and left at night for the border. Arriving there

she began a very tedious trip through the German lines, to the Western
frontier where the army lay. Arriving at the camp, after much red tape,

she received permission from the Field-Surgeon to visit the hospital to

find Pierre.

Karl had not regained consciousness after his injury, but lay in a

delirium, groaning and tearing at his bandages and screaming out for

Madeleine. She entered the hospital, still looking for Pierre, when Karl,

in one of his delirious spells cried out, "Oh, Pierre, you have forgiven me!
Where is my Madeleine?" And groaning piteously he tore at his band-

ages and relapsed into complete unconsciousness. Madeleine turned and
stopped at his bedside and in that instant realized that her search was
over, that Pierre was dead; but she also realized that Karl, had the op-

portunity been offered, would have cut off his right hand rather than

shoot his friend. The fervor and sorrow in Karl's voice made an irre-

sistible appeal to her heart. She knew that she still loved him; that his

crime was one of accident, not design. Since Pierre had forgiven him
why should she not forgive him also? She fell upon her knees by his

bedside and buried her face, covered with hot tears, in the cool white

sheets of the bed. As she knelt sobbing there by his side she thought

of how near she had come to ruining her own and Karl's happiness by
believing that he had been the intentional slayer of Pierre.

A few days later, when Karl was his normal self again and his pain

had left him, the doctor told Madeleine she might go in and see him, as
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he had been begging them to send for her. That evening Karl lay

awake as she entered the ward, and when she walked to his bedside, she

heard him softly humming a little tune she had often heard him sing

almost two years ago, at her home in New York. She reached his bed-

side and looked at him with a wonderfully sad, sweet smile. "Karl",

she said, "I have come to you, to you, dear, for I still love you".

Karl half rose to meet her as she knelt at his bedside and taking her

hands in his, he related to her every detail of the sad event, telling her

how he was unaware, who the person was when he fired that fatal shot.

"Madeleine, my darling, I thought that perhaps you would never again

care for me, after what I had done, but now you know all, except a little

message for which I promised your dying brother to bring to you".

"Lying there on the cold hard ground, Madeleine, he said: 'Karl,

tell her for me, how her brother died and that the one who shot me is

forgiven, for he did it only in the performance of his duty as a soldier,

for duty comes first. Sister forgive him as I have done'."

Madeleine leaned over, her beautiful golden hair brushing his fore-

head as her lips met his, while she softly breathed forth the words: "My
Karl, I forgive and forget".
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JOSEPH J. KOPECKY, A. B., '19.

OSTS of companions surround the average youth in our pres-

ent times and it is interesting to see how, from such numbers,
he selects some for the close intimacy so well expressed by the

word 'chum'; with others he whiles away many an hour and
joins in many a frolic. With the former he is open; his heart

bares its secrets; he goes to them for the word of kindness in

his dark hours; they are his prop when weakness assails him,

they stand by him at the crossroads of trial. With the others

he is reserved, they are the companions of his sunny days and never

grope with him in the darkness of his sad hours; nay, even in his inti-

mate joys, they have no share.

It matters much whether one's friends be sincere and loyal or dis-

honest and false; for the old adage has proven true, with a truth as firm

as the cliff of Gibralter whose wave-lashed marble has stood the wasting

test of ages:
—

"Tell me with whom you go, and I will tell you what
you are".

Perhaps it is through the unconscious influence of this wise dictum,

or perhaps it is by an empirical judgment that he has come to the con-

viction that, "Like begets like", the fact remains that man is led instinct-

ively in the choosing of his friends by the thought of what their influ-

ence may be on him; for one comes to judge even oneself by them. If

my closest chum is upright and noble in sentiment, I will find myself

the same; if on the other hand he is dishonest, my own opinion of my-
self is self-convincing.

Friends, therefore, play an important part in the drama of fife. Be-

sides being to the heart as a ray of light in the darkness, they may also

be an important factor for good, for moral uplift and a spur to noble

aspirations; yet they may also be a stumbling block in the path of honor
and duty, a stain on an otherwise noble book of life.

Friends are precious and like all other precious things they must
stand the severest tests, ere they be proved true, and the care in select-

ing them must be in proportion to our appraisment of the joy-giving

name of 'friend'.

But friends are not the sole companions of our ways. There are

others, in many respects differing from these living, God-given blessings,

yet the while, strangely similar. With friends, they help us in difficult

hours, console in sorrow, and are closely interwoven in the web of our
daily fives.
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In the words of Cicero, whose wisdom had led him to justly ap-

praise these faithful companions: "They nourish our youth, delight our
dimming years, they are an honor to prosperity, afford shelter and con-

solation in affliction, they please at home, do not hamper us abroad,

they spend the night with us, travel with us and even follow us to our
"Summer resorts". What friends, could do more?

These unfailing companions are the offsprings of intellect and heart,

—the countless books that, scattered broadcast in the world, silently but

perceptibly pursue their mission of joy to the forlorn, health to the wan-
ing heart, and guidance to the faltering.

It were as easy, to tell the number of shining grains of sands that

line the depths of the azure seas as to reckon the full measure of all the

good, of all the joys, of all the help these ministers of truth have ac-

complished. But alas ! the 'Perfect' does not exist this side of life's bound-

ing shore, therefore we find again in these our companions, traits of the

human agencies that brought them to light, and it is in this particular,

that their strange likeness to friends finds its greatest expression. Some
are apt to be an obstacle to our nobler ideas; for some are the offspring

of warped intellects and others seem to have been conceived in hearts

sick unto death with unrighteousness, morbid morality and depraved

ideas.

The "friendliness" of these is the "Dead Sea Fruit", and the joys

they give will be as ruinous as the seductive Smile of Circe. Against such

we must beware and bear ourselves as Ulysses of old. The same care

must we use as that which wards off intimacy with those of our com-
panions as would sell us into the hands of Evil.

But this task is easier. We cannot read the heart of man; God
alone searcheth the heart and reins, but these companions carry their

message in the face of the world, and if we fail to choose aright, then

must we beat our breast and say "mea culpa". Thus much for those

books whose influence settles as a pall upon the noblest in man.

But for the wholesome book, for the uplifing, soul-stirring book, for

the book of pure and solid truth, what praise, what encomium can over-

reach itself? Their influence is more universal, far more diffused than

that of friends. They speak to the Nation; they teach the Ages.

If the world is wiser today: it is they, that have carried the torch of

enlightenment to dispel the darkness of ignorance that enveloped the

earth; they that have been the beacon light to guide aright the groping

minds of men, to disclose to their new-opened eyes the hidden secrets

and mysteries of the physical and moral world. Even pagans knew
this, for we gather from the pages of history the names of many whose
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life's best days were given to the building of libraries for the guidance

of their people.

If the world is better today, it is to books again, that glory must be

given in unstinting measure. The wise maxims of many a sage, the

magnanimity of many a nation, the bravery of others, the virtues of in-

dividuals, all these faithfully recorded, have unconsciously framed the

conduct of the Ages.

If the world is Christian and Godly today, again look for the cause,

not in whole but in part, in these busy sowers of the seed that flourished

in the hearts of men.

Faithful then to the world and faithful to all timees, they are not

less so to individuals. The fidelity of friends sometimes breaks under

tension, but these are ever true. Call on them or leave them, they await

your behest. Friends may weary us with ill-timed counsels, and when
we heed them not, the smart of the pain inflicted, many at times dim the

brightness of their sterling worth: these resent not. They teach, but do

not importune.

Friends may guide, but their guidance is bounded by the limitations

of their own enlightenment; these point to self improvement in every

field, for the wisdom of ages and the knowledge of nations speaks

through them.

The centuries teach that they are unfailing. They are more pow-
erful than the conquerers of old. Napoleon may have changed the polit-

ical map of Europe, and from underlings and artisans created princes

and sovereigns; but it was the reading of a book that gave to the world

the Society of Jesus and to Heaven one of its greatest Saints.

Men cling to their friends, but far more to their books. Announce
to a poor prisoner that he is to forfeit the joys of seeing his own; sor-

row will stagger him, but take away his last companion, his book and
he will well nigh grow mad. Books are the light of our lives.

They frame a man's whole life. Ask any whose mind has lived with

the ancients, if Homer's soul stirring songs have not ennobled his aspir-

ations; if Virgil has not instilled into his heart the love of nature that

leads to truth, to appreciation of simplicity and admiration for noble

deeds, to pity for the unfortunate? Has not Horace made him laugh

and weep with his wise reflections on the world? Has not Cicero in his

burning appeals sounded a sympathetic chord of patriotism; has not

Shakespeare made him pause and read many a lesson at the school of

human woes and foibles? Dickens has opened his eyes to the charac-

ters of men, to the miseries and sadness, to the simple joys of humbler
life. Elliot and a host of other novelists have taught him to estimate

his fellows with keener appreciation and have incited him to guide his
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ways at the expense of other men's hard taught experiences. The poets

have opened a new vista in the virgin forests of the 'beautiful', which
leads to loftiness of mind. In fine, those books that speak to the heart,

that appeal to our own conscience and lead to God, have they not proven

our best companions, have they not brought us to an appreciation of

better things and given us a foretaste of our true 'Home'?
Yet, while instructing and guiding, uplifting, and stirring, these com-

panions have charmed, pleased and lived with us. Were we to neglect

books, which so patently are our best chums, well might we, with Mr.

Wickham, in last month's 'America', exchange: "Clouds for blue skies,

tears for laughter, old lamps for new".

We should foster a love for these companions, select them carefully,

five with them, profit by their lessons and when sorrows assail us, and
misery bear us down under its weight, and all else has failed, they

will lighten the lengthening shadows of our fives.
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A. C. M.

whom compare thee, Bard of Albion?

To Homer, on his loved Achilles pouring

His endless ocean-smile? Or Dante, soaring

To sing of Mary, "daughter of her Son?"

To Virgil, making mighty meter run

Majestic in array of warriors warring?

Or Milton, strong in sinew'd strain, imploring

Aid to tell the deed Satanic done?

Nay, nay, thou more than bard, thou Fount and Spring,

From whom the Gulf-stream flood of minstrel ran!

There's not a poet's key, nor passion's ring,

Nor roll of speech, but ranges in thy span.

The pregnant Universe has borne a king,

Full Nature's lord,—thou, Shakespeare, art the man!
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JAMES W. COURTNEY, A. B., '19.

HE air was stifling in the hospital tent. All morning, the July

sun had been beating down on its canvas sides until it was al-

most an oven. Every hour ambulances arrived bringing in

new cases for immediate attention. The death toll had been
heavy, yet scarcely a cot was vacant. For six hours Nurse
Jean Stafford and Sir James had labored continuously together.

The patients were tossing restlessly, many delirious from the

excessive heat.

The new mode of warfare and the new explosives called for new
varieties of wounds and treatments. Patients missing arms and legs

were frequent and the poisonous gases had blinded many. How piteous

the poor fellows looked, lying there swathed in bandages, knowing that

their sight was gone forever.

At last, after one more round, the doctor and nurse sought the rest-

room at the end of the ward. Exhausted with his long, weary toiling,

the doctor sank down in an almost total collapse. Before the war, he

had been in charge of London's largest hospital; was known as its fore-

most surgeon; had been knighted for his works in behalf of humanity.

Yet, at the first call to the colors, he had unhesitatingly put aside all per-

sonal aggrandizement and hastened to the front to be of service to his

country. Through all the months of the war, he had worked unremit-

tingly, never asking, never accepting, even when offered, a vacation.

Early and late, in heat and cold, he was to be found tending his stricken

fellow-countrymen, and many a man had him to thank for his life.

Nurse Jean hastened to offer him a stimulant, and he soon recov-

ered his wonted cheerfulness. He still looked pale, however, and his

prematurely gray hair and the wrinkles anxious care had drawn around

his eyes, gave token of the many sleepless nights he had spent during

the war.

"Yes", he said, "I begin to think the strain is telling on me. I feel

my strength is being sapped, yet I cannot bear the thought of leaving

the line. We have labored so long together, Nurse, that I feel almost

as though you were my own daughter. Yes, I feel in my heart that I

would be glad to call you such in fact. Yet there is a reason that keeps

me here of which you know not. I have a son on the firing line, just

near here, and I fear each day to see his mangled body brought in on a

stretcher.

"After leaving Clongowes, he took uy medicine and graduated with
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honors. Just before the war he was an intern in a Dublin hospital; yet

when the war came, he was among the first to respond. I don't know
why, but I could not pursuade him to enter the hospital corps, where

it seemed to me he would have been of more service to his country,

for b<* insisted on joining a regiment of the line, that promised imme-
diate fighting. God grant I may be of some service to him when his

turn comes."

Nurse Stafford was much surprised by this outburst of confidence

on the part of Sir James, for, in all the months they had labored together,

he had maintained toward her that icy wall of reserve which was so

familiar to his large clientage. An undoubted gentleman in all his man-
ners, he had ever treated her with the utmost courtesy and latterly she

had begun to feel that he placed a large confidence in her skill and dis-

cretion. He had known her since she was a baby; had been for years

her family physician, but time and circumstances had so separated them,

that when they met in the hospital tent, they were almost strangers, and
their talk was ever of the most impersonal nature.

But now, the long strain and the urgent need she felt of imparting

her thoughts to some sympathetic listener, combined with his recent

show of affection, caused her in turn, to tell him what had fastened on
her arm the Red Cross.

"You alone, Sir James, of all the nurses and doctors here, know
my true name and position, yet even you do not know the secret cause

of my seeming heroism.

"For years I have been known as one of most advanced opinions

among the younger set. When I tired of astonishing my friends by
my fads in dress and pets, to satisfy my appetite for something start-

lingly new I joined Emmeline Pankhurst's faction, and soon my name
was foremost among the ardent suffragists.

"One of the planks of my platform was a deep conviction that every

woman should be self-supporting, so that no man could claim her as

his caged butterfly. In pursuance of this policy, I resolved to take up
trained nursing, and soon, the checked gingham and white cap claimed

me for their owner.

"But the contact with real life, this microscopic inspection of the

naked human art, soon changed my frivolous nature and caused me to

look upon my work as a real mission in life. One of the most potent

factors in the change was a young physician—an intern—with whom I

worked. An Irishman by birth, he was a typical product of his country.

Bubbling over with humor, his lips and eyes brimming with witticism,

he was the joy of all in the hospital. The nurses described him as a

sure cure for the blues, and his fellow interns seemed to love him. The
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patients looked forward to his rounds with eager anticipation, and his

ready smile often did more good than the medicine prescribed.

"Yet, withal, there was something mystic about him—something that

forced you to remember that his land was the Isle of the Saints, and
that its soil was red with the blood of those who thought more of the

after-world than of the one in which they lived. I had never been thrown
with Catholics before and could not very well understand a singular com-
bination of joyous athletic manhood and deep mystic love of religion.

"I shall never forget one scene that we witnessed together. The
bell in a private room rang imperatively. I hastened to answer

and found a patient exhausted and in a faint. He was a very difficult

man to handle; had undergone a most trying operation, and in his peev-

ishness and lack of consideration for others, gave us all lots of trouble.

Though grievously ill and fully conscious his life hung on a hair, the

hardened old roue acted as though his life had just begun. Even I felt

shocked at his hardness.

"I hurriedly summoned the young doctor and together we worked
over him for the better part of an hour. When consciousness returned,

I could see that the fear of death had at last sent an icy shiver to his

heart. How kindly the young intern treated this man who had never had
a pleasant word for him! I don't know what magic Sesame he used,

but in a low quiet tone he spoke to him old enough to be his father, and

in a few moments told me to ring for a priest from Farm Street. I re-

alized keenly how small and narrow was my spiritual ken in comparison

with that of this deep-souled boy.

"From that day, admiration for him grew in me, and though I real-

ized it not, slowly deepened into a more tender tie. I did not know that

the feeling was reciprocated until one night, just before I left, his emo-
tion got the better of him and he let me see how deep was his love for me.

"I stood astounded before the revelation of this man's great love, but,

in spite of my protestations of democracy and loud-mouthed wranglings

on the suffragette's platform about equality, caste held me in its iron

grip and I refused him. He did not know of my title; I hope he may
never know the caddish reason that induced me to refuse him, but like

the true gentleman he was, he left me with the deep wound of his heart

shining in his eyes and no word of reproach on his lips.

"It was but a few days after this, that we hastened to join our allies

against Germany and by the merest accident, I saw in a morning paper,

his name among the first volunteers for the front. O! how the sight of

that name and the fears for the dangers I saw threatening him, laid bare

my true feeling and made me rue the day I turned from my heart the

greatest treasure life had ever offered me.
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"As some slight reparation for my conduct and in the hope that I

might be of some help to him, I offered my services as a nurse of the

line; and here I am ever since. At first it was unbearable. Every time

I heard the ambulance wheels, a dread seized me lest he be within. I

feared to recognize his voice in the tones of every moaning soldier; I

feared to lift the covering from the sheeted faces of the dead, lest I find

his beneath. O! bitterly has my heart learned its lesson and royally

would I welcome him could I but find him".

It was now the doctor's turn to act the consoler, for Lady Jean stood

sadly in need of one.

"Now, the scalpel, Nurse". As Sir James reached across the quiet

body he saw the girl's hand tremble. "Courage", he said gently, "we
shall soon be done and you may rest".

"I don't mind the work, Sir James, it's the mental anguish".

"I know we all have our own sorrows", answered the surgeon. "Have
you bad news of your own?"

"Yes, yes, my heart is on fire!" and she steadied herself with the

edge of the table. "I have heard that he was wounded at Dead Man's

Hill". The surgeon looked tenderly down at the form beneath him.

"Dead Man's Hill! He too was there!"

The nurse stared at Sir James' calm, self-restrained face and gath-

ered her nerves in an iron grip. She handed him the instrument and
the operation progressed steadily.

Early that morning the orderlies had entered, bearing on their

stretchers some wounded from the first line trenches, who had been

overcome by the gas-fumes and terribly lacerated by an exploding shell.

Amongst them was Sir James' son. So swathed in bandages was he

that only his mouth and nose was visible; even the vocal chords had

been so affected by the fumes that the voice was unrecognizable even by

the doctor himself. Sir James immediately sent for Nurse Stafford.

"Your son?" she cried, and stooping quickly, began to remove the

boy's bloody mud-soaked clothing. Sir James helped her and together

they lifted the limp body to the operating table. How slight and young
he seemed beside the heavy-built frame of his father.

The operation continued without interruption. Never had the nurse

been cooler, more professional. Sir James told her so when it was over.

"Nurse", he said when the last stitch had been taken, "I am going to ask

you a special favor. I wish you would take my boy under your charge,

for I see that only the most careful nursing can save him. I said you
might rest; but I beg you to spend this night by his side".

Not only that night but many nights found her watching beside that
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bed. She had heard many men rave in delirium and had often said to

herself as she paced the ward that it must be something like that to walk
down the avenues of hell; but here was something different. In his de-

lirium the boy lived his life year by year again, and it was like a sweet

perfume from the green hills of his sea-washed home. She heard him
as he played on the shore. Then came the tender reminiscences of his

First Communion day, like a breath from heaven. Slowly he grew into

manhood years, with their eager expectations, their ambitions, their de-

sire to gain in sports, in studies. Through it all ran a single thread, a

single theme, that any mother might hear and be glad it was her son's.

But the watching took all her strength. Sir James saw this and
one day, peremptorily ordered her to take a rest and some fresh air. She
was driven in an auto back of the lines, and there she saw the awful ruin

left by the war. No work in the fields, no crops to garner; the lands

—

a devasted waste, the homes—so many piles of scattered brick. Not
a man of strength or middle age among them; they were fighting or dead.

"Ah!", she thought, "how many are here with lovers at the front;

how many are here with lovers, dead". And her thoughts turned to her

lover, wounded, at Dead Man's Hill. No further word, had she received

about him.

When she returned, she found her patient had recovered his senses.

He was forbidden by his father to speak or to make any effort that would
require an expenditure of his feeble strength. The danger point was
passed, but the foe still waited at the gate to find the latch unguarded.

Time and again the young man tried in spite of his father's order,

to engage the nurse in talk. "Your voice seems strangely familiar to

me; will you not tell me if I have ever met you?" But she was too good

a nurse to let personal affairs creep into her association with the patient,

and she walked hastily away.

Yet as the days went by, she found herself irresistibly drawn to the

frank, cheerful young man, whom she had nursed and saved. Perhaps

it was the mother instinct; perhaps, it was the natural feeling which

prompts us to cherish especially anything we call our own, and to feel a

particular liking for the work we ourselves have done; for she had

saved his life, as his father often told her. Yet she fought the feeling

of attraction down, for she would be true to her ideal: she would not

let any passing feeling come between her and the picture she carried in

her heart. At last, the day came when the bandages were to be removed

from his face. Sir James' heart was in his mouth, for he feared to see

that face which he loved so dearly, scarred and burned. She too felt

for the father, for might not the same have happened to her own at

Dead Man's Hill? When would she hear from him again?
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Tenderly the father unwound the bandages. The son chatted mer-
rily to disguise from himself and his father the fear that was smother-

ing his heart. At length, the last roll of linen lay on the bed and the

face was bare except for a thin layer of unguent covered gauze. The doc-

tor's sigh of relief was audible as he took it off and saw the eyes were
safe. As the nurse was behind the surgeon, he did not notice how white

her face had grown. She stood twisting her apron so tightly that the

blood left her hands and they stood out a dead white against the

blue of her nursing gown. Suddenly she seemed to lose her strength,

and stumbling to the side of the bed tenderly put her head on the sol-

dier's breast:

"My dear", she whispered, "my dear, my dear!"

"My dear", he repeated, "my dear, my dear".

D. R. BLUNTZER, A. B., '20.

The days of pleasant June are here,

When boys and girls are filled with thoughts of home;

To friends they go, to loved ones dear

For days of pleasant June are here.

The sportive outing time is near,

Once more the wave-washed haunts they'll roam.

The days of pleasant June are here,

Now boys and girls are filled with thoughts of home.
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REESE MARTIN, R. S., '19.

CHAPTER I.

T was only four o'clock in the afternoon, but darkness reigned

over the little town of Rarlow. The storm howled down the

straight streets from the water front. Flashes of forked light-

ning could be discerned even through the heavy curtains of

Melder's apartment.

At a small felt-covered table in the centre of the room,
under a bright light, two men were seated engaged in a game
of dice. Suddenly one of them arose and taking a die from

the box said: "Do you mind if I cut this in half?"

"Not in the least", replied the older of the two men, trying to look

at ease; but he failed. Under the assumed manner could be seen a look

of rage and concern.

The die was in two parts on the table. In one half could be seen

a piece of lead.

"Well that's all the proof I need to disgrace you", said the young
American.

"You do not think the public of Rarlow, would believe you—a mere
servant?" returned the other with a sarcastic sneer.

"Wait just a second, your highness! Were you not all but told, a

few months ago, that you were a cheat at cards? Have you not heard

rumors of people suspecting you of dishonest dealing? It is true I may
be a servant, a poor man; but you are a wealthy thief, an intelligent

"crook". Deny it if you dare!" An expression of triumph suffused the

face of the young man while the countenance of the other showed a

struggle of shame and confusion.

"This means I will have to silence you now", he said in a furious

undertone and made a threatening step towards his companion.

"Stop!", said the American and something in the tone made the

Duke halt where he was. "I know a better way of settling this matter

than by a brawl", he continued quietly.

"Re quick then, name your price", snapped the Duke.

"I don't want money", said Melder: "I want you to Introduce me
into the society of Rarlow. I have seen the beautiful Lady Newcomb
but once; yet that was enough to keep me from loving any other woman.
Last year she visited some friends of hers in my native country; but
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owing to my inferior social position, it was impossible for me to receive

a formal introduction. Duke I have never forgotton that face. Lady
Newcomb cast a spell over my heart with one look from her lustrous

blue eyes. I have loved her almost madly since that first meeting. I

consented to accompany the Goodrich family on their present European
trip with the sole hope of seeing the beautiful lady once more.

"Now fortune has thrown you in my path. I had decided to have

this encounter with you, after planning for a week of almost sleepless

nights. I learned the deceptions you practiced at the card table and
with the dice and I resolved to trap you into this snare and either expose

your dishonest character or by your help enter Barlow society and meet
Lady Newcomb on an equal footing".

"You fool! is that the scheme you have in mind? Do you think the

Duke of Hover shall be your tool? I shall gladly pay thousands to close

your mouth; but introduce you into Barlow society—never!" As the

Duke finished speaking his fist fell on the table with a heavy sound.

But if he thought to intimidate his hearer, he was mistaken.

"I shall not force your decision. All the money in the banks of this

realm could not keep me silent. Either you grant my request or your

name is disgraced. Shall I by disclosing this secret make you an out-

cast from that society into which you refuse to admit me?"
The young American was calm and collected during these words;

but the Duke paced the floor with quick, nervous, heavy strides. The
strength of his purpose seemed to be weakening. He turned to the Amer-
ican and helplessly asked. "For God's sake, man, be reasonable! Are
you so crazed that you cannot see the foolhardiness of your project?

How can I introduce you to the Lady who has the first place in my own
heart? You are a poor man—a servant—a fellow of no birth—you are

like an infant crying for a star—how can I bring myself to introduce

you to the Lady Newcomb—betray myself to her—and hazard my hopes

of making her my wife?" The Duke was now greatly excited.

"Be calm, your highness. Keep your head. I will leave you here

to think over the matter calmly and reasonably while I go to my room
and change".

Melder was gone but a short time. As he re-entered the room the

Duke looked up at him with an expression of surprise. He hardly real-

ized that this tall youth in perfectly arranged evening clothes was the

same person who had, but a few moments before, put him through such

a trying ordeal. Had he said this man was of low birth—had he called

the possessor of that athletic form a mere servant—had he the effrontery

to tell this man, who could boast of a countenance that reflected much
more strength of character and nobility of soul than any face he had
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seen among his coterie of friends, that he was an infant crying for a

star? He must have been temporarily insane.

"Are you ready?" asked the young American, with an assurance of

tone that made refusal impossible.

"We shall dine tonight at six", said the Duke, "and this evening at

nine we attend a reception at the home of Lady Malbour where we shall

meet the Lady Newcomb. But understand that we are rivals. The best

man shall win. I shall present you as Mr. Francis Dyas, the son of a

New York banker".

CHAPTER II.

At dawn's earliest tints the guests at "The Old Rose Manor" were
departing. The door opened and one of the most beautiful young ladies

of that part of the country, stepped on the balcony accompanied by a

young man in evening dress. He helped her gently down the steps into

an awaiting carriage. When the last bend in the road hid her from
sight, he reentered the house only to appear in a few moments clad in

top coat and hat. He cast one longing look in the direction the car-

riage had taken—snapped the word 'home' to his footman and was soon

lost in the night.

Three months of social life in England had not had any effect on
Francis Dyas except to give him more poise and self-possession. Barlow
had accepted him on his introduction by the Duke of Hover. He had
won the admiration and esteem of all except one. Grand old dames
had plans for their daughters or protegees, in which the American played

the leading role. The younger social belles had a ready smile for him.

Lady Newcomb alone had his especial attention. No comment was passed

when she began showing him marked favor. But the Duke made no
great effort to conceal his envy and hatred for the overweening upstart.

He would fight to the bitter end. The odds seemed to be against him
now, he had not practiced his deceptive art to be fooled in the great

game of hearts by this menial, this blithering, sweet tongued Yankee.

At three A. M. the guests were leaving Hayne's country estate. Lady
Newcomb's carriage left accompanied by six or seven younger men on
horse-back. At her side rode Francis Dyas; the other filled up the rear

and were engaged in earnest discussion.

Dyas was leaning over talking to Lady Newcomb.
"Do you think the fairy tales we read in childhood may some day

come true?" he spoke almost in a whisper for he could not trust his

voice for fear of betraying the emotions that lurked in his breast.

"I have believed in fairy tales for a long time; but have never heard

of one really coming true", answered the lady with a slight blush.
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"Have you ever read of the poor youth that was charmed by a look

from a fairy Princess?" he asked in eager tones and without waiting for

a reply continued, "in the mystic light of that dear old moon that so

enchantingly dispels the darkness of the night, with your radiant face

made more beautiful by the pale silvery light, you have thrown a spell

over me and I feel like the poor youth at the mercy of the Princess".

"What an adept you are in the art of flattery. You must have had
lots of experience", she said.

"You misjudge me entirely", he replied with a pained expression

that touched the heart of this fair Lady who was thought by many to

be utterly devoid of feeling.

Suddenly from out the shadow of some huge oaks that lined one

side of the road, three masked highwaymen emerged; one grabbed the

head of the leading horse; while the other two held fast the bridle of

Dyas' horse, extending as they did so two pistols. "Hands up", they

shouted.

Not without some reluctance, Dyas obeyed. In a clear, cool voice

he said, "The Duke has decided to unmask, gentlemen, look behind you".

They started violently at the mention of the Duke's name and turned

quickly to look at the masked figure holding the horses' heads.

"Whack, Whack", cried the riding whip of the young American, as

it descended on the wrists of the astonished highwaymen. Simultane-

ously they uttered a cry of surprise and dismay; and their weapons fell

to the ground. The young man allowed them no time to think but

spurred his horse between them and began to rain blows with the loaded

end of his riding whip on the heads of his unsuspecting enemies.

They soon recovered themselves and began fighting with the same
weapons. While he was busy keeping these two at bay, he was given

a stunning blow on the back of the head. The other highwayman had
abandoned his hold on the heads of the horses, as soon as he grasped

the situation.

The young American fell from his horse and was soon trussed up
like a fowl for market.

"Tie him up to that tree over there boys, and we will give him some-
thing to make him remember the society of Barlow", came the voice
of their leader.

"If you don't stop right now, some one is going to 'bite the dust',"

sounded the droll, unmistakable tones of the farmer on whose estate

they had trespassed. He stepped into the open space and in the mellow
light of the moon a shot gun could be seen in the left hand; while his
right was busy holding two hunting dogs in leash.

"You are supposed to be gentlemen, but you are rank cowards.
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There is a crook of the worst kind, an intelligent gambler, who has not

the honor, manliness or courage to come forward and meet his foe open-

handed; even when the odds are three to one in his favor. Now some
of you fellows get busy and loosen those ropes or I will set these dogs

on you and puncture you with bullets".

Dyas was soon untied; but he seemed in a state of unconscious stupor.

His rescuer turned to the two highwaymen and said in a commanding
voice; Now make tracks fast". Second bidding was unnecessary.

They seemed to grateful for the opportunity of "getting". In a few sec-

onds they were far down the road.

"Try to revive that man", said the rescuer, "if you don't you will

go to jail for his murder".

The Lady Newcomb, who had been a horrified spectator of these

events, came forward and tried to help Dyas back to consciousness. Fin-

ally Dyas gave a deep sigh and saw the sweet face of the beautiful Lady
bending over him. Was that love or pity that shone in her eyes? A sad

smile crossed the face of the wounded man.
The mask of the highwayman was untied and revealed the enraged

face of the Duke of Hover. The lantern jaw was rigid; the lips firmly

set and from the eyes burst flashes from a brain set afire with desperate

hate and frenzy.

"Lady Newcomb", he said helplessly, "I want to beg your pardon for

the scene you have just witnessed".

"Sir! how dare you speak to me. I do not associate with highway-

men".
A sudden pang seized the heart of the Duke. He felt that he had

ruined all his chances; but he was determined to fight to tlie end.

"You are mistaken. My purpose was not robbery, but revenge for

myself and Barlow County. The man before you is not Francis Dyas

—

the son of a New York banker as I told you; but a servant in the employ

of a certain Mr. Goodrich who is in Europe on a business trip".

"Duke is this your revenge? Will you lie to me and add insult to

injury?" said the offended Lady. "Leave my presence!"

"Ah, but ask him himself. He cannot deny what I have said", replied

the Duke.

"If what you say now be true, then, you must have lied to me before.

In either case you are convicted of lying. Go!" Said the Lady in a

passion.

The telling force of these words struck a hard blow at the heart of

the Duke. He almost succumbed to despair. In one last desperate effort

he advanced toward the Lady; but before he could speak, she turned

her back on him saying but one disdainful word—Go!"
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"Lady Newcomb, you must hear me first, then I will leave your pres-

ence forever
—

"

"Be quick then and waste no words", said the Lady, deeming it use-

less to resist longer.

"I have but little more to add to what I have already told you. He
is a servant—a menial—low-born, who forced me into the game I have
played. I thought I would win out; but when I saw you becoming infat-

uated with him—

"

"Oh, then it is all jealousy on your part! That accounts for the lies!"

quickly broke in the Lady.

"Ask him yourself if what I say be not true", almost shouted the

now enraged Duke.

Lady Newcomb leaned towards Dyas and with blanched cheeks and
trembling lips whispered; "Oh, say it is not true! Then I can send this

man away".

The agony of her voice and the intense pain on her lovely face, that

seemed only to enhance her beauty, told that the heart of the Lady was
sorrowing. The blood seemed to congeal in her veins when she noticed

the strange look of hesitation that came over the face of her lover. A
struggle was going on within his soul. Perhaps it was only his weak
condition that made him tremble so. It may have been due to the fact

that his Lady seemed to doubt him. The hesitation lasted only a mom-
ent, but to her it seemed an eternity.

The words came from the lips of the sufferer in slow, deliberate

tones, "I—can—not—deny—that—I-came as a servant-I am-poor—but

I love you". Here the young man fainted. The physical exhaustion was
too great to be borne any longer.

Lady Newcomb stood gazing down on the ghastly features of the

man she had learned to love. He looked hideous there on the ground.

His pale face was partly in the shadow and partly in the moonlight. It

indeed looked very repulsive for the pale light had turned the white

skin a livid yellow.

There was a struggle in the Lady's breast; she seemed to be making
a supreme effort to still the voice of her heart. The face was repug-

nant ; but it was the face of the man she loved. What had he said? He
had admitted that he was a servant. Oh, the shame of it! This must
be suppressed or her name and social position would be lost forever. One
of the most conservative of the social set, receiving attentions from a

poor young American—a working man—a servant—a what-not? A
fine dish of scandal it would make.

"Escort me to my carriage, please", she said in a colorless voice.

The Duke took her gently by the hand and helped her into the awaiting
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vehicle. Not a word was spoken between them; but the Duke drove off

with a smile of triumph on his face.

CHAPTER III.

A week later, a very dejected young man whose name appeared on

the ship's list as C. R. Melder, left London for New York. He had re-

covered from his wounds in a few days; and immediately went to Lady
Newcomb to ask for a hearing; but met with a curt refusal. He was
now sadly returning to his native country and the words of the Duke
came back like a long forgotton refrain

—"The best man shall win"—was
it true that the Duke was his better? He could not see it in this light.

"Well!" he muttered, "if she can't love me for what I am and not for

social position, let her keep her love. I've finished with women, I shall

join the army and go to the Philippines as soon as I get home. I don't

care if I never see another woman, for the rest of my life".

Melder, as we shall call him from now on, had been successful in the

army and had been raised to the office of Major General. A rich old

Uncle of whose existence he had been almost ignorant, died and named
him the heir to a large fortune and vast estate. He was now what the

world would call very wealthy.

He was at his mirror putting the last touch to his cravat. How he

had changed during his stay in the Philippines! The Van Dyke which
he wore now, made him appear a new man. On his return to the states

his most intimate friends could not recognize him. The white skin had
been coated with bronze by the tropical sun; the lustrous eyes had re-

ceded far back into their sockets, as if to evade the gaze of his fellow mor-
tals; the curly masses of black hair had been thinned, giving a broader

sweep to his forehead and showing a patch of white on the crown of his

head; his frame seemed more robust; but there was an incipient stoop

to the shoulders that seemed strange in a soldier.

"Ah, Lady Newcomb, what a toy you have made of me!" he said with

a sigh as the marvelous change impressed itself on his mind. "James,

he said, addressing his valet, "bring me the morning mail". Then con-

tinuing his musings, in the tone of a disappointed child, "when love enters

a man's life there's no telling what is going to happen next. I thought

I had succeeded in forgetting her; but just as soon as I get home her

memory comes cropping up again". He began to hum the words, "For-

gotton you? well, if forgetting", but the servant entered the room bear-

ing three letters on a silver salver, and interrupted his musings.

"Is this all?" he asked with the air of one who felt neglected.

"Yes sir. Except the morning papers which I have placed on the

breakfast table for you", returned the servant.
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"You may go, James", he said tearing open the first letter. He
glanced over it and threw it down with a sigh. "Poor little girl—if I

could only learn to love her, she would not Oh what's the use", he

finished dejectedly.

The second letter brought a bill from the tailor, which was so quickly

filed that one would have thought contamination lurked in its touch.

The third was an invitation from Mrs. Van Huten, to attend a re-

ception in honor of an old school-mate of hers who was visiting in

America.

Mrs. Van Huten had been a very dear friend of Melder. She had
taken a great liking to the broken-hearted boy, as she called him. Any
affair that was not graced by his presence was considered a failure. Mel-

der enjoyed her society. She helped him to forget the past. He turned

to his desk, scratched his acceptance and went down to breakfast.

CHAPTER IV.

The guests were crowding the home of Mrs. Van Huten. Not a sin-

gle invitation had been declined. All looked forward with jealous pride

to have the opportunity of afterwards boasting that they had seen the

most beautiful school chum of their hostess. The worthy matron was
welcoming her guests in her usual magnificent manner, when the name
of Major Claud R. Melder was announced. At the mention of this dis-

tinguished gentleman the hostess beamed her brighest
—"Why Major I

was beginning to fear you would be late". Rut the Major hardly heard

what she was saying. Who was that at her side? Was that her school

chum? How very like !

"Major let me present to you my old school chum, Lady Newcomb
of Rarlow, England".

Poor Melder! His pulse rushed with such a furious bound that he
felt his color changing with the varied hues of the camelion. He must
be careful—or the guests would surely notice and the whole affair would
be the gossip of the town for months to come. He had learned to sol-

dier his heart and with the greatest seeming calmness he quietly respon-
ded, "I am delighted to meet the friend of our beloved hostess, I must
get you to tell me some of her escapades at college. I am sure she did'nt

behave as well as she would lead me to believe".

"Well you know", said the Lady Newcomb, "We were not in the
same class—I was a little tot just starting when Mrs. Van was a Junior.
She played the part of big sister to me—

"

"Elizabeth Campbell Newcomb, do hush; you shall disclose my age",
cried the excited hostess.
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They laughed at this and Mrs. Van Huten continued speaking, but

Melder heard it not; however he nodded assent. After what seemed to

him a painful ordeal, he hurried away, fearing to betray himself if he
stayed longer. He entered the crowded ball-room; but the noise and
gayety was too much for the present condition of his mind. His head
was in a whirl and his heart in a turmoil. He could not stand the chat-

tering women, and the bass laughter of some of the men was painful in

the extreme. Quietly and unperceived he stole to a secluded nook to

think out a plan of campaign.

"Why should she come here now to keep me from forgetting her?

Ah have I been fooling myself for these many years? Do I still love

that proud coquette? I think I have loved her until tonight. My love

seemed to turn to hate at the sight of her. No I am sure I do not love

her. I am quite sure of the opposite. I have it", he cried, and began

pacing up and down greatly agitated. "I shall try to win her love with-

out letting her know who I am, and after I have played with her heart,

as she did with mine—ah, yes when I have raised it up to the heavens,

I shall withdraw my hand and let it smash in pieces on the floor of her

high-born pride! I am a servant, a poor American of no birth. Ah,

Lady, I thought I still loved you until you came tonight. Oh ! noble, high

born, proud, haughty trifler, I shall have my revenge." So saying he

walked toward the house.

"You naughty boy, Major, we have missed you", rang out the voice

of Mrs. Van Huten as Melder reached the hall. "I want you to have the

next dance with Lady Newcomb. I asked her to keep it open for you.

There she is over there with that throng of admirers. Hurry up, you

are developing into a perfect species of wall flower".

This was better than anything Melder had contemplated.

He danced that number and several others with the Lady. They

were together the rest of the evening. He tried to make himself pleas-

ant; but a cold wall of reserve seemed built around her and all his ef-

forts to raise its temperature seemed futile. This only increased the

ardor of his purpose. For the present, however, he relinquished the task

for a more propitious occasion.

Melder was a frequent visitor, now, at the country seat of the Vans.

During his last visit he had enjoyed the most delightful conversation with

the Lady Newcomb; and it was all he could do to keep to his resolu-

tion.

CHAPTER V.

This evening there is a house party at the 'Estate', and Melder is of

course present. Something makes him strong tonight; he does not fear
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weakness of any kind; his purpose is stronger than ever. Three years

ago this very night, the terrible ordeal had come to him; three years ago

tonight, the Lady had spurned his love. Tonight he would propose to

her—and Oh! how sweet would be the revenge.

The evening was rather oppressive and Melder escorted his Lady to

a pagoda overlooking the Lake, to enjoy the refreshing breeze. The air

was laden with the perfume of honeysuckle and the night-blooming siris

The silver moon was hung in a cloudless sky and painted fantastic shapes

on the ground. The formal garden looked cold and wierd in the moon-
light.

They sat there in silence for a few moments. The Lady Newcomb
has taken a seat in the shadow and Melder sits opposite her with the rays

of the moon falling on his face. The Lady gazed on him and suddenly

asked, "Major, there must be some great secret in your life. You look

as though some great sorrow has befallen you".

Melder started at the words and thought that she had at last pene-

trated the mask and discovered his identity. One look at her face re-

assured him that his secret was still secure.

"Oh, I did have such an experience as you speak of; but they come
to almost every man". He said in a careless tone.

"It must have been a love affair", she said, trying to draw him out.

"What makes you think that?" he asked rather anxiously.

"On occasions you wear a look that seems to indicate that your

heart was broken and you have tried to put the pieces together".

"Yes, it was a love affair, my first love; the first time I played the

game I lost. The prize was the dearest thing in the world to me; but

now I have been helped to forget. Another has crossed my path, whom
I love more than I loved any other

—

"

"You know the old saying about first loves", she said.

"Yes I have often heard it and at one time I thought my case an
exception to the rule".

"Men feel enamored of every woman they meet, it seems", said Lady
Newcomb, fearing he was going to change the subject.

"You mean some men", he corrected, "but I feel that I am different

in this matter. I love an English woman, the most beautiful woman
in the world—please let me finish. Yes, I mean you. I love you and
want you for my wife", his tone was one of intense agony and longing.

"So, I am to have the broken pieces of your heart? No, I can never

marry you. I esteem you highly but can never think of becoming your
wife. My heart has been broken also, but I am saving the broken pieces

for him".

Lady Newcomb told Melder the story he knew too well; but to his
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surprise she ended by saying, "I know I treated him wrong and Oh! how
bitterly have I repented my folly. I would rather be one of your city

shop girls than go through the suffering again. My object in visiting

America was to find this man, if possible, and if I cannot regain his love

at least obtain his pardon". She ceased speaking with a sigh of relief.

It was indeed a great burden off her mind. No other living soul knew
the purpose of her visit.

Melder sat silent for a few moments. What a change fortune had
taken. "I thank you", he said, "for the confidence you have reposed

in me. I thoroughly sympathize with you. I have suffered similar pangs
of heart and understand what this affair has meant to you".

The Lady began to sob lightly. But Melder continued: "From the

story you tell I think I know the man of whom you speak".

"Impossible", broke in the astonished lady.

"No, quite certain. If you so wish I will bring him to you. He
will gladly come, I think, for his whole life has been blighted by your
treatment of him. He thought it was merely social position that killed

your love for him".

"Oh!" she said in pitiful tones, "if you are joking please tell me. I

am very serious".

"I am not such a cad to joke on such a matter, especially after the

confidence you have given me", he replied in an offended voice.

"Please bring me within, I feel ill", she said rising.

Melder was grateful for the opportunity of being alone. He brought

her to the house and soon excused himself from the company. He wan-
ted to be alone to ponder the revelation of the evening and map out a

new plan to suit the changed circumstances.

He descended the steps and entered his car—a low, six cylinder model.

He bade his chauffeur to return by train—he would drive himself. Or-

dinarily he was a careful driver but tonight when love and hate were
struggling in his heart, he threw caution to the winds. He took curves

at breakneck speed. He hove in sight of a hair-pin curve—a curve where
the highest part of the road was embanked for twenty feet and named
for the turn that was made. He did not slow up but skidded around on

two wheels—the machine rocked giddily—but he was making it! Now
came the sharpest part, slowly but surely he was creeping towards the

edge—but fifteen feet and he was safe. How strange, he thought, that

this revelation of hers should have come to him tonight—the anniver-

sary of his refusal of three years ago. Would he continue in his pur-

pose of revenge. That would certainly be cruel. She had admitted her

fault, acknowledged her sorrow and suffering Bang! the back wheel

tire barked out on the night air. The car swayed, hesitated and then
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plunged over the edge on the sharp rocks of the ravine. Melder stood

up as if awakened from a dream—in an instant he realized what had

happened—the awful crash rang in his ears—there was a terrible sting-

ing pain running through his whole body—his face was bleeding pro-

fusely—and then he was unconscious.

CHAPTER VI.

The morning papers told the awful accident in glaring headlines,

Lady Newcomb read the dreadful news—stood for a few seconds staring

away off into space—then fainted in the arms of Mrs. Van Huten.

For more than a week a forlorn little English maid spent the best

part of each day just outside a door in a hospital corridor. For more
than a week she alternately dropped and fluttered at the varying reports

of a game that was in progress on the other side of the door, where a

man was rolling dice with death.

Then, one day a tired doctor came through the door with news; and

a dear old lady who had been with the English maid most of the time

wept profusely. The girl slipped off to a window at the end of the cor-

ridor, pressed her hands to her aching temples, and gazed out, wonder-

ing why the trees were so much greener and the sky so much brighter

than they had ever been before. "Oh, if he died", she was saying to her-

self, "I would never have forgiven myself. I still remain true to my love

for Dyas but I owe my sympathy to this poor soul—all alone in the

world with a broken heart".

The next day she was told she could enter the room for a few mom-
ents. She stood at the door and her gaze fell on a lined, unshaven face,

a trifle less white than the pillow that supported it. The patient's head

was turned so he did not see the tears in her eyes suddenly dry and a look

of astonishment cross her face.

"Doctor", she said, "there is a mistake. The Major wears a Van
Dyke".

The Doctor smiled kindly and replied. "The Major, has a slight cut

on the right cheek and we had to remove the beard to treat the wound".

Lady Newcomb approached the couch. Melder became aware of

a strange presence in the room and turned to see his visitor. Immedi-
ately the Lady halted—the smile faded from her lips—her eyes opened
wide with surprise—she seemed turned to marble. To the mind of the

sufferer—a beautiful statue it was and he wished it might really be a
statue for then he would be sure of always possessing it for his own.

Lady Newcomb trembled—her first impulse was one of anger at the

deception he had practiced—but at the sight of his face all the old love
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came back again. She longed for a look of recognition and pardon. She
realized that he knew her story; but had he forgiven?

"Oh, I wish he would say something", she thought.

Why doesn't she speak?" he thought, discovering new wonders in

her hair and her eyes and her mouth.
The flowers needed fresh water and the doctor snatched them from

the table and hurriedly left the room.
"Are-you—suffering much?" she stammered.
"Oh, my dear", he cried, "nothing hurts now".
Lady Newccomb saw that her forgiveness was complete and gladly

surrendered herself to his embrace. They both tried to explain. No one

would have understood their words—to an eavesdropper they were sense-

less; but they seemed to understand each other perfectly.

"I have suffered more from a nervous shock than from any bodily

injury. I shall be better in a few days. Will you really take the broken
pieces that you spoke of the last time we met?"

"My dear, you know I will—I have told you that I came to America
to gather those pieces and put them together. I am the only one that

knows where they belong".

"But what if I am still a poor man?" he faltered.

"Please don't talk of that now. My only regret is that you have
become wealthy since that fatal night and acquired social position. I

thought we would live in a little log cabin in the West—

"

Her reverie was suddenly interrupted. The wound in his shoulder

hurt him when he moved and he had others besides. It is hard to tell

how he did it; but in some way he managed to shift his head over until

he was near enough and then he kissed her—but not on the lips—her

face was hidden and she wept tears of joy.

Their revenge was sweet indeed. Love had conquered. Melder mut-

tered contentedly
—

"So, my dear Duke, I must be the better man for I

have won".
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Wttt fir. Sioflfimli AtWBtora UfattkegB?

EDWARD B. CROWELL, A. B. '16.

Editor-in-Chief

E were indeed surprised a short while ago upon glancing

through the February issue of the National Geographic Mag-
azine to note the heading of an article written by Mr. Theodore
Roosevelt. It was, 'How old is Man?'. What struck our atten-

tion was not so much the contents of the article, for many sim-

ilar ones are frequently to be seen in current periodicals, but

the fact that it was written by such a person as Mr. Roosevelt.

We had always regarded Mr. Roosevelt as a man of high in-

telligence and the statements that he made without offering any proof

rather astonished and amazed us. He presumes in his article without

the slightest hesitancy or doubt that he, as well as the rest of mankind,
is descended from a primitive bestial creature not endowed with rational

faculties, perhaps an arboreal ape or one of his remote anthropoid an-

cestors. What convinced Mr. Roosevelt so infallibly of this is beyond
our ken. Perhaps the tyranny of the Zeitgeist is to be blamed or again

the clue may be found in the fact that he is a great hunter and a close

observer of nature. He has seen and studied all sorts of wild animals

in their native haunts, from the royal Bengal to the chattering squirrel,

and it may be that while stooping to quench his parching thirst with a

quaff of Adam's ale at some African water-hole he was impressed by the

great resemblance between the image reflected there and a grinning chim-

panzee. Who knows?

This theory concerning man's descent by no means originated with

Mr. Roosevelt. It has been more warmly advocated and violently opposed

than perhaps any other theory, presenting to many scientists, mostly

quasi, an opportunity of displaying their knowledge or lack of it, in the

rays of the calcium light. It maintains that in the beginning there was
only a single protoplasm or cell which grew and evolved until today the

world has reached its present state of perfection. For many years, mil-

lions in fact, this globe was practically a living mass of fire and it was
impossible for life to exist in any form whatsoever, but when the crust

of the earth had cooled down sufficiently, lower forms of animal and
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plant life appeared, which gradually developed and evolved into various

species by means of "natural selection" and "the survival of the fittest"

and grew more perfect in each succeeding generation. The ape, or some
other member of the anthropoid branch, in this process lost his tail and
acquired faculties of intellection and volition. This is the origin of man
explained. "Sic volo, sic jubeo, stat pro ratione voluntas".

A pretty theory indeed, quite ingenious and well sounding but, never-

theless, merely theory with no proof to substantiate its postulates. "But
why", you may ask, "is it that Darwinism has so many supporters if there

is nothing to the theory?" We answer that many believe in this doc-

trine out of pure ignorance. They are deceived by the well-worded writ-

ings of the exponents of evolution and accept them on their face value

without analyzing the subject and demanding proof. Others accept this

theory eagerly not because of logical arguments which convince their

minds, but because "the wish is father to the thought". They would like

to explain man's origin by natural means and Evolution is the only plaus-

ible loop-hole within the range of their vision which apparently affords

a means of escaping the supernatural. The most prominent advocates

of the theory acknowledge this. Weismann says: "We must assume na-

tural selection to be the principle of the explanation of the metamorpho-
ses, because all other apparent principles of explanation fail us, and it

is inconceivable that there should yet be another capable of explaining

the adaption or organisms without assuming the help of a principle of

design". This admission by one of the most stalwart upholders of the

natural selection theory that it cannot be proved but must be accepted to

escape from the supernatural explains the standing of the majority of

the evolutionists. They not only fabricate hypotheses, but are unwilling

to admit the truth. With them reason, logic and even science itself count

for naught; what is of paramount importance is to have an atheistic

solution.

But does evolution furnish them with one? Indeed not. If that

be the object of their theory they had best relegate it to the scrap heap,

for even though we grant that man is descended from the animal, we do

not help them to avoid the supernatural, because it is utterly impossi-

ble to do so.

The Right Rev. Mgr. John S. Vaughn illustrates this graphically in his

book, "Faith and Folly". The scheme he uses is quite novel and effic-

ient, covering the ground thoroughly. The branches with their links

may be seen at a glance.
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The material universe;

(1) (2)

Either made itself or, it was
(Metaphysically impossible) never made.

If never made,
men either

(3)

Or it has been made by
someone distinct from it-

self, i. e. This someone we
call Creator, God. Q. E. D.

(a)

It docs not now exist

—

(contrary to self-evident facts).

(2)

or, by a process of evolution

(a). Begun either in time;

which supposes a cause distinct

from the universe itself, i. e., God
—Q. E. D.

(b). or it has always existed. If

it has always existed, it has cer-

tainly not always existed in its

present form. How has it be-

come what it now is. This can

only be

(1) . By creation, i. e., by the di-

rect act of God—Q.E.D. Equiv-

alent to conclusion under No. 3.

or (b) from all eternity; in which
case the universe should have at-

tained its present degree of per-

fection an eternity ago: Reduc.

ad absurdum.

Time and space will not permit us to enter into a lengthy and de-

tailed account of each sub-division; we must content ourselves with the

illustration which has been so logically arranged by the Right Reverend
Monsignor as to need no explanation.

Evolutionists are forced to admit that the terrestrial globe which we
inhabit was created: whether in the shape of a huge mass of excessively

heated material or in some other form it is not our purpose to discuss

here. The question is was it created or not? It was. Therefore their

theory fails if its purpose be to do away with a principle of design.

However, some admit the existence of God, and the creation of the

world, but hold, that man was not created, but developed from the beast

by means of "natural selection" and "the survival of the fittest". As we
have said this theory is clever and ingenious but nothing more than a

theory with no rational basis on which to stand. Their proof is founded
on the plea of physical similarity between man and beast. Man resem-

bles the ape, to a certain degree in material structure, therefore man is
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descended from the ape. This is the skeleton of their belief. It is cov-

ered and filled in with figmentary, theoretical flesh as to the manner in

which the change took place, the number of centuries, and the various

details which round out the theory and make it more attractive and
plausible, and behold! Pygmalion falls in love with his own creation.

What a narrow minded and one sided manner of treating a subject!

They note a few physical resemblances between man and brute and then

conclude that man is nothing more than a beast, sprung from an elder

branch of the anthropoid apes. His intellectual faculties and capacities

are to be ignored, since they are mere chance acquisitions, obtained in

the general struggle for existence by dint of much labor and suffering,

by means of a "favorable enviroment" and the "survival of the fittest".

The materialistic tendency of the age indicates an exceedingly low con-

dition of mind and demonstrates a lack of reasoning and logic that is

appalling. They consider only man's body, while his soul, the very basis

on which his greatness rests, is overlooked and neglected. They do not

view man in his entirety. Huxley once said that we should study man's

body as if it had been sent to us from another planet "preserved, it may
be in a cask of rum". Any one can see that, if man is to be correctly

placed in the scale of visible creation, it is necesary to view him as a

Whole. If a bee had fallen into the rum would we have been able to

find out the facts about its wonderful instincts from a post mortem ex-

amination of its body?

However, were we to deal with the material side of the question

we might quote many great scientists who say that the physical differ-

ences between man and ape are numerous and striking especially as con-

cern the size, weight and convolutions of the brain; the form of the

skull and the relative proportion between certain parts of the skeleton.

Professor Dwight of Harvard, looking at man anatomically, says: "There

is a very large cranium in proportion to the face, which we find far ex-

ceeds that of the higher apes, yet by no means so strikingly as in some
of the smaller American monkeys. When we consider the relative

weight of the brain to that of the body, we find in some of these mon-

keys, it is even greater than that of man. Not very strong of arm, not

very swift of feet, without a well developed hairy hide, or large teeth

or strong claws, he seems a mere animal, an exceedingly unfortunate

one, good neither for attack nor defence, in short, very unfit for the

struggle of existence in that imaginary period of half-fledgedness between

brute and man. His instinct and his senses, that of touch, perhaps, ex-

cepted, though in the savage state undoubtedly greater than those of civ-

ilized man, are by no means remarkable. Take him as a mere animal,

what is he but an egregious failure? By what kind of evolution could
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such a creature rise who shows throughout his body only instances of

the survival of the unfittest? Let us try to imagine him rising in the

scale according to the dogmas of evolution. Let us watch the aboreal

monkey well fitted for his surroundings gradually losing all that fits him
for them. We see his coat growing thinner, his arms shorter, so that he

loses his reach, his legs longer, so that climbing becomes harder, and at

the same time his brain growing in some incomprehensible way, and
for no good reason, excepting that it is necessary for the theory to be-

lieve that the brain-development went on so swimmingly that it com-
pensated for the physical degeneration".

But where are these missing links? Mr. Roosevelt, following in Dr.

Osborn's footsteps, passes over this difficulty calmly with the words:

"It is the people who were the companions of these successive faunas

whom Mr. Osborn describes. He begins by a brief summary of the

probable ancestral tree of man in his prehuman days, showing that his

stem probably branched from that of the anthropoid apes at the begin-

ing of the Oligocene". Again, speaking of the ape man of Java, "his

progress was very slow, the marked feature in the progress of man has

been its great acceleration of rapidity in each successive stage, accom-

panied continually by an inexplainablc halt or dying out in race after race

and culture after culture".

"After the Ape-man of Java, we skip a quarter of a million years or

so according to Mr. Osborn's conservative figuring—before we get our

next glimpse of a near-human predecessor of ours ***** \\re make
a long skip—this time of somewhat over a hundred thousand years—and
come to the Piltdown-man or near-man—" But what happened to the

ape-man during this long interval of time and why is it that we have

not even the slightest relic of him enduring from this age? A few hun-

dred thousand years are a trifle to Mr. Roosevelt and he passes over them
without so much as blinking his mental eye. What are these few years

when compared to the millions which elapsed whilst man was slowly

evolving from an ape? Not much perhaps to Messrs Roosevelt and Os-

born, but a great deal to us especially when we consider that our earliest

historical records go back only about seven thousand years. The Cath-

olic Encyclopedia, says: "As to the age of the human species no esti-

mation can be made with any degree of certainty; thus far there are no
indications whatever that would justify an estimate of more than ten

thousand years".

Vast hordes of creatures must have been involved in such a change

as Evolutionists advocate and certainly in view of this fact we are justi-

fied in demanding more evidence than the Neanderthal skull and Trinil

skeleton. Why is it that this process of evolution has stopped? There
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are apes and there are men, but where is the ape-man in the middle

stages of development? The only evidence they offer in this line is the

Neanderthal skull and Trinil skeleton, the Piltdown skull and Heidelberg

skull; laying great importancce on the latter two. The Piltdown skull

has been reconstructed from several bones found during intervals of a

year or two in Sussex, England. It was built up along certain lines

giving it a half human, half ape-like appearance when completed. This

they call distinctly pre-human and refer to it triumphantly as a model of

the type that existed about three hundred thousand years ago. But
the truly great scientists of our day are not to be ignored and belittled;

they are entitled by their talent and renown to have a say concerning

this matter. Presuming that all the bones belonged to the same crea-

ture, which is very doubtful, these men denounce emphatically the claims

advanced as to the pre-human character of the skull. They agree in the

sentiment that the skull is not constructed in correct proportion to the

bones found and that if it had been modeled properly the brain capacity

would be changed greatly and the cranium would be decidedly human.
Many renowned scientists of England and America absolutely refuse to

accept the jaw bone and cranium as belonging to the same individual.

They say that the jaw is identical with that of the chimpanzee, whereas

the cranium is human in every respect, and they deride the idea of us-

ing these bones in the construction of the same skull. As for the Heidel-

berg jaw, Prof. Dwight says: "A find that is considered perhaps of

equal importance is that of the Heidleberg jaw, although unfortunately

it is a jaw and nothing else, which was unearthed in 1907. In a few
words it may be described as the jaw of an ape with the teeth of a man.
There is no prominence at the chin and the assembling portion (the

ramus) is very much broader than that of man. The teeth resemble

human ones, but are too small for the jaw. It is not the jaw of any

known ape, resembling both that of the gorilla and that of the gibbon.

Why so massive a jaw should have such inefficient teeth is hard to ex-

plain, for the very strength of the jaw implies the fitness of correspond-

ing teeth. Either it is a anomaly or the jaw of some aberrant species

of ape". This argument about the smallness of the teeth should appeal

to Mr. Roosevelt. The Catholic Encyclopedia says: "Pithecanthropus

erectus, the famous ape-man of Trinil (Java) cannot be considered the

long-sought missing link of the chain of the highest primates. As is

well known we have to do with a cranium of 850 cm. capacity, a thigh

bone, and two molar teeth; the skull and the thigh bone were found lying

about 16 yards apart. It is true the skull differs somewhat from the

skulls of the present day anthropoids; it is, however in general character-

istics thoroughly ape-like, as was pointed out recently by Schwalfe,
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Klaatsch Macnamara and Kehlbrugge. The thigh bone according to

Bumuller bears the closest resemblance to the femur of the ape Hylo-

bates, hence, the appellation "ereclus" is a misnomer. Add to this that,

according to the latest researches, Pithecanthropus must have been a

contemporary primitive man since the strata in which the bones were
found are alluvial. Hence Pithecanthropus cannot belong to the

ancestral line of man. ***** "Hence to sum up we may affirm that

we are acquainted with no records of Tertiary man, that the most ancient

remains of the Quaternary belong to the Galley Hill man, whose skull

is called Homo sapiens. The same is to be said of the oldest traces of

civilization as yet known to us".

We might cite numerous men to repudiate all Mr. Osborn and Mr.

Roosevelt's pictures and skulls reconstructed from chance jaw bones,

but why linger on the unimportant side of the question ? We could grant

all our opponents' claims as to physical resemblance and still be just as

certain as ever that man is not descended from an inferior species of an-

imal. For the question belongs to a higher realm than that of Morph-
ology or Comparative Anatomy; it is rather to be considered as apper-

taining to philosophy. It is not fair as we have said to view man's phys-

ical make-up alone and then to pronounce judgment upon his origin.

We must consider him in his entirety. The character of the faculties,

dispositions, habits of life, preferences, tastes, moral nature of man and
beast, make their lives so essentially and immeasurably distinct as to more
than offset the slight similarity in bodily structure.

Here the Evolutionists try to defend themselves by saying

that these are differences of degree and not of kind. Charles

Darwin in his Descent of Man, writes: "The difference in mind
between man and the higher animals, great as it is, is certainly

one of degree and not of kind". This unwarranted assertion,

which is easily seen to be erroneous, we emphatically deny. Man reasons;

the brute does not. Man apprehends universal and abstract ideas, speaks,

thinks, and knows he thinks; he has a sense of right and wrong, of true

and false, of justice and injustice, a perception of responsibility, of shame,

of remorse. Not so the brute. Man's threefold faculty of intellect,

memory and will are so wonderfully endowed that there is no parity

between him and the rest of visible creation; no comparison can be made.

The physical, mechanical and chemical forces of nature, to a wonderful

extent, do his bidding. Machines operated by steam, electricity and gaso-

line, etc., transport him from place to place, prepare his food, furnish him
with light, heat and the conveniences of life. Man's supremacy over the

brute rests not upon any superiority of body—there he is inferior to the

lower animals—but upon the gifts inherent in his soul, especially the gifts
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of immortality, of reason, and of free will. They are the bedrock on which
his greatness is founded and which place him so far above the level of the

beast. Time and space will not permit me to dwell upon each gift in de-

tail, so a word about immortality must suffice for our purpose, which is

to show that man's distinction from the beast is independent of any
physical differences.

Man's soul is immortal. The body will crumble away, the flesh will

fall from the bones, and our whole physical being will be disintegrated and
scattered on the four winds. Our bodies will be cut down by the grim
reaper, Death, but our souls will still live on. The strongest proof of this

fact is the longing after immortality, which is inborn in man's very nature.

Our very beings are satiated with the inspiration and desire of immortality.

Even the untutored savage feels that he shall not wholly die. We are al-

ways yearning and striving after happiness in this life and never attain it.

Why? Because we are made for something brighter, fairer and far more
resplendent than anything this earth can offer us. How utterly incapable

are worldly joys of satisfying our hearts for more than one brief moment,
and how vain and empty they are! How poorly mapped out are the

courses of our lives if we are not made for something more than this earth,

and how much worse off are we than the lowest of animals ! The beasts

are contented with their lot, but man never. He may acquire riches, fame,

glory, love, etc., but there is always a void in his heart which can never be

filled. No creature is ever happy until it has reached its ultimate end.

Beasts can receive all the good of which their natures are capable in this

world and consequently they are content and happy. But not so with man.
He has faculties which are capable of endless good, so much so that the

tendency of these faculties towards their ultimate end can never be set at

rest by anything in this life. No man is ever perfectly happy here on
earth. He may have riches, high position, health, friends, and appear to be

happy, but examine into his life more closely and you will discover that,

although he may possess a certain degree of happiness, yet there is some-

thing lacking. Jealousies and mistrust of friends dog his footsteps, and
business cares and troubles bring him worry and anxiety. Man's intellect

never receives its full gratification. Even the knowledge of the most
learned men in this world dwindles away until it is imperceptible when
placed alongside the countless truths which we are capable of appre-

hending. Man will never be absolutely happy until his capacities for

knowledge and happiness have been gratified, but this can never be con-

summated in this life, for, even if a man were to obtain everything imag-
inable that might be conducive to his perfect enjoyment of life, he would
not be perfectly happy because he would always have the fear of loss to

haunt him. Therefore, the conclusion follows that we are destined to
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receive our full share of happiness in a life hereafter, for God is infinitely

wise and could not implant in the nature of man yearnings and longings

of such character as we have spoken of without at the same time fur-

nishing the corresponding objects of these desires. God never acts in this

manner. If He were to create man without an ultimate end or one that

is unattainable His act would not be in accordance with His divine at-

tributes.

This thought of immortality is a wonderful healing balm to our minds
and hearts and the only real, effectual curb upon man's passions. Remove
it, and observe how soon man will degrade himself to the level of the beast

from which these evolutionists, and Mr. Roosevelt, boast so proudly to have

been descended. These gifts which man possesses establish the real line

of demarkation between man and animal, and the physical differences,

although great, may be neglected. The evolutionists are here confronted

by a dilemma; they must impale themselves on either of two horns. They
must grant either that man bears a great physical resemblance to the brute,

or that he does not. If they admit the latter, then their theory falls to

pieces, since it is founded on this supposed likeness. If they concede that

this likeness does exist (as they must if they wish to be consistent with

themselves), how are they to explain those differences? These men must
know, if possessed of the slightest idea of philosophy, that every effect must
be proportioned to its cause. How then, since it is their contention that

man and brute bear close physical resemblance to each other, are they to

account for such a discrepancy in their characters, habits, etc., if the cause

is to be found in the material organism alone? There is no way out of

the difficulty other than to admit the existence of a rational, spiritual some-

thing which causes these differences—in other words, a human soul as

distinct from a bestial soul. Something different in kind, not degree.

Man is gifted with a conscience; the brute is not; and these materialists

endeavor to explain the existence of man's conscience on a mere evolu-

tionary hypothesis. Huxley says: "We shall sooner or later arrive at a

mechanical equivalent of conscienceness, just as we have arrived at a

mechanical equivalent of heat." They have fabricated some rather in-

genious theories to explain these facts, but the facts give every newly-

invented theory the he direct. The extreme Evolutionists say that con-

science is a mere development of the growth of age which our progenitors

did not possess. Its origin is analogous to that of the organs of the body,

and sprang up and developed imperceptibly, almost, at first, and gradually

passing through slow stages of development until today it has reached its

present state of perfection. They apply to the mind the same principles

as to tht body, namely, "the struggle for existence," "natural selection,"

and the "survival of the fittest", etc. They say that conscience is merely
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a record of past impressions, the result of accumulated experiences of

utility.

AH of us, Christians and Evolutionists, admit that conscience con-

demns certain acts and approves of others. Intemperance, gluttony,

lying, adultery, etc, are forbidden by our consciences, and to us this con-

demnation means the voice of God in our hearts, telling us what is right

and what is wrong. But to the logical Evolutionist, not so. To him it

is a warning based upon a past experience telling of the deleterious effect

of certain acts upon the human race. They say that the tendency of

natural selection is to make universal those opinions which are beneficial

and to stamp out and destroy opinions which are injurious; so that, in this

way, a constant effort is ever being made by nature to construct a con-

science which condemns what brings evil to the human race and com-
mands what tends to its welfare; that the ancestors of man had no moral
fiber in their constitution but through long-inherited experiences of the

consequences of conduct, man has been rendered organically moral. What
an ingenious explanation and how prettily linked together! Verily, a new
Venus should be kind to these new Pygmalions.

Because evolution seems to explain certain facts in regard to animal

and plant life, man following his customary habits of exhausting a theory,

tries to explain everything by it. Many, indeed, listening to the well-

worded, clever talk of these men, and not analyzing their arguments or

comparing facts with fancy, have succumbed to the tyranny of the

Zeitgeist. Let us see how the facts concur with their theory in regard to

conscience. According to them, conscience is merely a record of past

experiences, which approves of those acts which are beneficial to the

general welfare of the race and condemns those which are detrimental

or deleterious to it. Lying, stealing, etc., are considered vices, not because

we know that they are morally wrong, but because memories of past ex-

periences woven into the fabric of our being warn us that it will not be well

for us to commit those acts. It follows from this that eating, drinking,

sleeping, bathing, should be considered virtues. There are thousands of

practices which, if carried out, would without doubt be beneficial to the

welfare of the human race, but it has been our experiences that conscience

protests with a loud voice to their performance. For example, in these

hard times, when so many people find it so difficult to obtain the neces-

saries of life, would it not be conducive to the general good of the race

to put to death our sick and feeble, our old and simple? It would be doing

them a kindness to end their misery and suffering and would take a burden

off our hands, as there would be fewer mouths to feed. But conscience

does not approve of this act, as the evolutionary theory would seem to

postulate, as was abundantly demonstrated when Dr. Osier formulated
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his ideas. Would it not be better tor the general health of mankind to

kill all the deformed or demented children? This example is striking,

since the practice was advocated by many of the ancients, and was actually

carried out among the stern Spartans. No child in Sparta was allowed to

live unless the nurses, especially appointed for that purpose, pronounced

it to be physically sound. The Bellinger case, which occurred quite re-

cently, affords us an instance in point. It shows what some moderns
think of it. There are thousands of practices which might be cited to

prove that conscience cannot be the result of any such process as the

evolutionists maintain, but time and space will not permit us to speak of

them, so we must be content with these few, which more than amply
suffice for our purpose.

The various evolutionary theories concerning man's origin, viewed

either from a morphological or psychological standpoint, will not hold

water any more than a sieve. Mr. Roosevelt must be fully aware of the

utter futility of attempting to prove this doctrine; for, in his article, he

offers no proof whatsoever, but, for the sake of our general erudition,

explains to us, with an authoritative air, the various stages through which
man passed in ascending from brute to "Homo Sapiens", and their dura-

tion. He takes for granted that the truth of his theory is so evident as not

to require proof. If Mr. Roosevelt feels so confident that he is descended

from an ape, he is perfectly free to follow the dictates of his preference.

He is considered to be an intelligent and wise man, but we prefer to place

our ancestors in a higher scale until undoubtable facts have been produced

to the contrary. Mr. Osborn and his colleagues may continue to construct

ancient mastodons from toenails, but until we see the chain with no links

missing we shall continue to believe the proofs of conscience and think of

our remote progenitors as rational, spiritual-souled beings, like ourselves.

References—"How Old is Man"—National Geographic (Feb.)

Catholic Enc. "Evolution".

"Faith and Folly", Mgr. Vaughn.

"Thoughts of a Catholic Anatomist", Dwight.

"Evolution of Man", Walsh, Catholic World, May and June.
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As a rule, it does not take long to become acquainted with anyone.

Circumstances requiring continued contact, introduction by a common
friend, or even advances on our own part may bring about such a rela-

tionship. Friendship, too, though implying far more than mere acquain-

tance comes often upon the very heels of a first meeting. We are pleased

with our new acquaintance, pleasure gives way to admiration, admiration

blended with respect produces friendship. Love, though, is a rarer metal

that comes to light only after years of digging and is recognized only

after the most careful assay. Between friendship and love there is a gap,

and to bridge this invariably requires not a little time unless our friend

is of such real sterling worth, such true open character as to inspire us

with love almost against our will. Such a friend has John O. Bush, B.

S., Ph. C, M. D., proven himself to be; for it is only because he is such

that he is now dearer to us than many another whom we have known
for years. For two years only have we known the one we now affec-

tionately term "Our Little Napoleon", yet during that brief period his

hustling, genial, fighting personality has communicated such a large part

of itself to our colder natures that we have gladly followed this ideal
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leader to gridiron victories and well-earned glory that without his aid

would have been impossible. But let it not be supposed that our feeling

towards him is one of mere gratitude; it is more, it is the rare spontan-

eous love we have lauded before. It is because he appreciates and real-

izes our sincerity in this regard, because he understands that love, not

a sense of duty is the motive actuating us, that Doctor John O. Rush
will honor us this year by accepting from Spring Hill College a dignity

which he refused when offered by institutions rated higher than our

own, the degree of LL. D. A. C. S.

SHAKESPEARE IN COURT.

The judge has decided. That is the end of it all. Shakespeare is not

Shakespeare; he is Bacon. There is no more to be said. A Chicago

judge, not long ago, dissolved an injunction, issued on the petition of

a motion picture manufacturer and forbidding the publication of cer-

tain books supporting the Baconian theory. He gave as his reason for

the decision that, the Shakespeare Works, in fact, were written by Fran-

cis Bacon. The name Shakespeare, according to the judgment of the

court, had been used merely as a disguise.

Come now, is that all that can be said? No, no, not at all. Let

the motion picture manufacturer speak of his productions in court. Let

the publisher of the books in question laud his forthcoming volumes.

Let the judge decide that Shakespeare is Bacon and Bacon is Shakes-

peare. The world, I believe, will go its way, and, engrossed in its wor-
ship of the Shakespeare Works, will pay little heed to the momentous
decision just handed down. The Works, men have. These they know.
These they treasure. They will be satisfied, to a large extent, to know
the author through his works alone, leaving to a few enthusiasts the

question of ciphers, of pictures and of autographs.

Men have measured, men will measure the author by his productions.

The work bespeaks the man, even though it is true of Shakespeare that:

"The secrets of nature have not more gifts in taciturnity". We gaze upon the

"Last Judgment", we lift our eyes to St. Peter's dome; we bend in rev-

erence before the lordly mind of the creator. The work, it is true, does

not tell about the appearance, the foibles, the failings, the private life

of its author; it does give a measure of his greatness. In this way, by
the power of his work, and in the court of the heart of man has Shakes-

peare, been tried, tested, and proclaimed a king in the Realm of those

who give voice to deep-flowing currents of human thought and emotion.

Witness after witness has been called. All attest to the one same
fact. Hamlet, Lear and Shylock, Portia, Desdemona and Lady Macbeth,
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Bottom, Gobbo and the Grave-diggers, the Richards, the Henrys, and
John, Caliban, Dame Quickly, Falstaff, Ariel: these first are heard.

They all rise and speak as one. It was a master that made us. It was
a master that cast us on the printed page, and bade us live, and speak

and mirror man to men. A master, it was that searched the human
heart and, with all the universe at his beck for telling imagery, called

into being a world of personages who display to man for aye and inter-

pret for him too all that is great, all that is too great for lesser minds to

compass, all that is powerful, all that is too strong to be felt by hearts

that are not enlarged, all that is tender, all that goes unheeded by souls

calloused by the shoving and the bustling of the busy, busy world. Who,
indeed, taught us to seize upon the hearts of men, to lift them up from
out the sordid pettiness of daily existence, to carry them away to a world

that is all our own? Who, indeed, has shown us to trace the devious

course of passion when the strong battles with the strong; who has

given us the art of echoing the most faint, the most secret, the most
elusive of the heart's pulsations? Who has endued us with the power
of teaching, by the mere story of our existence, the lessons that guide

men in right living? He is a master.

The critics take the stand. Lessing, Coleridge, Goethe, Schlegel and
Gervinus. Mental giants have accounted it a privilege to spend their

powers in the study and the exposition of the works of Shakespeare. But
hear what Brother Azarias has said on the present subject. "Men and
women", he says, "have viewed it (Shakespeare's genius) from various

standpoints, but, after all has been said, we cannot yet conclude that

men have found the full measure of that genius. ****** Consider

his power of characterization. His power is as extensive as human life

itself. Indeed there is no form of human life that the poet has not rep-

resented. High and low, rich and poor, men and women, persons shapely

and persons deformed, persons vicious and persons virtuous, and in the

mouth of each he has placed the appropriate word that characterizes

him for all time. Men in whom thought interferes with action, as

"Hamlet"; men whose ambition overleaps its limits and leads them into

great crimes, as "Macbeth"; hardened villians like "Iago" and "Edmund";
unsexed women like "Lady Macbeth", "Goneril", and "Regan"; and then

ideal men full of promise and hope like "Romeo", great like "Brutus";

ideal women, beautiful and admirable in every respect who stand out

in the pages of literature the impersonation of all that is lovely in woman-
hood like "Isabella" and "Rosalind" and "Portia" and "Cymbeline" and
"Juliet" ****** xhe plays of Shakespeare constitute the whole

world in miniature".

We too, if we were called as witness, could we not throw in our
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tribute, mite though it be, could we not tell, if we have given to the

Bard of Avon one small fraction of the devoted attention that he de-

serves, could we not tell many, many tales of vigor of thought and strength

of soul, of noble concept and high resolve that we owe to no other than to

the genius whom we call Shakespeare.

VERS LIBRE

"There is no more hopeful sign of the advancement of a new age of

artistic appreciation in this country than the recent genuine renaissance

of native and vigorous poetry, blazing new trails for itself in realism,

fantasy, form and method".

Thus begins a review of recent poetry in the March number of the

Century Magazine. The heading of the Editorial is "America's Golden

Age in Poetry". In the course of the article the writer goes on to hail

the new bards with words of the warmest welcome. Being ever poeti-

cally inclined, we turned to the fore part of the issue to find some of the

rare gems of thought so lauded; for surely the editor would not let these

rivals of Shakespeare escape without contributing to his columns.

Now we had always been of the opinion of John William Mackail,

M. A., LL. D. (Oxon) : "That poetry is a kind of language differing from
the ordinary language of our daily speech", and with Arnold, "the most
perfect speech of man": but it would seem we were mistaken; any bill-

poster writer belongs to the company of the Immortals; let him but cut

his prose into certain short-and-long, odd-looking lines and an authentic

saddle is fixed on his Pegasus and there is no crag in all Helicon too

high for his venturesome flight.

Take this example from "At Odds", by Robert Gilbert Welsh:

"Over the white linen

The laundress pressed the flat iron with energy

And with equal energy she talks as she works
To the policeman outside.

'He was never out of my mind
Whether I scrubbed or worked
Or darned or sewed
I did it all for him.

And it was for him I lived.

Did he live for me?
Not much
He ran away with a red-haired snipe'."
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Or this from Sarah N. Cleghorn:

"Come we'll set the traps and poison for the mice,

And we'll put salt down the ants' holes, and see

How many we can kill".

One almost expects a description of the cheese used in the process or

some "realism" about the odor of cabbage in the kitchen of the laundress.

That this is no chance nod of a Homer but a settled programme
may be seen readily by a casual reference to any of the Poems (?) that

grace (?) the number.
But let us by a concrete example show the difference between this

vers libre and what we understand by poetry. A little bit farther on in

her "Poison" above cited Miss Cleghorn says:

"His little boy with trouble eyes looked up.

What father said must be right and fine;

He was ashamed when he remembered how
He had thought mice were cunning little things.

—

Like fairy squirrels, only their tails were bald
—

"

Let us compare this with the beautiful poem by Coventry Patmore,

"The Toys", (too well known to need quoting in its entirety) beginning:

"My little Son, who looked with thoughtful eyes

And moved and spoke in quiet grown up wise

Having my law the seventh time disobeyed

I struck him and dismissed

With hard words and unkissed".

Through the tender enumeration of his toys, "ranged with careful art",

down to the loving prayer to the Father, the passion of a real poet car-

ries us until the tears stand in our eyes unbidden. Mr. Welsh and Miss

Cleghorn have described an incident in "the ordinary language of our

daily intercourse—that is "vers". Mr. Patmore has raised an every-day

incident into pathos with "the most perfect speech of man"—that is

poetry.

But there is a more serious count against the writers of "vers". In

"My Father and I", Badger Clark approaches the irreverent—this seems

to be the common woof of the new mill of verse weaving. The protag-

onist of the school, Mr. Edgar Lee Masters, in his "Spoon River Antho-

logy", and "Songs and Satires", is a cynical sophist and he becomes blas-

phemous whenever he touches a sacred subject. As someone has very

well said the new Academy uses plenty of "libre" but very little "vers".

But our criticism will fall on deaf ears for the Editor of the Century

has already assured us that : "The modern poet is not at all afraid of seem-

ing absurd or extravagant. He welcomes the rapier of the humorist and

the bludgeon of the dogmatist". Truly a kind of human tortoise. But

what does the tortoise stand on?
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MILITARY TRAINING.

LABORATORY OF

THOMAS A. EDISON

Office of

MILLER REESE HUTCHINSON, E. E., P. D.

Chief Engineer

Orange, N. J., May 6, 1916.

My Dear Mr. Editor:

I have just read an editorial in the Springhillian, entitled "Is Compulsory
Military Training for Boys Worthwhile?"

I do not think that the man who wrote this editorial has looked at the mat-

ter from the proper standpoint, or rather from all standpoints, excepting one or

two instances.

In the first paragraph, his statement is perfectly correct. Military training

certainly does build up boys physically, with resultant improvements in general

health. It sharpens the mental faculties, teaches order and discipline and incul-

cates pei'sonal neatness in appearance because of the many inspections that must
be passed.

New Zealand and Australia do not follow the ideal Swiss system. They
are entirely too drastic.

Such an oath as is mentioned in next to the last paragraph on page 213 is

unnecessary to extract from American boys, and I doubt if any such thing would
ever be suggested.

There is a marked difference in swearing allegiance to one's country and
swearing it to another country. I should think it would be quite unsatisfactory

to anyone to be a Colonist.

The penalty spoken of in the first paragraph on page 214 is, of course, some-
thing that could never exist in this Country, and I doubt very seriously whether
and Country would treat a young boy in such manner under the most drastic offense.

The Honorable Dr. Howse, with the various suffixes, is controverted by hun-
dreds of thousands of physicians. Of course, the boy who is physically unfit

through pulmonary or other organic troubles will never be accepted, because he
would be of no service as a soldier when trained.

The part which refers to immorality by reason of mixing up of supposedly

good country boys with city urchins, in a camp of proper military discipline, is

certainly far-fetched. If the country boy hasn't had the proper home training and
environment to instill into him correct modes of living, if he ever has the oppor-

tunity of spending some time in a large city, he will hit the toboggan to Hades
much more rapidly than he would ever slide under a properly conducted and
disciplined military camp training. The immorality consequent in the enforced

encampment of a large body of men is no greater than, if as great as the immor-
ality of the same number of men in ordinary every-day life. Of course, where
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able-bodied men are kept away from the opposite sex for a long period, and
are then turned loose in or near a large city, they are apt to cut up a little

more than would be deemed normal by the Army Chaplain; but if those same men,
before entering the Army and the camp, could be followed up accurately, I ven-
ture to say the total immorality will greatly exceed that which takes place during
a year of military liberties.

When one speaks of a boy at college—the ordinary college—being "sedul-

ously guarded", I have to smile. If there is any place on earth where a boy is

not sedulously guarded, it is in the average university. In most instances, the

boys live out of town, having the freedom of the street at night for as long as

they feel disposed to wander around. If there is any place in the world that

is not good for a young boy, away from home, it is a large city. A military

camp is a Paradise in comparison.
Compulsory military training will improve both the health and morals of

a majority of boys, provided, of course, this training is conducted by competent men.
I know a great many advocates of military training, and have found them gentle-

men of the highest type. They have not in mind "tearing the boys away from
their home", and all that highly entertaining motion picture blood-and-thunder
drama, but do see the absurdity of expecting a lot of untrained young men to do

battle with trained and well-equipped enemies who may invade our shores. If

there was ever a Country worth invading, and worth taking all sorts of chances

to conquer, it is America. If there was ever a nice, ripe apple on a tree within

easy reach of the ground, on the side of a road thickly populated with small boys,

it is America. Our past history is the most remarkable in all history. We have

won every war in which we have engaged, but we have never had anyone to

fight that could not be whipped by a Country which could be put into one corner

of Texas. Even when war was upon us in 1776 and 1812, the American Generals

had an awful time in getting enough people together and keeping them together,

to put up any kind of a scrap at all. When our Army was two-thirds on the way
to Mexico City, if I remember correctly, the enlistment period of a great majority

of the soldiers expired, and these beautiful specimens of patriotism forthwith

decamped for homes and firesides, leaving our American General, right on the

eve of victory, until he could get more soldiers to press forward. In our war
with Spain, if any country ever made a mess of a campaign, we did so. I was
in that war, and was thoroughly disgusted. Any man who went through that war
cannot but realize the necessity for training the young men of our Country so that

if they draw blanks in the way of commanding officers (as we did in one huge

instance in the Spanish-American War) they can take care of themselves.

I was in uniform practically continuously from the age of thirteen until

I was twenty-one, excepting the one year I put in at Spring Hill College. I

would not take one hundred thousand dollars in cash today for the benefits I

derived from this military training and fully expect to start each of my four boys

to a military school as soon as each arrives at the age of sixteen. All the home
training in the world cannot take the place of a properly organized and admin-

istered military school.

I think if the Jesuits would incorporate military training and discipline,

you would be doing an everlasting service to the boys in your care, and to the

Country at large.

With my kindest regards to all, I remain,

Yours very sincerely,

M. R. HUTCHINSON.
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We have long contemplated the introduction of a "Communication department" in

our magazine and this letter forms an admirable introductory speaker for our maiden

effort. We thank Mr. Hutchison for the manifest interest shown for his Alma Mater

by his thoughtful criticism of the editorial in our last issue; it evinces a spirit which

we would like to see crop up in the form of a few more contributions to this newly

organized department.

The editorial by no means voiced the unanimous opinion of the faculty or the staff;

but was merely the individual judgment of the writer. The question of military training is

being widely discussed in the country to-day. Much can be said pro and con. "Sub

judice lis est". Our statement was not intended as the last word on the subject and

we hope it will be but the occasion of an influx of letters from alumni, on both sides of

the question.

"Mais, revenons, a nos moutons." To begin: we think our correspondent has not
grasped fully the restrictions and limitations we set to our subject. Far be it from us to

presume to, "look at the matter from ALL standpoints". That would take us beyond
the limits of our issue, many issues, even supposing we were capable of handling the

subject at full length.

The question at issue read: "IS COMPULSORY MILITARY TRAINING FOR BOYS
WORTHWHILE?" Thus stated, the question may be paraphrased in the following

words: "Is it for the good of the individual boy to be compelled to undergo a forced

military training during certain periods of his youth." It must be clear that the question

is one of utility to the individual; not to the country at large. This latter phase of the

subject did not enter into our purview. It must be evident also, from the wording, that

the training is obligatory on all; not taken up and left off at the discretion of the parent

or the individual himself.

This is our understanding of the question. This is the particular facet of the

question on which we commented editorially. During this discussion, then, we ask our

esteemed alumnus to keep within the precincts of the question.

Mr. Hutchison would advocate the Ideal Swiss System. He finds the New Zealand

or Australian system—which we cited merely as an example of what the militarists

might lead us to if given free rein—too drastic.

Listen to the words of a writer in the Times Picayune of recent date; "I think the

time is past to suggest any device, such as the Swiss method of training, as a satisfac-

tory answer to the conditions assumed by the preparedness writers. If it is necessary

that civilization and national safety be established upon armaments, there is no possible

halting ground short of the Prussianized state.

"Especially at this time is it futile to point to the refuge of this system * * *

The Irish insurrection has shown us what danger lurks in the system. Suppose every

Irishman had been a trained reservist with arms and ammunition in his own possession,

it can readily be seen that many of the difficulties confronted by the organizers of the

recent rebellion would have been removed. The Swiss system is impossible in America,

we are the melting pot of nationalities. The lack of cohesion in our population has been

the revelation to the public of a fact that those more thoughtful have suspected—that

Americanism is but skin deep, and is certainly less strong at the focal points of popula-

tion.

"If the militarized state must be the state of the future, the form is not Swiss, nor

Australian, nor English, nor yet even French, great as her system has been proved to be
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by actual war; but the Prussian system, and that system made more rational, more
thorough and exacting."

Exception has also been taken to our statement anent the immorality necessarily

consequent on the conglomerate mixing of boys in a training camp. Here again

Mr. Hutchison has misunderstood us. When we spoke of the boys of the "Country"

we used the word in the sense of "fatherland"; not "rural parts". We still maintain

that there is a period in every boy's life, when he is more than normally attracted to

evil. Physiologically this is incontrovertible. Whether he be a city boy or a country
boy, even in the sense of our correspondent, he should be surrounded by the best influ-

ences possible and be, whether at home or abroad, "sedulously guarded." Mr. Hutchison

has contradicted himself in this particular; for though in this part of his letter he says:"

A military camp is a paradise in comparison with the average university", yet im-

mediately above he has conceded that soldiers turned loose in or near large cities are

apt to cut up more than would be deemed normal by the average army chaplain. Now
army chaplains are not recluses; they have been chosen for their special fitness for

this office, they have experience of the rougher side of life and have learned to gauge

things at their proper worth—their opinion, therefore, is of some weight.

Not only is this immorality manifested by soldiers when on parole, but even under

circumstances such as the present war, when one would think that the ever impending

danger of death would act as a sufficient deterrent. As witness before the fact we have

the contributor to the Literary Digest for April who speaks of the English troops as

follows:

"Every body was agreed that the men had no conscious ideal of life except that of

enjoying oneself. All, including even the married men, took prostitution for granted,

as a normal and legitimate necessity. Debased sensual talk was habitual and incessant.

Nor, of course, was drunkenness regarded as a sin."

This is to our point. As the writer evidently agrees in attributing this immorality

to the gathering of men without the restraint of normal family life for he puts the

cause down explicitly as due to a desire to manifest braggadocio before the crowd or in

the English slang phrase "swank".

This is evidenced also by the remarks of a recent writer in the America who says:

"Some fifteen months ago I came into intimate relations with a number of youths

serving as enlisted men in the United States Navy ****** The boys with

whom I spoke were unanimous in their conviction that no father or mother can with

a safe conscience allow their sons to enter the navy under present conditions * * * *

It is estimated that not five per cent practice their religion. It is not hard to understand

that with such neglect of religion they fall easy victims of vice. A boy who tries to

lead a pure life, as we Catholics understand the virtue of purity, is laughed at. The
long periods of idleness and the constant stream of conversation all day long work
havoc with the boy's soul.

"Many of the boys who enlist were allowed to go into the navy because their

parents felt unable to control them at home and thought that at least for four years

they would be under discipline and improve physically. What an awful price these boys
have to pay for their souls!"

What is here said of the navy can be applied, mutatis mutandis, to the army.
Burke Cockran in a speech entitled "Evils of a Standing Army" assures us of the fact.

"The soldier in war may be a hero, the soldier in peace is either useless or dangerous.

The camp may be a school of virtue and patriotism, the barracks are always asylums
of laziness and often hotbeds of vice."
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The Hon. Harry Lane in a speech delivered February 29th, 1916, says: "By pur-
suing this course we could turn back into private life about a million healthy men
each year who would not be ruined by life in barracks."

An officer of the United States army in the Philippines during the war has assured

the writer that our men on their return from town, whenever leave was given, had to

be treated immediately to prevent the spreading of an infection which we consider

unnecessary to name.

These quotations go to prove that we have not reckoned without our host and that

the term, "to cut up" is a bit too mild when used with reference to the excesses of our

soldiers.

Thus far the immoral influence accruing from associating with nondescript charac-

ters, has been considered. But there is a more serious aspect—the warping of the whole

mental outlook.

Mr. John P. Altgeld, Ex-Governor of Illinois, has succinctly written: "The business

of the professional soldier is to kill—to destroy. He creates nothing. All his thoughts

run in the direction of destruction. He is a stranger to the elevating, strengthening

and ennobling influence that comes from creating something, from adding to the world's

comfort or happiness. In spirit he belongs to barbaric ages. His environment in it-

self is enough to destroy even the strongest and noblest manhood. He is Isolated from

both the affairs and the society of the great body of citizens. He is a stranger to their

aims and aspirations. His association with women is generally confined to the worst
of the sex. *..***• In the world's armies there is everywhere this tendency of

the professional soldier to degenerate, because of his mental, moral, and physical en-

vironment".

This is the evil we spoke of—the brutalization of our youth—yet this Mr. Altgeld

would seem to think a necessary adjunct of a soldier's life—yes, the result of his

environment. Surely the Ex-Governor would not use such strong language unwittingly.

Yet the advocates of compulsory training for boys would convert all our schools into

miniature military camps.

Thus we see that both intrinsically and extrinsically the life of a soldier makes
for the moral degeneration of the subject. But Mr. Hutchison says: "Military training

certainly builds up the boy physically with resultant improvement in general health;"

and later on takes exception to the testimony of the Hon. Dr. Howes, "with the various

suffixes". We too, were inclined to share this opinion, in fact we said as much in the

editorial and would have granted it in its entirety had it not been for the moral degener-

acy which seemed to us necessarily connected with camp life. But, latterly, we have

been strengthened in the opposite view by the words of Dr. George L. Meylan, Medical

Director of the Columbia University Gymnasium.
"We must realize," he says, "that as a nation our young men are not physically fit."

"Now what is the remedy for this? Military drill in the Public Schools has been

suggested, but I am convinced that this is not the proper beginning; that it would not

accomplish the desired results. It would be neither real physical training nor adequate

military training. ******
"It seems to me that if we give the public school students physical training as such

—in other words, if we make them physically prepared—the purely technical military

training can be taught them easily later. It is my opinion therefore, that we should have
physical and not military training in the schools."

These are the words of a man who examined three hundred and fifty-two students

of Columbia last year. He found only forty-seven of them "Physically fit" to undergo
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the strenuous drilling of a military camp. As Dr. Meylan says: "Before we can have
good soldiers we must have good strong men. And only twenty-five per cent of the

boys I have examined would have passed the physical examination for admission to the

army." These are the words of a man who knows "a hawk from a hand saw". Even
under the vaunted Swiss system only "courses of gymnastics and calisthenics are given

in the public schools for boys from the ages of ten to sixteen." It is only, "at the age

of nineteen" that "every young Swiss without exception must present himself for

examination, which determines those who are to be accepted for military service."

Now we think that our correspondent will admit that most American boys are finished

their college course at the age of nineteen.

"When one speaks of a boy at college—the ordinary college—being 'sedulously

guarded', I have to smile". The thought of the terrible responsibility incurred by those

accountable for prevailing conditions in these "ordinary colleges" makes us feel sorrow-

ful at heart. 'Tis not military training that such colleges need but the United States

Militia to cleanse these Augean stables and keep some order among their inmates. The
moral standing of such specimens could hardly be placed in greater jeopardy of contami-

nation. By all means take the boys from such colleges and place them in military camps
—verily, "a military camp would be a paradise in comparison." Anything to scatter

cinders on these "toboggans to hades."

But there are other colleges of the non-military type where such conditions do not

prevail; and where the appeal is made to the nobler sentiments of the boys nature.

Discipline prevails; the boy's physical well-being is built up; the studies are in the most
flourishing condition. From such institutions we think it a grievous error and a gross

injustice to the boys to remove them; for there they are in very truth 'sedulously

guarded."

Mr. Hutchison tells us that he was in uniform from the age of thirteen until twenty-

one. This brings us to another type of school, where there is military training but,

subordinated to an appeal directed to the higher faculties. We feel sure that it would

be such a school Miller Reese would select for his sons; but only after assuring himself

that it was of a moral standing to convince him that it would take the place of "even

the best home training."

We feel sure that he would never send his boys to a school of the type first men-

tioned, merely because it had military training.

To the conclusion. Mr. Hutchison was not aware, doubtless, that many Jesuit schools

in the East and in the South, even Spring Hill, for a long while embraced in their

curriculum military training. A glance at Mr. Muse's letter in this department will

show him the reminiscences of one of these early cadets. Latterly we have dropped it

for many reasons. Speaking from personal experience we know that it was discontinued

because it interfered, to a great degree, with the studies. We might mention that a

secondary motive was the fact that the officers assigned by the United States Govern-

ment were of a type ill calculated to influence the boys for good. An Alumnus of our

school in New Orleans writes: "Captain X frequently appeared on the parade ground

decidely under the influences of drink. His language was course and abusive. Perhaps

you will say that this is a single example or that we were unfortunate in the appoint-

ment; however, his successors were of the same ilk. Doubtless the United States could

have named more worthy candidates, but the fact is she did not. In disgust we gave

up the experiment."

We hope that we have sufficiently defended the limited compass of the subject we
selected as our thesis. We would not leave Mr. Hutchison under the impression that
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we share the views of the pacifist. When the call for National Defense came the

Jesuit colleges always answered with a ready will. A large quota of the British army
officers are alumni of the Jesuits both at home and in the colonies; in the French army
only two of the higher officers who have distinguished themselves in the present war
are not Jesuit alumni. More than one Jesuit Professor has already perished on the

firing line, both as chaplains and as soldiers under arms.

But with President Wilson we say: "What is it that it is suggested we should be

prepared to do? To defend ourselves against attack? We have always found means
to do that and we shall find them whenever it is necessary without calling our people

away from their necessary tasks to render compulsory military service In times of peace."

(Address before Congress Dec. 8th, 1914.)

AN OLD-TIMER

Silver City, N. M., March 23rd, 1916.

Mr. Sidney L. Rosenbaum, (Ex. B. S. '91)

Mobile, Ala.

Dear Mr. Rosenbaum:—
I received the book from Spring Hill and want to thank you for it. I assure you

that I appreciated it very much as I read it over with a great deal of interest. Nearly

all the names of the old students, who attended whilst I was there in 1860 and '61, I

remembered well, and it put me in a retrospective mood as I called old times back to

mind.

How vivid the recollection was; how well I recalled the little old cadet guns the

military company had, and with what pride we fired our first salute. They were single

barreled, cheap, light guns, but what havoc we thought we would make in the enemy's

ranks when we opposed them.

The only time I have attended school since I was at dear old Spring Hill, was for

a few months in New Orleans at the Jesuits. I can't say that I profited much by my
attendance at school even then. How I regret now my lazy habits, you can well

imagine. How I do love my old teacher Mr. Roach and the memory of Father Jourdain.

You were the first from old Spring Hill that I've met since I was there, and I feel

the meeting with you, has been one of the most pleasant events of my life.

I certainly would have attended the reunion of the old students of Spring Hill, had

circumstances allowed; the visit would have been most pleasing to me. Again thanking

you for your consideration in sending me the much appreciated Springhillian.

I remain in heart,

The old Spring Hiller,

H. E. MUSE, (EX. '67).

AN ALUMNUS

THE GERMAN HOSPITAL
Philadelphia, Pa., May 1, 1916.

Hon. Constantine Lawrence Lavretta,

Pres. Spring Hill College Alumni Assn.,

Mobile, Ala.

"

Dear Sir and fellow Alumni:—
My thoughts to-night are of Spring Hill, with Spring Hill and though miles away

from your festive table, I still occupy my place with you in mind and spirit.
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To our Association I wish every success, every good, and every influence that it

can bring to bear to our dear old Spring Hill.

To our Alma Mater, I wish every prosperity and a yearly increased matriculation

and a continuance in teaching a large number of the youth of our Southland, giving

them not only a thorough and substantial education, but also instilling in their very

heart a moral training so as to be prepared hereafter to cope with the trials and disap-

pointments of this life.

I take this occasion to congratulate our good and beloved citizen and esteemed

physician, Dr. William Mastin, on having reached his twenty-fifth year of his official

services as Medical Attendant to Spring Hill College. May the Supreme Power continue

to place upon his shoulders the weight of years, keep him in our midst for a long period

of time, so that we may enjoy his personality and friendship and feel secured in having

in our midst so skilled a physician and eminent surgeon.

Wishing everyone a pleasant evening, I bid you good-night.

Yours fraternally,

ANGELO FESTORAZZI, A. B. *87, M. D.

THE SPRINGHILLIAN

LAW AND EQUITY COURT OF MOBILE
SAFFOLD BERNEY, JUDGE

Mobile, Alabama, May 5th, 1916.

My dear Mr. Editor:—
Please accept my thanks for your letter of 29th ulto., and for the "Easter number

of the Springhillian," which you kindly sent me, both of which were duly received,

but were not acknowledged earlier because of my absence.

This number of the Springhillian is a masterpiece and reflects great credit on
yourself and the other members of its staff, and is a testimonial of which Dr. Mastin

and his wife and daughter may well be proud. The Doctor is in every way worthy of it,

and I am rejoiced that the College has done him this honor.

Yours very truly,

SAFFOLD BERNEY,
I have read the number with much pleasure and will preserve it.

Law Offices of

WEBB, McALPINE & GROVE
Van Antwerp Building

Mobile, Alabama, May 5th, 1916

Dear Father Editor:—
I wish first to congratulate you and those to whom credit is due, upon the splendid

issue of the Springhillian, and then to thank you for your courtesy in sending me a copy.

I think the Springhillian worthy of any institution; and not only your institution, but the

City, is to be congratulated upon its ability in bringing out such work. I shall preserve

my copy, not only for its intrinsic worth, but also value it greatly, because of the ex-

cellent picture it contains of Dr. William M. Mastin, and the well merited tributes paid

to him.

Yours sincerely,

J. H. WEBB.
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BASE BALL

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

Baton Rouge, Louisiana, May 6, 1916.

Dear Father Editor:—
Hurrah for Spring Hill. I refer to our (I am still one of your boys) victory over the

University of Alabama. As Alabama came here and took two games straight from

Louisiana, I was amazed when I read of the great feat of my Alma Mater. Haven't

I reason to cry, "Hurrah"? Advertising such as this is of inestimable benefit to

Spring Hill. Due to your football game with Tulane and your double victory over

Alabama, every man here has heard the praises of Spring Hill.

I assure you, Father, in me you have a loyal alumnus, for, as far as I am able, I

am constantly furthering the cause of my Alma Mater.

Trusting that you will soon get the long end of a score with Tulane, I am,

Yours very sincerely,

THOMAS P. HALE, B. S. '11.

AN OLD MEMBER OF THE STAFF.

NEW ORLEANS TERMINAL COMPANY,

May 20th, 1916

To the Director of the Springhillian,

Spring Hill College,

Dear Sir:—
I have just finished reading a copy of the Springhillian for Easter, and I have ex-

perienced somewhat the feeling I had, when.as a College student, I anticipated the joys

of "going home."

It brought back many tender memories; and I can hardly tell you how pleased I

was upon reading of the success of many of the young men that I had known. I think

that therein lies the charm of the Springhillian; it is the connecting link between the

new and the old, and serves to keep the "old Boys" posted on each other's doings and
with the improvements at College.

I have intended for some time past paying a visit to my Alma Mater, but circum-

stances prevent; I am too busy just at present to think of trips. During the past five

months I have been connected with The New Orleans Terminal Co; it may sound boast-

ful to speak of it, but already I have been promoted twice and have hopes of securing

a position of greater importance in the near future. I have grown to love railroad work.

With the coming of the Fall I will be still more busy; it has always been my inten-

tion to gain admission to the Bar, and with the opening of the new session at Loyola,

I expect to enter the night Law School.

Ever since I entered railroad work I have been forced to give less time to my
literary aspirations. When I was at College, it was my dream to be an author, and this

longing found expression in little crude stories that the then editor of the Springhillian

was good enough to print. The sale of few motion picture plots is the sum total of

my literary accomplishments since I left the halls of learning.
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I often meet some of the old boys who live in New Orleans, and it is truly wonderful

to see the great transformation of spirit and change in viewpoint which has taken place;

the very ones who were most vociferous in their discontent while at College, now speak

with the greatest respect of their Alma Mater.

With the most sincere good wishes and the hope that the Springhillian will continue

to improve and grow as it has done since I was on the staff, I beg to remain,

Yours truly,

J. A. BERTHELOT, A. B., '14.

Sweet Malinda's hair !

Outrivals the Hesperides,

Sweet Malinda's hair !

Oh it is wond'rous fair.

But when pert Solon sees,

"Peroxide", he believes,

Sweet Malinda's hair !
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DIARY

April 9th

April 14th

April 16th

April 19th

April 23rd

April 24th

April 27th

April 28th-

April 30th

May 1st—

May 3rd-
May 4th-

May 7th-

May 9th-

May 10th-

May 14th-

May 16th-

—Varsity plays Gulls at Park.

Opening game of Season at Ball Park—Mobile vs. Atlanta. Captain
Mackin presents Coach Schmidt, Manager of the Gulls with silver

loving cup.

A. M. English Gold Medal—
P. M. Varsity defeats Crowns.
Yearly Retreat begins—Father Sullivan, S. J., of Macon Ga., conducts

the exercises. Subject—Preparedness.

—Easter.

Baseball Squad goes to Gull-Birmingham game—Juniors defeat Wright's.

—Celebration of Dr. Mastin's Jubilee—First Thursday Order.

10 o'clock, entertained by students; at dinner, by Faculty.

—Full holiday in honor of Dr. Mastin.

—Latin Medal Competition—Rev. Fr. President addresses both Senior

and Junior Divisions in Study Halls at the Opening of May. Con-
gratulates students on the beauty of their altars.

-Sodality Day—Alabama Games. Through courtesy of Mobile Light and
Railway Co., the bands tour the town to advertise the game.
Mr. Chas. H. Levermore, for twenty years President of Adelphie Col-

lege, now on Board for International Peace, pays a visit to Spring Hill.

First Academic Exhibition.

-Alumni Banquet—Speakers of the Evening: Rev. Fr. President, Hon.
Lawrence Lavretta, Dr. Mastin, Mr. Tisdale Touart, Mr. Matt. Mahor-
ner, Mr. Barbee of the Register, Dr. Rush.

-Greek Medal.

Summer Order begins—First Bath in Lake.

-A. M. Latin Prize Competition.

P. M. Portier Literary Society Picnic.

-A. M. Rt. Rev. Ed . P. Allen, D. D., administers confirmation.

P. M. Baseball Team goes to Hattiesburg for Miss. Normal games.
-Catechism Medal.

Varsity loses to Thoss.

-A. M. Greek Prize Competition.

P. M. Yenni Literary Circle Picnic.
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May 18th—Oratory and Elocution Trials. Those who qualified were: Oratory

—

L. D. Cassidy, W. E. Logan, R. E. Mayer, M. B. Price, A. A. Provosty.
Elocution—Collegiate—D. A. Curren, N. R. Guiteras, C. W. O'Leary,

M. S. Rice, A. C. Smith.

Academic—T. P. Diaz, R. G. Dillon, T. L. Holbrook, C. S.

McDonald, P. J. Mulcahy.

May 20th—Graduates go to town and incidently have their pictures taken for

Catalogue.

May 23rd—A. M. English Prize Competition.

P. M. Junior Band Picnic.

May 25th—Science Medal.

May 28th—A. M. Mathematics Medals.

P. M. Oratory Medal— Won by Reyam E. Mayer — First Distinction:

M. B. Price. Subject: Preparedness; Judges, Rev. D. A. Brady,
Mr. S. S. Murphy, Supt. of Schools of Mobile and Mr. Touart.

May 30th—A. M. Mathematics Prize Competition.

P. M. Senior Band Picnic.

June 2nd—Auburn Series begun.

June 3rd—Auburn Series lost
—"Moon" Ducote catches for Auburn and spends as

much time at college as his arduous duties will permit.

June 4th—Elocution Medals—Winners:
Collegiate—Cornelius W. O'Leary.

First Distinction—A. C. Smith.

Academic—R. Glynn Dillon.

First Distinction—C. S. McDonald.
June 5th—May Bath for Junior Division.

June 6th—Altar Boys' Picnic—Springhillian Staff Banquet.

June 7th—Senior May Bath.

June 10th—Mathematics Examinations for all classes.

June 11th—Rev. T. J. Eaton, Rector of St. Mary's, delivers Baccalaureate Sermon
in students chapel.

June 13th—Regular Thursday Order because of Examinations for all classes, on
Thursday.

June 14th— T „ , ,. „ . A .

June 15th-j Pubhc Examinations

June 16th—FINIS.

PROGRAM OF ANNUAL RETREAT.

(A) THURSDAY—Our Weakness.

1. We are the fortresses of Christ.

2. Our enemies—sin and temptations.

3. History of other defeats.

4. Our own past failures

(B) FRIDAY—Our Need of Fortification,

1. Citadel of life—Our Verdun.

2. Courtmartial of traitors.

3. Slavery for vanquished.

4. Our wounded Leader.
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(C) SATURDAY—Our Plans of Defense.

1. Call for Volunteers.

2. Discipline of character.

3. The narrow trenches.

4. The day of Victory.

HOLY WEEK.
The services of Holy Week were observed in all their austere and

penitential beauty. They were especially notable this year for the excellent

rendition of the Lamentations, and other choral services. A new setting

was chosen for the double quartettes and the Choir Master is to be con-

gratulated on the success achieved.

EASTER.

The joyous feast of Easter was celebrated with the usual solemn-

ities. At the High Mass Father F. Sullivan was celebrant and addressed

the students on the deep significance of the happy day; Father J. Navin

was deacon, Mr. E. J. O'Connor subdeacon, Mr. J. B. McAuley Master of

Ceremonies. After mass the Apostolic Blessing was given to all who had
made the retreat. In the evening Solemn Benediction was given in the

students chapel. For the first time the beautiful new Gothic Monstrance,

the gift of Mrs. Lange of New Orleans, was used. The well-trained altar

boys who went about their duties with reverent gracefulness reflect great

credit on their Director. We take this opportunity to congratulate them
on the devotion to duty manifested throughout the year.

CONFIRMATION.

On Thursday the 11th of May His Lordship, Edward P. Allen, D. D.,

administered the sacrament of Confirmation in the college chapel. The
ceremonies though simple were none the less faith-inspiring. Once again

the great day was brought back to us, when we too knelt at the altar to

receive the oils that made us soldiers of Christ; and the endearing les-

sons then taught us were recalled with stirring emphasis, in the instruc-

tion given us by His Lordship. We congratulate G. Reynaud, W. Patter-

son, J. Scully, L. Dorn, E. Lyons, on the happy feast. Very Reverend
Father President, Father Rittmeyer, S. J. and Father Doherty, S. J., as-

sisted the Bishop; and Mr. J. B. McAuley, S. J. officiated as Master of

Ceremonies. E. Murray, J. Druhan, R. Walsh, E. McEvoy served the

Mass.
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EASTER—APRIL 23, 1916.

MENU

Pickles Olives Peanuts

Celery Sliced Ham

Chicken Salad

Saratoga Chips

French Peas

Tenderloin

Asparagus Tips

Tomatoes

Fried Chicken

Cream Soda
Cranberry Sauce

Wine Cake Strawberries

Assorted Fruit

Coffee

Ice Cream

Spring Hill College

Mobile, Ala.

MASTER DAY.

The quarter brought to many expectant hearts the Jubilee celebration

of the twenty-fifth anniversary of Dr. Mastin's incumbency as College

Physician. A great event it was, and one that will go down indelibly

scored in the history of Spring Hill.

On the morning of the 27th the Rev. President and Faculty of Spring

Hill, the Catholic Clergy of Mobile, the College Roys and a number of

Dr. Mastin's friends gathered in the old College Hall to do honor to the

"man of the hour". It was tastily decorated for the occasion, in fact so

tastily, that to the recollection of many, never had such a pretty sight

been seen in the Hall. The color scheme was the College's own Purple

and White. The stage was panelled in purple with white column ef-

fects here and there, and flowing brilliant-sealed pennants enlivened the

sombre tint of the rich purple. In the centre of the stage background

was the College seal in form of shield, beautifully painted in oil for the

great day by our known artist, Prof. P. C. Roudousquie. Cut flowers and
ferns in profusion lent their brilliant hues and incense-breath to greet

also with their humble tribute the great man, we celebrated. Even the

light of day seemed more festive for it cheerfully streamed through

the windows gracefully decked with a trellis work or purple and white.
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On the stage was disposed the College orchestra with spirits attuned to

the joyful pitch of their instruments and ready to strike their notes of

gladness at a sign from the director.

With this festive mood pervading the spirits of all present, as the

honor guest took his seat, the program began. The numbers were a

greeting to Dr. Mastin from the Senior and Junior divisions. The
orchestra rendered the Overture "Ermini" (Jacoboski) with a brio

and talent that proclaimed the excellent training received from their

Director Prof. A. Staub.

An address to Dr. Mastin, by Leslie Cassidy, A. B., '16, followed

the Musical number. It was a worthy transition from the Music of ring-

ing instruments to the Music of harmonious thoughts in flowing language.

The orator opened his address by stating that for the 25 years that Dr.

Mastin had been College physician, Spring Hill never had the slightest

cause for regret, but rather ample occasion to rejoice at such a great

blessing.

"To know is to love him," he said, "Spring Hill is proud of him and of

what he has done. Of the six thousand or more boys whose health has

been the object of his care during the twenty-five years just flown by,

he has seen but twice Death win a victory against his untiring watch-

fulness and those two victims were carried off by the grim power of a

disease which the most skilled physicians cannot reach".

"Preparedness was Dr. Mastin's medical creed", he continued, "and

with this as his guide, he resorted to prevention, in his care of Spring

Hill's health. Dr. Mastin is a man of world-wide reputation. Yet it

was not through all this brilliancy and skill and mastersnip that Dr.

Mastin had endeared himself to the hearts of Spring Hill's youth's", .said

the young orator. "His great work has helped to build up the College

to its present proud position as healthiest of Colleges. Dr. Mastin be-

lieves that a million dollar head on a two-cent body is worthless and this

thought", the speaker said, "the honored Jubilarian has ever sought to

instill in the minds of the youths under his scientific guidance."

In conclusion, the young orator congratulated Dr. Mastin on the

"twenty-five silver links", that bound him to Spring Hill College and hoped
that when the cycle of time had rolled around, the Master would permit

him, to witness the celebration of his golden Jubilee with the boys that

would then be matriculates of Spring Hill.

This tribute well delivered, was greeted with marked applause.

Albin A. Provosty, A. B.,'16,then recited with feeling and eloquence 'Wil-

lis', "The Divine Healer", a very appropriate recitation for this unique
occasion. There followed as a close to the senior part of the program,
the rendition by Professor Staub and Suffich with piano and flute of
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Bennet's "Silver Years". This exquisite piece was given by the talented

professors in their usual masterly way.

The Juniors' part of the program opened with Dvorack's Humoresque,
after which A. Smith, A. B.,'18, delivered an original Jubilee Ode, tak-

ing for the occasion a beautiful subject in, "Ahmed" a young sheik, who
possessed the golden apple with which he healed the sick and wounded.
The Ode was excellently worded to fit the Sheik and the Jubilarian. This

number was rendered with the skill of one whom the Muses favor. Em-
manuel McEvoy, B. S. '20, sang a touching ballad entitled •'Mother" and
his sweet voice and the theme of his song touched all hearts. Cornelius

O'Leary, A. B., '19, recited Longfellow's "King Robert of Sicily" and held

his audience throughout. His work was especially fine and marked the

hand of the master's training.

The program closed with the Serenade of Titl. The strains of the

Orchestral gem long lingered in the ears of those who heard it. The
Rev. Fr. E. Cummings, President of Spring Hill College, then addressed

a few words to the Jubilarian, preluding his remarks by stating that he

had forbidden Dr. Mastin to speak, for in his state of health and under

the emotion which he felt, the task would be too much for the honored

physician. He then dwelt at some length on the joy of that day, for Dr.

Mastin and his dear wife and daughter who were present. "But that

joy was not undeserved", he said, "for Dr. Mastin has reaped only what
he has sown. His fame is the reward of his great studious mind and the

love of the Spring Hill Faculty and boys, the fruit of his loving care and
self-sacrificing watchfulness. With Dr. Mastin at their side the Presi-

dents of Spring Hill have felt secure". He thanked Dr. Mastin for all

his devotedness to Spring Hill and then presented him with a solid sil-

ver tray. "Solid, sterling, pure silver", said the Rev. President, "but

not more sterling and pure and solid than the gratitude that flows from
our hearts today".

Then he declared, that in honor of Dr. Mastin, the next day would be

a full holiday. There were shouts of applause from some two hundred

joyous hearts at this news. The cheer leader gave the signal, "fifteen

Rahs" and "Sawyers" were yelled with vigor for Dr. Mastin, Mrs. and
Miss Mastin.

This closed the boys program. The President and Faculty entertain-

ed Dr. Mastin at luncheon that day and later in the afternoon the Fac-

ulty greeted the beloved Physician with a little program.

The Cupola of the College had for this occasion been rejuvenated

and set with electric lights. That night, in the darkness of the skies, it

glowed refulgent, in celebration and imitation of the great man who
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watched with zealous care over the health of those it shelters. May his

light illumine the dark way of sickness for many days to come.

FIRST ACADEMIC CLASS EXHIBITION.

Last year we thought the First Academic Class had reached the pin-

nacle of perfection in class exhibitions—in fact the Register said as much
—but this year it has proven that it can duplicate its success. The un-

surpassible has been surpassed. We do not wish to reflect on the higher

classes but for perfection of finish and interest the younger boys have

given their elders some points to consider. The only class in the same
catagory with First Academic was the Science Exhibition, and there,

the matter was of a kind to arouse the enthusiasm of the spectators.

Marion Vickers started the performance with a clear, scholarly ex-

position of the Class Motto—"Labor Vincit Omnia". The ease and fluency

with which he spoke the unaccustomed tongue gave great hopes for his

future. But we have used a wrong adjective—we said 'unaccustomed'

—we were wrong; this class uses the Latin tongue exclusively, both in

daily recitations and in public examinations. The performance of this

young man proves that the practice has had its results. P. D. Bryne took

up a rather delicate phase of Cicero's character and vindicated him with

warmth. Sdward Strauss laid bare the beautiful, hidden allegory of

"The Idyls" with clever point. His delivery was up to the standard that

won for him the Elocution Medal last year.

The next number on the program, "Menippus and the Fare"—

a

dialogue in the original Greek—was, by far, the chef d'oeuvre of the

afternoon. When gentle-eyed Julian Bishop, in the character of Menip-

pus, was roughly handled by the angry Charon (P. Mulcahy), the aud-

ience was rather boisterous in its applause. The Greek may not have

been intelligible to all; but the spirit of the piece was to their liking.

Even imperturbable "Festy" was given a "hand." The acting was clever

throughout. ' i

Glynn Dillon's interpretation of his classmate's original short-story,

"The Rescue," was well done and gave us reason to prophesy the event
which time has justified—victory in this year's Elocution Contest.

The stage was beautifully arranged for the occasion, the orchestra

was in form—in fact, it was an exhibition to be proposed "ad imitandum".
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GRADUATES.

Bene Canere.

"If you can, look into the seeds of time, and say which grain will

grow and which will not."—Macbeth III 58, 59.

Leslie Dennis Cassidy, better known as "Leepy" first saw the light

of day on October 7, 1897, in Macon, Ga. "Leepy" is a quiet easy-going

son of old Erin, with even temper and a countenance unruffled by care.

He matriculated at Spring Hill in Sept., 1910, making his debut in the

little yard where he remained until 1913. He had the honor of Prefec-

ture in the Sodality and Presidency of the Reading Room, was one of

those trusted with the management of the campus store. "Leepy" is

rather fond of comfort and leisure but is by no means a "loafer", as his

activity on the football field and in the class room testifies. He played

on the Junior Eleven in 1912 and did fine work; the following two years

as 'Varsity scrub, making his letter the past season. Being a very tal-

ented boy he has always stood in the foremost ranks of his class and
we predict for him a glorious future in the field of medicine.

Edward B. Crowell was received into the world during a stormy ses-

sion of the Stormy-City—Galveston, Texas, on June 8th, 1897.

At the tender age of five years young Edward enrolled at the Sacred

Heart Parochial School of Galveston where he remained three years.

Later he entered St. Mary's University also of Galveston, and remained

there until June 18th 1912, on which day he received his diploma.

And the following September we felt the presence of this long and

slim "Animal Rationalis" in the midst of our class, then on its Freshman
grind.

Edward started his fine record by leading our class in his first month
here and thereafter has been a very hard student and always among
the leaders.

Edward was Prefect of the Senior Sodality this year; a member of

the Choir, and of the Portier Literary Society for the past two years.

This year's track team counts him a member and though not on the

'Varsity Football or Baseball Team he has been an ardent fan.

As Editor-in-Chief of the Springhillian this year, he has proven him-

self of ability, and his article on Evolution in this issue is a credit to

his name.
He is also a genial companion, and friend of whom to boast.

We understand Edward will go into his father's dredging business

next year and, as the expression goes, we can see his Success sticking out.
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When it is a matter of ladies, Ed. is unexcelled. Ask Herbert or

Logan

!

In fine he is a boy whom anyone would be glad to know.

Although no holiday has been culled out to commemorate the event

James Ernest Herbert was brought to Jackson, Miss., by the stork on

March 8, 1984, and underwent the arduous task of learning the three

'R's at St. Joseph's Academy of that city. In September, 1909, after bid-

ding a tearful adieu, he boarded the train for Spring Hill, with gradu-

ation day assuming such a distant far off shape that it seemed a mere
dream, so utterly improbable, as not to be worth thinking of. But here

it is—come at last, and on June 16th, Ernest will tuck his sheep-skin under

his arm and board the home-bound train with a feeling entirely opposed
to those experienced on the initial trip this way. Ernest would have

graduated last year, if he had not absented himself from Spring Hill

during the school year of 1912-13, whilst taking a campus course at Mill-

saps College, Jackson, Miss. Ernest is sporting editor of the Sprinphillian

this year, a member of the Portier Literary Society, Second Assistant

Prefect of the Sodality, store and study hall official. Ernest was one

of the pitchers for the Junior Division Nine in 1911, and later played on
the first league for two years, but was not ambitious along baseball lines

this year, except to report and write up the 'Varsity games. He was
likewise, a member of the track team, both this year and last, and Pres-

ident of the Senior Band. He is quite an efficient musician, able to play

both cornet and violin splendidly. Ernest is a practical boy, a steady

worker, one who loves a good time, but does not allow pleasure to inter-

fere with the careful performance of his duties. He has a jolly, good

natured disposition which has gained for him many friends, and indeed,

though we may say it in a whisper, he is the social lion of the grad-

uating classes. He does not know yet whether he will study medicine

or become a business man, but in either event, if he continues in his

painstaking, persevering habit, he will scale the walls of the highest for-

tress in the battle of life.

Next on our list is Lawrence Pradere Hickey, who hails from New
Orleans, La. "Cy" began his early training at Notre Dame Academy;
later attended Infant Jesus College of Gretna, La., and the Jesuit High
School of New Orleans for four years, entering Spring Hill in September,

1910. "Cy" or "Larry", as he is frequently called has the distinction

of being Class Beadle, to which eminence he was exalted at the request

of our esteemed professor of philosophy, because of a certain skill in

sharpening pencils. Larry was always adept with a knife, particularly

at times of class-banquets or whenever there is any eating to be done.
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"Cy", although lacking a week or two of being the youngest member
of the class is considered the class baby, and it is hard for us to imagine
him laying down his "Top Notch" magazine and taking life seriously. He
has not been inflicted with the malady of overstudy, but being naturally

gifted has not been obliged to exert himself more than a very little bit.

Yet his class standing is very high, so much so in fact that we would
not be surprised were he to carry off the honors of the class on June the

Sixteenth. "Cy" being skillful with a knife, as we have mentioned, is

contemplating the study of surgery and he goes forth with our best

wishes for success.

It gives us great pleasure, gentle reader, to introduce to you our

dear friend and classmate

—

William E. Logan, of Fayette, Miss. "Bill"

first opened his eyes at Redlick, Miss., December 15, 1895, and has kept

them very open every since, lest opportunity should catch him napping
in her—once in a life-time visit. After drinking from the Pierian spring

all the knowledge that could be obtained at the Jefferson County High
School, he attended Miss. A. & M. College for one year, martriculating

at Spring Hill, September, 1914. "Bill" is secretary of the Sodality of the

B. V. M., and an active member of the Portier Literary Society, having

held the office of censor during the first term very creditably. He took

part in the 'Private Secretary', the play presented several months ago by
members of the Senior Division and also made a reputation for himself

as a debater for the Junior Class Debate last year. 'Serious Bill' although

solemn and thoughtful in class, is not so serious, outside, as his appel-

lation would seem to signify. His congenial disposition, willingness to

lend a helping hand, whenever possible, makes him well liked by his

schoolmates, and—for the ladies—why when you consider his irresist-

able charm of manner, and oratorical powers of persuasion, you will not

wonder why it is that they all "fall" for him. We see in "Bill" the mak-
ing of a great lawyer and predict that within a very few years Senator

Logan will be returning to Spring Hill to deliver the Baccalaureate ad-

dress on commencement day.

Albin Alenon Provosty tells us that New Roades, La., is the place

of his birth. He was born there on May 10, 1897, and soon as he was
able to crawl he made his way to the St. Joseph's Academy of the Metrop-

olis mentioned above to begin his rudimentary education, and after an

arduous four years of study he attended Pohydras Academy for an equal

length of time and matricuated at Spring Hill in 1910 with Cassidy and

Hickey. "Jake" has spent six long years here and he tells us in

mournful numbers how he hates to leave the old school, the lake and his
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numerous friends at the Hill. But, although this regret is sincere, still

it seems not to have affected his behavior materially, for his loud laugh,

pealing forth when least expected, and in the most serious of moments,
still disturbs the quiet precincts of the class room. Albin has the honor

of being secretary of his class and also secretary of the Portier Literary

Society, and an Associate Editor of The Springhillian. He played on the

Junior Football 'Varsity in 1912 and earned his letter the past season with

the college football squad. He intends to pursue the study of law at

Tulane next year, and we wish him the greatest possible success in his

chosen profession.

The records have it that Francis Cecil Morere was born July 13, 1897,

at New Orleans. The names Morere and Spring Hill are so co-related

that we can scarcely think of one without associating it with the idea

of the other. "Fats" has grown up with Spring Hill, came here before

the fire in 1908 and remained for eight years. Last year, however, he
was absent several months, owing to the fatal illness of his mother. "Fats"

has won fame and glory for his prowess on the gridiron, winning his

"S" both this year and last, and captaining his year's 'Varsity on to success.

He played third base on the baseball team year before last, but since then

has preferred to be a spectator rather than don a uniform. Why, we do
not know; but one of his classmates in Chemistry says that the captain of

the baseball team does not want him to play because he devours "bases."

Francis has the title of vice president of his class and his dignified manner
well becomes the holder of such a responsible office. He is one of the

chosen ones who are honored with a key to the campus store and he is

very exacting in his duty of dispersing the cherry loaves and "pop."

"Fats" is a happy-go-lucky boy who pursues the "even tenor of his way,"
but is averse to the expenditure of great energy, unless it be on the football

field, and then, if we may so speak, "he is right there." Francis intends

studying medicine, and he has our sincere wishes for success. We are

living in hopes that he will honor us with a performance on the piano
before he leaves, as a fitting culmination to his eight years of taking

lessons. , . . X^.C-^vW

Angelo Andrew Boudousquie was born at Battle's Wharf, Ala., May
3, 1896, and the first notable event of his life was his crawling out of

the cradle and sneaking to the bay and learning how to swim, which he
did to perfection. "Red" or "Buddie", as he is familiarly called,

attended the public school at Battle's Wharf, Ala., until September, 1908,

when he first put in an appearance at Spring Hill. Angelo is primarily
an athlete and ardent advocate of outdoor life, and possesses great
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knowledge and love of nature, as the back numbers of the Springhillian

testify. "Red" knows more about birds, animals and plants than any
boy at Spring Hill today, and it is his delight to wander through the

wooded dales seeking the nest of some rare bird, not for the sake of

wantonly destroying the eggs of the feathery tribe, but for the interest

of his general erudition. "Red" is a football player of the first water,

having made his "S" three years in succession, and his departure this

year will create a vacancy that will not be an easy matter to fill. "Red,"

although not holding a position on the College Nine, is a good ball player,

as graceful as Apollo in all his movements, and the best swimmer at

the College, barring none. He is an officer of the Reading Room, and is

also entrusted with a key to the Study Hall.

Louis Joseph Boudousquie is called "Little Boudousquie" to distin-

guish him from his elder brother, but Louis has grown so much during

the last few years that this name now takes on an ironical aspect. He
is only slightly over six feet in height and weighs 195 pounds. He was
born at Battles Wharf, Ala., September 6, 1898, attended the public

school at that place, and entered Spring Hill with his brother on Sep-

tember 9, 1908. He remained here until January, 1913, when he left our

company on account of sickness, but returned the following September.

Louis is an officer of the Sodality and the Reading Room, and when in

the little yard acted as Uncle Sam's representative of the Post Office

Department. "Little Boudousquie" is a good-natured boy, and whenever

you see him going around with a scowl on his face you may be sure

that there is something sure-enough wrong somewhere. He takes life

as it comes, without worrying or overworking himself. We do not know
what Louis intends to do next year, but, whatever it may be, we wish

him the best of luck.

Clarence Day, upon whom his classmates have seen fit to bestow

the sobriquet of "Crabby" and "Foxy," was born in Cleveland, Ohio,

October 27, 1896. His parents moved to Ensley, Ala., and six years later,

Clarence, having received his early education at the Bush School and
the Ensley High School, blew into this noble Institution of learning in

January, 1913, entering the Junior Division. "Foxy" played star baseball

with the little yard nine during the seasons 1913-14, came over to the

Senior Division the following year, and captured the shortstop position

without the least trouble. His wonderful playing has been the feature

of the Spring Hill games, both this year and last, and his reputation

as a ball player has travelled far. The manner in which he scoops up
grounders is indeed a sight pleasing to behold. He would be a valuable

asset for any college team in the country and his shoes will be hard to
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till next season. "Foxy's" nickname fits him well, as he is always up
to some harmless mischief or trick, but how he acquired the title of

"Crabby," we cannot comprehend, since his disposition contains no note

of crabbedness or pessimism, that we can see. Clarence is a hard

worker and a bright boy, and we do not hesitate to predict his success,

for these elements of character, when happily combined, cannot fail to

produce results.

When we see Louis Farley striding majestically along the Spring

Hill boulevard, we often pause to wonder what deep subjects are occu-

pying the attention of that noble head. Louis is inclined to philosophize

and meditate over the hazily-known truths of chemistry and science, and
he may be seen at any moment of the day deeply absorbed in the task of

arduous thinking. Louis believes in making haste slowly, and although

he usually gets there, he never exerts any unnecessary amount of energy.

He yawned and slowly opened his eyes for the first time on July 16,

1898, at Montgomery, Ala., and seeing that he could not avoid going to

school he resigned himself himself to his fate and attended St. Peter's

School, Montgomery, and St. Bernard's College, Ala., striding solemnly

into the sacred halls of Spring Hill in the year 1913. Louis has a great

proclivity for Spanish and we think that he intends the publication of

a novel in that romantic tongue in the near future. Louis has not made
known to us what he intends to do after he receives his diploma from
Spring Hill, but we think that "Slick Foot Pete", as he is sometimes
familiarly called, is cut out for a detective. His knowing look and eagle

eye would bring him fame and fortune as a movie actor sleuth.

And we come to Leo John Jagoe. Leo, or "Little Willie," as he is

better known, was born at Memphis, Tenn., on January 12, 1897, and
received his foundation at the Christian Brothers' College in Memphis,
remaining with them for four years. As he advanced in years, so he

advanced in schools. His family shifted their place of residence to

Nashville in 1908 and the attended the Cathedral High School of that

place for three years. On September 3, 1912, he entered Spring Hill, as

a member of Second Academic Class. Lee was always a precocious

boy and managed to rank high in his class without great effort. He
passed through Second Academic and then through First Academic.

At the completion of his First Academic year he changed to the B. S.

Course. During this, his Senior year, he was elected president of his

class, and has indeed filled his distinguished office very creditably.

"Little Willie" was also a fair athlete. He played football as well as

baseball for the last four years, making sub-catcher on the College Nine
this year. He is considered the best tennis player in the Senior Division
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this year, and is president of the Tennis Club. He was also manager
of the track team, and although he did no running, we believe he has

the record for taking long walks on holidays (for further information

concerning his walking ability inquire elsewhere) . Leo's home is neither

in Memphis nor Nashville, but in Atlanta, Ga., where his father is

connected with the Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Next comes Reyam Eugene Mayer. As peculiar as his first name
seems, it is his last name spelled backwards. Reyam was born December
25, 1896, in Marksville, La., and the fact that he was a Christmas gift

perhaps accounts for his happy disposition. Reyam started out on the

road to learning at St. Joseph's Academy at Marksville, and, after a lapse

of three years, during which time he led his class in paper cutting and
fancy work, he entered the Presentation Convent of the same vicinity,

where he remained until his debut at Spring Hill in 1912. Reyam cast

his lot with the Second Academic Class of this institution, and because of

his proclivity in digging up the roots and derivations of Greek words he

acquired the title of "Greek Grammar". He always was interested in the

origin of things, especially of man, and how chocolates are made. Reyam
is possessed of an artistically inclined temperament. He loves

music and the beautiful in anything, but his great hobby at present is

drawing. Reyam is full of originality and imagination and his ideas

sometimes seem peculiar and strange, but when once he gets an idea

into his head all the king's horses and all the king's men cannot dislodge

that notion until he has been convinced thoroughly of its falsity. Reyam
is an earnest worker and whenever he undertakes anything you may be

sure that he will not give up in discouragement, but will see it to its

finish, if plodding effort can accomplish it. He is an officer of the

Reading Room, and has carried off the honor of winning the Oratorical

Medal this year. Reyam has not yet confided to us what calling in life

he intends to follow, but, whatever it may be, we have no doubt that

he will persist and push himself to the front.

Hiram T. O'Reilly was born September 1, 1895, at Yazoo City, Miss.

Tom began his schooling at St. Clara's Academy, in the aforementioned

city, and continued playing hookey from this same institution of learning

until his matriculation at Spring Hill in 1912. Tom, having an O' before

his name, is filled with the Irish fighting disposition and the Mississip-

pians' hatred of negroes. Tom is Uncle Sam's representative in the

Senior Division, and, although it is not his fault, he has to endure the

maledictions of those who fail to receive their weekly perfumed pink

envelope. In Chemistry Class, whenever a question turns up concerning
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the amount of potassium, nitrogen or phosphorus required by the soil,

all turn towards Hiram to hear his opinion, for Hiram has voiced his

determination to be a scientific farmer. The state of Mississippi, without

doubt, will presently begin to pick up in the production of crops.

Now we come to the baby of the B. S. Class, little George Joseph
Ruhlmann, the first graduate in many years to remain within the bonds
of the Little Yard until the end of his course. George would not listen

to the urgings of his classmates importuning him to transfer his impedi-

menta to the occidental portion of the Main Building and spare the

dignity of their class, but preferred to risk his life in the Little Yard, where
the numerous baseballs, flying through the air, make living precarious

and life insurance a wise policy. George was born July 2, 1898, at New
Orleans, La., and attended the public schools of that city, graduating

from the grammar school in 1912. He then entered the Boys' High
School, but came to Spring Hill, September 9, 1914, and entered the Inter-

mediate Class. He is a very bright boy and experienced no difficulty

in ranking high is his studies. George is quite a ladies' man, in fact he
is the idol of Barton Academy. George has a jolly disposition, but his

classmates cannot get over his refusal to come to the Big Yard.

One of the last on our list, but not last in many other ways, is Arthur

Sitterle. Arthur was born December 19, 1896, in Victoria, Tex., and
commenced his early education at the Nazareth Academy, after which

he carried his books to St. Joseph's College for seven years, at which
institution he learned the art of playing baseball, football, and basketball.

He came to Spring Hill and entered the Intermediate Class in 1913, but

did not return to graduate the following year, because of the fatal illness

of his mother. However, this September found him back at the firing

line, determined to get his degree. Arthur is a quiet, unassuming boy,

whose modesty causes him to say very little about himself. Arthur is

an excellent baseball player, both infielder and outfielder, and his spec-

tacular fielding has materially aided in the winning of many of our

games. He is also a good football player. His pleasant disposition has

gained for him a host of friends, and he has the best wishes of them all

for success in his future career.

J. Stanford Skinner, Jr., came into this world of trouble on October

2, 1896, at Lucedale, Miss., and started learning his A. B. C.'s at the public

school of the same place in 1903. When twelve years of age, Stanford

entered Spring Hill and kept Morere and Moon company over in Yenni

Hall. After a stay of two and one-half years, he left Spring Hill because
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of eye trouble, and later attended High School and Business College for

four years, returning to Spring Hill in 1914. Stanford is a boy of firm

and decided opinions, but one who is willing to change them immediately

he sees that he is in the wrong. As a heart-smasher Stanford holds the

record. This deduction is, however, a very good example of prior

reasoning, viz.: given the cause the effect must follow. We did not reach

this conclusion from any multitude of cases observed. Aside from his

charm of manner, which we can readily see attracts femininity to him,

it is his utter indifference to them that makes them try the harder to

ensnare this prize. Stanford is gifted with a genial disposition, which
makes him a favorite among the boys, and he takes life seriously enough
to know that work is necessary for success. He intends to go into the

lumber business, and we wish him all manner of success in his future

SENIOR DIVISION NOTES

LEO J. JAGOE, B. S., '16.

Bonnebal seems to be the happiest boy in the yard. Since he went
to Hattiesburg with the team he isn't himself. The only thing he regrets

is that the "Assorted Press" gave Mackin the honor of catching all three

games. Funny, how that happened, but the Press isn't infallible, "Bonny".
Tis a pity that the school hasn't some way to get out "extras", for

such things as Dickie White buying a pack of Picayunes deserve an edition

all of its own; these happenings, like other miracles, are always few and
far between

!

"Hatless Johnny" Crouch has been the cause of quite a bit of excite-

ment lately. Since the first part of May he has been a different fellow;

something seems to have changed him from the care-free, jolly youth to

the melancholy, morose dreamer. The only clue we have to work upon
is his conduct of a few nights ago. Johnny woke everyone with his, "I

wanna go to B'ham." He still mourns the fact that he missed the reunion.

Even Morere is growing thin. Well, he can stand it. We would
advise him to go to bed after this. He has lost quite a bit of sleep since

the Auburn Series. By this we mean more than the rest have lost.

Logan and Herbert are still as active as ever. Their motto is, "Make
hay while the sun shines". They must be counting on the sun tailing from
the heavens in a couple of weeks. Sitterle and O'Reilly are still worse.

They, like fireflies, work at night also.

Even Leepy Cassidy has dropped his Saturday Evening Post and is

studying. As he has been appointed Valedictorian, we are not surprised
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one bit. Everyone was pleased with the selection, and we extend to him
our congratulations.

Now comes the news that we are to be represented in the West next

year by none others than "Rattlesnake Red" Roudousquie and "Bill"

Chopin. This brace of energetic youths, after assuming their ferocious

nicknames, are ready to set out and kill Indians, hold up stage coaches

and "punch cows." Such sights as "Bill Chopin, Lone Star Ranch,"

deeply carved into the benches, are common, but none can fathom
the resemblance between "Hertzog" and "Bill." Well, we will have to

overlook this, as they are passing through that state of childhood where
the lone two-gun man reigns supreme, even though it did reach them a

little late.

Skinner, unlike his double, William Jennings, is an ardent supporter

of Preparedness. He goes as far as to make dates for next Thanksgiving.

Boudousquie is getting jealous; he seems to think that it isn't proper for

Stafford to break his dates. He is under the impression that he has an
everlasting and perpetual date.

What on earth was the matter with Provosty at the Park during

the Auburn games? Someone must have appointed him a gatekeeper or

an official of some sort. He did nothing but parade the length of the

grandstand looking for someone who must have slipped in while he

wasn't looking. These small kids always do give the gatekeepers the slip

when they're not looking.

Everyone is yet agitated by some of the speeches given on May 28th

in the Exhibition Hall. The subject was "Preparedness," and the prize

the Oratorical Medal. Mayer was the successful candidate, closely

followed by Price. Both boys did exceedingly well and are to be con-

gratuated. The judges had a hard time deciding their respective places,

but their selection was considered exactly right by all who attended.

Each and every member of the student body is awaiting with silent

expectation that duet to be rendered by O'Reilly and Morere. These

musicians have at last consented to the public's wishes and will perform on
the piano after their ten years of study and practice. The date of this

event has not been announced yet—maybe they expect to put it on the

Commencement Programme.
Tom Hails and Sullivan are still contemplating that steamboat ride

to Montgomery. Unless we have another guess, we would predict that

Sullivan will beat a hasty retreat as soon as he can. That Louisville and
Nashville time-table adorns his pocket, as it has done for the last three

years during the three weeks previous to his departure. He is now
learning the steps between here and Atlanta, so that he can play conductor,

as he usually does.
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Hanse, the Beau Brummel of the B. S. Class of '17, like Skinner,

is also making dates ahead of time. We might here announce that he is

the star (?) of the first league of '16. His ability as bench manager led

Captain Keane to give him that honor, which strengthened the team very

much.
Even Mayer has at last started studying, and the way he bones is

amazing. From looks at present he is trying to outshine "Son" Shelby

and Stewart. These two have at least reached the conclusion that both

are "crazy," "not open to conviction," and lots more. Their arguments
are really interesting at times.

Another item of interest is that Fabian Fromherz is to visit the

European battlefields as a war correspondent for some English newspaper
syndicate. Although he would prefer to stay here and argue with some
of the German sympathizers, he is unwilling to throw down this oppor-

tunity.

Richard Ching, the local boy, and "Cowboy" Mackin, according to

the Register, have signed contracts with the Mobile club. Most probably

Ching will carry Keith along to rub his arm, as it is far too valuable to

expose to the danger of being ruined by some of the rubbers of the

Southern League. Anyway, maybe Keith will get some long sleeps and
free passes.

Tom Keane had the honor of leading his first league team to victory

over Shelby's aggregation of ball players. The league was very close all

during the year and played good games. Wilson, Hickey, Courtney, L.

O'Dowd, Shelby and Ollinger were the stars.

The boys are all busy now. They are looking forward to the summer
Vacation and forming their plans to make it enjoyable. The Springhillian

extends to each and everyone of you its very sincerest wishes for a happy,

beneficial and pleasant vacation.

JUNIOR DIVISION NOTES

ANDREW C. SMITH, A.B. '18

As I stepped into my "sanctum" this morning, a little square placard

that one of the office boys, perhaps, had placed on my desk, attracted

my attention, and, naturally curious, I took the trouble to extract from
the flaring red scrawl this succinct sentence: "Only thirteen more; just

think!" The little message, strange to say, had such a powerful effect

upon me, that I am now engaged in writing these notes. To a stranger,

no doubt, the words would be meaningless. "Thirteen what?" is the

natural query that would be forthcoming from such a one. But to the

initiated, to me and every Spring Hill boy, there could be but one meaning:
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a welcome reminder that Commencement, Home and Vacation will

all arrive at the end of the next thirteen days. If the realizations of this

pleasant fact dawned suddenly upon the average boy, he would be carried

off in rapturous ecstasies; perhaps, even, he might perform that almost

purely fictional and certainly altogether effeminate feat of "weeping for

joy." But, fear not, little landsman; there is no immediate danger of so

disconcerting a catastrophe. Neither home nor to any of my fellows has

the conception of this almost incredibly short home-stretch come with

the pleasurable shock of a telegram announcing the death of a rich

mother-in-law (please preserve this; it is valuable as an antique). On
the contrary, most of us have measured the distance day by day from
the very first announcement of the closing date, and, to place the truth

before a plausible explanation, I must confess that I can recall finding

the same little red-lettered date-cards on my desk away back when they

bore such gigantic numbers as 85, instead of the consoling little 13 that

ornaments the one now before me. How, then, can I explain the subtle

influence that the magic "13" exercised upon my natural antipathy to

work? Truly, the task is a hard one, and we will not attempt it. We
will simply admit that "the spirit moved us" and this is the result.

As we are unable to recall the chronological order of the various

events that have happened since Easter, we are constrained to throw
order to the winds and jot down the happenings of interest just as they

come to our mind. "Rah, rah! Rah, rah, rah! Little Yard!" That
was the yell that we heard on May 11th and then heard no more. On
that day the Little Yard's nine played its only outside game when it

defeated the highly-touted aggregation from U. M. S. The game was a

walkover from our point of view, as long as it lasted. In the sixth inning

the score was 8 to 3, and from the ferocious manner in which our sluggers

were getting to Roberts, the Cadets' only pitcher, there is no judging

what the final total would have been, had not the rain mercifully ended
the slaughter. To name any individual stars when the whole team played

like professionals, is not an enviable task, but we think we are safe in

saying that Day's masterful pitching, together with the timely hitting

of Courtney and Milam, were the most potent factors in the victory.

The next phase of baseball we must consider is a more important

one, viz., the results of the Leagues. All of the winners were not defi-

nitely decided as yet, and the best we can do in some cases will be to

give the present standing. On the First League, Day's Cubs can boast

a one-game lead on their once mighty rivals, the Naps, and from the

present disorganized condition of Captain Dillon's team, it would seem
that this would be quite sufficient to make the Cubs sure winners. The
Second League race is practically decided, for Gianelloni's Bear Cats
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now have a four-game lead, whereas Smith's Indians have well-nigh

exhausted themselves in a fruitless eleventh-hour spurt. The Third
League has furnished the closest race of any league, and at present Capt.

Murray's Speed Demons are crowing over Byrne's Invincibles because

of but one "measly" game. The Fourth league came to a glorious

end a few days ago, when Capt. Soniat's team administered such an
overwhelming defeat to their already disheartened opponents that they

gave up the fight and the pins. The result of this league illustrates what
pluck and perseverance can do. Forced by the doctor's orders to give

up baseball, "Larruping" Larry Dugas delivered his captaincy and a six-

game advantage to Pug Keoughan. About the same time, Capt. Soniat

was reinforced by the return of "Slugging" Fitz, whose "business"

engagements had temporarily deprived Soniat of a .500 hitter and a .990

fielder. These two changes so completely metamorphosed the com-
plexion of affairs that the once down-trodden Soniats came out on top.

In fine, here is the way we pick the fellows to line up when they dish

out the pins on June 15th: First League, Cubs—Day (capt.), Tumminello,
Druhan, Baudier, Courtney, Ollinger, Russell, Bannon, R. Willard and C.

Willard; Dillon, Losing captain; scorer, Dempsey. Second League, Bear-

cats—Gianelloni (capt.), Dorn, Roe, McEvoy, Oliver, D. Burguieres, Eliot,

Le Sassier, Brito, McKenna; Captain Smith of Losers; scorer, S. Reynaud,

Third League, Speed Demons—Murray (capt.), Guiteras, Mathis, Diaz,

Williams, A. Burguieres, McDonald, Coyle, Ching, Brunet; Losing captain,

Byrne. Fourth League, Soniats—Soniat, (capt.), Fitzpatrick, White,

Reynaud, O'Shee, Glover, Scully Robichaux; Losing captain, Keoughan.

For the benefit of the scorers' piece of mind and physical well-being,

it has been decided not to give prizes for the leading batters, and we
wish to sympathize with such disappointed sluggers as Milam, Courtney

and Tumminello, of the First League; Christie, Roe, Galliand and Hughes,

of the Second League; Guiteras, Kopecky, Bermudez and Coyle, of the

Third League, and "Fence-Buster" Reynaud and "Home Run" Fitz, of

the Fourth League. As for fielding, we also will take a risk which the

scorers declined and proclaim that in our humble opinion the honors

for fielding belong to Druhan, Landry and Willard, in the majors;

Dorn, Hughes and Roe, of the next class; Kopecky, J. Druhan and Brunet,

of the minors; and O'Shee, Hartwell and Glover, of the Bush Leaguers.

We hear the deep rumbling of an approaching "kick," but we hasten to

apologize for any mistakes in our choice remarking that doubtless

the best players are those not named. If you don't believe us, ask Kelley.

I suppose that while we are throwing the bouquets we might just as well

give Willard and Baudier the credit they deserve and acknowledge that

their "Shafer-like" antics on the side-lines helped much to put the Cubs
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in the lead. Then, too, on behalf of the First League, we must thank

the Seniors who were kind enough to officiate as umpires for the games.

We refer especially to Captain Mackin, "Son" Shelby, and "Christy,"

whose showing as arbiters would easy qualify them for berths in the

Southern. The Second League requests us to tender our heartfelt thanks

to Messrs. Galliand and Kelley for their melodramatic, "Give us the

chee-ild" scenes, that they staged for the amusement and relaxation of

the players. The Third League in general has nothing to be particularly

thankful for, unless it be the resignation of their umpire; but the Speed
Demons have Coyle's wonderful bunting to thank for their success. The
Fourth League teams know no common joy; Captain Soniat's trusties

are, of course, jubilant and triumphant, but the others do not like to

speak of their baseball season. The Fifth League, or rather the Mush
Ball Stars, wish to manifest their appreciation to Francisco "Villa," who,

by furnishing the sporting goods necessary, organized the game which
has since become so popular among his countrymen, Tribly, Ailloud, etc.

So much for baseball and all its branches.

The "Lake Season" was officially opened on May 7th, and since

that day no one has missed an opportunity of enjoying a bath. Even the

"Tee-totaller," though he held out for some time, was finally compelled

to yield to its allurements, and on the historic May 24th, amidst the

plaudits of the delighted "common herd," he sprang from the diving-

board to take his "semi-annual." As the weather has been constantly

growing warmer, so the appreciation and popularity of the cooling,

refreshing waters has mounted till now everyone is enjoying himself in

his own way, so that "Dare-devil" Skinny has a very small audience to

marvel at his wonderful power of swimming under water, while all the

erstwhile torturers of George—"min out"— (Tell 'em all about it,

Johnnie). The May Bath, held on June 5th, was a ripping success. All

but three of our ninety-odd members enjoyed the three hours of bathing,

log-riding and ice-creaming, that came as a reward for good conduct

in the Study Hall during the month of May.

By the way, there is very little matter to write this issue, and even

if there were, I fear that in the state of anxious anticipation we now are,

we would not be able to do it full justice. We must, however, before

closing our remarks, ask the College at large to take off their hats to

the Junior Division. All who were present at the Elocution Contest on
June 4th will not hesitate to do so, for certainly any fair critic will admit
that the Little Yarders deserve congratulation on the fact that they

number among themselves not only the winners of both the Collegiate

and Academic Medal, but also all whom the judges picked for special men-
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tion, though "elder brethren" were entered in both divisions. "Billy"

McCarthy, our promising young astrologist, rises now to inform us that

the present peculiar orbitation of the two central binary stars in the

constellation of Coma Bafina is an evil omen forbidding future words.

Obedient, then, to our infallible prophet, we will close what is to serve as

our valedictory, by wishing to all our readers the same joys that we
anticipate during the next two months.
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'THE SEASON OF 1916."

The base ball season of 1916 at Spring Hill has been one of the

longest as well as one of the most successful the College has ever had.

Its opening took place during the latter part of February and up to

the eleventh of June games were played. True it is that five defeats

were marked against us, but these were only five out of the twenty-five

games played. Only once during the whole season did the college boys

meet a team that appeared too much for them, and this team struck

like a whirlwind.

Our boys met two of the heaviest teams on the S. I. A. A. and
handled one well, but the other reversed the order of things. Alabama
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U, went down in defeat before Spring Hill but the Plainsmen of Auburn,
the S. I. A. A. chaps, proved our stumbling block. Indeed when they

came upon our path we stumbled, and stumbling, fell just about as

hard as anyone possibly could.

During the '16 season we have met practically every team in the

City League of Mobile, and have in all but one case been the victors.

This one defeat was handed us by Thoss team, the second game of their

series. Another game was dropped to the Mississippi Normal in Hat-

tiesburg, but the series was easily won. These two games coupled with

the three lost to Auburn constitute Spring Hill's total loss for the season.

Considering the high company in which the Purple and White
was placed this season, we have every reason to feel proud, yes doubly

proud of our team. We won from Auburn last year. They won from
us this year. So what of it after all ! Just an even break. Although
we did lose the series it took the Southern champions to take it, and
when we consider that they had to fight thirteen long innings in the

first game even after Spring Hill had staged a ten error performance,

we can't help feeling that we have just as good a team as they have
after all. But all teams have off days and we just happened to have

ours at the wrong time.

The second game of the Auburn series really doesn't deserve the

name Base Ball. Auburn started scoring on Spring Hill's errors in the

first inning and although the pitchers worked excellently 10—1 was the

closing count. The third game was lost only after a hard fight by both

teams. A single score by Auburn and none by Spring Hill tells the

story. Well we were beaten in five games, but we were on top in

twenty. So we have no cause to shed tears nor room to kick. We are

fully convinced that we have one of the best teams in the South, our

only regret is that we were unable to get games with more college

teams.

Our pitching staff is an exception. We have what can be truly

called a "real one". Three men compose it and all are class A ball

players. Teams are often found with one or two good pitchers on the

staff but to find a staff composed wholly of class A pitchers is most

unusual. These three pitchers have been with Spring Hill for the

past two seasons and it is the good fortune of the College to have them
for the coming one.

With the opening of the 1917 season, Spring Hill will be lacking

only one man of the present team. Clarence Day, who has for the past

two seasons so ably filled the position of short stop, will receive his

diploma and never again be seen in a College Nine uniform. Although
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we hate to think that we have to give up our little short stop, such things

cannot be helped and our only hope is that there will be others coming
who will be able to fill his place and serve the team as well as "Crabby"
has.

The team of the 1917 season should without a doubt be a winner.

Eight regulars will again be in uniform and with their two or more
years of experience should be able to reverse again the order of things

when they again meet the Southern champions, and keep it reversed.

The 1917 schedule of the Spring Hill club is going to be the heav-

iest the College has ever had, but we feel confident that the boys who
uphold the Purple and White will fight hard for their colors and when
the season has ended they will have even a better record than they have
for the past one.

"SERIES"

First Game

SPRING HILL—11. DAVIS CLUB—

4

The first game of the series between Spring Hill and the A. D.

Davis Club, of the Mobile City League, was played on the College cam-
pus, Feb. 27th, and resulted in a large sized victory for the College

boys. Spring Hill got away in the first inning with a fine start and
throughout the whole contest had the Visitors at their mercy. The
team made a fine start but were unable to keep the lead which they had
obtained.

J. Smith opened up for his team with a three base hit and scored

on Adams' drive to left-center, O'Dowd failed to handle the ball and
Adams completed the circuit. Williams connected with the ball and
went for two bases but was retired before he reached third. These two
runs coupled with two made by Lee and Conolly in the fourth closed

the run making for the Visitors although at several times the plate

was threatened. Ponds, in the ninth drove a ball into deep center for

three bases but was unable to score.

Day, for the College, opened the fire works by going to first, being

hit by the pitcher. O'Dowd went out on a fly ball to Ponds. Hastings

drew a base on balls, Curren singled, Holbrook's luck was a base on balls

as was that of Crouch and Jagoe. Mackin got his eye on the ball and
sent it into deep center for two bases. Day singled and O'Dowd on his

second trip to the plate followed Mackin's suit. Hastings singled but

the side was retired when Curren struck out. This one inning giving
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the College boys a lead of five runs practically gave them the game, for

at no time were they in any danger. Conolly went to the mound after

the first inning for the Davis team and pitched fine ball, and although

at times he was hit pretty hard, only two runs were marked up against

him. Two singles, a base on balls and a wild throw accounting for

these.

As this series started so early in the season Capt. Mackin worked the

three of his pitchers; Bienvenu opened up and pitched the first three

innings, Christovich worked from the third to the seventh, when he was
relieved by Ching. Captain Mackin did all the receiving for the College,

while A. Smith formed the second part of the Davis battery. Both teams
worked exceedingly well as will be seen by the small number of errors

made. A glance at the box score will show that although this was only

the second game of the season, as to fielding and hitting both teams were
in mid-season form.
SPRING HILL— DAVIS

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Day, ss 4 2 2 3 J. Smith, ss
O'Dowd, If 4 2 2 11 Adams, 2b
Hastings, cf 2 2 110 Steber, cf
Curren, 3b 4 1110 Ponds, 3b
Holbrook, lb 3 114 3 Williams, If

Crouch, 2b 3 1 3 A. Smith, c
Jagoe, rf 3 10 10 Lee, rf

Mackin, c 4 1 1 13 3 1 Chambers, lb. ...

Bienvenu, p 10 10 Murphy, p
Christovich, p 2 10 Conolly, p
Ching, p 10 10

31 11 ~9 27 ~8 ~2

Summary:—
Three-base hits, Smith J, Ponds; two-base hits.Lee, Williams, Mackin, O'Dowd,

Day, Ching; stolen bases, Day, O'Dowd, Conolly; sacrifice hits, O'Dowd; bases on
balls, off Murphy, 4; off Conolly, 1; off Bienvenu, 3; off Christovich, 0; off Ching, 0;
struck-out by Conolly, 4; by Bienvenu, 5; by Christovich, 5; b> Ching, 2.

AB.R.
3 1

H. PO. A. E.
2 2

. 4 1 10 1

4 10
. 4 3 4
4 2 4
2 4 2

. 4 1

. 3 13

. 2 1 3 1

30 4 2 24 15 2

Second Game of Series.

SPRING HILL—7. DAVIS—1.

The second game of the Davis series was played April 2nd, and re-

sulted in another victory for the Purple and White upholders. Spring

Hill scored the first run in the second inning after Sitterle had driven

out a pretty three-bagger and was brought home by Mackin's single. Af-

ter this no runs were made by either side up to the eighth, when Spring

Hill opened up and scored six. In this inning Brunet started off by get-

ting a single, Holbrook singled, Curren walked, Hastings and Crouch
both singled, while Sitterle repeated the performance of his first trip to

the plate, three bases were again taken when he again drove the ball
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into deep center. Mackin went safe on Adams' error and after reaching

third, scored on an error by Chambers.
Davis' only run came in the ninth when Williams got his base on

Day's error; an error by Crouch gave him second and third, while a wild

pitch allowed him to complete the circuit. Conolly and Jones opposed

Bienvenu in this game, and up to the fatal eighth it was a pure pitchers'

battle. Both Conolly and Jones allowed hits freely when they did allow

them, but not until the eighth did they really count.

Bienvenu led in strike-outs, having fourteen placed to his credit;

while Jones and Conolly together claimed five. The College batters rung
up twelve safeties but the Visitors were unable to mark up a single one

to their credit.

SPRING HILL— DAVIS—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Dav, ss. 4 112 Adams, ss 4 2
Brunei, If 4 12 10 Williams, cf 3 10 2
Holbrook, rf 3 12 Ponds, 3b 4 4 3 1
Curren, 3b 3 12 Smith, c 4 9
Hastings, cf 4 11110 Chambers, If 4
Crouch, 3b 4 12 5 2 Chambers, lb 2 7
Sitterle, lb 4 2 2 6 Calmetti, 2b 2 2
Mackin, c 4 1 2 16 McNamara, rf 2 10
Bienvenu, p 2 10 Conolly, p 3 10

Jones, p 10 10
32 7 12 27

29 1 24 6 3
Summary:

—

Three-base hits, Sitterle, 2; two-base hit, Mackin; sacrifice hits, Bienvenu, 2,

Holbrook, 1; stolen bases, Day, 2, Brunet, 3, Hastings, 1.

First Game—March 12.

SPRING HILL—6. BARNEY CAVANAGH—

5

The Barney-Cavanagh club of the Mobile City League put up a fine

fight against the Collegians on March 12th. But the superior training of

the college boys came forth in the last inning and the Visitors went down
in defeat to the tune of 6—5. It was a battle royal from start to finish

and at no time during the whole game was there a lack of interest.

Spring Hill's winning run came in the eighth inning when Day scored

Ching with a two-base hit. Christovich registered the first clean home-
run of the season by knocking the ball over the left field fence. Sitterle

hit for three bases in the fourth. The longest hit gotten by the Visit-

ors was in the eighth when Brown drove the ball into left center for two
bases. Murphy did the slab work for the Barney-Cavanagh team and did

it well, acquiring ten strike-outs to his credit, while for the College, Bien-

venue, Christovich and Ching were on the mound and registered thirteen
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strike-outs, of these Bienvenu claimed six in the three innings he pitched.

Ching and Christovich divided the other seven.

S. H.C.— BARNEY-CAVANAGH—
AB.R H. PO. A. E AB.R. H.PO A.E.

Dav, ss 5 2 1 1 3 2 Touart, 2b 3 1 1 1

Brunet, If 1 1 1 Finkbohner, ss 4 2 1

Hastings, cf 4 1 1 1 Gaines, lb 3 6
Curren, 3b 4 1) 1 1 1 Brown, 3b 3 1 1 1

Holbrook, rf 4 n Smith, c 3 1 10 4
Crouch, 2b 3 1 3 1 Murphy, p 3 1 5
Sitterle, lb 3 1 1 4 II Jordon, rf. 4 (I 2 2
Mackin, c 3 1 2 10 2 Smallwood, If 3 2
Bienvenu, p I) Potter, cf 4 2 1

Christovich, p 2 1 1 1 (I

Courtney, lb 1 1 6 30 5 2 24 9 5
Jagoe, c 1 II 4 1 II

O'Dowd, If 2 1 (I n
Ching, p 1 1 2

34 6 10 27 11 8

Batteries—Spring Hill College, Bienvenu, Christovich and Mackin. Ching
and Jagoe.

Barney-Cavanaugh; Murphy and Smith
Summary:

—

Home-run, Christovich; three-base hit, Sitterle; two-base hits, Day, Brown; sac-

rifice hits; Murphy, Smallwood, Potter; base on balls, off Bienvenu, 2, off Christ-

ovich, 1, off Ching, 1, off Murphy, 4; hits off Bienvenu, 0, off Christovich, 0, off

Ching, 2 off Murphy, 9.

Second Game—March 26.

SPRING HILL—5. BARNEY-CAVANAGH—1.

The second game of the Spring Hill—Barney-Cavanagh series proved

more disastrous to the City Leaguers than the first. The College boys

got the jump on them by registering three safeties in the first inning which
practically put the game in their hands. Hits in the first by Day, Crouch,

Brunet and Holbrook gave Spring Hill the lead which they easily re-

tained throughout the whole game. Holbrook went safe on an error in the

fourth and circled the bases on three wild throws. Hastings accounted for

the last run which came in the eighth and was lead up to by a single.

Barney-Cavanagh's only score came in the eighth after Norton had
gotten a two-base hit. The plate was threatened several times, but only

this one occasion was a gain made.
For the College Christovich and Ching did the twirling, while Jones

was on the mound for the Visitors. The Spring Hill pitchers gave up
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only two hits, while Jones was connected with on six different occasions.

SPRING HILL— BARNEY-CAVANAGH—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Day, ss 4 110 3 1 Finkbohner, ss 4 113
Brunet, If 4 110 Norton, c 2 12 7 10
Hastings, cf 3 110 10 Green, 3b 3 2 10
Curren, 3b 3 10 Murphy, cf 4 10
Holbrook, rf 4 2 2 Jordan, rf 3
Crouch, 2b 4 12 11 Roberts, If 4 10
Sitterle, lb 3 6 Gaines, lb 4 8 10
Mackin, c 2 16 2 Touart, 2b 10 3 1
Ching, p 2 Jones, p 3 14
Christovich, p 100010
Jagoe, c 100000 28 12 24 84

31 5 6 24 9 2

Summary:

—

Two-base hit, Norton; sacrifice hit, Hastings; struck out by Jones, 7, by Christo-

vich, 7, by Ching, 10; base on balls, off Christovich, 1, off Ching, 4, off Jones, 1;

innings pitched by Ching, 6, by Christovich, 2; hits off Ching, 1, off Christovich, 1.

April 16th.

SPRING HILL—2. CROWN THEATRE—1.

On April 16th, Spring Hill for the first time of the season met the

strong Crown Theatre team and after a hard tussel succeeded in down-
ing them. The day was anything but ideal for base ball as a light rain

had fallen just before the start, rendering the diamond very treacherous

and making the two pitchers work most difficult. However the battle

started on time and considering the weather conditions was one of the

best games played on the College campus. Finnegan, an old timer, went
to the mound for the Visitors and was opposed by Ching who worked
like a veteran throughout the whole game, allowing only four hits.

Spring Hill started off like a flash. Only three of the Crown's bat-

ters faced our pitcher in the first inning, and then the life started. Day
went to first on Denny's error. Brunet sacrificed him to second, when
Hastings' hit put him across the plate. Sitterle struck out. Holbrook
was safe on Denny's error, Hastings going to third. Curren closed the

inning with a drive to second.

Spring Hill again succeeded in sending a man across the plate in the

fourth. Holbrook got first on Farnell's error and continued to second.

Curren turned up with a single sending Holbrook to third. Crouch, with

a sacrifice accounted for Holbrook's crossing the plate. Mackin also

sacrificed in an endeavor to bring Curren around, but failed. Ching hit

to Farnell but was thrown out.

The Crowns only run came in the fifth. Johnson lead off with a sin-

gle. Moss struck out, but was followed by Eanes with another single

which sent Johnson across the plate. Eanes took second and went to third
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on an error. An attempt was made to steal home but failed. Finnegan

was safe on Sitterle's error and succeeded in stealing second and third,

but Thomas retired the side with a strike out. After this inning, only on
three occasions did the Crowns succeed in getting men on the bases.

Denny was hit by the pitcher, Farnell got his base on an error, while

Johnson registered a hit, but no one of them went past second base.

Spring Hill had no men on from the fourth to the seventh. In the

seventh Crouch drew a base on balls, but was thrown out in an attempt

to go home. Ching placed a hit to his credit. In the eighth five men
went on bases but none were able to score, and the game closed with a

final score of 2—1.

SPRING HILL— CROWNS—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Day, ss 4 10 110 Thomas, If 4 10
Brunet, If 4 1 Walsh, cf 4
Hastings, cf 3 10 Denny, lb 3 9 2
Sitterle, lb 3 10 1 Farnell, 3b 3 2 2 3
Holbrook, rf 4 10 10 1 Norton, c 4 8 1

Curren, 3b 3 10 2 1 Johnson, 2b 4 12 3 2
Crouch, 2b 2 15 Moss, ss 4 12
Mackin, c 1 1 12 Eanes, rf 3 12
Ching, p 3 2 2 1 Finnegan, p 3 2

Murphy 10
27 25 27 85

33 1 3 24 8 6

* Murphy batted for Farnell in the ninth.

Summary:—
Two-base hit, Mackin; triple play, Finnegan to Johnson to Denny; double play,

Farnell (unassisted); struck out by Finnegan, 6, by Ching, 11; base on balls, off

Finnegan, 4, off Ching, 0; hit by pitcher, Denny.

SPRING HILL VS. THOSS SPORTING GOODS CO.

First Game—April 23.

SPRING HILL—3. THOSS SPORTING GOODS CO.—1.

Spring Hill, on Sunday, April 23, met in the first game of a series the

team representing the Thoss Sporting Goods Co. of the Mobile City

League, and after a hotly-contested game succeeded in winning out by

a score of 3 to 1. Christovich went to the mound for the College, with

Mackin receiving, while for the Thoss team Jones did the box work, with

Bullock receiving.

The Thoss team started off with a jump. Moore, the first man at

bat, went to first on balls; second was gained on a play to first base which

failed, and third was stolen. Gaines delivered a hit which carried Moore
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across the plate. Gaines stole second and went to third on Petithory's

drive to right field, after Wagner had struck out. Gaines then attempted

to go home, but failed. Rehm was thrown out upon hitting to Crouch.

None of the Visitors succeeded in getting on base again until the fourth,

when Wagner went safe on an error and proceeded to second on a wild

pitch, but was retired by Christovich. Fowler went safe on a hit in the

fifth, but was thrown out while stealing second. Jones went to first on
Crouch's error in the sixth, but was thrown out on Moore's drive to Day.

Rehm hit safely for one base in the seventh, but failed to reach second.

Rullock took first on an error and was thrown out by Mackin in an
attempted steal. Wagner, in the ninth, was hit by Ching, who had
relieved Christovich. Petithory singled, but Rehm's drive to Holbrook

ended the game.

Spring Hill failed to score until the eighth, although at several times

during the game they threatened. Hastings, after singling and stealing

second, was unable to go further. Holbrook went as far as third in the

second inning, but could not score. Brunet hit safely in the third. Day
went for two bases on a clean drive in the sixth and was sacrificed to

third by Brunet, but failed to score. Holbrook hit safely in the seventh,

but was thrown out at second on Curren's fielder's choice. All of Spring

Hill's runs came in the eighth. Christovich gained first on Petithory's

error, and in the same play continued to second. Day's sacrifice landed

him safely on third, while Brunet's hit carried him across the plate.

Brunet took second and third on Hasting's fly to right field, and a failure

on the part of Rehm to handle Ching's drive allowed him to score, Ching
going to second base. Holbrook followed this play with a hit, scoring

Ching, but in an attempt to take second was thrown out. The game
closed with a score of 3-1.

S. H. C— THOSS—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Day, ss 3 10 4 1 Moore!, cf 3 10 10 1

Brunet, If 3 12 Gaines, lb 4 17 1
Hastings, cf 3 10 Wagner, 2b 3 4 10
Ching, rf 2 10 Petithory, If 4 1111
Sitterle, lb 2 7 lehm, 3b 4 12 11
Holbrook, lb.-rf 4 2 10 1 Yost ss 3 2 2
Curren, 3b 2 2 Fowler, rf 3 110
Crouch, 2b 3 5 3 1 Bullock, c 3 5 3
Mackin, c 3 12 3 Jones, p 3 14
Christovich, p 310030
O'Dowd, rf 1 30 1 4 24 10 6

28 3 6 27 13 4

Summary :

—

Two-base hit, Day; sacrifice hits, Curren, Brunet, Day; strike-outs, by Jones, 5,

by Christovich, 9; base on balls, off Jones, 0, off Christovich, 1.
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Second Game—May 14.

SPRING HILL—0. THOSS—3.

The second game against the Thoss team was probably one of the

most hotly-contested and best-played games that has been staged by a

City League team against the Collegians this season. The errors on the

part of the Visitors were almost in the zeros, but a glance at the box score

will show what mostly accounted for the loss of the game. Never before

had the College team played as ragged a game of ball as they did on the

afternoon of May 14th, when it came to errors, and these did not come
from not being able to handle the ball, but from throws that were wild

and many short. Bienvenu went to the mound for the College team and
pitched fine ball, his strike outs totaled thirteen to his opponents' six, but

the two wild pitches on his part, coupled with the ten errors made, ac-

counted for his defeat.

Jones, for the Visitors, although he has appeared on several occasions

against the College, never before did he pitch as fine a game as he did

for the Thoss team. Although he only claimed six strike-outs and allowed

six hits, he worked like a veteran in the pinches, and upon two occasions,

when defeat stared him in the face, he steadily worked himself back to

level ground. His support was perfect, and with only one error made
behind him he succeeded in winning the first shut out of the season over

the Collegians.

The Thoss team's runs came in the first, fourth and sixth innings.

In the first with two down Fowler hit safely for one base, went to secortd

on Jagoe's error and scored when Day failed to field Petithory's drive.

In the sixth a base on balls and a wild pitch accounted for another run by
Williams. In the sixth an error by Day, a stolen base, an error by Crouch
and a hit by Rehm allowed Williams to again cross the plate. The
College boys threatened to score at several times, but never was the plate

crossed by them, and the game closed with a final score of 3-0.

S. H. C—
O'Dowd, lb
Sitterle, 3b
Brunet If

AE
4
1

3
4

. R. H. PO. A
9
11
14

10
14

2 1

2 2 3
10

2 1

E
1

3

1

2

1

2

THOSS—

Wagner, 2b
Gaines, lb
Fowler, cf
Petithory, If

Williams, rf
Rehm,3b
Yost, ss

Bullock, c
Jones, p

AB.R.
4
4
4 1

4
2 2
4
4
4
2

H. PO. A. E.
13 1

7 10110
5

Hastings, cf
Mackin, c
Jagoe, rf
Crouch, 2b
Ching, If

Curren, 3b
Bienvenu, p

4
2
4
3
2
1

2

2
2 10
12 3

6
2 10

32 3 4 27 8 1

30 6 29 10 10
Summary:

—

Two-base hit, Hastings; sacrifice hit, Bienvenu; hit by pitcher, Mackin; base
on balls, off Bienvenu, 2, off Jones, 1; strike-outs by Bienvenu, 10, by Jones, 6.
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SPRING HILL vs. MISSISSIPPI NORMAL.

They're off—off for a purpose and a reason; purpose—off for Hatties-

burg to meet the wonderful baseball team of the Mississippi Normal;

reason—because they wanted to win from the Normal.

A bright sunny day bade farewell to the athletes in company with Fr.

Wilkinson, Umpire Dutch VanHeuvel and scorer and coach Sid Simon.

The trip was made in record breaking time. Said trip taking the

merry crowd through wonderful scenery and new lands. Many incidents

of note, not value, occurred, upon this wonderful expedition. Lanky Hol-

brook lost his dog. Arriving in the wonderful city of Beaumont— (which)

is some town)—Johnny Crouch informed the crowd that he would take

a freight train for Hattiesburg. Thanks John. The flagman was very

accomodating as he stopped our limited at every station long enough to

quench the boys' thirst— (Miss, is a dry state) with pop. On the way
Dutch was given instructions as to the supposed duties of an umpire and
from all reports

—"VanHuel was dere".— . But we must apologize to our

real coach because the natives took Sid Simon for his representative. But

we know that Sid was there with the noise.

Of course we arrived in Hattiesburg late—quite naturally—but better

late than never. Our welcome was grand? A reception committee awaited

our coming with the College band and a committee of students together

with a bunch of loyal rooters delivered a speech of welcome. All this,

gentle readers, took place after we had telephoned out to the Normal
College that we had arrived. Oh, well, what the difference? We were

there and in a short time our presence was made known.

After making ourselves at home in the fine Hotel Hattiesburg, prepa-

rations for the battle were made. Still no sight of anyone from the

Normal. Well, after riding through Mobile street—which made us think

that we were in the Gulf City—we arrived on the battle ground.

Some park, some diamond, and some game. It was a novel sight,

indeed, when batting practice was in order, to watch our boys paste the

pill out of the lot and see some local fly chaser gently top the fence, and
behold some fence remove itself for passage of said fly chaser. Some
fence

!

Well, after the usual formalities, the local high-voiced rooters made
known their presence, as the deep-voiced supporters were very much on
the Q. T.

Well, the first battle began, and Captain Mackin entrusted the win-

ning of said encounter to "Brother" Christovich. Did old Christy live

up to his past reputation as one of the best pitchers S. H. C. has ever had?
Thanks, Christy; here's hoping for the same success in other series.
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While pitching counts mightily in baseball, don't for a moment over-

look Ed. O'Dowd, who knocked out enough home runs to beat Mississippi

Normal without the aid of the other runs scored. Ed's first two trips

to the plate turned into two clean smashes over the left field fence. The
all-around playing of the S. H. C. boys clearly outclassed the Normal and
especially in batting and base running did their superiority stand out most
boldly. Our boys pelted the hide for twelve bingles and their base running
was "classy."

As an intermission the hotel gave us a dance—some dance. Many
thanks for the good times.

Thursday morning saw the boys taking in the sight at Mississippi

Normal, which proved most interesting and pleasing, especially from the

social view. Ching, how about that pennant? And Rusty and Bobo, how
about auto riding? Some swells are those on Main street!

A taste of defeat seemed to awaken the Normal crowd and new
timber was in the line-up for the second game. The first round for S. H. C.

was noticeable, due to the absence of O'Dowd's homers, but the boys
chalked up two markers, which were quickly gotten back, due to an error

by Holbrook.

O'Dowd grounded to short to start the game, while Brunet singled

to right field, but was forced out on Day's grounder to short. Hastings

hit to second and was safe on Welbourne's error, Day going to third and
Hastings to second on the throw. Captain Mackin was there with a clean

single over third, scoring both Day and Hastings, but an attempted steal

proved fatal, retiring the side.

Mississippi Normal came right back in the first inning after Wel-

bourne had breezed. Willy walked. Gumel hit to right, and when
Holbrook errored, the former scored and Gumel, who had reached third

on the error, scored when Day let the throw get away, thus tieing the

count.

Ching pitched fine ball until the ninth. S. H. C. had several chances

to score, but the needed pinch hitting was missing.

With a man on third in the ninth, Ching made a wild pitch to Rowan,
allowing Anderson to score, winning the game for Normal and marking
up Ching's first defeat of the season.

Hostilities were soon resumed with Bienvenu twirling for S. H. C.

With the score tied the old reliable was called upon. Christy relieved B.

(who was by no means up to his old-time form) and succeeded in holding

the Normal batters at bay, as he had done in the first game. The score

remained a tie up to the fourth, when Hastings got on through the short-
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stop's error; Mackin sacrificed him to second, he went to third, and

Jagoe's infield hit and scores came when Anderson hungled Crouch's

grounder.

In the fifth O'Dowd walked and scored when Day tripled to deep right.

In the seventh a regular batting feast was staged, ending with four

runs and darkness.

After the game a hurried change was made in preparation for our

departure for Gulfport to board the Louisville and Nashville limited for

home—a far different trip than the one we experienced going to the

great city.

All arrived in Mobile thoroughly tired out, but a wish was pouring

from every pair of lips that some day in the near future they would be able

to make another trip to Mississippi's wonderful city.

First Game.

S. H. C—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

NORMAL—

O'Dowd, lb 4
Brunet, If 5
Day, ss 4
Hastings, cf 5
Mackin, c 4
Holbrook, rf 5
Crouch, 2b 4
Curren, 3b 4
Christovich, p 4

3 11
2 2

1 Welbourne, 2b 4
Gumel, If 4

2 Anderson, lb 4
Guy, c 4

AB. R. H. PO.

1 5
1 2
2 4

Rawes, cf 4
Rowan, 3b 2
Wilder, ss 3
Patton, rf 3
Applewhite, p 3

6
1

10
1 5

A.E.
2

1

1

1

2
3 1

39 8 12 27 15 5 31 1 4 27 11 5
Summary:

—

Home runs—O'Dowd 2. Two-base hits—O'Dowd, Day, Hastings (2), Crouch,
Rawes. Stolen bases—Mackin 1, Crouch 1, Day 2, Holbrook 1, O'Dowd 1, Apple-

white, 1. Double plays—Christovich to O'Dowd; Crouch to Day to O'Dowd; Wel-
bourne to Wilder. Strike outs—Christovich 6, Applewhite 4. Bases on balls

—

Christovich 1, Applewhite 2.

Second Game.

S. H. C-
AB.R.

O'Dowd, lb 4
Brunet, If 4
Dav. ss 4 1

Hastings, cf 3 1

Mackin, c 4
Holbrook, rf 1

Jagoe, rf 3
Crouch, 2b 4
Curren, 3b 2
Ching, p 3

H. PO. A. E.
12

NORMAL—

Welbourne, 2b.
Dilly, ss

Gumel, If

Anderson, lb.

Guy, c.

Rawes, cf
Rowan, 3b
Patton, rf

Sewell, p

2 5 26 17 3

AB
4

3
4

. 4
<1

R. H. PO. A.
15 1

10 2 2
12 2
12 1

9 2
2
12

10
3

E.
2

()

. 4

1)

1 II

3 (1

32 3 6 27 11 3

Summary:

—

Two-base hit—Anderson. Double plays—Hastings to O'Dowd to Ching to Day;
Sewell to Anderson to Willy. Struck out—By Ching 9, by Sewell 8. Base on balls

—

off Ching 1, off Sewell 2. Stolen bases—Crouch, Welbourne.
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Third Game.
R. H. E.

Spring Hill 7 8 3

Mississippi Normal 13 4

Batteries—Spring Hill College: Bienvenu, Christovich, Mackin.; Normal: Mont-
gomery and Guy.

Summary:

—

Three-base hit—Day. Two-base hit—Hastings. Stolen bases—O'Dowd, Jagoe,

Rawes, Dilly. Strike outs—By Bienvenu 4, Christovich 5, Montgomery 8. Bases on
balls—Montgomery 3.

SPRING HILL—ALABAMA UNIVERSITY.

S. H. C—8 A. U.—6.

S. H. C—2. A. U.—1.

On May 1st was witnessed on the Southern League diamond at Monroe
Park a double-header between Spring Hill and the University of Alabama.
This was the Collegian's second try at handling any of the big leaguers.

The first, when they tackled the heavy Auburn squad during the season

of '15, and they again proved beyond doubt in these two games, as they

did last year, that they still have real baseball in them, and can hold their

own against the heaviest.

The University team, although composed of older and more expe-

rienced players than that of the College, failed to come up to the expec-

tation of the diamond sages, even though it did have among its number
a man who has been proclaimed one of the best hurlers in the S. I. A. A.

Yes, Boman is a fine pitcher, and we are all delighted to admit it. He has

worlds of speed ,good curves, and splendid control, but all amounted to

nothing when he faced the Hillians. Twice he was called to the rescue, but

twice his services were of no avail, and twice the University defenders

went down in defeat.

The first game opened with Ching on the mound for the College

and Captain Mackin receiving, while for the University Tompkins and
Scearce began the performance. But Tompkins, in the fourth, after four

runs had been marked against him, brought about by five safeties, yielded

his position to Wykle. Wykle pitched well up to the eighth, allowing only

four hits. With the score tied Bowman was called to the rescue, but his

efforts were useless. Four successive hits in the eighth by Ching, Day,

Brunet and Hastings tell the story of how the first game was won.
Ching, for the College, pitched stella ball throughout the game. His

only unfortunate inning, however, was the sixth, when, after hitting the

first batter, three errors, followed by Boon's hit, gave the Visitors four

runs, which led to the tieing of the score in the following inning by Car-

gyle on Styles' hit.
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Christovich relieved Ching in the ninth. The Visitors were unable

to find the combination to his benders and the game ended with a score

of 8-6 in favor of the Hillians.

Alabama with first bat was unable to put a man on base. Scearce

went out on a fly ball to Hastings. Caffey struck out, while Cargyle

followed the pace set by Scearce, flying out to Day.

Day opened for Spring by popping out to Longshore. Brunet drew a

pass. Hastings hit safe and Brunet took third, but was thrown out in an

attempt to go home. Holbrook drew a free pass and went to second on

Curren's sacrifice. Crouch retired the side with a fly ball to Hamilton.

Styles opened the second inning for the University boys with three

strikes. Hamilton singled and stole second. Wilson drew a pass. Boon
struck out and the inning was ended by Longshore's drive to O'Dowd.

O'Dowd led off in the beginning of the second with a perfect bunt

and went to second on Wilson's error. Mackin went out a fly ball to

Cargyle. O'Dowd scored on Ching's hit, while Ching took second and

third on a wild throw. He was put out in an attempt to go home.
Brunet's out closed the inning. Score: S. H. C. 1; Alabama 0.

Tompkins opened the third for Alabama by flying out to Hastings.

Scearce followed with a strike out. Caffey was hit by the pitcher, but

was retired in an attempt to steal second.

Hastings was the first man up for Spring Hill in the third and drew
a pass. Holbrook grounded to Caffey and went safe on an error. Curren

struck out, but was followed by a sacrifice by Crouch, which play scored

Hastings and placed Holbrook on third. The inning was then closed by

O'Dowd's failure to connect. Score: S. H. C. 2; Alabama 0.

In the opening of the fourth Cargyle drew a pass and went to second

on O'Dowd's error. Another error gave him third, and Styles scored

him with a two-base hit. Hamilton went out on a drive to Brunet and
Wilson closed the inning with a strike out.

Mackin drew a pass as an opener for the second, followed with a

stolen base. Ching struck out. Day walked and Brunet hit safe, scoring

Macking. Hastings followed with a three-base hit, the longest drive of

the game, clearing the bases. Wykle relieved Tomkins. Holbrook
struck out and Curren retired the side by grounding out to Hamilton.

Score: S. H. C. 6; Alabama 1.

Boon grounded out to Ching as an opener for the fifth. Longshore
hit safe for one base, Tompkins grounded out, and Scearce went out on a

fly ball to Holbrook.

Spring Hill's fifth was short, two strike outs by Crouch and O'Dowd
and a ground ball to Wilson retired the side. Score: S. H. C. 6; Alabama 1.
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Alabama's heaviest inning came in the sixth. Caffey was hit by
Ching and stole second. Cargyle went safe on Ching's error. Curren's
failure to handle the ball allowed Caffey to cross the plate. Another error

gave Styles his base, while an error in the following play allowed Cargyle
and Styles to score, leaving Hamilton on base. Wilson struck out. Boon
scored Hamilton with a single. Longshore grounded out to Crouch
and Wykle closed the inning by hitting to Day.

Spring Hill failed to score in their half of the sixth, although three

men succeeded in getting on base. Ching singled, but was thrown out

on Day's fielder's choice. Day took second and went to third, when
Wykle failed to handle Brunet's bunt. Holbrook struck out and Curren's

drive closed the inning, leaving Day on third base and Brunet on second.

Score: S. H. C. 6; Alabama 5.

With two men out, the seventh saw Alabama even up things. Scearce

grounded out to Ching. Caffey struck out. Cargyle hit for one base

and stole second. Styles followed with a single, scoring Cargyle. Ham-
ilton went out on a ground ball to Crouch.

Curren opened the seventh for Spring Hill with a strike out. Crouch
went out on a drive to second. O'Dowd was safe on a bunt and took

second and third on a wild throw. Mackin's hit to second retired the side.

Score: S. H. C. 6; Alabama 6.

Wilson hit to Ching and went safe on an error. Boon struck out.

Longshore went out on a sacrifice, advancing Wilson to second and
Tompkins grounded out to Crouch.

With the score tied, Boman went to the mound for the Visitors, in

hope of saving the day, but all in vain. Ching started the University's

trouble with a single. Day repeated the stunt, placing Ching on third.

A perfect bunt by Brunet sent Ching home and placed Day safe at third.

A single by Hastings scored Day and left Brunet on third. At this junc-

ture of the game Brunet suffered a sprained ankle and O'Dowd took his

place on base. An attempt was made to go home, but failed. Holbrook

struck out and a similar performance bv Curren closed the inning. Score:

S.H. C. 8; Alabama 6.

Ching was relieved by Christovich in the last inning and succeeded in

holding the Visitors scoreless during the few minutes he worked, although

they did succeed in getting a single and a base on balls. Scearce opened

with a clean single. Caffey sacrificed him to second. Cargyle drew a

pass. Styles flew out to Hastings and the side was retired by Hamilton's

drive to Crouch.
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S. H. C— ALABAMA—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Dav, ss 4 2 13 10 Scearce, c 5 1 12 1 2
Sitterle, lb 2 Caffey, 3b 2 10 2 3 2
Brunet, If 4 12 10 Cargyle, cf 2 2 110
Hastings, cf 4 13 3 Styles, rf 5 2 2
Holbrook, rf 4 10 Hamilton, lb 5 118
Curren, 3b 5 2 1 Wilson, ss 3 2 2
Crouch, 2b 3 3 Boon, If 3 10 1

O'Dowd, lb 4 12 9 12 Longshore, 2b 3 1111
Mackin, c 3 10 7 5 Tomkins, p 10 1

Ching, p 4 2 3 14 1 Wykle, p 10
Christovich, p 10 Bowman, p

35 8 11 27 17 4 30 6 7 24 7 9
Summary:—

Three-base hit, Hastings; two-base hit, Styles; strike-outs by Ching, 7, by Tom-
kins, 4, by Wykle, 5, by Bowman, 2; hits of Ching, 7, off Tompkins, 3, off Wykle, 6,

off Bowman, 2; base on balls, off Ching, 3, off Tomkins, 5, off Wykle, 0, off Bowman,
0. Umpires Fritz and Tennant.

Second Game.

The second game opened with Bowman on the mound for Alabama,

while for Spring Hill Bienvenu did the box work. Mackin continued to

do the receiving for the College and Scearce remained behind the bat

for the University. Alabama's line-up remained the same, but Spring

Hill was forced to make a change, owing to injuries sustained by Brunet

in the first game. Sitterle took O'Dowd's place at first, while O'Dowd
was shifted into Brunet's place in the field.

Scearce, Alabama's first batter, succeeded in getting his base by being

hit by the pitcher, and before the inning closed succeeded in advancing

as far as third base. Caffey, the second man up, retired on a strike out.

Cargyle's luck was a base on balls. Styles flew out to Holbrook, but was
followed by Hamilton's single, Cargyle going to second. Wilson's

ground ball to Curren closed the inning.

Day, on his first trip to the plate, went out on a long fly to Boone.

O'Dowd followed with a bunt, which placed him safely on first. Second
was stolen and a pitcher's error gave him third. An attempt was made
by O'Dowd to go home, but the play failed and Spring Hill's second out was
registered. Hastings retired the side by striking out. Score: S. H. C. 0;

Alabama 0.

Boone opened the second, fouling out to Curren. Longshore went
out on a ground ball to Day, and a similar drive to Crouch by Bowman
wound up the inning for Alabama.

Spring Hill's second inning, like that of Alabama, was short. Hol-
brook grounded out to Wilson, while Sitterle and Curren both went out

by the three-strike route. Score: S. H. C. 0; Alabama 0.
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Scearce led off in the fourth by striking out. Caffey was retired by
the same method. Cargyle drew a base on balls, but an attempt to steal

second proved fatal to him.

Crouch opened the fourth by striking safe on Longshore's error.

Mackin's sacrifice advanced him to second. Bienvenu drew a pass, which
was followed by Day's hit, which netted the first run of the game, when
Crouch scored. O'Dowd struck out and a fly ball by Hastings put an
ending to Sping Hill's half of the third. Score: S. H. C. 1; Alabama 0.

A single by Styles started the fireworks in the beginning of the third

and was responsible for the only score made by the University representa-

tives. Hamilton followed Styles by getting his base on balls and Wilson's

sacrifice left second and third base occupied. An error allowed Styles to

cross the plate and left Hamilton on third. Boone took three strikes and
Longshore, who followed, went out on a ground ball for Bienvenu.

Spring Hill, although fortunate enough to have the first batter walk,

was unable to advance him further than second base. Holbrook drew
the pass and went to second on Longshore's error. Sitterle was retired

by a drive to Hamilton. Curren struck out and Crouch was out on a

ground ball to the pitcher. Score: S. H. C. 1; Alabama 1.

Bowman was first up in the fifth, but Crouch accepted the chance.

Scearce retired on a strike out. Caffey hit safely for one base, but was
unable to go further. The side was retired by Cargyle's fly to Hastings.

Mackin, on Caffey's error, went safe . and stole second. Bienvenu

struck out. Day's luck was a fly to deep center, which was well fielded

by Cargyle. O'Dowd closed the inning with a ground ball to Hamilton.

Score: S. H. C. 1; Alabama 1.

In the sixth only three men faced the pitcher, and although one

succeeded in connecting with the ball his single netted very little, as an

attempt proved fatal. Styles claimed the hit, while both Hamilton and
Wilson went out on strike-outs.

Spring Hill's sixth was as short as that of the University. Hastings

grounded out to Longshore and Holbrook and Sitterle were victims of the

pitcher. Score: S. H. C. 1; Alabama 1.

Boone opened the seventh with a strike out and Longshore followed

suit. Bowman, on his trip to the plate, was hit by a pitched ball and
stole second. Scearce was passed, but Caffey closed with a strike out.

Ching opened the seventh, batting in Curren's place. A beautifully

manipulated bunt placed him safely on first and third was stolen. Crouch
was walked and stole second. Mackin was unable to connect, but was
followed by Bienvenu, whose bunt was responsible for Spring Hill's win-

ning run. Only one man was out when the winning score was made.
Score: S. H. C. 2: Alabama 7.
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S. H. C— ALABAMA—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

Day, ss 3 10 10 Scearce, c 2 10 1 1

O'Dowd, If 3 10 Caffey, 3b 3 10 11
Hastings, cf 3 10 Cargyle, If 10 10
Holbrook, rf 2 10 Styles, rf 3 12 10
Sitterle, lb 3 9 Hamilton, lb 2 16 10
Curren, 3b 2 10 Wilson, ss 2 10
Ching, p 1110 Boon, If 3 10
Crouch, 2b 2 10 2 2 Longshore 2b 3 112
Mackin, c 2 8 3 1 Bowman, p 2 11
Bienvenu p 2 10 2

23 ~2 ~4 21 9 1

Summary :

—

Struck-out by Bowman, 9, by Bienvenu, 10; stolen bases, O'Dowd, Mackin,

Crouch, Ching, Bowman; base on balls, off Bowman, 3, off Bienvenu, 4; hit by pitch-

er, Scearce, Bowman. Umpires, Fritz and Tennant.

21 1 4 19 7 5

SPRING HILL VS. AUBURN.

June 2nd-3rd.

They beat us, and beat us badly; but we can't win always. Then,

too, that's just Baseball.

Yes, we counted long on the coming of Auburn, and we counted, too,

on beating them; but the wheel of fortune was reversed and we got the

end we had intended to hand to the Plainsmen from up the state.

When it comes right down to real reasons why we were beaten,

and beaten in all three games, we don't like to say so much about it, for

we might appear to be trying to edge out by means of excuses. But

nothing like that is going to be offered by any Spring Hill boy. We were

beaten simply because the Hill team didn't play the same class of ball

it had been playing. Spring Hill had an off day, or rather two of them

—

had them both together, and had them at the wrong time, and as a result

the Auburn boys took back with them just precisely that for which they

had come to the Gulf City.

A glimpse of the game will show just what class of ball both teams

played.

First Game.

Christovich took the mound against Price. Mackin did the receiving

for the College, while his old team-mate, "Moon" Ducote, worked as back-

stop for Auburn.
Griffin, for Auburn, opened up with a fly ball to Brunet. Prender-

gast got his base on Crouch's error, stole second, and went to third on
Mackin's error, scoring when Wynn hit to short and Day failed to handle

the drive. Two more errors gave him third, but no score was made by
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him. Ducote struck out, Jenkins retiring the side with a drive to Crouch.

Score: Auburn 1; S. H. C. 0.

Spring Hill's first inning went in short order. Strike outs by O'Dowd
and Day and a ground ball to the pitcher by Brunet closed things up.

In Auburn's half of the second a repetition of Spring Hill's first came
off. Two strike outs and a ground ball was all that happened.

Hastings led off in the second for the College and got to first on
Griffin's error. Ching placed him on second with a sacrifice. Mackin
drew a base on balls, but was thrown out in an attempted steal. Crouch
was safe on a fielder's choice, and stole second when Curren retired on
a strike out. Score: Auburn 1; S. H. C. 0.

Price struck out as an opening for the third. Griffin hit to Hastings.

Prendergast singled, going to second on Mackin's error. Wynne hit to

Hastings for the third out.

Christovich opened the third for Spring Hill by going to first on
Ducote's error. O'Dowd singled, placing him on second. Brunet sacri-

ficed, leaving Christovich on third and O'Dowd on second. Day's hit

scored both. Second was stolen and third was taken when Hastings went
out to Jenkins. Ching was hit by the pitcher. Day scored on an error

by Ducote and Mackin made the third out on a fly to short. Score:

Auburn 1; S. H. H. 3.

Auburn's fourth tied matters up. Ducote led off with a single and
was followed by Jenkins, who walked. Milligan sacrificed, placing Ducote

on third and Jenkins on second. Ducote attempted to go home, but was
thrown out on Bonner's fielder's choice. Bonner stole second and both

he and Jenkins scored on O'Dowd's error, when Ellis hit a swift one to

him. Ellis attempted a steal, but was retired by Mackin.

Crouch led off in the fourth with a clean single. Curren went out

on a foul fly to Griffin. Crouch was thrown out on Christovich's fielder's

choice, and Ducote closed the inning for Spring Hill when, after Christo-

vich had stolen second, he threw him out, going to third. Score: Auburn
3; S.H. C. 3.

No score came to Auburn nor Spring Hill in the fifth, although both

sides led off with hits. Price went out to O'Dowd. Griffin followed with

a single and went to second on Day's error of Prendergast's drive. Wynne
advanced each of the men on base with a long fly to right. Ducote hit to

short for the third out.

O'Dowd was out on a ground ball to short. Brunet followed with a

single and went to second on Day's out to short. An error by Ellis and a

stolen base gave Hastings first and second and placed Brunet on third,

but Ching's strike out wound up the fifth. Score: Auburn 3; S. H. C. 3.
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Jenkin's hit opened the sixth, but a drive to Hastings and two

strike outs, by Bonner and Ellis, closed the inning.

Spring Hill's sixth was shorter than Auburn's by one man. Two
foul flies, by Mackin and Crouch, and a drive to right by Curren, was all

that the Hillians were able to do. Score: Auburn 3; S. H. C. 3.

Price started the seventh by going out to Brunet and was followed

by Griffin, who went out in a similar manner to Hastings. Prendergast

drew a base on balls, and after stealing second made the circuit on Ducote's

single. Wynne got his base on balls, Jekins following with a strike out.

Christovich opened the seventh in fine style. A long drive to left

center netted him two bases and O'Dowd's single placed him on third

O'Dowd stole second and Christovich attempted to go home, but tbe attempt

proved fatal. Brunet drew a base on balls, stole second and went to third

on Day's fielder's choice, in which play O'Dowd scored. Hastings went

out on a foul fly to the pitcher and Day was thrown out, going to second.

Score: Auburn 4; S. H. C. 4.

Auburn threatened in the eighth when, after a hit and a steal, Milligan

went to third on Bonner's out to Brunet. He attempted to stretch the

play and was thrown out at the plate. Ellis got his base on Christovich's

error, but Price's grounder to Crouch furnished a close for the inning.

Spring Hill's end of the eighth was extra short. A strike out by
Ching, a foul play to Ducote by Mackin, and a fly ball to Ellis by Crouch,

was all that happened. Score: Auburn 4; S. H. C. 4.

Ching, who, up to the ninth, had been station in the right garden,

was called to Christovich's relief. Griffin, the first man up, was hit by the

pitcher. Prendergast followed with a drive for two bases, scoring

Griffin. An error by Hastings gave Wynne his base, and Ducote's drive,

which was turned into a fielder's choice, stopped Prendergast at the plate.

Jengin's fly and Milligan's strike-out ended the round for Auburn.

Spring Hill, with two men out, came back and scored another run in

the ninth. Spengler was out on a ground ball to third, having taken

Ching's place in right field. Holbrook, who had taken O'Dowd's place at

first when he was shifted to third in place of Curren, went out on a fly to

center.

O'Dowd was hit by the pitcher, and, after having stolen second and
third, went home on Milligan's error. Brunet drew a pass and stole

second, but was called out when one of his own men interfered with
the ball. Score: Auburn 5; S. H. C. 5.

Auburn's first of the extra innings was rather short, only three men
being up. Bonner, Ellis and Price all went out by the three strike route.

Day struck out as a starter in the tenth, Hastings got his base on
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Ellis' error, but was thrown out on Ching's fielder's choice. Ching was
put out while stealing. Score: Auburn 5; S. H. C. 5.

Auburn threatened in the eleventh. A hit and two errors placed

Griffin on third, but strike outs by Prendergast, Wynne and Ducote closed

the firing.

The College's eleventh was in the one, two, three order, too. Three

ground balls to Short, pitcher, and second by Mackin, Crouch and
Spengler closed the half. Score: Auburn 5; S. H. C. 5.

A grounder to Crouch by Jekins, a fly to Mackin by Milligan and a

strike out by Bonner was all that formed Auburn's half of the twelfth.

Spring Hill had a man on the twelfth, but was unable to score. Hol-

brook hit safely, but was thrown out going to second. O'Dowd went out

by the three-strike route, and Brunet's drive to second ended the inning.

Score: Auburn 5; S. H. C. 5.

And again the thirteen was an unlucky number. Two were down
when Prendergast drove the ball into deep right, scoring Griffin, who
had gotten through Day's error. Second was stolen, and the hit seored

the run. Gibson in Wynne's place closed the inning.

Spring Hill was unable to come back and the thirteenth and with

strike outs by Day and Hastings and Ching's fly to Ellis the game was
ended.

S. H. C— AUBURN—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

O'Dowd, lb.-3b 5 3 2 6 11 Griffin, lb 6 2 2 18 1

Brunet, If 3 14 Prendergast, cf 7 2 3 10
Day, ss 6 110 14 Wynne, rf 6 10
Hastings, cf 6 3 Ducote, c 6 2 10 2
Ching, rf.-p 4 10 Jenkins, ss 5 1117
Mackin, c 4 18 3 2 Milligan, 3b i>00231
Crouch, 2b 5 113 1 Bonner, If 6 10
Curren, 3b 3 3 Ellis, 2b 5 6 5 1
Spengler, rf 2 1 Price, p 5 5
Cnristovich, p 311001
Holbrook, rf.-lb 201601 51 68 39 20 5

43 5 7 39 11 11
Summary :

—

Two-base hits, Prendergast, Christovich; sacrifice hits, Milligan, Brunet, Ching;

stolen bases, Prendergast, Milligan, O'Dowd (2), Day, Hastings, Crouch, Christo-

vich; struck-out by Christovich, 7, by Ching, 9, by Price, 7; base on balls, off Christo-
vich, 3, off Price, 1; hit by pitcher (Griffin) by Christovich, (O'Dowd) by Pric«;

double plays, Price to Jenkins to Griffin; hits, off Christovich, 6 with 4 runs in

nine innings. Umpire, Wilcox.

Second Game—Saturday, June 3rd.

After Spring Hill's defeat of Friday, Saturday saw them return to

Monroe Park with their determination to win doubled, but lo! The
double-header was started at two-thirty, and at six bells the Collegians'
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determination had been smashed to simthereens. The Plainsmen got

away in the very first inning with a two-run lead, and after annexing four

more in the second, had no trouble in holding the Hill team. Auburn's

first two runs came on two wild pitches and Day's error. Bienvenu was
hit freely in the second inning and retired in favor of Ching, who gave up

two more hits, both of which counted for runs. The College boys were

farther off form in this game than they had ever been in any previous

contest, and the tight defensive ball which they had been playing up to

the present never once showed up .

This is the way the game went. Griffin went to the bench via the

three-strike route. Prendergast went to first on balls and helped himself

to second. Wynne repeated Prendergast's feat, after which Prendergast

scored on a wild pitch, Wynne going to third. Ducote struck out.

Jenkins hit to short and Day's error scored Wynne. Milligan took three

strikes.

O'Dowd went to first on a pass, Brunet attempted a bunt which re-

sulted in a double play unassisted for Griffin. Day hit safely and reached

third on two wild throws. Hastings retired on a strike-out. Score:

Auburn 2; S. H. C. 0.

Auburn's second was bad, as far as Spring Hill was concerned.

Bonner led off with a terrible drive, which counted for three bases. A
base on balls, followed by a steal, placed Ellis on second, while a wild pitch

scored Bonner, leaving Ellis on third. Tanner went out on three swings,

but was followed by Griffin's hit through first, which scored Ellis. Pren-

dergast delivered another single. Wynne hit to first for the second out,

Griffin scoring. Ducote was passed and Prendergast scored on a wild

throw. Jenkins closed the inning with a strike out.

Ching was the first man up for Spring Hill in the second, but went out

to Ellis. Mackin went to second on a base on balls and a steal. Crouch
and Holbrook fanned. Score: Auburn 6; S. H. C. 0.

Six strikes in the beginning of the third placed Milligan and Bonner
on the bench, but errors by Day and Crouch allowed Ellis and Tanner
to get their base. Griffin's fly to Hasting's put an end to the inning.

In Spring Hill's end of the third only three men were at bat. Bien-

venu and O'Dowd both drew strike outs and Brunet hit to the pitcher.

Score: Auburn 6; S. H. C. 0.

Hastings placed to his credit Auburn's first out in the fourth, when
he made a beautiful catch of Prendergast's long drive. Day handled

Wynn's fly for the second out. Ducote was hit by the pitcher and went
to second on a wild throw. Jenkins was out on a fly ball to Sitterle.
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Day's grounder to Jenkins and strike outs by Hastings and Ching was
all that went to make up Spring Hill's half of the fourth. Score: Auburn
6; S. H. C. 0.

Milligan started the fifth with a fly to Day. Bonner was hit, but

was thrown out en route to second. Eliis popped out to first.

Mackin made the first for the College, hitting to Prendergast. Crouch
hit safely and stole second. Holbrook's fly to short made the second out.

Sitterle walked and O'Dowd struck out. Score: Auburn 6; S. H. C. 0.

Crouch accepted Griffin's fly for the first out in the sixth. Prender-

gast hit safely, but was thrown out on Wynne's fielder's choice. Ducote
ended the half with a drive to Hastings.

Brunet started the College's end of the sixth with an S. O., but

Spring Hill was destined to get one run at least and it came in this inning.

O'Dowd went safe on Tanner's error, took second on a wild throw.

Hastings hit, safely placing O'Down on third. An attempted steal by
Hastings proved fatal to him, but allowed O'Dowd to score. Ching hit for

one base and went to second on Jenkins' error, when Mackin drove on to

short. Crouch closed things with a strike-out. Score: Auburn 6; S. H. C. 1.

Auburn's seventh was another terrible inning for the College. Only
three more runs came across when the heavy artillery of the Plainsmen

again opened up. Jenkins started the runs after he had been treated to

a base on balls. Holbrook's error and Milligan's drive gave him second,

while Bonner's hit scored him. Milligan reached third on this play, and
Bonner stole second. Ellis' sacrifice fly to Hastings scored Bonner. Tan-

ner took first on Holbrook's error and went to third, when Griffin singled.

Tanner was thrown out at the plate, while Prendergast grounded out

to Day.

A ground ball to the pitcher by Holbrook, Sitterle's drive to second

and a single by O'Dowd, which he tried to stretch, was all that happened

in Spring Hill's end of the fourth. Score: Auburn 9; S. H. C. 1.

Just two balls knocked into the air and a strike out was Auburn's

eighth. Wynne and Ducote went out to Sitterle, while Jenkins took the

three and out way.

Brunet tried a bunt as lead off play, but it failed to work. Day got

his base on balls, but was caught off the bag. Hastings went out to

Wynne. Score: Auburn 9; S. H. C. 1.

And still they scored, but only once this time. ^Milligan started

with a hit. Bonner's sacrifice and a wild pitch placed him on third. Ellis

popped out to O'Dowd and Tanner's single scored Milligan. Second was
stolen by Tanner, but his attempt to go to third closed the inning.

Ching, Mackin and Crouch were up in the last inning, but were unable

to bring across a single run. And the game closed with the 10-1.
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This second game, although worse than slow from Spring Hill's side,

offered thrills at times. Sitterle's fielding in right easily featured for

the College. Twice he made one hand catches that looked good for three

bases on any field. Crouch made a brilliant play at second for Spring

Hill, while for Auburn the pitching of Milligan and the hitting of Bonner

were the leadings events.

S. H. C— AUBURN—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

O'Dowd, 3b 3 12 Griffin, lb 5 1 1 11
Brunet, If 4 Prendergast, cf 4 2 2 10
Day, ss 3 112 3 2 Wynee, rf 4 10 10
Hastings, cf 4 14 Ducote, c 3 11
Ching, rf.-p 4 10 Jenkins, ss 4 10 2 3 1

Mackin, c 3 9 10 Milligan, p 5 2 10 3
Crouch, 2b 3 14 11 Bonner, If 3 2 2
Holbrook, lb 3 3 12 Ellis, 2b 3 10 12
Sitterle, rf Towner, 3b 3 10 1

Bienvenu p 200300
34 10 7 27 11 2

29 1 5 27 6 5
Summary :

—

Three-base hit, Bonner; stolen bases, Prendergast, Wynne, Ellis, Tanner, Mackin,

Day, Crouch; sacrifice hits, Bonner, Ellis; hit by pitcher, Ducote; hits off Bienvenu

in one and one-third innings, 1, off Ching in seven and two-thirds innings, 6; struck

out by Bienvenu in, 4, by Ching, 4, by Milligan, 10. Umpire, Calmetti.

Second Game.

S. H. C— AUBURN—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. AB. R. H. PO. A. E.

O'Dowd, lb 2 16 Griffin, lb 3 3
Brunet, If 2 2 10 Prendergast, cf 2 10
Day, ss 3 2 3 1 Wynne, rf 2
Ching, rf 2 Ducote, c 2 18
Sitterle, rf 10 .Jenkins, ss 3 12
Mackin, c 3 8 3 Milligan, 3b. 3 1112
Hastings, cf 2 110 Bonner, If 3 13
Christovich, p 2 10 Ellis, 2b 3 2 3 2
Crouch, 2b 2 2 10 .Suggs, p 10
Shelby, 3b 200010

22 16 21 40
21 1 21 11 1

Summary :

—

Two-base hits, Benner; stolen bases, Milligan, (2), O'Dowd (3), Brunet (1);

struck-out by Christovich, 7, by Suggs, 6. Umpires, Calmetti and Roes.

Third Game.

Although Auburn again defeated us in the third game, there was more
real base ball to this fight than there was in both of the other games
taken together. It was a pitcher's battle from start to finish. Suggs, a

left-hander worked for Auburn while for Spring Hill, Christovich was
called to the mound. Suggs pitched a fine game allowing only one hit

while Christovich allowed six but kept them scattered so that only one
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run was made. This run was earned when Milligan singled, stole second

and scored on Ellis' scratch. Long hits were scarce, the longest being a

two-bagger by Bonner in the second.

Griffin opened the game, going to first and continuing to second on
Day's error. A sacrifice by Prendergast placed him on third. Wynne
struck out. Ducote was passed and Jenkins fanned.

O'Dowd started the game well for the College. As lead-off man he

came across with a single, stole second and third. Brunet walked and
stole second. Day was put out by Ducote on a foul fly. Ching went
out to Ellis and O'Dowd, in an attempt to steal home, was thrown out

making the third. Score: Auburn 0; S. H. C. 0.

Auburn again threatened in the second but with no results. Milligan

went out from Day to O'Dowd. Bonner followed with a two-base hit

and went to third on Ellis' single. Suggs drew a base on balls. Griffin

went out to Brunet and Bonner was thrown out at the plate.

Spring Hill had only one man on in the second. Hastings walked after

Mackin had driven the ball to Bonner for the first out. Christovich took

the three and out road and Crouch hit to second for the last zero. Score

Auburn 0; S. H. C. 0.

Nothing happened in the third that counted for anything, although

Ducote did deliver a single.

Prendergast and Wynne struck out, Ducote singled but was thrown
out on his way to second.

Spring Hill's third was equally as short. Shelby went out on a fly

ball to Ellis. O'Dowd and Brunet both breezed as a closer.

The fourth turned up and with it Spring Hill's trouble. Auburn's
only score came in this round when after Jenkins had accounted for the

first out, Milligan singled, stole second and third and crossed the plate on
Ellis' single. Bonner went out, via. S. O. and Ellis was stopped going to

second.

Three men only, faced the pitcher in the fourth for S. H. C. Two
drives to Milligan by Day and Ching and a fly to left field by Mackin
made up the inning. Score: Auburn 1; S. H. C. 0.

Auburn's fifth was fast and snappy. Suggs hit to short for the first

out. Griffin struck out and Prendergast hit to short for the third.

Fast ball continued in the College's end of the fifth. Hastings struck

out. Christovich was put out on a fly to short, while Crouch went the

same road that Hastings had taken. Score: Auburn 1; S. H. C. 0.
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The sixth saw Auburn get two men on base but both were stopped

before they could reach the plate. Wynne was passed but was thrown

out by Mackin while going to second. Ducote placed a "K" to his credit

while Jenkins was thrown out by Hastings upon an attempt to stretch

a single into a two-base hit.

Shelby lead off for Spring Hill in the sixth but went out as he did

before, Ellis accepting the chance. O'Dowd was walked and stole sec-

ond. Brunet breezed and Day made the last out by hitting to Prender-

gast. Scare: Auburn 1; S. H. C. 0.

Auburn's last inning was as short as all the others, only three men
being at bat. Ground balls by Ellis and Milligan and a fly to Hastings

from Bonner ended the inning as well as the game as far as Auburn was
concerned.

Spring Hill's half of the seventh lasted only a few minutes. Strike

outs by Sitterle and Hastings and a fly to Bonner was all, and Auburn
claimed the third game of the series.

Spring Hill College, 0. Auburn, 1.
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On May 4th was held the Annual Banquet of the Alumni Association

at the Battle House. Reverend E. Cummings, President of Spring Hill,

welcomed Dr. Mastin, the guest of the evening, with glowing words of

tribute to the twenty-five years of service this well known surgeon had
given Spring Hill. The Hon. C. Lawrence Lavretta, A. B. 75, toastmas-

ter of the evening, spoke as follows:

Rev. Father President, and Faculty of Spring Hill College,

Gentlemen of the Alumni, and Invited Guests:

The pleasure I experienced in the anunal reunions and banquets of the Alumni
of Spring Hill College, is, on this night, greatly enhanced, as it affords me a wished-
for opportunity to thank you for the honor conferred by your memfiership in hav-
ing selected me to serve as your President during the past year. The duties at-

tached to the office have been light, and are more than compensated by the grati-

fication of being the medium through whom a welcome is to be extended to a

gentleman whose character, and superior medical and surgery knowledge and at-

tainments are known and recognized by all who have acquaintance with him.
The virtues which are the foundation in the make-up and upbuilding; the vices

which lead to the downfall and degradation of man, are subjects which never enter

the thoughts of a boy, seldom those of the adolescent; but to them, each of us, when
forced into the arena of the world and compelled to wage the battles of life, have,

through necessity, to give serious thought and consideration; he who fails to do
so, seldom rises above mediocrity. In this particular line of study, this branch of

knowledge, I dare say, taken collectively, the members of the Society of Jesus rank
among the best, if they are not its best, students, investigators, exponents and
masters. This knowledge of man makes an outward manifestation of their respect,

esteem, confidence and affection, more than a mere expression of the sentiments

of heart and mind; it clothes it with the garb of a tribute, of an award of merit

to character, intelligence and ability. Such a manifestation I witnessed on last

Thursday; it was extended to one who for more than twenty-six years has been
my medical adviser and confidant, I make bold to say, my sincere friend. I was
content in the contentment, happy in the happiness, rejoiced in the joy of him
who was the central figure of the occasion wherein the honor bestowed was
bestowed on honor, at a function which honored those who gave as well as him
who received.

The medical and surgical profession, next to the holy calling to the church,

ranks highest in the estimation of mankind, for while the one soothes the pains

and sufferings, heals the wounds and cures the ills and sicknesses of the body,
the other soothes, heals and cures the ills and sickness of the mind and soul. Such
the profession of him whom I am to welcome on this night, and who for twenty-
live years has given to the Reverend Fathers of the Faculty and students of Spring
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Hill College, the benefit of his superior medical knowledge and attainments. Twenty-
five of the best years of his life, twenty-five years of the best that in him lies.

It was just and proper that such a one should be garlanded by the Reverend Faculty

of Spring Hill College, with the flowers of their love and affection, and armored
anew with the strength of their loyal friendship and unqualified approval and
congratulations. This testimonial of affection, approval, loyalty, and confidence

was betstowed, the recipient being one who has received the degree of LL.D. from
the same institution where we have spent some of the happiest days of our lives;

and from whose portals we went forth to the battle of life armed with its credentials

of merit.

It is now my honor, speaking for the Alumni of Spring Hill College, to express

our thanks and congratulations to you, Dr. William M. Mastin, for your untiring

and continuous efforts to safeguard the health and lives of the inmates of our

beloved Alma Mater, and assure you that in the years to come,

"Still shall recollections trace,

In fancy's mirror ever near,

Each smile, each tear, that form, that face,

Though lost to sight, to memory dear."

On behalf of the Alumni, allow me to welcome you, Dr. William M. Mastin,

to our festal board, and to our hearts, which beat with the one hope that you have

a long life crowned with joy, happiness, and success.

Two other toasts of the evening were so favorably commented on

that we have printed them in the forepart of the Magazine—"Alma
Mater—The Educator," by T. J. Touart, A.B. '01, and "Loyalty to Alma
Mater," by Matthias Mahorner, A.M. '05, LL.D. '12. The other speakers

of the evening were: Mr. Barbee, Associate Editor of the Register; Dr.

John O. Rush, representative of the Athletic Association, whose appeal

to the Alumni for a more marked financial backing in athletics was strong

and to the point.

Dr; Mastin's response to the well-deserved encomiums bestowed on
him by the speakers was touching and generous. Naturally his mind
turned to the department of the College that had held his unswerving

attention for the last quarter of a century. The suggestions he gave

regarding a new and more modern infirmary building met with the hearty

approval of all present and deserve the serious consideration of all in-

tersted in the future welfare of the Hill. We have printed elsewhere the

address delivered by the Doctor before the Faculty on the day he was
honored at the Hill, and our only regret is that our space limit will not

allow us to give the full text of this strongly-worded appeal for a model
infirmary.

Near the close of the Banquet the annual election of Officers for the

coming year took place, with the following result: Hon. C. L. Lavretta

was retained as President, M. Mahorner was chosen Vice-President, and
Yeend Potter is to take up the duties of Secretary-Treasurer.
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ALUMNI NOTES.
A.B. '78—The figure of Dr. Angelo Festorazzi was much missed from

his accustomed place at the festal board of the Alumni; but his cordial

letter printed in the "Communications" did much to alleviate the sorrow

of his colleagues. He has since returned to Mobile from Philadelphia,

whither he went to undergo a very serious operation, and everybody

affirms that he looks ten years younger. We wish him long life and
continued enjoyment of health.

A.B. '99—Fred Solis, we are informed, is now the glad possessor of a

fine position in the Tropical Fruit Company. . . The Springhillian wishes

him even greater success than he has enjoyed in the past.

Ex. A.B. '99—John Hunter, District Attorney of Alexandria, La., has

been chosen by the faculty to deliver the Baccalaureate address. He has

recently been re-elected and is known as an eloquent and forceful speaker.

He has chosen as his topic, "Preparedness." We expect to learn some new
phases of this much-discussed subject.

A.B. '07—We have just received the news that Daniel J. Ory will visit

the halls of his Alma Mater, to be present at the commencement exercises.

We look forward to many pleasant moments.
A.B. '08—Lester L. Bordelon, A.B. '08, LL.D., is running for District

Attorney of the parish of Avoyelles. We wish him success in the cam-
paign and the nomination to a trust which he shall fill with great credit

to himself and to his Alma Mater.

A.B. '09—Anthony Touart rejoices in the sweet cooing of a little girl

who calls him papa.

B.S. '09—C. E. Laborde, another Alumnus of the Avoyelles parish, is

running for the office of superintendent of schools. We wish him the

same success that we have just tendered to his colleague.

Ex. B.S. '09—A letter from Slidell promises us the pleasure of a visit

from Mat Schneider. Come on, Mat, we will be glad to see you and show
you all the improvements around the old place.

A.B. '10—John E. Flynn, A.B. '10, A.M. '13, D.D.S., has recently been

appointed to a state office in the Knights of Columbus. The Springhillian

wishes him all success in his incumbency.

A.B. '10—Charles Plauche is now in Denver, Colo., for his health.

We hope to hear of his speedy recovery.

A.B. '11—We learn with great sorrow that John T. Bauer, Jr., A.B. '11,

has been quite sick. We hope that he will soon be on his feet again and

resume his climb up the ladder of success.

B.S. '11—Clarence Black now holds the position of night clerk with

the railroad in Bogalusa, La. We wish Clarence success in his new un-

dertaking.
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B.S. '11—R. Leo Dragoe has sent us word that he wishes to receive

The Springhillian. Words of this kind are always welcomed by the busi-

ness manager and Leo may be sure that P. O. Box 870, of Houston, Tex.,

will be made glad by the sight of the purple and white.

Ex. A.B. '12—The "Weekly News of Marksville, La., prints the fol-

lowing: "Mr. Warren S. Ducote, son of Mr. Louis A. Ducote, was married

to Miss Mary A. Poole on Wednesday morning at a nuptial mass, the

Rev. Fr. Girards officiating. May their wedded life be a long and pros-

perous one. The friends of the bride met at the Public School Tuesday

and tendered her a linen shower. The couple received many handsome
and valuable presents." We wish to add our quota to this abundance of

good wishes.

A.B. '13—Frank Prohaska was called home from Georgetown be-

cause of his mother's illness. We are glad to learn, however, that she has

recovered so that he will be able to resume his studies.

B.S. '13—Herman Gervais, B.S. '13, is with the Gulf Refining Com-
pany of Victoria, Tex.

Ex. A.B. '13—Frank Smith, who holds a clerical position with the

New Orleans, Mobile and Chicago Railroad, came out to witness the elo-

cution contest. He is a star member of the debating society of St. Joseph's

Parish and wished, doubtless, to get a few pointers.

A.B. '13, B.S. '14-'15—All the Spring Hill boys now at Tulane have

passed successful examinations as can testify Bob Tarleton, A.B. '13, Ed.

Ball, B.S. '14, and Roy Mevers, B.S. '15.

A.B. '14—What do you think? We hear that Lee Plauche is President

of a bank? Don't you believe it? Go to Ville Platte and see for yourself

.

B.S. '14—Milton Salaun's light has not been hidden under a bushel.

He has sustained his reputation as a musician and is received with great

enthusiasm by music-lovers wherever he goes.

B.S. '14—Christopher Timothy has requested the honor of our

presence at the Court House Auditorium on June 1st, on which date he
receives his diploma from the Chattanooga College of Law. We regret our

inability to accept the invitation, but feel sure that a flock of clients are

anxiously awaiting the sight of his shingle.

B.S. '15—Richard Murray has given up his position with the insurance

firm to take up a more lucrative one in the banking business. We feel

sure he will meet at every turn, added prosperity.

B.S. '15—Quite a deal of interest was aroused recently by the appear-

ance of Mr. Charles Pearce as a movie star in the "Romance of Mobile."

His acting was a decided success and warmly applauded by his ardent

admirers. We could suggest a number of plots gathered from his past

history to form subjects for future reels; they are taken from real life.
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Loyola University. Once again we have the pleasure of reading in

Loyola, essays that bespeak the trend of the scholar. The great intellect

of Thompson, his wild genius, exceptional mind, deep heart and exquis-

ite sensibility are pictured, with a grace that is thought-compelling, in

the essay that bears his name; and such is the delicacy of style, that one

could not but be happy in claiming such an essay one's own. The writer

has depth of thought and force of expression not common to all. His

poem "The Second Spring" proves that gift to be his at least, which
in his opening paragraph on Thompson he claims to be a quality inher-

ent to all.

The essay of James T. Mangon, is surely a bold answer to the oldest

riddle. Is the question a riddle now? We do not believe so—and the

writer encourages our belief while affording a merry laugh. "The Fool

in Lear" and "Not A Detective Story" are essays agreeably readable.

Fordham Monthly as ever is rich in spreading bud and starting leaf.

Its essays are fruits culled from trees laden with promises of treasure.

The atmosphere of alarming suspense, of impending disaster—not vague

but strikingly ominous—the scholary unfolding of a plot nobly conceiv-

ed in diction at once instructive and winning are qualities that speak for*

themselves in the "Absolution" by James T. L. O'Donohoe. Fordham
claims the work its own, reserving all rights, and we are glad. It is but

a stalwarth recognition of the sterling value of the little masterpiece.

In "The One Way Out" the writer has fathomed to its deepest depth,

the true cause of the world's great earthquake—the shock of which is

frightful. Truly, indeed, is man, unmindful of God a raging demon,

desperate and terrible. Religion is the one and lasting cure. The essay

on "Patriotism" is scholarly.

The Holy Cross Purple. In speaking of the Purple, we may say that

the reward of a thing well done is to have done it. The essays are by
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no means the output of superficial thought. Winning rhythm and senti-

ments, soul inspiring proclaim the praises of the prize competition songs.

The martial tone of "Royal Alma Mater" by John T. Cawley, must strike

a responsive chord in "loyal sons of Holy Cross"; and make them staunch

defenders of the "plain, unassuming Purple".

The Tamarack is a new but none the less a welcome visitor to our

sanctum. Essays both historical and scientific, all weighty and instruc-

tive, are written in such wise as to claim as their own the decisive, dom-
inant note of authority. Those on the drama—all the outcome of

thoughtful care and farseated research attract study and afford ample
material to those who would wish to make a comparative analysis of

the subject. The magazine in its production is masterly; in its method
clear cut.

(Pbttuarg

REV. F. J. O'ROURKE, Ex.A.B. '09

It is the sad duty of The Springhillian to record the sudden and unex-

pected death of one of its most distinguished alumni. On April 25, Father

F. J. O'Rourke died at the Hospital of Mercy, Chicago. He had injured

himself whilst exercising in the gymnasium and the wound developing

into blood-poisoning, he passed away on Easter Tuesday.

Father O'Rourke was born in Ireland, November 5, 1885, and came
to this country when quite young. Having made some preparatory studies

at St. Bede's College, Illinois, he entered Spring Hill in September, 1908.

Here he was universally beloved by his fellow-students, who delighted in

calling him the "Big Irishman." He was a model in every way and soon

gave evidence of possessing more than ordinary talent. His fondness for

study and his eagerness to make progress are well illustrated by the fact

that frequently, while at St. Bede's, he would steal away to the bathroom
at night, when the others were asleep, and there, by the aid of a flickering

candle or the dim light of a lantern, would con his Cicero and Virgil till

dawn. Such constant application to study soon placed him at the head of

his class, which he maintained during his whole career at college.

From Spring Hill Father O'Rourke entered the Kenrick Seminary at

St. Louis, where again he succeeded in carrying off, during successive

years, the honors of his class. Here he deserved the greatest commenda-
tion of his professors. One of them, writing to his bereaved sister, says:
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"I never met such a noble, good young man. He was one of the very best

I ever knew." On the completion of his theological studies he was or-

dained to the priesthood by the late Archbishop Quigley, on June 1, 1912.

His first appointment was as curate of Our Lady Help of Christians,

Chicago.

Father O'Rourke was a sterling, noble, self-sacrificing and holy priest,

an example to all who knew him, and a most devoted worker in the Vine-

yard of the Master. "I never waste a minute in my Master's service. I

am attending sick calls, instructing converts, reclaiming fallen-away

Catholics, or visiting the school." This, as he writes to his sister, was the

manner in which he spent his days. One who was well acquainted with

him for years thus speaks of him : "Father O'Rourke was beloved, admired
and respected by all whose privilege and happiness it was to have known
him. The good he did cannot be easily estimated or told. He was a true

priest and a true disciple of Christ, whise teachings he exemplified in his

daily life. He will be greatly missed by all, especially the poor, to whom
he was most extraordinarily devoted." For some days previous to his

death his sufferings were intense, but the sight of the Crucified and the

thought of what Calvary had cost his Redeemer, nerved him to bear them
with truly admirable and Christian fortitude. His life had been beautiful

in the sight of God and his angelic death was not less so. Of him it truly

could be said, "Rlessed are they who die in the Lord." The Master was
satisfied with his three short years of labor in His vineyard, and at their

close, called the toiler Home to receive his everlasting reward.

Father O'Rourke loved Spring Hill intensely and was always greatly

interested in whatever concerned it. The students who were with him
here will surely be grieved to hear of his untimely death, and will no doubt

whisper a fervent prayer to God for the repose of his soul. On the morning
of the funeral a Solemn Mass of Requiem was sung is the presence of

Archbishop Mundelein and a large concourse of priests. The church was
packed with a sorrowing congregation, who came in such numbers to

testify their love and affection for the dead. May he rest in peace.



A New Book by Father Lasance. The Only Up-to-Date Missal

Adapted for the use of the Laity from the Roman Missal, According to the Latest

Decrees, with Introduction, Notes, and a Book of Prayer

By REV. F. X. LASANCE
Author of "My Prayer-Book"

It has nearly 1,300 pages, but is not bulky, as it is printed on India paper.

2003 Cloth, red edges $1.50 2012 Imitation Leather, gold edges....$1.75

3015G American seal, gold edges $2.25

Advantages of Father Lasance's Missal over all other Missals: The liturgical ar-
rangement is strictly correct and up-to-date, according to the latest Roman decrees,
something that cannot be said of other Missals. flThis edition contains directions,
easily understood, on how to use the Missal, and gives also the ceremonies to be ob-
served by the laity at mass, fl A Book of Prayer has been added to the Missal. It

consists of devout acts, hymns, litanies, and other forms of publie prayer, together
with devotions for Holy Communion and for visits to the Blessed Sacrament, and
other prayers for private devotion, fl The correct text, the smooth, idiomatic transla-
tion, the many valuable special features, the clear type, the fine India paper, so thin
but opaque, and the flexible binding, place this Missal far in advance of any other.

BENZIGER BROTHERS
343 MAIN STREET, CINCINNATI, OHIO

FOR GOOD HARDWARE

ROOFING AND TOOLS

McGowin-Lyons

Hardware and Supply Co.

S. W. Water and St. Louis Streets

Vigil Lights
Manufactured Exclusively by

THE WILL & BAUMER
COMPANY

THE CANDLE MANUFACTURERS
SYRACUSE. N. Y.

The genuine Vigil Light has a red

wick. All others are cheap imita-

tions. If interested, write us for

more information.

F. G. Touart A' G. Quina

TOUART & QUINA
Successors to Louis Touart

COTTON FACTORS AND
COMMISSION MERCHANTS

MOBILE ALABAMA

N. L. Vickers
REAL ESTATE

FIRE INSURANCE
RENTALS
75 St. Michael Street

Albright & Wood
THE ACCOMMODATING

DRUGGISTS
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Zadek Jewelry Co.
College Emblems, Stationery, Engraved Cards, Invitations,

etc., Embossing and Stamping

Kodaks, Films, Developing and Finishing

207 Dauphin Street, 6 South Conception Street MOBILE, ALA.

Dreaper & Burns
THE LARGEST AND LEADING CLOTHIERS AND GENTS'

FURNISHERS IN MOBILE

FOR MEN, YOUNG MEN AND BOYS

55-57 Dauphin Street

Solicit your patronage

Bell Phone 2794 Home Phone 630

Giannarus & Dragonas
DEALERS IN

NUTS, FRUITS AND CANDIES
CIGARS AND TOBACCO

200 St. Francis Street

MOBILE, ALA.

Home 102 :— : Telephones :— :Bell 860

C. D. Kenny Company
Wholesale and Retail

TEAS, COFFEES, SUGARS
210 Dauphin Street MOBILE, ALA.

FOR THE BEST IN PRINTING, BOOK
and Catalogue Work, Lithograph-
ing, Engraving, Embossing and
Stationery, write

ROBERTS & SON
"THE BIG ALABAMA HOUSE"

Birmingham, Ala.

J. M. Walsh, Pres. Harry T. Hartwell, Vice-Pres., Sec. & Treas. Arthur Kimball, Mgr.

MOBILE TOWING AND WRECKING COMPANY
Towing, Wrecking and Contracting

Office, Foot of Dauphin Street

Bell Phone 565 MOBILE, ALA. Home Phone 865

: TUGS :

Echo Nimrod Mary Wittich Resolute Native Claude GertrudeMary Wittich
Zoe Ethel

Resolute

Dawn
Native

Isabel
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Insurance
JOHN W. SCHEIBLE

& COMPANY

Bell Phone 3071 Home Phone 363

72 St. Michael Street MOBILE, ALA.

The Merchants Bank
OF MOBILE, ALA.

Capital $150,000.00
Earned Surplus 165,000.00

We invite small as well as large ac-
counts, and extend to depositors a uni-
formly courteous and efficient service
regardless of the volume of business
which they transact.

We pay four per cent interest, com-
pounded semi-annually, on savings ac-
counts.

YOU can learn

to play this

wonderful
fascinating Hawa-
iian instrument with

the aid of our self-

instruction book
within a few weeks.

The different Ha-
waiian theatrical

troupes, and the

many beautiful pho-

nograph records
made by them,

wherein the Hawaiian Steel Guitar is always prominent, has made a

tremendous demand for these instruments. We carry the Hawaiian
Steel Guitars used exclusilely by the Hawaiians, and can furnish them at

the following prices:

$10, $15, $20, $25, etc., etc.

Also exclusive representatives for the entire United States for the

Genuine M. Nunes & Son Hand-Made Hawaiian Ukuleles, $10, $12.50, $1

Send for free illustrated catalogue of both the above instruments. Mention this magazine

We are also headquarters for all kinds of Hawaiian music for piano, steel

guitar and Ukulele.

Southern California Music Company
FRANK J. HART, President

332-34 South Broadway, Los Angeles

With Exceptionally Complete Equipment and Thorough Understanding of the Art
of Catalogue and Book Publishing, we have for years stood at the head of

the craft in this line of work in this section.

COMMERCIAL PRINTING COMPANY
Fifty-Seven Saint Michael Bell Telephone 391
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Gold and Silver Novelties

FOR GIFT PURPOSES

Julius Goldstein

JEWELER ROYAL STREET

W. T. Goubil
DEALER IN

Fancy Groceries, Fruits and Delicatessen

BOILED HAM A SPECIALTY

Bell Phone 2204

Home Phone 1059 362 and 364 Dauphin Street

JAS. T. DUGGAN J. L. TAYLOR

Duggan & Taylor

Real Estate, Insurance Agents

and Money Brokers

58 N. Royal St. MOBILE, ALA.

SPALDING

CLASS and the Racket. That's our AUTOGRAPH
Ten Dollars. We've put into it the best we know in

racket making. That's wherein comes the Class—that bit

of slang up top.

We have others, you know. And it's a queer sort we
cannot suit at from 50 cents, to the Autograph limit $10.00

All the details in the catalogue. It is free—as usual.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

KODAKS AND SUPPLIES

Van Antwerps

Van Antwerp Building

MOBILE, ALA.

Football, Basketball, Gymnasium
Hockey Jerseys, Sweaters

Class Caps

Catalogue No. 18 describing all

Fall and Winter Goods mailed

on request

Arthur Johnson & Co.
Student Athletic Supplies

872 Broad St. NEWARK, N. J.
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155 Dauphin Street

Fitting Eyes with glasses that fit

the eyes is our Exclusive business

McDonald Optical Company
MOBILE, ALA.

Bell Phone 163

FOR GOOD SHOES GO TO

Simon Shoe Company
CORNER DAUPHIN AND CONCEPTION STREETS

PETER SMITH ™EE Fresh Vegetables
STEAMBOATS AND SHIPS SUPPLIED

Stall No. 10, Southern Market Bell Phone 797 Home Phone 1646

Jas. McPhillips Grocery Co

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS

IN

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

Roche & Burke Undertaking Co.

CARRIAGE AND AUTOMOBILE
LIVERY IN CONNECTION

N. E. Cor. St. Joseph and State Sts.

Both Phones 54

F. KUPPERSMITH

Dealer in and Shipper of

Oysters and Produce

S. Conti St., Mobile, Ala.

HANAW BROTHERS
Importers and Jobbers of

Crockery, China, Glassware

Enamelware, Lamps, Bar
Goods, etc.

No. 6 N. Water Street MOBILE, ALA.

MALCOLM PARTIN

Manufacturer of Brooms
Dealer in Stationery and Toilet

Paper
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John P. Nelson James G. Adler

Nelson & Adler

Real Estate

Insurance
Loans

59 North Royal St.

Bell Phone 3213 MOBILE, ALA.

SMOKE

Burke's Havana
THE QUALITY

$c. CIGAR

C. Burke Cigar and
Tobacco Co.

BELL 56 HOME 88

Mobile Transfer
R. C. SCHWARZ, Prop.

108 North Royal Street

Baggeage Checked to Destination

and Transferred to All Parts City

Cab Service Day and Night

F. Walter & Company
WHOLESALE DEALERS

FRUIT, PRODUCE POULTRY

21 S. Commerce St. 21 S. Front St.

DR. I. JONAS
DENTIST

Suite 305 Van Antwerp Bldg.

MOBILE, ALA.

KJjrasLuell s

DAUPHIN AND CLAIBORNE STREETS MOBILE, ALA.

D. H. Dure H. W. Dure G. B. Dure

D. H. & G. B. DURE
WALL PAPERING, PAINTING
DECORATING, GLAZING

74 Dauphin St. Bell 3621 Home 1416

MOBILE, ALA.

RACKET STORE
518 Dauphin Street MOBILE, ALA.

T. J. BADGETT, Manager

Religious Articles, Church Goods,
Toys, Notions :: Picture Framing.

Boyle Studio

MOBILE'S LEADING
PHOTOGRAPHERS

KODAK FINISHING

Jas. K. Glennon & Co.

MONEY, REAL ESTATE AND

INSURANCE

MOBILE ALABAMA
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Columbia Ice Cream & Creamery Company, incorporated

MOBILE, ALA.

Phone Bell 2630
Home 1753 The "Crescent" Kind

Insure with a Home Company

Chas. H. Brown, Pres. Stewart Brooks, Vice-Pres.

John Gaillard, Sec. R. Gaillard, Ass't Sec.

STONEWALL INSURANCE CO.

56 St. Michael St., Mobile, Ala.

Capital, $150,000.00

Net Assets for Protection of Policy-

holders, $305,000.00

Jno. J. Damrich
Agent

Stacy Adams Co.'s Men's Shoes

Tennis Shoes and Boy Scouts

N. A. Bertolotti

Fruits, Groceries

General Merchandise

Always courteous attention Bell Phone 1 490-

J

Mobile Coal Company
DEALERS IN HIGH GRADE DOMESTIC COAL

We also handle highest grades of bunker coal, averaging 14,000 to 15,000 B. T. U.
to the pound, low in ash and strictly high grade goods.

Our facilities for handling your bunker and cargo business arc unsurpassed in

Southern waters.
We also handle high grade building material, such as Portland Cement, Lime,

Wall Plaster, Sewer Pipe, Brick, etc. Let us quote you on your requirements.

MOBILE COAL COMPANY
P. O. Box 154

MOBILE, ALABAMA
Office, 160 St. Francis Street

James McDonnell Company
Wholesale Grocers

Nos, 9, 11 and 13 N. Commerce Street

MOBILE, ALA.

WAREHOUSES :

14, 54 and 56 South Commerce Street

BEROUJON & SANDS
Funeral Directors and Embalmers

Finest Ambulance in the city

12 and 14 S. Conception Street

STAUB'S UP-TO-DATE SHOP
Post Cards, Pennants and Souve-
nirs. Complete Line High Grade
Stationery and Art Material, Pic-

tures, Picture Frames.
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